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4. Rules and Building
Code Compliance Checklist
Rule Description

Content Requirement(s)

Drawing(s)/ Report(s)
Annex:
3.2 Team Officers and Contact Team officer’s contact information
BUC_AN#7_Team Officers Contact
Information
completely fulfilled in Table 1 (SDE WAT)
Information_2014-11-03
Drawing(s) showing the storage and
Project Drawings:
unloading areas and corresponding load’s
- SO-102;
calculations

4.3 Lot Conditions

Calculations showing the structural design
remains
Project Drawings:
compliant even if there is a level difference,
- ST-003;
and drawing(s) showing shimming
methods and materials to be used in case

4.4 Footings

Drawing(s) showing the locations and
depths of all
Not relevant to the project
ground penetrations on the competition
site

4.4 Footings

Drawing(s) showing the location, contact Project Drawings:
area and soil-bearing pressure of every - AR-014;
component resting directly on the ground - ST-001;

4.7 Construction Equipment

Drawing(s) showing the assembly and
disassembly sequences and the movement Project Drawings:
of heavy machinery on the competition - SO-201..SO-228;
site and specifications for heavy machinery

5.1 Solar Envelope Dimensions

Drawing(s) showing the location of all
Project Drawings:
house and site components relative to the
- AR-011, AR-101;
solar envelope

6.1 Structural Design Approval

Structural drawings and calculations
Annex:
signed and stamped by a qualified licensed
BUC_APP_2014-11-03
professional
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4.3 Lot Conditions and attribution

6.1 Electrical
Design
Approval
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and

Photovoltaic Electrical and Photovoltaic drawings and
Annex:
calculations signed and stamped by a
BUC_APP_2014-11-03
qualified licensed professional

6.1 Codes Design Compliance

List of the country of origin codes compiled,
Annex:
properly
BUC_APP_2014-11-03
signed by the faculty advisor

6.2 Architectural Footprint

Drawing(s) showing all information
Project Drawings:
needed by the Rules Officials to digitally
- AR-014;
measure the architectural footprint

6.2 Architectural Footprint

Drawing(s) showing all the reconfigurable
Project Drawings:
features that may increase the footprint if
- AR-041, AR-042, AR-043;
operated during contest week

6.3 Measurable Area

Drawing(s) showing the Measurable Area

6.4 Entrance and Exit Routes

Drawing(s) showing the accessible public
tour route, specifying the entrance and exit Project Drawings:
from the house to the main street of La Cité - PT-001, PT-101, PT-201;
du Soleil®

7.3 PV Technology Limitations

Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.5;
Specifications and contractor price quote
- Chapter 12: 3.5.1;
for photovoltaic components
Project Specifications Annex:
- Folder 3.5.1;

7.4 Batteries

Drawing(s) showing the location(s) and
quantity of stand-alone, PV-powered Not relevant to the project
devices and corresponding specifications

Project Drawings:
- AR-017, AR-018, AR-051, AR-052;

7.6 Thermal Energy Storage

Project Drawings:
- PL-003, PL-101;
- ME-011, ME-101, ME-201, ME-211,
ME-221, ME-302, ME-303;
Drawing(s) showing the location of thermal
- SW-001, SW-002, SW-101;
energy
Project Manual:
storage components and corresponding
- Chapter 5.4.2;
specifications
- Chapter 5.6.6;
- Chapter 12: 3.3.3;
Project Specifications Annex:
- Folder 3.3.3;

7.7 Desiccant Systems

Drawing(s) describing the operation of
the desiccant system and corresponding Not relevant to the project
specifications

7.8 Humidification systems

Project Drawings:
- ME-041;
Specifications for humidification systems
Project Manual:
and corresponding certifications of the
- Chapter 5.4.2;
different elements.
Project Specifications Annex:
- Folder 3.3.2;

8.1 Containers locations

Drawing(s) showing the location of all the Project Drawings:
water tanks
- PL-301, PL-302, PL-303, PL-304, PL305.

8.2 Water Delivery

Drawing(s) showing the fill location(s),
quantity of water requested at each fill
location, tank dimensions, diameter of
opening(s) and clearance above the tank(s)

8.3 Water Removal

Project Drawings:
- PL-301, PL-302, PL-303, PL-304, PLDrawing(s) showing the quantity of water
305;
to be removed from each fill location, tank
Project Manual:
dimensions, diameter of opening(s) and
- Chapter 12: 3.2.4;
clearance above the tank(s).
Project Specifications Annex:
- Folder 3.2.4;

8.5 Grey water reuse

Project Drawings:
- PL-024, PL-202;
Specifications for greywater reuse systems Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.3.3.3;
- Chapter 5.6.8.4;

8.6 Rainwater Collection

Project Drawings:
Drawing(s) showing the layout and
- PL-021.1, PL-022, PL-023, PL-013,
operation of rainwater collection systems
PL-221.1, PL-305;

8.8 Thermal Mass

Water-based thermal mass systems
Drawing(s) showing the locations of
not relevant to the project.
water-based thermal mass systems and
Project Drawings:
corresponding specifications
AR-324, BA-011, BA-013, BA-014

8.9 Grey Water Heat Recovery

Specifications for grey water heat recovery
Not Applicable
systems.
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7.4 Batteries

Project Drawings:
- PV-004, PV-005, PV-013;
Drawing(s) showing the location(s)
Project Manual:
and quantity of hard- wired battery
- Chapter 5.3.5;
banks components and corresponding
- Chapter 12: 3.5.1.4, 3.5.1.5;
specifications
Project Specifications Annex:
- Folders 3.5.1.4, 3.5.1.7;

Project Drawings:
- PL-301, PL-302;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 12: 3.2.4;
Project Specifications Annex:
- Folder 3.2.4;
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9.1 Placement

Drawing(s) showing the location of
Project Drawings:
all vegetation and, if applicable, the
- IN-201, IN-411, IN-412, IN-501,
movement of vegetation designed as part
IN-511;
of an integrated mobile system

9.2 Watering Restrictions

Drawings showing the layout and Project Drawings:
operation of greywater irrigation systems - PL-024, PL-202;

Drawing(s) showing the location of bidirectional meters, metering box, sensors, Project Drawings:
10.2 SDE Sensors’ Location and wire
cables and feed-through to pass the - ID-001.1, ID-001.2;
routing
instrumentation wires from the interior to - ID-002.1, ID-002.2;
the exterior of the house
Annex:
11.2 Use of the Solar Decathlon artwork, and content of all communications
BUC_AN#7_Project
Europe Logo
materials, including signage
Dissemination Materials_2014-11-03
Drawing(s) showing the dimensions,
Annex:
11.3 Teams’ sponsors & Supporting materials, artwork, and content of all
BUC_AN#7_Project
Institutions
communications materials, including
Dissemination Materials_2014-11-03
signage
11.4 Team Uniforms

Drawing(s) showing the artwork, content Project Drawings:
and design of the team uniform
- TU-001;

12.4 Public Tour

Drawing(s) showing the public tour route,
indicating the dimensions of any difficult Project Drawings:
point, complying with the accessibility - PT-201;
requirements

20.0 Contest 6: Drying Method
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Project Drawings:
Drawing(s) showing the clothes drying
- AR-042;
method and the place where the clothes
- IN-302, IN-304;
will be dried.
- ID-005.2;

20.0 Contest 6: House Functioning

Project manual:
Appliances and corresponding technical - Chapter 12: 5;
specifications.
Project specifications Annex:
- Folder 5;

36.5 Photovoltaic systems design

Project Drawings:
- PV-001..PV-031;
Specifications of PV generators, inverters,
Project Manual:
wiring, cables, protections, earthing
- Chapter 5.3.5;
systems, interface with the electricity
- Chapter 12: 3.5.1;
distribution network
Project Specifications Annex:
- Folder 3.5.1;

36.5 Photovoltaic systems design

Inverters’ certificates

Project Manual:
- Chapter 12: 3.5.1.2, 3.5.1.3;
Project Specifications Annex:
- Folders 3.5.1.2, 3.5.1.3;

36.5 Photovoltaic systems design

Maintenance plan for PV generators,
supporting structure, inverters, wiring,
Project Manual:
cables, protections, circuit breakers in case
- Chapter 5.3.5;
of fire and earthing system. Fire protection
systems for PV DC wiring

36.5 Photovoltaic systems design

The corresponding table “design summary”
BUC_ELEC#5_2014-11-03
must be filled out

51.3 Fire Safety

Project Manual:
Specifications for Fire Reaction of
- Chapter 12: table 4.1;
Constructive elements, extinguishers and
Project Specifications Annex:
fire resistance of the house’s structure.
- Table 4.1;

Drawings showing compliance with the
Project Drawings:
evacuation of occupants’ requirements
- FP-001, FP-002;
and fire extinguishers location

51.4 Safety against falls

Project Manual:
Specifications of compliance with the
- Chapter 12: table 4.2;
slipperiness degree classes of floors
Project Specifications Annex:
included in House tour
- Table 4.2;

51.4 Safety against falls

Drawing(s) showing compliance with
conditions for uneven flooring, floors with
Project Drawings:
different level, Restricted
Areas stairs, Public Areas Staircases, - AR-111, AR-112, AR-201, AR-212
Restricted Areas Ramps and Public Areas
Ramps
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51.3 Fire Safety

Drawing(s) showing compliance with
Project Drawings:
51.4 Safety for avoiding trapping and
conditions for
impact risk
- AR-313, AR-323, AR-324;
avoiding trapping and impact risk
51.4 Safety against the risk of Specifications for level of illumination of Project Manual:
inadequate lighting
house tour areas light fittings
- Chapter 5.2.3;
51.5 Accessibility for People with Interior and exterior plans showing the Project Drawings:
Disabilities and Special Needs
entire accessible tour route
- PT-001, PT-101, PT-201;
51.6 Structural Safety

Specifications for the use of dead loads, live
Project Manual:
loads, safety factors and load combinations
- Chapter 13;
in the structural calculations

51.7 Electrical and PV Systems

Complete the “Electrical System Design PV
BUC_ELEC#5_2014-11-03
Chart and Checklist” Rule 48.

51.7 Electrical and PV Systems

Project Drawings:
- EL-001, EL-501, EL-510..EL-556;
Specifications of the wiring, channels, - PV-001..PV-031;
panels and
Project Manual:
protections of the electrical installation
- Chapter 12: 3.4, 3.5.1;
Project Specifications Annex:
- Folders 3.4, 3.5.1;

51.7 Electrical and PV Systems

Project Drawings:
One-line electrical diagram and drawings
- EL-501;
showing the grounding, execution and
- PV-012, PV-013, PV-014, PV-015; paths
PV-031;
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5.1 Urban Design,
Transportation & Affordability
INDEX

5.1

Abstract
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5.1.1.6.3 Interstitial space typologies – Urban farming
		
5.1.1.6.5 Functional zoning scenario
5.1.2 Market viability of the project
5.1.2.1 Defining the market
5.1.2.2 Identification of the buyer profile – socio-cultural and economic aspects
5.1.2.3 Market viability
5.1.3 Collective housing building characteristics
5.1.3.2 Semi-collective housing concept
5.1.3.3 The evolution of the project in 30 years
5.1.3.2.1 Modularity
5.1.4. Mobility strategies
5.1.4.1 From national to local context
		
5.1.4.1.1. City context
		5.1.4.1.2. Conclusions
		
5.1.4.1.3. Local scale
5.1.4.2 Mobility strategy
		
5.1.4.2.1. Transport and mobility strategy in Bucharest
		
5.1.4.2.2. Transport and mobility strategy in the Obor Neighborhood
		
5.1.4.2.3. Accessibility and circulations organization
		
5.1.4.2.4. Transport of users
		
5.1.4.2.5. Interior streets configuration

5.1

5.1.5. Affordability
5.1.5.1 Executive summary
		
5.1.5.1.1 General Company Description
		
5.1.5.1.2. Company description
		
5.1.5.1.3. Product and Service 5.1.5.2 Marketing Plan
5.1.5.2. General company description
		
5.1.5.2.1. Market Analysis Summary
		5.1.5.2.2. Competition
		5.1.5.2.3. Niche
		
5.1.5.2.4. Financial plan
5.1.5.3. Marketing plan
		
5.1.5.3.1. Market analysis summary
		5.1.5.3.2. Competition
5.1.5.4. Financial plan
Abstract
“We need to draw lines in the ground and say, ‘The concrete stops here.’ That forces people to build
in and up, rather than out – and there’s nothing wrong with high, dense urban environments as long
as they’re planned correctly. They can be extremely livable. They tend to require less transportation,
fewer sewer lines, fewer power lines, fewer roads, and more tightly packed structures, which in and
of themselves are more energy efficient.”
Patrick Moore, co-founder of Greenpeace
EFdeN is an energy efficient solar house designed for the urban environment as a solution to
the issues of low density and mobility, an adaptable housing unit both to the environmental
parameters and to the inhabitants’ necessities and desires. What is different about this dwelling
in the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 context is neither the flexible compartimentation nor the
intelligent systems that activate its installations, not even its modularity or the sustainability
of the materials used. What stands out in the EFdeN prototype is the steadfast step towards
innovation in energy efficiency: the integration of a productive bioclimatic greenhouse.
Dedicated to the “urban farming” concept, this component is the central architectural element
of the house being both a source of a spectacle of light on the inside and a communities
generator on the outside.
In order to control urban density and urban form, our solution promotes the transformation
of gray areas in the city into new living organism through the green spaces. The urban form
is inspired by the ancestral relationship between human and nature specific to the Romanian
people where nature leads human behavior. Taking this into account, in our urban design
concept nature has the most important role, representing the element that gives shape to the
space. The green space acts as a catalyst and morphostructural link, which intensifies social
interaction and creates microclimates that built a coagulated community.
The whole idea of the approach: innovative solutions for increasing energy efficiency to
ensure sustainability and respect for the community.
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5.1.1. Urban design strategy

5.1.1

5.1.1.1. Conceptual context, purpose and limitations
5.1.1.1.1 Managing urban development

Fig. 5.1.1 - 1 Urban communities vs. village communities
Source: EFdeN
One of the greatest challenges of the 21st century is the need to develop a sustainable
civilization in a world with natural systems and limits under the increasing strain from
economic expansion and population growth. Facing with those two factors, we must
be focused on the influence on the city as a whole, and particularly, on its form and its
different typologies. Since the late nineteenth century, the city's image has changed both
quantitatively and qualitatively. Quantitatively, through the massive sprawl, giving a new
city scale, transforming rural areas that surrounded the historic core into peri-central areas,
with activities (especially industrial) that could not be located in the central area. In terms of
qualitative evolution, the image changed through the emergence of new areas between the
urban and rural, with completely different structure, composition, shape, compared to the
traditional.
According with the European Environment Agency Report No 10/2006, by 2020, approximately
80% of the Europeans will be living in urban areas, while in seven countries the proportion will
be 90 % or more. Nowadays in Europe, our consumption patterns are completely different from
what they were twenty years ago. Transport, new types of housing, communication, tourism
and leisure have emerged as major components of household consumption. Relating with the
changes, urban development is facing with problems of land resource and the tendency to
grow outside the boundaries. In addition to these specific urban problems, there are micro and
macro socioeconomic trends such as the decreasing of the price of land, increasing preferences
for individual housing and trends of aging population and demographical decline.
12

5.1.1

The Urban sprawl phenomenon is commonly used to describe physically expanding urban
areas. The EEA has described sprawl as the physical pattern of low-density expansion of large
urban areas, under market conditions, mainly into the surrounding agricultural areas. All
available evidence demonstrates conclusively that urban sprawl has accompanied the growth
of urban areas across Europe over the past 50 years. But during the ten year period 1990 –2000
the growth of urban areas and associated infrastructure throughout Europe consumed more
than 8 000 km2 (a 5.4 % increase during the period). In the context, our cities and, especially the
capital of Romania, Bucharest is facing urban sprawl and it is important to understand density
as a major key factor which determined both the development and urban form.

Fig. 5.1.1 - 2 Urban transition from rural to urban environment
Source: EFdeN
5.1.1.1.2. Control urban density and urban form
For SDE 2014, Team Bucharest (now known as EFdeN) wants to address the issue of urban
development in terms of density and urban form. Our project is based on a wide analysis of the
Bucharest urban context and its recent evolution by how all these are reflected in the mentality
of today`s society. The low density problem is one of the most important.
The city is a heavily populated area with a high degree of concentration, production, social and
cultural organization which develops in certain conditions of space and time (Cucu 2001). It is a
system defined by a set of metric properties through size, surfaces and densities. It is important
to understand the role of density in the urban planning and design process and so we have to
ask three questions:
1. What is density?
2. What kind of density we need to consider?
3. How does density take shape in our local urban context?
Density, in a spatial sense, may be defined simply as a number of units in a given area (Boyko and
Cooper, 2011). Moreover, the density is difficult to define, but most talks are about density as
having two models present in the city: high density or low density. Density must be understood
within the design of urban environments and physically it is materialized by the urban form.
Whilst density is crucial to managing the long term sustainability of urban environments we
consider important three kinds of densities: density of dwellings, density of green spaces and
density of socio-economical activities in the city.
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5.1.1

Density is an important concept within the design of the urban environment and represents
more than a ratio of units to a given area. Density also pertains to ‘softer’ elements that
emphasize the human dimensions of density - perception, behavior as well as the quality and
context of immediate and surrounding environments (Boyko and Cooper, 2011). For a city that
relies on good density the project must ensure a balance between human and nature, which
means also between green areas and built environment.
Our aim is to integrate natural elements as essential factors which determinate the physical
organization of the assembly. In the same way as the prototype has an integrated green space,
the urban project design proposes to integrate green space in the built morphology as a
structural element, this combination creating a rational use of density in order to develop a
new way of building residential districts in the city.
5.1.1.1.3. Mitigating the impact of urban development on the environment
There is a statistically significant negative relationship between urban density and energy use
efficiency, and between urban density and natural resources consumption (Chen et al 2008).
Our project wants to promote in-fill development in exchange to urban sprawl, the in-fill
development could be the answer to the city problems, especially mobility problems.
The purpose of the project is to have as a rational way to develop urban areas and to conceive
an ecological district and a pilot program that influence the development of post-industrial
areas of Bucharest. Moreover, non-used urban areas should be considered and not the
surrounding land of the city for the next development projects promoting green architecture
and green neighborhoods, stopping negative impacts on the environment and also promoting
environment solicitude. This in-city development, should increase the systematic use in
non-renewable energy solutions in urban and architecture solutions, encourage investment
in passive houses, creating a precedent in terms of the combination of nature and built
environment, reducing pollution.

Fig. 5.1.1 - 3 Problem - Solution: In-fill development
Source: EFdeN
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Energy is the base on which all modern cities are built, yet it is consumed almost unconsciously.
The energy is linked to almost all developments in contemporary society: from transport to
communication, industry, health and housing, to knowledge and technology. The conventional
policy approach focus on finding replacements to match current energy sources and energy
consumption reduction will be the most effective strategy. Urban energy consumption is
related also to “softer” issues associated with how people use urban area including density,
accessibility and proximity to needs (Boyko and Cooper, 2011). We try to understand about how
the immediate environments people work and live in influences consumption patterns, how
their attitude and habits are highly cultural and place based – depending on the distribution of
living, work and recreation attractions.

5.1.1

5.1.1.1.4. Sobriety - the key to the sustainable development

One of the most important concerns in the future of planning in terms of sustainability
development is the relation between the society needs and resources. In order not to exceed
the resources with our needs must be considered two significant land use related energy
consumption sectors: transport and buildings/density. Mitigating the extra use of the land
resources our urban design proposal has the main goal to achieve energy efficiency and
produce and consume wisely. According to this objective we try to limit the urban sprawl
phenomenon through the urban renewal of all the abandoned industrial sites in our city and to
transform them into competitive eco-districts.
5.1.1.1.5. Defining the concept in terms of affordability
Housing choice may be significantly improved, particularly in terms of affordability, as more
segments of society are mixing and living together in a compact area. Low-density areas were
not affordable in comparison to medium-density areas which people prefer because of the
good internally connective street networks, better pedestrian accessibility commercial uses,
more evenly distributed mixed land uses in the neighborhood and better proximity to operating
light rail stations (Song & Knaap, 2003).
To be affordable means to reach the proper density, through which you can give the consumer
what he try to find, that product that is affordable for choosing it, taking into account, the
initial cost and also the future benefits. To have an affordable product and to meets the needs
of our society, the EFdeN project concept is based on having 3 different sources of financing:
one comes from an association of developers, one from an irredeemable European fond (Eco
Innovation 3 for sustainable building products) and the 3rd one comes from public local budget
funds.
5.1.1.1.6. Justification, purpose and limitations
Motivation – Why Bucharest?
Bucharest is the capital city of Romania, its largest city and the most important political,
administrative, economic, financial, educational, scientific and cultural center of Romania. It is
divided into six administrative urban sectors and measures about 22 km between the extreme
north and south and 20 km between the eastern and western extremity.
15

5.1.1

In terms of number of inhabitants Bucharest is the third city in the region after Athens and
Istanbul. Because Bucharest is the most important communications hub of the country,
here converge eight rail lines, nine national roads and links by airlines 16 cities all over the
country through the two airports. Bucharest is a city considered in the international context,
characterized by a rarefied urban development, in need of alternative energy and protecting
the natural environment.
Purpose
How can we transform the city growth and its evolution changes into a smart and a competitive
city? How can we create a more intelligent and more liveble city for its inhabitants and for
the future? The answer to those questions will be an important step to understand the new
directions for our city development.
Looking on the past of Bucharest we found a modern city with a variety of beautiful buildings,
known in the published article in New York Times in 1876 as “the city of pleasures”. Nowadays,
the urban image of the city does not reflect the glorious times and, moreover, the evolution
in the last decades has changed it and converted it into a totally different picture which led to
changes in behavior and lifestyle.
Today, the typical inhabitant of Bucharest, which experienced communist period, has an
introverted mentality, and his intrest in public space of the community where he lives is low,
having a strong tendency in marking his own property, because of the sense property carred
still preserved in the collective memory since the establishment of the Romanian feudal states
who fought only to preserve the land and the country. In addition, there is a new generation
of people who wants more from the city in which they are living and raising their families, not
influenced by totalitarian politics, being very open to new approaches regarding lifestyle. When
we discuss about the actual issues of Bucharest`s urban growth, the initiative of our project is to
promote the compact model of city growth and to make people understand that this direction
is the only one responding to the principles of sustainable development and this cannot be
possible without mobilizing and empowering the citizens.
In the mentality of Bucharest`s inhabitants, the individual living is considered much more
attractive and comfortable, but taking into account the principles of sustainable development
this way of living is not the most efficient for the urban environment. Because of this we all
have to be aware and understand the impact of uncontrolled development. Also it is important
to know that we can have the same comfort of living or even higher than if we lived in the
suburbs because of the relationship of proximity to public services. We consider that, in the
next ten years, this in-fill urban growth type will be a model of energy-efficient housing and
a norm in urban planning. Cities will need to take energy production seriously if they intend
to be become resilient. They must be aware of the consumption of energy that a home uses
in its lifecycle and that Green will become a standard in the near future, which provides high
quality interior environments. Romania is still in a period of transition from communism to a
democratic system and this time of transformation is auspicious to change each individual in
terms of living in a community and make them understand the benefits of living together inside
the city, in exchange of periphery. Our aim is to change, not only the inhabitants` mentality of
citizens of Bucharest, but of Romanians too.
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Beyond this economic and energy saving issues, the quality of life is an important part in the
creation of city’s new face. The purpose is to have a new attitude towards regeneration of the
city, taking unused spaces and make the regeneration on human scale. This renewal will be
based on public life, the goal being to make a city for humans, a space for walking and public
space whole because the city lives through its streets, squares and parks. We believe that the
project will be a valuable pilot project for the society, economic forces and the environment.
A thematic analysis will be used to identify five concepts that led us to a sustainable urban
design: density, urban form, green space, mixed land use, energy efficient, and compactness.

5.1.1

Moreover, the benefits of green and sustainable building design, will become a more common
practice once the human benefits are identified.
In this way, will be discovered how do these physical elements affect the psychological and
social functioning of building occupants. The most important element is reducing costs and
adding value.

Limitations
After we had our general view of Bucharest and its Brownfields, the study area was focused
on the Obor industrial site and the immediate boundary area in order to achieve a complete
set of analysis. The analysis will be released trough mapping and statistical data which will be
correlated according to each of the five themes – density, accessibility, proximity, diversity,
building form. This process will be leading to identify the main issues of the Brownfield in
general on Obor post-industrial area. Our project focuses on residential and mixed urban form.
As a large proportion of energy is consumed through mobility, we focus on how urban typology
may be able to support a greater diversity of uses and amenity aiming to reduce mobility. In
order to achieve a new approach for in-fill development, using Brownfield, we consider that
one of the most relevant post-industrial site which has the power to support an urban renewal
integrated pilot program was Obor industrial platform The renewal operation is based on using
the land resource in an intelligent mode, by creating an energy efficient neighborhood which
uses solar energy as the only energy source and integrates through public spaces the other
surrounding communities.

5.1.1.2. From national to local scale
Legislative framework:
Along with Romania’s integration in the European Union, the territorial and urban planning
national activities follow the principles and rules established by the E.U. commission in order
to achieve a sustainable, balanced and coherent development. These guidelines are enounced
in different documents and are adopted at national, regional and local scale according to
the territory’s context. Other influences come from the UNCED documents on sustainability,
Agenda 21 being already implemented for nine cities in Romania.
In terms of legislation, the Romanian parliament elaborated Law nr.350, on spatial planning
and urbanism. The document defines these activities and the different documents through
which they are implemented. According to it, there are six major documents, that differ by the
territory scale targeted, determining hierarchical and inter-dependent relationships between
them. This law also defines sets of objectives as follow:
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Zoning and planning
The main objectives of spatial planning are:
a) balanced social and economic development of regions and areas with their particularities;
b) improving the quality of people’s lives and human societies;
c) the responsible management of natural resources and environmental protection
d) the use rational planning.
The main objectives of urban activity are:
a) improvement of life by eliminating the gap, access to infrastructure, public services and
affordable housing for all residents
b) creating conditions to meet the special needs of children, elderly and disabled;
c) efficient use of land in accordance with appropriate urban functions, extension built
controlled areas
d) the protection and enhancement of the built and natural heritage
e) quality assurance framework built, landscaped and planted in all urban and rural areas
f ) protection of settlements against natural disasters
For urban territories the documents that settle the directions, solutions and regulation for
development are: General Urban Plan( large city scale), followed by Zonal Urban Plan and
Detailed Urban Plan( local district or parcels scale) .
In addition to these, Bucharest has a Strategy document: Bucharest Strategic Concept 2035.
EFdeN targets the above BSC 2035’s strategic objectives :
1. A healthy living environment - pollution diminished ecological footprint;
2. Responsible energy management with maximum efficiency
3. High quality dwellings without segregation and socioeconomic polarization diminished
5. A strong urban identity
Study on the Strategic Concept was noted in particular lands in the peri-central area circulation,
outside the infrastructural ring 1, which represents a priority for the city due to positioning
and conversion potential for embodying new urban poles. The majority of industrial lands are
proposed for functional conversion though complex integrated urban operations that target
and impact at the local level. Through the main objectives mentioned, an important element
for development is addressed to urban mobility, providing a new urban policy regarding
the hierarchical system of urban poles. The EFdeN project follows this policy and integrates
it in our strategy: complex restructuring and conversion of Obor - East Railway Station as a
Multifunctional and Intermodal Pole.
Urban Regulations
The main regulator plan for Bucharest is the General Urban Plan and Regulation which was
approved in 2000 but expired in 2010, which means that is no longer of date, and some
proposals exceeded. Of the six administrative districts of Bucharest chose to develop Zonal
Urban Plans to cover the entire district, this plans also cover the area proposed for intervention.
Currently, the studied area is regulated by ZUP as industrial. It is necessary to create a new ZUP
plan for the studied land to regulate the two types: average height living area and functional
mixity.
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For new residential interventions, operations will be carried out based on Urban Planning with
the following recommendations:
(1) operations to be carried out in public-private partnership, the public sector assuming the
responsibilities for land operations prior major infrastructure works, public equipment, social
housing and public planted arrangements and ensuring the overall quality of operation
financed with public money ;
(2) size of an operation does not exceed a maximum of 1000 dwellings;
(3) social housing to be integrated into a share of more than 20% in any operation housing
development.
Mixed areas are characterized by high flexibility in accepting various functions of public interest
and to form the linear continuous trade and services along main roads, in the area covered by
the main ring road and linear segments consisting of various categories of trade, service and
manufacturing concrete and abstract, along the main thoroughfares in the city Penetration
and outer ring road. Also, the mixed zone extends downtown area and major urban poles,
emerging stronger population concentration points (stations, bus stations, work areas, etc..)
A2b-industrial and service units
M3B- mixed subzone located outside the
protected area, with buildings having
continuous character or discontinuous
and heights up to max. P +6.
L3a2- average collective housing subzone
with P 2 - P 4 levels forming assemblies
predominantly residential located outside
the protected area.
L4a-collective housing high subzone
with P 5 - P 10 levels, forming assemblies
predominantly residential, located outside
the protected area.
V1a- public green spaces subzone with
unlimited access - parks, gardens, squares,
plantations and alignment of trunk and
secondary plantations
related pedestrian promenades, local
environmental design
P- parking

Fig. 5.1.1 - 4 Zonal regulation plan for district 2
Source: ZUP District 2

5.1.1.3. Bucharest analysis
5.1.1.3.1. Historical evolution, urban fabric and density
In terms of urbanization, Romania is far behind Europe with a stagnating 55% for the last 20
years whose causes were insufficiently explored (Mihaila et. Banica 2014). Today, the most
urbanized city is Bucharest with a total area of 228 sq km of which 70% is built. Historical
evolution is reflected in today’s society, whose mentality is reflected in the future evolution
of the city. Historical analysis is first approached from the perspective of society then from the
perspective of urban form.
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In spatial-historical development, Bucharest was characterized by an unbalanced
economically and socially development. Until the 1970s the city was able to retain the
character of the garden city. During the socialist period, the development was influenced
by the accelerated industrialization and the building of new blue-collar neighborhoods. The
functional contents of new interventions were mainly defined in relation to four aspects of the
urban structure: new places of power, new residential complexes, great production poles and
infrastructure (Cina G., 2010). At the moment, the impact of these changes is still present. For
Bucharest the discrepancies images are representative: areas with high density, mono-centric
and mono-functional development and inactive socially and economically areas. These
factors in relation to capitalist development (lack of control in urban development), led to an
uncontrolled expansion of the city (metropolitan area shows extreme levels of privatization
of housing, services, transport and public spaces), traffic congestion caused by long distances
between central area (with jobs, facilities, centers of interest) and commuter neighborhoods.
1880-1914 - The pre-modern Bucharest
The city in this period of time has a semi-rural structure, with a low density of residential areas
and complementary functions, characterized by an agricultural landscape that represents its
main economic resource.
The historical center preserves its identity as a trade spot, determined by functional mixity.
The city’s poor settlements known as “ maidane” are grouped around Churches, which are
also coagulation spots of social interaction, the main residential areas being placed in the city
center and along the axes of development.

Fig. 5.1.1 - 5 1880-1914 The pre-modern Bucharest
Source: EFdeN
1920-1947- The interwar city
Social life of this period is based on wealth and rank of citizens. On the background of a capitalist
society, modernism replaces traditionalism and a new society full of horizons is being born. The
interwar country is dominated by contrasts, still being related to the middle ages.
After 1918, the society faces a process of segregation, people are differentiate by their
living space, wealth and mentality. Two social frameworks are getting shape: urban and rural;
the first includes the modern and occidental influenced population , second includes people
who live their life based on tradition and habits.
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In the history of the city, the slums (mahalale) were characterized in the widest typological
diversity: from the slums of nobles or the poor’s, to the slums occupied almost entirely by
people practicing a certain occupation or slums of other ethnicities. A substantial influence on
life is the industrial development, trade and services. Thus, the well being of the inhabitants is
related to economic growth.
The intellectual level and financial state of population are generating specific and
differentiated features on housing:
1. Bourgeoisie - urban comfort, houses placed in the capital’s city center
2. Merchants – ground floor houses with 2 or 3 rooms not connected to the municipal facilities,
situated in the urban peripheries, being in contrast with those of the bourgeoisie
Middle bourgeoisie – houses placed in the city’s median area; they benefit from most elements
of urban comfort.

5.1.1

The most remarkable society class from this period is the bourgeoisie; the ruling class, in
the context of liberalism as the influent ideology of this time. This class plays an important
part during the interwar period both in economic and political terms. Living conditions and
mentalities are being manifested differently, depending on the areas people leave in, with clear
evidence between urban and rural. The interwar city is a proper environment for a civilized and
modern life development.

Fig. 5.1.1 - 6 1920-1947 The interwar city
Source: EFdeN
Socialist period: 1947-1965:
Political context:
On 30 December 1947 takes place the People’s Republic proclamation. Romania enters the
USSR’s political orbit. Bucharest, which suffered a series of modernization processes in a liberal
context until that time, is called to face a new and overwhelming experience of a socialist city
type, whose principles had been born three decades earlier.
The new economic programming policy and its objectives, the central based feature of public
intervention, abolition of private property, the intensive population growth, it all lead to the
necessity of rethinking the urban transformation strategies regarding :
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- content
- scale
- priority of intervention
- production processes
- localization options
The society works on the principle of creating equal opportunities. Everyone can get access to
rental housing, provided they have a job and pay a symbolic sum. From 992,536 in 1941 the
population increased up to 1,366,794 inhabitants in 1963.

Fig. 5.1.1 - 7 1947-1965 Socialist period
Source: EFdeN
Socialist period: 1965-1989
The existence of some modernization programs that imply destroying the rural
communities creating new urban centers equipped with services and residential areas in
proximity: desiderates
waste of the rural culture
industrial labor must surpass the agricultural workers
Neighborhoods were inhabited by different society classes( workers, teachers, medical doctors,
lawyers, artists etc), promoting social inclusion, however, after the socialist period they were
affected by the social and economic collapse.
The idea of a glorifying collectivist city’s social life
Through its configuration, this type of mass-housing collective neighborhood represents a
symbol of primary satisfaction, class equity and the overcome of bourgeois architecture.
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Fig. 5.1.1 - 8 1965-1989 Socialist period
Source: EFdeN
1990-2008-Post communism period:
After 1990, the housing problem becomes a priority, intervention strategies based on long-term
programs and short-term projects are being necessary- home is not anymore a social service
provided by the government.
During a generation, the transition from a rural society in proportion of 65% to a communist
urban one is taking place. The new residential districts are characterized by poverty and social
segregation, people not being used yet to urban life

Fig. 5.1.1- 9 1989-present: Post communism period
Source: EFdeN
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The last decade - The rurbanisation

5.1.1

The process of shifting from rural to urban during the last decade has an impact on the city’s
image but mostly on land use and uncontrolled territorial development. The city continued
its tentacular growth along the main radial roads, agricultural land being engulfed within the
city limits. The urbanized expansion leads to a higher mobility and a constant environmental
degradation determined by anthropogenic pressure and pollution.

Fig. 5.1.1 - 10 The rurbanisation process of Bucharest
Source: EFdeN
Urban fabric and density
In order to develop urban solutions that meet the current society’s needs but still reflect the
city’s identity, it is necessary to take in consideration the habitat’s historical evolution. Bucharest
becomes the capital city of Romania during the beginning of King Carol I of Romania`s reign
(1860-1900), time in which the city is known as “The small Paris” or “Paris of the Balkans”, a
national identity period national due to the built heritage and lifestyle.
The build environment has different building zones, spatially placed by historical evolution and
population growth: historical center with mixed areas, interwar area, when Bucharest knows an
administrative and cultural flowering period, characterized by a coherent organization and a
high quality of urban space, the socialist development, with mono-functional areas, collective
houses with more than 4 levels, and post-socialist period with uncontrolled development, with
individual houses, outside of the city. Besides the dwelling, there are industrial zones, localized
either in the proximity of central inner ring.
What characterized Bucharest is the opposite of what happened in western cities during their
various developmental stages: first, urban fabric densification within the historical walls, then
urban fabric growth via consecutive additions that were ever-less dense as they approached
the countryside.
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What characterized Bucharest is the opposite of what happened in western cities during their
various developmental stages: first, urban fabric densification within the historical walls, then
urban fabric growth via consecutive additions that were ever-less dense as they approached
the countryside.

Fig. 5.1.1 - 11 - The residential and population density of Bucharest
Source: EFdeN
Signs of the pre-modern city are still traceable among the current one. The mutation of the
rural-house model into a modern one-family residence, the garden is substituting the vegetable
garden with ornamental greenery. The great cycle of new road axes public gardens and civic
monuments marked the evolution of Bucharest`s urban fabric. The insertion was remarkable
but had not a spectacular form. The former urban fabric had suffered a transformation process
towards modernity. The city`s urban shape was highlighted by the different spatial solutions of
the road network system main components: Calea Victoriei as a matrix in the urban layout, the
new boulevards and the district roads.
From the very beginning modernization of the mobility network also involved the railway
system. The railway system was twofold, with a ring road that established an important physical
limit to the city. All these planning interventions together introduced new infrastructural and
morphological coordinates to the urban organism. The city centre remains suspended within
a discontinuous urban fabric neither created nor transformed. Calea Victoriei`s spine with its
episodic morphological genesis was an example of the absence of perspective and geometric
order and of a non-existent and controlled correlation among streets, squares and buildings.
Bucharest, from village to metropolis, Giuseppe Cina
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City structure is composed of a system of complex relations between the physical mechanism
of the city and the people who inhabit it. The city has developed as a result of each successive
generation; see PD – GE-304. The urban structure is characterized by a diversity of functional
zones and a tentacular development tendency along the main entering roads. Considering
tradition and innovation, the urban evolution puts to our attention more than ever before the
issue of urban form.

Fig. 5.1.1 - 12 The evolution of built environment
Source: Bogdan Suditu, 2006
5.1.1.3.2. The city`s Post-industrial sites
In the development of Bucharest an important role in defining the urban structure was played
by the industrial revolution which started from small production units up to large industrial
platforms. The second half of the XIX century means for Bucharest a transition from the artisanal
production, craft, to the consumer, this was achieved through mechanized production,
originally introduced in Assan’s Mill (1853).
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Since 1990, under the impact of the economic reform and the privatization process, Bucharest`s
industry has been in a continuous process of spontaneous restructuring. This was manifested
through the spontaneous restructuring of industrial sites in Bucharest with different intensities
and directions. This action resulted in substantial changes in employment (number) but mostly
charged land usage (densities) causing imbalances in the structure of employment land in the
municipality. With the evolution of the economic system and the abandonment of large tracts
of land, that was occupied until recently by industry, industrial landscape began to be seen by
specialists and by residents as a polluted area, showing negative valences (1960 -1990)(Mirea,
2012).
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We identified four types of Bucharest`s industrial structures by the historical period of occurrence
and development:
1. Pre-war period (< 1918)
2. Interwar period (1918 – 1947)
3. Socialist period (1947 - 1989)
4. Post-socialist (> 1989 - present).

In the analysis we have identified three types of industrial areas, by their recycling and urban
regeneration potential:
- potential for viable areas included nine industrial areas, mostly concentrated in the northern
half of Bucharest
- areas with moderate potential viability concentrating 50% of all functional areas-urban profile
- three industrial sites with low potential for sustainability.

Fig. 5.1.1 - 13 Industrial sites in Bucharest: 1.Cheiul Dambovitei, 2. Obor, 3.Filaret, 4.Gara
de Nord, 5.Grivita, 6.Militari, 7.Dudesti-Policolor, 8.Republica, 9.Pipera, 10.Progresu,
11.Berceni, 12.Giulesti, 13.Colentina, 14.Chitilia, 15.IMGB
Source: EFdeN
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There is a tendency of functional conversion (mainly spontaneous) of smaller industrial areas
located in the central area on the first inner ring circulation in the northern area due to increased
attractiveness of these part of the city for the development of office space and commercial
functions and leisure. In many cases, the economic downturn has left its mark in that decayed
industrial areas which left abandoned with no economic activity, strongly altering the urban
image and functionality of the city.

Fig. 5.1.1 - 14 The criteria table for brownfield sites analisys
Source: EFdeN
Obor post industrial platform- the chosen site

Fig. 5.1.1 - 15 View of the area chosen for study
Source: danielpetrescu.ro
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The East Train Station has a history-loaded past. It seems that King Carol I of Romania himself
gave the order for the construction, inspired by the Parisian urban model of the times. The
historian Adrian Majuru states that the king aimed for the development of an urban planning
project through which the capital city would have a train station in each of the four cardinal
points. Obor Train Station was opened on the 1st of February 1903 and it is an historical and
architectural patrimony value, being designed by the architect Petre Antonescu.
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Historically speaking, the proposed study area was situated, until the XVIII century, outside the
city. Here, the noblemen had vast vine cultivated fields which resisted almost until the start
of the First World War. In the times of the massive industrialization, the site was occupied by
production and storage activities, the old industries regressing in the socialist period.

East railway station (Obor) has been emerging as an important economical place in Bucharest
and has the opportunity to become hub of networks due to its high accessibility by different
modes of transport which will connect the inside infrastructure, as well it will function as
a gate for east part of Bucharest. Furthermore, it will produce movements which will offer
sufficient opportunity for the development of an internal functional dynamic area by mixing
land use and increasing the population density.
The railway station area as a new central place in the city has similar necessity as a center in
the city. The area of intervention, in east Bucharest, nearby Obor Railway Station, is a post
industrial land, characterized by incoherence, both of the placing mode and the form or height.
Moreover, its spatial features and the infrastructure of transportation acts as a barrier to the
adjacent neighborhoods.

Fig. 5.1.1 - 16 The urban fabric that surround site
Source: EFdeN
The site is surrounded by 4 types of urban fabric, revealing the time period in which they were
built. First typology of lots is the type of slums, with modest homes, low height register and
small dimension lots, which was meant for what the bourgeoisie considered to be an inferior
social class, constituted of small merchants and peasants who came in Bucharest from the
villages nearby to work in the first factories constructed outside the central ring (1918-1947).
At that time, aiming to be a clear emphasis of the new expansion of the center to the periphery,
the segregation appears, from a social point of view (bourgeoisie vs. Working class). The
northern area was populated by people with high incomes, public workers, bankers, industry
workers, due to the tram network; meanwhile the south was populated by the working class,
concentrated in strategically points along the main transport axes.
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The second type of lots was built in the communist period (60-70’s). This type is characterized
by collective housing. The blocks were bar shaped dual tract, arranged in blocks (“cvartal”), with
a minimum of green space, height registered up to 6 floors. These dwellings were the result of
an intense growth in population achieved through the conversion of the rural population in
the blue-collar working class, brought to the capital to meet labor market demand of the new
industries.
The third type of lots is configured after the 90’s, when due to the collapse of the communist
regime the development was chaotic and old industries promoted by socialism fall and among
industrial halls, new homes are rising. These new buildings have two or more floors and a balcony,
having as model the western European type, characterized of opulence. A particular phase, also
present in the analyzed area, is represented by the capitalist speculative development.
The fourth type (year 2000 and after) has a pronounced post-modernist character. This, due to
speculation in the real estate and industrial demolition, came with a new image, proposing a
collective housing ensemble (Doamna Ghica Plaza) which is an out of the scale intervention
through its heights, uncharacteristic to the area and no green areas.
For a better understanding of the analysis please look though PD, GE-317:Justification for the
chosen site - urban fabric.
Perception analyzed
The neighboring territory holds different types of landmarks that define the urban space and
facilitates orientation. They play an important role in creating a mental map of space.
Psychological landmarks : two local green spaces, two commercial centers, one elevated
•
walkway above the railway , the Obor railway station ( historical monument) and Fundeni
Lake , last two mentioned being also important at city level.
Physical landmarks -- by height or/ and massive volume: the new residential buildings.
•
Physical landmarks -- by color or texture
•

Fig. 5.1.1 - 17 The perception of the Obor site
Source: EFdeN
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Perception of space is directly influenced by the speed of transition. The existing roads around
the analyzed area are crossed at fast and medium speeds; urban movement consisting mostly of
automobiles that pass by, pedestrian mobility is limited. Two roads are characterized by linear
types of visual flows and the other two are sinuous. The N and N-W roads have an industrial
landscape. The N-W is defined by a wide and undefined space, being perceived as monotonous,
unattractive and unsecure. The N-E road, where the residential area begins, is more dynamic
despite its linear configuration, because of different building textures, commercials and mostly
because of volume disparity between the two fronts. It is perceived as a mixed landscape,
being dominated by a curtain of medium height vegetation curtain that creates a sort of
corridor sensation.
5.1.1.3.3. Bioclimatic study
Bucharest is located in the middle of the largest plains of our country, in the central part of
the Romanian Plain at relatively equal distances, estimated at 70-80 km, north and south units
are higher elevations of 200m, represented by Prahova Subcarpathians prebalcanic plateau.
Bucharest climate is temperate continental with an average annual temperature of 10-11°
C. The western and southern influences explain that autumns are hot and longer, as well as
some mild winter days or some early springs. This climate shows some differences in the air
temperature, special in the cities that are caused by overheating of the streets, burning fuel, of
the radiation exerted by the walls of buildings.
The Obor climate
The climate is temperate continental with hot summers and very harsh winters. Influence on
air masses from the west and south long, warm autumns explain the existence of of some mild
winter or early spring season of.
The regime air temperatures differ by the city and outside areas. In the areas Floreasca, Tei
Panteleimon average annual temperature is 10.5 C, with high winds, with a low degree of
pollution compared to the center, with frequent occurrences of fog and a volumetric rainfall
under 550-600 mm per year. Due to climatic characteristics, Sector 2, where there is Obor area
suffers from a lack of humidity towards the optimal values, which creates a state of thermal
discomfort. This humidity deficit was offset in a percentage of 50% through the creation of a
chain of lakes in the urban area, which favors the evaporation of water and air humidification.
Winds
In general the city and its surrounding areas which are surrounded by forests have a normal
circulation of air masses favorable to maintain a relatively stable atmosphere. The dominant
winds that are felt in all seasons are: the east (21.2%), followed by the West (16.3%), Northeast
(14.2%) and Southwest (11.2%). The frequency atmospheric calm is 18.9%. With regard to their
speed, the highest annual average they register northeast winds (2.4 m / s), followed by the
East and West (2.3 m / s). For a better understanding see in PD GE-326- Bioclimatic study
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Microclimate
The microclimate of the peri-central area of the city, which are directly influenced by the density
of urban construction, where temperatures are higher, the atmosphere calm and cloud cover
has a higher frequency. In the of industrial zones microclimate, the mists and showers occur
more frequently because of impurities in the air.

Fig. 5.1.1 - 18 Bioclimatic study
Source: EFdeN

5.1.1.4. Diagnosis and justification for the chosen site
Bucharest city is an Eastern Europe capital, located in southern Romania, one of the best cities
when speaking of its attractiveness and one of the worst with respect to the quality of life.
Today, Bucharest is the result of an uncontrolled planning and unregarded policies that lead
to an unbalanced evolution, without a clear vision and in total disregard towards a sustainable
development. As a result, in the past decades, the city has known a growth characterized by
the phenomenon of urban sprawl and inappropriate land use and resources. Because of the
industrial decline, especially intensified in recent years, we are dealing with an incoherent
structure with a mixture of large empty zones and areas occupied by out-of-use buildings.
Functional and structural fractures are constantly degrading the overall image of the city. In
terms of mobility, the city is now facing problems regarding accessibility: the deficient territorial
network distribution and poor quality of road and railway infrastructure. The traffic is defined
by a large number of vehicles, congestion problems, uncontrolled flows. The public transport
it is uncompetitive, unsustainable and does not provide service to all areas.
The city structure is characterized by numerous fractures, representing undeveloped land,
post-industrial sites as brownfields, located mainly near the central ring and the periphery.
Bucharest’s development affected both by the historical evolution when there was a dichotomy
between the evolution of the city until the interwar period and developments after World War
II, and by the influence of the former political regime on people's mentality. Its development is
also linked with the phenomenon of urban sprawl which occurred due to population growth,
uncontrolled planning, and lack of land use management. Bucharest expansion over time
has an irradiant character, generating a progressive “exhaustion” of the territory, from the city
towards neighboring villages. It occurred along the main axes of movement, thereby creating
isolating borders between parts of the territory leading to difficulties of accessibility.
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The evolution of the city is characterized, besides overlapping contrasting images of architectural
styles, construction period and urban fabric morphology, and differentiation between the type
of development between the northern and southern part of the city, along with the “differences”
which occurring between different levels: housing, jobs, amenities, services, environmental
quality, accessibility. This has led to problems of mobility and lack of interconnectivity. The
problem of congestion and the flow is the cause of lack of control over transit in the center
area. The negative result of the lack of intermodality, of special infrastructure, management
plan and traffic control over compliance of the program, public transport is not competitive,
it encourages the use of private car, which nowadays has invaded the city. In the process of
industrialization, some industrial sites within the city were abandoned, resulting potential areas
which are not, however, recovered. These include also the Obor platform - EFdeN proposal as
intervention site. Because of the industrial decline, especially intensified in recent years, we are
dealing with an incoherent structure with a mixture of large empty zones and areas occupied
by out-of-use buildings. Functional and structural fractures are constantly degrading the overall
image of the area.
Obor Diagnosis:
Obor area is part of the former industrial site located in the north –east part of the city and
is characterized by a deconstructed, fragmented and incoherent urban tissue. Accessibility is
relatively high through road infrastructure thanks to the terrain ‘s favorable position near the
central ring and Obor Railway station. Though it is also served by public transport the links
to other parts of the city are not facile from this point of view due to a poor intermodality.
The entire area is characterised majorly by a functional duality, the main functions being the
residential and post-industrial-warehouse. From an economic perspective, the status of the
area is low, the former productive sites being left abandoned, resulting in an unattractive and
insecure landscape. We choose this site because its high potential for development due to
the following factors: strategic placement between Obor Railway station and Fundeni Lake,
new residential interventions, accessibility. Obor industrial platform is the most valuable area
to develop a sustainable district for Bucharest because of its qualities demonstrated through
evaluation criteria matrix, also the historical analysis proved that.(see more in PD -GE-330)

Fig. 5.1.1 - 19 Diagnosis
Source: EFdeN
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5.1.1.5.1. New development strategy for Bucharest
The project intends to propose a strategy that takes into consideration the potentials of this
high tech vision while not ignoring the realities of the present. Our strategy proposes the use
of urban agriculture as a new industry that can bridge the gap between the low skilled workers
and farming background of the area and the high tech and the research industries that will
form part of the city’s future. These categories comprise the vast majority of young people and
young families as receiving financial social opportunities and packages-package first. Following
the macro-territorial strategy, Bucharest 2020 Strategy and Strategical Concept Bucharest 2035
the project aims to have a new approach of the city urban interconnectivity and mobility, urban
form, human mentality and public/green spaces for community.
In 2054, Bucharest is a biophilic city characterized by an urban growth controlled by in-fill
type development, urban sprawl process is decreased by 40%. It has a well defined green belt,
contouring the outline of the city, part of the city’s green infrastructure. Its growth is mainly
controlled by developing on brownfield sites following the EfdeN pilot program (principles:
mobility and connectivity, urban form, human mentality, public / green spaces). Bucharest`s
inhabitants are living in the 10 energy efficient neighborhoods developed in a 50 years period
(one neighborhood every 5 years), which represents 19% of total population
Urban development is sustained by a polycentric structure: with core central zone and the
secondary poles, strategically formed in the tangent zone between the central ring and radial
axes. The development of the next urban poles must highlight the identity of the zone having a
tolerance to the proximal urban development, the purpose being the growth of various zones
with many working places, the generation of new dwellings so that the efficient use of the lot
may be possible, benefiting from high capacity public transport (train stations). Bucharest city
strategy is based on the idea of accelerating the densification process to combat the effect
of “urban sprawl” following the integration of economical fundamentals city development,
contributing to the development of a polycentric urban system that meets the mobility needs.
Project main objectives
1.
Efficient use of terrain resources
Efficient use of energy
2.
Interconnected mobility system, having a sustainable local transport network.
3.
Biophilic city having a system of green spaces connected through social and cultural
4.
activities.
New Eco - intermodal pole Obor Train Station
5.
Coagulated community with a sustainable lifestyle
6.

Fig. 5.1.1 - 20 Objectives to a compact city development
Source: EFdeN
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Nowadays brownfield land is both a problem and lost opportunity for every city. Brownfields
can have a negative impact on the surrounding area and community, and hinder effective
regeneration. The process of regenerating brownfields can stimulate opportunities at
numerous levels to improve urban quality of life, enhancing urban competitiveness and also
reducing urban sprawl and its environment impact. The beneficial re-use of brownfields is
significant, pervading and impacting on so many other urban issues, that it warrants a high
level of both technical and political attention. Finding site specific solutions for brownfield sites
is an increasingly important part of the search for effective policies that are aimed at ensuring
a sustainable future for land, and cities in particular.

5.1.1

New directions for Brownfield regeneration

Following the “Concerted Action of Brownfield economic Regeneration Network – CABERNET,
2006, the first comprehensive summary from a multidisciplinary and multi-stakeholder
perspective at the European level, we focused on finding solutions for social, economic and
environmental issues of the brownfields existing nowadays in Bucharest. Our strategy is aiming
to identify all the brownfields sites of the city, to apply an coherent and integrated analysis
in order to classify them in terms of permeability and recovery potential. The next step of
our strategy is to identify the best sollution of decontamination for each brownfield area in
Bucharest and then, to create a set of morphological and functional rules for development.

Fig. 5.1.1 - 21 Brownfield regeneration strategy
Source: EFdeN
The existence and persistence of the social and the environmental deterioration phenomenon
in Bucharest, is enhanced by the presence of underutilized property, abandoned, vacant areas,
classified as „brownfield” lots or „gray-field” lots. Aiming at the economical macro-territorial
and inter-sectorial restructuring, „the outdated and failing industry” must be replaced with the
services and necessities of the market: economical activities based on innovation and creation
or with associated specialized services.
The resources represented by the great fields of former industrial zones were mostly wasted or
underused in city development, through fragmentation and straight-speculative development,
many of the development chances by the new urban poles stipulated by the General Urbanistic
Plan of 1991 being lost or strongly compromised. The lack of a development strategy and a
juridical and administrative context which sustained the urban development operations as a
public initiative have determinately contributed to these processes with negative impact.
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Accessing the brownfield lots activates, from an economical point of view, the zones which
are currently only economical consumers, however they benefit of high accessibility, being
strategically placed in tangency zone between central ring and radial axes. Urban development
is sustained by a polycentric structure: with central zone core and the secondary poles,
strategically formed in the tangent zone between the central ring and radial axes.
Brownfield redevelopment is smart growth because it efficently uses existing services
and reduces urban sprawl into prime agricultural area and its associated cost. Brownfield
redevelopment will help Bucharest to achieve its growth management goals. In 2054, our city
has already recycled and developed 10 out of 35 brownfield areas by implementing our EfdeN
pilot program of mixed residential neighborhood. The project work to solve brownfield site
contamination problem and farming-ground in an integrated water management system and
specific urban design solutions.
Our project has the ambition to create a paradigm shift to ‘Zero Brownfields’ where brownfields
become areas of opportunity that deliver useful services for society, instead of derelict areas
that are considered useless. This ambition will be met by looking at how synergies between
different types of services (development + water improvement + renewable energy) and hence
new opportunities. An intelligent and holistic suite of technologies, management measures
and land use is the key that can unlock this potential. Landscape quality, in terms of the site’s
attractiveness and presence of green space, is playing an active role in regeneration of the
site. In particular, introducing nature and vegetation is likely to lead to more positive views of
regeneration.

Fig. 5.1.1 - 22 City regeneration strategy
Source: EFdeN
5.1.1.5.2. Urban design strategy of new Obor neighborhood
Operational goals:
1. Increased density up to
2. Reducing the fussil fuel consumption cu 35%
3. Carbon footprint minimised at 15%
4. Reducing energy use by 30%
5. Increasing the percentage of landscaped green space by 40%
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The directive principles of the development kept in mind of identity consolidation, of mix use
development which use residential function through providing comfort, for enhancing security
and to grow the social and economical vitality.
Following the macro-territorial strategy, the project wishes the development of such urban
secondary pol, interconnected to a coherent green system, Bucharest seeing itself as a biophilia
city with isles drenched in a green sea.
Taking into consideration all this coordinates, the urban design project is determined by the
following key factors:
a. need for housing
b. mentality society
c. mobility
d. unbalanced urban developed
e. speculative urbanism
In sustainability planning policy, the main objective is to increase housing density without
compromising the quality of the environment. In order to create new dwellings and communities
where people want to live, the objective to be achieved is ensuring affordable homes which
satisfy the specific need of the society.
The new development is integrated into the local context and contributes to define places
giving equal importance to the design of the buildings and the space around them. To
ensure a balanced development, we’ll respond to the natural and built characteristics of the
surrounding area, with a not only attractive design, but functional in the same time integrating
the local identity, the community‘s needs and which will contribute to resolve the specific
problems of the Brownfields sites (accessibility, physical barrier, un safety). In this way, an
attractive environment is the first priority to be achieved. For more information and a better
understanding look through PD , at GE- 335 - Urban design: Local strategy.

Fig. 5.1.1 - 23 The Obor Site regeneration strategy
Source: EFdeN
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Social strategy and community organisation
The study of different mutualisation modes and community organisation, our strategy is based
on romanian village traditional custom called „Claca”, which is usually characterized by the
creation and deployment of a collective framework and also a self-help of community.
Having this habit in the mentality of romanian people, our aim is to create different shared
spaces, educative playgrounds for children and to use the activity of urban farming for the
coagulation of the communities.
The mobility applied measures are also important instruments for community organisation,
based on restoring the community spirit, achieving a friendly environment and a lively
atmosphere by the mild flows passing through the neighborhood. From spending the spare
time in urban farming areas to going to work, the main forms of movements are by walking or
cycling, as the major facilities are placed in the mixed core of the district. By providing shared
streets, areas for social interaction that bring more people out on the streets to walk, bike, play,
and interact with each other, it improves residents’ feelings of safety and also promotes greater
use of the public space. Low traffic volumes and the absence of cut-through traffic leads to
larger play areas for children and better access and mobility for elderly and others with limited
mobility within in their own street environment. For getting out of their district, inhabitants
mentality is straighten to eco-friendly movements, prioritizing cycling and public transport to
the detriment of using their personal car.
In terms of proposal the directions for spatial design principles on Obor site are as follow:
1.Distinct identity
The design will remember of the former industrial areas through the materials used and
minimalist architectural style. One identity feature will be the connection between "the mineral"
(industrial, housing stock) and the dynamic of green public spaces, as a fingerprint of nature
regains its rights.
2.Sense of belonging
The project will transform the neighborhood into a destination, not a transit area. The housing
typology approach (semi-collective), with all utilities, will contribute to the formation of
local communities and at the same time will boost the social and economic the surrounding
neighborhoods.
3.Functional mixt
The promenade and the area nearby the “Urban Regeneration of the Railways” will include the
services and activities for the general public, while in the “back streets”, there will be placed the
spaces for housing and activities as well as more intimate ones like: small parks for children,
kindergarten, intimate spaces of socialization.
4.Through the spaces to let offered along the promenade, the district encourages local retailers
and small and medium sized businesses (primarily giving owners within the district the
possibility of a job close to home.)

Fig. 5.1.1 - 23 Mutualisation framework
Source: EFdeN
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5.1.1.6. Urban design proposal

5.1.3

5.1.1

5.1.1.6.1. Urban design concept

Fig. 5.1.1 - 24 Urban design proposal view
Source: EFdeN
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Fig. 5.1.1 - 25 Spine concept
Source: EFdeN

Fig. 5.1.1 - 26 Spine concept
Source: EFdeN
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5.1.3

5.1.1

Having Bucharest’s historical evolution considered, the urban design proposal follows a certain
direction of development based on three main objectives. The first objective is intensifying
social interaction by creating restrained and protected green spaces surrounded by buildings,
creating microclimates that built a coagulated community. The second, is related to the desire
of the actual society to regain the past qualities of Bucharest, seen before as “ a city of pleasure”.
Following the concept of a structural axe that represents a space for promenade , as “Calea
Victoriei” is but mostly was for the city, we proposed a spine, a representative and an identity
element, that concentrates different activities which create legibility of the space and guarantee
better pedestrian movement and interaction between communities, being an attractive and
secure area. As a third objective, there is obtaining optimal microclimate conditions by using
solar energy and encouraging sustainable development. The proposal applies these conditions,
buildings being placed in accordance to the cardinal points. All layers resulted from these three
main objectives determine an overall congealed structure dominated by green and shared
spaces

The objectives of the project are achieved by creating connections with the existing context
through an eficient public transport system and green urban development, reducing the
ecological footprint of the city.
In order to control urban density and urban form, our solution promotes the transformation of
gray areas of the city into new living organism through the green development of brownfields.
In out case, controlling urban desity is achieve by responsible resource management and
eficient urban form, developped at human scale. For a better understand of this aproch see the
PD - GE 319
The urban form is inspired by the ancestral relationship between human and nature specific
to the Romanian people where nature leads human behavior. Even in our days, in some rural
communities nature is the structural element that influences there lifestyle.

5.1.1

5.1.3

In order to bring a new product to the market that satisfies buyer needs, we took into account
this main characteristics:
-formal expression of the built environment
-different public space arrangements and gradual transition from one to another
-an unique ambience, defined by light, smell, sound and image. A place where both children
and adults can play, interact and learn in close connection with nature.

Because of that, in our urban design the nature has the most important role, is the element that
give shape to the space. The green space act as a catalyst and a morphostructural link and have
the role:
1. driving element
2. indicator of comfort
3. promoter in forming community
4. argument for investor
5. innovation element
Because of this approach, the build environment is the integrated to this complex green
ecosystem

Fig. 5.1.1 - 27 Green space system
Source: EFdeN
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Just like the community center, another pedestrian flows generator is the pedestrian spine which
become the main space of human interaction. This pedestrian is part of the city`s green spaces
system, a segment of a corridor which links the central area with the lakes of the Colentina river.
Locally, this large promenade makes the transition from Obor railstation, through the proposed
district, to the lake shore.
This pedestrian `spine` is the most dynamic public space in terms of activities. The smooth
curved shape leads the pedestrian flows through various hypostases of leisure activities. The
`spine` is bordered by buildings so that the pedestrian crossing can maintain its natural course
without having the tendency to cross the residential areas.
It is a structurant compositional axis and the whole morphology is defined by a built environment
configuration according to the needs of the community and the wider context.

Fig. 5.1.1 - 28 Context relationship
Source: EFdeN
Inside the neighborhood are defined five capsules for residence, which are linked by a wide
green area dedicated to urban farming.
Other dwellings units complete these capsules, forming a fabric in which the binder is The
Green space. Therefore this public gardens are designed to provide different images with
special characters:
green spaces defined as points of social activation
green spaces dedicated to sports activities
green spaces for children, designed in Ecological spirit
connecting green spaces configured as alignments, point group / meeting / redirection,
spaces for relaxation
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5.1.3

5.1.1

The community center has a favorable placing that could attract both neighborhood residents
and nearby communities` residents.It becomes an attraction and a place of social inclusion
through the various activities that are held there: weekly social events, conferences, seminars,
screenings, etc.

LEGEND
1 housing
2 housing and retail
3 kindergarden
4 community center
5 innovative center
6 expositional greenhouse
7 experimental urban farming

8 farming market
9 lake
10 basketball court
11 undergound parking acces
12 pedestrian “spine”
13 individual green yarts
14 community urban farming

5.1.1

5.1.3

Urban form reflects the strong connection between activities, public spaces and optimal
orientation. In terms of functions, the „spine” represents the commercial area with public
facilities and recreational spaces. Within the neighborhood can be found another small shops
serving smaller areas. The design of the outer edges of the neighborhood is linked to
the future neighborhoods in the vicinity that will be developed in the same way. Cultural and
exhibition areas are distributed in order to create a gradually journey.. They remember the
whole idea of the approach: innovative solutions for increasing energy efficiency to ensure
sustainability and respect for the community. Within the spatial planning there is a lake, which
is designed to filter rainwater trough ecological methods (specific vegetation). It is a more
introverted space, for promenade and relaxation

15 public squars
16 playground
17 public gardens
18 pedestrian lanes
19 shared streets
20 roads
P parking spots

Fig. 5.1.1 - 29 Urban design proposal
Source: EFdeN
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5.1.1.6.2. Functional zoning scenario
Dense areas promote travel walking whilst less connected larger blocks promote leisure
walking, adults tended to walk more minutes per week when they perceived good access to
shops, neighbourhoods and pavements and the residential density was high.
At a more detailed level, the project (first phase – 10 years) develops housing (satisfying the
demand), but, at the same time, ensures the included needs:
1.
Satisfies the needs of proximity: mini-markets, services, education (kindergarten);
2.
Creates public places for socializing, having various activities;
Ensures good and attractive physical links with both the surrounding area and the city;
3.
This requires a system of movement: roads, public transport, cyclists and pedestrians
•
Creates jobs (economy) – activities that increase round the clock vitality and passive
security, offering also the possibility of a live-work frame (returning in a different manner to the
type of bourgeois society, very common in Romanian society).
Extends into the post-industrial areas, now the city s brownfields, with the green
•
infrastructure system and creating a new structure for the future urban development which
protects the nature and the environment. The project involves a link between green spaces
(parks, squares) present in proximity in order to create a green system.
Also, to achieve the required environmental standards, other elements take into account
the efficiency of resources for satisfying the needs
5.1.1.6.3. Human and nature: the key factors of morfological structure
Pedestrian public spaces
The proposal function as a social catalyst. It provides a range of social activities, that are missing
now in the nearby. The structure of the urban development is flexible, composed of inflection
nodes with green corridors that determine the pedestrian flow dynamics and proposed
activities. Space created between the buildings are ranked on three types: public, semi-public
and private, representing the garden.

Fig. 5.1.1 - 30 Urban design proposal- Accessibility and mouvement
Source: EFdeN
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Accessibility and circulations organization
Whilst dwelling densities can promote less car ownership and use, and more walking and travel
walking in particular, benefit people much at a social level: people are better able to regulate
contact with others and have neighbours as friends. Also, higher densities create better social
situations in terms of equality and mixed tenure (including affordable housing) than lower
densities. Finally, higher densities of plants and some animals (e.g., birds) have tangible benefits
to urban areas in terms of ecological sustainability.
Pedestrian circulation organization is designed to provide multiple access points from both the
station and constructed tissue, varied routes in terms of perception that stops the monotony
“bedroom districts” in the vicinity.
The proposal provides alternative travel calm inside the ensemble, creating a robust pedestrian
system, animated with leisure activities and services that transform the district from a transit
one in the destination.
The built environment
Buildings have a good orientation in terms of natural light, with a strong energy efficiency
standard. Proposed typology is of row houses with outer circulation which respond both energy
efficiency and specific mentality of the Romanians, and that is to have their own yard and their
own entrance. Grouping these two elements , urban design proposes a change in mentality of
the Bucharest resident, showing that the community does not mean losing your privacy but
this synergy helps to develop your personally.

Fig. 5.1.1 - 31 Urban environment top view
Source: EFdeN
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5.1.1.6.4. Interstitial space typologies – Urban farming
For decades, agriculture has been largely absent from the Western cities. Professionals in the
built environment, along with community members, can advocate for access to food sources,
both for the purpose of healthy eating, and to strengthen the community working to include
farmers markets, productive landscapes, greenhouses, gardens and community programs for
planning and design of the living quarters.
Type of production depend on the needs of users. It may have, fruit and vegetables, herbs
The relationship of food with the city is of immense complexity, but in its simplest form it can
be explained as follows: “without farmers and farming, cities would not exist.” ( Steel, 2008).
Urban agriculture – the growing of food within the urban area(Mougeot, 2006) provides a great
opportunity to mitigate the demand of this production by taking advantage of the land within
the city. The immediate availability of this produce to the consumer, increases its freshness and
minimizes requirements and cost of transportation. At the same time urban farming provides
numerous community benefits such as community empowerment, public health, education.
Urban agriculture also has the potential to be part of green urban infrastructure. Our proposal
is to re-generate a new urban structure hat was been lost trough time which creates varied
interactions and opportunities within the urban fabric.
This structure can provide the following benefits to urban community:
•
The creation of new public spaces that give people the opportunity to work, to spend
time together in educative and useful activities;
•

The project has a strong educational component, dedicated people of all ages;

•
Educational supply for students will be diverse: Botany, gardening, cooking, floral
arrangements, and courses of painting.
The problem of food is both a locally and globally problem. Lack of productive land in urban
areas, food insecurity, uncontrolled urban growth, land use conflicts in peri-urban areas, lack of
stable local food markets and a general lack of knowledge about food are causes for concern.
Sociologists have concluded that urban farming is counter-productive in terms of economic
(subsistence agriculture for the owners). Is productive from a psychological point of view
(changes the monotonous days of humans), it is counter-productive in terms of socially (leisure,
therapy for people with special needs and rehabilitation for young people). It functions as an
infrastructural catalyst and a continuous productive surface that provides socio-economic
functions to the city and engages with the surrounding urban fabric, influencing the
development of new urban typologies.
and flowers. These activities could be in the first place in a greenhouse, on land or on the
platforms of very high cultivation. Plans are created for better use of the entire property in
terms of the production of food.
Examples: using permaculture techniques to maximize production, harvesting rainwater,
running between production batches, or crop rotation plans.
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Fig. 5.1.1 - 32 Urban farming inside the ansambly. Detail
Source: EFdeN
As the prototype has an integrated green space , we drove the idea of urban farming, as a
connector between the new and the old, past activities and current actives, care for nature and
healthy lifestyle. This idea focuses on the growing needs for fresh, organic growth vegetable
and fruits as a way to inspire the community to work together in achieving this “green” lifestyle.
Yet growing and caring for such gardens would be time consuming and unsustainable in a
modern lifestyle environment, this is why out design overlaps two uniquely innovative concepts
in order to achieve a sustainable design. The solution we propose is innovative through the use
of mixed cultures overlapped with the integration of permaculture concepts. In this way we will
create an optimal microclimate, having the mixity between the filds and the vegetable fields
and orchards.

Fig. 5.1.1 - 33 Urban farming inside the ansambly. Section detail
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5.1.2. Market viability of the product
5.1.2.1. Defining the market

5.1.2

The preferences - housing typologies
There is a great potential in acquisition of new housing by the adult population (35 +), but it
exist also in the young population (25-34). A strong socio-demographic differentiator is the
age: only one out of four young people are homeowners (25%), while 3 out of 4 Adults (35 +
years) said that they own a property at this time. While most young people are motivated by
price, the adults seek comfort, generous spaces, divided judiciously, most seek for 2-3 rooms
apartments collective housing buildings; Most people who search a house in a new residential
complex, unlike the possibility of rehabilitating old houses, also the majority wants a house
located in the semi-downtown or residential neighborhoods, and the average amount of a new
dwelling budget is between 40000-60000 euro; Some of them do not have cash, prefers a real
estate loans financing in euros (the First House / New House,) those who still choose to pay cash
are part of the adult population, which usually already owns a dwelling.
Preferences by gender:
• women are looking for dwellings in areas with good reputation, are interested in quiet
neighborhood
• men are interested in the price of housing, real estate developer’s reputation;
Preferences by age:
• adult population want to have comfort, generous space and a good partition of the
apartment,
• young people seek to have in the vecinity of their home recreational areas, parks,
gardens, with particular emphasis on the quality of new housing construction system;

Fig. 5.1.2 - 1 People intrestis
Source: EFdeN
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5.1.2
Fig. 5.1.2 - 2 The Obor Site regeneration strategy
Source: EFdeN
The market analysis
In forecasting market situation for the development of residential assemblies following the
principle of sustainable development in Romania by traditional methods, the analysis would
be one filled with uncertainty because there is a precedent for this development is mainly
punctual small (suitable personal abode).
The real estate market in Romania is unique because, unlike other real estate markets evolved,
the local market has never offered any kind of predictability. According to an analysis by
imobiliare.ro (main site of transactions), those who want to buy a home in one of the country’s
major cities can choose between a multitude of possibilities available for both clients with low
budgets and for those with higher budgets
Demand and supply of real-estate market in Romania today (according to Real estate market
analysis, 2011, DARIAN)
Application:
•
100,000 new houses/year/en (35,000/year);
•
(2008) 3% of the clients were anxious for a new building, (2013) 33 percent want a new
building;
Home location preferences:
•
20% central;
•
61% semicentral
•
19% periphery (max 25 km);
Application No. rooms
•
47% 2-room flat
•
36% 3-room flat
•
15% 4-room flat
•
23% House/Villa
Architecture:
•
63% opting for a modern architecture;
•
37% traditional architecture;
•
3% other amenities;
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Construction material:
•
66% bricks and aerated concrete blocks;
•
10% wooden structure;
•
7% the lost formwork structure;
•
5.6% metal structure;
•
4.9% solid wood;
Selection criteria:
•
29% reputation of the dwelling area;
•
24% price;
•
17% transport;
•
12% close to parks;
•
9% constructive system;
•
6% comprising;
Offer:
Currently the average is 1.9 new houses/1000 inhabitants (EU average housing 5/1000 place)

5.1.2.2. Identification of the buyer profile
Analysis of the socio-cultural aspects

Fig. 5.1.2 - 3 Marital status, education and occupation
Source: adapted by EFdeN after DARIAN, 2011
Living situations
Romania is the fourth European country after Turkey, Greece and Croatia regarding the the
child's living with both married parents positioning itself on the list with the 86,4% in 2010,
86,2% in 2011 and 83,6% in 2012. Regarding the child not living with parents, Romania is
ranked 23 in Europe wich means that mentality still remains in the Romanian family structure
and the child belongs to the family up to at least 18 years. Regarding the young adults aged
18-34 living with their parents, Romania is ranked 10 at the European level by the statistics as
shown: 2010- 58.9% 2011- 60.0% and 2012 - 61.7%. This situation of young adults living with
their parents is increasing which means that the situation of Romanian young adults regarding
economic and professional stability is declining and the possibility to buy a house at this age
is increasingly difficult. But in particularlly, Bucharest Statistical Yearbook 2009, shows that the
age when young couples get married is between 20-29 ( 8782 men and 11632 women) or 30-39
(7799 men and 6285 women) years old which also means that those couples are in the situation
that they need a home where to start a family.
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Household composition

Behaviour
Activities of the Romanians
During free time romanians watch a lot of TV, do shopping, go out for a walk , spend time
at the mall or with friends at restaurants and pubs. Practicing a sport or physical exercise for
keeping fit is not one of the favorite activity of the average Romanian. Based on analyses,
60% of the Romanian population have never practiced any sort of constant physical activity.
Cultural activities, such as attending shows, concerts or visiting a museum , also represent a
small percent. At national scale, 60% of those over 15 years old, never practice these type
of activities. About 90% of romanians choose that after a day of work or study to spend their
remaining free time in front of TV. Other activities carried out at least once a week for more than
three quarters of the population are grocery shopping.

5.12

Analysing Eurostat statistics, the distribution of families by number of children according to the
1992 Census, families with children are classified as follows: 1 child 46% 2 children 35.2%, these
two categories already representing 81.2% of the population structure, families 3 children
10.8% with 4 children 4%, 3% and 5 children. The distribution of household size by 2012 is
represented as follow: 1 person – 20.5%, 2 persons – 25.8% and 3 persons - 20.6%.

If spending time outside the house is not very widespread, Romanians often prefer to invite
their friends over to relax. At least once a week, 40% of the romanians have visitors. Cooking is a
daily activity for nearly half of romanians, especially for women, while 20% of Romanian declare
that they never cooked.
Other interests , at least weekly for half of the population, are reading newspapers and magazines.
39% of the population say that they have never read books, while 41% do this activity no more
than once a month. Regarding the favorite leisure activities, among urban population there
is not a substantial difference compared to 2008 statistics, apart from a slightly shift towards
spending time in nature. Approximately 4 out of 10 Romanians are satisfied by their available
amount of free time, while the rest are unsatisfied , stating that they either have too much free
time or too little.
Age of marriage
17.4% of marriages are between men in the age group of 25-29 year olds and women in the
age group of 20-24 years, followed by marriages of men in the age group of 25-29 year olds
with women in the same age group (15.7%). In 2009, according to the source, the average age
at the time of marriage was 31 years for men and 27.8 years for women, the age gap between
spouses was 3.2 years.
Age to staying with parents / rent
According to a study by Eurostat, men live with parents up to older ages, while women choose
to leave the parental home at younger age. However, the average age of young people who
drop out to live with parents varies from state to state. In Romania, the men stay with their
parents until the age of 30 years, while the youngest age when they leave is 27, according to
Eurostat.
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Compared with the UE countries , Finland, France and the Netherlands have the most
courageous young people in Europe. In Finland, the men leave the parental home at 23 years,
while in France and Netherlands this happens at 24 years. Only Bulgarians, Greeks and Italians
exceed our statistics. Particularities are represented by those who leave their homes in order to
study or find a job in different cities, being forced to find a place to stay by renting or buying
one. This category is represented by people aged 18-30 years.
Particularity
The existence of particularities or one category is represented by those that come to Bucharest
from different provinces near the capital, who want to study or to find a job here, being forced
to find a home to stay, renting or buying one. This category is represented by people aged 1830 years.
Number of properties in possession
•
1 of 2 respondents currently owns their own home

Fig. 5.1.2 - 4 Procent of the house owners
Source: adapted by EFdeN after DARIAN study, 2011
Location of housing preferences of the market

Fig. 5.1.2 - 5 Location preferences of the market
Source: adapted by EFdeN after DARIAN study, 2011
Budget allocated for purchasing a house

Fig. 5.1.2. - 6 Budget allocation
Source: adapted by EFdeN after DARIAN study, 2011
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Context
Public space can be found everywhere: a street, a square, a market , a park, an island platform
in train stations etc. It is characterized by “social charisma” (M. Weber) as well as individual
“safety”. This type of space, by its name and characteristics, is place for social interactions and
different behaviors , to which everyone has access ; “an intricate space of obligations, duties,
entitlements, prohibitions, debts, affections, insults, allies, contracts, enemies, infatuations,
compromises, mutual love, legitimate expectations, and collective ideals” (P. Churchland ). The
way it is structured, organized, arranged, maintained , influence people’s behaviors and society’s
culture . It is important to cultivate our social interactions in an area of new technologies that
affect our physical relations.

5.1.2

The preference - places / spaces of socialization / meeting places
The social acspects of the perception of public spaces

If we focus on Bucharest’s public spaces we notice that they differ from those of other European
countries in terms of organization. The configuration of streets and other public areas is in favor
of mobility based on individual cars ( large roads for automobile traffic, parking lots –planned
or not etc) and less of pedestrians or light movement ( small sidewalks, few or none bicycle
paths. In the interwar period the “street” was the most important factor of the social life and
also a habbit known as “ieșirea la șosea”(”walking down the street”). This is a result of the cities’
process of adaptation to cars that happened in the 60s and 70s in Romania, and earlier , in other
countries. In the last decades Western Europe and other developed countries, adopted policies
that would impose the reconfiguration of public space in order to fulfill people’s necessities,
wellbeing and encourage sustainable development. Romania adopted this concepts recently,
as part of the U.E.. However, few changes have been made and the culture of individual car is
well established.
Public space, early in the history, was seen mostly as place for trade and not as place for political
debate or necessary for social interaction (the term “obor” in Romanian means “market”). This
conception modified with time and in the interwar period the “street” was the most important
factor of social life and also a habbit known as “ieșirea la șosea”(”walking down the street”).
However, after the socialist regime, the public space of Bucharest did not fulfill the quality of
social coagulation, but of a transit zone. Nowadays, people prefer to hang out and spend time in
large commercial buildings – mall type places, instead of parks or other outside public spaces.
Two main factors contribute to this new habit : the unattractive urban space and mostly the
complexity of this type of trading areas, providing various specialized locations in one place:
bistros, restaurants, shops, cinemas etc.
Cause
Devaluation of public space from a civic point of view - is an effect of the last two centuries. From
the industrial city discomfort to post modern anguish takes place urban alienation scenario. The
postcommunist Romanian public space turns almost completely into a patchwork of privatized
spaces that do not value the citizens, but the money: “the street is a place where the advertising
is selled best” .
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Fig. 5.1.2 - 7 Distribution of public spaces
Source: EFdeN

Fig. 5.1.2 - 8 Distribution of green spaces
Source: EFdeN
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The trend of introducing art in public space
Public art seems to offer an alternative to the system entirely society administered an area of
freedom, of creation in which the developers would not only be “artists” but also “public” as a
participant.

5.1.2

From the analysis of the current territorial serving status , regarding the medium sized green
public spaces, we notice that the north-east part of Bucharest- where the chosen project site is
placed- is not included in the supply area calculated by applying the radius of 1.5km from every
medium sized park nearby. There is no direct connection or green infrastructure to ensure
good accessibility for the neighborhood nearby. As important neighborhood green areas we
mention a few: Tei Lake Park, Obor Park, the Flower Meadow Park Titus Ozone Park, Dolphin
Park and Circus Park.

Analysis of cultural events
There are different means for ‘reanimating’ the public space. Recently, in the capital city, have
been observed different intentions to bring art into the urban environment. Art can arouse
reflection on specific moments in the development of society, involving more and more people
considering that they are the ones that communicate the role of this area in their lives and the
role of art in this space. An analysis of events shows:

Fig. 5.1.2 - 9 Artistic events in the public space (2003-2007)
Source: adapted by EFdeN after Cultural studies, 2011
Is remarkable the sustained growth of the presence of artistic events in public spaces, their
number doubling practically from 2003 to 2007. The year 2006 marks the beginning of a
revolution that will be maintained and will continue.

visual arts

theatre and danc music

Fig. 5.1.2 - 10 The evolution of the main artistic activities recorded in the public space `03/`07)
Source: adapted by EFdeN after Cultural studies, 2011
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park

street market

Fig. 5.1.2 - 11 The types of spaces preferred for the organisation of artistic events in the
public space (2003-2007)
Source: adapted by EFdeN after Cultural studies, 2011
Regarding the general situation encountered in the capital in 2009 were predominant events
like concerts, performances and movie projections (135 representing 49% of all events
considered) followed by festivals and fairs (42 events or approximately 15% ). Cultural events
such the interactive debates and educational activities have been a significant presence in
the cultural landscape of Bucharest in 2009, those occupying the third position (29 events,
11%). Exhibitions recorded a similar number (27, or 10%). Although in a smaller number the
mixed events did not miss (15 events, 5%) which involved a combination of at least two of the
aforementioned types of events.
Fundraising
Other
Mixed events
Exhibition
Debates, Educational activities
Festivals, fairs
Concerts, shows, projections

All events

ONG Events

Fig. 5.1.2 - 12 The distribution of cultural events/projects in Bucharest
Source: EFdeN - Data prelucrated based on: cultural institutions’online archives
In terms of cultural activity in the area were the events / projects in the city of Bucharest in 2009,
musical events are the most common (102-37%), followed by those of the visual arts (35-13%).
Multi-seasons
Autumn
Summer
Winter
Spring

Fig. 5.1.2 - 13 Distribution of cultural events by season
Source: EFdeN - Data prelucrated based on: cultural institutions’online archives
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Based on the analysed situation it is possible to suggest the following profile of cultural activities
held in Bucharest in 2009:
• especially events in the area of concerts, performances and movie projections or area festivals
and fairs;
• regarding the cultural field, the musical events are the most common, followed by those
belonging to the visual arts;
• have occurred mainly in confined space;
• between the indoor spaces, the most used are: the libraries, the cultural institutes and
educational institutions;
• most of the events took place in spring;
Regarding the activity of NGOs, it is worth noting the following conclusions:
• comprises rather the events in the area of concerts, performances, screenings, festivals or fairs;
• comprises rather musical events;
• the indoor spaces are the favorite type of arts facilities, museums, galleries and palaces;
• are evenly distributed throughout the year;
Analysis of the Economic aspects
The essential feature of living in Romania is the situation of real estate ownership. Only 3-4%
of total population of the city lives in rented houses. Besides this, only 3-4% of the total
population reported in the housing, living with friends, without paying the rent. As for the rest,
the overwhelming majority of the population has at least a home.
In recent years (after 2006), the tendency of people which either buy a new house or rent
one is positive and has a strong growth especially in big university cities. The young people
choose to share the rent with other colleagues in return of social places offered by universities.
Labor market dynamics, new easy life style adopted in particular by young people, flexibility
in the mentality, indicates a favorable premise for real estate market development in order to
satisfy both the need for energy-efficient homes in time, the comfort of living in the city, near
all amenities and activities that young people prefer them, satisfaction of needs of belonging
to an area, as well as harmony between housing and nature.
The Workplace, the income, the working hourly intervals
HOUSEHOLD INCOME
According to the INSSE Raport, the results of family budgets in the second quarter of 2013, total
monthly average income per household were 2563 RON and 897 RON per person. The monthly
wages above the average income is earned in the industry sector - 2848 RON, from Information
and Communication domain - 3041 RON and from the Financial and Insurance domain - 3668
RON. From personals incomes.

Fig. 5.1.2 - 14 The incomes
Source: EFdeN, data prelucrated based on DARIAN study
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It is found the attractiveness of the central area and the northern area for office space location
in relation to the North-South transport axis and Baneasa and Otopeni airports. Development
of office buildings is not related to the public transport system (metro) and suburban space
accessibility points (stations, bus stations). The most attractive location were the Victory Square
due to the degree of representativeness at the city level, followed by the northern area because
of the availability of land and good accessibility.

Fig. 5.1.2 - 15 Main concentrations of office buildings
Source: EFdeN
The financial scheme
Average earnings in October 2013
The National Bureau of Statistics informs that in October 2013, the gross nominal average
earning was 3785.4 RON, up 8.7% as compared to October 2012. In the budgetary sphere
average earning constituted in October 3221.6 lei (0.9% compared to October 2012). In the
economic sector (real) earnings recorded 4012.5 lei (11.0% compared to October 2012). The
real earning index for the month of October 2013 versus October 2012 (calculated as ratio
between the gross nominal wages and CPI) was 103.8%.

Fig. 5.1.2 - 16 The financial scheme
Source: EFdeN
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Those who now are thinking about buying a new housing will have to switch to a new one or
they would have to pay an advance of 15% (for loans in lei) or 25% or more (for loans in euros)
of the property value. Home financing option for young people remain at this point for first
home loan. / New House in Euro, while adults (35 + years) holders of a building would choose
to pay in cash.

5.1.2

For 2014, is provided almost 25,000 loans with state guarantee. Almost 25,000 loans with state
guarantee. This means that overall, banks participating in the First House in 2014 will have a
maximum total guarantee about 2.08 billion lei. Since credit risk sharing between the state and
financing institutions, in 50% -50%, it follows that the latter may grant loans totaling 4.16 billion
lei, or twice the amount allocated by the government for the program . This figure is equivalent
to a total of approximately 919 million euros.

Fig. 5.1.2 - 17 The gross nominal average earning in October 2013 by economic activity
Source: EFdeN
The data comprise the economic units (real sector) with four or more employees and all state
institutions, regardless of the number of employees.
Agriculture, hunting and forestry
Pisciculture
Mining industry
Manufacturing industry
Electrical and thermal energy, gas and water
Construction
Wholesale and retail trade
Hotels and restaurants
Transport and communication
Financial ativities
Real estate transactions
Public administration
Education
Healthcare and social assistance
Other collective activities, social and personal

Fig. 5.1.2 - 18 Number of employees - sector
Source: EFdeN
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The distribution scheme of the monthly expenditures – statistics
The total expenditures of the population were in the second quarter 2013 averaged 2296 RON
per month per household (803 RON per person) and represented 89.6% of total income. The
main destinations of expenditure incurred by households are food consumption, food, services
and the public and private administration and the social security budgets, in the form of taxes,
contributions, fees, and expenses necessary to household production. Investment expenses, for
the purchase or construction of housing, land and equipment purchase necessary household
production and purchasing shares have a low share in the total expenditure of households
(only 0.6%).
A component of consumption, with relatively high weight in expenses is related to housing
(water, electricity, gas, fuel, furniture, household equipment and maintenance). In the second
quarter of 2013, it represented 19.4% of total consumption expenditure. In the housing costs
held the largest share of expenses for the operation and a warming house (15.5%). On the
opposite side were situated the expenditure incurred by households for hotels, cafes and
restaurants (1.4%) and education (0.6%). Values can significantly vary depending on the range
of income, type of household, etc.

Fig. 5.1.2 - 19 Total household expenditure structure in the second quarter of 2013
Source: EFdeN

Fig. 5.1.2 - 20 Consumption expenditure of urban households in the third quarter 2013
Source: EFdeN
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Evaluation housing buyer behavior in terms of preferences and decision-making
1.Before 2008 the real estate market in Romania knew an impressive and growing demand for
housing which sometimes exceeded demand in the market.
2. With the economic crisis, a more volatile market and a decline in consumer demand is
important to identify those factors that influence a greater decision-making process of the
individual seeking housing.
3. With the migration of consumer behavior from a “consumer” (before 2008) to a “safe” (from
2009) were able to observe changes in the decision making process when purchasing a home.
4. Thus, the availability of funding and evolution of the main macroeconomic indicators have
become factors that determine the real estate market in Romania.
The market segments can be appreciated by client satisfaction, competitive advantages,
composition and managerial efficiency or slow end, and deliver results.

5.1.2

5.1.2.3. Market viability

Sample Size: 150 respondents interviewed by
CAPI Methodology (Computer Assisted Personal Interviewing)
We interviewed people with age between 25 and 64 year, all respondents have purchased a
building until the end of 2013, none of the respondents working in market research / media,
public relations / advertising or real estate, none of the respondents did not participate in
market research in the last 6 months. Data was collected between May 10 to 12, 2013at the TNI
(National Property Fair).
Key insights
In the investigated population has been observed that the majority of adults (35 + years), have
their own home, 3 out of 4 respondents mentioning this. In these circumstances, the focus
should be directed towards this target, with increased potential acquisition (motivated by the
need to change the current system housing need comfort and space partitioning). Young people
are looking for a first home are motivated more by price and less by comfort and subdivision.
As they get older, buyers feel a more pronounced need of comfort and space, and they will
choose in the future a spacious dwelling (2 + rooms). At the same time, women respondents
who already own a home will choose more a house or villa. Most respondents would choose a
home located in a new residential complex.
In terms of location are preferred semi-central locations neighborhoods. When talking about
buying a house, we conclude that the motivations which is the connection between generations
is the discounts and bonuses offered by developers to purchase a property. While women look
for greater social recognition, by giving important facets to area reputation, men are more
pragmatic and rational, with an increased interest rate issues or reputation of the developer.
When discussing ways of information, almost all respondents mentioned the importance of
specialized websites (over 90 % of respondents). When talking about budgets allocated their
mean value is between 40,000 € – 60,000 €, with maximum housing in central areas ( +75,000
€) and minimum thresholds of approx. 50,000 € for dwellings in neighborhoods.
TARGET MARKET
The target market is represented by the 20-30 years old group and the 30-45 years old group.
The Buyer`s Behaviour
Our buyer is an early adopter, interested in using the new technology and latest generation
gadgets.
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The 20-30 years old group
Weekly
–
Shopping to the nearest supermarket,
promenade walk or leisure activites in the park
–
Monthly
–
1/4 weekends (at least once a month), the students who have the residence out of town
go to visit their families -– in the towns nearby, go on vacation outside the city
at least once a month go to see a movie to the cinema, go shopping in the hypermarket,
–
go to the gym - doing sports, at the mall
people go to the forest park outside the city
–
–
single couples go out at least once a month
–
involved in social activities
Annually
–
at least once a year go to the theatre, go on trips to visit natural parks/reservations or
touristic areas around the country (to the mountains/sea)
go on holiday in Europe
–
The 30-45 years old group
Weekly
go to shopping to the nearest supermarket
–
participate to their children`s activities
–
Monthly
at least twice a month go on vacation outside the city
–
at least once a month go to see a movie to the cinema, go shopping in the hypermarket,
–
family activities like:
families are going to the diffrent thematic parks outside the city : Zoo, Animal Farm
–
Annually
–
at least twice a year go to the theatre, to visit natural parks/reservations or touristic
areas around the country (mountains/sea)
holidays in europe or worldwide.
–
Demographical Profile
20 - 30 years old – Undergraduate/postgraduate/professional training courses, no job/parttime job Junior/Early career/Full-time job
30 - 45 years old – Full time job – middle/senior career or have their own business
Job profiles - 20-30 years old: IT, architecture, advertising, marketing, showbiz, liberal arts
- 30-45 years old: IT, medicine, juridical domain, engineering, analytics

Fig. 5.1.2 - 21 People looking for a house
Source: EFdeN
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The 20-30 years old group
Earnings: The net salary is 576 Euro which represents the national average income per month.
The 30-45 years old group
Earnings: The net salary is between 700-2000 Euro which represents total income per month.

5.1.2

A strong socio-demographic differentiator is the age: only one in four young people are
homeowners (25%), while 3 of 4 adults (35 + years) have already a dwelling at this time, but
they are interested in buying another more energy efficient home which uses high-tech
technology. They are very aware about the changing of the real estate market conditions and
also rationally consumers knowing about the benefits from energy efficient of green buldings
(saving energy, reduced outlay on subsidies, reduced air pollution, health benefits). As they get
older, respondents place a higher emphasis on comfort and size of the property, whichever
spacious (2 + rooms or duplex).

Geographical profile
The buyer intends to buy a new residential property in new housing in detriment of the old one.

Fig. 5.1.2 - 22 Procent of respondents in terms of building-age
Source: EFdeN
According to EiQual census, regarding the choice between an old and a new apartment, 8 in 10
respondents would lean towards the new residential buildings.

Fig. 5.1.2 - 23 The 3 most important selection criteria for the property the buyer intend to buy
Source: EFdeN
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Psychological profile
The buyer has a positive attitude to change and respect for nature, comunity and family. He is a
pragmatic individual with great intrest in new tehnology, ecological and social activities.

5.1.2

Sociological profile
Our buyer is an opinion leader, active in the online environment, passionate about culture,
inventions, technology and ecology.
EFdeN product
In order to meet the target market demand, in our EFdeN product creation we took into account
all the characteristics, needs and social behaviour of the buyer. We took also into consideration
all the buyer`s expectations in direct relation to housing typologies, living styles, public spaces
and nature. Traditional typologies have been studied and re-interpreted. In the last twenty
years, a very large proportion of the Bucharest`s inhabitants want an individual house at the
pheriphery where the price is far more accessible and the dream of having a personal garden
can be easily achieved. Following this ideal, housing typology proposed by EFdeN is the semicollective.
In the industrialized version, EFdeN product meets the maintenance and comfort of individual
homes while offering also the opening for some semi-public spaces inside the ensembles
that can be used for common use (sports fields, playgrounds for children, social spaces). The
adaptability of our proposal is obtained by using four modules of different shapes, which
generate living spaces and public spaces alike. These modules form a medium-rise residential
building, with optimal orientation towards the cardinal points, in order to fully benefit from
the solar energy. Using certain modules, we obtain a variety of apartments, capable of lodging
a wide range of inhabitants, from students to families with children or young couples.On the
other hand, through the good interconnection of these houses is achieved the minimization of
the technical spaces and types of equipment and a lower loss of energy.
Our product is adaptable and responds to each of the two different target groups` needs, as
follows:
- for the 25-30 years old group we provide different modules from studios composed of one room,
a bathroom and a mini-kitchen addresed to young adults like Eduard, two rooms apartaments
composed of one master bedroom, a living room, kitchen and bathroom addresed to a family
without children like young couples, George and Mada.
- for the 30-45 years old groups we provide also a variety of modules from the three and four
rooms apartamernts composed of 2 bedrooms, a living room, kitchen and bathroom, addressed
to a family like Mihai and Ana which are expecting a baby.
EFdeN prototype, the duplex, is designed to meet the needs of a familly of three like Cleo and
Alexandra, a couple who have a daughter, with a medium to high income, who want to have the
comfort of an individual house, in terms of spaciousness and also to benefit of the nature. The
product, containing two bedrooms, a living room, two bathrooms, storage space and technical
rooms, offers besides a good subdivision also the flexibility of spatial distribution in the near
future according to the different needs specific to different stages of life.
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The morphology of the semicolective housing give to the buyer the perfect combination
between individual housing benefits (private acces, private green space) and collective
advantages (common use lots for urban farming, more energy efficiency and energy savings
and the common use equipmants: heat pump, hot water boiler, circulation pump, distribution
network). The modules fits to the custumer needs, and the ecological expectations. This typology
of housing has a big advantage through the direct relation with natural environmental, the
green space is common use. The most appealing characteristic is represented by the presence
of the greenhouse in all our modules , except the studio.

Fig. 5.1.2 - 24 The 3 most important selection criteria for the property the buyer intend to buy
Source: EFdeN
Our assembly proposal contains contrasting materials, vegetal and mineral, recycled (wood,
OSB), recyclable (metallic structure, facade panels made of ceramic, partition elements,
finishing) or renewable (interior elements, wood). The protected green space highlights the
most the contrast between materials, creating the rule of the use of materials in the house, as
main element of regeneration of the spaces. The show-window exposes the metal structure
which receives vegetation and creates an antinomy image. Specific for a solar house, there is a
generous glazing on the SE and SW side, and limited windows for the rest of the façade, which
are embedded in the shell of the house.
The real cost of the house
The real price of our product in industrialized version, 1000 Euro / 1 square meter, is accessible
to the target market. The target costumer has the possibility to buy our product because of
his monthly earnings placed between medium to high values, he affords to to pay the bank
loan rates, but also because he is espacially interested in this type of housing, being aware
about all future benefits of the energy efficiency building. Among the appealing characteristics
of the project, we enumerate: spatial distribution, flexibility/modularity, innovative high tech
components, and the most important the environmental aspect- the greenhouse.
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Fig. 5.1.2 - 25 The 30-45 years old group
Source: EFdeN
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Fig. 5.1.2 - 26 The 20-30 years old group
Source: EFdeN
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5.1.3. Individual or collective housing building
characteristics

The description of the project’s urban context and how the proposal responds to the local
urban reality

Fig. 5.1.3 - 1 Urban farming inside the ansambly
Source: EFdeN
The site proposed for the development is adjacent to the central ring, situated near the East
Train Station (also known as Obor Train Station), near the Obor market. The area is chosen for
its position in the city and because it reunites elements of historical specificity, emplacement,
vicinity and representatively.
The area of The East Train Station is an entry gateway into the city, ensuring the connection
between the capital city and the east side of Romania. Presently, the Train Station is being
underutilized, the Coach Station being the one which actually functions better, but the entire
area has gained identity on the strength of this landmark.
The context delimitation of the study area was made taking into account the impact of the train
station in the urban development of surroundings (station infrastructure and adjacent specific
industrial areas) that turned into a physical boundary, strangling the balanced development
and affecting the socio-economic potential. It affects negatively the potential of the area area
in terms of connectivity, location and spatial opportunity segregating the east from the city.
In this way, the strategy wants to respond further needs of housing densification in the city,
but, at the same time, wants to satisfy social, economic and environmental present needs. All
this types of structure and the transformation of the urban fabric located in Obor Train station
zone and the old industrial zone left behind more than one abandoned building without any
apparent function or use, with their own life and dynamic from a social and ecological point of
view.
Although the overall housing density in the area is small (due to large areas, free or occupied
by industrial functions), punctually the areas that satisfy the need for housing are very dense.
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The communist era put the Romanian society in a tough position because of the expropriation
and usage in common of state property. This had led to exaggerated individualism. Post
communist period stands in urban development through a strong sense of ownership. Aversion
to public goods led to uncontrolled expansion and to a development of “bedroom districts”
that do not meet any of the criteria of sustainable development. This project focuses on how
urban typologies may be able to support a greater mix land use aiming to reduce the motorized
transportation.
Traditional typologies have been studied and re-interpreted according to their space relations
and flexible structure which consent to expand in time. The density gradient has been designed
and controlled thanks to associative design, applying algorithms deducted from the analysis of
the cultural and physical context. The elements concurring in setting the residential pattern are
the traditional rules and uses, topographical conditions, climate control, water system.

Fig. 5.1.3 - 2 Justification of the greenhouse
Source: EFdeN
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Fig. 5.1.3 - 3 Semi-colecttive housing
Source: EFdeN

The mentality change has to be done gradually from the desire of individual living to collective
by implementing the concept of semi-collective. The key factors for reducing the need of
exaggerated privacy and individualism:
1. The cursive that represents a socializing space, strengthening the relations between people,
neighbors
2. Urban farming leads to exchanging knowledge and innovative ways of growing vegetables
3. For new neighbors there are organized gatherings between all the inhabitants to establish
new relationships, to easily integrate in the new habitat and rise a strong feeling of coagulated
community.
Housing typology proposed by EFdeN is the semi-collective type because it fits the requirements
of a very large proportion of the population of Bucharest. This typology meets the maintenance
and comfort of individual homes while responding to the population density the area is
proposed by the PUG (General Urban Plan and regulation for Bucharest). To respond to the need
for densification and maturation of human society, the typology of semi-collective housing
offers opening for some semi-public spaces inside the ensembles that can be used for common
purposes (sports fields, playgrounds for children, social spaces). This aspect contribute to the
formation of local communities and to strengthen the feeling of belonging (absent in the types
of housing in the proximity).
This type of housing has the advantages resulted both from their architectural features and
from the power of solving the city problems in terms of urban planning.
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Relating to the local context, the EFdeN project aims to find solutions for the shortcomings of
Bucharest’s way of living which has underwent a chaotic evaluative process, skipping important
phases which annulled the citizens’ possibility of assimilating a new lifestyle.
The current living standard doesn’t resonate with the desire of the users for whom the individual
dwelling represents the ideal answer to their requirements. In the search of this ideal in the last
twenty years, a migration towards the periphery is observed, where the price of an individual
house is far more accessible and the dream of having a personal garden can be easily achieved.
Following this ideal, though, has its repercussions at an urban level, causing the urban sprawl
which unbalances the density as well as the mobility within the city.
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For EFdeN project, the chosen housing typology solves typical issuses of Bucharest :
1.
The gap between high dens collective tissues and low dentity of the individual housing
areas, coming with post industrial sites unexporeted.
2.
The uncontroled develompent of residential real estate market outside the urban fringe.
Unplanned development determinated the construction of Individual housing project
s which affects the urban form of the actual fabric of the city.
3.
One of the highest dense capital of Europe( over 8000loc/km2)
The semicolective housing proposed by us, is one of the best choice because the high
adaptability to our urban context , the capacity to make the transition between different urban
tissues and the rational use of density level.

Fig. 5.1.3 - 4 Urban communities vs. village communities
Source: EFdeN
The organisation of the semi-collective building is given by a few principles: a diversity of
apartment typologies, a good orientation of the interior space in correlation to the cardinal
points for energy efficiency and for the wellbeing of inhabitants, a large circulation that plays
also the role of a socialization area, a greenhouse for each dwelling – correlated to the size of
the dwelling, and also a mix function according to the position of the semi-collective housing
on site. The typology proposed for the project is that of row houses with outer circulation which
respond both to energy efficiency and to the specific mentality of the Romanians who want
their own yard and their own entrance.
Regarding the semi-collective housing units, the diversity was the key for their realisation, as
they vary in height, in dimensions, but also in functions. A classification can be made by their
size: 28 m long, 35 m long and 40 m long. Referring to their height, they have 3 or 4 storeys
above ground floor, and some are mono-functional (only housing), while others have a mix use,
with commerce and services on ground floor.
This is our strategy to be affordable on the market, offering best solutions to a large numebers
and categories of custumers.
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5.1.3.1. Modularity

Fig. 5.1.3 - 5 Modularity
Source: EFdeN
There are 9 to 16 apartments per unit. The organisation of apartments varies vertically, as well
as horizontally: after the commercial ground floor, there are 1 to 3 room-apartments on the
1st and 2nd floor, while on the 3rd and 4th floor (where there is a 4th floor), there are duplexes
with 2 to 4 rooms. In the mono-functional semi-collective building, there are apartments of 1
to 3 rooms on ground floor and the 1st floor, while on the 2nd and 3rd floor, there are duplexes
with 2 to 4 rooms. The duplex with 4 rooms represents the maximum size, and it is thought to
accommodate a large family or a large family with an office room.
A proportion of different apartment types dictates their composition, correlated to the needs
of the real estate market:
•
20% 1-room studios with a surface of approximately 45 m2
•
50% 2-room apartments with a surface of approximately 60 m2
•
20% 3-room apartments with a surface of approximately 85 m2
•
10% 4-room apartments with a surface of approximately 100 m2
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The formal configuration of each building is made of different moduls and is adaptabele to the
target market and have different living spaces:
1 studio – composed of one room , a bathroom and a mini kitchen addresed to young adults
like Eduard
2. two rooms apartment- composed of one master bedrooom, a living room, kitchen and
bathroom addresed to a family without children like Geroge and Mada , young cuple , just
married.
3. tree rooms apartament- composed of 2 beadrooms, kitchen and bathroom , addresed to a
family like Mihai and Ana which are expecting a baby.
4. the duplex, the prototype presented by EfdeN in the competition, containing 2 bedrooms,
a living room, 2 bathrooms , storage space , addresed to a family like Cleo and Alexandra , the
couple who have a daughter, Lara.
All the apartaments have the greenhouse , except the studio
Located between individual and collective dwellings, in terms of height, the semicolective
houses concept is suitable in the development of a new sustainable and pasive district,
because the renewable energies can have a good perfomance and the combination between
the architecture and the urban design can obtain, with a strong strategy, both economic and
ecologic gains
For the semi-collective housing that accommodates commercial functions on ground floor, the
apartments shifted towards the South in a console, creating room for the cursives on the North,
but at the same time protecting the entrance towards the commercial areas through a portico.

Fig. 5.1.3 - 6 Three floors semi-colective dwalling
Source: EFdeN
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Fig. 5.1.3 - 7 Three floors semi-colective dwalling
Source: EFdeN

The buildings are different , they have vibrant facades, with particular transparent volume of
the greenhouses, that makes a dynamic rhytm of light and dark.
The environmental design of housing is conceived to gain light and natural ventilation. This
new type of habitat in Bucharest is as close as possible to the chosen buyer, to it’s needs and
desires.
The morphology of the semicolective housing give to the buyer the perfect combination
between individual housing benefits( private acces, private green space) and collective
advantages(common use lots for urban farming, more energy efficiency and the common
use equipmants: heat pump, hot water boiler, circulation pump, distribution network). The
moduls fits to the custumer needs, and the direct relation with natural environmental increase
it’s ecological expectations. This typology of housing has a big advantage through the direct
relation with natural environmental, the green space is common use
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5.1.3.1. Development perspective- 30 years

5.1.3

First phase- The beginningxx

Fig. 5.1.3 - 8 First investment phase
Source: EFdeN

Fig. 5.1.3 - 9 The performance of the project in time- first phase
Source: EFdeN
The main investments target some sectoral programs developed of transportation infrastructure
The big scale operation of the transformation into an underground transportation node.
The construction of the semi-collective buildings is beginning.
The first stage on economical phase will imply a relatively high investment.
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Second phase- investment recovery

Fig. 5.1.3 - 10 The performance of the project in time- second phase
Source: EFdeN

Fig. 5.1.3 - 11 The performance of the project in time- second phase
Source: EFdeN

In the second phase the project have an important growth, the owners begin to recover the investment due to the energy
efficiency of the semi-collective building and through the renting of commercial spaces.
The relations on the local scale are outlined on the economical, social and environment level due the development of the
economical pole, use of alternative energy and the community mate the housing area.
The green space brings this zone to a human scale , the pedestrian ways that connect the site with the lake and the
surrounding green areas shapes into a system that promotes a walkable city.
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Third phase- the maturity

Fig. 5.1.3 - 12 The performance of the project in time- third phase
Source: EFdeN

Fig. 5.1.3 - 13 The performance of the project in time- third phase
Source: EFdeN
The housing complex reaches maturity in terms of occupancy rate and energy production
and consumption targeted by the project’s initial purpose, economically the profit is made.
in terms of energy efficiency, the complex is self sufficient, producing enough energy for the
internal use and give the excess to the grid. For complete information see GE- 350.
Fourth phase- external extension

Fig. 5.1.3 - 14 The performance of the project in time- fourth phase
Source: EFdeN
After 30 years, the project will have an extension in the country, several cities are chosen after
a marketing research, for development of new EFdeN districts.
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5.1.4.1. From national to local context

Fig. 5.1.4 - 1 New TEN-F-Core-Network
Source:Romanian Transportation Ministery

Fig. 5.1.4 - 2 Periphery Tendencies
Source:Sarbu Catalin

Transport ( Romania)
Number of cars
Personal car - 5,42 millions (2010) (this means one car to 4 inhabitants)
3.221.317 cars (63%) are on gasoline, whereas the rest of 1.944.333 cars (37%) on gas oil
Transport cost
We calculated the costs for one journey/travel between Bucharest and the most important
cities by each of the four major transport alternatives available: train, private car, bus and plane.
Note:
-To travel by train, prices were calculated through
the website www.infofer.ro for one person, at
class 2, booked, interregional train.
-For traveling by car, consumption was calculated
using the website distanta.com, with a price
per liter of fuel consumption of 1,24euro and
medium consumption of 6 liters/100km.
-For traveling by bus, prices were calculated
through the website www.autogari.ro for a
person, being selected the best offer, regardless
the transport
company.
For air routes, tickets were booked
a month before, for a single person to Tarom
company.

Fig. 5.1.4.- 3 Mobility wide context
Source: EFdeN
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The cheapest alternative of transport for one person is the bus, being in all cases cheaper than
traveling by train, airplane or personal car.
Things are changing when you consider the costs for more people, then, as normal, private car
becomes the most profitable option. If a family of four members choose to travel, for example,
to Brasov by train, the costs will amount to 44,4 euro, by bus to 31,1 euro, and by personal car
to a little over 13,3 euro.

Fig. 5.1.4 - 4 Mobility wide context - the cheapest
Source: EFdeN
The airplane becomes profitable considering that a person must reach quickly their destination,
a journey Bucuresti – Baia Mare is made in less than an hour and a half, faster with half past six
hours than by private car and 11 hours than by bus or train.
the fastest

Fig. 5.1.4 - 5 Mobility wide context - the fastest
Source: EFdeN
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5.1.4

Bucharest is experiencing short comings, no spatial connection, the city core providing a
degraded aspect by its discontinuous urban image, incomplete facilities, breaking the scale of
social and urban fabric, not to mention an environment choked by cars.

Fig. 5.1.4 - 6 Bucharest number of cars
Source: EFdeN
Since 1989 the number of cars has increased 10 times, but remained the same street network.
For avoiding traffic, the second circulation ring will be closed by links between Doamna Ghica
street and Turda street. (according to CSB 2035). (see Project Drowings - GE-311)
The tendency of movement in Bucharest is an increased number of private cars, leading to
extended time travel, increasing discomfort, environmental issues (increase in greenhouse gas
emissions, climate change) and lack of safety. The situation is even more difficult considering
that urban transport has a high level of transit through downtown.
Compared to Stockholm that was declared in 2010, the first European Green Capital, and a
good example from the perspective of sustainable development, Bucharest has an insufficient
bike network and less public parking lots.

Fig. 5.1.4 - 7 Traffic issues comparison
Source: EFdeN
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Transport( Bucharest)
Number of cars – total: 1.181.815 (this means 1 car to 1,6 inhabitants)
Private 52%
Companies 48%
Means of transport (Bucharest)
Transport of persons (daily)
Personal car 25%
Company car 3%
Subway and company of public transport RATB 33%
Company of public transport RATB 27%
Subway 8%
Bike 2%
Walking 2%

Fig. 5.1.4 - 8 Means of transport
Source: EFdeN
The study accomplished by SNSPA(National School of Political Science and Public Administration)
in 2010 revealed that less than 2% of Bucharest use bicycles as a mode of public transport,
although the Charter of Brussels of 2009 aims to bring the percentage of daily trips by bicycle
to 15%.
Advantages of cycling:
The most effective transport solution in terms of energy consumption and CO2 emissions
Contribute to improving population health
Does not create traffic jams
Bicycling is not a popular transportation in Bucharest due to unfriendly conditions of traffic and
an insufficient network, characterized by inappropriate design and many obstacles for cyclists.
The network is discontinuous, unkempt, without signaling and traffic light with a very small
width, often occupied by cars or pedestrians.
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Due to increased transit and relocation of industry and activities, residents influence daily
movements contributing to the time of commuting.
Transport planning tends to be directed only to eliminate bottlenecks, to provide fluent transit
instead of ensuring wider societal goals (considering the overall needs of the community and
vulnerable groups identified).

Fig. 5.1.4 - 9 Vehicle daily distance
Source: RATB
Average daily volume of motorized traffic:
Cars: 7 132 400 vehicles/km
Taxi cabs: 582 700 vehicles/km
Freight transport: 1 052 100 vehicles/km
Passenger transport: 13 664 300 users/km

Fig. 5.1.4 - 10 The volume of traffic
Source: EFdeN
The volume of traffic on avenues network that converge to the core city can be as
50 000
cars per day, in both directions of movement.
Average daily travel speed of cars: 32km/h
Surface public transport: 16km/h
Number of public surface transport users is decreasing as compared to previous years whereas
the number of users of underground transport is increasing. Is needed a well interconnected
underground and surface transport for facilitating the connection between bus and subway
and fluid traffic.
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Passenger transport (trips)
Motorized vehicles – 910 681 movements (70% in the administrative area, 30% periphery) per
working day
Taxi cab – 90 621 movements
Public transport – 2 514 637 movements (84% in the administrative area, 16% periphery)

Fig. 5.1.4 - 11 Passenger transport
Source: EFdeN
The total number of rides by car is approximately 910 681 per working day, where 70% are
movements with the origin and destination location in the administrative area of the city, and
30% are trips where their origin or destination is located outside the capital.
The total number of taxi rides is around 90 621 per day, 90% have the origin and destination in
the administrative area, whereas 10% to outer areas.
Regarding freight transport, daily occurs an average of 99 157 movements: 22% in the
administrative area, 78% to the outer areas.

Fig. 5.1.4 - 12 Movement and destinations
Source: EFdeN
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The major sources of pollution are given by two features:
- Fixed / stationary: industrial areas, built areas, residential areas
- Mobile: urban transport network
The main fix pollution source near the city core was the industrial platform Obor (plastics,
powders, textiles, chemical, industrial combustion) with a total of 13 000 employers. Nowadays
this industrial platform doesn’t function anymore, leaving behind only degraded constructions
that represent visual pollution.
To all these are added the sources from the corridor through traffic causing noise and emissions.

Fig. 5.1.4 - 13 Sketches noise
Source: EFdeN
The high level of acoustic discomfort caused by traffic flows along the main streets (rank I and
II) exceeds the allowable frequency between 20 and 30 dB: 70 dB.

Fig. 5.1.4 - 14 Sketches pollution
Source: EFdeN
The motorized traffic generates emissions per day: 2 tons of NOx, 10 tons of CO, 1.2 tons of
unburned hydrocarbons, 357 tons of SO2 and 1,113 tons of CO2 (considering cars and taxi
cabs). Freight transport vehicles produce 10.5 tons of NOx, CO 7 tons, 5 tons of unburned
hydrocarbons, 953 tons of SO2 and 300 tons of CO2 per day.
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Development tendencies:
systematisation of secondary circulation ring – Doamna Ghica street and Ferentari
migration tendencies from inside (city core) to outside the city (periphery)

Weaknesses:
-major imbalances regarding the location of housing areas in relation to high concentration
of jobs areas – leads to congested traffic (accentuated by the lack of communication paths for
increased speed)
-insufficiently integrated public transport (underground and surface transport), non-proritized
and unpromoted, poor coverage;
-lack of intermodality at all levels: vehicle – public transport, public transport – public transport,
bike – public transport (intergrated system);
-complex street network with multiple ramifications, with the capacity exceeded due to
increasing of the motorization;
-undersized offer of parking lots in residential areas, destination and transfer (park & ride) with
the most important effect over the city core;
-mobility behavior oriented towards personal car (in our generation is overvalued as a social
sign of success);
-lack of measures for privileging the public transport;
-large proportion of the space occupied by parked vehicles even on pedestrian paths;
-lack of major routes system to ensure the balanced accessibility of the city core and protect it
by transit traffic;
-noise and chemical pollution;
-the absence of a ferrate surface transport, generally preferred for the central areas
-level of motorization increased;
-functional segregation generated by the creation of large monofunctional residential areas in
proximity of former industrial platforms, nowadays generates flows over long distances;
-44% of movements are between home and work (about 44% are made by public transport, 23
% by personal car and 30% extern movements);
-Parking problems (both at home and at destinations);
-Low offer of surface transport on main urban axis/shaft North – South generates intense
motorized transit flows crossing the central area;
-Placing on 16th place (out of 27 european countries) in terms of transport functions delay in
relation to the European territory development
Opportunities:
-city density is a favorable development for public transport and for a sustainable form of
mobility;
-recent investments aimed at optimizing the traffic: Basarab bridge and the north – south axis
Berzei – Buzesti;
Threats:
- Lack of policies that aimed at changing the practices of citizens mobility – insufficient effect
compared to the needs of residents ;

5.1.4

5.1.4.1.2. Conclusions
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5.1.4.1.3. Local scale
Our area is adjacent to the secondary ring, near the train station Obor, providing connection of
the capital with the eastern Romania. In the early 20th century, Obor station was an economic
pole, often utilized for freight transport, but now is underused.
Problems of our area: hard permeable, doesn’t have good accessibility, industrial area
creates barriers.
Current situation – unsustainable transport
Transport volume: Requires a high level of number of trips and trip distances.
Transport mode: Reliance on private motorized transport. Concerning non-motorized transport,
it doesn’t exist bicycle paths and is necessary a structure connected with the city core.
Transport technologies: Vehicles rely on inefficient, fossil-fuel engines. The transport network is
inefficiently managed.

Fig. 5.1.4 - 15 Current public tranport- Obor site
Source: EFdeN
Much of the failure with current transport is due to an neglected but major issue, namely
the financial framework from which transport policies, programmes and projects draw their
resources.
Proximity connections
The distance from our core district to the nearest park is about 650 metres, walkable in 6 minutes.
Our district is not so well connected to the educational facilities considering that to the closest
kindergarten whereas you choose for a walk, or by bus it’s the same time: 25 minutes.
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The only direct connection to the subway station is just by bus in 21 minutes (3.3km distance)
and for going to work you spend an average time of 40 minutes being forced to take two
different means of transport

Fig. 5.1.4 - 16 Isochrones
Source: EFdeN
Accesibility plays a significant role in energy consumption. Transport already accounts for more
than half of global liquid fossil fuel consumption and nearly a quarter of the world’s energy
related carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions (IEA, 2009). In the European Union about 28% of
emissions of greenhouse gases are from transport and 88% of them from road traffic. If current
trends continue, transport related CO2 emissions are expected to increase by 57% worldwide
until 2030, mainly as a result of rapid motorization in developing countries. Rail transport (train)
generates lower environmental pollution, the amount of greenhouse emissions is only 10%
compared to other modes of transport. Energy efficiency: energy consumption per unit is 6
times lower than road transport.

Fig. 5.1.4 - 17 Bucharest- Ghica intersection
Source: http://poze-fun.cere.ro/poze_fun/large/veh3986.gif
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5.1.4

5.1.4.2.1. Transport and mobility strategy in Bucharest

Fig. 5.1.4 - 18 Urban strategy - Mobility - intermodal nodes
Source: EFdeN
Nowadays the intermodality of Bucharest is not supported enough by the only important
intermodal node: North train station. The strategy is based on the city development through
secondary poles, supported by the intermodality of public transport, which creates modern
and economical supported connections. The intermodal nodes will be the train stations: Obor
and Progresu and the logistic platforms located on the second ring of Bucharest and used for
unloading heavy flows with transfer parking as Park & Ride and bike & ride with public transport
stations, and thereby encouraging the use of public transport in the city. This has as result the
reducing of travel by private car in the center of the city, reducing the pollution, decongesting
the traffic and make walking more usually. This is also facilitated by the proper function of the
two intern rings, which takes the major flows.
Transportation system is related to distance vector and the way in which it can be
traveled. There are different solutions to cross the short, middle and long distances. We refer to
short and medium distances relating the intermodal nodes.
Leapfrogging towards a low-carbon, sustainable transport system avoids the costly,
unsustainable levels of motorization. In view of the need to leapfrog towards a more sustainable
low-carbon transport sector, financing must act as a crucial enabler of the required changes. It
is important that climate-oriented financing mechanisms are designed to support efforts in the
transport sector.
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Objectives for a sustainable transport
Transport volume: The demand for travel is minimised and journeys are short, owing to compact
urban development, mixed land use and optimised logistical chains.
Transport modes: Most passenger trips are made by public or non-motorised transport, and
the freight is carried by rail and other low-carbon modes.
Intermodal transport: transfer and logistic platforms
Transport technologies: Low carbon vehicle technologies are mainstreamed, including highly
efficient engines, hybrids, plug-in hybrids and electric vehicles.
New technologies such as “Intelligent Transport Systems” and “Smart Logistics” help manage
transport systems in highly efficient ways.
Transport pricing: The price paid by transport users fully ‘internalises’ the true costs, managing
growth in motorised vehicle use and encouraging environmentally friendly alternatives.

Fig. 5.1.4 - 19 Urban strategy - Mobility - railway connections
Source: EFdeN
General objectives of mobility in the logic of sustainability – according to European policies
1.Accessibility for all social categories
2.Reducing the use of the automobile (the major source of pollution and urban
space-consuming)
3.Changing the modal structure in favor of:
•Collective transport (preferably clean-electric: metro, tram, train)
•Calm movement in relation to the environment (eco-friendly): walking, cycling
4.Orientation towards non-polluting transport technologies (electrical)
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Mobility Strategy at the level of multimodality – the role of Obor train station relating to
mobility strategy Bucharest

Fig. 5.1.4 - 20 Urban strategy - Mobility - railway connections
Source: EFdeN
The railway station Obor becomes an important intermodal node and an eco-station that uses
alternative energy: solar and wind energy. The station’s role in reshaping the eco-mobility by
transforming into intermodal ranking I pole/principal, becomes important tool for changing
the modal structure of mobility:
•Connects and coordinates the streams of big, medium and small — encourages use of public
transport
•Provided comfortable, fast and secure transfer between modes of transport
•Are associated with Park & ride and plays a role in direct reduction of motorized flows in certain
areas
Planning the new pedestrian area in the proximity, the railway station will play the role as a
gate of the city, in harmony with the new ensemble. The entire image will provide a guarantee
regarding the success of the project, a promoter who will entail new interventions of this kind
in the other areas which have the same points of intermodality and a railway station terminus
(North Station, Progresul railway station
5.1.4.2.2. Transport and mobility strategy in the Obor Neighborhood
The key to the regeneration of the neighborhood will be prioritizing the types of movement
from the pedestrian traffic, ensuring at the same time, the access by the means of transportation
which uses electric (trams, trolleybuses).
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In order to increase accessibility for a broad category of users, pedestrian route is connected by
public transport. So the users can choose the most suitable depending on their destination, a
route using pedestrian network to reach the bus stop.

The organizing of pedestrian circulation is designed to provide multiple access points from
both the station and constructed tissue and varied routes in terms of perception that fades the
monotony of surrounding “commuter districts”.
Our startegy provides alternative of calm travel inside the area, creating a robust pedestrian
system, animated with leisure activities and services that transform the district from a transit
one into one chosen as the destination.
The key to neighborhood regeneration is prioritizing types of mobility, from roadway to
pedestrian streets, while ensuring the area with means of public transportation that uses
electricity (trams, trolleybuses). For connecting our area to city core we proposed 2 tramways:
one on the boulevard Ferdinand (on the old tram line which is not currently used) and the other
on the second ring of the city, Doamna Ghica street.
For the area to be easily accessed by all types of users, they can choose means of public transport
with closed circuit at local level like the existing line of bus proposed to be transformed into
electric bus. The connection with subway station Bucur Obor is made by a new line of trolleybus
on Christigiilor street or by bicycle.

5.1.4

5.1.4.2.3. Accessibility and circulations organization

Fig. 5.1.4 - 21 Urban strategy - Mobility - railway connections
Source: EFdeN
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Fig. 5.1.4 - 22 Choices of a sustainable transport
Source: EFdeN
The system of roadways is disposed in a perimetral way, surrounding our area. On the North
West and North East sides are two straps for internal distribution with underground parking
access, while ensuring access to emergency interventions: firefighters, rescue. These straps are
designed on the concept of woonerf, shared streets. The parking for residents are underground,
whereas those on the ground are minimal, just for visitors.

Fig. 5.1.4 - 23 Circulation organization
Source: EFdeN
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- How far do you have to go to work/ closest market/ …?
AVOID/REDUCE: By implementing an integrated land use planning policy travel, mixed use in
the core of our area, travel distances to destinations will be reduced. This way is improved the
pedestrian accessibility.
- Which transport mode will you choose?
SHIFT/MAINTAIN: By encouraging the use of environmentally friendly modes of transport, the
use of individual car will be reduced.
- Which type of vehicle should you use?
IMPROVE: In the long term, the individual may consider reducing the car size or using a vehicle
powered by alternative fuels or even an electrical one.

5.1.4

Considering the general objectives, we adopted the A-S-I approach (Avoid – Shift – Improve) to
promote alternative mobility solutions from the Bucharest scale to our area scale and develop a
sustainable transport system. This improves three dimensions: transport demand, mode choice
and technology. Benefits: contribute to emission reductions, reduce energy consumption,
lower energy costs, less imported fuel, less congestion and time savings, better road safety,
less noise, stronger economic development: more local jobs, rises the quality of life: better air
quality, less health risks, lower welfare costs.

Fig. 5.1.4 - 24 Methods applied to control the traffic
Source: EFdeN
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In order to reach an energetic efficient system, short distances are taken by walking and cycling,
medium distances are traveled using public transport, long distances are traveled by car or
train to the intermodal node Obor, then being replaced by an efficient public transportation.
Connecting our area with different destinations:
to subway station Obor: by trolleybus, bicycle
to school: walking or by electric bus
to city core: trolleybus, tram
to lake Fundeni: bicycle
The bike and pedestrian paths provide an opportunity for picturesque atmosphere
through a variety of green spaces and urban farming. Bike sharing point provides public
bicycles, available from train station Obor and tram station.
5.1.4.2.4. Transport of users
The choices we have made for the transport of users are based on the study of a family with
3 members (parents + one child) and their life concerning their movements on a period of 50
years. We also considered that in 20 years the situation is changing: the child grows, he won’t go
anymore to school, he will get a job, his parents will get retired. The displacements are divided
by the frequency of use (daily, weekly, regular, rare) considering like type of transports: walk,
bicycle, car, bus, tram, trolleybus and subway. For calculating the energy consume we counted
only what involves electric and fossils consume (car, bus, tram, trolleybus).

Fig. 5.1.4 - 25 Travel reasons
Source: EFdeN
The main reasons for weekly movements are compulsory education (kindergarten, school,
high school), superior education and work – 18% (5 days per week).
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5.1.4.2.5. Interior streets configuration
Interior streets configuration
In the interior of our area we promote pedestrians priority, design for people, street shared and
community spaces.
We want to treat the streets like a social space, not just a channel for vehicular mobility,
reclaiming the streets as public spaces for people’s use. The main goals are to provide highquality and well-programmed community spaces. So the streets transiting our site (the two
straps) are developed as a woonerf, a mixed traffic street shared among pedestrians, cyclists,
and motor vehicles; however, pedestrians have priority over cars.
Effects:
- Reducing driving speeds and increasing levels of safety: By incorporating different traffic
calming measures into the street, residents feel more confident using the streets for different
activities. The street is designed without a clear division between pedestrian and auto space
(no curb), so motorists are forced to slow down and travel with caution. Limiting vehicular
speed improves residents’ feelings of safety and also promotes greater use of the public space.
This allows more room for new features in the street such as street furniture (e.g., planters,
street trees, benches) and areas for social interaction, bringing more people out on the streets
to walk, bike, play, and interact with each other.
Vehicle speed will reduce to an average of 20km per hour.
- Creating more efficient use of space: The street design balances the need of street space
for vehicles with the provision of street space for other users and activities. Since the street
does not make distinction between travel lanes, children play across the whole width of the
environment, turning the streets into a valued public space, and not just a channel for vehicular
mobility.
- Increasing socialization and activities: People will stay for longer periods of time in the streets
and also will engage in more verbal communication.
- Creating a more attractive street: An average of 70% of residents will find their living
environment to be attractive. They appreciate low traffic volumes, the absence of cut-through
traffic, larger play areas for children – the most important benefits. Other benefits: increasing
natural surveillance, enabling the elderly and others with limited mobility to have better access
and mobility within in their own street environment, improving the environmental quality
of urban streets, helping to increase the demand for urban living that may increase property
values.
Implicitly carbon dioxide production will decrease in 50 years with 49% (a reduction of 29%
from public transport by mitigating the demand and the frequency of transport and 20% from
use of personal car). Thus the low car ownership rate and short commute distances help to
reduce the carbon footprint of the residents. CO2 emissions (per apartment) from personal
transport by car are 20% lower in our area than in the surrounding districts. These savings alone
would yield a reduction of around 222 tons of CO2 per day in the entire city.

5.1.4

The kindergarten is located in our area so is accessible by walking whereas the closest school is
located at two bus stop distance.
The mixed use of our core district (retail, markets, medical services, business) leads to short
commute distances (400m) that make it easy to travel to work by non-motorized modes of
public transit. We considered that one parent is working in the district (personal business)
choosing to go by walking to work and the other parent works in the city having to choose the
trolleybus or tramway as mean of transport to his job.
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By
implementing
carpooling, if 2
persons share the
same car to their
job, to the closest
company (3km back
and forth) they will
economize 0,45 liters
per week (5 days)
on each person,
meaning 0.67 euro.
Sharing the same
car to hypermarket
(2 km distance back
and forth), 2 days per
week, one person
will
economize
0.12litres, 1.08 euro.

Fig. 5.1.4 - 26 Modal shift
Source: EFdeN
Correlation between housing & transportation
We correlate the duplex with the means of transport by considering inhabitants routine and
needs.
The energy created by the photovoltaic panels is used for:
-public lighting for infrastructure circulations (pedestrian and cycle paths)
-lighting transport stations
-supply information panels about means of transport and ticket machines
-supply parking meters
The economic positive impact comes from:
-fossil economy for mobility
-changing consumer location preferences, make it accessible by walking: proximity stores (9113
users in 50 years), local jobs, personal business (280 inhabitants)
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Fig. 5.1.4 - 27 Carbon footprint
Source: EFdeN
Considering a family of 3 members, the total CO2 footprint for the industrialized house is 304
tons in 50 years, considering the construction phase, transport of materials, use phase and
transport of users. Comparing with the CO2 footprint of a 3 members family housing from
Lyon, France, in our case we have 0 emissions from the food supply, considering urban farming
that provides food doesn’t need chemical treatments. Only from the public transport are
issued 41850 kg of CO2 (14%). Represents a big step towards a sustainable environment as the
emissions of CO2 produced by private cars registered in the city (1113 tons) decreased in our
district to just 2kg per day.
Positive impact:
lower travel costs for inhabitants – 52% of daily movements are non-motorized due to
mixed functions from the main pedestrian and the proximity of utilities and daily services. So
short distances = non-motorized movements
the ambient quality of unpolluted environment generates attractiveness for investors,
economic actors
indirect economic impact by improving inhabitants health (more movement, less
pollution) and minimizing the costs of treatment
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5.1.5. Affordability

5.1.5

5.1.5.1. Executive summary
For industalization part, EFdeN team will develop a residential housing unit designed for urban
environment as a solution for reaching optimal density for a smart growth and for better urban
mobility.
The product will not only be an intelligent, self-energy proofing or a sustainable semi-collective
house but also an customized product that will serve to accomplish the needs of Romanian
society and for the urban communities, by being a modular structure and a guaranteed price/
quality product.
We aim to create a new housing environment with all the features in terms of aesthetic, comfort,
materials and energy saving systems, addressed to both young people which are looking for
rent or buying the first house, and for adults with a constant income that want to live in a
sustainable complex near to the city center, making all this happened trough an affordable
product.
For this, EFdeN will create a LLC, and apply an innovative business model – L.E.G.O, based on
the franchise concept overlapped with the multidisciplinary of the team. In this way, having
a customized product, a strong specialist team , which will be involved in both business to
business or business to customer relationship, and finally a good financial policy. Overall we
will bring a bright new product on the market.
This new type of residential assembly will be part of the real estate market as a perfect
equilibrium among architecture, engineering and nature. The marketing plan and the price
policy will make the product affordable for the buyer and for the developer, both having the
opportunity to be the first ones that were invested in a multidisciplinary project and which are
the first to get a good answer to: what my future will look like?
For the following years, the business will have a good potential to grow because of the
characteristics of our products. The economic impact of energy saving features and equipment
pooling will have a good result, the total cost of the builds will be with 70% small than a
conventional house , because of the re-innovation policy, providing new technologies and new
adaptable solutions, especially for any city of our country, and for other countries nearby.
Because of the initial investment cost, that is with 45%(see the explanation in the financial
scheme smaller than a conventional way of build and the maintenance cost , that are smaller
because of the implication of the community, a good waste management and innovative PV
cleaning.
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EFdeN will be a company which will activate in field of architecture developent, engineering
and urban design. Our business will be focused on residential development using energy
efficient materials and systems (solar powered buildings) with the main focus of achieving
urban densification, accessibility, mobility and sobriety through innovation.
Mission Statement:
We adopt an energy efficient solar house, to the city key points, tacking a sustainable step
towards nature.
Our mission is to inspire through innovating urban design solutions.

5.1.5
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5.1.5.2. General Company description

Company Goals and Objectives:
Our main goal is to develop an urban solution, based on a modular structure integrating
intelligent energy efficient systems that would satisfy customer’s needs through customization
while also being affordable.
By developing the most complex urban system on the market we offer an alternative option to
existing or potential house owners, that is affordable, innovative and energy efficient.
Objectives
1.
providing the high quality products
Increse the competiveness through innovation and developing new adaptable solution
2.
Extend the market up to 5 more cities in Romania in 30 years.
3.
4.
Competitive pricing
5.
Interoperable urban design solutions
5.1.5.2.1 Company Description
Our philosophy of business is making better living conditions trough affordable and innovative
solutions, understanding the needs of customers and their expectations. We want to sell
a product that has the capacity to create value on the target market and that gives to the
customers the possibility to choose where, when, what and how will they live, grow and work.
By offering a complete solution in terms of urban planning and architecture, that takes into
account all the needs of prospective residents, the business will focus on one of the most
important element in the development of the product: “blue oceans” of uncontested market
space.
The success of the project is guaranteed by the existence need of new homes that facilitate the
efficient use of energy and to be easily adaptable to changing needs in terms of housing, good
prices for the citizens of the city but also for students from the province.
The business model is an innovative concept of overlapping multidisciplinary and offer
customized types of products based on three main factors: buyer’s income, the evolution of
constuction business and market prospect.
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L.E.G.O - Learn. Evolve. Gain. Opt for.

5.1.5

The LEGO business means learn about the new concept of energy efficiency houses, evolving
in a continuous process of community awareness, gain profitable business and affordable
products, and opt for a new way of living.

Fig. 5.1.5.2 -1 Lego Business model
Source: EFdeN
The concept of the business model comes of the hole project idea of modularity and integration
of elements in one structure. The business model also overlaps different stages that creates a
big environment that involves the main 3 actors: The team EFdeN( new a LLC), the developer
and the customer. This is a complex process that starts with learning and be able to chose a
solution for housing and also for living inside the city.
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The target customer is made of 2 different groups of people; those groups are the result of the
corroboration of 3 specific indicators: age, incomes and personal needs.
The first group is composed by the 20-30 years old adults, early adopters, interested in using
the new technology and latest generation gadgets.
The job profile: IT, architecture, advertising, marketing, showbiz, liberal arts
Earnings: The net salary is 576 Euro which represents the national average income per month.
The second group is composed by the 30-45 years old adults, which have more purchasing
power.
Job profiles: IT, medicine, juridical domain, engineering, and analytics
Earnings: The net salary is between 700-4000 Euro which represents total income per month.
From this 2 groups, 4 specific couples are identified because the necessity to have a certain
buyer profile.

5.1.5

The target customer

Fig. 5.1.5.2 -2 Target custumer
Source: EFdeN
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Sphere of activity
The field of real estate is a sensible sphere of starting a business, but if the business model and
the strategies for establish the good price for both costumer and developer are facing complex
real estate risks and manage the financial implications, the success can come with strong.
The real estate in Romania is a mature market and has have a continues growth up until 2009,
when the international crisis has affected strongly the construction production and the sales of
those which were build.
Today is a big opportunity period because the market has an important growth, compared with
the last decade 2009-2011, and because the new trend regarding eco energy efficiency and
smart city development (according with Euro barometer, European Commission).
The new trends in this will be visible on short term and will have a big impact in the long
term development of the real estate industry, because the international big concern in the
sustainable way of living standards.
Our business will have a growth character in terms of economical and customer customizing
opportunity. This will be possible through
- First phase pre-soled products which give the safety to the investment to continue
- phased investment
- Strong policy to keep up with new trends in field of materials, equipments and innovation
systems in order to satisfy the costumer’s preferences.
Using this strategies our business will have the same directions of growth, and the will be a
strong competitor in the market by being nowadays the promoter of a new business model
and new solutions of providing the product.
The company most strength comes from the complexity of the solution used in the development
of the product: the most competitive materials, most qualitative architectural solutions and
a unique urban design strategy that sustain both the community and the incomes of the
developer. This one win situation is critical for our product to be successful on the market.
The legal ownership form of as is the Limited liability Corporation (LLC). We want to create this
company with 50 members administrated by a legal administrator.
5.1.5.2.2. Products and Services description
EFdeN will be a LLC company specializing in planning and sets up market viability in field of
residential, mixed (residential and commercial) and green architecture, located in Bucharest,
Romania.
We offer flexible and innovative urban and architectural solutions fitted for a target market with
medium to high income interested in green building solutions.
The services we provide include:
-Innovative Urban Design
-Architectural Design
These services apply only for our products
-Green building solutions
-House customization
-House remodeling
-Urban faming education
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The product is unique as it offers flexibility and customization and will allow people and
franchised to achieve their desired spatial solution. In essence, a family or a franchise, with the
help of our specialists, will be able to define a housing solution that response to their needs.

5.1.5

EFdeN product consists of a residential mixed (residential and commercial) and green
architectural solution. In fact, this product is a top rated and publicized solution as it’s the most
competitive energy efficient solution in the Romanian market.
Although the final product is addressed to the people and franchises, in the shape of a house or
a shop, the product complexity allows land developers or the public administration to develop
new neighborhoods. In other words the Eden solution can be used to reshape a city through
green neighborhoods that promotes social cohesion as a core element of a sustainable city.

Production techniques and costs
Being a rational and sustainable product, the production technique will have an important
role for establish the final price and to make an affordable chose for the target market.
For the construction of the semi-collective houses, the structure proposed can be done in
specialized workspaces, which minimizes material waste and the costs. The material used is
recycled steel and it fabrication can be done in this special workspaces in 25-30 days (8 h/d)
and the ansamblation phase 5 days.
Comparing with the current modes of building- concrete executions sites which have great
losses both concrete material and the fittings and the construction time is about 2-3 months.
The overall cost for this construction type is with 40% bigger then our proposed system.
Being a new type of building residential units, the structure is calculated by seismic design
code P-100. If the items are affected by a possible earthquake, a metal structure offers the
possibility of replacing an item deformed by simple operations without affecting adjacent
elements.
The implementation will have a real low cost in terms of building site, because the
prefabricated elements, modularity and for the system of grip. How?
Being prefabricated, the list of logistic elements is small, the stuff needed for assembly is
reduced and no needing special qualification. In this way the building site will less a short
period.
For a good explanation of the construction model see the chapter Engineering and
construction design narrative.
Customer service
Before the construction, the customer will have the opportunity to have a general presentation of the 3 categories of products: low, medium and high prices and will chose the most
affordable situation. The quality of these 3 categories is not affected by their price, because
there are chosen to have the same features in terms of efficiency, sustainability and low time
of production.
Inventory control
Being a franchise and because the most part of the capital came from external actors, the
control of implementation of all the characteristics planned by Eden project is made thought
its consulting structure.
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Fig. 5.1.5.2 -3 The different stages of the product
Source: EFdeN

EFdeN will promote the customization of the products, because, first of all, this will help the
buyer to understand the importance of the construction materials, technologies, details and
comfort and then is important to maintain the open relation between client and architect,
urban designer and interior designer.
In order to accomplish those directions, EFdeN will create a platform with different stages of
customization. There will be 3 levels: low, medium and high, in terms of use of specific materials
and pricing. In this way the product will be affordable for a large diversity of buyers, specific to
their income, needs and possibilities for rent or for buy. This approach is based on a study of the
Construction and building materials sector in Romania. (See appendix 1)
Integration of the EFdeN products in the real estate market
The real estate market in Romania is unique because, unlike other real estate markets evolved,
the local market has never offered any kind of predictability.
According to an analysis by imobiliare.ro, those who want to buy a home in one of the country’s
major cities can choose between a multitude of possibilities available for both clients with low
budgets and for those with higher budgets. Punctual offers can be found priced under $ 10,000,
as in a studio three Constanta comfort and the maximum reach almost 1 million, if we speak of
a luxury property in the Capital Penthouse.
Cheapest properties old homes remain, comfort 2 and 3, in the outskirts of large cities, while
new housing units built in exclusive areas are priced hundreds of thousands of dollars. The
analysis takes into account the cheapest and most expensive apartments (with one, two and
three bedroom).
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In the capital, the cheapest studio is located in a block for single Militari neighborhood, near
Metro Lujerului, and can be purchased for 10,500 Euros. The house is in category 2 comfort has
a floor area of 20 square meters and was built in 1984.
In contrast, the most expensive residential unit is located in the unicameral Herăstrău and
priced demanded 120,000 Euros. It has a floor area of 44 square meters, is part of a five-story
building, built in 2008, and is fully furnished and equipped.
In Rahova a comfortable 2 bedroom apartment is put on sale at a price of 23,000 euros. The
house has a floor area of 46 square meters and is located on the second floor (of four) of a
building completed in 1978.(according with imobiliare.ro)
On the other hand, the most expensive three-room apartment in the capital is a penthouse
of 158 square meters useful, located in the Aviators. The house is part of a five-story building
completed in 2011 and has an asking price of 935,000 Euros.(according with imobiliare.ro)
According to RICS EU Public Affairs (2008), the entire world has yet recognized that the earth’s
ecosystems are currently at a critical stage. They are already severely damaged and human
activity currently leads to irreversible losses of fundamental ecosystem functions. The
construction sector has the largest single share in global resource use and pollution emission.
In OECD countries, it is responsible for:
- around 25-40% of total energy use,
- 30% of raw material use,
- 30-40% of global greenhouse gas emissions,
- 30 to 40% of solid waste generation.
It has to be taken into account that, in OECD countries, people spend almost 90% of their life
inside buildings. As a consequence, healthy indoor environments contribute significantly to
human health and wellbeing and offer a large potential for reducing external costs to societies
through lowering the multiple sicknesses coming from living in an unsafe environment.

Fig. 5.1.5.2 -4 Construction sector- segmentation
Source: Adapted from FIEC, 2013.
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Recognizing the fact that green building related issues are growing in importance, and that they
have a huge impact on the health and wellbeing of citizens, in addition to the environment, all
over the world
Governments and institutions are taking action to foster a new and more sustainable
construction approach.

Fig. 5.1.5.2 -5 Construction output in European countries
Source: Adapted from FIEC, 2013.
According to FIEC’s statistics, ( European Construction Industry Federation) the developments
in the various EU countries show the following overall results:
1. The reduction in construction activity has been observed in all segments.
2. The housing segment has failed to compensate for the decline in other segments. The construction of new housing, in particular, has seen a sharp fall (-5.2%) due to the fact that access
to credit is still very limited, and household confidence very low during this time of austerity.
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3. The general downturn in activity has inevitably had a further negative impact on the number
of people employed in the sector. Hence, in 2012, employment in construction continued to
fall in the EU (-3.1%).
4. Still, the construction industry remains one of the major engines of Europe’s growth. It
represents 9.1% of EU GDP and more than 3 million enterprises - most of which are SME’s and
provides jobs to more than 14 million workers, without counting the indirect employment
generated in related sectors (“multiplier effect”: 1 job in construction = 2 further jobs in other
sectors).

Fig. 5.1.5.2 -6 Tenure split in the EU member states
Source: Adapted from CECODHAS-USH-Dexia survey (2007)
Main market trends affecting social, co-operative and public housing First of all, it is worth
noting the diversity of housing markets both between and within countries. A common feature
about housing markets in the EU is the unbalance between demand and supply of housing,
Countries that show a relative balance between housing supply and demand at national level
(e.g. Finland, Greece, Romania, etc.) are facing shortages at regional level in areas of strong
economic activity. In these areas, shortages of affordable housing are putting increasing
pressure on providers.
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Alternative products do not offer a complete package of tools and solutions or a similar level of
flexibility. For example, in most cases the customer is unable to get similar results from another
product(s), as entered a market sector not yet developed in Romania, the only alternative being
pre-design solutions that offer a low degree of flexibility and customization.
Another important advantage we have over the traditional solutions or other green solutions
on the marked id defined by the equipment used. We developed our solution as an energy
efficient unit that is almost fully independent from the grid and uses solar energy to power all
the house equipment’s and utilities.
Technology and flexibility
The EFdeN product was developed having in mind the possibility of transforming brownfield
into new living neighborhoods with a high degree of energy independence, this is why our
product is suited for multiple environments and conditions.
Products and prices
-

135 duplexes
Duplex- 3 rooms 125.000 euro
Duplex -4 rooms 135.000 euro
30 apartments with 4 rooms -100.000 euro
10 with 3 rooms 80.000 euro
80 with 2 rooms 65.000 euro
30 studio apartments 40.000 euro

We set up those prices as there are being a suitable for our target public as shown in our
secondary research.
There are also commercial spaces/facilities/catering spaces.
60 Commercial spaces, in 13 units
This commercial spaces will bring to developer a continous income as this will be a rent based
spaced withing the development. The comercial spaces represent an important part of the
desinge as they are dinamic, can change offen and have an important impact on the final
image. They represent an important income for the developper as the price is define by there
accesibile position and there “accesibile market”, define by porcent of population that uses that
type of commercial space.
The rent policy is to have different pricing according with the location.
The first price begins with 20 euro/ mp on month and races up to the 60/mp euro on month
(spaces located on the main pedestrian public space- “the spine”). This is a short and in the
same time a long payment.
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Competitive Comparison

Being a field of business very incommode, we appreciate that the investment in this new
products will be a successful because we are coming with quality and variety.
In order to establish our price we touch as a reference the prototype that EFdeN will bring for
competition and we set up an algorithm for the industrialization final price.
From the prototype cost proposal we establish a 40% discount because for the version we have
catalog prices and when is a big investment, all the companies apply this commercial rebate.
From this final cost of materials, equipments, promotion and marketing, site operation and
health and safety, will be apply another discount of 10%, being the developer discount because
the total cost of investment and the profit will be up then 35%.
In this way we can make an affordable investment as well as for the developer as for the custumer
The price cost proposel of the total invesmet is presented in the cost proposel chapter.

5.1.5

Pricing
It is very difficult to set up a price and to be able to reach the real estate segment, because our
product will be a new one in the market and one without another direct competitor.

Fig. 5.1.5.2 -7 Pricing for the industrialisation
Source: EFdeN

Fig. 5.1.5.2 -8 Different pricing for the main housing units
Source: EFdeN
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Sales Forecast

Fig. 5.1.5.2 -9 The main products combination
Source: EFdeN

Fig. 5.1.5.2 -10 Sales forcast
Source: EFdeN
The sales forecast is based on a model developed from the current market demand, economical
structure and social tendencies of the rumanian people. In order to predict future pattern and
define the direction in which the current market may derive the sale forecast study took into
account the continues development of energy efficient solutions, houses, equipment and
material, economical aspects that influence decision.
As a result the sales forecast takes into account a slower “buy rate” at the beginning, as we
are talking about a new product on the market but addressing the current needs of the
populations: flexible modern and accessible housing units. As a result we will be facing with
continues demand and growth of the business.
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5.1.5.3.1. Market analysis summary
How EFdeN product response to the real estate market?
In Romania real estate market integrates very few energy efficient solutions, at this time, they
are usually the result of remodeling an existent house (housing designed or adapted to use
solar energy, though the installation of solar energy systems). Locally we can identify a series
of special “pilot” solutions developed by non-professions, there aimed was to reduce energy
consumption through the use of solar panels

5.1.5
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5.1.5.3 Marketing Plan

Fig. 5.1.5.2 -11 Romania fact file
Source: Adapted from CECODHAS-USH-Dexia survey (2007)
Our products respond to the growing need for energy efficiency and energy independence
while also satisfying the need for green space. A key element that is specific to our design
is the greenhouse, which provides an intimate, personal green area inside the house without
sacrificing comfort or efficiency. Also, although is not specific to an individual product like an
apartment or a commercial space the urban farming areas are another key element of the larger
product, residential complex, that makes our product stand out.
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Thus, these extensions of the buildable areas are inversely proportional to the population
of urban development, which is in a continuous decrease for the last 15 years, the urban
population declined by about 6% in conditions that have occurred in the intervening 52 new
settlement areas.
In the past, the city limits growth was driven by urban population growth, today several factors
appeared that contributed to the growing phenomenon of the built area, such as:
1.mentality change, regarding housing typology (from collective to the individual housing) along with a reconsideration of the suburban areas, low price of land in relation to the city;
2.existence of a regime technically more permissive; advantage of quick links to the main
functional areas of the city secured through the path of movement;
3. possibility of possession of a large batch (semi-urban typology or rather semi-rural), grasping
a recreational area with a profile (although this is beginning to alter).
In the development of the urban sprawl phenomenon we can identify a series of endogenous
conditions that marked the structural changes of the locality concerned (economic development,
the emergence of new activities, changing the optics in the way of living, population growth)
and exogenous conditions: housing pressure to developed holiday housing, particularly in
areas with natural potential, which can be enhanced by the positioning of developed urban
centers.
A specific problem is given by the fact that the growth of urban buildable area was not
accompanied by the development of the existing infrastructure of both transport and utility
networks, and was not the result of strategic planning, but the result of real estate pressure,
favored by lower concern and a low control of the area around the city
Development trends in recent years and polarization focus mainly on economic activities in the
Romanian cities and they brought to attention new territorial issues. Cities that have a strategic
position in relation to development axes European economic and social infrastructure is relatively
developed a great potential for the development of settlements and areas in proximity. In this
sense, the territorial distribution of these urban centers with great potential, their role and their
dynamics is an important element that will focus future development planning strategy.
In this context, an important territorial problem is given by the need to identify the role of small
towns and areas compared to urban centers of development. Small towns have many unsolved
problems and fewer people, financial and technical information available compared with major
cities.
Even if the issue of sustainable development has led to the emergence of global green house
(there are even green residential such as Hammarby Sjöstad in Stockholm, Sweden, Kronsberg
district of Hanover, Germany, the project Leidshe Rijn in Utrecht, Netherlands, etc. ) in Romania
this industry is just beginning.
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Determining the main directions
Urban sprawl
From 2002 to 2006 there was a 20% increase in the number of cities, from 268 to 320. Also, from
1990 to 2008 settlement’s buildable area increased by 70%. This type of spatial development
of urban areas was not correlated with the share evolution of urban population (which has
reached a plateau and even started to decline).

Mixing the different green space typologies we provide the inhabitants with both a pleasant
space where they can spend their time and also a space to connect with nature and with each
other through different activities.

We are targeting both companies and individuals in order to create diversity within the
residential complex. During our studies we noticed that individuals with age between 20-30
year are either interested in renting or buying a studio or a 2-room apartment while individual
age 30-45 years old are more interested in larger homes, meant for a larger family, 3-4 rooms,
house or duplex. Companies are often interested in renting the commercial spaces at the main
floor of the buildings. We decided to focus on these two categories that most offer work in a
technical environment and are the most likely to adopt new technologies and are open to new
ideas
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Customers

Customer profile
•Age: from 25 to 45 years
•Sex: M/F
•Single/Married
Demographic profile:
•Graduate
•Income- medium to high
•Employed in IT, healthcare, advertising, showbiz, legislative department
Behavioral profile:
•Early-adopter
•Rational shopping
•Involved in social movements
Social profile:
•Opinion leader
•Active on-line
•Passionate about culture, invention, ecology, technology
Psychological profile:
•Positive attitude to change
•Respect for nature
What is he interest in?
•A product, an idea, a performance-plan of a house / building green (sustainable, energy
efficient)
•Know-how to get a certificate to attest the already high performance of a building
When they buy?
•Usually there is a favorable season for calling for consulting services in sustainable development.
However, We notice some increase in demand in the spring, when the weather is suitable for
construction.
Where to buy?
•From the office providing the service, branches or through estate agents
(However, long-term living in such a house benefits both in terms of housing quality and financially *).
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Why buy?
As a result of their education, social, psychological and demographic, background customers
are turning to green buildings, as they offer the most advantages, one of the biggest one being
low energy consumption

5.1.5

5.1.5.3.2. Competition
Individual Dwellings
Individual residences located in the vicinity of the metropolis. The current trend in Bucharest
is to buy homes outside the city, in the surrounding areas. This has a noticeable impact on
mobility as negatively impacting traffic, especially during the week when people have to get to
work. In addition, the position and relationship with the city is not beneficial from the point of
view of transport. Access to the center is hampered by excessive use of the private car and the
lack of connectivity with public transport.
Collective housing
Blocks built before 1970. They are made in all areas, even in the most “expensive”. The level of
quality usually determined for different reasons but the results are always the same. Many of
them were seriously damaged by the earthquake of 1977 and in addition they have reached or
even exceeded the planned period of use;
Collective houses built in the late 60s until 1977. These buildings are better than this building
without improvements “dramatic”. And soon they will reach their maximum limit “lifetime”; The
one built after 1977 (especially after 1980). These are the “most wanted” of old buildings. Not
only are newer but these buildings were built according to strict standards that Romania has
implemented after the 1977 earthquake. If it even less reconditioned, they could be considered
the best option for investment and could be even better than new buildings.
For a complete information about the competition and the market place for EFdeN products,
there is an analysis of the main companies that our products is in competition, most of them
only in some segments.
5.1.5.2.3. Niche
We are targeting modern families, early-adopters that work in IT and are involved in different
social movements.
Our product is unique on the market, in this way we adopt the “ blue ocean” concept. In this
way, corroborated with the business model, the target market is one educated and responsable
with it’s chose of the way of living.
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The financial schame for the industrialization is composed by 3 different actors that come
togheter to bring a new product on the real estate market in Romania, and the main financing
will come from the partners.
The main actors are:
1.Association of partners,that will bring a part of the financial for the first investition phase;
2. EFdeN LLC, that will offer the consulting, the desing and planning through the franchise;
3. The public administration that will invest in the public spaces;
The main capital for the investment will also came from European grant funds (Eco Innovation
3), that will help the investors to begin the construction. That fund can be used only through
EFdeN LLC, and it can be utilized only if the new buildings will have sustainable construction
materials, equipments and use solar energy.
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5.1.5.4 Financial plan

We are new in discussions with some developers and some banks, that are interested in our
project .
We anticipate that in the first period of investment , the general profit will be about 20%, but in
the next phases the profit will growth up until the maturity phase when will rich 35%.

Fig. 5.1.5.2 -12
Source: EFdeN
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Abstract

“Architecture is a social activity that has to do with some sort
of communication or places of interaction, and to change the
environment is to change behaviour.”

EFdeN is an energy efficient solar house designed for the urban environment as a solution
to the Bucharest’s issues of low density and mobility, an adaptable housing unit both to the
environmental parameters and to the inhabitants’ necessities and desires. What is different about
this dwelling in the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 context is neither the flexible partition nor the
intelligent systems that activate its installations, not even its modularity or the sustainability
of the materials used. What stands out in the EFdeN prototype is the steadfast step towards
innovation in energy efficiency: the integration of a productive bioclimatic greenhouse.
Dedicated to the “urban farming” concept, this component is the central architectural element
of the house being both a source of a spectacle of light on the inside and a community generator
on the outside.

5.2

Thom Mayne

EFdeN Architectural Concept – The EFdeN project combines a contemporean langue of
architecture with the traditional way of living in Romania. This aproach is made to satisfy the
nostalgic feeling of the people regarding the traditional houses and the new life style that they
are having now. The house is made from primary volumes and the result is an archetype that
will ensure the psihical confort of the users. Regarding this aspect a key point of this project
is the integration of nature in housing through the greenhouse. This greenhouse ensures the
basic food for the familly and the thermal confort in the winter time.

Summary of Changes
5.2.1 Architectural Concepts
5.2.2 Summary of Reconfigurable Features
5.2.3 Lighting design narrative
5.2.4. Acoustic Design
5.2.5 Interior Design Narrative
Minor text and graphical revisions.
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5.2.1. Architectural Concepts
5.2.1.1 The context

5.2.1

5.2.1.1.1 Urban sprawl in Bucharest

Fig. 5.2.1-1. Cosmopolis residential complex near Bucharest
Source: FAE - http://www.fotografieaeriana.eu/
Urban sprawl is a common problem for cities throughout the world nowadays, generating
debates on health, environmental and cultural subjects. Urban sprawl represents an unplanned
urban development with a low density land use on the urban outskirts. This phenomenon also
raises serious questions regarding the approach of future urban planning, in an attempt to avoid
low-density, auto-oriented developments. The growth of cities has always been influenced by
the increase in population, whereas the sprawl of modern cities is directly linked to factors such
as individual housing needs, mobility, real estate investors’ strategies and the inefficiency of
urban and land use policies. The problems that the urban sprawl triggers range from a negative
impact on the infrastructure and sustainability of a city to the loss of the neighbourhood
vitality. Sprawling cities, in opposition to compact cities, are full of empty spaces, indicating the
inefficiencies in urban development. Even if urban sprawling referred initially to a phenomenon
in American cities, it has spread as a 21st century epidemic of cities around the world, and also
in Europe (Fig. 5.2.1-2).
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5.2.1
Fig. 5.2.1-2. Urban expansion in Europe (1990 – 2000)
Source: EEA, 2005

Fig. 5.2.1-3. Built-up area, road network
and population increases, selected EEA
countries
Source: EEA, 2005

The first cities that suffer from such rapid
growth and therefore from all of the
problems associated with urban sprawl, are
the capitals and metropolitan areas, but also
cities with a ‘high population density and
economic activity (Belgium, the Netherlands,
southern and western Germany, northern
Italy, the Paris region) and/or rapid economic
growth (Ireland, Portugal, eastern Germany,
the Madrid region)’1. European cities have
expanded since the 1950s by over 78%, in
comparison to the growth of the population
by 33%, leading to the loss of the cities’
compactness. The rise of the space consumed
per person in cities in Europe has doubled
after the 1950s (built-up areas increased by
20%, while the population increased by 6%),
which proves that low density areas are more
and more common (Fig. 5.1.1-3).
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5.2.1

Fig. 5.2.1-4. Urbanization process - comparison of Bucharest with other cities
Source: G.M.E.S. Atlas and Metropolitan Networks / Redes Metropolitanas (Bilingual Spanish
/ English) [Paperback], author Jordi Julia Sort

Some of the cities in the world present the symptoms of urban sprawl, figure 5.1.1-4
proving that this phenomenon is uncontrollable, manifesting in all kinds of cities, regardless
of their size, structure or previous evolution. The concern regarding all these cities is
the continuous evolution of built areas around the outskirts of the city, exceeding the
metropolitan area. However, the population growth percentage represents less than half of
the land extension percentage, resulting in a discrepancy in territorial use. In comparison
to other cities in the world, Bucharest lacks a hierarchy and an organization of the periurban area, as there are a great number of peri-urban settlements spread around the city.
In eastern European countries, due to the socialist regime, cities have a more compact
urban form and high densities in some parts of the city, but they have also been affected by
urban sprawl in the recent years. In Romania, Bucharest is a city dealing with this evolving
phenomenon. Its’ problems derive also from the corruption related to urban planning in the
past 50 years, which led to the appearance of uncontrollable, residual spaces at a large urban
scale. Moreover, urban sprawling discourages the use of these residual spaces and while the
city struggles with these voids, more and more constructions emerge on its outskirts.
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5.2.1
Fig. 5.2.1-5. Evolution of the urbanised area in the last 10 years
Source: EFdeN

Beyond the overall picture, there are various problems that affect the city of Bucharest at an
urban level. Due to the lower costs of the land, property developers prefer to orient themselves
towards the suburbs, as this considerably lowers the cost of housing, thus making it affordable
for a larger audience. Furthermore, the large size of the land represents an advantage for them,
in the detriment of smaller empty spaces that can be found in the inner city.
In addition, the tendency of the inhabitants of Bucharest is to move to the outskirts of the city
due to the possibility of buying an individual house. They can therefore relate to the green space,
in an escape from life in communist apartments and are also mesmerized by the appealing
image of predominantly low height level buildings and agreeable vicinities. The growth of the
suburb phenomenon generates, however, traffic related and pollution problems along with an
uncontrolled expansion of the city.
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Bucharest - a city of contrast

Fig. 5.2.1-6. Bucharest, a city of contrast
Source: Photographer - Ionut Macri, http://www.gigapan.com/gigapans?query=macri
In order to understand the complexity of the problem and how it has affected Bucharest,
an analysis of the city and its evolution is necessary. Due to its position, the city of
Bucharest is situated between occidental and oriental influences, which contribute to its
unique character and charm. These influences can be felt both at the housing and urban
level, and they generate a diversity of housing typologies and urban site integration
techniques within the framework of the city. On one hand, the oriental influences, developed
before the 18th century, reflect on the old urban fabric of the city, with crowded houses
and narrow streets, without clear regulations of the street texture, but also in the lowrise organisation of houses around parishes and the existence of large gardens. On the
other hand, the occidental influences appear along with the necessity of modernisation
and emancipation from the oriental tutorship. Occidental influences can be seen in the
architectural styles, in the organisation and hierarchy of the streets, in the alignment of
fronts with high buildings. The modernisation of Bucharest came along with regulation and
systematisation plans, which led to the limitation of an uncontrolled horizontal extension.
Bucharest is seen as “a city of destiny and European vocation, martyred city of a totalitarian
power (…) a city that must be understood, planned and rebuilt. Bucharest has developed
by assimilating oriental influences, through the capacity of natural integration which has
sustained its vocation to be a city between East and West” 2.
Bucharest therefore knows several stages of development which include contrasting aspects,
and ultimately lead to the coexistence of multiple cities within one: the occidental and
the oriental, the rural and the monumental, Ceausescu’s unaccomplished urbanism and
the display window streets belonging to the new modernity, jammed by towers of steel
and glass.
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In conclusion, the problems caused by urban sprawl, overlapped on the evolution of
Bucharest, result in the inefficiency of land use and in the incoherence between the existing
space and the emergence of a new one. These issues lead to a poor density on the
outskirts of the city, to segregation of residential development, to a problem of mobility,
to pollution and loss of agricultural and natural land, and even to the disappearance of
the community spirit.

5.2.1

Density

Fig. 5.2.1-7. Housing density of Bucharest
Source: The strategic concept “Bucharest 2035”, http://www.csb2035.ro
Regarding the density of Bucharest, the centralised planning regime during the communist
period has resulted in a densification of residential areas, making Bucharest a crowded city,
with a density of 8510 inhabitants/km2. While some districts of Bucharest are characterised by
a high density (Titan, Dristor, Drumul Taberei), others have low density, resulting in a contrast
that encourages housing development segregation. Extreme density variation characterises
the territory – 1:3.5 difference in districts in Bucharest – and, in association with poorness,
contributes to the low quality of housing. As shown in figure Fig. 5.2.1-7, the southern part
of the city has a higher density, with a lot of residential areas built in the communist period,
with high buildings, while in the northern part, there are some areas with high density, but
most of the dwellings are individual. Sector 1, with the greatest surface, 70 km2, has the
lowest density, of 3270 inhabitants / km2, while the sectors in the south have around 30
km2 and a density of around 9000 inhabitants / km2.
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Fig. 5.2.1-8. Collective housing overlapped on the districts of Bucharest
Source: EFdeN drawing

The duality of the density has to be understood and solved. On one hand, high density
represents a factor of discomfort, especially in the overpopulated “match boxes” erected
in the communist period. On the other hand, low density areas, including suburban
areas, raise the problem of the extensive use of land, even if the quality of housing is
superior. The solution would be to encourage medium-density dwellings, which include
the advantages of a high density compact city, but also the quality of life and intimacy
of individual houses.
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5.2.1

Mobility

Fig. 5.2.1-9. Major circulations between Bucharest and its outskirts
Source: EFdeN drawing
The issues linked to mobility are: imbalances caused by the position of housing areas in
relation to job areas, leading to congested traffic, insufficiently promoted and capitalized
public transport, the preference of citizens to use the personal car, the lack of a major routes
system to ensure balanced accessibility to and from the city core, the difficult conditions for
alternative transport, insufficient parking space. Moreover, along the main national routes
that link Bucharest to the rest of the country there is a continuous congestion and also a
disorder of housing areas and economic activities, also related to urban sprawl. This has led to
a fragmented territory, traffic problems, pollution, high energy and resources consumption.
Mobility issues could be indirectly solved by discouraging urban sprawl and by constructing on
the unoccupied sites near the city centre, resulting in shorter distances and in proximity to the
city centre and to work areas.

1) European Commission, EEA, “Urban sprawl in Europe - The ignored challenge”, No 10/2006, Copenhagen
2) Harhoiu, Dana, “Bucharest, a city between Orient and Occident”, 2005, Ed. Simetria, Bucharest
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5.2.1.1.2. Voids in the city – industrial sites

Fig. 5.2.1. -10. Chosen industrial sites in Bucharest
Source: EFdeN

Another problem that affects the city of Bucharest and remains unsolved is the industrial
landscape. Due to its specific evolution, Bucharest has a predominant industrial landscape
that creates voids in the urban fabric of the city. In order to understand its full potential,
this industrial landscape must be examined as a correlated ensemble from the scale of the
city to different other scales, but not separated into individual sites. Its evolution over the
last 10-20 years is in continuous rebound, and it stresses the importance of preserving such
types of landscape.
The natural landscape of Bucharest and its surroundings has not offered the best background
for industrial processing. However, given its function as a capital, Bucharest has offered optimal
conditions for processing raw materials. The administrative function, among political and
economic factors, has led to the polarization of material and population flows from the
adjacent territories, the greatest influence being felt in the metropolitan area of Bucharest.
This has constituted a real important background for industrial activities.
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5.2.1
Fig. 5.2.1-11. The evolution of Bucharest along with the industrial landscape
Source: „Methods of evaluation for the reconversion effects of the industrial landscape
towards Bucharest’s environment’’, PhD Thesis - Mirea Delia, University of Bucharest, Faculty of
Geography 2012

Industrial space evolves along with the city, as seen from the image above. The core around
which Bucharest has crystallized and developed is represented by the Old Court area, located
in the historical city centre. Attested in the 14th century3 and officially since the 15th century
(20th of September 1459)4, Bucharest has evolved under the impact of geographic, social and
economic factors (the evolution of forces and relations of production, development of the
industry and many other factors). Starting with the 19th century and especially in the 20th
century, the development and growth of the city took place by incorporating rural cores and
industrial areas within the urban fabric, which led to the appearance of this type of sites. Until
1989, most of the industrial sites were developed inside the limits of the city, and afterwards
they migrated towards the periphery.
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5.2.1
Fig. 5.2.1-12. Industrial landscape in Bucharest
Source: EFdeN
Regarding industrial sites, there are four main categories, related to the evolution of the city
and its history: before WWI (< 1918), from the interwar period (1918-1947), from the socialist
period (1947 - 1989) and from the post-socialist period (> 1989 - present). The passage from
a landscape category to the next one is not abrupt as there are intermediary moments that
determine the development of hybrid industrial landscapes and the transformation of the
anterior industrial landscapes.

Fig. 5.2.1-13. The demolition of the industrial landscape
Source:http://www.observatorulurban.ro/autodemolarea-spontana-de-week-end-cuescavatorul.html
The vast majority of industrial sites are located within the city, producing an environmental
and public safety concern, since these areas are usually unsafe, insalubrious, with damaged
buildings in a state of collapse. Nevertheless, this central position has also offered an excellent
opportunity for the development of building constructions, given the amenities and equipment
of a central site.
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5.2.1
Fig. 5.2.1-14. Reconversion of the Industrial Platform Militari
Source: „Methods of evaluation for the reconversion effects of the industrial landscape
towards Bucharest’s environment’’, PhD Thesis - Mirea Delia, University of Bucharest, Faculty of
Geography 2012
Nowadays, the industrial landscape is in an accelerated process of transformation, many of
the units and old factories being affected by the deconstruction phenomenon, by demolition
or reconversion into supermarkets, shopping malls, or office buildings. In most cases
though, investors prefer the full demolition of industrial artefacts, rather than reutilizing or
reconverting them. These changes affect the urban fabric and social communities, creating
hybrid landscapes and are not always the best examples of attitudes regarding these
industrial sites, mostly because these commercial or work functions bring traffic and parking
related problems and do not solve the integration of these sites into the city. The impressive
dimensions of these sites prove that their use should be mostly for a larger project with a
diversity of elements. Singular reconversions or the division of these sites are actions that
emphasize the problems of integrations of these sites into the city, solving just a small part of
the bigger issue, as the example of the Industrial Platform Militari shown in figure 5.2.1-14.
The central position of these sites and all the amenities that they provide should already
bring into consideration their potential, but at the same time, their fragility emphasizes the
importance of a development strategy in order to successfully integrate these sites into the
structure of the city.
3) Ionescu - Gion ,G.I.,” Istoria bucurescilor”, 1899, Bucharest : Socec
Iorga, Nicolae, “Istoria Bucurestilor”, 1939, Bucharest
Giurescu ,Constantin, ”Istoria Bucurestilor ”, 1967, Bucharest : Vremea
4) Olteanu, Constantin ,”File din istoria Bucureștilor. Însemnările unui primar general”, 2004, Bucharest: Aldo
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5.2.1

5.2.1.1.3. The attraction of individual housing - housing typologies

The housing typologies have always been connected to the historic, architectural and urban
evolution of the city of Bucharest. Therefore, housing cannot be separated from the city, as
on one hand there are the housing typologies with their interior layout, the grouping of
apartments, etc., and on the other hand their relationship with the city, whether we refer to
immediate neighbourhood, or to the urban poles of interest.

Fig. 5.2.1-15. Courtyard of a villa in the suburban residential complex in Pipera
Source: http://olimob.ro/listing/inchiriere-vila-azur-pipera/
At present, as urban sprawl demonstrates, individual housing is seen as the best solution
for a living space by most of the people. This attraction of a house with a courtyard and a
garden comes from two different directions: one of them is the nostalgia of the “parents’
house or one of the houses with gardens that brings back childhood memories”6 and the
other one is the model of the houses promoted nowadays in magazines, a model that takes
after the suburb house typology.
Therefore, this preference influences the offer of housing developers, who, in the absence
of a territorial strategy, look at their best economic interest. In order to understand the
present situation of housing, an analysis of the evolution of housing typologies in Bucharest
is necessary.
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5.2.1
Fig. 5.2.1-16. Historic centre of Bucharest in 1868, view from Coltea Tower
Source: Amedeo Preziosi painting

The geographical development framework of pre-modern Bucharest has favoured its horizontal
expansion. Moreover, the lack of fortifications, due to political regimes and historic evolution
of the city, has also contributed to its horizontal expansion, and to its low to medium height
buildings. Therefore, the resulting image of the city in the 18th century was that of a village
with paved alleys. Its dimensions were impressive, making it the biggest Eastern European
city in the 1830s (3000 ha, 60.000 inhabitants).
Unfortunately, horizontal expansion remains a symptom of the city at present, with a negative
impact on its structure and its environment. In the past, this symptom led to a rejection of
the housing concepts proposed by the modernists after 1950, with high apartment buildings.
However, in the communist period, some housing partitions and units in the 1940s were of
considerable comfort, but the ‘70s represented a significant decline in housing comfort.
Given the communist background and the misconception of people, the inhabitants see the
development of vertical housing as a factor of discomfort, accusing the lack of intimacy and
extremely high density, but also the absence of public, community spaces.
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5.2.1

Fig. 5.2.1-17. The development around parishes
Source:” Bucurestii mahalalelor”, Adrian Majuru, Ed. Compania, 2013

Fig. 5.2.1-18. The presence of gardens- Plan of Bucharest, 1856
Source: Jung Plan
Regarding post-byzantine Bucharest, when the city was organized in parishes and
neighbourhoods, in 1859, there were 16232 houses, most of them developed only on
ground floor. The first housing typology was that of the individual low-rise detached house,
with big gardens in a lax urban fabric, among which boyars’ mansions, or the more modest
house with a random position on site, regardless of the street. The second typology is the
craftsmen’s’ row housing on Lipscani (named after the German town Leipzich) “With the
exception of an area where all the merchants gather and which is built after a German
model, the rest of the city has the aspect of a village.”5 . The third typology is the one
of the inns, “Manuc’s Inn” or “Stavropoleus Inn” being edificatory examples for that period.
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5.2.1
Fig. 5.2.1-19. Panorama of Bucharest at the beginning of the 20th century showing new
investment buildings
Source: http://vederi.blogspot.ro/
Through a superficial assimilation of the west-European culture from the end of the 19th
century, denying the Balkan past after the political emancipation from the Ottoman tutorship,
the relationship of the house with the city would modify, as well as the housing typologies.
At the housing level, there were 3 new typologies: the investment building, the villa and the
cheap popular housing. The investment building represented a tool of modernization, with
considerable height, from the experience of Haussmann Paris, erected by modern architects
in the city centre along important boulevards, such as Magheru Boulevard, while the urban
luxury villa was constructed in low-rise residential parks, with a big garden. The cheap popular
housing, however, spreading at the periphery represented an influence of the garden city.

Fig. 5.2.1-20. Type-projects – cheap lodging 1910
Source: “Istoria arhitecturii românești”, Grigore Ionescu, Ed. Academiei, 1963
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One direction in architecture and urbanism was the experience of the garden city in Bucharest,
giving birth to new typologies such as the individual villa, or the popular housing unit. It is
considered by the urban planners “closer to the Romanian lifestyle”7. This was the time when
the garden remained an important part of the housing units. New residential neighbourhoods
emerged, named “residential parks”, resulted from new divisions of the site, with picturesque
compositions, in expensive areas of the city, abounding with vegetation ( e.g. Ioanid Park,
Filipescu Park), but there were also fronts of new important streets (Cotroceni, Romana
Square, Victoria Square). In contrast, popular housing for workers - cheap, subsidized by the
state – was mostly individual, coupled or row houses and even “multi-familial villas”, inside
garden-neighbourhoods (e.g. Vatra Luminoasa, Filaret). In between the tenement houses and
the individual housing, there are intermediary typologies, like the medium height building,
with few apartments, or buildings in the Bucharest “cul-de-sac”, similar to the garden cities.

Fig. 5.2.1-21. Thomas Villa, arch. Horia Creanga, 1932
Source: “Romanian Modernism, The Architecture of Bucharest 1920-1940”, Luminita Machedon,
Ernie Scoffham, 1999, MIT
The evolution of the housing architectural principles in the modern era is worth mentioning:
there was a high grade of comfort, whether we refer to villas or spacious apartments in
collective buildings, contrary to the European modern directions of social housing. Among
these two types, there are also cheap living spaces. Regarding the villas, spatial continuity
from the interior towards the exterior was very important for the modernists. As for the
collective buildings, the apartment was organized around a central nucleus like the living
room and zoned into a day/night area.
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5.2.1
Fig. 5.2.1-22. Otulescu building, arch. Horia Creanga, 1934-1935
Source: “Architecture - habitation - city” support course, Faculty of Architecture- UAUIM
Bucharest, Prof. PhD. Arch. Ana Maria Zahariade

During the interwar period, apartment blocks were promoted in order to offer more
houses for people, but also to complete the centre of the city with high apartment
units. Apart from the modern urban individual villa and the central high apartment
blocks, there were also 3-4 storey high buildings, mostly in residential areas near the
city centre. These buildings used to respond to site challenges but also to the comfort
of the living space necessary for people. There are many examples of such buildings
made by famous architects, as this housing typology represented “the bulk of interwar
housing architecture”8. This kind of housing kept the idea of exterior spaces necessary for
the wellbeing of the inhabitants, and also offered the intimacy of an individual house.
Collective housing dominated somehow the interwar period, their comfort and partition
being appreciated by the users. There was normally one apartment per floor, and people
would share a courtyard, which kept the community close. Unfortunately, the transition
from individual housing to massive collective buildings was very abrupt, the semi-public
housing being capitalized for a really short period of time.
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Fig. 5.2.1-23. Qvartal in Floreasca1955, master plan and apartment typologies
Source: “Architecture - habitation - city” support course, Faculty of Architecture- UAUIM
Bucharest, Prof. PhD. Arch. Ana Maria Zahariade
After the war, in the communist period, massive constructions took place, filling the city with
“concrete boxes”. In the communist time, the staging of the evolution of the dwellings was
in the first years linked to the soviet influences and the political changes: at the beginning
of the ‘50s there were lots with small detached buildings or coupled houses for workers (e.g.
Hunedoara, Brasov, Victoria); afterwards, there was the period of socialist realism with the
“qvartal” blocks of medium height, with decent comfort and medium density. The idea of
the garden was somehow still present since the first construction phase in the communist
period was represented by “qvartals”, with medium-height apartment blocks surrounded by
vegetation, similar to the Viennese Hoff. The “qvartals” represented continuity for the housing
in Bucharest, with a medium height, organised around collective courtyards, and they are still
appreciated today, regardless of the small dimensions of the apartments.
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5.2.1
Fig. 5.2.1-24. Militari residential area, developed on several stages : 1963,1973,1980, arch. Paul
Focsa, Mira Vass, George Mularidis, Ilie Moscu, etc.
Source: “Modern and contemporary architecture in Romania” support course, Faculty of
Architecture- UAUIM , Bucharest, Prof. PhD. Arch. Nicolae Lascu

After 1955, the “prudent change” took place, with less monumental blocks, using
prefabrication (e.g. Floreasca), with a plastic composition at an urban level. The period
after 1958 brought the “dictated” urbanism, which supposed limiting the large boulevards
with high collective buildings, completely standardized. This was the moment when the
human scale was ignored and therefore lost to some extent. There was a visible increase
of the building heights in the ‘60s and ‘70s, and only in the ‘70s a change took place
regarding the interest for the comfort of the living space, not only for the quantity, which
equalled with a greater diversity of the lodging.
The 1974-1989 period of time was marked by Ceausescu’s urbanism, where new buildings
were “stuffed” in old residential areas or blocks, but also the “boarding” of the boulevards
continued, leading to lost and anonymous public spaces behind the buildings.
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5.2.1

Fig. 5.2.1-25. Examples of communist apartment typologies 1980s
Source: Architecture - habitation - city” support course, Faculty of Architecture- UAUIM
Bucharest, Prof. PhD. Arch. Ana Maria Zahariade
After 1990, along with the fall of communism, the liberalization of the market led to the
appearance of new residential complexes built by private investors, mostly on the outskirts of
the city. The attraction of individual houses was immediately felt as a result, to some extent,
of the negative image of collective communist housing. At the same time, the vernacular
approach on housing represented a real phenomenon as people started to intervene on
their dwellings, whether by closing the balconies of the communist blocks or integrating and
personalizing them or by building fences and garages near their individual houses.

Fig. 5.2.1-26. Contemporary Residential Complex : Asmita Gardens in Bucharest
Source: http://adevarul.ro/news/societate/cele-sapte-turnuri-complexului-rezidential-asmitagardens-7_50b358b07c42d5a663a3b6c3/index.html
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The individual house represents a dream for most of the people, but recent real estate
studies show that people also want 2-room apartments. However, in terms of architecture,
63% opt for a modern architecture, while only 37% want a traditional or no matter what
dwelling, which emphasizes the disregard of people towards communist dwellings. Some
criteria for choosing lodging are location, comfort and the contemporary style, which means
that people are attracted to new residential complexes since these are new buildings, with
a modern look, rather than to old communist blocks. Nonetheless, the central location of
a dwelling is very important for buyers, as well as accessibility and mobility.

5.2.1

At the moment, the handicap left by the communist interventions is difficult to surmount,
and, in modern residential complexes, the dwellings haven’t improved in terms of comfort
but perhaps have worsened, being located at the periphery, with worst finishing and
proposing sometimes smaller and more crowded spaces. There are also individual lots like
“gated communities”, but also located at the periphery of the city, without all the town
equipment and all the services that the city provides. Nonetheless, people are ready to
move to individual houses at the periphery even if this implies traffic related and mobility
problems, in order to escape from the communist “match boxes”.

Fig. 5.2.1-27. Residential preferences
Source: EFdeN
The lesson that comes from the historic evolution of Bucharest is that people need residential
areas that are fit to the society’s needs. At the same time, a good urban planning and
strategy could bring solutions to the problems of housing and to the problems related
to the city, such as urban sprawl or density and others, if implemented by taking into
account the community’s wellbeing . The misconception of people about collective housing,
coming from the communist experience, slowly fades, but good examples of successful new
residential complexes fail to appear. High density residential areas represent a discomfort for
inhabitants, especially when associated to communist dwellings, but low density individual
housing raises problems for the city’s development and sprawl. A solution for this impasse
would be the medium density collective housing as it satisfies the people’s needs and
at the same time represents a good urban planning tool for successful residential areas
within the city’s surface.
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5.2.1.1.4. The spirit of the community

The spirit of the community is an important factor for the evolution of the Romanian
society. It used to be a major characteristic for the Romanian people from the 17th century
till the communist period, when, due to social principles and politics, people started to
become introverted and „scared” of the community and of the public, represented by the
totalitarian state. At the same time, present times lean towards the same lost community
spirit as people turn towards intimacy, towards their private lives, since they do not have
time for socialisation in the community.

Fig. 5.2.1-28. Old market in Bucharest
Source: Amedeo Preziosi painting
Regarding the past experience of the community, one of the expansion periods of the city
took place during the oriental phase, before the 19th century. In pre-modern Bucharest,
the development was centred on parishes that were consolidated by neighbourhoods
called ‘mahala’. These areas had a strong community character, where the church played
an active role. The city was multi-ethnic, colourful and animated, while the public space
was active, crowded, but unorganized.
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5.2.1
Fig. 5.2.1-29. A sense of community
Source: Old family photo, Bucharest 1958
Starting with the 19th century, due to the historic events and the orientation of Romanians
towards Western Europe, which represented an ideal, western influences appear in the
configuration of the city. Several urbanization plans are adopted, so that in the 20th century
it starts to use progressive and culturalist models, specific to this period. The change
occurred in housing typologies, as well as in the political regime and in the society, has
resulted in a weakening of the community, a fragile urban “eco-system”. There is a sudden
transition from individual to collective housing typologies, with a superficial treatment of
middle stages, thus leading to maladjustment of Bucharest’s inhabitants to the collective
lifestyle. Somewhere throughout this journey through time, the character of the community
is lost, but there are still public spaces that can lead to their formation.

Fig. 5.2.1-30. Anonymous space behind communist collective blocks in Titan District
Source: EFdeN photo
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Public space represented the space of the totalitarian power during the communist era,
thus making people more introverted, refusing somehow this imposed social collectivity.
The lack of a public space that could be appropriated by people was felt in the anonymous
space between the apartment blocks as shown in Fig. 5.2.1-29. and it is still present
nowadays. This has had a major impact on the lives of the inhabitants. The question of
the ownership and the actual responsibility for these spaces prevent a good planning.

Fig. 5.2.1-31. Imbalance between the old and the new
Source: http://www.ideiurbane.ro/
The competitive market, after 1990, influences the values of the real estate market, producing
important changes in the existent urban fabric, as well as new developments on the
outskirts of the city. These changes most often lead to inequalities and disequilibrium
in the urban habitat, lacking a general urban development strategy, by introducing new
kitsch constructions in old areas of the city, regardless of urban regulations, oriented
towards maximizing the profit. And the most important factor is the profound influence
of these urban modifications on the urban space and on the communities, including on
the general behaviour of inhabitants. New opulent buildings are built near old interwar
houses, and the old residents feel oppressed. Moreover, new office buildings appear
near old individual houses due to the central position of the site and change completely
the urban habitat. This current situation leads to imbalances in the community as old
communities are affected by the uncontrolled constructions in the city, and new communities
are not encouraged, since the public space in new residential complexes is inexistent,
the inhabitants lack socialisation areas. “The strongest issues of the urban public spaces
in Bucharest are concerning the parking lots, the playgrounds, green spaces and leisure
places, safety, cleanness or aesthetics.”9
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Fig. 5.2.1-32. Interventions of the inhabitants on the semi-public space – the circulation area of
collective housing
Source: EFdeN photos
Since the spirit of the community is somehow lost, people start to orient themselves towards
the interior space. However, people nowadays still feel the need to have a “community”
space or a garden, as they put flowers in the circulation area of the apartment blocks;
they plant trees in front of these blocks and so on.
The public space in the residential areas is of great importance out of economic, social
and emotional point of view. Moreover, this space reflects the way of living in a specific
area, including the community spirit. “Finally, closely related to the problem of ownership
is the question: “if the public space belongs to anyone, than who takes relay care for it”
and then the attitude “if it doesn’t belong to me, than why should I care”.”10 People need
community spaces, especially in residential areas where the elder want to go out to talk to
their neighbours, children still want to play with other children from the neighbourhood,
and even adults lack the human connection and support of a community.

Fig. 5.2.1-33. Mental Fear Map in Bucharest
Source: http://mentalgeo.wordpress.com/2012/01/07/harta-fricii-in-bucuresti/
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In terms of housing and social diversity, the apartment blocks offer a diversity of inhabitants,
which discourages population segregation, and this can lead to strong communities.
However, there are some differences in terms of housing: there are luxurious residential
areas with individual houses, for the rich population, mostly in the North and even in
new suburbs, and there are the overcrowded residential areas with communist apartment
blocks such as Rahova or Ferentari in the Southern part of Bucharest, where most of the
population is poor and the criminality rate is higher. This segregation is shown in the
Mental Fear Map in fig. 5.2.1-32, proving that some collective housing residential areas have
a negative impact on the wellbeing of the community as they discourage social diversity.

Fig. 5.2.1-34. Anonymous space on Calea Mosilor
Source: Magic Blocks, Zepellin, 2009
Given the importance of the community for the Romanians and its transformation from
the communist period until present days, residential areas should provide public spaces
for the community to evolve. The degradation of the public space and the presence of
anonymous spaces in residential areas represent a problem for the inhabitants and also
trigger the disappearance of the community. This proves that the absence of an urban
strategy and the lack of interest for the wellbeing of the community lead to its “death”,
and new residential areas should implement solutions for this problem starting at a smaller
scale and influencing the scale of the city.
5) The memoires of a foreign traveller in the 18th century
6) Tudora, Ioana, “The courtyard – garden, neighbourhood and urban landscape in Bucharest”, Bucharest: Curtea Veche, 2009
7) Cincinat Sfintescu
8) Machedon Luminita, Scoffham Ernie, “Romanian Modernism – The architecture of Bucharest, 1920-1940”, London, The MIT Press, 1999
9-10) Stoian Daniela, Schvab Andrei, Draghici Cristian, “Bucharest: the public space in residential areas”, 2011
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5.2.1.1.5. The importance of nature

Fig. 5.2.1-35. House with garden on Hristo Botev Street
Source: https://www.facebook.com/dincolodefatade
By temporarily breaking the continuity of Bucharest’s way of living, important elements
which generated in the past a specific atmosphere and a unique character, have been
lost. A good example in this case is the garden. The relation of people with the outdoor
space, the courtyard or the garden, is an important factor related to housing that has been
somehow forgotten. Nowadays, only individual houses offer the opportunity of having a
small garden and therefore relating to nature, but the communist dwellings and even the
new high rise apartment blocks lack this sort of possibility due to their height and due
to the anonymous character of the green space at ground floor. Another factor that leads
to this situation is the alert rhythm of life in the city that has negative repercussions on
people’s bond with nature and on their wellbeing since they tend to spend more and
more time indoors. Nonetheless, a garden represents an oasis from mundane life and it
has always played an important role in Romanians’ life. It is one of the reasons for people
to move to the suburbs where they can own a garden.
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Fig. 5.2.1-36. General view of Bucharest from Filaret
Source : Amedeo Preziosi painting
Referring to the specific Bucharest garden, it played a defining role in the establishment
of the pre-modern urban landscape because it was an element of territorial dominance,
and a link between the economic and social life. In a description from the 19th century,
a rustic image of Bucharest in that epoch is contoured: “Buildings scattered, I would say, in
a forest, which seemed to occupy a considerable area of land, finding out that Bucharest
is there… a huge city speckled with flowers and trees… Most part of Bucharest may very
well be compared with a garden, rather than with one of our European cities”11.

Fig. 5.2.1-37. Interior gardens of old houses in Bucharest
Source: “Bucuresti Demolat. Arhive neoficiale de imagine – 1985“, Şerban Bonciocat, Hanna
Derer, Corina Popa, Fundaţia INES, Bucureşti, 2013
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The garden used to be a place for socialisation, “considered more fit for fun than for
dreaming”12, where people would meet with their family and friends. At a large scale,
the city had semi-public gardens owned by boyars where people would gather for picnics,
but also private gardens at a smaller scale, for individual houses. Traditional gardens had
mostly a practical role with plants for use such as vegetables, condiments or fruit trees,
including a place for animals, but also an aesthetic role with decorative plants and flowers.
During summer, these small gardens would become an extension of the living area – a
“nature- living room”13 as most of the activities took place outdoors. The 19th century
was marked by the necessity of comfort, which was mostly realized by the “abundant
vegetation that animated the area from many points of view: the front gardens, more
or less generous, sometimes doubled by greenhouses, were present almost everywhere,
except for the segments where the facades of the shops occupied the limit between the
public and the private space”.14 The relationship between the green area and architecture
influenced even the elevations of houses, as the house would normally open to a second
green area that offered more intimacy.

Fig. 5.2.1-38. The front garden participating at the urban image, Nicolae Staicovici Street
Source: https://www.facebook.com/dincolodefatade
The neighbourhood garden has evolved over time from a “rural model” to an urban garden,
inspired by occidental gardens and the art of horticulture. “The disappearance of these
vineyards has radically changed the lives of Bucharest inhabitants. Until 30 years ago, the entire
class of wealthy people possessed grape vines around Bucharest. People came here to spend
Sunday with friends. At the time of harvest they would remain at the vineyard for a couple of
weeks, organized parties with musicians and danced in the grass. Today Bucharest does not
benefit from such surroundings” 15. The occidental model applied during the modernisation of
Bucharest, when gardens would take the role of a “show- window” with an aesthetic function,
but they would still participate at the atmosphere and the richness of the public space as
people could see past the fence the exuberance of vegetation,”Beyond the green curtain, which
separated the public area from the private one, there was a real residence”.16
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Fig. 5.2.1-39. Green space of a communist block on Moreni Street
Source: EFdeN
Along with the evolution of the city and towards the interwar period, the garden switched
from the space dedicated for living, where household activities were carried out, to a space
of transition, and then, to the utility space in the communist period, when private intimate
space was disconsidered and eradicated. Concomitantly, the communist regime imposed a
transition of the population from rural to urban, which meant a transition from individual
houses with agricultural land and private gardens to apartments in collective buildings. As a
result, this abrupt change eliminated the private garden from the life of the inhabitants, but at
the same time it left a nostalgic feeling and a longing for the lost “piece of nature”.

Fig. 5.2.1-40. Functions of a garden in Bucharest
Source: EFdeN drawing
For Romanians, the garden used to have so many functions, from practical ones such as
agriculture, gardening, garage space or working areas to social ones like playgrounds for
children, cooking and eating, observing the street or leisure such as sleeping, reading,
and any sort of relaxation. The most important role of the garden, however, was that of
a social catalyst, bringing people together and also closer to nature.
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Fig. 5.2.1-41. Old transparent fences vs modern fences hiding the courtyard from view
Source: EFdeN photo
In the contemporary period, the garden remains an endangered space. The elimination
of the garden from the urban image has led to changes in behaviour and lifestyle. The
city resident of today is an introverted individual, a loner, lacking any concern for the
community, continually seeking to withdraw, hide and close himself between walls and
fences. If in the past, the garden represented the perfect place for meetings, parties, and
daily activities, a natural extension of life, oriented to the exterior and favouring community
life, its absence is felt particularly in the isolated existence of the modern man. The evidence
of the inhabitants’ seclusion is shown by the limits, barricades and fences that they build
between themselves and the street. This new behaviour is in contrast with the participation
of the private garden to the public space as it was in the past, and it leads to a poorness
of the urban landscape. Moreover, the construction materials for these fences range from
metal to polycarbonate, from concrete to wood and so on. This variety creates a visual
discomfort and also a chaotic profile of the street.

Fig. 5.2.1-42. Greenhouse areas integrated in the Macca House, arch. Ion D. Berindey, 1890
Source:http://bucurestiinoisivechi.blogspot.ro/2009/06/casa-macca-arhitect-ion-d-berindey.
html
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In the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century, a typical component
of the house, still offering a green area, was the green house, integrated in the building.
This space was mostly made of glass, with a delicate metal structure, and it emphasized
the importance of nature for Romanians even during winter. At present, a similar necessity
for a personal green area is felt through the utilisation of balconies from communist blocks
as green houses, with a lot of decorative plants, aromatic plants, and even small vegetables
and fruits. These vernacular interventions prove once more that people in Bucharest lack
their green space and also a relation with nature.
To conclude, gardens -as extensions of housing- have always existed and they were part of
the human habitat. It is a necessity for the individual to be linked with the environment
in which he lives and the Bucharest resident’s desire to have a house with a garden is a
result of an extension in time of the local culture of living. Nature represents a huge asset
when it comes to a housing space and to the wellbeing of the inhabitants. Moreover, the
impact of vegetation manifests on the urban image and therefore on housing quality.

5.2.1.1.6. Conclusions
Given the present problems that Bucharest is facing, from the ones related to urban
structure, such as urban sprawl, voids in the city created by brownfield sites, the necessity
of housing, mobility, accessibility, pollution, to social related problems such as the loss of
the community and the need of the green space for the wellbeing of the inhabitants, a
solution must be implemented regarding residential areas. The discontinuity of the evolution
of the city and all of its characteristics must be taken into consideration in order to find
solutions to these interrelated problems. Concerning housing, a residential complex should
solve problems at a macro level, regarding urban sprawl, density, mobility, accessibility,
sustainability by being part of a larger urban strategy. A particularity of Bucharest that
could be used is the central position of industrial sites, which could offer a basis for these
residential complexes. At the micro level, it should provide community spaces in order for
the community to flourish, green spaces for inhabitants, diversity in housing typologies,
spacious dwellings to satisfy the inhabitants’ needs and a good orientation in order to
take advantage of the natural conditions of the sites.

11) Recordon, François, “Lettres sur la Valachie”, Paris, 1821
12) Toma, Dolores, “About gardens and their use”, Iasi, Polirom, 2001.
13) Plesu, Andrei, “Picturesque and melancholy”, Bucharest, Humanitas, 1992
14) Bonciocat Serban, Derer Hanna, Popa Corina, “Demolished Bucharest – unofficial archive images 1985”, Bucharest, AFCN, 2013
15) Damé, Frédéric, “Bucharest in 1906”, Bucharest, Paralela 45, 2007.
16) Bonciocat Serban, Derer Hanna, Popa Corina, “Demolished Bucharest – unofficial archive images 1985”, Bucharest, AFCN, 2013
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5.2.1.2. The EFdeN concept
5.2.1.2.1 Filling the voids in the city- the EFdeN concept

5.2.1

Problems of the city

Fig. 5.2.1-43. Identified problems of Bucharest
Source: EFdeN
Summarizing the problems that Bucharest is facing – urban sprawl, poor densification of
housing in the suburbs, its zoning that contains the poles of urban development, brownfield
sites, inadaptability to collective housing implemented in the communist time and also the
loss of architectural identity and housing traditions - we can identify the aspects which
require an immediate answer. A particularity of Bucharest that could be exploited is the
central position of industrial sites, which offer a basis for these residential complexes.
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The EFdeN project seeks to respond to the city’s problems and also to the acute, unresolved
need of housing through modular dwellings, adaptable to the site, with the possibility
of coupling medium rise – high density. The starting point focuses therefore on linking
housing and green space within a residential complex, in order to encourage key factors
such as mobility, density, accessibility and the community. The proposal emphasizes
housing adaptability to different sites, according to each site’s particular problems. We
propose a typology of solar housing, conscious of nature and of the global issues that our
society is facing at present. The project can be taken up, reconfigured, and reinterpreted
according to the space’s parameters in which it will be located.

Semi-collective housing

Fig. 5.2.1-44. Semi-collective housing
Source: EFdeN
By proposing semi-collective housing, the EFdeN project merges the need of the inhabitants
of Bucharest for comfort and green spaces offered by an individual house with the
requirements of the density in the city. To respond to the need for densification and
maturation of the human society, the typology of semi-collective housing offers openings
for some semi-public spaces inside the residential complex that can be used for common
purposes (sports fields, playgrounds for children, social spaces). The EFdeN semi-collective
housing project aims to have the perks of individual housing, but also the advantages of
collective housing using instruments such as cursives and interior living green space. The
proposition will be achieved by reaching a high-density, economically accessible solution
with sustainable mobility.
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Community

Fig. 5.2.1-45. Community in the EFdeN project
Source: EFdeN
The spirit of the community is an important element that we aim to revive and support
by implementing different solutions in the EFdeN project. At a larger scale, there are
socialisation areas, commercial areas, playgrounds and urban farming areas that support
the collectivity and create attraction points for the people from the vicinities as well, which
leads to a better integration of the residential complex in the city.
The accent is put on the importance of society and the feeling of belonging of the residents,
as well as on the linking spaces between public and private. The gradient passage from
public to private is lived by the residents. The community spaces are semipublic areas
that assure the wellbeing of the residents and strengthen the spirit of the community.
By putting together green spaces we create interaction spaces between neighbors in the
shape of private terraces or shared by more apartments. Furthermore, these green spaces
also serve public spaces, which have been inserted between the housing units. These types
of areas create a fabric at the urban level, through typologies of gradual spaces: from
private -housing terraces -, to semi-private/semi-public -common terraces, green areas or
transits, and finally, to public -plots destined for crops.
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Nature

Fig. 5.2.1-46. Nature’s seasonal changes
Source: www.soulselfliving.com
Another important element, which generates the specificity of the proposal for the solar
housing complex, is the use of vegetal points: in private life, which means inside the
house, as well as in social life, at the community level. The main idea is to bring nature
and the living space as close as possible, since the garden is considered as ‘a nature-living
room’17. We could consider the whole city a nature-house as, aside from the living-room
or the dining-room, not only the gardens, but also the streets of the old Bucharest became
bedrooms, barbershops, workshops, kitchens, bathrooms. This functional braiding of the
public space with the urban space remains typical for the old neighborhoods of the city.
„It is not possible to unambiguously separate public spaces from private spaces: places
with uncertain status are usually joined by visually accessible courts despite their status
as private or public spaces appropriated in an unlawful manner by their inhabitants.”18
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Turning to housing developments in this geographical setting, we notice the importance of
a living space associated with nature that can become a point of social activation and a
solution for forming a community. The importance of nature in the lives of Romanians is a key
factor for their wellbeing. The project aims to revive in the Romanians lifestyle the concept
of community, offering semi-private spaces that encourage interaction between neighbors.
We are trying to reintroduce these spaces in Bucharest, as physical and psychological
comfort factors for the inhabitants, through a sequence of steps focused around the garden
areas. In the contemporary period, the garden plays an important role in purchasing a
home, because 85% of Bucharest’s inhabitants prefer a house with a private garden. The
community also plays an important role in creating the urban gardens. Even if the city is
subject to political and urban professional constructions, its everyday use makes it enter,
in an inherent matter, in the field of popular culture.

5.2.1

Nature and community bound together – urban farming area

Fig. 5.2.1-47. Urban farming involving the community
Source: http://milkwood.net/tag/urban-farming/
A catalyst element of social links is represented by the urban farming area, which also has
an educational role. Apart from the need to assure nutrition, this area has the purpose of
social activation and and encourages people to assume responsibility. Urban agriculture is
not specific exclusively for Bucharest or other Balcanic cities as occidental cities had, in the
Middle Age Era, vast agricultural land within the walls of the citadel. The difference resides
in the way of evolution and the speed of transformation. In the absence of fortifications,
Bucharest wasn’t forced to densify inside a strictly delimited area. This fact led to the
maintenance of agricultural land inside the city until the end of the 19th century while in
the majority of the occidental cities they disappear even from the middle of the medieval
period. We thereby propose the association of urban agriculture with the residential area,
which would remind us of the local culture of the daily life, along with the sustainable
benefits and the wellbeing of the residents.
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5.2.1.2.2 The reuse of brownfield sites in Bucharest - case study of Obor

5.2.1

Brownfield sites in Bucharest
In order to implement the project, we went through a process of identifying sites which are part
of the urban landscape, that offer favorable sunlight for the house, vegetation, generous spaces
and accessible prices, sites that could solve quality housing requirement of the contemporary
period. The answer is centered on brownfield sites – spaces that have previously shown a
predominantly industrial use, but are now abandoned, producing an urban void.

Fig. 5.2.1-48. Brownfield sites -Obor
Source: EFdeN
The industrial landscape undergoes a metamorphosis of value once production activities
cease, becoming a place of memory, abandoned and forgotten. It can be seen that the
industrial landscape is a “counter-landscape”, marking a break in historical evolution,
representing the result of practices, decision and incoherent productive activities.
Considering the industrial strategy before 1990, many of these brownfield sites were heavy
industry production halls built in the close proximity of urban areas or even inside them.
They can then positively participate in the formation of sustainable and durable mobility
through their strategic positioning. Given the fact that they have central positions, with all
the town equipment necessary and desirable for a residential complex, they provide the
necessary amenities and accessibility for their reconversion. Industrial sites are an important
part of this region of the country and can be used in the transition to sustainable design
in the real estate industry.
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Bucur Obor site

Fig. 5.2.1-49. Brownfield site of Obor belonging to an old factory, currently demolished
Source: EFdeN
The site chosen to represent this transition and reuse is situated in the Bucur Obor area,
and the project is conceived in order to respond to the local context. Adaptation to the
natural and built characteristics of the surrounding area is a goal, offering an attractive
design, with multiple functions, an attraction to the vicinities, strengthening the community.
We seek to integrate the project into the site and the city, with the advantages of a green
sustainable neighbourhood and of a strong community, and on an urban level we try to
solve the mobility, density and accessibility issues, but also the voids in the city created
by brownfields. The semi-collective residential complex abide with the density percentage
proposed by the PUG (General Urban Plan and regulation for Bucharest), which means
medium-rise housing.
Urban design proposal
The urban design proposal follows three main objectives: the first one is to intensify social
interaction for the community by creating green spaces which offer urban farming areas.
The second one is to create a pedestrian spine as an identity element which revives the
past qualities of Bucharest, with public facilities and recreational spaces along its way.
The third goal is to obtain an optimal microclimate by encouraging a sustainable and
energy efficiency solar development, with optimal orientation and using solar energy. Inside
the neighbourhood are defined five capsules for residence, which are linked by a wide
green area dedicated to urban farming. Other dwelling units complete these spaces, while
the public gardens provide different images to the area. Urban form reflects the strong
connection between activities, public spaces and optimal orientation.
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Fig. 5.2.1-50. Master plan for the residential complex
Source: site plan, EFdeN
The residential complex

Fig. 5.2.1-51. The residential complex
Source: site plan, EFdeN
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The adaptability of our proposal to the before-mentioned site, but also the multi-functionality
of the complex is obtained by using four modules of different shapes, which generate living
spaces and public spaces alike. These modules form a medium-rise residential building,
with optimal orientation towards the cardinal points, in order to fully benefit from the
solar energy. However, the energy efficiency of the residential complex is given by the
way of connecting the houses: the ones with the best orientation compensate for the less
favorable orientated ones. On the other hand, the fact that there is a good interconnection
of these houses leads to a better energy efficiency, to minimization of the technical
spaces and types of equipment and to a lower loss of energy.

5.2.1

Regarding the organization of the residential complex, it will be formed of linear buildings,
with common spaces for socialization. The project acts as a social catalyst, offering activities
which lack at this moment from the Obor area. The activities take place along green
corridors at ground level of the buildings, the space between the buildings varying from
public to semi-public and to private, which is the garden. This urban space has flexibility,
being composed of inflexion nodes which offer diverse activities. The green-house will
represent a space where neighbors can see and be seen, a true spectacle of nature and life.

5.2.1.2.3 The EFdeN semi-collective housing

Fig. 5.2.1-52. Organisation principles
Source: site plan, EFdeN
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The organisation of the semi-collective building is given by a few principles: a diversity of
apartment typologies, a good orientation of the interior space in correlation to the cardinal
points for energy efficiency and for the wellbeing of inhabitants, a large circulation that
plays also the role of a socialization area, a greenhouse for each dwelling – correlated to
the size of the dwelling, and also a mix function according to the position of the semicollective housing on site. The typology proposed for the project is that of row houses
with outer circulation which respond both to energy efficiency and to the specific mentality
of the Romanians who want their own yard and their own entrance.
Regarding the semi-collective housing units, the diversity was the key for their realisation,
as they vary in height, in dimensions, but also in functions. A classification can be made
by their size: 28 m long, 35 m long and 40 m long. Referring to their height, they have
3 or 4 storeys above ground floor, and some are mono-functional (only housing), while
others have a mix use, with commerce and services on ground floor.
Modularity

Fig. 5.2.1-53. The combination of the four modules which create the housing complex
Source: rendering, EFdeN
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Apartment typologies

5.2.1

Modularity represents a key point in our project, offering a large diversity of the interior
space, as well as adaptability to different types of users, from small spaces such as studios to
two-room or three-room apartments or even to duplexes (see Fig. 5.2.1-52). The parameters
of the four modular volumes offer the opportunity to generate different typologies of
housing and public spaces which assure a good functioning of the residential complex
through their location in strategically chosen places. The basic modules are those which
can be found in the prototype, three of which can have any function, and a forth which
is mono-functional – the greenhouse. As a result, any type of user can find the perfect
living space that accomplishes his or her needs from youngsters to families with more
children, obtaining a social diversity.

Fig. 5.2.1-54. Apartment typologies
Source: site plan, EFdeN
Using certain modules, we obtain a variety of apartments, capable of lodging a wide range
of inhabitants, from students to families with children or young couples. There are 9 to 16
apartments per unit. The organisation of apartments varies vertically, as well as horizontally:
after the commercial ground floor, there are 1 to 3 room-apartments on the 1st and 2nd
floor, while on the 3rd and 4th floor (where there is a 4th floor), there are duplexes with 2
to 4 rooms. In the mono-functional semi-collective building, there are apartments of 1 to 3
rooms on ground floor and the 1st floor, while on the 2nd and 3rd floor, there are duplexes
with 2 to 4 rooms. The duplex with 4 rooms represents the maximum size, and it is thought to
accommodate a large family or a large family with an office room.
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Fig. 5.2.1-55. The semi-collective housing – 3 story building example
Source: rendering, EFdeN

Fig. 5.2.1-56. The semi-collective housing – 3 story building analysed
Source: rendering, EFdeN
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Fig. 5.2.1-57. The semi-collective housing – 4 story building example
Source: rendering, EFdeN
Using certain modules, we obtain a variety of apartments, capable of lodging a wide
range of inhabitants, from students to families with children or young couples. There are
9 to 16 apartments per unit. The organisation of apartments varies vertically, as well as
horizontally: after the commercial ground floor, there are 1 to 3 room-apartments on the
1st and 2nd floor, while on the 3rd and 4th floor (where there is a 4th floor), there are
duplexes with 2 to 4 rooms. In the mono-functional semi-collective building, there are
apartments of 1 to 3 rooms on ground floor and the 1st floor, while on the 2nd and
3rd floor, there are duplexes with 2 to 4 rooms. The duplex with 4 rooms represents the
maximum size, and it is thought to accommodate a large family or a large family with
an office room.
A proportion of different apartment types dictates their composition, correlated to the
needs of the real estate market:
• 20% 1-room studios with a surface of approximately 45 m2
• 50% 2-room apartments with a surface of approximately 60 m2
• 20% 3-room apartments with a surface of approximately 85 m2
• 10% 4-room apartments with a surface of approximately 100 m2
For the semi-collective housing that accommodates commercial functions on ground floor,
the apartments shifted towards the South in a console, creating room for the cursives on
the North, but at the same time protecting the entrance towards the commercial areas
through a portico.
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The community

Fig. 5.2.1-58. The community space
Source: EFdeN
At the scale of the semi-collective housing, socialization is encouraged by implementing
different solutions, such as the cursive with a width of 2.2 m that has a circulation role
but also a socialization role as a meeting space between neighbours, by allowing people
to put different sorts of furniture like chairs or even small playgrounds. Such an example
in Bucharest is in Catelu neighbourhood. Another socialisation place is situated in the
circulation volume of the staircase for neighbours to interact. Even the shared use of
the greenhouse for the studios implies a certain sharing and community spirit for the
inhabitants.

Fig. 5.2.1-59. The cursive
Source: EFdeN
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The greenhouse

Fig. 5.2.1-60. Greenhouse repartition for apartments
Source: EFdeN
Since each apartment has its own greenhouse, its size influences the size of the greenhouse,
represented by an individual module of the four mentioned above. Therefore, for the
1-room studios, the greenhouse represents a shared space between two studios, encouraging
socialisation and the spirit of the community. Each 2-room apartment has one module of an
individual greenhouse. For the 3 to 4 room apartment, the greenhouse is composed of two
modules superposed or separated. For the semi-collective buildings that have apartments
on ground floor, the greenhouse is replaced by an outdoor garden, which can be a shared
space for more apartments, emphasizing the idea of a community.
Energy efficiency strategies
The principles of realizing a modular apartment by using the 4 basic modules are compliant
with the energy efficiency strategies and with the wellbeing of inhabitants, seeking to offer
the best layout possible while keeping a diversity of spaces. Consequently, the greenhouses
and the terraces are oriented towards the South, South-East or South-West to take advantage
of the sun. On the North side, there are the cursives which lead to the apartments, but also
have a socialisation role. In the apartments, on the North, the windfang is continued by a
functional strip containing the access, the bathroom, the kitchen and the staircase for the
duplex. In the case of a North-South orientation of the apartment, the main openings are
towards the South, with the living area, the greenhouse and the dining, while on the North
there are storage spaces or the functional strip in order to have a minimum energy loss.
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Since the greenhouse is the main attraction of the dwelling, the living area is connected
to it: the living room and the dining room, as well as the bedrooms on the upper floor
of the duplexes are oriented towards it, and therefore towards the South.

Fig. 5.2.1-61. Solar study - influence on the residential complex
Source: rendering, EFdeN
From the point of view of the relationship with the environment, the residential complex
will be configured in order for the living spaces to benefit from an optimal illumination.
The circulations and the annexes will be disposed on the North side, and the living spaces
on the South. The green-houses will also have a south exposure, in order to benefit from
a sufficient solar gain. As for the access, there will be a difference between public and
private spaces. The access in the houses will be made only on the North side, through
the cursive towards the upper floors, and the public spaces will be accessed exclusively on
the south side. Moreover, the access on the upper levels will be made through a staircase
treated with a different material, as a semi-closed semipublic space.

Fig. 5.2.1-62. Bioclimatic principles - the greenhouse exposed to the South - East
Source: rendering, EFdeN
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Another benefit to the energetic system is the use of photovoltaic panels that ensure a
quantity of energy greater than the electric consumption necessities of houses. Surplus
energy is thus transferred to the national electricity network, which provides damping, in
time, to the costs of housing.
Construction materials

5.2.1

At the same time, the spaces adapt to cardinal points for the best functioning in the
given environment. On site, the assemblies will be oriented in order to optimize energy,
the position of the green-house changing for a better relationship with the sun. This is
why in the semi-collective housing, for the South-East orientation, the green-house will
be positioned with the long side towards the South, and for the South orientation, the
long side will be positioned for the best sun exposure.

Our assembly proposal contains contrasting materials, vegetal and mineral, recycled (wood,
OSB), recyclable (metallic structure, facade panels made of ceramic, partition elements,
finishing) or renewable (interior elements, wood). The protected green space highlights
the most the contrast between materials, creating the rule of the use of materials in the
house, as main element of regeneration of the spaces. The show-window exposes the
metal structure which receives vegetation and creates an antinomy image. Specific for a
solar house, there is a generous glazing on the SE and SW side, and limited windows for
the rest of the façade, which are embedded in the shell of the house.

Fig. 5.2.1-63. Construction materials
Source: EFdeN
The closing shell of the structure acts as a solar protective surface. It contains shading
systems for windows, which also offer the continuity of materiality. In the lack of contact
with the sun on the N, NE and NW, the shell helps ventilate the façade. The facade will
be made of ceramic panels with perforations at the windows, just like the prototype, its
purity contrasting with the green and animated nature in the greenhouse.
17) Plesu, Andrei, “Picturesque and melancholy”, Bucharest, Humanitas, 1992
18) Florinel Radu in Pieter Versteegh, 2005, p. 97.
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5.2.1

Fig. 5.2.1-64. The semi-collective housing - closing shell
Source: rendering, EFdeN

5.2.1.3. The prototype
5.2.1.3.1 The prototype within the semi-collective housing

Fig. 5.2.1-65. The location of the prototype within the semi-collective housing
Source: rendering, EFdeN
The position of the prototype within the semi-collective housing is at the upper levels,
more specifically on the 2nd and 3rd floor, on the West extremity of the semi-collective
building. It is accessed through a cursive on the North side of the semi-collective housing,
while the access to the upper floor is made through an interior stair. The end position
within the building offers the possibility of 3 opening directions: the SE, the SW and the
NW. However. given the diversity and the modularity of the semi-collective buildings on
site, the prototype can also have a central position within the semi-collective housing.
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5.2.1

5.2.1.3.2 Introverted architecture

Fig. 5.2.1-66. The prototype
Source: rendering, EFdeN
For the competition, we chose to develop a small piece of the whole semi-collective
housing presented in this project. The prototype is a duplex composed of the four different
modules encountered throughout the semi-collective building, which are combined in this
case both horizontally and vertically. It is designed as a single-family residence, having
a 110 m2 usable area distributed on two levels. The ground floor corresponds to the
area where current daily activities take place, consisting of the entrance area, the kitchen
and dining area, a bathroom and the living area, with the stair to access the upper level.
Arriving at the second floor, there is the master bedroom, a bathroom and the children
bedroom (or the study room, depending on the function desired). On each level there is
a technical room which contains the necessary equipment for all the technical solutions
of the house.
Having in mind the habitation tendencies and the Romanians preferences for private,
intimate homes, as presented before, but also the solar architecture principles, the prototype
offers a symbiosis of these directions. The strong introverted character is a main asset of
the house, offering a feeling of continuity and normal flow throughout the entire space,
but at the same time respecting the privacy requirements for a dwelling. This introversion
is powered by the minimalistic design of both the interior space, through a combination of
textures and natural direct and indirect light, and the exterior shell. This envelope consists
of a white skin with glazing only where needed, in accordance to the solar principles on
the SE and SW facades and covered with perforated panels which act as brise-soleils. The
dimensions of the openings are consistent to the cardinal points for better energy efficiency.
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5.2.1

The greenhouse- key point of the EFdeN project

Fig. 5.2.1-67. The greenhouse- exterior perception
Source: rendering, EFdeN
The core of the house, however, in contrast with this white, introverted volume, is the
green space encapsulated into the volume. This space represents a place of total exposure
for both the outside and the inside worlds. It also represents an oasis from everyday
life, a piece of nature inside the house, with multiple functions, just like the individual
housing gardens of Bucharest used to have in the past. From a decorative function to
gardening and agricultural use, from a place of relaxation to a place of social interaction,
the greenhouse offers a range of uses adaptable to the needs of the inhabitants.
Referring to the exterior, it is the first plane of perception in the house’s composition,
becoming an important method of approaching the concept of housing, through a transit
space. It can be considered a glass-case, extending, visually, the life of the inhabitants
to the exterior and thus participating to other’s lives as well and to the richness of the
perception, encouraging communication between neighbors. On the other hand, the green
space is a protected one; it can also function as a filter for the inhabitants of the house,
from the outside world.
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5.2.1
Fig. 5.2.1-68. The greenhouse- interior perception
Source: rendering, EFdeN
Analyzing it from the interior, the greenhouse is the focus point of the project, with the
entire house surrounding it. Everyday life gravitates around this space, drawing light, heat
and fresh air from its resources. This space preserves functional coherence of a normal
house but it also generates the impression of a completely transparent space, which is
segregated logically through clearly defined functions. Through the greenhouse, these
spaces have permanent visual continuity with each other, linking the dining area to the
living room. This space has multiple functions: it represents a productive place for growing
plants during summer, and plays the role of a thermal buffer – providing heat for the
house in wintertime, likewise.
Moreover, the greenhouse is an instrument of raising awareness of residents on the fragility
of the environment and helping them to become more responsible towards nature. At
the same time, the plants inside the greenhouse need minimum care: through the reuse
of grey water and the use of rainwater, we irrigate the vegetable area and green space
inside and outside the house.
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5.2.1

Natural lighting

An important aspect for the prototype’s design and architecture was natural lighting. Most
of the dwellings in Bucharest do not take advantage of their position on site for an optimal
natural lighting and offer rooms with a poor natural light source, resulting in a visual
discomfort and high energy consumption for artificial lighting. In the case of the EFdeN
project, the natural direct lighting is gently completed by the diffuse one, both succeeding
in defining the interior space. The openings are modest in size to provide the users with
the desired intimacy and privacy. The living room opening on the South-East is 180x180
cm, being the largest one, and the ones in the bathrooms on the North-West façade are
the smallest, 50x50 cm, while the rest of the house has openings of 120x120 cm.

Fig. 5.2.1-69. Natural lighting
Source: rendering, EFdeN
The lighting level obtained through these openings was not sufficient, so its
supplementation was sought through an extension space of the house which would be
used as a screen: the greenhouse represents this extension space in the EFdeN project.
We consider that the emergence of a second light source in a room creates a certain
uniformity of the light and reduces the dazzlement. The prototype represents the corner unit
from the housing complex, thus it has the benefit of 3 naturally lit facades through glass
openings, which is an important factor for natural lighting. The rest of the apartments are
characterized by only two exterior facades, which only emphasize more the greenhouse’s
function as a second natural light source.
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5.2.1
Fig. 5.2.1-70. Natural and artificial lighting
Source: rendering, EFdeN
Interior design
The interior space is organized around the greenhouse, emphasizing a strong visual contact
between the green space and the rest of the interior. The greenhouse opens with glass
walls towards the living room and the dining room at ground floor, and towards the two
bedrooms on the upper floor in order to allow the richness of the nature to be integrated
into the life of the inhabitants and into daily activities. Our concept emphasizes nature as
an important part of the modern life, while functional and aesthetic features are combined.
The interior space is well adapted to the needs of the users, encouraging their wellbeing.
At the same time, an important principle is the need for intimacy through an introverted
architecture, the green house being the only exception, as it plays a double role.
The continuity of the space is sought on a horizontal plane, but also on a vertical plane
through the green house that occupies two levels. Another important thing was not to
obtain spaces that are unusable, which is why all of the spaces in the house have wellthought functions, discouraging ‘space consumerism’.
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Fig. 5.2.1-71. Interior of the living room
Source: rendering, EFdeN
5.2.1.3.3 Bioclimatic strategies

Fig. 5.2.1-72. Bioclimatic strategies during summer
Source: rendering, EFdeN
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5.2.1
Fig. 5.2.1-73. Bioclimatic strategies during winter- daytime
Source: rendering, EFdeN

Fig. 5.2.1-74. Bioclimatic strategies during winter- night time
Source: rendering, EFdeN
The process of creating solar architecture is driven by certain bioclimatic strategies that we
considered mandatory for the project. The first step in this direction is the house’s simple
shape: it was designed to assist energy efficiency in terms of thermal inputs.In this regard,
an important point in our strategy is the greenhouse. During winter, it serves as a thermal
buffer due to its South-Eastern location. The glazed surfaces of the greenhouse facilitate
the solar gain during winter, when the incidence angle of the solar rays is low. Also, in
wintertime, the greenhouse will provide preheated air which will be used in the house
thermal heating system. During summer, the greenhouse’s volume will be overshadowed
with a canvas surface, a passive mean of reducing overheating without additional energy
consumption. The prototype’s facade is important for the energy efficiency. It is based on
a ventilated system which helps the overall cooling during summer, supported also by
the exterior material- thin, white ceramic panels.
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5.2.1

Another passive strategy is
using other thermal buffers:
the technical chamber and
the windfang, both placed on
the North side, will protect the
house of wind currents. The
technical chamber will aid the
house in terms of heat transfer
and air pre-heating.

Fig. 5.2.1-75. Natural ventilation
Source: rendering, EFdeN

Fig. 5.2.1-76. Thermal buffers
Source: rendering, EFdeN
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Furthermore, thermal mass
elements such as black
granite will be placed inside
the prototype in front of the
greenhouse, elements which
will help gain heat during
daytime (when temperature
rises) and release it during
nighttime (when temperature
drops), being shaded during
summer. Moreover, we decided
to place plasterboard phase
changing materials on some
of the interior walls. These
phase changing materials will
increase the house thermal
inertia, heat storage, insulation
and it will create an even room
temperature without creating
draughts and other unpleasant
side effects of mechanical airconditioning systems.

5.2.1.3.4 Sustainability strategy through materials

Likewise, an important focus in our strategy for the prototype’s construction has been
making use of low-cost, renewable and long-life cycle materials which originate or are
processed from/at sources close to the prototype’s construction place (such as the
metal structure, wood-for the wall panels, cellulose, cork or natural stone for the interior
finishing).

5.2.1

Thinking about sustainable choices whilst creating minimalistic architecture, the house’s
configuration is carefully designed for advantageous illumination, great thermal protection
adapted to the extreme weather conditions in our country and low energy consumption.
It gains maximum sunlight through the greenhouse incorporated as a core space and
through the windows placed both on the South oriented facades. The thermal efficiency
is solved through thick exterior sandwich panels which are well insulated and also a
triple-glazing system for the windows.

We consider the prototype’s structure an innovation, as far as the constructive system is
concerned. It is the same one detailed in the housing complex; therefore the corner unit
has a structure which consists of a mixed system of wood and metal, representing a new
approach for Romanian’s collective assemblies. We intend that these materials be used
due to their recyclable nature and abundance. Materials which are part of the structure
(not only from our house) come from recycling and are also 100% recyclable, through
advanced processes that do not generate CO2 emissions. This system brings long-term
economic benefits, besides ecological ones, through durability and ease of processing.
The construction is also quite light, which means savings in concrete and other materials
necessary to create a classic foundation. High resistance to earthquakes due to flexibility
and reduced execution time, represent other advantages besides the one mentioned above.

Fig. 5.2.1-77. Sustainable materials
Source: rendering, EFdeN
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The outside shell

Fig. 5.2.1-78. The envelope - perforations
Source: rendering, EFdeN
A considerable aspect in the house’s introvert image would be the treatment of the outside
shell of the house. We use ceramic slabs with a size of 1m/3m to coat the ventilation
system of the facade. From a constructive point of view, this is an innovative system in our
country, where ceramics are still used for traditional methods of construction. The shading
systems of the windows have the same material in order to preserve visual continuity.
We have tried to explore the full physical capabilities of this material, so we opted for
drilling the shading system slabs. By perforating them we have enhanced their effect,
transformed the spaces according to solar light, and differentiated them with different
drill sizes. The shading system that we have come up with acts as a shield during nighttime, for increased intimacy, but it is not completely opaque. Basically, our house actively
engages with its surroundings, and it is in a continuous metamorphosis.
Through this type of facade we can save up to 30% more energy for heating and cooling
the house. During winter it acts as a heat buffer – reusing heated air and in summer the
white color and texture of the material provide protection from sunlight. Furthermore,
since the material recycles 100% and has a lifespan of over 50 years, it brings economic
benefits. The ceramic layer that improves sound insulation is also a major factor. The grip
minimizes execution time, and the ventilated ceramic facade requires minimal maintenance,
as broken slabs can be quickly replaced.
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The on-site arrangement for the prototype is designed to come in completion with the
simple, clean architecture: there are temporary ramps (serving the Public Tour) which
start from the front of the house, in continuity with the house’s terrace and the urban
farming area. They go sideways along the façade ending in extension with the North
cursive which is an element remanent from the positioning of the house as an ensemble
unit. The terrace, the cursive and the ramps on the side of the facade are to be treated
as a whole in terms of finishing: treated wood is used as a treading material and glass
sheets are used for the handrail.

5.2.1

5.2.1.3.5 On-site particularities and rules compliance

Fig. 5.2.1-79. The blind wall on the North-East facade
Source: rendering, EFdeN
Turning back to the remanent elements from the semi-collective housing within the
prototype, the special treatment of the North-East facade is part of the architecture
strategy. The appurtenance to a whole complex of dwellings is emphasized by ending
the ceramic ventilated facade at the N-E side of the house. Furthermore, a printed canvas
will be used as a statement to simulate the existence of a blind wall on that side and
also the (virtual) continuity of the house with a next unit, as it takes part to a whole
and it is not an individual house. The house, together with all of its components, abides
by the solar envelope determined by competition and it will meet the requirements of
an expositional pavilion as far as fluxes of traffic are concerned. Considering the house’s
orientation on site, access will be made through the secondary alley, corresponding to
the north-western façade.
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5.2.2. Summary of reconfigurable features

5.2.2

There are a number of configurations included in the prototype’s design that can trigger certain
changes during the contest week. These are the shading system (for both the green space and
the windows), the luminaire above the greenhouse and the towel-drying placement. Also, the
entire outside fitting that completes the house on the exterior consists of certain elements
which abide by the rule of maximum measurable area: the cursive, the terrace, the heat-pump
fitting placed at the entry area.
Cursive:
Access to housing is made through an exterior transitioning space. On the whole, it will be
accessible to residents of duplexes at higher levels by a common staircase. In the prototype, the
space will be treated as a wooden cursive that will cover all the north side, where the entrance
can be found.
Terrace:
On the southern side there is a wooden patio that can be accessed directly from the green
area of the house. This is an extension of the outer housing and is directly related to green
space inside the house. Only in the prototype’s case, there are water reservoirs placed under
this terrace, because of it’s elevation and it’s vicinity to the kitchen, also.
Entry Area Fitting:
For the competition, the house entrance is designed as an external waiting area: under this area
we have placed part of the house reservoirs, and also the exterior heat-pump, in the proximity
of the technical room. The arrangements are finished with wood to create a visual continuity
throughout the entry zone. For the heat-pump fitting the possibility of noise pollution is taken
into account, and, as a solution, the whole arrangement is noise insulated.

Fig. 5.2.2-1 Architectural reconfigurable features
Source: house plans, EFdeN
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Façade Shading Elements:
The house’s facade represents a ventilated system,
having its outer part composed of thin ceramic
panels (3mm). In front of the windows, these panels
are perforated in order to provide solar protection
during summer time. Furthermore, the shading
panels are designed as a brise-soleil system,
consisting of several harmonic strips that can be
completely opened or shut, according to the needs
of the users and the natural lighting.
The green space’s shading elements resides in a roll
up system with a straight fabric which is wound
on a roller situated above the house.This system
is reconfigurable, but does not have an actual
footprint on the site.
Fig. 5.2.2-2. Shading system detail
Source: house plans, EFdeN
Towel-drying arrangement:
Because of the need to maximize the use of every inch of the house, we considered the platform
in the green space, at the second floor, to be appropriate for placing a passive towel-drying
system which can be tested during the contest week.

Fig. 5.2.2-3. Architectural reconfigurable features
Source: house plans, EFdeN
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The luminaire
For both maintenance and ventilation purposes, the luminaire situated into the
greenhouse will be considered a reconfigurable feature.

Fig. 5.2.2-4. Architectural reconfigurable features
Source: house plans, EFdeN
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5.2.3. Lighting design narrative
5.2.3.1. Interior lighting

Natural light is what defines us as diurnal human beings, living in direct correlation with
the sun’s movement on the sky. It has a crucial role in shaping the space around us by
constantly modifying our perception of the space and of the surroundings. Since 1879,
with Thomas Edison’s contribution for the humanity, we have been so impressed by artificial
lighting that we tend to neglect the natural one.

5.23

Pleading for natural lighting

Our biorhythm is determined by light, based on the fact that humans organize their
important events according to the natural rhythm (morning, noon, evening, sunrise and
sunset) in their living space.
Architecture and natural lighting
“Every space must have natural light, because it is impossible to read the configurations of a
space or shape by having only one or two ways of lighting it. Natural light enters the space
released by the choice of construction.” - Louis Kahn
Over time, a symbiosis was created between architecture and light, as the quality of interior
lighting depends of the architectural one, and the architectural quality is emphasized by
light, through the atmosphere it creates and through the way it defines space.
In the case of the EFdeN project, the natural direct lighting is gently completed by the
diffuse one, both succeeding in defining the interior space.

Fig. 5.2.3-1 Natural lighting in a traditional house and in an apartment of collective building
Source: EFdeN pictures
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5.2.3

Often, the lighting strategy affects not only our health, but also our state of mind. Regarding
natural lighting, the majority of dwellings in Bucharest seem to raise discontents within the
users and ignore the importance of the sun as a light source, as these living complexes
are, in some cases, inadequately oriented, creating spaces that are too dark or too bright.
Besides, the rooms are often provided with only one light source which fails to create
a proper living atmosphere, considering their dimensions. These dimensions, though, are
well thought of in their relation to the exterior, assuring a needed privacy level for the
inhabitants.

Fig. 5.2.3-2 Natural lighting in the EFdeN prototype
Source: EFdeN rendering

The project has a strongly introverted character which aims to offer its users the possibility
of having the desired privacy, this being the reason why the openings which relate directly
to the exterior are modest in size. The lighting level obtained through these openings
was not sufficient, so its supplementation was sought through an extension space of the
house which would be used as a screen. In our project, the greenhouse represents this
extension space. We consider that the emergence of a second light source in a room
creates a certain uniformity of the light and reduces the strong shadows.
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Lighting study

Regarding the green space, it will be accentuated by placing a more complex luminaire at the
entry area. It will provide a visual impact upon entering the house. Inside the green space,
lighting will be integrated in the floor, to provide bottom-up lighting, emphasizing the plants
and creating an interesting lighting effect. Essentially, the greenhouse is a two story glass prism
that pierces the heavy and dense house with the nature filtered sunlight and provides natural
lighting.

5.23

Given the fact that the thickness of the wall is 29 cm and the glazed area is limited by energy
efficiency, a specific form of the windows is necessary. In order to assure proper lighting,
the narrow rectangular windows were not a good solution due to the fact that considerable
proportions of the window’s area will be shadowed by the wall thickness. Therefore, square
shaped windows were chosen as the optimal solution for a proper illumination.

The lighting study was realized using the Ecotect software.
The date for the study was selected taking into account the variation of the day during a year.
Therefore, the worst case scenario date was chosen, which is the 21st of December at 12:00 PM.
According to the studies, each room of the house is properly lit, the coefficients having a minimal
value of 300 lux.As a lighting strategy, the materials were chosen to have a high reflectivity
factor, in order to improve the quality of lighting.
After doing more simulations we optimized the glazed area in order to have a proper illumination
in the house as it can be seen in the following simulations.
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5.2.3.2. Exterior lighting
For the prototype we chose to adapt the exterior lighting at the minimalistic shape of the
house. Accordingly, we propose an illumination used for directing to the atmosphere and for
an appropriate use of space.

The lighting for atmosphere is made also from a LED-based lighting system. Its position is
behind the perforations in the façade, keeping the pure form of the house and it has a warm
temperature close to 3000 Kelvin.

5.23

The lighting for directing is inserted in the handrail of the balustrade and is obtained by means
of an LED-based lighting. It has a capacity of 10 lux and a neutral color of 4000 Kelvin.

The light in front of the entrance door is more powerful providing enough lighting for the user.

Fig. 5.2.3-3 Exterior lighting in the EFdeN prototype
Source: EFdeN rendering
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5.2.4. Acoustic Design Narrative

5.2.4

According to an optimum acoustic comfort, EFdeN team will use technical solutions, materials
and finishes in order to fulfill the requirements of the SDE competition.
Noise reduces the quality of life, perturbs the mind, and affects periods of rest and relaxation.
Also, unwanted noise can have significant impacts on animal health and wellbeing. The way
that sound behaves and affects the people in the room depends heavily on the room geometry
and existence of absorption material.
To get the best possible conditions for working, learning, living, it is important to develop
optimum acoustic properties for the rooms, besides thermal comfort like temperature,
humidity, level of CO2, air currents.
INDUSTRIALIZATION: Thinking ahead!
The position of the EFdeN residential complex on site

Fig. 5.2.4-1 Noise map-streets noise by daytime
Source: PMB – Town hall¬ of Bucharest
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5.2.4
Fig. 5.2.4-2 Noise map-streets noise by night time
Source: PMB – Town hall¬ of Bucharest

Using sound maps of the city of Bucharest, we were able to see the level of noise on site, in
different situations, by day or by night.
As we can see from Fig. 5.2.4-1, the level of noise from the streets ranges from 50 to 70 dB(A) in
the proximity of the site, during daytime. These values correspond to a medium to very crowded
street. During nighttime, the maximum noise level is 60 dBA, on Soseaua Electronicii, with a
normal level of 40 dBA around the site. However, this is the most circulated street, therefore
it is an exception and its relationship with the residential complex will be treated accordingly.
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5.2.4

Fig. 5.2.4-4 Noise map - train/tramway noise by nighttime
Source: PMB – Town hall¬ of Bucharest
Fig. 5.2.4-3 and Fig. 5.2.4-4 show the level of noise that comes from the train and tramway since
there is the Obor train station nearby. The noise ranges from under 55 to 60 dBA in the proximity
of the site, during daytime, which means the train and the tramway represent a medium source
of noise. During night time, these noise values are less than 50 dBA.
Regarding the integration of the residential complex within the site, towards the noisiest street
represented by Soseaua Electronicii, there will be different noise reductions, using vegetation
layers and having a sufficient distance from the street to the facades of the closest residential
buildings.
In the residential complex, the circulation will be made through a shared space, which means
the noise level produced by the cars will be very low as the access by car is permitted only for
the inhabitants or for the commercial use. The green space is an important factor in reducing
the environmental noise because the planted vegetation is acting as a sound barrier between
the city noise and the residential buildings. At the same time, the façade material is ceramic,
which offers noise reduction, a sound improvement necessary in order to reduce the exterior
sound towards the interior.
Regarding the exterior noise, it will also be reduced through windows which offer a sound
reduction index Rw for up to 40 dB, as shown in the technical information of the producer.
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The semi-collective housing

The materials used offer a good sound insulation. In the case of the walls, by using the principle
mass-resort-mass, we reduce the exterior sound as well as the sound between two apartments
or two rooms. The thickness of the mineral wool ranges from 10 cm (interior walls) to 37 cm
(exterior wall), which brings a very good sound insulation. Moreover, between two apartments
on a vertical plane, the slab contains mineral wool AKUSTO for sound insulation.

5.2.4

Between the commercial space and the living space above it in the case of the semi-collective
housing with a commercial ground floor, the sound insolation will be ensured by the thickness
of the mineral wood in the slab. The sound level in the commercial space underneath the
apartments has to be under 85 dBA.

Against vibrations, in order to block the transmittance of the sound from the interior to the
structure and therefore from one apartment to another or from one room to another, we use
anti vibration recycled rubber band which absorbs up to 4 dB(A).
The acoustic protection against impact sound will be also ensured by the sound insulation
made with mineral glass wool. Impact sound improvement is made by the use of recycled
rubber and cork adherence (Corkline), with an index of impact sound reduction ΔL of 19 dB(A).
Against impact sound transmittance, a measure against this is the use of carpets, which can
lead up to a ΔL of 17 dB(A).

PROTOTYPE: Acoustic spectacle!
The technical solutions for improved acoustic performance include choosing the equipment
that have low levels of noise pollution, diminishing noise at the sound source, acoustic
insulation of the ventilation and air-conditioning ducts, isolating the equipment from the floor
(anti-vibration base), thermal and acoustic insulation (mineral wool).
The noise can be diminished at the sound sources (HVAC equipment) by encasing the
equipment in order to further reduce the acoustic pollution generated by the equipment.
The technical room will be acoustically insulated with wall and ceiling materials that have the
capability to reduce noise pollution generated by the equipment. Furthermore, the air ducts
will be acoustically insulated as well and noise attenuators will be used in order to reduce sound
propagation by wave reflection phenomena.
The insulating solution chosen in order to obtain thermal comfort (mineral and glass wool) will
also help us in achieving the desired acoustic insulation level and will be correlated with the
rest of the technical solutions.
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The materials and finishes that will be used in the EFdeN house will have the properties to
fulfill the required acoustic performance in order to obtain comfortable levels of noise for the
occupants. These materials include: textile material for the sofa and chairs, perforated and
sound insulated furnishing elements (such as the dressing doors). Hard wood will be used as
the main material for the floor surface and will be linked with textile material carpets and noise
and vibration reduction membranes that will be mounted underneath.
The use of textiles for noise reduction it has the advantage of low production costs. Textile
plays a dual role: aesthetic and functional. We will use carpets with porous structure in every
room. These are made from raw recyclable materials and are based on two alternatives for the
production of ecologically friendly products and low production costs.
Another element contributing to the acoustics of the house is the sofa.The interior material
is made of Basotect G, the most advanced sound-absorbing material present. It is generally
used to treat rooms with reverberations and echoes. The advantages of this material are
open structure (open cell), very low weight , thermal conductivity : approx . 0.035 W / mK, low
Flammability according to DIN 4102 B1, suitable for any application in the field of acoustics.
The test results from the acoustic experiments in an impedance tube according to ISO 105342 and in a reverberation room according to DIN EN ISO 354 are shown in the charts below. In
the medium and high frequency ranges, Basotect G exhibits an outstanding sound absorption
behavior. At low frequencies, technical acoustic improvements can be achieved, for example,
by means of additional heavy layers.

Fig. 5.2.4-5 Degree of sound absorption (impedance tube) - Basotect
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5.2.4
Fig. 5.2.4-6 Degree of sound absorption (reverberation room) - Basotect

The Basotect technical data sheet can be found in 12.Construction specifications, 2.Architecture,
5.Furnishings, Basotect G file ( 12.2.5. - 34.Basotect G.pdf )
The dining and kitchen area furnishings will be made out of treated wood and carton, based on
design and also acoustic considerations.
All of these solutions are considered to be in compliance with the SDE contest and the acoustic
calculation results are shown below.
Acoustic evaluation results
The acoustic evaluation results shown below are in relation with a preliminary configuration of
the house walls, flooring and ceiling structure as well as materials, furnishings and finishes. The
calculations have been made exclusively for the living spaces of the house (living room, big and
small bedrooms).
The reverberation times have been obtained based on a preliminary calculation according to
the existing furnishings, materials and finishes that were used in the working scenario.
To evaluate the reverberation times, we have calculated the surface of the construction elements
and the interior components. An absorption coefficient was multiplied with the surface of the
element and was determined in order to obtain the desired calculations. The Sabine formula
was taken into account to determine the reverberation times and a scenario was applied to see
how the calculations progress.
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The next chart shows the reverberation times values in different situations, when the living
room is empty but also when it is furnished or when it has furniture and some special materials
implemented to obtain a good acoustic comfort.

Fig. 5.2.4-7 Reverberation time in the living room.

As we can see, with a few and simple sound absorbent materials such as curtains or furniture
we can obtain good acoustical parameters.
The preliminary calculations show that having additional phono absorbent materials we will
easily have an optimal acoustic reverberation time.
For the bedrooms, the reverberation time was determined only in two stages and in the same
manner as the calculations from the living room.
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Fig. 5.2.4-8 Reverberation time in the master bed room.

Fig. 5.2.4-9 Reverberation time in the bedroom.
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More detailed calculation can be seen in annex BUC_AN#4_05.2.4-02.xlsx

5.2.4

Calculation of sound attenuation inside the ventilation has been considered for the nearest
bedroom in order to determine the sound level that can occur in the room through the HVAC
system.
Because our system also has a fan on the bypass duct, we have introduced it in our calculation
table.
According to our scenario, the two fans will not function at the same time; therefore the
attenuator has been sized only for one ventilator. It can cancel the noise from both ventilators
but with the condition that one of them must work at only 25% of the capacity. In both of
these cases we can achieve a value below 25dB and obtain the optimal conditions for acoustic
comfort.
For this calculation the power of the fan was determined and a correction was applied for the
type of the rotor to determine the sound pressure level of the fan. According to the geometry
route of the HVAC system (from the technical room to the bedroom) the dispersion of the sound
waves (due to the absorption of the duct material and their distribution through ramifications)
was determined. The noise attenuation of the room was taken into account.
The picture below shows that one equipment is enough to attenuate the sound from one fan
below the value mentioned in the regulation. Also, the image shows that if, hypothetically
speaking, we will use both of fans at the same time at 100% power, we must take a different
type of noise attenuators into account.

Fig. 5.2.4-10 Sound attenuation from the HVAC system in bedroom.

More detailed information of the calculations above can be seen in annex BUC_AN#4_05.2.401.xls
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Acoustic simulations

In order to obtain better and more realistic results than the ones resulted from calculations,
acoustic simulations were carried out.
The purpose of the simulations was to find out if the tehnical solutions implemented in the
house would have a positive impact on the well-being of the occupants.
Sound is represented by a pressure variation (wave) that travels through air and is detected by
the human ear, whereas noise represents excessive or unwanted sound which can potentially
result in annoyance and/or hearing loss (can be from occupational and/or non-occupational
sources).
We wanted to eliminate noise as much as we could so we have implemented a series of technical
solutions in order to have an improved acoustic performance (which are described above).

5.2.4

Introduction and purpose of the simulations

The simulations were carried out by first reproducing the implied room with Google Sketchup
program, and afterwards managing them with ODEON Room Acoustics software.
The desired results that were obtained using ODEON Room Acoustics software are:
1. Secondary Bedroom
- Quick estimate (Reverberation time)
- Global estimate (Reverberation time)
- Sound pressure levels in dB(A) and in dB
- Speech Transmission Index (STI)
2. Living room
- Quick estimate
- Global estimate (simulation)
Noise sources
The heat-recovery Unit is the equipment from the technical room, that creates the highest value
of noise. In order to reduce its noise level, we must use sound insulation solutions, besides the
ones described earlier.

Fig. 5.2.4-11 Heat Recovery Unit
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The value of the sound pressure level produced by our heat recovery unit and measured at 1.5
m from the equipment, can be seen in the figure below:

5.2.4

Fig. 5.2.4-12 Heat recovery unit SPL [dB(A)]
Sound attenuation solutions
The fans of the heat recovery unit, that move air through the ventilation system are noise
generators. The ductwork carrying conditioned air to the living rooms can often conduct
intrusive and annoying noise to occupied spaces.
In order to be in compliance with both legal norms and the competition rules, we decided
to adopt duct silencers between the heat recovery unit and the occupied spaces. We have
adopted a normal duct silencer (like in the image below) and a 90 degree bend silencer.

Fig. 5.2.4-13 Vents SR Air Duct Silencer
The sound attenuation values of the air duct silencer can be seen in the figure below.

Fig. 5.2.4-14 Noise level reduction for the SR Silencer
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Simulation workflow
1. Technical room to secondary bedroom situation

5.2.4

Before we were able to simulate the required acoustic parameters, we have reproduced the
implied rooms with Google Sketchup software. The bedroom and the technical room can be
seen in the figure below.

Fig. 5.2.4-15 Location of the implied rooms (bedroom and technical room)
We started out by creating the technical room with the heat-recovery unit, which is the noise
producing equipment, and afterwards we added the remaining tanks from the first floor
technical room (the two hot water boilers and the cool water boiler).
The heat recovery unit is made of metallic material and the tanks are thermal insulated, which
also provides acoustic insulation. The wall paneling is made of MDF and the technical room
wall towards the bedroom is made of RIGIDUR material. The technical room floor material is
also RIGIDUR. The bedroom floor is represented by hardwood floor.
After that, we have created the secondary bedroom, and according to the sound level
measurement, the bed. The closet and other spaces paneling were also created.
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Fig. 5.2.4-12 Heat recovery unit SPL [dB(A)]

ODEON simulations
Quick estimate and global estimate
After creating all the necessary surfaces, we imported the model into Odeon.

Fig. 5.2.4-17 Exporting the model from Sketchup
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5.2.4

ODEON also features a 3D OpenGL viewing mode of the model. The image below illustrates the
imported model in ODEON.

Fig. 5.2.4-18 The model imported in ODEON – Bedroom and techroom

We added materials for all the surfaces, including materials for the technical equipments.

Fig. 5.2.4-19 Assigning materials for the door in ODEON
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Quick estimate (reverberation time)
After adding all the materials, we began the calculation with a quick estimate of the
reverberation time in the bedroom. Odeon uses three methods to calculate the reverberation
time: the Sabine, Eyring and Arau-Puchades methods. We considered the highest value of the
quick estimate reverberation time to be taken into account.

5.2.4

The values obtained are shown in the figure below. Values range from 0.42s to 1.03s (on
frequencies between 63 and 8000 Hz).
NOTE: This is a rough estimated value. More realistic results are obtained by using the global
estimate option.

Fig. 5.2.4-20 Quick estimate of the reverberation time - Bedroom

Global Estimate (reverberation time)
The reverberation time obtained using global estimate option differs from the values calculated
with quick estimate, because the room shape and the position of the absorbing material are
taken into account. To conclude, these results are more accurate than the ones obtained using
quick estimate.
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The global estimate method takes in consideration both T20 and T30 evaluation ranges. The
values range from 0.47s to 0.79s. These values are to be taken into consideration and are
represented in the chart below.

Fig. 5.2.4-21 Global estimate values of the reverberation time – Bedroom
Sound Pressure Levels (SPL)
For this simulation we considered the receiver to be a grid positioned above the floor and the
bed of the bedroom. We added the sound source (the heat-recovery unit) and also the sound
attenuation obtained using a silencer on the ventilation ducts.

Fig. 5.2.4-22 Adding the sound source and subtracting the sound attenuation – Bedroom
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Using the sound source (the heat
recovery unit) and the grid receiver,
we could obtain the results of the
sound transmitted throughout
the ventilation ducts from the
technical room to the bedroom. We
used a grid calculation because we
wanted to obtain more measuring
point results.

Fig. 5.2.4-23 Grid calculation

To conclude, we present the results
of the sound pressure level both in
dB for a frequency range between
63 and 8000 Hz and in dB(A). Values
of the sound pressure levels vary
between 21.1 db(A) and 26.1 db(A).
The results of the simulation are
displayed below.

Fig. 5.2.4-24 Sound pressure level in the bedroom, SPL [dB(A)]
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5.2.4
Fig. 5.2.4-25 Sound pressure levels on frequencies 63 to 8000 Hz

Sound rays distribution

Fig. 5.2.4-26 Ray tracing

From the figure below you can
observe the path of the sound rays
throughout the room. This is not
part of the simulation, but it is the
best way to observe the behaviour
of the sound rays throughout the
room, depending on the materials
used.
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2. Living room measurements
In order to estimate the reverberation time in ODEON, we had to recreate the living room along
with its furnishings and construction elements. The location of the room and the sketchup
model can be seen in the figures below.

Fig. 5.2.4-27 Location of the living room

The stairs are made of metal and the railing is made out of glass. The sofa is made of textile
material and BASOTECT product mentioned above. The TV set paneling is made of MDF
material. The green space windows and the living room window are triple glazed surfaces. In
this furnishing version, the lounge chair is made of leather and the bookshelf is made of wood.
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5.2.4
Fig. 5.2.4-28 Living room overview

Fig. 5.2.4-26 Ray tracing
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ODEON simulations

5.2.4

After creating all the necessary surfaces, we imported the model into Odeon as we did earlier
with the techroom-bedroom situation.

Fig. 5.2.4-30 3D Living room in ODEON
Quick estimate and global estimate
After creating all the necessary surfaces, we imported the model into Odeon. We added
materials for all the surfaces, including the furnishings.

Fig. 5.2.4-31 Asigning materials to the sofa (Basotect)
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Quick estimate (reverberation time)
After adding all the materials, we began the calculation with a quick estimate of the
reverberation time in the bedroom. We considered the highest value of the quick estimate
reverberation time to be taken into account. The values obtained are shown in the figure
below. Values range from 0.46s to 0.73s (on frequencies between 63 and 8000 Hz).

5.2.4

NOTE: This is a rough estimated value. More realistic results are obtained by using the
global estimate option.

Fig. 5.2.4-32 Quick estimate of the reverberation time – Living room

Global Estimate (reverberation time)
The reverberation time obtained using global estimate option differs from the values
calculated with quick estimate, because the room shape and the position of the absorbing
material are taken into account. To conclude, these results are more accurate than the
ones obtained using quick estimate. The global estimate method takes in consideration
both T20 and T30 evaluation ranges. The values range from 0.52s to 0.8s. These values
are to be taken into consideration and are represented in the charts below.
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Fig. 5.2.4-33 Compiling results for the global estimated reverberation time – Living room
ODEON simulations
After creating all the necessary surfaces, we imported the model into Odeon as we did earlier
with the techroom-bedroom situation.

Fig. 5.2.4-34 Global estimate values of the reverberation time – Living room
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CONCLUSIONS
The acoustic simulations have shown great results in terms of both reverberation time
and sound pressure levels (SPL) as the values obtained are close to the calculated
values. Furthermore, the obtained results are in acceptance with the SDE contest (in
order to obtain maximum points).
The maximum reverberation times were 0.79s for the bedroom and 0.8s for the
living room for the 63 Hz frequency.
The average value of the sound pressure level (SPL [dB(A)) obtained for the bedroom
(with the heat recovery unit running) was 23.6 db(A).
To conclude, we will confront these results with the experimental measuring campaign
that will take place after the completion of the house.
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5.2.5. Interior Design Narrative

5.2.5

Our concept commenced from an attempt to answer the issue of detachment, human
disconnection from reality, and the roots of its own existence. As an individual, the man is
molded by the society he lives in.
New technologies are changing our existence, with its multidimensional effects - by creating
new forms of leisure and new virtual realities. This are the kind of times when we need to be
guided back to the wisdom of the other living beings inhabiting the planet have for us. We
need to reconnect with nature to bring our lives back into balance.

Fig. 5.2.5 -1 Image of Bucharest (http://dmax.ro/2009/02/cum-se-circula-in-bucuresti-candploua/)
Fig. 5.2.5 - 2 Image of a natural, healthy landscape (http://www.sasinteriors.net/2010/10/colorof-green-soothing-relaxing/)
Nature has a way of blending elements that you wouldn’t expect to fit well together. Long time
ago, the man tried to control wilderness hiding away from it, by building isolated capsules. The
modern man changed pretty much everything about this mindset. So, to align with the modern
man, we’ve done it the other way around. We brought a little bit of the wilderness inside, as a
reminder of where we came from.
However much we would try to contain nature, it will always control us instead. Nature develops
algorithmically, mathematically, dictates rules and principles, connections, and information, in
a unique identity, that we use in various aspects of our lives, including in your own home.
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Fig.5.2.5 - 2
Interior design concept – signs: recyclable – reconfigurable – nature insertion

Fig.5.2.5 - 3
Sketch of the greenhouse, seen from the dining space
Fig.5.2.5 - 4
Sketch of the greenhouse, seen from the kitchen

Our interior design principles:
1.

Bring the outside inside

Our purpose is to create an atmosphere which is complementary to the human behavior and with
his activities. We focus on the concept of interconnectivity with nature - in a symbolic way and
beyond - because human life has always been linked to nature. Unfortunately, this connection
is often lost due to our urban lifestyle and we are trying through this opportunity to revive it.
“Bring the outdoors inside” - emphasizes the importance of the relationship with nature in search
of experiences beyond the walls and limits surrounding us.
The interior space has a pragmatic value, without disregarding the symbolic value. The functional
and aesthetic features are combined, creating a concept in which nature is an important part
of the modern life.
Thus, we will integrate in our space different accents of green that beside the decorative effect,
have a lot of therapeutic benefits. For example, the plants filter the air, control the indoor humidity,
reduce toxicity, oxygenates the rooms, have a calming effect and create a relaxing space.
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5.2.1

Fig.5.2.5 - 5a
Fig.5.2.5 – 5b
2. Step by step for a sustainable living
Ethical living is the philosophy of making decisions for daily life taking into account the ethics
and moral values, particularly with regard to consumerism, sustainability, environmentalism,
wildlife and animal welfare. Nowadays it is largely a personal choice and not an organized
social movement.
Ethical living is an offshoot of sustainable living, in which the individual initially takes a series
of small lifestyle changes in order to decrease the negative effect on the environment. Ethical
living should not be a lifestyle choice any longer, but a lifestyle we all will need to adjust
to. To highlight this concept, we tried to integrate systems that are available to everyone,
increasing the social awareness and showing people from our country that there are a lot
of solutions to save resources which can also bring financial benefits.
An example is the bathroom batteries, with a sensor that allows the water to flow just as
long as you are using it. Another solution integrated in the bathroom is the dual-flush tank.
To save water, we integrated a green area under the kitchen drain, thereby we save the
extra water and energy needed for the watering of the plants. A similar solution is the use
of moss in the bathroom which absorbs the air humidity, purifying it, and also feeding on
it, so there is no need for any other source of water. As a result, we save the energy and the
water needed for the extra process.
To increase the lifetime of the installations/pipes and to have the possibility of the reuse of
water from the sink, we decided to use a grease separator – a system not so expensive that
can be bought by anyone.
In the manufacturing process uses considerably less energy than that required for producing
new products from raw materials.
Through daily saving of resources, we can achieve significant changes.
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Free to change!

The idea of versatility and modularity is becoming more and more obvious in the contemporary
architecture as a manifestation of a complex society that is constantly evolving. The proposed
solution emphasizes the ability to transform the interior into something different depending
on the requirements. The house can be easily adapted and can get a new look, without
having to buy extra furniture.
There are limitless benefits to purchasing furniture that’s able to change its functionality. When
moving or changing up your decor, having furniture that is able to transform guarantees you
will keep it a longer period. It also prevents you from having to spend extra money, having
multifunctional furniture means fewer items and therefore, more space available.
Each of the transforming furniture pieces are distinct in their own way, being also a
breakthrough when it comes to the way we understand and interact with our furniture.
Examples of areas with transformable systems: the dining area (table), the master bedroom
(bed, desk) and the teenager bedroom (bed, table and stools).
The modular furniture components can be mixed, matched, swapped, and reconfigured to
fit into any space and for any kind of client. We want our interior space and furniture to fit
any scenario and possible new function.

5.2.5

3.

Fig.5.2.5 - 5c
Interior design transformation ability
4.

Emphasis of culture

The issue of national identity and globalization:
“It is obvious that the world is moving rapidly towards globalization, towards a world seen
as a planetary unit and will work with common rules and standards. The specific elements
of each participant will contribute to the international balance, especially social economic
balance at macro level, depending on its own resources and the ability to use them, every
community, accepted as equal, sovereign and independent.”
In this framework, the nation should not be opposed to globalization, they can be integrated
in the process. If we look at it this way, globalization does not appear as something destructive,
globalization does not appear as a threat to identity, but as a phenomenon that preserves and
enhances the nations. The two sides of the report - globalization and the desire to protect
the identity - can be complementary. “
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We consider that every individual, social and cultural element, contributes to our journey as
a country in search of our own identity. Therefore, we are trying to integrate some Romanian
iconic motifs in the design we propose (example: the motifs from the traditional costumes).

Fig 5.2.5.-6 Traditional motifs Interior EFdeN

Fig 5.2.5-7 Ceramic traditional motif detail

Interior organisation:
Windfang – the first impression
The windfang is the entrance area inside the house, the space that connects the exterior to
the interior, also becoming a filter between outside and inside.
The transition between the windfang and the interior space is made of a glass wall, therefore
we are assuring full visibility towards the green space (right from the entrance area), this way,
offering a representative perspective of the EFdeN house.
From a technical standpoint, this area acts as a thermal buffer, so the cold air from outside
will not enter the living area.
Being an entrance area we decided to use the dark gray granite floor because the material
is easy to clean in case of soiling. The granite floor unit will continue in the interior space
of the house until it reaches greenhouse’s glass, where the flooring provides thermal mass
benefits. In winter the granite floor accumulates heat during the day, and during the evening
provides heat inside the house.
In terms of utility, this entrance area contains a coat hanger, shoe storage, support for keys
and a bicycle rack. Most of the storage solutions are based on a folding system, for example
the hangers, the racks and the shoe storage area.
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Fig. 5.2.5-6
Windfang side wiew
Source: EFdeN

For the furniture we will use light colors - white and wood shades, contrasting with the
dark shaded floor. As an accent we inserted stylized traditional motifs etched into the wood.
We reinterpreted and used a representative traditional graphic motif from our country. In early
times, it was used for decorating plates, objects, clothes and carpets.
We have placed two modules of furniture for shoe storage on each side of the room, with folding
doors to 90 degrees and height of 45 cm, one of them is also being used as a sitting area.

Fig. 5.2.5-7
The windfang area rendeting
Fig. 5.2.5-8
Storage area detail from the windfang
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The hanger ensemble is divided into three modules. The first module is the clothes hanger
space, where you can fold the hangers up (if you are not using it) and down 45 degrees
(position in use). The second module is the mirror and the third represents some folding
shelves at 90 and 45 degrees, used as storage area for keys or other small items that you
can leave at the entrance.

Fig.5.2.5-9
Closeup of the sliding shelves from the windfang
To promote a healthy lifestyle, sustainable transport and Romanian design simultaneously,
we have integrated in our windfang area a bicycle and its custom designed support. We did
not chose a random bicycle, but a special one, the Pegas Bicycle, a traditional Romanian
brand. The first model appeared in 1972, it was very popular ever since, and choosing a
classic model will bring back a lot of joyful childhood memories for the Romanian visitors.

Fig.5.2.5-12
The Pegas bicycle
Source: http://www.bicicletapegas.ro/produs/strada-1 Fig.5.2.5-13
The Pegas bicycle-EFdeN House
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Kitchen: cooking with feelings

We believe that the global change must always start from the individual, from the details that
make up our lives, to care for what we eat, to stay healthy - as the old proverb says: ”Mens sana
in corpore sano”. We tried to create a friendly design, easy to use, easy to implement, to create in
this space a perfect fusion between man and nature. In the kitchen wall, we placed a box with
herbs and a dish drying rack. The water drained from the freshly laundered

5.2.5

Inspired by nature, this futuristic green kitchen concept will use water and heat, generated from
appliances, to fuel other functions in the eco-kitchen, promoting a kitchen oriented towards
the concept of sustainability.

Fig. 5.2.5-14
Photographs inside the EFdeN
house
Source: SDE Europe
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Dining - imagination and function - the perfect visual combination between
the ordinary and the imaginative

Fig. 5.2.5-15
The dining table
Source – EFdeN

For the dining area we designed an island worktop and storage. This island is a piece of furniture
that can be moved using the masked wheels - here is stored an extendable table for eight
people and the expandable system. The table has a simple and geometric design, and the
expansion system in the middle is a beautiful piece as well. Because this dining arrangement is
not fixed, nor is the lighting equipment, therefore in order to suit the position of the table and
the island, the luminaires can be moved on a rail. The seats are made of recycled material, and
they could be stored in the technical room in a scenario that requires a smaller table.
The kitchen has direct access to the green space, having the chance of collecting our own
vegetables or spices manually, supporting the concept of urban farming.
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5.2.5
Fig. 5.2.5-16
The transformation of the
dining table Source – EfdeN
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Livingroom: a place in bright colours

5.2.5

From inside the living room, the greenhouse appears as a scenery screen and also as a filter
that connects the urban space with the interior living spaces, featuring a completely natural
lighting during the day. This creates a visual seating area and at the same time gives the viewer
a sense of peace and relaxation.

Fig. 5.2.5-17
Living room photographs
Source – EFdeN
The centerpiece of the living area is the sofa, modular and transformable with strong visual
impact. The outer fabric choice (tapestry) is a neutral color (gray), with soft texture, but
also resistant to heavy traffic. Its pillows are made of Basotect ®, the most advanced soundabsorbing material present - it is generally used to treat rooms with reverberations and echoes.
The advantages of this material are open structure - open-cell, very low weight, thermal
conductivity: approx. 0.035 W / mK, low flammability according to DIN 4102 B1, being suitable
for any application in the field of acoustics.
The piece of furniture is made of 6 modules of seating and 3 modules of backrest linked together
with concealed joints, which makes possible the reconfiguratio
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Fig. 5.2.5-18
The proposed options for the
reassembly of the sofa
Source: EFdeN

Fig. 5.2.5-19
Rendering of the options for the reassembly of the sofa
Source: EFdeN Fig. 5.2.5-20 and Fig 5.2.5-21
Living room sketches Source: EFdeN
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This type of sofa is suitable for different situations that may occur, from the number of guests
and ending with the activities accomplished. We studied seven interchanging options, but the
solutions are endless, which tests and trains the user’s imagination.

5.2.5

The coffee table is an item designed to adapt very easily to such reconfigurable space. This shell
shaped table, is made from laminating sheets of pressed paper, creating the aspect of wood.

ig. 5.2.5-22
Living room transition Source:
EFdeN
The entertainment unit offers a contemporary look with clean aesthetic and it’s designed to
keep all of the electronics (TV, DVD, speakers) in one place. It is divided in two storage modules
to help transportation and installation.
The clean white surface made of MDF is sectioned by a natural wood strip edge that contains
along the way wooden storage boxes in order to create a geometric view and a contrast of
colors and materials.
The concept behind this piece of furniture is taking a simple white unit and then slice it along
a playful trajectory made from natural wood, symbolizing the triumph of the natural material
and aesthetics.

Fig. 5.2.5-24
Renderings of the TV Module
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Fig. 5.2.5-24
The TV module divided into two parts to ease the
transportation and assembly Source: EFdeN

This area contains a lounge chair, a bookcase and a floor lamp.
The first item of the pack is the lounge chair, made of stainless steel pipe structure completed
with different colored rope (black, beige and light turquoise – our team’s color.) The ropes
create the seating and the backrest area and they achieve together a playful geometric look.
The bookcase is a modular piece of furniture made of wood and stainless steel, starting with
a basic cube shape, than cutting down different sides of it. The cube shaped module can be
arranged in any desired configuration.

5.2.5

Under the stairs area – The reading corner

Fig. 5.2.5-25 Under the stairs
Source:EFdeN
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Fig. 5.2.5-26 Living room
Source: EFdeN

Master bathroom – Cheerful Mornings
We all know what it’s like to wake up and start your morning in a simple, boring bathroom.
So, we wanted to get rid of the concept of common bathrooms, trying to give more life and
more personality to this area.
In this regard, we tried to integrate nature into space so that we maintain visible our interior
concept, however, without jeopardizing functionality.
Around the mirror we created a green area using lichens. Besides the aesthetic role, this
green area keeps in check the air humidity, purifying it, and also feeding on it, so there is no
need for any other source of water. As a result, we save the energy and the water needed
for that extra process, assuring this way the interior comfort of the room, and at the same
time giving a cheerful and relaxing vibe in the mornings.
The green area is the accent color of the bathroom, breaking through the non-colors and
neutral tones of the finishes - white, black, natural wood.
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5.2.5
Fig. 5.2.5-27 Interior EFdeN House
Fig. 5.2.5-28 Bathroom rendering
Fig. 5.2.5-29 Bathroom storage area
Source: EFdeN

Master bedroom – a space for everything
The master bedroom is a flexible and modular space with possibilities of repartitioning,
designed for different social scenarios, with the option of closing different areas with lockable
sliding panels, creating an open space.

Fig. 5.2.5-30
Open space to bedroom in use Source: EFdeN
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The proposed scenario for the room repartitioning is to use the open space as a place for
relaxation, meditation or exercise. These activities are also favored by the psychological
comfort provided by the nature’s presence in this space – the view of the greenhouse.
Thus, we have a multifunctional space: an office in the morning, a meditation space in the
afternoon and a space sleeping area in the night.

5.2.5

The furniture consists of two storage modules made of white MDF, each with a twist. One
module is hosting a folding bed and the other one is hosting a folding desk. Both modules
are divided so that each consumer has its own storage space.
In this room we can see directly into the greenhouse, it has an entire wall made of clear
glass, therefore we see the green space as part of our everyday life.

Fig. 5.2.5-31 and Fig. 5.3.5-32
Master bedroom renderings Source: EFdeN

Second bedroom - for our children and guests
This space follows the same concept used in other areas of the house, being a reconfigurable
space with green accents. The space includes two main modules and a secondary one. The
two main modules solve the major functions of the room, whereas the secondary one has
a double function: as storage space and as a nightstand.
The first main module is made of white MDF, and it includes the night area, the work space
and the storage needed for these two functions. The two main areas are foldable, with the
possibility to create the impression of a single module, obtaining a clean generous space
within which we can organize other activities.
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5.2.5
Fig. 5.2.5-33
Second bedroom transition Source: EFdeN
The folding of the bed is made by using a pivot support. In addition, one can add a set of
straps that helps to keep in place the sheets and pillows. Above this space is located a storage
area, designed for the necessary accessories for this area. (sheets, duvets, pillows) Next is the
working area, where we have foldable countertop - the desk, also built with a pivot system.

Fig. 5.2.5-34 and Fig. 5.2.5-35
Master bedroom renderings Source: EFdeN
Studies show that exposure to natural light source removes the feeling of drowsiness and
sleepiness, entertain and enhance the productivity and happiness due to hormone release
serotonin, which is closely linked to sun exposure. According to the results obtained by experts,
those who have offices near the window are twice more productive than those whose office
are located away from a natural source of light.
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5.2.5

Parallel to the module mentioned earlier is the second main module of the room, the dressing
area.
The clean white surface made of MDF is sectioned by a natural wooden strip edge that
contains along the way wooden storage boxes in order to create a geometric view and a
contrast of colors and materials.
The concept behind this piece of furniture takes a simple white unit and then slice it along a
playful trajectory made from natural wood, symbolizing the triumph of the natural material
and aesthetics.
In this module are also stored four cube shaped relaxation stools. These objects have dual
function, as stools and as tables, and they fit perfectly into the furniture module.

Fig. 5.2.5-36
Second bedroom dressing module
Source: EFdeN

The secondary module of the room is placed near the entrance of the room. There we
integrated a system of cassettes/racks that slide up and down through mullions on both
ends. This mullion represents a “T” section shape with a railing on the interior side and led
strip on the exterior.
This cassettes have different heights, therefore they can be used to storage different size
objects. But here comes the interesting part: by sliding down all of the racks we create the
room’s nightstand.
This area also includes a panel with white paper sheets, integrated in the ensemble to
encourage artistic activities (drawing, painting, and sketching) and to train visual perception
of the child/teenager. Another benefit of this idea could be the expression of emotion,
recognizing and managing feelings through colors and shapes.
An interesting piece of the room is the desk chair which represents a both natural and
geometric element. The natural is defined by the material: oak wood and the geometric
side is defined by the rectangular shape and the well-defined edges. The ergonomic aspect
is solved by placing a comfortable pillow under the sitting area, having a slightly curved
backrest and, last but not least, by the well thought through design.
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5.2.5

Fig. 5.2.5-37 and Fig. 5.2.5-38
Storage racks into bedside Source: EFdeN
The general lighting of the room is assured by a ceiling lamp with a wide angle lampshade,
to generate the necessary level of brightness. The emphases of this element are firstly, the
lampshade, coated in white braided rope that gives a cozy feeling, and secondly, the metal
structure – painted in light turquoise (the team’s color) that gives the item a cheerful touch.
For quite some time, specialists from around the world are working to bring the man to
peace and tranquility that characterized him before having been surrounded by concrete
and noisiness. We believe that through our concept (reintegration of nature in human life)
we can recreate the human-nature connection, bringing people the state of equilibrium that
they’ve lost along the way.
Through the sustainability and eco-friendly measures adopted in our house and assembly,
we are creating a healthier and balanced life for the society we are living in.

Fig. 5.2.5-39
Second bedroom transformation scheme Source: EFdeN
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Abstract

Design is not just what it looks like and feels like. Design is how it works.

Steve Jobs

EFdeN is an energy efficient solar house designed for the urban environment as a solution
to the Bucharest’s issues of low density and mobility, an adaptable housing unit both to the
environmental parameters and to the inhabitants’ necessities and desires. What is different
about this dwelling in the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 context is neither the flexible
compartimentation nor the intelligent systems that activate its installations, not even its
modularity or the sustainability of the materials used. What stands out in the EFdeN prototype
is the steadfast step towards innovation in energy efficiency: the integration of a productive
bioclimatic greenhouse. Dedicated to the “urban farming” concept, this component is the
central architectural element of the house being both a source of a spectacle of light on the
inside and a communities generator on the outside.
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Summary of changes

Minor changes to the graphical elements of these subchapters.
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5.3.1 Structural Design

5.3.1

5.3.1.1 Reasons behind the adopted solutions
To better understand the reasons behind the adopted solutions, we must be aware of the
following:
1. Romania is a seismic country. According to the new code we could experience a peak
ground acceleration (PGA) of 0.32 g in Bucharest and 0.40 g in the area surrounding the Vrancea
epicenter. The control period (TC) for this region is also high at 1.6 s making the design spectrum
broad.
It is common practice is to use plastic deformations to dissipate the energy of an
earthquake. But because of the relative low height of the prototype we decided than an elastic
behavior is wanted. Thus, we used a behavior factor “q” of 1.5.
2. The design process was done keeping in mind that the prototype is not an individual
but is a part of a much larger complex expanding on the horizontal and the vertical directions.
This meant that a whole range of solutions that would fit a 2 story building would be taken off
the table because they did not work for a 5 story one. We know that only the prototype will we
subjected to the competition, but consistency between the 2 is a priority for us.
3. The house has to be assembled 3 times and still be in perfect working condition.
Furthermore, we want it to be transportable with the most common found trucks. This was a
huge factor in the choosing how the connections were made and dictated some size constraints.
4. The Solar Decathlon rules. Some limitations were derived from them.
5. Local context. Some more economic (strictly considering the amount of material)
solutions that would have been viable were dropped because they were not available.
6. Mass production. Some elements were discarded because they were too difficult to
mass produce or install. Everything has to be easy to obtain and not need technologies that
involve a lot of manual labor (curved wood is a good example here).
This list will be referred to in the following pages in order to explain certain decisions and to get
a global understanding of the process. For example, the presence of bracings in the structure
is explained by (1) and (2).
As a general rule, we set the constraints for any dimension of the elements (for example out
main beams must be taller than the pipes that go through them) and then tried to minimize the
quantity of material respecting constructive limitations (for example the slenderness limitations
for class 3 sections).

5.3.1.2 General presentation
This is a brief presentation. All these elements will be detailed further.
The main load bearing structure consists of steel braced frames. The floor consists of secondary
beams with OSB sheets above them and the stair has metallic structure. Sandwich panels make
up the envelope of the house.
As auxiliary structural elements we have the technical room modules and the outer cursive.
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5.3.1.3 Choice of materials

The choice between wood and steel was a more delicate one, as both have equally appealing
benefits (and some strong downsides as well). From a sustainable point of view wood would
be a really good solution because it can be (more) easily regenerated and costs less energy to
produce (this was calculated per structure, not per unit of mass). But for all its benefits, we must
remember that whatever applies to the prototype must apply to a 5 story building (2). So, for
the main structure we were left only with steel.

5.3.1

The 1st step was choosing the materials. This was done through process of elimination. The four
main building materials present are: concrete, masonry, wood and steel. Concrete and masonry
were excluded from the beginning (3). They are very good for a house that is set in place, but
nearly impossible to transport after the house is built.

In the initial design only the columns, main beams and bracing system were made out of steel.
Unfortunately, given the time of the year and the schedule of the local wood manufacturers we
had to replace some elements with steel. Such elements would be the secondary beams and
the structure from closing panels.

5.3.1.4 The main structure
As presented earlier, the main structure is composed of:
Columns
Main beams
• 	
IPE
•
2UNP
Secondary beams
Vertical bracings
Horizontal bracings
Before we start to detail each of them, there is an aspect that must be understood. In order
to quickly build the house we will prefabricate most of the floor (as shown in the illustration
below). Each level of the house is composed of 4 of these panels that already have included
in them the main and secondary beams, horizontal bracings and the perimeter elements that
will hold the envelope. All of this will be done in the factory. We will later equip this floor panel
with all the pipes and wires that are needed for the HVAC, sanitary and electrical parts of the
house so that the only assembly needed on the site, will be the connections between panels.
After that we will add OSB boards and the final finish before we ship it to the construction site,
drastically reducing construction time.
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We will make the distinction between the beams that touch when we put the modules together
(shared beams) and the rest (independent beams).

5.3.1

5.3.1-1. Floor module

5.3.1.4.1 Columns
The choice of columns was obvious from the beginning. We
would use the same section in all the house (1)(6). The section
had to be symmetric and allow for easy installation. Circular
sections were discarded because connections are difficult to
make. Malta cross sections require a lot of welding and take
a lot more time than stock profiles. So a rectangular section
is the logical choice in this matter. The exact dimensions were
established based on the width of the beams (it had to be
greater than 110 mm), minimum welding thickness (it is 4 mm)
and structural calculations.
5.3.1-2. Column

5.3.1.4.2 Main beams – independent
For a beam, the most important characteristic is height. Because the floor has pipes running
through it, we had 2 choices:
1.
Let the pipes go under the structure
2.
Cut holes in the beams or find a way to accommodate the pipes
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At the beginning we took in consideration the 1st option as it involved less effort on the behalf
of the manufacturer. But it quickly became obvious that this led to a lot of unused height. There
was nothing between the beams and anything we would put there was marginally effective.
And there is also the matter of the height of the solar envelope that we had to respect. So we
were left with choice number 2. This path had 2 major versions for the answer:
2.1.
Beams that are hollow by design (trusses or Vierendeel beams)
2.2.
Normal sections with circular holes in the web

From this point we started the minimizing process. In order to lower steel consumption we set
off with the idea of using sheet welded beams. This would allow us to fine tune the distribution
and quantity of material in the section. This lead to all the section and stability checks being in
the [0.8 , 1) interval.

5.3.1

This decision was based heavily on reason (6) and production effort. It is true that a truss is one
of the most efficient beam designs, but it requires a lot of manual labor to produce. That raises
the costs and makes factories unwilling to produce them.

Because this is a prototype and the amount of people visiting cannot be precisely determined,
we decided to use self-imposed performance requirements. This led to more restrictive checks
and so the whole house now uses hot rolled sections which are less economical because they
provide higher sectional resistance than would be necessary. To offset this, we use lower quality
steel where over strength is high.
The end result is that we use IPE 240 profiles.

5.3.1.4.3 Main beams – shared
In order to make out floor panels, we had to use U shaped sections that would then be bolted
together. This resulted in a web that had twice the thickness of the independent ones. Because
each U section had to have a web thickness of a minimum of 4 mm (so that it could be welded,
the final web was 8 mm thick.
These beams were easier to design because, by their nature, they are stronger than the
independent ones. This happens because the independent beams were dimensioned mostly
from the characteristics of class 3 sections. So, keeping the same limitations, and considering
the fact that the total width of the beam must remain constant (6), the final result is a stronger
section whatever the solution.
So in order to keep the height of the beams constant, we will use UNP 240 profiles. To be noted
that at the end of the construction stage we will have 2 of these bars working back to back.
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5.3.1

5.3.1-3. Main beams sections

5.3.1.4.4 Secondary beams
The 1st problem with the secondary beams was the piping for the HVAC system. They had to
go either under or through these beams. We first considered the option of wooden trusses as
secondary beams. Having almost the same height as the main beams they had the interior
space needed to fit a Φ160 mm pipe. This was discarded for the prototype because it will be
disassembled repeatedly, but it is still a good idea for the industrialized version (where only
assembly is needed).
The use of steel secondary beams was the next option. Because the distance between them
is not large (600 mm), strength was not an issue. The biggest weakness of this solution is
deflection. And because this was adopted late in the project, their height was severely limited
(only 40 mm above the flange of the main beams). This problem was solved lowering their level
by them and resting them on stiffeners of the main beams instead of the top of the beam. So
between the upper limit given by height restrictions and the lower limit given by the HVAC
pipes, we had the maximum height of the secondary beams.
The rest of the process was streamlined by this. With a fixed height, it was all a matter of finding
the right thickness and width of the flanges (or choosing an equivalent hot rolled section).
Because of the small size of these elements, fine tuning is very difficult. Even if we could reduce
the amount of steel we use, the manufacturing process would make these element more
expensive than the “premade” europrofiles.
The end result is that we use UNP65 for our secondary beams.

5.3.1-4. Secondary beam
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5.3.1.4.5 Vertical bracings

The sections had to respect (among other) the following conditions:
Have the required minimum area determined from the tensile forces
Have a slenderness lower than 400 so that they will not vibrate
Have a high enough slenderness in order to lose stability in the elastic domain (if these
deformations happen in the plastic domain, there might become permanent)
Allow for the placing of windows where it was necessary and the positioning of various
interior and exterior panels

5.3.1

The need for these elements was obvious from the start of the project. Without them we could
not have the slender columns or the bolted connections we have now. Their presence and the
lack of a natural rigid diaphragm (such as the one given by a concrete slab) demanded the
presence of horizontal bracings to “force” that effect. The section used was easy to establish.
The X bracing system we use works by using only the tension in one element while the other
one loses stability at low level of compression. For this we had to create a separate model for
direction of the earthquake eliminating the elements that were in compression and seeing the
effects and efforts on the ones that remained.

As you can imagine, finding the right constraints makes the design process easier.
In the end, we are using UNP100 sections.

5.3.1.4.6

Horizontal bracings

The need for these elements was briefly explained in the above chapter. Their role is to
create a rigid diaphragm that forces all the column to mode as if “glued” to a semi-rigid
plane
“guide” the horizontal distributed forces from the floor to the vertical bracings; without
them the seismic forces from the middle bays would go to the columns
They function like the ones described above. In an X, one arm loses stability while the other is
in tension. Together with the beams in the floor they act as the diagonals of a huge truss (the
beams being the chords). For this element we chose a 5x50 mm rectangular section.

5.3.1.4.7

Green space structure

This is treated as a whole because elements were not individually designed. They were thought
of as a whole. Most dimension resulted from architectural necessities as well as glazing joinery
details.
The 1st problem that arose was the slenderness of some columns. This was solved by adding
an additional element in the middle of that space. Even though it was not desirable from
an architectural point of view, its presence was necessary. The alternatives were even more
disrupting.
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Another problem that was easily solved was that of deflection during high wind. For this we
had to raise the global rigidity of the whole substructure by rotating the outer columns from
45o to 90o.

5.3.1.4.8

The stairs

The stairs were designed by the architecture department and so all we had to do is check it for
stability, strength and deflection. After all these checked out, the only thing left to do was to
correlate the joining points with fixed elements on the structure of the house.

5.3.1

5.3.1.5 The envelope panels
As a general rule, the envelope panels have a sandwich panel structure. In the initial design they
were completely constructed of wood, with OSB sheets on the faces held together by wooden
trusses (the same beams that we wanted to use as secondary beams). This design failed for
the same reasons and we went with a metal solution for the structure. The fixed dimension for
these elements was the inner width, which had to be 250 mm to accommodate the thermal
insulation.

5.3.1.5.1 Vertical panels
The design process was straightforward: we had the forces (self-weight, wind and the weight of
the façade) and we had the height. Because a 250 mm beam is usually very strong (they have
greater height than the ones in the house), we chose to use thin walled sections (class 4) for
them. The only other defining factors were the density of these mullions and the thickness (as
thin walled section width is standardized for a given height).
The 1st was determined correlating the façade and its grip mechanism with the position of the
panel elements. This correlation had to be done on the border beams of the house. These panels
(contrary to normal design) are fixed on the main beams of the house instead of horizontal
purlins. This was done to allow for bigger interior space as the presence of the purlins combined
with SDE rules would have made interior space smaller by 3m2. The thickness resulted from
the strength necessary for all the bolted connections. As always, we tried to minimize the
consumption of steel.
The OSB sheets were calculated to the effect
of wind forces considering that the façade
does not exist. Our design in meant to be
universal, giving architects the freedom to
choose any finish they desire (and some
solutions are glued to the OSB sheets thus
exposing them to the wind).
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5.3.1-5.
Vertical panel structure

5.3.1.5.2 Roof panels
They are more like floor elements than actual panels. The mullions act as secondary beams
while the OSB sheets above them are the floor. For consistency we will use the same elements
as the vertical ones and space them at the same interval as the secondary beams.

5.3.1.6 Cursive and walkway

The entire structure is composed of wood. Columns support longitudinal beams that have the
walking platform on them. We tried to segment this as little as we could for fast installation on
the site. This lack of segmentation also helped the electrical wiring of outside lightning because
there are fewer connections to make.

5.3.1

As with the stairs, this was more of a checking effort than a proper dimensioning one. The
structure was known and the elements were pre-dimensioned by the architecture department.
The difficulty here was correlating the structure with the water reservoirs. This was done through
fine detailing and permanent collaboration.

5.3.1.7 Footings and foundation system
Given the low resistance of the soil, we had to pay a lot of attention to designing this part
of the house. It was not only a matter of keep pressure level under the given limit, but also
making them equal all around the house. If 2 columns with very different loads (consider a
corner column and one in the middle) had the same area to distribute the force, the difference
in pressure would cause differentiated settlement. Very fine tuning in not possible because
of the shifting nature of live loads. We also had to take into account a different scenario for
the loads in order to better simulate the conditions in Versailles (for example we did not take
into account the effects of snow). The level differences will be taken care of by using variable
height elements (130mm-160mm) for fine tuning and wooden elements to account for larger
differences.
In the 3rd (and final) construction of the house we will benefit from a concrete foundation and
different calculations will be done for this scenario.

5.3.1.8 Technical modules
The technical modules were a challenge to design. They were not included in the 1st version of
the house and thus we had to think them around what was already done. If usually limitations
are a good thing (as shown earlier), this time they really restricted what we could do.
These modules should contain the technical rooms with all the equipment, pipes, fittings and
all the elements they require. The idea was to have them preassembled so that we don’t have to
in Versailles. This is easier if the equipment is integrated in the house itself. But in this case they
are considered an annex from a structural point of view.
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For these pieces detailing had more decision power than structural calculations (while still
being on the safe side). Every element had to be fitted around the existing elements of the
house. For example, the beams will fit on top of the secondary beams of the main structure and
on the N-E wall we had to assure the continuity of the frame by inserting a large profile to fit
around the existing column.
5.3.1-6.
Technical Module - HVAC (up)
Technical Module - EL (down)

5.3.1

This was also one of the cases where we had
to detail the loads and not use a distributed
load. The position of equipment led to some
eccentricity in the system and we have to
account for that when we lift the modules.
This is especially true for the HVAC module
where, in the lower half, we have most of its
weight because of the 2 boilers.

5.3.1.9 Load transmission
The entire assembly of the constructive elements forms a structure capable of efficiently
transferring both gravitational and lateral loads (due to the human factors, furniture, snow,
wind and earthquake actions) to the ground.
The self-weight of all elements are transmitted from element to element in the top-down
direction through connections of the structural nodes. Loads on the technical floors are
transmitted through the structural columns to the foundation. Snow load is transmitted from
roof panels to the roof technical floor and from there through columns to the foundation.
The wind lateral load is transmitted from closure panels to the steel beams and columns and
from there to the bracings and foundation. The seismic force is transmitted to the foundation
through bracings and columns.

5.3.1-7. Load transmission - Sketch
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5.3.1.10 Conclusions
As you can see, the procedure was to define all the constraints that could affect any decisions.
This lack of freedom works for us, not against us, because it limits a lot of parameters (best
example being the height of the beams). This also helped us avoid going back and losing
time.
Most of the work was identifying these limitations, starting with architectural demands and
going through minimum code requirements. But with these done, the workload shrank a lot.

International regulations used for calculations
EN 1990 (Eurocode 0) - “Basis of structural design.”
EN 1991 (Eurocode 1) - “Actions on structures.”
EN 1993 (Eurocode 3) - “Design of steel structures.”
EN 1995 (Eurocode 5) - “Design of timber structures.”
EN 1997 (Eurocode 7) - “Geotechnical design.”
EN 1998 (Eurocode 8) - “Design of structures for earthquake resistance.”

5.3.1

5.3.1.11 Codes

Romanian regulations used for calculations:
CR 0-2012 - “Basis of the design of structures for buildings.”
NP-112 / 2010 - “Standard for the design of foundations.”
CR1-1-3 / 2012 - “Actions on structures Snow load.”
CR1-1-4 / 2012 - “Actions on structures. Wind load.”
P100-1 / 2006 - “Earthquake design of structures.”
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5.3.2 Constructive Design
5.3.2.1 INITIAL PREMISES
The initial idea is to create a prototype which represents part from an ensemble. To achieve this
we had to design a structure which is easily reconfigurable without major changes and allow
the possibility of horizontal and vertical extending.

5.3.2

From the beginning of the design phase we had in mind the task of transporting the prototype.
In order to obtain this, the distance between the structural axes of the prototype had to be set
so that the total size of each of the house modules can fit inside a semi-trailer truck, according
to the SDE 2014 requirements

5.3.2.2 BUILDING MATERIALS
Considering the initial premises (modularity and flexibility), we have chosen to use steel for the
main load bearing structure, for our prototype. The closing panels and roof panels are made of
lightweight steel profiles and wood based materials.

5.3.2.3 STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS
5.3.2.3.1 FOUNDATION
When the prototype will be built in Versailles, the foundation will be realized using adjustable
columns as a temporary foundation system. On top of these columns we will fix the technical
ground floor structure. When we will build the house on its final site, the foundation will be
realized as either a concrete slab or continuous concrete beams.

Fig. 5.3.2-1. Foundation system
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5.3.2.3.2 TECHNICAL FLOOR
The structure of the technical floor is made of primary and secondary steel beams. The
secondary beams are welded to the primary beams and on top we will mount OSB plates. Most
of the primary beams will have holes into their webs to allow continuity of sanitary / electrical
/ HVAC pipes.

5.3.2

In order to have an efficient transport and to succeed building the prototype in the given period,
the floor panel is divided into 4 modules with 2.32 m width. These dimensions are correlated
with the dimensions of the transport trucks. To simplify the building process, we also fully
assemble 2 technical modules and we will mount them directly on the structure.

5.3.2-2. Floor panel

5.3.2.3.3 CLOSING PANELS
To ensure the thermal envelope we created perimetral closing sandwich panels. These panels
consist of 2 layers of OSB with 25 cm of thermal insulation. The structure of the panels will be
based on lightweight steel profiles.
To avoid thermal bridges on the steel profiles, there will be a 2 cm strip of mineral wool thermal
insulation at the extremities of the profile. The perimetric closing structure is self-supporting
and transmits the horizontal wind load to the structure.

5.3.2.4 CONNECTIONS BETWEEN CONSTRUCTIVE ELEMENTS
The main connections used in our prototype are bolted connections between columns and
the technical floor panels. Bolt connections are used in order to be able to assemble and
disassemble repeatedly. The steel elements from the same transportable technical floor are
welded between each other.
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5.3.2

5.3.2-3. Structural node

5.3.2.5 ASSEMBLY AND DISASSEMBLY

5.3.2-4. Main structure
The execution of EFdeN prototype will start with the marking of the main axes. After this step
we will place the adjustable foundation system and on top of it we will place the technical floor
panels. The technical independent modules are placed on the technical floor panels. Vertical
structural elements are placed afterward, and the interior finishing panels are placed between
the steel columns. We will repeat this procedure for the first floor of the prototype.
Closing panels are mounted after the vertical erection of the prototype is completed. The
greenhouse structure, the photovoltaic panels and the solar panels will be executed between
phases. After this step all the glazing elements will be positioned.
The final tasks are to make small adjustments on the interior, exterior and on the roof.
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5.3.2

5.3.3 Plumbing System Design
5.3.3.1 Introduction

5.3.3

This chapter describes the water cycle of the house, and we will explain our goals regarding the
water consumption and our strategies.
Documentation such as datasheets, manuals and certificates can be found in:
Chapter #12 - Project Specifications,
3 - System Installations,
2 - Plumbing.
Datasheets, manuals, dimensioning, certificates and other documents can be found in the
project specifications annex, following the same structure as above.
Drawings related to the plumbing system can be found in Project Drawings #7:
PL-001
PL-002
PL-003
PL-004
PL-011
PL-012
PL-013
PL-021.1
PL-021.2
PL-022
PL-023
PL-024
PL-101
PL-201
PL-202
PL-211
PL-212
PL-221.1
PL-221.2
PL-222
PL-231
PL-301
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Plumbing Plan - Ground Floor - Technical Flooring
Plumbing Plan - Ground Floor
Plumbing Plan - First Floor - Technical Flooring
Plumbing Plan - First Floor
Greywater Ground Floor
Greywater First Floor
PV Washing System
Drain / Waste / Vent: Ground Floor
Drain / Waste / Vent: Ground Floor
Drain / Waste / Vent: First Floor
Drain / Waste / Vent: Roof
Irrigation plan: Ground Floor
Schematical diagram
Supply and removal: Isometric
Irrigation plan: Isometric
Greywater Isometric: Ground Floor
Greywater Isometric: First Floor
Drain/Waste/Vent Isometric: Ground floor
Drain/Waste/Vent Isometric: Ground floor
Drain/Waste/Vent Isometric: First floor
PV Washing System Isometric
Water Storage Tanks Location

Fresh Water Tank - supply and drain Connectors

PL-303
PL-304
PL-305

Black Water Tank - supply and drain Connectors
Grey Water Tank - supply and drain Connectors
Rain Water Tank - supply and drain Connectors

The plumbing distribution and design was created referring to the following regulations:
I9/94		
Design code for plumbing systems serving buildings and building systems
I13/2002		
Design code for plumbing systems serving buildings and building systems
STAS 1478/90
Basic design code for water supply systems to civil and industrial buildings
SR-1795/87
Basic design code for waste water supply systems to civil and industrial buildings
SR 1343/1-2006
Basic design code for water supply systems to urban and rural housing units
STAS 1846-1
Basic design code for exterior waste water supply systems. General prescriptions
C 300/94		
Design code for fire prevention during execution of building services

5.3.3

PL-302

According to I9/94, section 13 the cold and hot water pipes will be subject to the following
tests:
• Leak test to pressure
• Functioning test
• leak test and heat resistance for hot water and recirculation pipes
According to I9/94 section 13 sewage pipes will be subject to the following tests:
• Leak test
• Functioning test
All types of water will be stored in custom made tanks of polypropylene. In the manufacturing
process we recycled about 50% of polypropylene from the manufacturer.
Tanks have the following dimensions:
Tank
Length [mm]
Width [mm]
Height [mm]
Volume [L]

Fresh water tank
2530
1670
415
1600

Rain water tank
3215
1235
410
1490

Grey water tank
2525
1100
520
1320

Black water tank
1520
825
410
450
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We took into consideration that the tanks will be emptied twice, once after the first week of
competition and secondly, in the last day of the competition.
To see their placement and diameter of openings please see drawings PL-301, PL-302, PL-303,
PL-304, and PL-305. It can be observed ian PL-301 that for good maintenance access we will try
to create detachable pieces of the deck.

5.3.3.2 Water delivery

5.3.3

5.3.3.2.1 Cold Water
The supplied water will be stored in 1 storage tank, having an effective volume of 1670 L,
namely 1.75 m3 by the exterior dimensions. To better understand the chosen volume, we have
to turn our attention towards the detailed water budget, chapter 11 in the project manual,
article III - Total water used during the SDE competition. What is of interest for the dimensioning
of the water tank, is marked as SDE water meter. Beside the 400 L of water needed to fill the
buffer tank, the rest of the needed water, from III-6 to III-11, will be stored in the fresh water
tank, namely 2449 L.
Seeing how we will be supplied with water twice, we took the volume in half and obtained
1224.5 L. We took in consideration certain errors, after the construction of the reservoirs other
errors appeared and the fresh water tank has, at this moment, an effective volume of 1670 L.
The E.syBox shall be used for pumping the water throughout the water distribution system.
Afterwards, nanofilter technology will be used to filter the water.
As for the materials used for the actual distribution, we will be using copper pipes, De = 28, 22,
18 mm. The actual dimensioning of the system can be found in the annex.

5.3.3.2.2 Domestic Hot Water
In this project, the solar system is designed to produce domestic hot water (DHW) and provide
solar heating.
The DHW will be produced inside the Domestic Hot Water Buffer. Heat sources for the DHW
production are: solar collectors, air-to-water heat pump and thermoelectric resistance. The
volume of daily hot water is strictly related to the comfort conditions and number of persons.
For water delivery at 45°C we chose 50 liters/pers./day, thus achieving normal conditions of
comfort.
Piping for the DHW and also fresh water distribution system will be made from copper. The pipes
are connected using crimping technology, easy and fast in use. The pipes will be preassembled
in the technical floor and during assembly phase, interconnection shall be realized with flexible
connections.
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The bathroom will be equipped with the following:
•
Bathroom sink with a mixing battery for cold and hot water;
•
Toilet with hidden water tank,;
Shower with mixing battery;
•
Floor trap, Dn=50 mm;
•
•
Shower floor trap Dn=50 mm;
•
Washing machine (placed outside the bathroom);

Cold water consumers:
•
2 x BS (bathroom sink)
•
1 x S (shower)
2 x TT (toilet tank)
•
1 x CW (clothes washer)
•
1 x DW (dishwasher)
•
1 x KS (kitchen sink)
•

5.3.3

The kitchen will be equipped with the following:
Kitchen sink with mixing battery for cold and hot water;
•
•
Dishwasher with a faucet for cold water.
•
Grease separator

Hot water consumers:
2 x BS (bathroom sink)
•
1 x S (shower)
•
1 x KS (kitchen sink)
•
1 x CW (clothes washer)
•
1 x DW (dishwasher)
•
The E.syBox pump and filter data sheets or details about equipment used and technologies
applied can be found in Chapter 12, 3.2.1 - Water Delivery.

5.3.3.3 Sewage water circuit
The sewage pipes will be provided with vent stacks on the rooftop at a height of 0.4 m, according
to I9/09 (Standard for the design, execution and operation of plumbing in buildings).
Domestic waste from bathrooms will be collected from the sanitary objects through the floor
trap and Polypropylene pipes with fonoabsorbant properties. The domestic waste from the
kitchen will be collected directly to the main black water column.
In order to avoid the unpleasant odors, it is recommended to tie at least one sanitary object to
the floor trap (in general the bathroom sink).
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5.3.3.3.1 Grey water circuit
According to the SDE rules, the grey water and the black water will be stored in two separated
tanks, away from sunlight and the living area.

5.3.3

In order to reduce fresh water consumption, we will be using a grey water filter. Upstream the
filter, we will use a pump to divert water from the shower, sink, dryer and washing machine. The
filtered water is automatically pumped either to the irrigating system or to the storage tank for
grey water.
We are using DIVERTRON pump to send the water through the nanofilter. The pump details can
be found in Chapter 12, 3.2.2 - Sewage. The filter is detailed in the Sustainability Report.
All columns are ventilated as shown in the drawing PL-023.
For the sewage system the piping we will use is: PP Ø 50 and PP Ø 75mm.
We determined the diameters calculating according to STAS 1795 as it follows:
Hypothesis:
-The maximum level of the pipe filling has to be u<0.65;
-For PP pipes the flow speed has to be between: 0.7<v<4 [m/s].
From STAS 1795 the slopes for different diameters:
For Φ50, i=0,025 minimum slope;
For Φ75, i=0,015 minimum slope.
Abbreviations:
Vs = amount of water discharged from the point of consumption in unit time (From STAS 1795);
Vcs = flow calculation corresponding to the specific amount of flow to be evacuated in that
section;
Vsmax = specific flow with the highest value that is discharged in the section of interest;
y= factor which takes into account the threat of discharge of sanitary located on the ground;
Vmz = average daily flow that is discharged into sewers;
Vsp= speed at full flow in pipe section;
Vc = flow used for calculation;
Vsp ‘ = volumic flow;
WM - clothes washer;
S - Bathroom sink;
Sh - shower.
Formulas we used to determinate the pipe diameter:
Vcs=Vmz+y*sqrt(Vmz) [L/s] =3.09
Vmz= ∑ nVs/3600*19 [L/s]
Vc=Vsmax+Vc
In the next table we have summarized the calculations:
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Table 5.3.3-1. Grey water column calculations

Due to the fact that in La Cité du Soleil there will be no sewage system, we are storing the
grey water in a tank placed under the platform from the N-V entrance. The sizing of the tank
was made based on the Event Calendar V2.0, and taking into consideration that during the
contest period, according to Rules V.4, the tank will be emptied twice, once in the middle of the
competition and once at the end.

5.3.3

5.3.3.3.2 Grey water storage tank

We consider that the average living scenario consists of 3 permanent users of the house with
the following consumers:
• 1 x washing machine: 70 L/wash, see Chapter 12, 5 - Appliances and Home Electronic
Equipment
• 1 x shower: 84 L/shower
• 2 x sink: 12 L/min
Vgw = ni (consumers x nr of usage)
Volume of grey water tank: Vgw = 860 L

5.3.3.3.3 Grey water recycling and recovery
According to SDE Rules we will be filtering the water in order to reuse it to the irrigation of
the green space inside and outside the house. The grey water is recycled using a filter with
the disruptor technology. The Disruptor technology is better described in the file from Project
Specifications.
When exposed to water between pH 5 – 9.5, a charge potential is generated by the natural crystal
structure of the alumina fibers. Contaminants are removed by being exposed to a tortuous
path through the media, depth and the powerful electropositive charge field generated by the
alumina fibers. At low pH (below about 5 pH) the protons of the OH group are tightly bound
making them unavailable for proton bonding. As the pH increases to > pH 6 the proton bonding
within the mineral to be weakened, allowing the exchange of protons from many positively
charged colloids.
It represents a new category of filter media that removes contaminants through electroadhesion
and ion exchange, not mechanical filtration. Disruptor® efficiently retains inorganic particulates
and organic materials - cell debris, endotoxins, virus, proteins, many colloids, bacteria and
inorganic submicron particulates.
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To reduce tap water consumption in the industrialization plan we will reuse the filtered grey
water to also flush the toilet. Also a heat recovery unit is planned to be used. The efficiency of
the heat recovery unit is 49% as shown in Chapter #12, 3.2.2 - Sewage.

5.3.3

The heat recovery unit is very simple to integrate but it requires space and it had to be placed at
the ground floor to maximize the recovery percent. Consists in a water-to-water heat exchanger
that replaces a section of drain pipe and recovers valuable heat from the wastewater as it goes
down the drain. As the cold water passes through the coil on its way to the hot water heater,
it absorbs heat from the hot water going down the drain. Because is made of 100% copper
so it’s completely recyclable and free for maintenance consts because it has no moving parts.
Specifications of the heat recovery unit used and the reuse of the greywater are also stated in
the Sustainability Report, Chapter 5.6.8 - Water.

5.3.3.3.4 Waste water
The waste water from the house is lead through an Ø75 mm PP horizontal pipe to the black
water tank. Before entering the Ø75 mm PP horizontal pipe, the water from the kitchen sink
will pass through a grease separator. The technical details of the grease separator are found in
Chapter #12, 3.2.2 - Sewage.
The used diameters are determined in the same way we did for the grey water sewage pipes.
Added abbreviations:
T- toilet;
DW-dishwasher;
KS- kitchen sink.
In the next table we have summarized the calculations:

Table 5.3.3-2. Black water column calculations
We mention that for the prototype in La Cité du Soleil, the toilet will not be tied to the sewage,
therefore the black water column is sealed under the house, and in the industrialization strategy
the column is tied to the city public sewage.
For the waste water coming from the kitchen we use the same scenario with the following
consumers:
• 1 x dishwasher: 10 L/wash, see Chapter 12, 5 - Appliances and Home Electronic Equipments
• 1 x kitchen sink: 12 L/min
Vbw = ni(consumers nr of usage)
Volume of black water tank: Vbw = 370 L
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5.3.3.3.4 Rain water circuit
The rainwater provides the necessary amount of water to wash the photovoltaic panels.
Rainwater is sent through a Ø110 mm PP pipe and stored into a polypropylene tank. The main
roof drain is Ø110 mm, and the second one is Ø75 mm, according to the Romanian regulation
STAS 1846.
The tank specifications are detailed in the Introduction chapter and in the drawing PL-230.
This was dimensioned once for the Bucharest climate and once for Versailles climate. The final
dimensions were chosen for the most disadvantaged case, which is Versailles.

Vrc = flow for rainwater calculation [L/s]
I = rainwater intensity [L/s ha]
cf- material coefficient
S - Collecting surface [sqm]
tcs- time for the water to collect on the terrace and time to go down the sewage , is 5 [min]
according STAS 1795 for a roof slope 2%)
t- Calculation rain period
l- The maximum length which the water crosses to the drainage [m]
V-speed of the rainwater in the horizontal column [m/min] considered 40 [m/min]

5.3.3

Abbreviations:

Formulas we used to determinate the pipe diameter:
Vcr=0.0001 x I x cf x S [L/s]
t=tcs+L/v [min]
S = 80 [sqm]
cf = 0.9, according to SR EN 12056, for plane terases smaller than 100 sqm
The frequency of rain according to SR EN 752‐2, SR.1846‐2: 2007 is 1/2 for residential buildings
therefore:
t = 5.125 [min]
From the monogram in STAS 1846, I = 320 [L/s ha], therefore it results the flow of rainwater for
one roof drain:
Vcr = 2.304 [L/s].
According to STAS 1795 the roof drains dimension is determined taking into consideration the
height of the column and the flow rate.
We chose two roof drains - one for the main column, and a safety one connected to the column,
in case the first one gets clogged.
The Rainwater tank is dimensioned using the following precipitation from the Metronome
database:
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5.3.3

Fig. 5.3.3-3. Average Rainfall for Bucharest

Fig. 5.3.3-4. Average Rainfall for Versailles
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As we can see in the Fig. 5.3.3-3 and in Fig. 5.3.3-4, the amount of water in Versailles is bigger
than in Bucharest, therefore we calculated the rainwater tanks volume taking into consideration
the average rainfall from Versailles.

5.3.3

The average rainfall for days is detailed in the next figures:

Fig. 5.3.3-5. Average Rainfall for Bucharest (for Days)

Fig. 5.3.3-6. Average Rainfall for Versailles (for Days)
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5.3.3

For Bucharest, the local rainfall collected from our house in one year is calculated as it follows:
Q- quantity of rainwater, 580 [L/sqm/year]
S - collecting surface, 80 [sqm]
cf- material coefficient, 0.9
VrB = Q x S x cf [L/year]
VrB= 41760 L/year
For Versailles the local rainfall collected from our house in one year is calculated next:
Q - quantity of rainwater, 653 [L/sqm/year]
S - collecting surface, 80 [sqm]
cf - material coefficient, 0.9
VrB = Q x S x cf [L/year]
VrB= 47016 L/year
The rainwater tank is calculated for the maximum rainfall for Versailles, with the average
precipitation per month and divided by 4 weeks. The volume for the competition period is
1200 L.
For the industrialization strategy the rainwater will be collected in a smaller tank and the filtered
rainwater will fill the water necessary not only for the photovoltaic panel cleaning, but also for
watering vegetation.

5.3.3.4 Irrigation
Drip irrigation allows the control of soil moisture, of doses of fertilizer to be applied, localized
diseases and parasites. Localized water distribution is made through a point-in drop wise
system, over a long period of time. The green space will be watered through a drip irrigation
system, as described in the previous statement. The system will be fed with grey water.
Piping
The pipes contained by the irrigation systems will be made of PEHD (High Density Polyethylene)
material and will have a diameter of 20 [mm]. From the 20 [mm] PEHD pipes, a number of
flexible capillary pipes will irrigate the green space vegetation.
Water provisioning
The required amount of water will be taken from the grey water tank. The grey water tank will
be filled with water from the shower, sink, dryer and also from the washing machine. Prior of
using it in irrigation purposes, the water will be passed through a filter.
Terminal Units
We will be using a programmer (TORO TMC-212-OD-50H) that is be able to accommodate
several residential irrigation circuits at once, and that will command six solenoid valves
(electromechanically operated valves). The operating principle consists of the control of the
valves by an electric current through a solenoid.
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Each solenoid valve will have three to four water droppers that will help irrigate the vegetation
within the green space. These droppers have a nominal flow of 6 [L/h].
Vegetation
The plants from the green space that need to be irrigated will require an approximate time of
15 minutes of watering once every 3 or 4 days. We will also have to irrigate several containers
located in the proximity of the house.
Pumping System
In order to provide water to the vegetation system, we will use an electric water pump that will
have to fulfill the following characteristics:

5.3.3

Fig.5.3.3-7. TORO TMC-212-OD-50H Programmer

• Flow: Q = v x A [m3/h]
Where:
• v= water flow speed [m/s]
• A= pipe area [m2]
The resulting flow for one dropper: Q = 0.018 [m3/h]
For six droppers: Q = 0.018 x 6 = 0.108 [m3/h]
• Head: H=26.28 [m]

Fig.5.3.3-8. Diverton
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5.3.3.5 Photovoltaic system cleaning
5.3.3.5.1 System description

5.3.3

The system will only use rainwater and it will focus to achieve a proper washing by spraying
homogeneous high pressure jet across the entire photovoltaic panel.
The system is calculated in accordance with the layout of the PV panels and with the meteo
statistics (precipitations) collected over the last years from Versailles and Bucharest. Also, the
system is in correlation with the needs of the photovoltaic panels:
• A thorough cleaning of the surface;
• Obturation as little as possible;
• Low energy consumption.
The principle is that the system will use a short burst of jet at high pressure and low volume of
water. This way, the system must have a low energy consumption, low water consumption and
a good cleaning after covering the entire surface of the panel with high pressure jet.

Fig. 5.3.3-9. An illustration of a PV washing system.
Source: http://www.maximizedsolar.com
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The system has the following components: a pump for pressure boosting, a rainwater reservoir
with the capacity of 1200L, pipes of high density polyethylene (HDPE), HDPE fittings, aluminum
nozzles, actuators, a distributor and filters.
Documentation such as datasheets, manuals can be found in:
Chapter #12 - Construction Specifications,
3 - System Installations,
2 - Plumbing,
3 - PV Washing System

PL-013

Plumbing: PV Washing System

PL-231

Plumbing: PV Washing System Isometric

5.3.3

Drawings related to the photovoltaic system can be found in Project Drawings #7:

5.3.3.5.2. Detailed information about system components
a. Pump
The pump is connected to the BMS system. In this way, the pump can be programmed
to wash the PV panels at any moment, whenever the owner wishes.
Noise (dB)

45

Color

Green

Flow (mc/h)

7.2

Flow (Lmin)

120

Head (m)

63

Max temperature of fluid (C)

40

Max electric power input (kW) 1.55
Max nominal current (A)

9.8

Max rotations (rpm)

3000

Aspiration connection (inch)

1

Delivery connection (inch)

1

Length (mm)

350

Producer

Dab

Series

E.SYBOX

Power supply (V/Hz)

220/50

Height (mm)

580

Width
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Fig. 5.3.3-10. Pump.
Source: http://www.romstal.ro
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Pump datasheet, manuals can be found in the construction specifications,
Chapter #12 - Construction Specifications,
3 - System Installations,
2 - Plumbing,
3 - PV Washing System

5.3.3

b. Rainwater reservoir.
The rainwater reservoir is custom made and calculated to support the rainfall capacity
for Versailles and Bucharest.
The calculations can be found at chapter: 5.3.3.3.5 Rain water circuit.
c. HDPE pipes and fittings.
This type of material is used in a large ranges of installations activities, one of them is
being the transportation of water. This type of material has many qualities, which include:
• excellent resistance to stress-cracking with high reliability in time on pressurized pipes;
• excellent chemical resistance, both to organic and inorganic agents;
• high protection from UV rays;
• insensitivity to electrochemical corrosion phenomena;
• good resistance to low temperatures;
• high flexibility;
• he optimal hydraulic characteristics can be maintained over time;
• very low roughness, which makes these tubes to be included in the category of smooth
tubes;
• the pipes can be combined simply and safely;
The diameters of the pipes will be from DN32 (the biggest) up to DN15. In general, the
fittings of this system will be from HDPE materials and, maybe, some aluminum reducers.
d. Aluminum nozzles
The aluminum nozzles used for Versailles are flat nozzles with compact jet.

Fig. 5.3.3-11. Compact jet
According to the placement of the photovoltaic panels, we have chosen nozzles with a
spray angle of 90º and 120º to cover with water all the surface of the panel.
The nozzles used are:
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Fig. 5.3.3-12. Nozzle type 610.567

Fig. 5.3.3-13. Nozzle type 610.567 technical details

5.3.3

• type 610.567 Q= 3.95 L/s; H= 1280mm; p= 5 bar; page 12 in the datasheet:

• type 612.446 / Q:1.98 L/s ; H=835mm; p=5 bar; page 14 in the datasheet:

Fig. 5.3.3-14. Nozzle type 612.446

Fig. 5.3.3-15. Nozzle type 612.446 technical details

Nozzle datasheet can be found in the construction specifications,
Chapter #12 - Construction Specifications,
3 - System Installations,
2 - Plumbing,
3 - PV Washing System
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5.3.3

The optimal type of nozzle is the one that has a side spray and opens only when it feels pressure.
This type of nozzle has the advantage that it can be mounted easier and also, it does not shade
other panels. For the prototype, due to sustainability and affordability reasons, this nozzle
being produced only for the US market, we will not use this particular type.

Fig. 5.3.3-16. Nozzle type for industrial version. Also called „side spray nozzle”.
Source: https://www.kiscosales.com
e. Actuators
There will be four actuators, each on one branch. These are design to work intermittently,
thereby allowing the water to circulate only on a section and carry out the washing process in
steps. The actuators are connected to the BMS system.
Length (mm)

101

Producer

Torro

Max flow (L/min)

114

Model

EZP-03-54

Max working pressure (bar) 10
Power supply (V/Hz)

24/50

Height (mm)

130

Width (mm)

75

Fig. 5.3.3-17. Actuators.
Source: http://www.romstal.ro
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f. Distributor
The system has been thought to wash the panels on segments. The main reason for this division
of the system is to reduce the cost of the pump, to dimension a much lower pump and, at the
same time, to have a high pressure at the consumer (respectively, the nozzle). This also includes
energy savings.
g. Filters
Filters are designed to protect system from impurities, especially the nozzles and the pump.

The system simulation and the calculations have been done using Epanet software. We will also
conduct a series of practical tests in order to ascertain if the cleaning is efficient and if it is in
accordance to our calculations.
The parameters set in Epanet software are:
• flow units in Ls;
• head loss formula used is D-W (Darcy-Weisbach); this is most theoretically correct. It
applies to all flow regimes and to all liquids. It is used to model pressurized flow under a broader
range of hydraulic conditions;
• length is read from the drawing PL-231 - Plumbing: PV Washing System
• diameter is calculated;
• roughness is set at value 0.1mm;
• elevation is determined from the architectural plans;

5.3.3

5.3.3.5.3. Calculations

The emitter coefficient was determined from the flow of the nozzle (Q) and the head calculated
(H). Formula is: a = Q / H
To determine the head, were taken into account the loss on the route (local, linear), the necessary
pressure at the consumer and the elevation.
To not dimension (unnecessarily) a large pump with a high power consumption and price
cost, it was proceeded to wash the PV panels in phases and so, the system was created in four
segments.

Fig. 5.3.3-18. The pressure of the most disadvantaged branch in mH2O.
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5.3.3.5.4. Installation and commissioning
Due to the HDPE material, the pipes are joined by compression. This will ensure a good fixing to
resist to pressure and mechanical efforts. They will be fixed to the ground.
The nozzles will be fixed to the panels with a clamp.
The pump will be placed on the ground floor. The pump will be connected to the system after
this is finished. Before connecting the pump to the power grid, the voltage will be checked to
ensure optimal parameters.
After all these steps, a pressure test will be conducted to check the resistance of the weldings
and the pipes.

5.3.3

5.3.3.5.5. Maintenance
The system has minimum maintenance requirements, a yearly inspection being sufficient.
Also, the pump can be ventilated once a year, without the need for advance technical skills or
knowledge.

5.3.3.5.6. Simulations
A

scenario

was

made

according

to

the

table

below:

Fig. 5.3.3-19. Weather statistics.
Source: www.myweather2.com
A scenario of system consumption was made. The time to wash one segment will be 30s (entire
installation - 30s * 4 = 120s). It was taken into account using the system two times a day and a
normal operation of the plant during winter (one wash per day). It was considered an average
power of the pump (0.75 kW), a pump that would raise pressure at 5 bars (at the nozzle).
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5.3.3

Fig. 5.3.3-20. Scenario - Power consumption per year.

5.3.3.5.7. Economic Analysis
It depends on the type of the nozzles, the arrangement of the system, the pump needed. Also,
the system economics depends on the quality and performance. Total cost can reach 1000€.
Regarding maintenance, a check-up of the system by authorized personnel (mainly the pump
and the actuators) can be applied once every three to five years. The cost of this would be
around 20 to 30€. Because of the simplicity of the operation, the cleaning of the filters, nozzles
can be done by the beneficiary at any time.
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5.3.4. Electrical System Design
In the following chapter we detail the electrical power supply, lighting system, general sockets,
circuit protections and the building management system.

5.3.4

Introduction
In the preparation of the electrical system is was taken in consideration the technical rules,
regulations and standards, including:
• Law nr. 10/1995 - [Law regarding quality in construction activities]
• I7 - 2011 - [Norm for designing, execution and explored electrical installation for buildings]
• P 118 – 1999 - [Norm concerning buildings fire protection]
• SR 234/08 – [Norm for electrical branch. General prescriptions]
The full list of the code that were taken into consideration you can find it in annex BUC_AN#7_
Design Approval Documents, file EFdeN Code Compliance.
All the cables used in electrical installation are halogen free and fire-retardant.
Documentation such as datasheets and certificates can be found in:
Chapter #12 - Project Specifications,
3 - System Installations,
4 - Electrical; 6 - Telecommunications & Building Automation
Datasheets, manuals, certificates and other documents can be found in the project specifications
annex, following the same structure as above.
Drawings related to the electrical and automation systems can be found in Project Drawings #7,
in the EL-XXX and BAS-XXX pages.

5.3.4.1. Electrical power supply
The electrical power needed by the EFdeN house and its appliances is provided by a single
phase supply of 230V / 50Hz. The power distribution is made by a main distribution board,
MDB, which is supplied with electricity from Solar Decathlon village network, as well as the
photovoltaic system. The box for MDB is Prisma Plus – G System surface mounted from Schneider
Electric which is compliant with IEC 60439-1. The door will be equipped with a handle without
barrel lock compliant with RoHS EUR.
The wiring will be mounted in metallic conduits. These will be surface-fixed in the technical
areas and hidden in the rest of the house, inside the technical ceiling. Due to the fact that the
house will be divided in several modules for transportation, the wiring system is designed so
that the cables will be stored in the technical ceiling in each module, and after the modules will
be assembled the cables will be connected using pluggable installation connectors.
For the individual branch we will use N2XH 3x16 mm2 copper cable and a circuit breaker with a
residual current device:
• MCB: Schneider Electric iC60 63A, 2P, 6kA breaking current, C curve;
• RCD: Schneider Electric Vigi iC60 63A, 300mA, 2P, S type.
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The wiring inside the house will be made using H07Z-U cables with copper conductors class
1 or class 2, according to SR CEI 60228, insulated by a coating of polyethylene with low smoke
emission and free halogen (LSHF), type HM4, according to HD 604. Technical data is available in
Chapter #12, 3.4.5 – Cables & Wiring Systems, as well as in the project specifications annex.
The main distribution board datasheet can be found in Chapter #12, 3.4.1 – Electrical Panels.
A complete documentation, including manuals can be found in the project specifications
annex, 3.4.1 - Electrical Panels.

Protection against direct contact
Protection selection was made taking into consideration the regulations, in particular regarding
the isolation of the active parts.
Protection against indirect contact
This protection is ensured by the direct connection of all the masses to earth and the use of
equipment with automatic cut, that in this project will be differential switches with residual
currents of medium sensitivity (30mA) and high sensitivity (10mA) in the situations that are
advised or required (all the bathroom circuit). A 300mA sensitivity residual current device will
be used for the general breaker.

5.3.4

5.3.4.2. Protection

The document containing calculation for protection devices is attached in the calculation
annex BUC_AN#7_CALCULATIONS, file 05.3.4-01, Electrical Circuits Calculation.
Applied protection indices
The protective indices of various equipment must be suitable for the environment that are
located, usually indicated in the technical specifications and should be selected according to
the service conditions and external influences.
In exterior we have chosen a higher protection, IP67, due to the conditions and the higher risk
of an accident. In bathrooms and technical room first floor the protection, IP44, is higher than
the general areas due to the humidity which is also higher. In the remaining areas such as,
living, bedrooms, kitchen, is no need for extra protection, value will be IP20.
Destination
Exterior
Bathrooms
Technical room ground floor
Technical room first floor
Remaining areas
Electric box

IP value
IP 67
IP 44
IP 30
IP 44
IP 20
IP 30

The protection devices datasheets can be found in Chapter #12, 3.4.2 – Electrical Panel
Components. A complete documentation, including manuals can be found in the project
specifications annex, 3.4.2 - Electrical Panel Components.
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5.3.4.3. Lighting
We will provide electricity by single phase circuits in H07Z-U 3x1.5mm2 copper cables, insulation
class 1, with LSHF polyethylene coating, mounted in flexible metallic conduit.
The document containing calculation for lighting conductors section is attached in the
calculation annex BUC_AN#7_CALCULATIONS, file 05.3.4-01, Electrical Circuits Calculation.

5.3.4

In order to obtain the necessary lighting levels with minimum consumption, LED light sources
will be used for the interior artificial lighting and the exterior artificial lighting, normal or
waterproof, recessed or apparent, depending on the room destination.
There are a large variety of luminaires such as:
• Surface mounted: Perluce LED round and rectangular shaped, Round bulkhead luminaire
(Leopard), and some others luminaires handmade by our interior designers;
• Recessed mounted: MICROS-C round shaped;
• Suspended equipped with LED light sources: LED Globe, LEDON high power LED bulb;
The smart wall switches (pushbuttons) will communicate with the lighting system by the
automation ensemble which runs with KNX.
Lighting fixtures datasheets are available in Chapter #12, 3.4.3 – Lighting Fixtures, as well as
in the project specifications annex.

5.3.4.4. General sockets
Plugs for general and for specific equipment’s will be installed in the locations marked in the
drawings, supplied by the main distribution board, so that the number and position satisfies
the operation conditions. We will install several plug circuits, with the routes indicated in the
drawings and with the characteristics indicated in the one-line diagram of the main distribution
board.
TV sockets are added in bedrooms. An internet connection will be provided by router which
will spread the signal in the house. For telephone communication we will use a wireless
transmission which will generate in all the house telecommunication signal (DECT - Digital
Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications)
The plugs circuits will be connected by cables with section no less than 2.5 mm2 H07Z-U made of
copper cables, insulation class 1, with LSHF polyethylene coating, mounted in flexible metallic
conduit.
The document containing calculation for general sockets conductors section is attached in the
calculation annex BUC_AN#7_CALCULATIONS, file 05.3.4-01, Electrical Circuits Calculation.
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In order to be compliant with French standard, the plugs will be installed at convenient height,
such as:
• 0.2 meters above the floor in the living and bedroom areas;
• 0.3 meters above the floor in the technical areas;
• 1.5 meters above the floor in bathroom areas;

The Building Management System, BMS in short, represents the system which is implemented
to make the inhabitant’s life easier and help optimize consumption. By putting together a large
variety of sensors, actuators and a central control unit, the BMS will be able to monitor many
parameters at short intervals of time, synthesize all incoming data, take decisions according to
algorithms and user-defined parameters and actuate different household elements in order
to make the most comfortable environment possible with the least amount of energy, making
sure almost none is wasted.
The BMS would be controlled by the user through a human-machine interface where the
indoor environment quality parameters such as temperature, CO2 level or luminosity can be
set. The BMS would then try to achieve the goal specified by the user, following an artificial
intelligence technique, which is based on previous learning and then, decision making. In the
learning phase the BMS would acquire knowledge, by making series of uninstructed decisions
and being informed whether the outcome is right or wrong. This way, over a long period of
time, the BMS will learn what is wrong and what is right when it has to deal with user requests.

5.3.4

5.3.4.5. Building Management System

In the second phase, whenever a user makes a certain requests in terms of temperature,
luminosity or other quality parameters, the BMS will follow its learned rules and control the
actuators to obtain the desired effect.
The Building Management System has 4 main levels:

Fig. 5.3.4-1
•
•

Physical level contains sensors (temperature, humidity, CO2, light luminance level) and
actuators, used for controlling the ventilation system or the light intensity;
Mediation level, collects data from all sources/sensors and decode/encode in order to
prepare the input for main processing unit;
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•
•

Cloud level, is actually the main processing unit, which runs all the logic and computations
on the input data. It hosts databases and web services layers, processes data using a
programmed algorithms and generates output for user end applications.
Front end level, meaning HMI (Human Machine Interface) which offers connectivity to a
communication protocol stack, such as TCP/IP in order to offer a high level of control to
the user. This level is represented by mobile/web applications which displays the interface
presenting reports about sensors activity and status.

5.3.4

The web service comes with a password based authentication system which allows users to
access their information with a simple login, from any compatible device.
The area of compatibility could be extended using web interfaces and actual common libraries
which facilitate the development of cross platform applications.
The advantages of a cross platform application are:
• more requests and processes to server => less ressources requirements for the device
• compatibility between software platforms is translated to compatibility between device
and web services
The BMS system has a link with the other house systems (plumbing, HVAC, electrical,
photovoltaic) with the help of inputs and outputs, analogue and digital.

a. Plumbing system

Fig. 5.3.4-2

The plumbing system will have some of its components controlled by sensor and actuators, in
order to create an efficient and reliable system.
Sensors:
• Level indicators: used for showing water levels in grey water tank, fresh water tank and rain
water tank;
• Rain sensor: used for scheduling irrigation and photovoltaic system cleaning programs;
b. HVAC system
With the help of various sensors we are monitoring the air quality, both inside and outside. To
be able to reach the chosen parameters by the user, grilles and valves will be controlled.
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c. Electrical
The light intensity in the environment will be monitored by light intensity sensors and will give
feedback to dimming ballasts, in order to maintain a constant light level throughout the day.
Another important feature is the automatic shutdown of the electric hob and oven. In case a
fire breaks out, a differential temperature detector will trigger the emergency and immediately
the central control unit shuts down electrical power to the stove and oven, while the user is
given a message/call to be made aware of the situation.
The general electric meter is monitored, to be able to indicate the consumed electric energy.
Additional meters are used to record consumption from different types of consumers.
Sensors:
• Light dimmers: Used for maintaining a light level according to inhabitants presents in a
certain area.
• Human presence sensor: used to detect presence in a certain area in order to command the
lightings to turn on and off;
• Photometer: which is used for measuring light intensity on work plan to ensure correct light
level;
• Wind sensor: to control the shading system;
• Smoke sensor: used to ensure safety against fire and to break any electrical connection if
smoke is detected;
• General electric meters: used to register electric energy consumption, electric energy
production and energy injected into grid. With those data it can make an electric energy
balance during certain periods;
• Additional electric meters: used to record electric energy consumption of various consumers:
electrical, HVAC, plumbing, lighting, power, BMS, etc.

5.3.4

Sensors:
• Temperature: Used for measuring interior air temperature, exterior air temperature, in order
to command the heat pump to start or to stop;
• CO2 : Used for measuring CO2 concentration in order to command the heat recovery unit to
supply with fresh air;
• Humidity: Used for measuring interior air humidity level in order to command the desiccant
system to start;
• Facade temperature: in order to record data and used it as research in developing new
designs;

Building Management System components datasheets can be found in Chapter #12, 3.6 –
Telecommunication & Building Automation:
• 3.6.1 - KNX Control: system devices, gateways and actuating devices;
• 3.6.2 - KNX Sensors: ambiental, movement, weather station;
• 3.6.3 - KNX Terminal devices: pushbuttons;
• 3.6.4 - TWIDO: data acquisition for facade temperature sensors;
• 3.6.5 - Other Sensors: temperature, water-level;
• 3.6.6 - Telecommunication terminal devices;
• 3.6.7 - Cables.
A complete documentation, including manuals can be found in the project specifications
annex, 3.4.6 - Telecommunication & Building Automation.
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5.3.5. Photovoltaic System Design
5.3.5.1. System description

5.3.5

The photovoltaic system is dimensioned in accordance with the consumption of the house
so that the price of the house would be accessible, while still being efficient.

Fig. 5.3.5-1. Photovoltaic System Diagram
The system has two components:
•

Energy generation;

• Energy storage.
Polycrystalline photovoltaic modules transform the solar radiation into direct current
electrical energy, which is transformed into alternative current by the string inverter. These
modules are mounted on the terrace, with a 5° slope, S-oriented for local context and S-W
oriented, 68° azimuth, during the competition.
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The technology of the PV modules is chosen to satisfy not only the electrical energy
consumption of the house, but also:
•

The financial factors, such as initial cost and investment payback time;

•
•

Easy maintenance;
Sustainability factors, for instance resource usage, CO2 emissions, energy use,
transportation, waste prevention;

consumers becomes more common, load spikes in the national grid will be greatly reduced.
In case the energy generated by the photovoltaic modules isn’t enough for the consumer loads,
the storage system will assist, and only when the storage system is discharged the loads will
consume energy from the grid.

5.3.5

The system is grid connected with battery storage. The battery bank accumulates excess
energy generated by the photovoltaic system and stores it to be used at night or when there
is an energy demand. In case of grid failure, the house will not have its electrical supply
cut off, ensuring an electrical autonomy. If the usage of an energy storage system among

Documentation such as datasheets and certificates can be found in:
Chapter #12 - Project Specifications,
3 - System Installations,
5 - Solar systems - Photovoltaic and Thermal,
1 - Photovoltaic System.
Datasheets, manuals, certificates and other documents can be found in the project
specifications annex, following the same structure as above.
Drawings related to the photovoltaic system can be found in Project Drawings #7:
PV-001
PV-002
PV-003
PV-004
PV-005
PV-006
PV-007
PV-008
PV-011
PV-012
PV-013
PV-014
PV-015
PV-021
PV-031

Photovoltaic System: General
Photovoltaic System: Terrace plan
Photovoltaic System: Longitudinal section
Photovoltaic System: Electrical room plan
Photovoltaic System: Electrical room elevation
Photovoltaic System: Mounting system String #1
Photovoltaic System: Mounting system String #2
Photovoltaic System: Mounting system details
DC Circuits: Diagram
DC Circuits: DC Disconnect Box
DC Circuits: Storage System
DC Circuits: String #1 detail
DC Circuits: String #2 detail
AC Circuits: Diagram
Grounding System
Table 5.3.5-1 – Photovoltaic System Drawings
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5.3.5.2. Detailed information of system components
a. Modules

5.3.5

Manufacturer
S-ENERGY
Model
SM-250PC8
Type
polycrystalline
Module size - Length
mm
1665
Module size - Width
mm
999
Module size - Depth
mm
50
2
STC (Standard Test Conditions): (1000 W/m , AM 1.5, 25°C Cell Temperature)
Maximum Power (PMAX)

Wp

250

Voltage at PMAX (VMPP)

V

30.8

Current at PMAX (IMPP)

A

8.14

Short-circuit Current (ISC)

A

8.67

Open-circuit Voltage (VOC)

V

37.5

Efficiency

%

15.03

Temperature Coefficient (TC) of ISC

%/°C

+0.052

Temperature Coefficient (TC) of VOC

%/°C

-0.312

Temperature Coefficient (TC) of PMPP

%/°C

-0.429

Table 5.3.5-2 – Photovoltaic Module Technical Specifications

Fig. 5.3.5-2. S-ENERGY photovoltaic panel
Source: www.s-energy.com
Photovoltaic module datasheet and certificates can be found in Chapter #12, 3.5.1.1 –
Photovoltaic module. A complete documentation, including manuals can be found in the
project specifications annex, 3.5.1.1 - Photovoltaic Module.
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Manufacturer
Schneider Electric
Model
Conext RL 5000E-S
Max. DC power (@ cos φ= 1)
W
5300
Max. DC voltage
V
550
MPP voltage range
V
180-500
Max. input current per MPPT
A
18
Number of independent MPPT inputs
2
AC nominal power (@ 230 V, 50 Hz)
VA
5000
Nominal AC voltage / range
V
230, single phase
Max. output current
A
23.2
AC grid frequency; range
Hz
50 / 45…65
Max. efficiency / Euro-eta
%
97.5 / 97
Safety class / overvoltage category
I / III
Galvanic isolation
Transformerless
Cooling
Natural convection
Degree of protection
IP 65
Table 5.3.5-3 – String Inverter Technical Specifications

5.3.5

b. String inverter

Fig. 5.3.5-3. Schneider String Inverter
Source: www.schneider-electric.com
String inverter datasheet and certificates can be found in Chapter #12, 3.5.1.2 – String Inverter.
A complete documentation, including manuals can be found in the project specifications
annex, 3.5.1.2 – String Inverter.

c. Battery Inverter

Manufacturer
Schneider Electric
Model
Conext XW4548 230 50
Operation on the utility grid
Rated voltage / AC voltage range
V
230 / 165…280
Rated frequency / permissible frequency range
Hz
50 / 40…68
Output power
VA
4500
Output current
A
19.6
Battery DC input
Rated input voltage / DC voltage range
V
50.4 / 40…64
Maximum battery charging current / DC rated
A
96 / 85
charging current
Efficiency
95.6%
Degree of protection
IP20
Table 5.3.5-4 – Battery Inverter Technical Specifications
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5.3.5

Fig. 5.3.5-4. Schneider Battery Inverter
Source: www.schneider-electric.com
Battery inverter datasheet and certificates can be found in Chapter #12, 3.5.1.3 – Battery
Inverter. A complete documentation, including manuals can be found in the project
specifications annex, 3.5.1.3 – Battery Inverter.

d. Battery Bank
VICTRON ENERGY
BAT412121100
VRLA Gel
Ah
120
Ah
113
Ah
104
V
12
4
Series
V
48
Ah
104
Wh
4992
Table 5.3.5-5 – Battery Bank Technical Specifications

Manufacturer
Model
Battery type
Battery capacity (C20)
Battery capacity (C10)
Battery capacity (C5)
Nominal voltage
Total number of batteries
Connection
Storage system voltage
Storage system capacity (C5)

Fig. 5.3.5-5. VICTRON ENERGY Battery
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Battery datasheet, material safety datasheets and certificates can be found in Chapter #12,
3.5.1.4 – Batteries. A complete documentation, including dimensions can be found in the
project specifications annex, 3.5.1.4 – Batteries.

e. Wiring
We will use solar cables with 4mm2 cross section to minimize the voltage drop / power loss.
Fig. 5.3.5-6. Kabtek solar cable

These solar cables will be assembled with MC4 connectors (from Multi-Contact).

5.3.5

Source: www.kabtek.com

Fig. 5.3.5-7. Multi-Contact connectors
Source: www.multi-contact.com
We will use 1x70 mm2 H07Z-R conductor (black – DC+ ; blue – DC- ) between batteries, battery
fuse protection and battery inverter.
Between the main distribution panel, string inverter and battery inverter 3x 6 mm2 H07Z-U
conductors (black – phase; blue – neutral; green/yellow – protective earth) will be used.
Datasheets and certificates can be found in Chapter #12, 3.5.1.5 - Cables & Grounding. This
information can be found in the project specifications annex, 3.5.1.5 - Cables & Grounding as
well.

f. Protections and earthing
All systems must be earthed by connection to a grounding provided by SDE Organization. All
photovoltaic systems are earthed by protective conductors.
Standard transformer-less inverters provide no electrical isolation from the grid, therefore it is
not possible to ground the PV generator, because otherwise the PV generator would be shortcircuited over the inverter in the corresponding switching state.
DC Protection (DC Disconnect Box):
• DC string circuit-breaker;
• 16A rated current, 800 VDC, 2P, C curve;
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5.3.5

• Schneider C60PV-DC, product code A9N61651
• DC switch disconnector
• 20A rated operational current, 1000 VDC, 2P
• Schneider C60NA-DC, product code A9N61690
• Surge Protection Device, type 2
• 15kA rated, 1000 VDC, 2P
• Schneider iPRD-DC 40r 1000 PV, product code A9L16436
• Schneider cartridge C neutral PV, 600 VDC, product code A9L16690
• Schneider cartridge C-40 1000 PV, 1000 VDC, product code A9L16692
• Tripping release
• Shunt trip release with OC contact
• Schneider MX + OF, product code A9N26946
• Emergency cut-off device
• Emergency switching off pushbutton, turn to release
• 1 NO + 1 NC, Ø 40mm
• Schneider Harmony XB4, product code XB4BS8445
• Enclosure, 24 modules, 2 rows of 12 modules each, 3 interface openings
• WxHxD: 448x460x160 [mm]
• Schneider Kaedra, product code 13991
Datasheets and certificates of the DC Disconnect Box can be found in Chapter #12, 3.5.1.6 –
DC Protections. A complete documentation can be found in the project specifications annex,
3.5.1.6 – DC Protections.

Fig. 5.3.5-8. DC Disconnect Box
Source: www.schneider-electric.com
Battery Fuse Protection:
Fuse switch disconnector:
• DIN NH000, 160A, 3P
• Schneider ISFT-160, product code 49803
• Fuse links
• NH00, 100A, 500 VAC / 220 VDC
• Schneider DF gG fuses, product code DF2FGN100
Datasheets and certificates can be found in Chapter #12, 3.5.1.7 – Battery Protections.
A complete documentation can be found in the project specifications annex, 3.5.1.7 – Battery
Protections.
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AC Protection (AC Disconnect Box):
• Miniature Circuit Breaker protection (MCB)
• 32A rated current, 6kA breaking capacity, C curve, 1P+N
• Schneider iDPN N, product code A9N21560
• Residual Current Device (RCD)
• 40A rated current, 30mA residual current, AC earth leakage class, 1P+N
• Schneider Vigi iDPN, product code A9N21683
• Tripping release
• Shunt trip release with OC contact
• Schneider MX + OF, product code A9N26946
• Emergency cut-off device
• Emergency switching off pushbutton, turn to release
• 1 NO + 1 NC, Ø 40mm
• Schneider Harmony XB4, product code XB4BS8445
• Enclosure, 12 modules, 1 interface opening
• WxHxD: 448x280x160 [mm]
• Schneider Kaedra, product code 13990

5.3.5

Fig. 5.3.5-9. Fuse switch disconnect
Sources: www.schneider-electric.com

Datasheets and certificates of the DC Disconnect Box can be found in Chapter #12, 3.5.1.8 –
AC Protections. A complete documentation can be found in the project specifications annex,
3.5.1.8 – AC Protections.

Fig. 5.3.5-10. AC Disconnect Box
Source: www.schneider-electric.com
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Inverter protections:
• Automatic built-in DC-disconnect on the string inverter;
• Residual monitoring unit (RCMU) integrated in the string inverter;

5.3.5

Grounding cable – H07Z-U (green/yellow):
• 6 mm2 cable between photovoltaic panel frame and metallic mounting structure;
• 6 mm2 cable between metallic mounting structure and equipotential bonding bar;
• 6 mm2 protective earth for the string inverter;
• 6 mm2 cable between string inverter and equipotential bonding bar (chassis grounding);
• 6 mm2 protective earth for the battery inverter;
• 10 mm2 cable between battery inverter and equipotential bonding bar (chassis grounding);
• 10 mm2 cable between battery bank negative and equipotential bonding bar;
Equipotential bonding bar and grounding cable specifications can be found in Chapter #12,
3.5.1.5 - Cables & Grounding. This information can be found in the project specifications
annex, 3.5.1.5 - Cables & Grounding as well.

Fig. 5.3.5-11. Equipotential bonding bar
Source: www.obo-bettermann.com

5.3.5.3. Calculations
a. System sizing
In order to design our photovoltaic system, we must determine how many strings and how
many modules we need.
We have three steps to take into consideration:
• voltage dimensioning for maximum inverter voltage to determine maximum number of
modules per string;
• voltage dimensioning for inverter minimum power point (MPP) voltage to determine
minimum number of modules per string;
• current dimensioning for maximum inverter current to determine maximum number of
strings;
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Maximum number of modules per string:

n max =

V DC - max(inverter)
V OC - 20 C(module)
o

From the inverter datasheet:

V DC - max = 550V

From the photovoltaic module datasheet:

VOC STC = 37.5V

VOC - 20cC = VOC STC $ !1 + Q- 20cC - TSTCV $ K V $
K V =- 0.312%/cC (photovoltaic module datasheet)
TSTC = 25cC (standard testing conditions temperature)
T =- 20cC (minimum photovoltaic panel temperature during operation)
OC

OC

5.3.5

The maximum open-circuit voltage for a photovoltaic module will be:

VOC - 20cC = 37.5V $ [1 + (- 20cC - 25cC) $ - 0.312% cC] = 42.765V
n max = 550V 42.765V = 12.861
Which means we can use a maximum of 12 photovoltaic modules per string.
Minimum number of modules per string:

V
n min = V MPP min(inverter)
MPP 70cC(module)

From the inverter datasheet:

V MPP - min = 180V

From the photovoltaic module datasheet:

V MPP STC = 30.8V

The minimum MPP voltage for a photovoltaic module will be:

V MPP 70cC = V MPP STC $ [1 + (70cC - TSTC) $ K P ]
K P =- 0.429 % cC (photovoltaic module datasheet)
TSTC = 25cC (standard testing conditions temperature)
T = 70cC (maximum photovoltaic panel temperature during operation)
MP P

MP P
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V MPP 70cC = 30.8V $ [1 + (70cC - 25cC) $ - 0.429% cC] = 26.175V
n min = 180V 26.175V = 6.877 ,

Which means we can use a minimum of 7 photovoltaic modules per string.
Maximum number of strings:

I
n strings = Imax inverter
SC 70cC

From the photovoltaic module datasheet:

5.3.5

I SC STC = 8.67A

The inverter has two inputs:

I DC - max = 18A , per input

The maximum short-circuit current through the string will be:

I SC 70cC = I SC STC $ [1 + (70cC - TSTC) $ K I ]
K I = 0.052% cC (photovoltaic module datasheet)
TSTC = 25cC (standard testing conditions temperature)
T = 70cC (usual operating temperature during summer)
SC

SC

I SC 70cC = 8.67A $ [1 + (70cC - 25cC) $ 0.052% cC] = 8.83A
I SC 70cC Q= 8.83AV 1 I DC - max Q= 18AV,

The inverter is protected:

so we can easily have a string on each input.

If we take into consideration the inverter power (5300 Wp) and Rule 7.3.d) photovoltaic
installation limitation (5000 Wp), we can have a maximum of:

n PV = 5000Wp 250Wp = 20 photovoltaic modules connected to the house during

the competition.

During the competition, we’ll have two strings:
• string #1 : 10 photovoltaic panels, 2500 Wp,

VOC - 20cCstring#1 = 427.65V
•

string #2 : 10 photovoltaic panels, 2500 Wp,

VOC - 20cCstring#2 = 427.65V
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In local context, the system will be as follows:
• string #1 : 12 photovoltaic panels, 3000 Wp,

VOC - 20cCstring#1 = 513.18V
•

string #2 : 10 photovoltaic panels, 2500 Wp,

VOC - 20cCstring#2 = 427.65V

b. Calculating the voltage-drop

o

5.3.5

2

t Cu = 23 $ 10 -9 X $ m = 23 $ 10 -3 X $ mmm (copper resistivity)
t$2$L
R=
S , where S = cable section and L = cable length
DC cable calculation

R DC $ I MPP $ 100%
DV DC [%] = V
MPP - string
I MPP = 8.14A , V MPP - string = N $ 30.8V
R DC = R C + R SP + R PI
RC = contact resistance
RSP = cable resistance (between string and string box)
RPI = cable resistance (between string box and inverter)
String #1 during competition

R C = 3.85mX
N C = 11 (number of photovoltaic modules per string + 1)
R contact = 0.35mX (from connector datasheet)
R c = N C $ R contact = 11 $ 0.35mX = 3.85mX
R SP = 138mX
S = 4mm 2 (solar cable datasheet)
L = 24m (length between string

box and photovoltaic modules – both positive and
negative cables are taken into account)
2
t Cu $ L
mm
-3
R SP = S = 23 $ 10 X $ m $ 24m 2 = 138mX
4mm
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R PI = 11.5mX
S = 4mm 2 (solar cable datasheet)
L = 2m (length between string box and inverter – indoor – both positive and negative

cables are taken into account)

5.3.5

R PI =

2
t Cu $ L
2m = 11.5mX
= 23 $ 10 -3 X $ mm
$
m 4mm 2
S

R DC = R C + R SP + R PI = 153.35mX
$ 8.14A $ 100% = 0.405%
DV DC [%] = VR DC $ I MPP $ 100% = 0.15335X
10 $ 30.8V
MPP - string#1
String #1 for local context

R C = 3.85mX
N C = 13 (number of photovoltaic modules per string + 1)
R contact = 0.35mX (from connector datasheet)
R C = N C $ R contact = 13 $ 0.35mX = 4.55mX
R SP = 138mX
S = 4mm 2 (solar cable datasheet)
L = 24m (length between string

box and photovoltaic modules – both positive and
negative cables are taken into account)
2
t Cu $ L
mm
-3
R SP = S = 23 $ 10 X $ m $ 24m 2 = 138mX
4mm

R PI = 11.5mX
S = 4mm 2 (solar cable datasheet)
L = 2m (length between string box and inverter – indoor – both positive and negative

cables are taken into account)

2
t Cu $ L
mm
-3
R PI = S = 23 $ 10 X $ m $ 2m 2 = 11.5mX
4mm

R DC = R C + R SP + R PI = 154.05mX
$ 8.14A $ 100% = 0.339%
DV DC [%] = VR DC $ I MPP $ 100% = 0.15405X
12 $ 30.8V
MPP - string#1
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String #2 during competition and for local context

R SP = 74.75mX
S = 4mm 2 (solar cable datasheet)
L = 13m (length between string

box and photovoltaic modules – both positive and
negative cables are taken into account)

R SP =

2
t Cu $ L
13m = 74.75mX
= 23 $ 10 -3 X $ mm
$
m
S
4mm 2

5.3.5

R C = 3.85mX
N C = 11 (number of photovoltaic modules per string + 1)
R contact = 0.35mX (from connector datasheet)
R c = N C $ R contact = 11 $ 0.35mX = 3.85mX

R PI = 11.5mX
S = 4mm 2 (solar cable datasheet)
L = 2m (length between string box and inverter – indoor – both positive and negative

cables are taken into account)

R PI =

2
t Cu $ L
2m = 11.5mX
= 23 $ 10 -3 X $ mm
$
m 4mm 2
S

R DC = R C + R SP + R PI = 90.1mX
R $I
$ 8.14A $ 100% = 0.238%
DV DC [%] = V DC MPP $ 100% = 0.0901X
10 $ 30.8V
MPP - string#2
o

Battery cable calculation

DV DC - bat [%] =

R bat $ I charge
$ 100%
V

V DC - bat = 48V
I charge = 85A
S = 70mm 2 (H07Z-R conductor)
L = 1m (length between battery bank and inverter – both positive and negative cables are

taken into account)
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2
t Cu $ L
1m = 0.33mX
= 23 $ 10 -3 X mm
$
m 70mm 2
S
R bat $ I charge
DV DC - bat [%] =
$ 100% = 0.00033X $ 85A $ 100% = 0.058%
V
48V

R bat =

5.3.5

o

AC cable calculation (string inverter)

DV AC [%] = R ACV$ I max $ 100%
V = 230V
S = 6mm 2 (H07Z-U conductors)
L = 5m (length between string inverter and main distribution board)
P max - invertor = 5000W = 21.74A
V
230V
2
t Cu $ L
mm
-3
=
=
23 $ 10 X m $ 2 $ 5m2 = 30.3mX
R AC
S
6mm
$I
$ 21.74A $ 100% = 0.362%
DV AC [%] = R ACV max $ 100% = 0.0383X
230V
I max =

o

AC cable calculation (battery inverter)

DV AC [%] = R ACV$ I max $ 100%
V = 230V
S = 6mm 2 (H07Z-U conductors)
L = 5m (length between battery inverter and main distribution board)
P max - batinvertor = 4500W = 19.57A
V
230V
2
t Cu $ L
mm
-3
R AC = S = 23 $ 10 X m $ 2 $ 5m2 = 30.3mX
6mm
$ 19.57A $ 100% = 0.326%
DV AC [%] = R ACV$ I max $ 100% = 0.0383X
230V
I max =
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c. Battery bank requirements
Battery bank ventilation requirements
Battery rooms must be vented acc. to EN 50272-2 in order to dilute gas (hydrogen and oxygen)
evolved with charging and discharging and to avoid explosions. According to EN 50272-2, the
minimum air flow rate for ventilation of a battery location or compartment shall be calculated
by the following formula:

Q = 0.05 $ n $ I gas $ C rt $ 10 -3 #mh &

With n = number of cells
Igas = [mA/Ah] relevant for calculation
Crt = capacity C10 for lead acid cells (Ah), Uf = 1.80 V/cell at 20 °C
From battery datasheet:
n = 6 cells/battery • 4 batteries = 24
Crt = 113Ah

5.3.5

3

Igas acc. to EN 50272-2 for IU- and U-charging depending on operation and lead acid battery
type (up to 40° C operating temperature):
Igas = 8 (VRLA - boost charging)
With natural ventilation (air convection) the minimum inlet and outlet area is calculated as
follows:

A $ 28 $ Q [cm²] (Air convection speed ≥ 0.1 m/s)

VRLA - boost charging:

Q = 0.05 $ 24 $ 8 $ 113 $ 10 -3 = 1.085 m 3 h
A $ 28 $ Q = 30.38cm 2

Close vicinity to the battery bank
According to EN 50272-2, in the close vicinity of the battery the dilution of explosive gases
is not always secured. Therefore a safety distance extending through air must be observed
within which sparking or glowing devices (max. surface temperature 300 °C) are prohibited.
The dispersion of explosive gas depends on the gas release rate and the ventilation close to
the source of release. For calculation of the safety distance d from the source of release the
following formula applies assuming a hemispherical dispersal of gas.

d = 28.8 $ 3 N $ 3 I gas $ 3 C rt [mm]
VRLA boost charging:

d = 28.8 $ 1.82 $ 2 $ 4.835 = 506mm
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The recommended minimum distance between blocs (of VRLA type) is 10 mm. At least 5mm are
requested acc. to EN 50272-2 (at the largest dimension). Thus, in order to allow heat dissipation,
we’ve chosen 10mm minimum distance between batteries.

d. Protection calculations
o

Protection calculations (DC)

5.3.5

• protection against electric shock
Solar cables are 1800VDC rated, while the VOC is maximum 513.18 VDC.
• protection against reverse currents
Diodes in the photovoltaic module junction box. (photovoltaic module datasheet – 3.5.1.1)
• protection against over-currents
According to national regulations (I7/2011 - “Normativ pentru proiectarea, executia si
exploatarea instalatiilor electrice aferente cladirilor” / “Standard for the design, construction and
operation of electrical installations related to buildings”), a cable with 4mm2 section, protected
by conduit, can withstand up to 31 Amps.

I cable $ 1.25 $ I sc - STC ; 31A $ 1.25 $ 8.67A = 10.84A

(solar cable datasheet – 3.5.1.5)

I MCB - DC $ 1.25 $ I sc - STC ; 16A $ 1.25 $ 8.67A = 10.84A

(DC miniature circuit breaker datasheet – 3.5.1.6)
• protection against over-voltage (surge protection)
The first measure of protection is equipotential bonding by grounding metal parts and
conductors to create equal potential at all points in the installed system.
The second measure of protection is by surge protection devices (SPDs).
Nk < 25 for Versailles
30 < Nk < 35 for Bucharest
As we have a house supplied from the solar village, we can assume that for Bucharest (worst
case scenario), according to Table 2 from UTE C15-712-1, type 2 SPD are recommended for DC.

F PV = N k $ (1 + {+ d)

φ = 1 (according to table 3)
δ = 0 (according to table 4 - surrounded by structures)

F PV = 35 $ (1 + 1 + 0) = 70
Table 5 indicates that we need I n $ 10kA
U c $ 1.2 $ UOC - STC = 1.2 $ 12 $ 42.765V = 615.82V DC
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The chosen SPD protection (datasheet – 3.5.1.6) has

I n = 15kA and U C = 1000V DC .

Because the distance between the PV generators and the inverter is less than 30 meters, we can
use only one surge protection device.
- isolation switching and control
The switch disconnector (datasheet – 3.5.1.6) is 1000VDC rated, while the VOC is maximum 513.18
VDC. Also, it can withstand an operational current up to 20A @1000VDC or 50A @700VDC .
Protection calculations (battery)

• protection against over-currents
According to national regulations (I7/2011 - “Normativ pentru proiectarea, executia si
exploatarea instalatiilor electrice aferente cladirilor” / “Standard for the design, construction
and operation of electrical installations related to buildings”), a cable with 70mm2 section,
protected by conduit, can withstand up to 192 Amps, while the battery cable manufacturer
(datasheet – 3.5.1.5) recommends up to 151 Amps.

5.3.5

o

I cable $ 1.25 $ I charge - max ; 151A $ 1.25 $ 85A = 106.25A

The fuse disconnector (datasheet – 3.5.1.7) can withstand an operational current up to 160A
@125VDC , while the maximum charging current supplied by the inverter is 85 Amps.
• isolation switching and control
This is done with the fuse disconnector (datasheet – 3.5.1.7). It is 440VDC rated, while the voltage
of the battery bank is 48V.
o

Protection calculations (AC)

• protection against electric shock
Cables are 600VAC rated, while the system voltage is at 230VAC.
• protection against direct and indirect contact
Residual current device (RCD), 40A rated, type AC, with a tripping current of 30mA. (datasheet
– 3.5.1.8)
• protection against over-currents
According to national regulations (I7/2011 - “Normativ pentru proiectarea, executia si
exploatarea instalatiilor electrice aferente cladirilor” / “Standard for the design, construction and
operation of electrical installations related to buildings”), a cable with 6mm2 section, protected
by conduit, can withstand up to 34 Amps.

I cable $ I MCB - AC $ 1.25 $ I inverter ; 34A $ 32A $ 1.25 $ 21.74A = 27.175A

We need a 32A over-current protection, made with a miniature circuit breaker, 32A rated, C
curve. (cable datasheet – 3.5.1.5, MCB datasheet – 3.5.1.8)
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• protection against over-voltage (surge protection)
The first measure of protection is equipotential bonding by grounding metal parts and
conductors to create equal potential at all points in the installed system.
The second measure of protection is by surge protection devices (SPDs). According to Table 2
from UTE C15-712-1, type 2 SPD are mandatory for AC.
As previously indicated, we require

I n $ 10kA

The chosen SPD protection (datasheet – 3.5.1.8) has

I n = 15kA and U P = 1.4kV type 2

5.3.5

• isolation switching and control
The miniature circuit breaker (datasheet – 3.5.1.8) is used as an isolation device.

5.3.5.4. Installation and commissioning
a. Mounting structure
•
•

must correspond to the necessary statics and the local snow and wind loads;
must ensure that no mechanical stresses (e.g. caused by vibrations, twisting or expansion)
are generated on the module;
• must have at least 120 mm of air space are between module back side and the outer surface
of the terrace to allow for sufficient ventilation;
• must ensure long term stability;
• must not give rise to galvanic corrosion in case of direct metal contact (i.e. grounding lead,
screws, washers, etc.);
• must allow for strain-free expansion and contraction due to natural ambient temperature
variations.
More information can be found in the project specifications annex, 3.5.1.9 – Mounting
Structure.

b. Photovoltaic modules
With the point support, the module must not have contact with the sub-construction. The
module glass must not have contact to under-construction at any time.
The module must be installed in such a way that the junction box is positioned in the side area
of the module and the wires hang downwards. Drainage must remain open to prevent water
freezing.
The requirements to ensure a long-term stability of the photovoltaic modules:
• The module cannot bend or twist more than 3 mm/m (without additional load such as
wind, snow, etc.). That means that the difference between two points of the module must
not exceed 3 mm/m;
• Position the modules planar;
• Use all fastening points and avoid direct contact between the glass and metal (e.g. mounting
rails).
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More information can be found in the project specifications annex, 3.5.1.1 - Photovoltaic
module.

c. String inverter
The installation manuals provided by the manufacturer contain all the steps required to
properly commission the string inverter. Installation instructions can be found in the project
specifications annex, 3.5.1.2 - String Inverter.

The installation manuals provided by the manufacturer contain all the steps required to
properly commission the battery inverter. Installation instructions can be found in the project
specifications annex, 3.5.1.3 - Battery Inverter.

5.3.5

d. Battery inverter

e. Battery bank
Installation preconditions and preparations
•
•

Prior to commencing installation, ensure that the battery room is clean and dry;
Carry out open circuit voltage measurements on the batteries. At the same time, ensure
that they are connected in the correct polarity;

•

The maximum deviations of the open-circuit voltage are 0.05 V/bloc for 12 V batteries.

Installation
• Ensure that minimum distances from the wall are kept: 100 mm all around;
• Check batteries for perfect condition (visual check, polarity);
• Place batteries one after another, ensuring correct polarity;
• Align batteries. Distance between them approx. 10 mm, at least 5 mm;
• Clean the contacting surfaces of the terminals and connectors;
• Place and screw connectors, using an insulated torque wrench;
• Avoid short circuits! Use leads of at least 3 kV breakdown voltage or keep an air distance
of approx. 10 mm between the leads and electrically conductive parts, or apply additional
insulation to the connectors;
• Avoid applying any mechanical force on the battery poles;
• Check electrolyte level;
• Measure total voltage (nominal voltage: sum of open circuit voltages of the batteries);
• Apply polarity signs for the battery leads;
• Attach safety marking, type label and operating instructions in a visible place;
• Fit insulating covers for monobloc connectors and terminals.
Prior to connecting the battery bank to the battery inverter, we must ensure that all installation
work has been completed.
More information can be found in the project specifications annex, 3.5.1.4 - Batteries.
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5.3.5.5. Maintenance
a. Photovoltaic modules

The photovoltaic modules are designed for long life and require very little maintenance. Under
most weather conditions, normal rainfall is sufficient to keep the module glass surface clean.
If dirt build-up becomes excessive, glass surface shall be cleaned with the help of our own
cleaning system.
Once a year, we should check the general condition of the wiring and check to be sure that

5.3.5

mounting hardware is tight. Loose connections will result in a damaged module or array.
More information can be found in the project specifications annex, 3.5.1.1 - Photovoltaic
module.

b. String inverter
•
•
•

Keep the unit clear of dust and debris;
Periodically inspect the system to make sure that all wiring and supports are securely in
place;
Maintain a log of system performance readings so that you can recognize when the
performance becomes inconsistent;

More instructions can be found in the project specifications annex, 3.5.1.2 - String Inverter.

c. Battery inverter
•
•
•

Keep the unit clear of dust and debris;
Periodically inspect the system to make sure that all wiring and supports are securely in
place;
Maintain a log of system performance readings so that you can recognize when the
performance becomes inconsistent;

More instructions can be found in the project specifications annex, 3.5.1.3 - Battery Inverter.

d. Battery bank
Batteries, cabinets, racks, and modules should be cleaned with clean water. If neutralizing is
required, use a mixture of baking soda and water. Use clean water to remove baking soda
residue. Never use solvents to clean the batteries.
Prior to removing old batteries always ensure that all of the leads have been disconnected
(fuses, insulations). This must be carried out only by personnel authorised to perform circuit
operations.
At least every 6 months measure and record:
• Battery voltage;
• Surface temperature of blocs;
• Battery-room temperature.
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If the cell voltage differs from the average float charge voltage by more than the values in given
by the manufacturer, or if the surface temperature difference between batteries exceeds 5oC,
the service agent should be contacted.
Annual visual check:
• Screw-connections;
• Battery installation and arrangement;
• Ventilation;
• Record individual battery ohmic readings.
Always wear eye protection when working on or near batteries. Keep sparks and open flames
away from batteries at all times. More instructions can be found in the project specifications

5.3.5

annex, 3.5.1.4 - Batteries.

5.3.5.6. Simulations
PVSyst simulation software was used for annual simulations of the photovoltaic system, for
Bucharest, Romania, as well as a simulation for the competition period in Versailles, France.
Meteorological data for these two sites is gathered from the SoDa HelioClim database, horizontal
radiation, with an hourly base.

a. Bucharest Simulation
For Bucharest, Romania, we considered a photovoltaic array consisting of 22 photovoltaic
modules (5.5kWp), during one typical year simulation.
The results are as follows:
Month

Global
horizontal
irradiation

Global
incident
irradiation

Global
Effective
irradiation

Average
ambient
temp.

Array
Energy

Array
Eff.

Inverter
Output

System Eff.

January
February
March
April
May
June

kWh/m2
50.7
54.6
126.1
157
194.4
201

kWh/m2
50.6
54.1
126
156.7
194.7
200.3

kWh/m2
47.2
51.1
120.2
150.8
188.4
194.2

°C
-0.8
0.5
5.3
11.6
17.4
21.3

kWh
251.6
270.1
631.1
768.3
931.8
939.4

%
13.58
13.65
13.69
13.4
13.08
12.82

kWh
243.4
261.3
612.1
744.4
902.3
908.9

%
13.13
13.2
13.28
12.98
12.66
12.4

July
August
September
October
November
December
TOTAL

200.1
177.8
124.9
104.3
48.8
41.4
1481.1

200.1
177.5
125.1
104.1
48.5
41.3
1479

193.8
171.4
120
98.5
45.6
38.4
1419.6

23.9
23.6
19
13.1
5.9
0.5
11.84

929.7
824.2
587.8
499.6
234.2
201.7
7069.5

12.7
12.69
12.84
13.12
13.19
13.33
13.18

899.7
798.1
569.2
484.5
225.9
194.6
6844.4

12.29
12.29
12.43
12.72
12.72
12.86
12.75

				

Table 5.3.5-6 - Balances and main results - Bucharest
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Fig. 5.3.5-12. Loss diagram - Bucharest

Fig. 5.3.5-13. Normalized production and Loss factors – Bucharest
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5.3.5
Fig. 5.3.5-14. Normalized production - Bucharest
A report of the Bucharest yearly simulation can be found in the calculation annex BUC_AN#7_
CALCULATIONS, file 05.3.5-01, not taking into account the user loads, and BUC_AN#7_
CALCULATIONS, file 05.3.5-02, taking into account the user loads, but without the storage
system.

b. Versailles Simulation - Competition
For Versailles, France, we considered a photovoltaic array consisting of 20 photovoltaic modules
(5.0kWp), with a simulation during the competition period, between June 30th and July 11th. The
report can be found in the calculation annex BUC_AN#7_CALCULATIONS, file 05.3.5-03.
The results are as follows:
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5.3.5

Fig. 5.3.5-15. Loss diagram - Versailles, during competition

Fig. 5.3.5-16. Daily production - Versailles, during competition
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5.3.5.7. Economic Analysis
Component
Photovoltaic panels
String inverter
Battery inverter
Batteries
Protections
Cables and accessories
Mounting system

Cost
€ 4125
€ 1800
€ 3550
€ 910
€ 670
€ 195
€ 850
TOTAL € 12100
Table 5.3.5-7 – Photovoltaic System cost

mounting system, cables and protections), the total would be reduced to € 7500.
Considering photovoltaic module degradation of 0.85%/year, operating costs as € 25/year and
a feed-in tariff of € 200/MWh, the investment payback time would occur after 10 years for the
whole system, and 6 years for the generating part of the investment.

Year

Production
[kWh/year]

Income from
Feed-in Tariff
[€]

Maint.
cost
[€]

0

Repl.
parts
[€]

Replaced
part

Initial investment:

Total
w/ storage
[€]

Total
w/o storage
[€]

-€ 12,100

-€ 7,500

1
2
3
4
5

6844
6786
6728
6671
6614

€ 1,369
€ 1,357
€ 1,346
€ 1,334
€ 1,323

-€ 25
-€ 25
-€ 25
-€ 25
-€ 25

€0
€0
€0
€0
€0

-€ 10,756
-€ 9,424
-€ 8,103
-€ 6,794
-€ 5,496

-€ 6,156
-€ 4,824
-€ 3,503
-€ 2,194
-€ 896

6

6558

€ 1,312

-€ 25

€0

-€ 4,210

€ 390

7
8
9

6502
6447
6392

€ 1,300
€ 1,289
€ 1,278

-€ 25
-€ 25
-€ 25

€0
€0
€0

-€ 2,934
-€ 1,670
-€ 416

€ 1,666
€ 2,930
€ 4,184

10

6338

€ 1,268

-€ 25

-€ 910

-€ 84

€ 5,426

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

6284
6231
6178
6125
6073
6021
5970
5920
5869
5819
5770

€ 1,257
€ 1,246
€ 1,236
€ 1,225
€ 1,215
€ 1,204
€ 1,194
€ 1,184
€ 1,174
€ 1,164
€ 1,154

-€ 25
-€ 25
-€ 25
-€ 25
-€ 25
-€ 25
-€ 25
-€ 25
-€ 25
-€ 25
-€ 25

€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
-€ 910
€0

€ 1,148
€ 2,369
€ 3,580
€ 4,780
€ 5,969
€ 7,149
€ 8,318
€ 9,476
€ 10,625
€ 10,854
€ 11,983

€ 6,658
€ 7,879
€ 9,090
€ 10,290
€ 11,479
€ 12,659
€ 13,828
€ 14,986
€ 16,135
€ 17,274
€ 18,403

Batteries

Batteries

5.3.5

If we consider only the generating part of the investment (string inverter, photovoltaic panels,
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22
23
24
25

5721
5672
5624
5576

€ 1,144
€ 1,134
€ 1,125
€ 1,115

-€ 25
-€ 25
-€ 25
-€ 25

€0
€0
€0
€0

5.3.5

Table 5.3.5-8 – Economic Analysis table
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Fig. 5.3.5-17. Economic Analysis grap

€ 13,102
€ 14,212
€ 15,312
€ 16,402

€ 19,522
€ 20,632
€ 21,732
€ 22,822
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5.3.6. Electrical Energy Balance Simulation
5.3.6.1. Introduction
The simulations were be done in an hourly base, during a year in Bucharest, Romania, climate
conditions.

5.3.6

For the electrical energy balance simulation of the PV installation we used solar radiation and
temperature data from SoDa HelioClim database, horizontal plane, and hourly radiation data
for Bucharest.
For the electricity demand we made simulations for a whole week in each season.
• Spring week: April 1st-7th
• Summer week: July 1st-7th
• Autumn week: October 1st-7th
• Winter week: January 1st-7th
The annual average consumption is based on these seasonal profiles.

5.3.6.2. List of the electric loads
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LIGHTING
Exterior lighting
Dining lighting
Kitchen lighting
Living lighting
Bedroom 1 lighting
Bedroom 2 lighting
Bathroom GF lighting
Bathroom 1st Floor lighting
Technical room lighting
Circulation areas lighting
Green space lighting

Installed power [W]
672
30
50
50
74
64
47
47
8
434
184

Demand power [W]
538
30
50
50
59
51
47
47
8
174
147

Appliances & Devices
Electric Oven
Electric Hob
Electric hood
Dishwasher
Refrigerator + freezer
Washing machine
Laptop
TV
Building Management System

Installed power [W]
3223
6900
255
2100
75
2100
100
60
25

Demand power [W]
1072
2000
175
326
31.5
254
100
60
25

HVAC
Heating
Cooling
Ventilation

Installed power [W]
1550
1550
650
20
25
80

Demand power [W]
1550
1550
650
20
25
80

Installed power [W]
6800
6800
420

Demand power [W]
6800
6800
420

Total installed power: 55.57 kW.

5.3.6

Sanitary & Solar Collectors
Rain water circulation pump
Fresh water supply pump
Grey water treatment plant
Cleaning actuators
Irrigation Controller
Solar circuit pump PV

5.3.6.3. Photovoltaic system description
•
•
•
•

5.5 kWp installation, with 22 photovoltaic panels, 250W each, grouped in two strings, 12
panels and 10 panels;
5 kWp string inverter;
4.5 kVA battery inverter;
5 kWh battery bank made with 4x 12V 104Ah batteries, series connected.

5.3.6.4. Simulation tools description
•
•
•
•

energy production: PVSyst
data processing: Microsoft Excel
HVAC calculations: TRNSYS
Solar pump calculations: TRANSOL

5.3.6.5. Simulation results
a. Energy Production
As described in chapter 5.3.5.6 and in the calculation annex BUC_AN#7_CALCULATIONS, file
05.3.5-1, our photovoltaic system is producing 6844 kWh/year, in Bucharest, Romania.
The calculation takes into consideration:
• global irradiation (for Bucharest, Romania);
• photovoltaic array: slope (5 degrees), orientation (68 degrees, south-west), installed power
(5000 Wp) and efficiency (around 15%);
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•
•
•

array losses: temperature (around 3.7%) and irradiance level (around 5.4%);
inverter losses (3%);
wiring losses (around 0.6%);

b. Energy Demand

5.3.6

As stated in the introduction, the simulations are based on four seasonal profiles, one for each
season.
The following tables and graphs describe the energy demand of the house.
The house appliances have the following scenario:
•
Electric Oven : used on Wednesdays and Saturdays; 1072Wh consumption per hour,
considering forced air convection;
•
Electric Hob : mornings and evenings during weekdays and three times a day during
weekends; 2000Wh consumption per hour, considering one cooking zone;
Electric Kitchen hood: used whenever the over or electric stove are running; 175Wh per
•
hour, lights turned off;
Dishwasher : used daily; half load program of ~90 minutes, 489Wh per program;
•
Refrigerator and freezer are continuously running; 756Wh per day;
•
Washing machine : used three times per week (Tu, Th, Sa); Passive drying used instead of a
•
clothes dryer; 175 minute program, 741Wh per program;
Laptop : used during weekdays; considering 100Wh consumption per hour;
•
TV : used daily; more time spent during weekends; considering 60Wh consumption per
•
hour;
Building management system: continuously running; considering 25Wh consumption per
•
hour;
Light fixtures are used according to the lighting demand of the occupants and vary from season
to season.
The HVAC system demands are explained in the Energy Efficiency chapter 5.4.2 results and
discussions, and the TRNSYS simulations are available in the calculation annexes BUC_AN#7_
CALCULATIONS, files: 05.4.3-01, 05.4.3-02, 05.4.3-03, 05.4.3-04, 05.4.3-05.
The sanitary system and solar collectors’ demands have been simulated in TRANSOL and the
results are explained in chapter 5.3.7 and in the calculation annex BUC_AN#7_CALCULATIONS,
file 05.3.7.
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SPRING SCENARIO

TOTAL
23%
22%
20%
21%
22%
18%
22%

10.01
10.61
11.18
10.65
10.39
12.74
10.38

Being a spring season, daytime is longer compared to winter, which determines a reduced
consumption of electricity. The major consumption of energy is used by appliances & devices,
while the HVAC system has a reduced and constant consumption percent due to the energy
efficiency of the house.

5.3.6

Average daily consumption (Spring week)
Appliances
Lighting
Heating
Cooling
Ventilation DHW
& Devices
Mo 2.91 29% 1.93 19% 0.53 5% 0.95 10% 1.39 14% 2.30
Tu 3.65 34% 1.93 18% 0.46 4% 0.88 8% 1.40 13% 2.29
We 4.02 36% 1.93 17% 0.53 5% 1.03 9% 1.39 12% 2.29
Th 3.65 34% 1.93 18% 0.47 4% 0.93 9% 1.39 13% 2.29
Fr
2.91 28% 1.93 19% 0.60 6% 0.58 6% 2.08 20% 2.29
Sa
5.16 41% 1.91 15% 0.69 5% 0.50 4% 2.18 17% 2.29
Su 3.43 33% 1.91 18% 0.50 5% 0.85 8% 1.39 13% 2.29
Table 5.3.6-1 – Spring week average consumption

Fig. 5.3.6-1 – Spring week average daily consumption
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5.3.6

Fig. 5.3.6-2 – Spring week average daily consumption (normalized)
SUMMER SCENARIO
Average daily consumption (Summer week)
Appliances
Lighting
Heating
Cooling
Ventilation DHW
& Devices
Mo 2.91 24% 1.63 14% 0.00 0% 3.70 31% 1.39 12% 2.39
Tu 3.65 28% 1.63 13% 0.00 0% 3.84 30% 1.49 11% 2.38
We 4.02 31% 1.63 12% 0.00 0% 3.74 28% 1.39 11% 2.38
Th 3.65 31% 1.63 14% 0.04 0% 2.79 23% 1.39 12% 2.38
Fr
2.91 26% 1.63 15% 0.04 0% 2.07 19% 2.08 19% 2.38
Sa
5.16 36% 1.72 12% 0.04 0% 3.00 21% 2.18 15% 2.38
Su 3.43 31% 1.72 16% 0.00 0% 3.57 32% 0.00 0% 2.38
Table 5.3.6-2 – Summer week average consumption

TOTAL
20%
18%
18%
20%
21%
16%
21%

12.01
12.98
13.16
11.87
11.10
14.49
11.10

Summer has even longer days, so the lighting energy consumption is lower (13% lower
compared to spring), but due to higher temperatures, cooling has an increasing consumption,
up to 20% of total.

Fig. 5.3.6-3 – Summer week average daily consumption
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5.3.6

Fig. 5.3.6-4 – Summer week average daily consumption (normalized)
AUTUMN SCENARIO
Average daily consumption (Autumn week)
Appliances
Lighting
Heating
Cooling
Ventilation DHW
& Devices
Mo 2.91 29% 1.93 19% 0.61 6% 1.11 11% 1.39 14% 2.25
Tu 3.65 34% 1.93 18% 0.68 6% 0.94 9% 1.39 13% 2.24
We 4.02 34% 1.93 17% 0.92 8% 1.17 10% 1.39 12% 2.24
Th 3.65 32% 1.93 17% 0.89 8% 1.33 12% 1.39 12% 2.24
Fr
2.91 26% 1.93 17% 1.09 10% 0.79 7% 2.08 19% 2.24
Sa
5.16 39% 1.91 14% 0.90 7% 0.92 7% 2.18 16% 2.24
Su 3.43 33% 1.91 18% 0.63 6% 0.91 9% 1.39 13% 2.24
Table 5.3.6-3 – Autumn week average consumption

TOTAL
22%
21%
19%
20%
20%
17%
21%

10.19
10.82
11.67
11.43
11.04
13.32
10.52

Autumn results are similar to the ones observed during spring. This is due to similar daytime
and temperatures.

Fig 5.3.6-5 – Autumn week average daily consumption
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5.3.6

Fig 5.3.6-6 – Autumn week average daily consumption (normalized)
WINTER SCENARIO
Average daily consumption (Winter week)
Appliances
Lighting
Heating
Cooling
Ventilation DHW
& Devices
Mo 2.91 24% 2.03 17% 3.56 30% 0.02 0% 1.40 12% 2.02
Tu 3.65 29% 2.03 16% 3.61 28% 0.05 0% 1.41 11% 2.01
We 4.02 31% 2.03 15% 3.61 27% 0.09 1% 1.40 11% 2.01
Th 3.65 27% 2.03 15% 3.48 26% 0.05 0% 2.10 16% 2.01
Fr
2.91 23% 2.03 16% 3.74 29% 0.01 0% 2.19 17% 2.01
Sa
5.16 36% 2.00 14% 3.84 27% 0.04 0% 1.41 10% 2.01
Su 3.43 28% 2.00 16% 3.45 28% 0.02 0% 1.41 11% 2.01
Table 5.3.6-4 – Winter week average consumption

TOTAL
17%
16%
15%
15%
16%
14%
16%

11.94
12.76
13.17
13.32
12.89
14.46
12.33

In the winter scenario we have a switch, compared to summer scenario: an increasing energy
consumption for heating (around 28% of total) and no energy consumption for cooling due to
temperature changes.
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Fig. 5.3.6-7 – Winter week average daily consumption (normalized)

5.3.6

Fig. 5.3.6-8 – Winter week average daily consumption (normalized)

ANNUAL DEMAND
Annual energy consumption
SUMMER

AUTUMN

WINTER

TOTAL
(per system)

Appliances
341.74 34%
& Devices

341.74 30%

330.71 33%

327.04 28%

1341.22 31%

Lighting

178.75 18%

153.92 13%

172.98 17%

179.89 16%

685.54

16%

Heating

47.97

5%

1.43

73.51

7%

321.52 28%

446.80

10%

Cooling

76.10

8%

301.46 26%

92.17

9%

3.62

473.36

11%

Ventilation

149.15 15%

131.89 11%

144.08 14%

143.93 12%

569.06

13%

DHW

213.04 21%

221.62 19%

201.89 20%

179.24 16%

815.79

19%

TOTAL

1009.10
23%

SPRING

0%

1152.06
1015.34
1155.25
27%
23%
27%
Table 5.3.6-5 – Annual energy consumption

0%

4331.75

Annual energy consumption fluctuates according to the seasons. Thus the highest percentage
is found in winter due to heating requirements, while spring and autumn have a lower
consumption due to average temperatures and house efficiency.
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5.3.6

Fig. 5.3.6-9 – Annual energy consumption
In Fig: 5.3.6-9 we can see the representation of annual energy consumption with a low
percentage of 11% given by cooling, while the largest slice, 31%, is occupied by appliances and
other electrical devices.
Calculations can be found in annex BUC_AN#7_CALCULATIONS, file 05.3.6-01.
c. Monthly and yearly results
Energy
needed by
Energy
the user
balance
E Produced
E Load
243.35
412.54
-169.19
261.28
351.58
-90.3
612.07
337.54
274.53
744.35
310.19
434.16
902.26
350.69
551.57
908.89
361.88
547.01
899.69
386.19
513.5
798.12
390.37
407.75
569.18
349.31
219.87
484.47
328.79
155.68
225.94
348.53
-122.59
194.56
402.86
-208.3
6844.16
4330.47
2513.69
Table 5.3.6-6 – Electrical Energy Balance
Available
solar energy

JAN
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC
TOTAL
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5.3.6

Fig. 5.3.6-10 – Yearly electrical energy balance
As shown in the simulations, we have a pozitive electrical energy balance, surplus energy during
spring, summer and most of autumn, and a deficit during winter.

Fig. 5.3.6-11 – Production vs. loads
As we see in the chart above energy required has two phases: when demand is covered – times
when surplus is stored or placed into the grid, and the other phase when demand is uncovered
– in this case the required electrical energy needs to be provided by the grid or storage system.
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5.3.6

WITHOUT STORAGE SYSTEM
WITHOUT STORAGE
Energy
Energy
Energy taken
Solar
injected into supplied to
from the grid
fraction
grid
the user
E Net
E Grid
E User
Sol Frac
JAN
333.94
164.75
78.6
19.05%
FEB
271.82
181.52
79.76
22.69%
MAR
234.38
508.91
103.16
30.56%
APR
187.11
621.27
123.08
39.68%
MAY
192.51
744.08
158.18
45.11%
JUN
190.79
737.8
171.09
47.28%
JUL
207.73
721.23
178.46
46.21%
AUG
226.88
634.63
163.49
41.88%
SEP
228.27
448.14
121.04
34.65%
OCT
231.21
386.89
97.58
29.68%
NOV
271.33
148.74
77.2
22.15%
DEC
327.16
118.86
75.7
18.79%
TOTAL
2903.13
5416.82
1427.34
33.14%
Table 5.3.6-7 – Electrical energy balance (no storage system)

Fig. 5.3.6-12 – Normalized production (no storage)
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5.3.6

Fig. 5.3.6-13 – Normalized consumption (no storage)
WITH STORAGE SYSTEM
WITH STORAGE
Energy
Energy
Solar
injected into supplied to
fraction
grid
the user
E Net
E Grid
E User
Sol Frac
JAN
225.52
56.33
187.02
45.33%
FEB
164.88
74.58
186.7
53.10%
MAR
110.37
384.89
227.17
67.30%
APR
70.22
504.38
239.97
77.36%
MAY
68.28
619.85
282.41
80.53%
JUN
68.66
615.67
293.22
81.03%
JUL
82.05
595.55
304.14
78.75%
AUG
102.62
510.36
287.75
73.71%
SEP
120.86
340.73
228.45
65.40%
OCT
108.16
263.84
220.63
67.10%
NOV
173.52
50.93
175.01
50.21%
DEC
233.64
25.33
169.22
42.00%
TOTAL
1528.78
4042.44
2801.69
65.15%
Table 5.3.6-8 – Electrical energy balance (with storage system)
Energy taken
from the grid
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5.3.6

Fig. 5.3.6-14 – Normalized production (with storage)

Fig. 5.3.6-15 – Normalized consumption (with storage)
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5.3.6

SELF-CONSUMPTION

Fig. 5.3.6-16 – Self-consumption comparison

Self-consumption represents the act of consuming what you produce, without taking
something from the outside. By having a system that is oriented towards self-consumption you
do the following:
•
Drive energy conservation at consumer level;
•
Keep the grid costs under control through a reduction of peaks;
•
Facilitate the transition towards the post feed-in-tariffs solution;
The solar fraction represents how much of the consumed energy comes from your own
photovoltaic system.
As you can see, using a storage system greatly improves this coefficient, and, even though the
payback time of the system will be longer (Chapter 5.3.5.7), you’ll be sustainable.
Calculations can be found in annex BUC_AN#7_CALCULATIONS, file 05.3.6-02.
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d. Energy payback time

5.3.6

The embodied energy of the photovoltaic system can be divided into the following:
• EMAT - energy consumed to produce materials for photovoltaic system;
• EMANUF - energy consumed to produce photovoltaic (does not include EMAT );
• ETRANS - energy used to transport materials, respectively photovoltaic system;
• EINST - energy used to install the photovoltaic system; negligible value;
• EEOL - energy consumed at the end of the life cycle of photovoltaic system; negligible value;
For a polycrystalline photovoltaic system, the incorporated energy values are approximately
the following:
EMAT = 240 kWh/m2
EMANUF = 150 kWh/m2
ETRANS = 20 kWh/m2
(Average values from various sources)
With a photovoltaic surface of 36.59m2, the embodied energy would be 15000 kWh.
EPBT is the time (in years) which recovers the energy consumed in the production and
transmission.

+ E TRANS + E INST + E EOL
EPBT = E MAT + E MANUFE
AGEN
h G - EOM

•
•
•

Eagen - annual energy production of the PV system;
EOM - energy consumed to achieve the calculated PV system maintenance during the year;
negligible value;
ηG - grid efficiency, the average primary energy to electricity conversion efficiency at the
demand side;

For Bucharest, the annual electricity production of photovoltaic system is:
Eagen = 6844 kWh/year
Inverter efficiency is ηG = 97.5%.

EPBT =
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15000kWh
= 2.25years
6844 kWh year
97.5%

For a photovoltaic system that produces 6844 kWh/year, CO2 emissions are 0.31 tCO2/year,
while the equivalent in the national electricity grid would have been 10.59 tCO2/year.
10.28 tCO2/year difference is the amount of carbon dioxide which does not reach the
atmosphere.
Taking a lifespan of 25 years of photovoltaic panels, the total reduction of carbon dioxide
emissions would be 249.36 tCO2.
The incorporated CO2 of a polycrystalline system would be characterised by:
•
transport: 9% , 0.69 tCO2;
•
balance of system (inverter, cables, protections, mounting structure): 29% , 2.21 tCO2;
•
photovoltaic panel assembly: 19% , 1.45 tCO2;
•
photovoltaic cell production: 43% , 3.28 tCO2;
Total embodied CO2 of the photovoltaic system would be 7.61 tCO2.
The CO2 emissions “payback time” is 0.76 years.

5.3.6

e. CO2 reduction

Average CO2 emission from a person during one hour: 0.023m3/h
Average number of hours spent by a person inside the house during a week: 84h (5.4.2.I.2.b)
House inhabitants: 3 persons
Yearly CO2 emissions from house inhabitants: 302 m3 // 0.597 tCO2
If we take into account the residents of the house, the yearly reduction becomes 9.68 tCO2/
year.
Details regarding energy payback time and CO2 reduction calculations can be found in annex
BUC_AN#7_CALCULATIONS, file 05.3.6-03.
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5.3.7 Solar Thermal Design
5.3.7.1 Introduction

5.3.7

The solar panel system will provide thermal agent both for heating purposes and domestic hot
water preparation. The heat carrying fluid will be composed of water (70%) and glycol (30%).
Documentation such as datasheets, manuals and certificates can be found in:
Chapter #12 – Project Specifications,
3 – System Installations,
5 – Solar Systems – Photovoltaic and Thermal,
2 – Solar Thermal System
Drawings related to the plumbing system can be found in Project Drawings #6:
SW-001
Solar Water plan: First Floor
SW-002
Solar Water plan: Terrace
SW-101
Solar Water plan: Isometric
The solar collector array will be represented by 2 vacuum collectors with a total area of 6 m2 (2
collectors of 3 m2 and 30 tubes each) and will be placed on the flat roof.
The solar collectors are made up of high performance vacuum tube collectors, with direct flow of
the solar thermal agent. The solar collectors are independent of their installation position - they
can be positioned both on the facade of the building or on flat roofs. Each tube collector can be
axially oriented towards the sunlight to provide optimum performance. The solar collectors will
be provided by Viessmann and the model of these collectors is Vitosol 200-T, type SP2. More
information regarding this equipment can be found in Chapter #12, 3.5.2 – Solar Thermal
System, as well as in project specifications, 3.5.2.

Fig. 5.3.7-1 Vitosol 200-T
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The efficiency of a collector is 76.6% and, by definition, specifies the proportion of insulation
hitting the aperture area that can be converted into usable heat. The efficiency depends, among
other things, on the operating conditions of the collector. In the following chart you will find
the efficiency of the collectors in relation with the temperature.

5.3.7

A highly selectively coated copper absorber is integrated into each vacuum tube. It ensures
high absorption of insolation and low emissions of thermal radiation. A heat pipe filled with an
evaporation liquid is arranged on the absorber. The heat pipe is connected to the condenser.
The condenser is fitted inside a "Duotec" twin-pipe heat exchanger. This involves a so-called
"dry connection", i. e. the tubes can be rotated or replaced even when the installation is filled
and under pressure. The heat is transferred from the absorber to the heat pipe. This causes
the liquid to evaporate. The steam rises into the condenser. The heat is then transferred to
the passing heat transfer medium by the twin-pipe heat exchanger containing the condenser
which causes the steam to condense. The condensate flows back into the heat pipe and the
process is repeated.

Fig. 5.3.7-2 System efficiency

Where:
1 = Solar thermal system for DHW (domestic hot water) at low coverage
2 = Solar thermal system for DHW (domestic hot water) at higher coverage
3 = Solar thermal systems for DHW (domestic hot water) and solar central heating backup
4 = Solar thermal systems for process heat/solar-powered air-conditioning
E = Vitosol 200-T, type SP2
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5.3.7.2 The support system

5.3.7

The support system will not perforate the waterproofing membrane. It will be fixed on a type of
rails that are thermoplastically welded on the roof membrane. Thus, we eliminate any potential
flooding of the layers of the roof.

Fig. 5.3.7-3 Solar collector
(source: www.viessmann.com)
The storage system is represented by an accumulation tank with a volume of 500 liters equipped
with a thermoelectric resistance, 3kW rated. The high performance of the accumulation tank
allows the standby heat-loss value to remain under 3.5kWh/day.
During the off-periods of the solar system (holidays and vacations, when the occupants are not
home for a significant amount of time) covering elements such as canvas will be placed over
the collectors.

5.3.7.3 Solar system simulations
According to an optimum functioning of the solar system, dynamic simulations were carried
out. These were made in order to better estimate the performance of the collectors in different
approaches. TRANSOL is the software used in order to obtain the simulations.
The results of the simulations are shown in the charts below. For the full results of the
simulations see the calculation annex BUC_AN#7_CALCULATIONS, file 05.3.7-01, Solar
System Simulations.
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5.3.7.3.1 Demand

Fig. 5.3.7-4 DHW net energetic demand

5.3.7

Domestic hot water demand. The simulations were carried out for one year period and the
domestic hot water demand fulfillment was 99.54 %. The graphic below illustrates the demand
for domestic hot water.

Heating energetic demand. The simulations were carried out for one year period and the heating
energetic demand fulfillment was around 15%. The graphic below illustrates the demand for
heating energetic.

Fig. 5.3.7-5 Space Heating energetic demand
System total required demand. The simulations were carried out for one year period and the
graphic below illustrates this demand (that combines the both the domestic hot water and
heating demands).

Fig. 5.3.7-6 Total system demand
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5.3.7.3.2 System efficiency

5.3.7

The system efficiency simulation was carried out in relation with the primary energy
consumption, the auxiliary consumption, the available radiation and other factors. The result
can be seen in the image below.

Fig. 5.3.7-7 System efficiency

5.3.7.3.3 Energy saving
In the following chart you can observe the annual savings in terms of energy obtained with the
help of the solar system. The chart was obtained by simulating parameters like the consumption
of auxiliary equipment, parasitic consumption, fractional energy etc.

Fig. 5.3.7-8 Energy saving

5.3.7.3.4 Losses
The system losses analysis simulation was carried out in order to better observe the losses that
result from different sources, such as: Solar field, Primary loop, Solar Storage, Auxiliary storage,
etc. The simulation was achieved through a period of a year and the image below demonstrates
how the system losses are categorized.
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5.3.7
Fig. 5.3.7-9 System losses chart and table

5.3.7.4 Conclusions
The proposed solar system will be able to cover both domestic hot water preparation and
heating demands and, according to the simulations, we have concluded that we will use only
15% for heating purposes. The hot water demand will be 100% fulfilled at all times. During
summer, heating will be unnecessary.
April to October
For the DHW production we will use only one solar panel (3m2) from April until October. During
this period, the other solar panel will be covered with a canvas because the coverage of the
DHW demand will be fulfilled with only one solar panel. The owner (occupants) of the house will
take care that the panel will covered. This is valid both for Bucharest and Versailles situations.
The supporting structure, accessibility for maintenance and the maintenance tasks as well can
be seen in the project specifications annex, 3.5.2.
Cost estimate
The cost estimate for the entire solar system will be around 18.000€. Detailed specifications
regarding equipment and accessories prices can be found in the cost proposal.
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5.3.8 Building Integrated Solar Active Systems
5.3.8.1 Photovoltaic system integration

5.3.8

The prototype will have a classic rooftop photovoltaic installation, the position of the
photovoltaic panels will follow the house modularity. Due to rule limitations and house
orientation, an integrated solution is not viable during competition. The rooftop photovoltaic
strings can be used in both landscape and portrait mode.
A wooden frame compensates the terrace slope, while the aerodynamic metallic structure for
the photovoltaic system is kept stable with the help of ballasts.

Fig. 5.3.8-1 Prototype rooftop photovoltaic system
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Why shading louvres?
External solar shading is one of the most effective ways to control the internal conditions of a
building. Radiation from the sun is largely transmitted, absorbed and reflected by the louvres,
minimising transmission. As a result solar heat gain is prevented from passing into the green
space, minimising ventilation requirements and reducing cooling loads.
With a controllable system installed, adjustable louvres track the position of the sun, thereby
optimising the avoidance of overheating. This control is done with the help of our BMS system.
Equally, in winter, the louvres may be adjusted in such a way that the green space benefits from
the heat from the sun, and they can be closed at night reducing heat loss. The heat gained by
the green space preheats the air to reduce the heating demands.
Just to make a comparison, controlling the solar heat gain of the green space with a shading
system would save up to 600 kWh/year.

5.3.8

For local context, classic shading systems can be replaced by photovoltaic shading louvres
without having major changes for the facade. These louvres could be fixed on a rail and
slided one by one or the system could resemble our current solution, opening and closing the
connected louvres with an accordion-like move.

Similarly, daylight levels can be enhanced, and levels of glare reduced, by using the brightness
level sensor integrated in the BMS system.

Fig. 5.3.8-2 Shading control
www.coltgroup.com
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Cleaning can be done with sprinkler nozzles similar to the ones used for the photovoltaic
system cleaning, presented in chapter 5.3.3.5, and, in case of bad weather such as high wind
speeds, the BMS system will act accordingly to protect the louvres.

5.3.8

Both vertical and horizontal louvres can be integrated in the facade panels, replacing the
ceramic tiles in our original proposal. The building’s structural and functional modularity can
be further suggested by a white ceramic ventilated facade with integrated photovoltaic louvres
in various patterns.

Fig. 5.3.8-3 Horizontal louvre
www.archiexpo.com

For example a pivoted system which require the supports to be connected to each side of the
louvre. A system which provides a back hung design solution with hidden control mechanisms
integrated within the main vertical supports. This allows for seamless continuous louvers with
unobtrusive supports when viewed from the outside, as the louvres are installed in front of the
supports.
It can utilise cross different sectional louvre widths and spans, incorporating photovoltaic cells
if required.
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5.3.8

Fig. 5.3.8-4 Example of application
www.archiexpo.com

5.3.8.2 Solar thermal system integration
The solar collectors are made up of high performance vacuum tube collectors, with direct flow
of the solar thermal agent. The solar collectors are independent of their installation position they can be positioned both on the facade of the building or on flat roofs. Each tube collector
can be axially oriented towards the sunlight to provide optimum performance.
In order to achieve maximum performance, we chose to use them on the flat roof.

5.3.8.3 Specific conditions for operation and maintenance
ROOFTOP Photovoltaic installation
Operating:
• natural ventilation to reduce losses due to high temperatures;
• low slope due to self-shadowing, but less dependent of orientation;
Maintaining:
• regular cleaning with the PV cleaning system presented in Chapter 5.3.3.5;
• easy access on terrace, with large maintenance routes;
Repairing:
• no hydro/thermal insulation issues if a photovoltaic module becomes defective;
• photovoltaic panels can be easily swapped by using classic clamps;
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FACADE-integrated photovoltaic installation as shading louvres
Operating:
• BMS-controlled orientation to adjust shading and natural lighting levels;
• BMS-controlled orientation to maximize efficiency;
Maintaining, Repairing:
• maintenance and repairs are an issue due to the access difficulty;

5.3.8

SOLAR THERMAL COLLECTORS
Operating:
• throughout summer one solar collector must be covered to prevent overheating;
Maintaining:
• cleaning must be done as often as needed and it depends on the local pollution conditions;
Repairing:
• solar thermal tubes can be easily swapped.

5.3.8.4 Economic justification
Because replacing the conventional materials of the house would affect both thermal insulation
and hydro insulation, a classic free-standing solution has a higher life-time and maintains an
optimal house efficiency, with a small additional material cost.
By replacing classic shading systems with photovoltaic shading louvres, the house can improve
its self-sufficiency ratio and recover the investment in time.
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5.4 Energy Efficiency
Design Narrative
5.4.1 Tehnical Project Summary

5.4.1

LOCAL CONTEXT

Data

Location of detailed
information in PM, PD

1. Project Dimensions
Gross area (m2)
Net floor area (m2)
Conditioned Volume (m3)
2. House envelope

181.55
132.55
264.79

Insulation types and thickness (m)

Exterior walls:
Project Manual:
mineral wool / 0.25
- Chapter 5.4.2;
Interior walls:
- Chapter 5.6.3;
mineral wool / 0.15

Walls area (m2) and Thermal Transmittance
(W/m2K)
Floor area (m2) and Thermal Transmittance
(W/m2K)
Roof area (m2) and Thermal Transmittance
(W/m2K)
Glazing area (m ) and Thermal Transmittance
(W/m2K)
2

Glazing Solar gain (SHGC)

-

246 / 0.129

-

132.5 / 0.124

-

90.77 / 0.121
Triple glazed:
45.18 / 0.8
Double glazed:
42.4 / 1
Triple glazed: 0.3
Double glazed: 0.35

3. HVAC Systems
Heating system

Air water heat
pump

Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;

Energy Production Equipment
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Type

Air-water

Model

Stiebel Eltron WPL
10 ACS

Heating Capacity

7220 W

Heating Efficiency

4.02

Cooling Capacity

6390 W

Cooling Efficiency

2.86

Terminal Unit

Radiant wall and
ceiling panels

Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;

Radiant heating

Model

Uponor Renovis

Refrigerant (Type)

R407C

Heat Recovery Ventilation or Energy Recovery
Ventilation

Heat recovery Unit

Type

Air and humidity
heat exchanger

Model

RHOSS UTNRHE
055

Efficiency

90%

Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
- Chapter 5.6.3;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
- Chapter 5.6.3;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
- Chapter 5.6.3;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
- Chapter 5.6.3;

5.4.1

Type

4. Domestic Hot Water
System (Type, capacity)

Solar Panels

Solar thermal Collectors

Solar Array

Type

Vacuum Tube
Collectors

Area (m2)

6

Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.7;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.7;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.7;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.7;

5. Electrical Energy production

PV Modules (Type)

polycrystalline

PV panels area (m2)
Installed PV power (kWp)

36.59
5.5

Estimated energy production (kWh/year)

6844

Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.5;
- Chapter 12: 3.5.1.1;
Project Drawings:
- PV-001...PV-031;

Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.5;

6. Energy consumption
Estimated energy consumption (kWh/year)

4331.75

Estimated electrical consumption per
conditioned (kWh/year per m2)

32.68

Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.6;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.6;
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5.4.1

Energy Use Characterization
(% of total energy consumption):

-

Heating (%)

13%

Cooling (%)

7%

Ventilation (%)

13%

Domestic Hot Water (%)

19%

Lighting (%)

16%

Appliances and Devices (%)

32%

Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.6;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.6;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.6;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.6;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.6;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.6;

7. Energy Balance
Estimated energy balance (kWh/year)

2581

Estimated CO2 emissions (Tn/year)

-9.68

Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.6;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.6;

8. List of Singular and Innovative materials and
systems

Plasterboard Integrated Phase changing
materials

Grey Water Heat Recovery System

BASF Basotect

Strategically placed thermal buffers
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Wall mounted
plasterboards
that contains
microencapsulated
phase changing
materials
Recover heat from
used water to
preheat water
Basotect G material
integrated in the
furniture of the
house
Purpose:
Diminishing heat
losses

Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.5;

Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.5;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.2.4;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.5;

Location of detailed
information in PM, PD

Data

1. Project Dimensions
Gross area (m2)
Net floor area (m2)
Conditioned Volume (m3)
2. House envelope

181.55
132.55
217.27

-

Insulation types and thickness (m)

Exterior walls:
mineral wool
/ 0.25 Interior
walls:
mineral wool /
0.15

Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
- Chapter 5.6.3;

246 / 0.129

-

132.5 / 0.124

-

Walls area (m2) and Thermal Transmittance
(W/m2K)
Floor area (m2) and Thermal Transmittance
(W/m2K)
Roof area (m2) and Thermal Transmittance
(W/m2K)
Glazing area (m ) and Thermal Transmittance
(W/m2K)
2

Glazing Solar gain (SHGC)

5.4.1

VERSAILLES

90.77 / 0.121
Triple glazed:
45.18 / 0.8
Double glazed:
42.4 / 1
0.3 for the triple
glazed windows
/ 0.35 for the
double glazed
windows

3. HVAC Systems
Heating system

Air water heat
pump

Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;

Energy Production Equipment
Type

Air-water

Model

Stiebel Eltron
WPL 10 ACS

Heating Capacity

7220 W

Heating Efficiency

4.02

Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
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5.4.1

Cooling Capacity

6390 W

Cooling Efficiency

2.86

Terminal Unit

Radiant wall and
ceiling panels

Type

Radiant heating

Model

Uponor Renovis

Refrigerant (Type)

R407C

Heat Recovery Ventilation or
Energy Recovery Ventilation

Heat recovery
Unit

Type

Air and humidity
heat exchanger

Model

RHOSS UTNRHE
055

Efficiency

90%

Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
- Chapter 5.6.3;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
- Chapter 5.6.3;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
- Chapter 5.6.3;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.4.2;
- Chapter 5.6.3;

4. Domestic Hot Water
System (Type, capacity)

Solar Panels

Solar thermal Collectors

Solar Array

Type

Vacuum Tube
Collectors

Area (m2)

6

Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.7;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.7;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.7;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.7;

5. Electrical Energy production
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PV Modules (Type)

polycrystalline

PV panels area (m2)
Installed PV power (kWp)
Estimated energy production
(kWh/year)

33.27
5.0
153.23 kWh

Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.3.5;
- Chapter 12: 3.5.1.1;
Project Drawings:
- PV-001...PV-031;

SDE Monitoring

6. Energy consumption
Estimated energy consumption
116.47
(kWh/year)
Estimated electrical
consumption per conditioned 0.88
(kWh/year per m2)
Energy Use Characterization (%
of total energy consumption)

SDE Monitoring

Heating (%)

0%

SDE Monitoring

Cooling (%)

0%

SDE Monitoring

Ventilation (%)

0%

SDE Monitoring

Domestic Hot Water (%)

0%

SDE Monitoring

Lighting (%)

~25%

SDE Monitoring

Appliances and Devices (%)

~75%

SDE Monitoring

31.94

SDE Monitoring

5.4.1

SDE Monitoring

7. Energy Balance
Estimated energy balance
(kWh/year)
Estimated CO2 emissions
(Tn/year)
8. List of Singular and
Innovative materials and
systems
Plasterboard Integrated Phase
changing materials
Grey Water Heat Recovery
System

-0.12

Wall mounted
plasterboards that contains
microencapsulated phase
changing materials
Recover heat from used water
to preheat water

Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.5;
Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.5;

BASF Basotect

Basotect G material integrated
in the furniture of the house

Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.2.4;

Strategically placed thermal
buffers

Purpose: Diminishing heat
losses

Project Manual:
- Chapter 5.5;
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5.4.2 Comprehensive Energy Analysis and Discusion
Report
Index
Abstract
Summary of changes

5.4.2

Section I - Influence of energy Analysis on House Design and Competition Strategy
5.4.2.I-1. Introduction
5.4.2.I-2. Influence of the energy analysis in the project design (Project design optimization)
5.4.2.I-3. Influence of the energy analysis in the HVAC systems (System optimization)
Section II - Projected Performance of Final Housing unit Design
5.4.2.II-1. Housing unit and Systems Description
5.4.2.II-2. House and HVAC Simulations (Annual and for the two competition weeks)
5.4.2.II-3. Results and Discussions
5.4.2.II-4. Conclusions
Section III - Adaptation made by the Team in the house for the prototype in Versailles
5.4.2.III-1. House adaptation
5.4.2.III-2. House, Appliances and HVAC Simulations (two competition weeks in Versailles)
5.4.2.III-3. Industrialised version
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Abstract
The cheapest energy is the energy you don’t use in the first place.
Sheryl Crow
Energy conservation is the foundation of energy independence.
Thomas H. Allen

What stands out in the EFdeN prototype is the steadfast step towards innovation in energy
efficiency: the integration of a productive bioclimatic greenhouse. Dedicated to the “urban
farming” concept, this component is the central architectural element of the house being both
a source of a spectacle of light on the inside and a communities generator on the outside.

5.4.2

EFdeN is an energy efficient solar house designed for the urban environment as a solution
to the Bucharest’s issues of low density and mobility, an adaptable housing unit both to the
environmental parameters and to the inhabitants’ necessities and desires. What is different
about this dwelling in the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 context is neither the flexible
compartimentation nor the intelligent systems that activate its installations, not even its
modularity or the sustainability of the materials used.

Our house manages to combine the passive design with the active systems thus creating the
most efficient way to lower the consumption. Our team uses a air-water heat pump with radiant
panels as a terminal unit which will heat and cool the house.
This, in correlation with the phase changing materials and the BMS will substantially reduce the
heating and cooling loads as well as the consumption peaks. In order to maintain the comfort
conditions with the minimum consumption a heat rotary heat recovery unit will be used in
a innovative way by extracting the preheated air from the greenhouse during winter and
introducing it in the house.
Summary of changes
Changes have been done in bioclimatic strategy in order to better explain the passive strategies
and their contribution to the energy balance.
Minor text and graphical revisions.
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Section I - Influence of Energy Analysis on House Design and
Competition Strategy
5.4.2.I-1. Introduction

5.4.2

a) Romanian methodology for analysis and energetic performance of the building is:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

C107/2005
NP 048/2000
SR1907/1,2
STAS 6648/1,2
I5/2010
I13/2002
EN 15251
CIBSE environmental design guide A
Reglementation thermique 2012
2008 ASHRAE Handbook HVAC Systems and Equipment
2007 ASHRAE Handbook HVAC Applications

The objective of the energetic analysis for the house and its heating or cooling systems is
to obtain interior thermal comfort with the lowest amount of consumed energy. In order to
achieve this goal, we need to use efficient active and passive solutions.
As you will further see, the climatic parameters in Romania are tougher than the ones in France.
Due to this reason we chose to conduct our simulations with the Romanian parameters in
order to have a correct sizing of the equipment and an energy efficient house that will become
a net 0 energy building in Romania.
b) Climatic study: Air parameters such as temperature, air quality, air humidity, air speed and
many other factors are taken into consideration.
As it can be seen in the following image, Bucharest is placed in an area of high solar radiation
from Romania (approximately 1600 kWh/m2) fact that made us take in consideration two
situations in simulation situations: one without shading and one with shadings. These were
made in order to show the energy economy resulted due to the usage of the shadings during
summer. Simulations can be seen in chapter 3 Results and Discussions.

Source: PVGIS
Fig. 5.4.2.I-1 Solar annual radiation in Romania
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Climatic parameters of Bucharest

5.4.2

Bucharest has a continental climate, characterized by hot dry summers and cold winters. Due
to its position on the Romanian Plain, the city’s winters can get windy, even though some of
the winds are mitigated due to urbanization. Winter temperatures are often below 0 °C (32 °F),
even though they rarely drop below -10 °C (14 °F). During summer, the average temperature is
approximately 23 °C (73 °F) (the average for July and August), despite the fact that temperatures
sometimes reach 35 °C (95°F) to 40 °C (104 °F) in mid-summer in the city center. Although
average precipitation and humidity during summer is low, there are infrequent yet heavy and
often violent storms. During spring and autumn, temperatures vary between 18 °C (64 °F) to
22 °C (72 °F) and precipitation during this time tends to be higher than in summer, with more
frequent yet milder periods of rain. These parameters have been taken in consideration in
simulations, in order to correctly size all equipment.

Source: calcul-termic.blogspot.ro
Fig. 5.4.2.I-2,3 - Climatic study for Romania
The exterior relative humidity value during winter reaches 80% whereas during summer this
value is situated around 35%.
As we can see in the graphic we have precipitation with values contained between 40 and
60 mm during summer, fact that made us collect the rainwater store and use it to wash the
photovoltaic panels and to irrigate the green space.

Fig. 5.4.2.I-4 - Annual average precipitation levels in Bucharest
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5.4.2

Fig. 5.4.2.I-5 - Number of days with precipitation / Relative humidity
The hourly average direct solar radiation in Bucharest varies between 2.2 hours per day (January)
and 10.5 hours per day (July). The annual average direct solar radiation value is 2228 hours per
year, with an average of 6.1 hours of daily solar direct radiation. These values made us believe
that we can obtain our energy efficient and innovative way of illuminating the house through
the greenhouse. More informations about the illumination study and the contribution of the
greenhouse to house can be seen in Sustainability Report - Bioclimatic Strategies Passive
design strategies, Chapter 5.6.3.

Fig. 5.4.2.I-6 - Number of daily hours of sunshine
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Climatic study: Versailles
In order to obtain a realistic dimensioning of the equipments, we will take into consideration
the following air parameters:
• Temperature (hot and sunny summer time, with autumn temperatures close to 25°C)
• Air quality (air quality index is calculated based on the levels of SO2, NO2, O3 and PM10;
• Air relative humidity
As it can be observed in the next illustration, the levels of solar radiation are described depending
on areas of France. We can thus determine (approximately) what the annual solar heat gain is. In
the case of Versailles, the direct solar heat gain is approximately 1100 [kWh/m2].

5.4.2

All of the following parameters were taken in consideration to adjust the BMS for Versailles.

Copyright: Ademe BDQA, 5 March 2010
Fig. 5.4.2.I-7 - Global radiation in Versailles

Fig. 5.4.2.I-8 - Temperatures in Versailles
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5.4.2

From the image above we can observe the maximum temperature (25oC in July) and the minimum
temperature (1oC in December). The blue line represents the average low temperature while
the red line represents the average high temperature. We realise that Bucharest temperatures
cover these maximum and minimum temperature values.

Source:weatherspark.com
Fig. 5.4.2.I-9 - Number of sunny hours during a year
This graphic represents the number of daylight hours per year.This fact will be taken in
consideration when calculating the hot water produced from solar panels.

Source:weatherspark.com
Fig. 5.4.2.I-10 - Annual cloudy sky degree
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5.4.2

The depletion of solar radiation intensity caused by cloudy sky situations, negatively affects the
solar water panels. Thus, the solar collectors will not be able to prepare the whole quantity of
domestic hot water and the heat-pump will have to assist in this process.

Source: weatherspark.com
Fig. 5.4.2.I-11 - Annual precipitation levels in Versailles

Source: http://weatherspark.com/averages/31889/Versailles
Fig. 5.4.2.I-12 - Annual precipitation types in Versailles
We have taken into consideration the annual levels of precipitation charts and we have concluded
that using a rainwater acquisition system in order to irrigate the green space vegetation is an
ideal solution to recycling water.
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5.4.2
Fig. 5.4.2.I-13 - Average hourly relative humidity
We have taken in consideration the graphic above for a more precise prediction of the humidity
in the contest period. The relative humidity is representative for Paris, Versailles. The chart below
represents annual variation of the relative humidity from a wider perspective.

Source:weatherspark.com
Fig. 5.4.2.I-14 - Annual relative humidity variation
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The exterior relative humidity was taken into consideration in order to assess the characteristics
of our humidity chamber. Drawn with the blue line we can see the average daily high humidity
and with the brown one the average low humidity.

5.4.2
Source: weatherspark.com/
Fig. 5.4.2.I-15 - Annual wind speed

Fig. 5.4.2.I-16 - Average hourly relative statistics for wind speed (annual results)
The graphics above represent the yearly average wind speeds for Paris, Versailles.
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In conclusion, we have decided that in our calculations to consider the exterior climate
conditions of Bucharest because these are stricter than those of Versailles, therefore obtaining
results for the most disadvantaged situations. The calculation temperatures of both winter and
summer situations, have the following values:
• Exterior summer temperature: 35.3oC
• Exterior winter temperature: -15.0oC

5.4.2

c) Team energy strategy - HVAC
EFdeN prototype has a facade of 3 mm thick ceramic panel, placed at a 7 cm distance from
the wall. By placing it on the southern, eastern and western walls it develops an important
role in acting as a ventilated façade during summer and as a thermal buffer during the winter
maintaining the air at a higher temperature because of it’s property to retain heat (the facade
will be closed in winter time). The exterior wall envelope is mainly composed of OSB and
gypsum boards and also by a 25 cm layer of thermal insulation (mineral wool) value justified
by simulations that can be found in 2. Influence of the energy analysis in the project design
(Project design optimization).
The interior wall thermal insulation has a thickness of 15 cm in order to obtain high acoustical
performances can be found in Acoustic Design Narrative, Chapter 5.2.4.
More details about materials such as: terrace insulation, double glazing windows, exterior wall
insulation can be found in Chapter #12, 2.1 - Enclosure, and 2.2 - Openings. Furthermore
the thermal properties of the material can be found in the calculation annex BUC_AN#7_
CALCULATIONS, file 05.4.2-06, thermal properties.

Fig. 5.4.2.I-17 Thermal Insulation
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Technical specifications of the following active systems:
• heat pump
• 400 l boiler
• 700 l boiler
• solar panels
• cool water tank
• radiant panels with embodied pipes

5.4.2

Active systems will be formed as follows:
• A 400l boiler that has three coils: one from the heating pump and one from the solar system
and an electric one for heating the domestic water. These will aid in domestic water heating.
• A 700l boiler that has two coils: one from the solar panels and one from the heat pump. These
will aid in heating the heat carrier used in the radiant panels, it will serve in discharging the
excessive heat produced by solar panels during summer and it will also have a contribution
at the heating coil.
• A 200l cool water tank that will be used to stock the heat carrier agent circulated through the
radiant panels in order to cool the rooms and will also have a contribution for the cooling
coil. Furthermore this cool tank has an important role in increasing the heat pump’s fiability
by lessening it’s usage.
• Radiant panels will be used as terminal units for cooling and heating the desired spaces.
• A local room humidifier that will be used during winter in order to increase humidity of the
air.

Humidifier technical data: Chapter #12, 3.3.2.
More details of their placement can be found in HVAC systems project drawing: ME-201 HVAC
System Schematic drawings
The passive system composed of the following:
• A heat recovery unit which will extract the preheated fresh air from the greenhouse. In the
heat-recovery unit the vitiated air extracted from the kitchen, bathrooms and the first floor
hallway will transfer heat to fresh air. The resulting air will be introduced in the living areas,
such as the master and secondary bedrooms and the living room. The heat recovery system
will be also used during summer in correlation with the cooling battery. The desiccant
wheel will bring great improvements in terms of humidification and dehumidification of
the chambers
• A 3 cm thick, covering a surface of 4.2 square meters black granite layer, placed in front
of the greenhouse (in the lobby area). This area has most solar gain and we consider the
granite to be an excellent thermal mass material (more detailed calculation can be seen in
Sustainability Report - Bioclimatic Strategies Passive design strategies, Chapter 5.6.3.
• The ventilated ceramic facade mentioned in the above paragraphs.
• 40 m² of plasterboards with phase changing materials.
Technical specification can be found in the following chapter:
• Heat recovery system and cooling/heating coil: Chapter #12, 3.3.2.
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5.4.2.I-2. Influence of the energy analysis in the project design
(Project Design optimization)
The construction of the house and its design have been improved and all aspects (aesthetics,
energy efficiency, stability etc.) have been taken into consideration when we conceived the
final result.

5.4.2

We also improved the passive methods by strategically placing buffer zones, such as the
greenhouse, the windfang and the technical space in specific cardinal points in order to reduce
heat loss through the envelope. Moreover, the passive strategies improved, having ventilated
the house by opening windows on the northern-west and southern-east facade in order to
activate the cross ventilation principle. After profound research, we optimised the glazed
surface and the thickness of the insulation in order to limit the heat loss during winter and
the heat gains during summer. Thus, improving the properties of the windows and walls, we
greatly improved the energy efficiency of the house.
We consider that our architectural proposal has evolved in a unique way that carefully took in
consideration both of the architectural design and energy efficiency.
The first main element from the house that we took in consideration was the insulation. In
order to justify the choice we made, two simulations were done: one with an insulation of 15
cm and one with an insulation of 25 cm as it can be seen below.

Fig. 5.4.2.I-18 Cooling demand
15 cm insulation

25 cm insulation

difference

Total heating request [w]

3301

2934

367

Total cooling request [w]

872
Table 5.4.2.I-1

836
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As we can see from the upwards table, the economy for the heating request is about 367 KWh/
year and the economy for the cooling request is about 36 KWh/year, thus resulting a total
economy in energy of 403 KWh/year.
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More detailed calculus can be found in the calculation annex BUC_AN#7_CALCULATIONS:
• file 05.4.2-01, heat request for 15 cm insulation;
• file 05.4.2.02, heat request for 25 cm insulation.
When we decided over the basic form of the house, as it can be seen in deliverable three, more
precise calculations and simulations had been made in order to improve energy efficiency.
Firstly, there has been a change in the geometry.
As it can be seen in deliverable 3 an area of 3,57 m² under the first floor hallway was open,
therefore generating a heat loss of 53 W as it can be seen in calculation annex BUC_AN#7_
CALCULATIONS, file 05.4.2-05, heat request floor hallway open.

5.4.2

The area mentioned above had been revised and it can be seen in picture below that the
windfang has extended thus covering the open space.

Fig. 5.4.2.I-19- windfang
Secondly, the windows size between the interior and exterior has been reduced in order to
increase the glazed area between the greenhouse and the interior space.
For further details we made a comparison between two versions of window placement. The
windows from the greenhouse for exemplification purposes, we will name prototype 1 to be
the house with the fully glazed area between the interior and the green space, while prototype
2 will have part of the greenhouse glazed surface rearranged as two windows placed on the
Southern and Northern facades will replace a part of the greenhouse glazed area.
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5.4.2

As it can be seen in the following pictures the greenhouse glazed surface of 1,79 x 2.55 sqm
became a normal insulated wall and two triple glazed windows of 1.37 x 1.37 sqm on the North
and a window of 1.8 X 1.8 sqm on the Southern façade replaced it.

Fig. 5.4.2.I-20 prototype 1-ground floor

Fig. 5.4.2.I- 21 prototype 2- ground floor
Furthermore the first floor glazed area had been changed, a surface of 1,79X 2.55 meters
became a normal insulated wall while a triple glazed area of 1,8x2.55 meters was placed.
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5.4.2
Fig. 5.4.2.I-22 prototype 1 - first floor

Fig. 5.4.2.I-23 prototype 2- first floor
To summarize the changes made, an area of 9.18 m2 glazed area between the greenhouse and
the interior space turned into an area of 9.18 m2 glazed area between the exterior and interior
space. Both of the windows were shaded in the simulation made.
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prototype 1

prototype 2

total heating request [w]

2934

total cooling request [w]

872
Table 5.4.2.I-2

difference

3014.77

80

1286

414

After we made a simulation it resulted a heat request of 3014.77 W for prototype 2 and a heat
request of 2934 W for prototype 1. Furthermore the cool request for prototype 2 reaches a
value of 1286 W while the cool request for prototype 1 reaches a value of 872 W. After taking
into consideration the difference of 80 W for heating and a difference of 414 W for cooling we
decided to maintain the first geometry of the house, as it can be seen in AR-051 and AR-052.

5.4.2

The calculation can be seen in the calculation annex BUC_AN#7_CALCULATIONS, file 05.4.203 for Prototype #1 and file 05.4.2-04 for Prototype #2.
In the following graphic representation we can see the evolution of the consumption for heating
and cooling (W) in time (h) for the two prototypes. It perfectly illustrates how prototype 1 has
a lower consumption for heating and cooling than prototype 2.

Fig. 5.4.2.I-24 cooling demand
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5.4.2
Fig. 5.4.2.I- 25 heating demand

5.4.2.I-3. Influence of the energy analysis in the HVAC systems
(System optimization)
Taking in consideration the energy analysis we made significant changes, as follows:
Firstly, the terminal units have changed. Observing the difference in terms of efficiency and
acoustic performance between the fan coils and the radiant panels, we concluded that the
usage of radiant panels will help us minimise the energy consumption (high temperatures for
cooling such as 18 °C, low temperatures for heating such as 33°C ) and also obtain optimum
interior thermal and acoustic comfort. The main active system, the heat pump, will have a high
coefficient of performance (COP), which will reduce the electrical energy consumption. To
further reduce the energy consumption of the heat pump, we will correlate its functioning with
the roof-mounted solar panels, which will help with the preparation of the thermal agent at
almost zero cost.
Secondly, we improved the passive methods of heating through the heat recovery unit, by
using a single and more efficient way to preheat the fresh air during the transition periods: the
greenhouse. Giving the fact that we extract 290 m3/h of air, we decided that the air extraction
from the greenhouse will facilitate the efficiency of the heat recovery system.
The heat recovery unit’s efficiency will also help obtain a positive response in terms of electrical
energy analysis.
All of the mentioned equipment have been sized due to simulations that can be found in House
and HVAC Simulations chapter.
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Section II - Projected Performance of the Final House unit Design
5.4.2.II-1. Housing unit and Systems Description

5.4.2

The shape of the house was thought to assist the energy efficiency factor in terms of thermal
inputs. During winter, the greenhouse serves as a thermal buffer due to its South-East
localization. Due to the fact that the glazed area is fully closed during winter the temperature
inside the greenhouse reaches up to 2 °C due to the greenhouse effect while the outside
temperature is of -13 °C. As for the summer time the greenhouse will have its windows opened
being turned into a courtyard in order to avoid overheating.

Fig. 5.4.2.II-1 - Greenhouse passive ventilation system
A more detailed view can be seen in BA-014
The technical chamber and the windfang, both placed on the North side, will serve as thermal
buffers protecting the house of wind currents. The technical chamber will aid the house in
terms of heat transfer and air pre-heating.
We have chosen this dimension for the technical chamber due to imposed distances between
the equipments from the Romanian norms and also for easy maintenance. Technical space will
also be used as a storage room.
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Fig. 5.4.2.II-2 - Thermal Buffers
A more detailed view can be seen in BA-011
The glass surface between the greenhouse and the house is made of a triple glazed, low-E,
filled with argon windows, with a U=0.8 W/m2k coefficient required in order to reduce the heat
loss. The exterior glass surface of the greenhouse is made of double glazed windows. The triple
glazed windows between the greenhouse and the house were chosen to be better than double
glazed windows because, in our situation, the limitation of heat losses is more important than
the solar heat gains.
Thermal mass elements such as black granite will be placed inside the house in front of the
greenhouse on a surface of 4.2 m² . These elements will help gain heat during day (when
temperature rises) and release it during night (when temperature drops), being shaded during
summer.
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Fig. 5.4.2.II-3 - Positioning of the thermal mass elements inside the house
Moreover, we decided to place plasterboard phase changing materials on the walls that don’t
have radiant ceilings. This will increase the house thermal inertia, heat storage, insulation and
it will create an even room temperature without creating draughts and other unpleasant side
effects of mechanical air-conditioning systems. There will be approximately 150 m².
In order to maintain the interior temperature at a value within the comfort conditions we
proposed to integrate phase changing materials in our plasterboard. This solution has an
unique feature due to the fact that we implement two types of phase changing materials: one
with the melting point at 23oC and one at 26oC . The one with the lowest melting point has
the purpose to inferior limit the temperature inside the house. These type of PCM will be used
especially when the house will be cooled and heated in the same day.
The second type of PCM will be characterized by a melting point of 26oC and it has a role of
superior limiting the interior temperature. Basically by using the two types of PCM we propose
during summer to maintain the temperature of the interior space between 22 and 270C.
Moreover, in the winter situation the interior operative temperature will vary around the value
of 20oC. The materials with a melting point of 26oC will never change their phase within this
period.On the other hand the phase changing materials with a melting point of 23oC will change
their phase. During the cold season, there will be days when the exterior temperature will have
positive figures but only during day. During this time the heat pump will function with a better
coefficient of performance and will produce more thermal energy. This energy will be sent to
the interior by the radiant system. The excess energy will cause the interior temperature to raise
at the value of 25oC. In these conditions the PCM with a melting point of 23oC will absorb the
excess heat during day and will restore it to the interior space during night time. The purpose
of this idea is to benefit from the advantages of the phase changing materials all year.
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The phase changing materials had an enormous contribution to the house energy efficiency
fact that can be seen in the differences of temperature between the exterior and interior.

Fig. 5.4.2.II-4 - Temperature monitoring
The temperature drawn with dotted line is the temperature from the bedroom with phase
changing materials and the exterior temperature is drawn with the blue, continuous line. Due
to the fact that the monitored room was not heated or cooled with any active system it can be
clearly seen the impact of the phase changing materials.
The phase changing materials have shown their potential at the competition . It can be seen
in BUC_AN#7_CALCULATIONS, file 05.5.2-01 - PCM impact. A simulation of the cooling
consumption was made without the pcm and was compared with the monitoring data. It
resulted a cooling energy consumption of 5.16 kW without using the PCM and a cooling energy
consumption of 3.9 kW while using the PCM thus making an economy of 24.48%.
More details of the advantages of the phase changing materials and why do we consider them
innovative can be seen in the Innovation Report, Chapter 5.5.
Characteristics:
gross density

approx 1000 kg/m3

latent heat

330 kJ/m²

specific heat

28.3 kJ/m²K

total storage capacity

866 kJ/m²

thermal conductivity

0.27 W/m²K
Table 5.4.2.II-1
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Using the greenhouse on the south-west represents an advantage that facilitates a low energy
consumption.
To maintain the interior air parameters in the comfort zone and in order to prepare the domestic
hot water, we will use an air-water heat pump, with a COP of 4.02 (heating capacity of 8 kW and
cooling capacity of 6 kW). Due to its high COP, the pump will consume only 1 kW of electric
power in order to produce 4 kW of thermal power. The terminal units will be represented by
radiant panels with embodied pipes (radiant ceiling heating). The HVAC equipments will be
placed in the technical room.

Fig. 5.4.2.II-5 - Functioning principle of the heating/cooling system
More details can be seen in project drawing ME-201.
As we can see in the below picture, the bms system is connected to the heat pump system,
boilers, radiant panels and cool water tank. In order to avoid useless energy consumption, our
team decided to regulate all air parameters with the help of the BMS (building management
system).
We use the BMS system in order to keep parameters of thermal comfort and indoor air quality
values within the maximum admissible limits. In order to obtain the desired effect we monitor
the exterior parameters of temperature, solar radiation humidity and taking in consideration the
delay and amortization of early mentioned parameters. These actions have also the purpose of
anticipating the exact quantity of energy that we shall use. To bring a more detailed explanation
of the system and the way it’s going to work we will further present the BMS components and
the controlled equipment.
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Heat recovery system
This equipment will be used to diminish at maximum the thermal load used in fresh air
conditioning. The functioning of the heat recovery unit will be conditioned by signals emitted
by humidity, temperature, CO2 concentration and VOC concentration sensors as we can see in
the following table:
1

2

3

4

State

CCO2

CCOV

Temperature ºC

Humidity

-

ppm

µm

winter

On

CCO2>800 ppm

CCOV>28

Ta< Ti-1

Capacity (0-100%)

600< CCO2< 800 22< CCOV<28

Off

CCO2<600

-

CCOV <22
Ta> Ti + 1
Table 5.4.2.II-2

summer %
Ta>Ti+1

φi>50

-

45<φi<50

Ta<Ti-1

φi<45

5.4.2

where:
CCO2 - indoor concentration of carbon dioxide
CCOV – indoor concentration of formaldehyde;
Ta – effective indoor temperature
Ti – operative temperature
φi – indoor relative humidity

The priority will be given to the situation where a functioning with a higher capacity is needed.
For example if the CCO2 concentration exceeds 800 ppm and if the indoor relative humidity is
under 45% the heat recovery unit will function under rules specified in column 1.
Cooling/ heating coil
The main purpose of this equipment is to dehumidify during summer and to heat during winter
the fresh air needed to assure the indoor air quality.
Summer
State

Humidity

-

Winter

Temperature

Temperature

%

ºC

ºC

On

φi>50

Tc=Ti-1

Capacity (0-100%)

45<φi<50

Off

φi<45

where:
Ti – operative temperature
φi – indoor relative humidity
Tc- conditioned fresh air temperature

Tc< Ti-1

Ti-5<Tc<Ti-1 Tc=Ti-5
Table 5.4.2.II-3

Tc> Ti + 1

In the summer time the condition of humidity will have a higher priority than temperature
conditions.
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Dampers
We didn’t make individual position for every damper because they have the same command
system.
Each damper is controlled by an actuator and every actuator receives signals from humidity,
temperature, CO2 concentration, VOC concentration sensors. Depending on the received signal
the actuator will command the opening or the closing of the damper.
1

2

3

4

State

CCO2

CCOV

Temperature ºC

Humidity

-

ppm

µm

On

CCO2>800 ppm

CCOV>28

Off

CCO2<600

winter
Ta< Ti-1

CCOV <22
Ta> Ti + 1
Table 5.4.2.II-4

summer

%

Ta>Ti+1

φi>50

Ta<Ti-1

φi<45

where:
CCO2 - indoor concentration of carbon dioxide
CCOV – indoor concentration of formaldehyde;
Ta – effective indoor temperature
Ti – operative temperature
φi – indoor relative humidity

Heat pump
The heat pump has its own management system.
This system will be connected to BMS in order to receive the main commands(on/off and winter/
summer situation) and for monitoring parameters such as: energy consumption, temperatures
of the water buffer tanks, evaporating and condensing temperature.
The buffer tanks will function as an hydraulic separator between the heat pump and terminal
units.
Practically we have two managements systems that work independently and they are included
in one BMS .
Circulation pump and three way valve (for radiant panels)
The three way valve will make the mixing necessary for establishing the exact temperature of
the fluid circulating through the supply pipe. The pump will set the exact flow necessary to
The necessary caloporteur fluid flow needed to compensate heat/cool loads will be assured by
the circulating pump.
Values of the heat/cool loads will be evaluated depending on the outdoor temperature and
solar radiation
Summer situation
For temperature control, during summer we will use temperature sensors in the living room and
bedrooms. These sensors will send signals to the temperature regulators which will compare
the measured temperature with the reference one.
In the situation where the exterior temperature has a greater value than 200C and the interior
temperature goes over 25oC, the BMS system will start the heat pump cooling mode and the
chilled water will be circulated through the radiant panels, covering up the heat input. When
the interior temperature will drop under the value of 23oC the automation system will stop the
heat pump.
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Given the situation of an exterior temperature smaller than 20oC, the free-cooling principle will
be used and starting the heating pump for cooling will be unnecessary.

5.4.2

Winter situation
For temperature adjustments in the winter situation, we will use the energy recovery unit,
the heat pump and radiant heating panels. When the interior temperature will drop under
the imposed value, the BMS system will start the heat pump and command it to prepare the
thermal agent circulated in the radiant panels. This system will cover the heating demand.
The fresh air will be preheated in the in the greenhouse in the transition periods
and it will be preheated again in the energy recovery unit. 90% of the exhaust air energy,
from the kitchen, bathrooms and hall will be regain in the ERV. The heat pump assures the
supplementary heat needed in order to achieve the imposed air temperature.
The main system that is going to be used to heat and cool the thermal agent is the single phase
air-water type heat pump.

Source: weclimited.co.uk
Fig. 5.4.2.II-6 - Example heat pump functioning
Technical characteristics

Value

Measuring Unit

Heating capacity

7.22

[kW]

Alimentation power

3.2

[kW]

COP (performance coefficient)

4.02

[-]

Cooling capacity

6.39

[kW]

Energy efficiency rate

2.86

[-]

Height

900

[mm]

Width

1270

[mm]

Depth

593
Table 5.4.2.II-5

[mm]
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As for terminal units we will use radiant panels with pipeline
Advantages of the radiant panels:
• IR is a silent system
• Energy saving: high temperatures for cooling, low temperatures for heating
• Very comfortable radiative cooling and heating
• Superior thermal comfort (the comfort curve is the closest to the ideal one) due to the fact
that the medium temperature of the vehiculated thermal agent has a value close to the
interior room temperature.
• Low air current speeds for optimum comfort that don’t drag along dust particles
• Variation of the thermal comfort curves compared to the ideal thermal comfort curve

Fig. 5.4.2.II-7 - Comfort curves
As it can be observed from the comfort curves graphic, the radiant heating curve from the
air stratification charts is the closest one to the ideal heating curve. The medium temperature
of the vehiculated thermal agent has a value close to the interior room temperature, thus we
can obtain, by using radiative heating, both energy efficiency as well as ideal thermal comfort.
Furthermore, the resulting temperature of the radiative surface is also close to the interior room
temperature. Another advantage of the radiative heating system is represented by the “zero”
level of noise produced in the process of functioning. Another advantage of the radiant system
is that while we cool the air, air dehumidification occurs.
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Technical characteristics

Value

Unit measure

Panels dimensions

2000 x 625 x 15
1200 x 625 x 15
800 x 625 x 15

[mm]

Tube diameter

9.9

[mm]

Thermal conductivity

0.3

[W/mK]

Weight (without water)

12.1

[kg/m2]

Weight (with water)

12.7

[kg/m2]

Heating capacity

60

[W/m2]

Cooling capacity

40

[W/m2]

Maximum work temperature

60
Table 5.4.2.II-6

[°C]

5.4.2

Source: Gypsum Panel Technical
Fig. 5.4.2.II-8 - Example of radiative heating / cooling system

The system can be seen in project drawings at ME 012; ME 021;ME 022; ME 031 and ME 032.
In order to reduce energy consumption we will use a rotary energy recovery unit (as mentioned
before) with a recovery rate of over 90% and an airflow of 290 m3/h. Heat recovery will be made
from high thermic potential rooms such as the, bathroom, the hallroom and the kitchen. Fresh
air introduction will be made in rooms such as the living area and bedrooms. To introduce,
evacuate and transfer air, we will use air grilles (extraction, introduction and transfer grilles).
More details of the system can be seen in ME 041 and ME 042
Furthermore to improve air circulation we chose to passively ventilate the house by opening
the window from the stairs and the one from the kitchen and living room therefore evacuating
the hot air from the room.
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Fig. 5.4.2.II-9 - Passive ventilation
More details can be seen in BA-012.
Industrialised version
We firmly believe that our prototype and its solutions have been made to respect the energy
efficiency and the sustainability concepts. Because of enounced consideration we think that
the normal evolution of the project will consist in keeping the prototypes solutions and design
but changing the configuration and technical solutions in relation with the prototype solution.
The building will be composed of 18 apartments. Each building will have only one technical
room. The technical room will have an air water heat pump, a domestic hot water tank, a hot
water tank and a cool water tank.
• The air water heat pump will cool or heat water that will enter either the cool water tank or
hot water tanks
• The domestic hot water tank will have a serpentine from the solar collectors and one from
the heating pump. This tank will provide apartments with domestic hot water.
• The Hot water tank will have a serpentine from the heat pump and one from the solar
collectors. This tank will provide the radiant panels with hot water for heating
• The cool water tank will have a serpentine from the heat pump. This tank will provide the
radiant with cool water for cooling
Moreover the only element that will be
• A heat recovery unit for every apartment
• Radiant panels for terminal units
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Further on we will compare the centralised system with the particular one in order to point the
advantages of the chosen solution.

5.4.2

Fig. 5.4.2.II-10 industrialised version

First of all the maintenance of the centralized system is cheaper because it has only one technical
room.
In terms of economy, the prototype costs € 48,634.44 while in the industrialization situation,
the cost will be € 21,812.02 per duplex, thus the inhabitant economizing a sum € 26,822.42.
Secondly we consider that the efficiency of one heat pump is higher than more heat pumps,
because it has a longer continuously function than a set of heat pumps, substantially reducing
the peak loads as it starts less than a set of pumps.
Moreover, because not all of the consumers will need heat at the same time, the heat pump
will function at a lower capacity than nominal functioning, thus keeping a higher coefficient of
performance and efficiency.
In addition to that, a great space economy is done because the technical room for all houses
will be placed in the basement. We chose to use an air water heat pump instead of a ground
source one because of technical and economical consideration.
A first inconvenient of the ground source heat pump represents the lack of space needed to
place the ground-coupled heat exchanger. Moreover the system can’t provide the heating
and cooling loads requested for a further extension of the assembly. Extension that it’s very
plausible to happen due to our concept where living modules can be added to the complex.
Secondly the ground heat pump implies an investments that would be too large for the
Romanian economy. It is true that this system will be characterized by a better performance
coefficient than those of the air water system.
To conclude we firmly believe that the presented solution is optimal for our project.
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5.4.2.II-2. House and HVAC Simulations
(Annual and for the two competition weeks)

5.4.2

a). Brief simulation descriptions, tools used (capabilities and limitations).
TRNSYS is an extremely flexible graphically based software environment used to simulate the
behavior of transient systems. While the vast majority of simulations are focused on assessing
the performance of thermal and electrical energy systems, TRNSYS can equally well be used
to model other dynamic systems such as traffic flow, or biological processes. For the HVAC
systems simulation we used TRNSYS 17 program.
We started out from an existing template of a multi-zone building and began adding the zones
of our house (a total of 17 zones). The zones are as follows:
Windfang
Staircase ground floor
Technical room - electrical
Living
Staircase 1st floor
Technical room - HVAC
Entrance
Master bedroom
Bathroom ground floor
(lobby with thermal mass) Secondary bedroom
Bathroom 1st floor
Dining
Hall
Green space - ground floor
Kitchen
Technical hall
Green space - first floor

Fig 5.4.2.II-11 -Thermal zones in Trnsys 17
Afterwards, we began adding the house’s exterior and interior walls and windows into the
simulation, along with their structural properties (wall stratification) based on the density,
specific heat and thermal conductivity of the walls layers.
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The thermal insulation properties of the walls and windows are shown in the figures below.

5.4.2

Fig 5.4.2.II-12 - Example of wall surfaces

Fig 5.4.2.II-13 - Example of thermal characteristic of an layer
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Fig 5.4.2.II-14 - Characteristics of the triple glazed windows

Fig 5.4.2.II-15 - Active layer properties
For modeling the radiant panels we added an “active layer” to the wall and ceiling. The layer
is called “active” because it contains fluid filled pipes that either add or removes heat from
the surface. Every active layer has 2 inputs: the inlet temperature and the mass flow. Firstly, a
qualitative adjustment was made for the all house, in correlation with the exterior temperature
and then a quantitative one (on/off ) for every room.
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After the house structure was defined, the required temperature for each room was set, and
we also established the necessary air changes per hour (ACH) for the ventilation system, the
house’s heat gains and the level of air infiltration.

5.4.2

Fig 5.4.2.II-16 - Active layer in a wall

Fig 5.4.2.II-17 - Trnsys 17 components (main scheme)
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All of these parameters and preliminary calculations were established based on an occupation
schedule and equipment functioning profile for a family of three (two adults and one child).
This scenario was accomplished on a weekly (both week-days and week-ends) and yearly basis.
Finally, before the inception of the preliminary house simulations, we chose Paris and Bucharest
weather files and after that, we made the required connections between the soil temperature
and the house’s ground floor in order to obtain the thermal transfer between these two
elements.
The heat and cool demand were calculated with the following leakages: 0 ACH for the living,
lobby, bathrooms,dining, kitchen and bedrooms (because the air has positive pressure);1 ACH
for the technical rooms when the temperature is higher than 26 C and 0.1 ACH for the rest of
the time ; 4 ACH for the green space during the summer and 0.5 ACH during winter.

5.4.2

b). Housing unit modeling assumptions, including internal gains, occupancy behavior
patterns, ventilation and comfort temperature
In order to have a close to reality energy load simulation we have to take in consideration the
internal gains and occupancy behavior patterns. Moreover, the behavior patterns are taken in
consideration to perfectly optimize the BMS which will reduce the peak loads and reduce the
consumption.
We considered a pattern of a typical working week for a family of 2 adults and 1 child.We’ve
chosen the following occupation and equipment usage profile:

Fig 5.4.2.II-18 - Gains and persons profile for Monday, Wednesday and Friday
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5.4.2
Fig 5.4.2.II-19 - Gains and persons profile for Tuesday and Thursday

Fig 5.4.2.II-20 - Gains and persons profile for Saturday
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Fig 5.4.2.II-21 - Gains and people profile for Sunday
The oven, electric stove,hood,dishwasher and refrigerator are located in the kitchen and the PC
and TV are situated in the living. The washing machine works only during saturday’s and it’s
placed in the lobby next the secondary bedroom. These gains as well as the occupancy pattern
are taken in consideration for the housing unit loads request.
LIVING SCHEDULES
Weekdays
The family wakes up at 7:00, has breakfast and leave for work or school at 8:00. During week
days, adults have lunch at their workplaces and the child at school. The active house systems
(heating/cooling) begins functioning an hour before they return home (17:00), at 18:00. After
they get home, one parent prepares dinner, while the rest of the family watches TV. After they
have dinner (19:00) in the dining area, one person washes the dishes in the sink, or in the
dishwasher in the case of a large amount of dishes. After dinner (19:30) the family spends time
in the living room until 21:00. After 21:00 the parents watch tv in the living room while the
child does his homework. They all go to sleep at 23:00 and the cycle repeats for the whole week
(from monday to friday).
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Weekends

Sundays, they wake up at 9:00 and have breakfast until 9:30. From 10:00 to 12:00 the family
spends their time in the living room. From 12:00 to 12:30 the parents prepare lunch. One
person serves lunch in the dining room while the rest watch tv. At 13:00 the family has lunch.
From 13:30 to 16:00 there is a rest period, meaning that both the parents and the child are in
their bedrooms. From 16 to 18:00 the family is in the living room, watching tv or playing board
games. At 18:00 one person is in the kitchen, preparing dinner. They all have dinner at 18:30.
From 19:00 to 23:00 the family members spend most of their time in the living room. They all go
to bed at 23:00 and this cycle repeats every sunday.

5.4.2

Saturdays, they wake up at 9:00 and have breakfast until 9:30. They get dressed and leave the
house for shopping and groceries at 10:00. They return home at 12:00 and the parents prepare
lunch while the child rests in the living room. One person serves lunch in the dining room
while the rest watch tv. At 13:00 the family has lunch. From 13:30 to 16:00 there is a rest period,
meaning that both the parents and the child are in their bedrooms. From 16 to 18:00 the family
is in the living room, watching tv or playing board games. At 18:00 one person is in the kitchen,
preparing dinner. They all have dinner at 18:30. From 19:00 to 24:00 the family members spend
most of their time in the living room. They all go to bed at 24:00 and this cycle repeats every
saturday.

Vacations and national holidays
23.12.2013 - 01.01.2014
19.04.2014 - 21.04.2014
01.05.2014 - 02.05.2014
08.06.2014 - 09.06.2014
07.07.2014 - 13.07.2014
15.08.2014			
30.11.2014			
01.12.2014			

• Christmas Vacation
• Easter Holiday
• Romania’s Labour Day
• 1st & 2nd Day Of Pentecost (“Rusalii” Religious Holiday)
• Summer Vacation
• Religious National Holiday
• Saint Andrew’s Holiday
• Romania’s National Holiday

The interior temperatures were set according to the SR 1907-2 standard for the heating period:
• Living room = 20°C;
• Dining room = 20°C;
• Kitchen = 20°C;
• Bedrooms = 20°C;
• Bathrooms = 22°C;
• Windfang = 14°C;
• House stairs = 18°C;
• Hall = 18°C;
• Electrical technical room=10 °C;
• HVAC technical room = 15°C;
For the situations in which there are no inhabitants in the house, a temperature of 17°C was
chosen in order to prevent unwanted cooling of the house and condensation on the walls.
During summer the air temperature was set to 26°C for the living room, kitchen, dining room
and bedrooms.
In order to minimize the CO2 concentration and the volatile organic compounds from the house,
we have calculated certain air flows for the living areas, as follows: 140 m3/h for the living room,
90 m3/h for the master bedroom and 50 m3/h for the secondary bedroom.
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The internal gains from the appliances are marked with green:

Fig 5.4.2.II-22 - Gains in Watts
The heat gains from the electrical technical room were calculated as follows:
• Heat loss from the inverters:
H loss=P*(1-ƞ) [W] were:
H loss=heat loss from the inverter;
P=power in watts;
ƞ=efficiency of the inverter;
• Heat loss from the batteries:
H loss=I^2*R [W] were
H loss=heat loss from the batteries;
R=internal electrical resistance [Ω];
I=electrical current [A].
A value of 25 [A] was taken into account, accordingly to a 5 hours discharge and a value of 5
[mΩ] for the electrical resistance.
The main heat gains from the HVAC technical room are from the 2 water buffers: 700 [l] for
heating and 400 [l] for domestic hot water. Both buffers are heated to 45 oC and have a heat
loss of 53 [W/h] and 64 [W/h].
c). Housing unit energy loads
The yearly simulation in Trnsys predicts that the house requires 1811 kWh/year heating energy
and 1080 kWh/year for cooling. This calculations were made without taking in to consideration
the ventilated facade. We are currently working on a model with a ceramic ventilated facade
and we will submit our results at the next delivery.
For a more detailed energy consumption we express it in kW.h/(m².yr) as follows:
-heating: 17.52 kW.h/(m².yr)
-cooling: 14.21 kW.h/(m².yr)
Note: for cooling the bathroom and lobby areas were not taken in consideration as they are not
cooled.

Fig 5.4.2.II-23 -Yearly Heating demand
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These simulation were conducted in order to size all the equipment from the technical room
such as : the heating pump, the recovery unit, boilers and the terminal units. Moreover all the
simulation and calculus made have impacted our house design as it can be seen in 2. Influence
of the energy analysis in the project design (Project design optimization)

5.4.2

Fig 5.4.2.II-24 - Yearly Cooling demand in Watts

5.4.2.II-3. Results and Discussions
a). Housing unit energy performance on both, whole-house basis and system-by-system
basis. Heat gains and losses by the building envelope.
An all year analysis can be found in calculation annex BUC_AN#7_CALCULATIONS, file 05.4.301 - Heat gains and losses by the building envelope - Bucharest. We’ve obtain a cool peak load
of 2.8[kW] and a peak heat load of 2.9 [kW] with 14% contribution from our solar panels. An
analysis of our system can be found in Solar Thermal Design, Chapter 5.3.7.
b). Predicted indoor temperatures in passive analysis
Only by passive means, in Romanian climate, we’ve obtained a minimum temperature of -2.4
°C, a maximum of 36.23°C and an average temperature of 19.1 °C.
In the 2 weeks in Versailles we estimate that, without any mechanical active system, will obtain
a minimum temperature of 18.7°C, a maximum of 30.55°C and an average temperature of
22.69°C.
The all year result can be found in calculation annex BUC_AN#7_CALCULATIONS, file 05.4.302 – Predicted interior temperature in Bucharest and in file 05.4.3-03 – Predicted interior
temperature in Versailles.
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c). HVAC systems selection criteria, description and simulations
The current HVAC equipments have been carefully chosen following the aspects below:
• Technical and acoustical performance
• Energy consumption
• Price
• Life cycle performance
• Heat gains perspective

5.4.2

These systems have been selected in order to obtain maximum interior comfort with low
energy consumption. For this thing to happen, the correlation between the HVAC systems
of the house must be flawless. The main heating and cooling system, represented by radiant
ceiling provided with thermal agent from the heat pump, will be assisted by the rest of the
secondary HVAC equipments. An example in this direction is represented by the heat recovery
unit, which will aid the main heating/cooling system during winter, making it easier for the
house to cover the heating demand.
Comparison
There were several architectural changes during our design stage: the windfang walls were
brought to the same level as the other ones and we reduced the area of the exterior glazing.
One of our biggest challenge is to find a balance between the shading system and the cooling
load. In order to highlight the importance of the shading system we’ve made a simulation
without them. The results can be found in the calculation annex BUC_AN#7_CALCULATIONS,
file 05.4.3-04. The next step was to choose between interior and exterior ones. As it can be
seen in the calculation annex BUC_AN#7_CALCULATIONS, file 05.4.3-05, the energy for
cooling increased with almost 160 kWh for the interior ones.

Fig 5.4.2.II-25 - Yearly Cooling demand, in Watts, without shadings
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Fig 5.4.2.II-26 - Yearly Cooling demand, in Watts, with internal shadings

We calculated, in the most disadvantaged situation, the heating load to be 2.9 kW and a cooling
load of 2.8 kW. We plan to reduce this values with an optimisation of our BMS system and with
a carefully planning of our shading schedule.

5.4.2

d). Predicted Heating and cooling loads and HVAC energy demand

5.4.2.II-4. Conclusions
To conclude, we have improved both the active as well as the passive technical solutions and
managed to achieve great results when combining these two strategies.
As far as numerical and graphical simulations go, (despite certain limitations that will be
corrected by the next deliverable), after numerous weekly and yearly house simulations and
calculations, we have found that the energy efficiency of our house is almost perfectly correlated
with the optimum interior comfort and low energy consumption, that will help us succeed in
our goals for the SDE competition.
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Section III - Adaptations made by the Team in the house for the
prototype in Versailles
5.4.2.III-1. House adaptation
We consider that there have not been made many adaptation by our team for the Versailles
situation in terms of energy efficiency because all of the equipment have been sized according
to Bucharest climatic parameters.The only thing that will change is the BMS system as it will be
adapted for the climate parameters from Versailles

5.4.2

Firstly, when the prototype will be constructed in Romania, the water tanks will not be used
anymore as the house will be connected at the sewerage system therefore the cursive will
change. Moreover, due to the imposed envelope, the solar panels will be placed horizontally.
This fact will change when the house will be mounted in Romania as the solar panel will be
oriented at an angle of 60 degrees in order to obtain maximum efficiency.
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Secondly, the house was placed on metallic feet in Versailles, fact that will change when it will
be brought back in Bucharest as it will have a foundation of concrete.

5.4.2.III-2. House, Appliances and HVAC Simulations
(two competition weeks in Versailles)
In Versailles we want to implement a ventilated facade and we’re trying to construct a model of
it but we’ve yet to obtain it. Also, the use of phase changing materials would give us an energy
reduction.
During the 2 weeks of competition we predicted that our cooling energy consumption will be
93.8 kWh. We are currently working on different scenarios with and without phase changing
materials and with different rates of air changes per hour. We will have a more detailed
simulation in the future and we will consider special scenarios for passive ventilation.

5.4.2

We are also considering other natural ventilation solutions that will most likely be detailed in
future publications. For the prototype and the competition we are considering a special regime
for the technical equipment through the BMS.

Fig. 5.4.2.III-1 - Cooling demand representative for the competition period in Versailles
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5.5

Abstract
If you want something new, you have to stop doing something old.

Peter F. Drucker

EFdeN is an energy efficient solar house designed for the urban environment as a solution
to the Bucharest’s issues of low density and mobility, an adaptable housing unit both to the
environmental parameters and to the inhabitants’ necessities and desires. What is different
about this dwelling in the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 context is neither the flexible
compartimentation nor the intelligent systems that activate its installations, not even its
modularity or the sustainability of the materials used. What stands out in the EFdeN prototype
is the steadfast step towards innovation in energy efficiency: the integration of a productive
bioclimatic greenhouse. Dedicated to the “urban farming” concept, this component is the
central architectural element of the house being both a source of a spectacle of light on the
inside and a community generator on the outside.
Due to our desire to change something in the mentality of today's society and due to the
context in which we lived in we have the benefit of looking from a creative point of view at
materials on the market thus introducing an innovative perspective by placing them in a new
architectural and urban concept. In this regard, the first point we want to bring in discussion
refers to creating a space with multiple valences within the home: a green space. As it can be
seen further on the greenhouse has an important role in architecture, urban design and energy
efficiency.
We try new languages in the formal use of materials, thus use ceramic slabs size to coat the
ventilation system of the facade. Yet another innovation as far as the constructive system is
concerned, can be found in the structure of the house. This mix system, of wood, and metal,
represents a new approach for Romania’s collective assemblies. Moreover the mix of the two
types of phase changing materials will have an important impact in energy efficiency and
comfort conditions
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5.5.1. Innovation in Architecture
5.5.1.1 Innovation in Architecture - General Concept

New spatial and functional concepts at all scales (urban scale, building scale, living unit
scale), new languages in the formal use of materials, use of textures, and the appropriate
use of light.

5.5.1

Habitation in Bucharest, the Romanian capital, has known a chaotic evolution which has
compromised its quality at present. This result is due to the sudden transition from the individual
to the collective dwelling, skipping the phase of a semi-collective one, so necessary for the
users’ adaptation to the habitation typologies imposed in the XXth century.

The feeling of ownership, one of the most powerful characteristics of a romanian, was
compromised at that particular moment of transition to the collective way of living. This
phenomenon grew once the totalitarian architecture was installed, leading to the current
situation in which there is no concern for the common spaces which are of all people and of
none at the same time. A certain alienation towards the co-tenants can be observed, generated
by frustrations related to privacy issues, as well as discontents regarding the recreation space
which is considered insufficient. On account of these deficits caused by habitation in Bucharest,
a migration tendency of its inhabitants towards the periphery has been observed in the past
twenty years. They are looking for an individual dwelling, for a private green space, for the
feeling of belonging to a community, thereby the city heavily experiences the urban sprawl
phenomenon.

interbelic period

since the middle of the XXI century

Fig. 5.5.1-1. The evolution of habitation in Bucharest
Source: http://bucharestunknown.blogspot.ro/2010/02/un-bucuresti-patriarhal.html
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Dealing with these problems, we have chosen to answer not only by means of applied
technologies in architecture, but also by reinterpreting an undeveloped living typology in
Romania. We are acting both at a macro and micro level.
Our desire to change something in the mentality of today’s society has encouraged us to
propose an alternative to the current way of urban living, in hope that it will raise awareness to
the current social and economical problems. Our goal is to help society understand the notion
of sustainability. We propose our architecture that starts from a social sustainability – starts with
the spaces created in the whole and reaches the materials used, for the actual construction, and
exploited. We intend to restore the pulse of small communities and raise the quality of life, so
from a macro point of view our innovative concept consists of social rising of to be created
districts of Bucharest.

Fig. 5.5.1-2. The evolution of Bucharest along
with the industrial landscape
Source: „Methods of evaluation for the
reconversion effects of the industrial
landscape
towards Bucharest’s environment’’, PhD
Thesis - Mirea Delia, University of Bucharest,
Faculty of
Geography 2012

5.5.1

• At the urban scale, The EFdeN project inserts into the Romanian capital’s landscape a number
of semi-collective housing ensembles developed on brownfield sites. We chose this kind of
sites because of their economical benefits and potential for sustainability.

Why is this solution better?
The conversion of the former industrial landscape is something that is not yet exploited in
Romania, which makes our initiative bold. Elsewhere, these sites have most commonly been
converted in office spaces ignoring the possibility of a housing development.
What are the economic benefits?
In our proposal the reconversion would generate a series of living spaces whose price would
be lower than on the market, thanks to their judicial status. It would reduce the city’s expansion
and it would improve urban mobility, decreasing the number of persons which head daily
towards the city centre in order to get to their working place.
Fig. 5.5.1-3. Mobility in Bucharest
Source: Local mobility analysis- Accesibility
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Does this solution have any environmental advantage?
These sites give us the chance to develop a new living typology based on solar architecture
principles, because of their generous size.

5.5.1

The living typology is a solution we have found by making a retrospective of Bucharest regarding
the habitation programme. (It can be observed that) The percentage of individual habitation was
very high until the XXth century, a fact that generated a fast process of expansion of Bucharest.
The Bucharest landscape, picturesque as it was, was succeeding in assimilating through its
architecture both occidental and oriental influences, causing its concentric development in the
form of districts (so-called “mahalale”) which contained micro-communities. The silhouette of
the city was given by the towers of the churches and by the abundant vegetation found both
in private and public gardens. This image has strong oriental influences and is considerably
affected toward the end of the XIXth century and the beginning of the XXth century, when a
western approach (with the occident and) with the spatial organization of the great european
capitals of the time was desired.
Regarding the habitation programme, the EFdeN project is innovative both in terms of the
living typology as well as through the used materials and their exploitation mode.
The habitation programme consists of semi-collective houses which don’t have a tradition
in Romania, representing a neglected phase in the evolution of our national architecture.
Therefore, there are very few such examples, but they are highly regarded for the results
obtained over time.
This order is shaken with the arrival of the communist regime in Romania, whose ideology
didn’t correspond with the citizen’s desires. A break in the living tradition is produced, immense
collective appartment houses being built, with common recreation spaces, given to all but in
care of nobody. The natural gradation of the space from public to semi-public and private is
eliminated: the personal garden. All these factors raised a feeling of non-appurtenance, of
denial within the community, compromising inter-human relations. Thus, there is currently
an inadaptability to the habitation programme in Bucharest which is considered unsatisfying
because of the lack of privacy and of a personal green space, of the relationship between the
public and the private space. The current living standard doesn’t resonate with the desire of the
users for whom the individual dwelling represents the ideal answer to their requirements. In
search of this ideal during the last twenty years, a migration towards the periphery is observed,
where the price of an individual house is far more accessible and the dream of having a personal
garden can be easily achieved. Following this ideal has its repercussions at an urban level,
causing the urban sprawl which unbalances the density as well as the mobility within the city. 1)
How will this innovation have an impact on your target audience & potentially, on society
as a whole ?
Taking these facts into account, we consider that the EFdeN project is innovative for the
Romanian commodity market because it speaks about a new living typology which integrates
a green space with different valances: social catalyst, production, recreation.
Relating to the local context, the EFdeN project aims to find solutions for the shortcomings of
Bucharest’s way of living which has underwent a chaotic evolutive process, skipping
important phases which annulled the citizens’ possibility of assimilating a new lifestyle.
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• At the building scale, the complex consists of different individual units which are connected
to a semi-private space used as a transition between the public and private areas. It is a social
catalyst, through its system of cursives and stairs which connects the dwellings and the
articulations between them. Furthermore, the extensions of the houses add to this character:
The greenhouse and the deck act as display points, being spaces from which one can observe
and be observed, encouraging the interaction between users.

Also the frame dwelling in a medium density area favors the creation of small communities
more easily. In addition to this, the advent of social activation points in our assembly will sustain
our efforts. There is a gradation of: public spaces – circulation and alleys; semi-public – cursive,
the greenhouse as a glass house; private, that which provides a comfortable mental route to
the user.
The adoption of the cursive outside is a change in a series of urban living assemblies in Romania.
Its transparent treatment supports easy passage to the semi-public nature to the public one
within the assembly. Visual transparency improves the community from a social point of view.

5.5.1

Fig. 5.5.1-4. Transition between public and private areas

Fig. 5.5.1-5. EFdeN proposal
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• The next point we want to bring in discussion, referring to the living unit scale, is creating a
new urban function within the home: a green space. Thus, we introduce the greenhouse, a
space with multiple valences.

5.5.1

This space will take on the characteristics of a productive greenhouse during summer. We
apply the concept of urban farming in Romania. In this way a family can cultivate their own
food to reducing the costs for the nutrition and embrace a healthy lifestyle. Hopefully this will
influence one of the most important indexes which show the quality of living, life expectancy.

Fig. 5.5.1-6. EFdeN proposal
Another role that the greenhouse will have is that of introducing the largest proportion of
natural light in the house. On the research field, a lot of studies show how the state of man’s
mind and health are influenced by lighting.
In this regard, the greenhouse significantly improves natural lighting. In this situation, combining
diffused natural light with direct light, uniform illumination is obtained.
A generally valid factor used for the entire complex is the creation of a window typology for
every type of space, using smaller windows for the spaces with an intimate character. The
contribution of natural light is compensated by the dwelling’s greenhouses.
Last but not least, the greenhouse also has the role of a termal buffer. In winter it is used to
preheat the air introduced in the house, thus reducing the energy required for heating the
house.

Fig. 5.5.1-7. EFdeN proposal - bioclimatic strategies
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We also want to highlight the social aspect because the greenhouse acts as a glass case. This
“shared” space, in contrast with an introverted and opaque house, introduces the attempt
to revitalize and recreate the urban communities. We acknowledge the need for sustainable
developments in Romania’s contemporary society. We believe that this gesture will have major
impact on the way people see urban housing through the desire to influence society to become
more attentive, more sensitive to real problems it confronts and also in terms of economics and
resources. Our wish is for society to realize the concept of sustainability, a concept that is quite
unexplored in Romania at the moment.
What are the economic benefits?
All matters listed above will ultimately bring economic benefits for the user.

How will this innovation have an impact on your target audience & potentially, on
society as a whole ?
We are bringing nature into the house, and proposing a new way of living in Romania, very
different from traditional housing.
current habitation typology in Bucharest

5.5.1

Why is this solution better?
The implementation of this new function in modern living generates, in turn, other outcomes.
The interior spaces are distributed around the greenhouse. Inside, it preserves functional
coherence of a usual home but it generates the impression of a completely transparent space,
which is segregated logically through clearly defined functions that have visual continuity.

EFdeN proposal

Fig. 5.5.1-8. Differences between habitation typologies
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Therefore, our proposition is based on modularity: the four modules of the prototype (circulation,
greenhouse, and two modules strictly related to housing) can be found in all the various forms
of conjunction. By trying to develop a program in which the beneficiary can choose his own
type of ideal living space we create alternative living solutions.

5.5.1

In some cases the greenhouse becomes an extension of the living room, in others, an
extension of the bedroom. After careful consideration of the recipient’s needs, our program
can generate the perfect solution for them, that takes into account all aspects related to
living, circulation, and lighting.

Fig. 5.5.1-9. The combination of the four modules which create the housing complex
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The materials used for this type of houses are making our proposal inovative for the local
market.
The envelope is made of ceramic slabs (1,00m x 3,00m x 3mm in size) in a system of
ventilated facade.
What are the competing products?
From a constructive point of view, this is an innovative system in Romania, where ceramics are
still used with traditional methods.

Why is this solution better?
Their size allows us to create a clean image, continuous facade, in a dry finish manner.
Mechanical qualities of this material have supported our desire to explore to the full how
you can perceive a ceramic plate, so we choosed for the shading systems of the windows to
be the same material in order to preserve visual continuity. We have tried to explore the full
physical capabilities of this material, so we opted for drilling holes the shading system slabs.
By perforating them we have enhanced their effect, transformed the spaces according to solar
light, and differentiated them with various drill sizes. The shading system that we have come
up with, acts as a shield during night-time, for increased intimacy, but it is not completely
opaque. Basically, the house actively engages with its surroundings, and is in a continuous
metamorphosis.

5.5.1

Fig. 5.5.1-10. Use of ceramics in Romania
Source: http://www.euconstructor.ro/2014/01/planseul-din-blocuri-ceramice/

Fig. 5.5.1-11. The envelope in contrast with the greenhouse
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Does this solution have any environmental advantage?
Due to the manufacturing way of these ceramic slabs, less amount of CO2 is emitted and less
raw material wasted.
Furthermore, the material recycles 100% proportion, with a lifespan of over 50 years, it brings
economic benefits. The ceramic layer that improves sound insulation is also a major factor
within cities. The grip minimizes execution time, and the ventilated ceramic facade requires
minimal maintenance. Broken slabs can quickly be replaced.2)
How much energy is saved?
Through this type of facade we can save up to 30% more energy for heating and cooling the
house, and during winter it acts as a heat buffer – reusing heated air and in summer the color
and texture of the material provides protection from sunlight.

5.5.1

All of these features have led us to choose this material over others.
How will this innovation have an impact on your target audience & potentially, on
society as a whole ?
By exploring alternative ways of construction still unexplored in Romania, we aim to develop a
business plan that will facilitate the possibility of reproducing the model on a larger scale. Thus,
we create a connection with a local tiles producer in Romania, and propose our alternative to
traditional ceramic for industrialization – although we have plenty of resources, we do not use
them to their full potential. We wish to re-attest this constructive system on a local scale.

Yet another innovation as far as the constructive system is concerned, can be found in the
structure of the house. This mix system, of wood and metal, represents a new approach for
Romanian collective assemblies.
Does this solution have any environmental advantage?
We intend that these materials be used due to their recyclable nature and abundance. Materials
which are part of the structure (not only from our house) come from recycling and are also
100% recyclable, through advanced processes that do not generate CO2 emissions.
What are the economic benefits?
This system brings long-term economic benefits, besides ecological ones, through durability
and ease of processing. High resistance to earthquakes due to flexibility and reduced execution
time, represent other advantages besides the one mentioned above.
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How will this project have an impact on society as a whole ?

5.5.1

The EFdeN project is built according to nature, which is to say we are implementing various
passive solutions for energy gain. With this project we are introducing a semi-colective house
with a personal greenhouse on the local market. The green space inside each greenhouse is
also used for bioclimatics. In order to improve the relationship between the architect and the
user the project is modular and versatile. The project will adapt to the needs of the user and not
the other way around. With all these features and combining sustainable materials in order to
preserve energy, we are making EFdeN a innovative way of living.

Fig. 5.5.1-12. EFdeN ensemble proposal

1) Șerban Văetiși, Schimbarea urbană în postsocialism-Aspecte ale privatizării și accesibilității orașului, Paper published in: Liviu C. Țîrău, Ștefan Melancu, ed.,
Interferențe euro-atlantice. 20 de ani de Studii Europene la Universitatea Babeș-Bolyai, Editura Fundației pentru Studii Europene, Cluj-Napoca, 2013, pp. 367-385.
Dana Cornelia Niţulescu, Vecinătăţile de locuire urbană, Paper published in: Sociologie Romaneasca. Volumul II. Nr. 1. Primavara 2004.
AM Zahariade, BLOCURI TRECUTE... BLOCURI VIITOARE..., Paper published in: ARHITEXT Nr. 03(169)/2007.
2) Technical information, PG_ECOTECH_ESGB, Porcelanosa Grupo - http://www.porcelanosa.com/recursos/catalogos/PG_ECOTECH_ESGB.pdf
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5.5.1.2 Innovation in Interior Architecture
1.Innovation through the recycling of materials
When we recycle, used materials are converted into new products, reducing the need to consume
natural resources. This solution has an environmental advantage because recycling helps
conserve important raw materials and protects natural habitats for the future. Using recycled
materials in the manufacturing process uses considerably less energy than that required for
producing new products from raw materials. More energy is required to extract, refine, transport
and process raw materials ready for industry compared with providing industry-ready materials.

5.5.1

Moreover, by using recycled products, we lower considerably the overall cost of that piece of
furniture. For example, we save 25 euro per square meter, considering that we had used wood
boards instead.
Our intention is to create an impact on the consumer, to make him discover what can be
accomplished with recycled materials/objects and to make him realize the importance of using
sorted recycling bins. Furthermore, we want to encourage the placing of sorted recycling bins
in as many places as possible, throughout the country.
Even if this idea of using recycled materials is not new, to Romania it could be considered
an innovation, because this area is very poorly developed. On this occasion we would like to
encourage the use of recycled materials in Romania within all areas of design, architecture and
construction.
•

Recycled paper

One of the materials we want to use is made from laminating sheets of old newspapers together
to form a “log” then milling it into usable boards utilizing traditional methods of woodworking.
This solution has economic benefits, given the fact that we recycle used paper/newspaper, and
it can be considered an interesting element for audiences of all ages.

Fig. 5.5.1-13 Examples of the technique used to make this material.
Source: http://www.rogerallen.net/blog/archives/9545/)
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•

Recycled cork stoppers

Using cork stoppers, we create a fun pattern that we will integrate in boards, which will be the
basis for making of our modular stools with dual function, first as a sitting area and secondly as
a table.

Fig. 5.5.1-14 Image of the cork stoppers used for flooring
Source: http://www.houseandearth.com/blog/cork-mosaic-tile
Recycled glass

In the process of making the EfdeN project, we plan to recycle all glass containers that we use
into plates and bowls available in the kitchen of our house.
The long-lasting nature of glass also means that glass can be recycled forever. It never wears
out as a raw material, so old bottles and jars can be remanufactured into new glass containers
over and over and over again.
We believe that by using recycled objects in our everyday life, they will be a constant reminder for
us that there are a lot of things we can do to protect the environment and to make a better life.
•

5.5.1

•

Recycling sawdust + paper + plastic

Another recycled material we want use is a combination between sawdust, paper and plastic,
and this mixture creates a fun and colorful look, that will be used for some decoration items.

Fig. 5.5.1-15 Examples of the technique used to make this material
Source: http://makezine.com/2010/11/29/interesting-sawdust-plastic-bags-ma/
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2. Innovation with plants (win-win situation)
•

Moss in the Bathroom

5.5.1

Using moss in the bathroom, it absorbs the air humidity, purifying it, and also feeding on it so
there is no need for any other source of water. As a result, we save the energy and the water
needed for that extra process.
In addition, this emphasis of green offers a strong visual impact aesthetically, completing our
space concept.
The overall cost of this solution will be about 120 euro, which includes the cost of the plants and
the system also.
We believe that this attachment will have positive impact on any possible audience by bringing
them closer to nature and at the same time, closer to our concept of living.

Fig. 5.5.1-16 Image of mosses
(http://www.photo-dictionary.com/phrase/62/moss.html)
(http://www.publicdomainpictures.net/view-image.php?image=19192)
•

Plants in the kitchen

By placing plants under the dish drying rack, we find a way to use the wasted water, saving the
energy and the water required for the manual plant watering. The overall cost of the system is
about 40-50 euro, depending of the type of plants we are using for this area.
3. Reconfigurable and modular spaces
The idea of versatility and modularity is becoming more evident in contemporary architecture
as a manifestation of a complex society that is constantly evolving. The proposed solution
emphasizes the ability to transform the interior into something different depending on the
requirements. The house can be easily adapted and can get a new look without having to buy
other furniture.
This is not a new concept in Global terms, but for Romania, the idea of designing a completely
reconfigurable space could be a new perspective in terms of furniture design.
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Each of the transforming furniture pieces is distinct in its own way and is a breakthrough when
it comes to the way we understand and interact with our furniture. Examples of areas with
transformable systems: the dining area (table), the living room (perforated shelves), the master
bedroom (bed, desk) and the teenager bedroom (bed, table and stools).
One of the economic benefits of this solution is due to the possibility of different configurations,
and therefore reduces the necessity to buy additional furniture.
Besides reduction in cost, and flexibility in design, modularity offers other benefits such as
augmentation (adding new solution by merely plugging in a new module), and exclusion.
Another advantage of modular furniture is that it gives a more organized and cleaner look.

Fig. 5.5.1-17 Image of the reconfiguration possibilities of living room sofa

5.5.1

The modular furniture components can mixed, matched, swapped, and reconfigured to fit into
any space and for any kind of client. We want our interior space and furniture to fit any scenario
and possible new function.

4. Multifunctional furniture - space-efficient
On the growth of urban life: “Two years ago, 50% of people in the world lived in cities, and if we
continue at the pace we are, which we will, we will be something like 75% in forty years time.”
– Urbanized 2011.
Therefore, we have to familiarize ourselves with the growing design trend of multifunctional
furniture. A thought provoking concept, these shape shifting pieces can push your thoughts a
step further into their multifunctional, double-meanings.
There are limitless benefits to purchasing furniture that’s able to change its functionality. When
moving or changing up your decor, having furniture that is able to transform guarantees that
you will keep it around for longer. It also prevents you from having to spend extra money, having
multifunctional furniture means fewer items and therefore, more space available.

Fig. 5.5.1-18 Image of the perforated metal shelves with double function, once as decorative
panel in the upright position, and secondly, folded, as storage shelves
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5.5.2. Innovation in Engineering & Construction
The building management system
In order to create a comfortable environment conditions we are going to implement an
intelligent automation system that will adjust the interior parameters taking into consideration
the exterior parameters and occupants’ needs.
1. What are the competing products?
Competing with our BMS solution would be other building automation systems that can be
found on the market.

5.5.2

2. Why is this solution better?
Our solution provides a mediation system which allows a scalable size of the physical level.
In other words, an unlimited number of sensors and actuators (actually, even buildings) can
be added to the BMS as needed only customisations, and no further software development.
Also, the system has a graphical interface from which we can monitor sensor status and
control actuators even remotely using secured connections. The Human Machine Interface
is compatible with a large number of mobile devices and operating systems, such as tablets,
android smartphones, iPhones, smart watches, etc.
3. How much energy is saved?
The biggest advantage of the BMS is that it uses artificial intelligence techniques to learn the
user behavior, based on records stored in the database. Thus, depending on the season, time of
day or other external factors, it may determine the optimal consumption profile to streamline
energy consumption.
Besides the reinforcement learning, the system is designed to meet the predefined instructions
in real time, such as luminosity control according to movement detected in the room.
4. What is the overall cost?
Compared to non-automated solutions, the cost is greater, but the savings will recover the extra
cost in a short amount of time. Compared to similar automated solutions, the cost is lower due
to software solutions that are designed to replace physical devices.
5. What are the economic benefits (including the cost of the solution)?
As mentioned above, the cost savings in time makes the usage of our BMS system a huge
benefit to the house.
Lights being closed when no activity is detected, shading system protecting the house from
the heat outside, light dimming to complement natural lighting and reach desired lighting
levels. Such solutions reduce energy consumption and, in time, recover the BMS extra cost.
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6. Does this solution have any environmental advantage?
Yes, the efficiency of electricity consumption and the products are more sustainable in the
manufacturing process.
7. How will this innovation have an impact on your target audience and potentially, on
society as a whole?
The end user will not have to waste time trying to define an optimal profile of resources
consumption since the BMS is able to learn and compute itself.

Why is this solution better?
We will now summarize the advantages of the system and it will be visible the advantages over
other installations.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contributions to the efficiency of photovoltaic panels;
The prevention of “hotspots” on the photovoltaic panels;
The annual consumption of the pump installation is low;
The system has low costs for implementation and its amortization is real;
The maintenance of system is minimal;
It can be implemented regardless of the arrangement of the panels (separate groups or
placed one in continuation of other)
The system uses rainwater, bringing economic and environmental benefits;
It can be automatic and the degree of automation is relatively easy;
The washing is done on flat jet and high pressure;
In the operation scheme are a few components that require power consumption;
It has a better degree of washing than the systems that washes by spraying or splashing;
The total cost of the installation would compete with other facilities or services that cleans
photovoltaic panels;
Would bring more comfort to the beneficiary of the house;
There is no risk of accidents or failures that can occur when trying to wash by hand the
panels;
Brings a cooling benefit of the roof, in summer, and heating, in winter.

5.5.2

Photovoltaic system cleaning

How much energy is saved?
This can be in two ways:
The electric energy saved by washing the system is at least 1%, that means at least 56 kWh.
The extra thermal comfort that is due to the evaporative roof cooling denoting a lower power
consumption of the heat pump.
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5.5.2

A scenario of system consumption was made. The time to wash one segment will be 30s (entire
installation - 30s * 4 = 120s). It was taken into account using the system two times a day and a
normal operation of the plant during winter (one wash per day). It was considered an average
power of the pump (0.75 kW), a pump that would raise pressure at 5 bars (at the nozzle).

Fig. 5.5.2.-1. Scenario - Power consumption per year.
What is the overall cost?
It depends on the type of the nozzles, the arrangement of the system, the pump needed.
Also, the system economics depends on the quality and performance. This system is composed
of a pump, distributor, HDPE pipes and fittings, nozzles, actuators and filters. Total cost of such
equipment reaches 1000€. Regarding maintenance, a check-up of the system by authorized
personnel can be applied once every five years. The cost of this would be around 20 to 30€.
Does this solution have any environmental advantages?
Yes, it uses rainwater and it is returned to the rainwater tank at every washing cycle. Also, it is
using materials that are safe for the environment.
How will this innovation have an impact on your target audience & potentially, on society
as a whole?
The solution can be easily implement on a large scale.
Does not require large resources (economically, engineering) for its implementation or materials
that are not found on global scale (in modern society).
Significantly improves the efficiency of photovoltaic panels, that includes a increase of the
maintenance and electricity production.
It is easy and convenient to use, requires no advanced technical knowledge.
Brings improvements to the thermal comfort, to the maintenance of the heating/cooling
equipment and lower consumption of energy (because of a rare use of the equipment).
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The supporting statement contains advantages and disadvantages related to other viable
options that can be implemented.

B.
Washing using robots
Presents many advantages as system automation, comfort, cleaning is made local and may
have high accuracy, or it uses little water and some detergents.
Generally, they have a high degree of automation, and that means qualified personl to manage
the robots, high costs of repairs and spare parts (which can be hard to find and, also, there is
a risk that the facility remains inoperable until the duration of supply spare parts or for the
repairs). Cleaning operations generally require a man who has technical knowledge for the
supervision (especially if the plant has not emergency autodetection) or to control the robot.
Some types of robotic systems have laborious installation.
Global exposure is very low, are very few areas where such products are provided. This affects
the service (maintenance) of such products, transport of the staff to the place in question can
be long and difficult.
Can not be implemented on any type of arrangement of the panels. Is more advantageous to
use groups of panels (several bonded panels between them) spreaded over large areas.
These systems present high consumption of electricity and the time in which the cleaning
operation is performed is very high.

5.5.2

Washing manually
A.
Depending on the possibility of access to photovoltaic panels, it can be carried by the beneficiary
using simple tools (towel to clean, water bucket, brush, detergent, ladder, distance support for
washing) or qualified personnel for washing the panels
This method may have the advantages of reduced costs for equipment or payment of the
qualified personnel but, also, a series of disadvantages related to safety (risk of falls, injuries),
presence of inadequate washing. This is namely because of the failure to wash the entire
surface of the panels or washing with specific products that are not designed for something
like this (exe: corrosive substances or substance that leaves stains). Also, if the washing is made
by unqualified personnel, or by the beneficiary, can occur damage of the surface of the panel.
The operation takes a long time and it can bring problems like acceptance, by the beneficiary,
of foreign persons in home or discomfort (inconvenience) if the operation is done by him.

C.
Washing by splashing or spraying
The main benefits are represented by using a smaller number of components (such as nozzles,
sprinklers) or the coverage (in general) of large areas using these nozzles, sprinklers.
As negative aspects are given by the weak cleaning and the need to use detergents to improve
it (washing is done in two steps, involving a washing phase with detergent and then a phase
for cleaning the detergent with clean water). To achieve these steps is required greater volume
of water and the operation takes long.
Not washing the panels
D.
Discussions on this issue are both pros and cons. However, numerous studies have shown
that washing the panels is a good thing, especially in heavy polluted areas or arid, and this
increases the efficiency and maintenance of photovoltaic panels. Washing them is a reliable
(good) option, as long as the process by which this is done is financial profitable, has no risks
and makes a good cleaning (effective).
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E.

The use of reflective material

If you take into account the side effect of washing the panels, meaning cooling the roof, then
we can say that as competing products would be also using reflective materials for roofing.
Reflective materials can be used in the case of free roofs, roofs that do not have solar panels or
other things that obstructs solar radiation, but in the case of moderate costs of implementation.
In the case of covered roofs (from solar panels), a large part of this area is shadowed. However,
there is a accumulation of heat due to solar radiation. This accumulation is:
• In sunny areas of the terrace (especially if they are sunny for a long time)
• The thermal energy embedded in equipment, panels, terrace, other construction elements
Terrace temperature can reach several tens of degrees. In general, were measured temperatures
of 50-70 degrees Celsius, maybe even more (depending on the intensity of solar radiation and
the type of roof ).

5.5.2

Conclusion
Acknowledging these ideas, we can say that this installation successfully compete as a better
alternative version from any point of view.
Construction
Our main idea taking into account the innovation parts, it is designed regarding as principal
systems the modularity of the house and the use of the technical floor. The idea of the technical
floor is not used as frequently as it could be. It is quite a new idea which is not being put into
practice.
On one hand, having the technical floor as one of our main ideas in designing the parts of the
house and combining all the parts together with strong correlation we are able to shorten the
overall time of the house project.
The construction time will be shortened comparing it with a concrete building. The prefabricated
large portions of the structure, instead of individual elements, will assure a faster production
time and also the mounting procedures can be made without using complicated tool and with
less labor. Using the technical floor, which contains all the pipes and all the installations inside
of it, having the flooring and the ceiling finishes already applied, will only be necessary to fix
the connections between the panels. In this way it will be already a saved amount of time,
money and labor.
Moreover, all of the prefabricating procedures of the technical floor happen inside specialized
centres which guarantees high quality workmanship and strict quality standards. These panels
have dimensions that permit their transport with the most common truck available. They
can also be stacked in the trailer in order to cut costs and energy, spent on transportation.
In this way it is also possible to make full use of the volume of transportation and drastically
cut construction time (a whole level can be built in less than a day) .The weight of the largest
assembly allows us to use a light crane (with a capacity of about 3 tons).
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All this taken into account will have a less harmful impact on the environment, a controlled
waste management and will decrease the cost of the buildings , will provide cleaner and safer
construction sites, and all those homes projects can be developed faster assuring quicker
improvement.
Taking this idea further, we tried to take construction time even lower. A huge time consumer
are technical rooms. Because installing the elements of the technical rooms take a lot of time
(there are a lot of elements that need assembly), we decided to install them in a metal “boxes”
that we will transport separately. Same as the technical panels, the technical room will be
provided with installations already mounted and with the finishes. Therefore speed and ease in
construction will be assured.

Taking into account all those ideas specified, this project idea of the house will give the possibility
of financial benefits, of protecting the environment and the working space. Compact transport,
simplicity of assembly and fewer construction workers on site work towards efficiency and
savings, and the construction and the assembling processes will be into strong correlation for
better results. The building becomes usable and can go on the market a lot faster. As for energy
saving, we lower the usage of construction machinery and centralize most of the assembly,
resulting in much lower environmental impact.

5.5.2

On the other hand, all those parts designed to be easily manufactured , transported, and easily
mounted confines the modularity of the house. This is another point that we have taken into
account. Having the modules of the house, the modular parts of the house, that comes with
all pipes, installations and finishes already installed correlated with the designed steps used to
assembled the house, will provide a higher work quality, beyond the existing one. Furthermore,
the necessary construction site will not be congested with stacks of materials left in open
spaces, with the possibility of deterioration.
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5.5.3. Innovation in Energy Efficiency
1. Hydrothermal efficiency

5.5.3

The photovoltaic washing system: by simply using nozzles on the superior part of the
photovoltaic panel, not only that we will maintain the photovoltaic efficiency up to its maximum
potential but we will also cool the rooftop through evaporation of the water.
The installation has a cost of approximately 880 euro and it will bring great savings in terms
of energy efficiency and of energy production. Moreover, the implementation of this solution
doesn’t affect the environment due to the biologic and clean washing powder. The system will
also be available in the industrialized version of the house.
Another way to improve efficiency in terms of hydrothermal is represented by the grey water
heat recovery system which recovers heat from the used water (in general gray water from
shower, washing machines and other sources of water that could have a thermal potential - at
least 20 degrees), to preheat the water (in a heat exchanger) that is going to be used (like for a
preheating of cold water for the alimentation of the boiler).
This heat recovery method it is more economical at a large scale then when is used at single
house, but, nevertheless, they are a must for single houses who want to be nZEB (net zero
energy buildings) or Energy-Plus Houses. So, to obtain the optimal energy efficiency level (also,
in accordance with the techno-economical report) it must be applied, and it we be applied, a
energy efficiency heat exchanger.
The basics heat exchangers used are plate heat exchangers but the one that is planned to be
use by in the industrialization type is a thermic tube exchanger.
Another way to improve efficiency in terms of hydrothermal is represented by the grey water
heat recovery system which recovers heat from the used water, to preheat the water (in a heat
exchanger), that is going to be used for other purpose (exe: the preheating the cold water that
will be introduced in the boiler).
The water use for preheating will be gray water produced from showers, washing machines or/
and other sources. Water that will have, as thermal potential, at least 25 degrees (this depends
on the temperature of the cold water that will be preheated or the desired temperature to be
reach).
Also, in our case, a heat recovery can be made from the hot water that will wash, through the
pv washing system, the photovoltaic panels and the roof.
In sunny days, the roof and the photovoltaic panels can reach several tens of degrees (from
50 to 70-80 or maybe more, depends on the sun rays intensity; the geographic location). After
the washing process,with water that has 15 degrees, the rest of the water that will be collected
(after evaporation - max. 10% of the quantity) will have a higher temperature and this could be
utilized before being stored.
The use of a such heat recovery equipment has a more economical advantage when it is applied
at a large scale then when it is used at single houses, but, nevertheless, they are successfully
applied (as technical-economic aspect and environmental) at single houses who want to be
nZEB (net Zero Energy Buildings) or Energy-Plus Houses.
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The heat exchanger that is taken into account to be used for the industrial version is one that
has, as constructive characteristics, thermal tubes.

5.5.3

A thermal tube is a heat transfer equipment that has a highly effective thermal conductivity
capable of transferring heat from a source to a consumer without additional energy supply,
almost without losses and with a very small temperature gradient. For this reason, the heat
tubes are often nicknamed as superconducting heaters.

Fig. 5.5.3-1 - Constructive characteristics, thermal tube.
There are working fluids that can ensure the thermal tubes functioning in any application and
in any temperature range. The working fluids used in the manufacture of thermal tubes used
in heat recovery applications, or in various processes are: water, ethyl alcohol, methyl alcohol,
ammonia, acetone, toluene, difil (bifoliate) and sodium.
What are the competing products? Why is your solution better?
As directly competing products that may refer to exchange equipment will be products (heat
exchangers) that have constructive characteristics such as tubular or plate type.
In general (at large scale of civilization), the thermal potential of the gray water is not reuse,
therefore, it can be said that there is no certain competitive products.
This solution is better because of the some good properties of the equipment like:
•isothermic functioning - this extremely important property can be explained simply
by the fact that the working fluid of the thermal tube is always in equilibrium with the
vapor phase of him, so that functioning is always isothermic and the temperature is the
same throughout the his length, regardless of its size;
•high capacity of heat transfer - the thermal tube has a large amount of heat transfer,
in the order kilowatt per cm2 of tube section, this is due to the high intensity transport
that occurs between vapor and liquid state;
•property to function as heat flux transformer - the thermal tube can receive high flux
of heat in the area of evaporation and can give low flux heat in the condensation area,
or vice versa.
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How much energy will you save?
This depends on the thermal potential of the grey water, the temperature of the cold water that
will be preheated.
The calculations were performed for a group of apartments (10 apartments). For the calculations
we assumed one washing machine, one dishwasher. We also took into account the showers
and the sinks.
The temperature for the cold water that needs to be preheated we assume to be 15 degrees (of
course, in the winter time the water will have a much lower temperature). The temperatures of
the grey water coming from inside sources was considered to be:
• washing machine: 30 degrees (lows temperature) and 75 degrees (highest temperature);
• dishwasher: 35 degrees (lows temperature) and 75 degrees (highest temperature);
• showers: 25 degrees (lows temperature) and 40 degrees (highest temperature);
• sinks: 20 degrees (lows temperature) and 40 degrees (highest temperature).
The volume considered to be:
• 10L for the dishwasher but we will consider only 5L of hot water, the rest will be considered
for the rinsing;
• 70L for the washing machine but we will consider only 35L of hot water, the rest will be
considered for the rinsing;
• 80L for the showers. here we didn't take into account the bathing (where the volume will
be more considerable);
• 30L sink for washing hands, washing teeth, other possible dishwashing.
This details are either from the datasheets of the equipment, either from statistics.
We assume that at every apartment, at least one shower will be per day, a quantity of 15L to
30L will be consumed per sink and at least two washing machines and two dishwashers will be
per week.
With this data, making some assumptions and making calculations of heat transfer we can
determine that following things:
• the minimum energy savings will be 1326.53 kWh/year (the worst situation);
• an optimistic situation of energy savings will be 3376,77 kWh/year (but not the most
optimistic situation).
The showers and the sinks were counted as being used only 5 times a week. The exchanger
efficiency was taken hypothetically as a plate heat exchanger (0.98%). The calculations were
made for the all 10 apartments.
What are the economic benefits (including the costs of the solution)?
Because they are spread across the globe there are plenty of manufacturers and so there price
is not so higher.
The price for one single tube can vary from 15.76 euros to 29.27 euros and the price for the
entire equipment is around 157.6 euros to 292.7 euros. Also, it can reach higher prices. They
depend on the type of fluid (that is in the tube), the quality of the materials, the temperatures
to which it will be used.
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How will this innovation have an impact on your target audience & potentially, on society
as a whole?
These tubes are produced by a large number of manufacturers worldwide and it can be
interpreted as:
• no extra cost (due to intermediaries);
• low cost of services (maintenance);
• can be implemented all over the world;
• can be used in all kind of thermal recovery;
• can lead to significant savings, this also translates through reduced pollution.

a) BMS
One of our innovation is the BMS system. This system will control the fresh air introduced in
the house by natural or mechanical means as follows: when the CO2 sensor will show a level
of CO2 such as 550 ppm the BMS will indicate the occupants to open the windows for natural
ventilation, and if the system will still indicate a high level of CO2 ( such as 600 ppm), then it
will show the occupants that is recommended to close the windows and the ventilation system
will kick in. This system will be correlated with the exterior and interior temperature as it can be
seen in Comprehensive Energy Analysis and Discussion Report, Chapter 5.4.2. b) Heat recovery
from greenhouse

5.5.3

2. Environmental efficiency

The house, by design is made to avoid heat loss to thermal buffers and the envelope. Placing the
technical room and the windfang on the north has an important role in protecting the house
from strong winter winds. The greenhouse has an important role in diminishing the heat loss
between the interior and the exterior, because it serves as a thermal buffer, gaining heat from
solar radiation. Moreover the greenhouse has an important role in preheating the extracted
air as it has for natural lighting.
What are the competing products? Why is your solution better?
In comparison with a usual heat recovery system, our solution is better and represents an
innovation because the extracted air is passively heated thus saving energy. Moreover, we
consider that our solution presents a new perspective on the greenhouse as there have been
included more functionings. We firmly believe that it represents the most efficient way in terms
of heat loss to have our house natural light in our house.
How much energy will you save?
The preheated aitr from the green space will aid in energy savings especially in the transition
seasons such as spring and autumn. We estimate that energy savings will reach a value as high
as 10% More calculations justifying this affirmation will be included within the next deliverable
What are the economic benefits (including the costs of the solution)?
The energy savings will help with the economic justification of the system and the initial cost is
the same as any other standard heat recovery system. The implementation of the green space
itself is an cost efficient energy saving solution. Comparing to the usual heat recovery system
we bring economic benefits for no price.
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How will this innovation have an impact on your target audience & potentially, on society
as a whole?
The presented solution will bring a new perspective on the greenhouse, by proving a new utility,
an utility that brings energy efficiency along with the usual advantages of the greenhouse
meaning.Not only that this solution will affect engineers by offering them a new perspective in
room ventilations but also we consider that we present the greenhouse as a common ground
for engineers and architects by presenting its great utility for both sides.
c) Ventilated facade

5.5.3

A ventilated ceramic facade will be attached to the southern, western and eastern wall. These
will reduce energy consumption during winter as well as in the summer period. In the winter
situation, the facade will be closed both at the top and bottom parts, reducing the heat losses
through the envelope, while in the summer situation, the inferior and superior part will open
and the facade will be ventilated reducing the heat transfer through the wall.
What are the competing products? Why is your solution better?
In comparison with other ventilated facades, such as metallic facades, the ceramic facades have
the advantage of retaining solar radiation during winter (acting like a thermal buffer) and also
avoiding overheating during summer.
How much energy will you save?
Due to the difficult extent of the calculations we only can say that during summer there are
saving of energy consumption with heating up to 30%. Measurements will be made when
the construction of the house will be finished. Taking in consideration that we have an energy
economy of 20% every day and that the cooling demand is of 6 thermal kw. It results that we
save 1.2 thermal kw per day. Which means, due to our heating pump COP that we save up to
0.3 electrical kw per day. Considering that we have 4 months of summer will result in an 36.9
electrical kw energy savings with cooling.
What are the economic benefits (including the cost of the solution)?
We estimated that the facade will be 5000 euro, price which will pay off in time due to energy
savings, and will bring thermal and acoustic advantages.
Does this solution have any environmental advantage?
The facade is 100% recyclable.
How will this innovation have an impact on your target audience and potentially, on
society as a whole?
This solution may change the mentality of romanian ceramics production by producing more
ceramic for buildings therefore reducing the price. Furthermore, this type of facade will bring
a breaking ground insight in terms of building reconditioning because of their contribution to
energy efficiency and aesthetics of the building.
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d) Plasterboard phase changing material
We consider using microencapsulated phase changing materials integrated in construction
plasterboards. These will bring our house an innovative perspective as we will use a combination
between two types of phase changing materials:
• PCM with a temperature of phase changing at 23oC
• PCM with a temperature of phase changing at 26oC

How much energy is saved?
The innovative Alba®balance plasterboard construction material contains specially developed
PCM microcapsules which change phase within humans comfort zone . If the room temperature
exceeds 26°C , then the excess heat is absorbed by the boards because of their phase change.
If the temperatures should drop again, this heat is returned to the environment. This creates
natural regulation of the indoor climate – without the need for an external energy source. When
the phase is changed, the phase changing materials eliminates a latent heat capacity worth of
approximately 47850 kj. In addition to the latent heat dissipation the phase changing materials
also retain heat and acts as an thermal mass, retaining approximately 4103 kj when the phase
changing does not occur.

5.5.3

This will permit us to superior and inferior limit the temperatures, thus being prepared from a
passive point of view for every climatic situation. A more detailed justification of the system
chosen can be found in Comprehensive Energy Analysis and Discussion Report, Chapter
5.4.2.

The phase changing materials have shown their potential at the competition. It can be seen
in BUC_AN#7_CALCULATIONS, file 05.5.2-01 - PCM impact. A simulation of the cooling
consumption was made without the pcm and was compared with the monitoring data. It
resulted a cooling energy consumption of 5.16 kW without using the PCM and a cooling energy
consumption of 3.9 kW while using the PCM thus making an economy of 24.48%.
What are the competing products? Why is this solution better?
Comparing the phase changing materials plasterboards with usual plasterboards we can see
clear differences in terms of energy efficiency.
In correlation with the radiant panels, the plasterboard phase changing materials manage to
bring great comfort and thermal distribution while heating/cooling with minimum energy
consumption.. Whilst classic (plasterboard) drywall panels heat and cooling parallel with the
intensity of the heat input, Alba® balance plasterboards break up the heat peaks.
This means that excessive maximum temperatures due to intense sunshine or heating or to
waste heat from machines and appliances can be significantly delayed. This ‘peak shifting’
effect reduces energy requirements for the mechanical re-cooling of excess heat, or allows the
heat surplus to be postponed to times when it will not be disruptive or can even be used (e.g.
when the heat output drops during the evening) This happen due to phase changing material
property to encapsulate thermal energy and due to its capacitive construction element.
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source: http://www.rigips.ch/download/rigips_alba_balance_infobro_de_low_en_korr_arial.
pdf
Fig. 5.5.3-2 Peak shifting
An even room temperature increases the productivity and physical comfort of those in the
room. As the PCM microcapsules introduced into the plaster ensure natural temperature
equalisation, Alba®balance plasterboards are able to achieve this with considerably reduced
use of energy. The boards also release the heat evenly, ensuring that there is no difference in
temperature between the floor and ceiling.

source: http://www.rigips.ch/download/rigips_alba_balance_infobro_de_low_en_korr_arial.
pdf
Fig. 5.5.3-3 Temperature equalisation
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The usual plasterboards don’t have any of the enounced advantages.
Secondly the phase changing materials manage to successfully maintain the temperature
within comfort conditions. In the following graphic we are shown results which conclusively
demonstrated that the peak levels of PCM boards remained consistently below those of normal
plaster boards.

source:http://www.rigips.ch/download/rigips_alba_balance_infobro_de_low_en_korr_arial.
pdf
Fig. 5.5.3-4 Phase changing
Alba®balance plasterboards ensure reductions of up to 2K in wall temperature measurements
compared to classic (plasterboard) drywall panels.
Another possible comparison can represent any kind of thermal mass, for example black
granite. Although it has the advantage of a smaller price the thermal mass doesn’t have the
many advantage of the phase changing materials. Besides of mentioned advantages the
plasterboard phase changing materials are not conditioned by position or sunlight and are
both used for cooling and heating.
Does this solution have any environmental advantages?
PCM microcapsules are as ecologically harmless and durable as the natural construction
material plaster. RAL endurance testing has demonstrated that the melting and liquefaction
process used for heat storage and emission can be repeated indefinitely. This guarantees the
Alba®balance plasterboards a service life of at least 30 years.
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How will this innovation have an impact on your target audience and potentially, on
society as a whole?
In terms of target audiences this plasterboards phase changing materials will break new ground
as it will have a huge impact on engineers and auditors. They will have to find viable solutions
for increasing energy efficiency within the year 2020 due to the new legislation that will be
imposed and not only that this solutions occupies little space but it also have a great impact
on energy efficiency. Due to the 2020 legislation concerning energy efficiency our change will
bring more repercussions in the Romanian society. Changes that involve building constructing
as well as building renovations and reconditioning.
Moreover our house had an important impact as Saint Gobain will bring these materials in
Romania.

5.5.3

3. Building coupling solutions
The industrialization will consist in horizontal development which will reduce heat loss of the
northern-west and the southern-east walls for houses placed in the middle. Moreover the lowrise vertical development will reduce heat loss through the roof.
Acoustic efficiency
a) “Green space acoustics”
As the proverb says, “The best time to plant a tree is twenty years ago. The second best time is
now”, we wanted to get the most out of our green space, and in the phase of designing it, we
also considered acoustic insulation besides the other advantages it brings for the house.
The green space is an important factor in reducing the environmental noise, the planted
vegetation acting as a sound barrier between the city noise and the house. The triple and
double glazed windows of the green space will also reduce external noise and help with the
acoustics of the house.
What are the competing products? Why is your solution better?
We consider this to be a relatively unique solution because our green space will have multiple
innovation points, not just in acoustic efficiency. So we can’t really say there are lots of other
competing green spaces that have been design both in acoustic and thermal comfort. This
is the key point of our house and nowadays, only individual houses offer the opportunity of
having a small garden and therefore relating to nature, but the communist dwellings and even
the new high rise apartment blocks lack this sort of possibility due to their height and due to
the anonymous character of the green space at ground floor. Another factor that leads to this
situation is the alert rhythm of life in the city that has negative repercussions on people’s bond
with nature and on their wellbeing since they tend to spend more and more time indoors.
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Nonetheless, a garden represents an oasis from mundane life and it has always played an
important role in Romanians’ life. It is one of the reasons for people to move to the suburbs
where they can own a garden.
What are the economic benefits (including the costs of the solution)?
The cost of the solution becomes insignificant when compared to the benefits that a green
space can bring to the life quality of the inhabitants. The green space was designed to do just
that: improve the life quality of its inhabitants and the acoustic efficiency is just part of the
perks.

In the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century, a typical component of
the house, still offering a green area, was the greenhouse, integrated in the building. This space
was mostly made of glass, with a delicate metal structure, and it emphasized the importance of
nature for Romanians even during winter. (pg 116) At present, a similar necessity for a personal
green area is felt through the utilisation of balconies from communist blocks as green houses,
with a lot of decorative plants, aromatic plants, and even small vegetables and fruits. These
vernacular interventions prove once more that people in Bucharest lack their green space and
also a relation with nature.
To conclude, gardens -as extensions of housing- have always existed and they were part of the
human habitat. It is a necessity for the individual to be linked with the environment in which
he lives and the Bucharest resident’s desire to have a house with a garden is a result of an
extension in time of the local culture of living. Nature represents a huge asset when it comes
to a housing space and to the wellbeing of the inhabitants. Moreover, the impact of vegetation
manifests on the urban image and therefore on housing quality.

5.5.3

How will this innovation have an impact on your target audience & potentially, on society
as a whole?

b) “Comfortable innovation”
Another element contributing to the acoustics of the house is the sofa.The interior material is
made of Basotect G, the most advanced sound-absorbing material present. It is generally used to
treat rooms with reverberations and echoes. The advantages of this material are open structure
(open cell), very low weight , thermal conductivity : approx . 0.035 W / mK, low Flammability
according to DIN 4102 B1, suitable for any application in the field of acoustics.
The test results from the acoustic experiments in an impedance tube according to ISO 105342 and in a reverberation room according to DIN EN ISO 354 are shown in the charts below. In
the medium and high frequency ranges, Basotect G exhibits an outstanding sound absorption
behavior. At low frequencies, technical acoustic improvements can be achieved, for example,
by means of additional heavy layers.
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Fig. 5.3.3-5 Degree of sound absorption (impedance tube) - Basotect

Fig. 5.3.3-6 Degree of sound absorption (reverberation room) - Basotect

The Basotect technical data sheet can be found in Chapter #12, 2.5 - Furnishings.
What are the competing products? Why is your solution better?
Our house’s sofa will be made out of this ultra-efficient acoustic material. There are currently
no competing products as far as we know. We can compare our innovative solutions with a
normal sofa but it would be a pointless comparison. The properties of this material are among
the best acoustic parameters we have seen, and as the acoustic simulations have shown, we are
confident that we will have one of the most innovative element of the competition.
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Does this solution have any environmental advantages?
In order to determine its ecological profile, an independent test institute examined Basotect G+
for potentially harmful substances such as heavy metals, prohibited azo dyes, formaldehyde,
organic tin compounds, chlorinated benzenes and phenols, perfluorinated compounds and
plasticizers. The emission of volatile organic substances was also checked in order to prevent
that harmful substances have an unduly impact on the air. The results for the new Basotect
grade were well below the limit values.
How much “energy” is saved?
As it can be seen from the charts above, the acoustic performances (degree of sound absorption)
show great results, reaching up to full sound absorbance on certain frequencies.

5.5.3

For further details regarding the behaviour of the green space in the living room, you can relate
to the acoustic simulations made in Acoustic Design Narrative, Chapter 5.2.4.
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5.5.4. Innovation in Communication and Social
Awareness

5.5.4

Our main innovation in communication is based on our national campaign of promoting the
solar energy among pupils – a campaign that is both innovative on the market of information
campaigns in Romania and a different approach on our future architects, engineers and
communicators. The concept encompasses two ideas: showing how down-to-earth and easy to
understand is solar energy and disclosing to the youngsters what some occupations are, in fact,
about. To that end, each members of the team shall go to their home town in two or three high
schools and teach the pupils, during the physics course, what a photovoltaic installation is, how
to make an EFdeN house model and what are the perks of the renewable energy. Practically,
along with the pupils we are going to build the model of a sustainable town with models of our
prototype, street lighting, a photovoltaic park and a modified toy train working on direct solar
energy. The workshop under the mark of Solar Decathlon Europe and of us explaining what is a
Decathlete and sharing them our experience.
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Leaving on the side this core of our innovation in communication, we have already taken a few
important steps towards achieving the goal of being innovative and different in the way we
express our project. One would be our drawing book for children with a sustainable kids story
inside, David and nature, which you can see in Dissemination Materials. On the other hand,
our promoting campaign of the Little City of Science and our involvement in the organization
of the opening event of the first interactive science museum in Romania as the sole events
partners counts in our commitment to innovation. A next step would be transforming one of
the buttons on our official web page into a human resources platform: all of the EFdeN members
will be able to upload their CV, along with a description of their activities in the project (the
official skills sheet). Furthermore, each member’s profile shall be completed with an interview
taken by one of the members of the Communication Department.

5.5.5. Innovation in Urban Design, Transportation &
Affordability
The central area of Bucharest begins to be abandoned due to the increasing in land prices,
and the reduced availability of space. The residential areas are relocated in the periphery
(opportunity to build on larger parcels along and of course to reduced price per square meters).
In consequence, the central area surrounded by the first ring of circulation is depopulating and
abandoned, or in the best case scenario, the residential areas are converted into commercial
and office spaces. The only significant land available in this central area is represented by the
old industrial platforms.

Firstly, our proposal intends to transform “Obor” railway station into a self sufficient station
because we intend to economise energy by placing photovoltaic panels on top of the main
station. They will be used to electrical charge the internal train and also appliances such as
lightning.

5.5.5

Our proposal is to address specifically to these brownfields, characterized by high accessibility
to public transport and good integration in the city.
We are taking into consideration all the surrounding areas and the mobility problems caused
by this central densification. We consider to make a proposal for our railway system to be highly
optimized in an innovative and unique way.

Secondary, this old railway station will function as an intermodal pole which will connect with
four types of means of transportation such as trams, buses, train and trolleybus. This urban
operation will have an important impact on the regeneration of the city, because it will use
the existent infrastructure and will have the same typology of intervention as the project.
This type of self sustainable railway station it’s the first project in Romania and it reflects the
preoccupation for increasing energy efficiency.
Also, configuring the railway station as an attractive intermodal pole will determine movement
at larger territorial scale by attracting people to use public transportation for longer distances.
Due to the proximity of railway station, the number of visitors on the main pedestrian spine
of our neighborhood will increase the number of buyers of our products produced by urban
farming, supporting the local economy. Moreover, considering that urban farming provides
inhabitants’ food that doesn’t need chemical treatments, the CO2 emissions from the food
supply are null.
The urban form and classical music: a duet
An innovative concept is the urban form inspired by the rhythm of the music, beginning with
slowly, calm and peaceful classical music, gradually increasing and accelerating to lively and
fast music, allegro. The intensity of the music blends with urban contours, adagio creating
harmonious, fluent curves that defines the inner of the district, the main pedestrian path.
Allegro produces a multitude of punctual zones with various approaches: gathering places,
urban farming, sports ground.
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Another innovation is represented by a simple idea. We want to implement in the parking
places a screen where, every person of the neighborhood can update their daily schedule by
writing when they are going to use their car and where they will go with it. This screen will be
placed at the entrance of the parking lot and it will be connected to mobile phones via a special
application from which everyone can update their schedule and also see each other schedule.
Moreover we proposed to place sensors in parking lots. Considering the amount of fuel used
by each car, the sensors calculate the costs of parking. This influences people to use alternative
fuels less polluting or choose public transport.
This type of urban development approach is new to our country and city so it will raise interest
among inhabitants. By living here, visiting the ensemble or being informed about it, people will
become more aware of the necessity of a sustainable lifestyle and what this implies.

5.5.5

What are the competing products? Why is your solution better?
We consider that the only comparison that can be applied represents the online sites called
“car sharing”. We think that our solution is a more reliable due to the simple fact that people
know each other therefore there is more trust involved, trust that encourages car sharing. Also
this will create stronger relationship among neighbors therefore creating a more condensed
community.
In terms of territoriality, our proposal also includes the configuration of the nearby railway
station as an eco intermodal pole. Both interventions being related and in proximity determine
a polarizing area for a new type of development, competing towards other residential
developments of different types, in the city.
How much energy will you save?
Taking in consideration the hypotheses in which at least two people share the same car for their
daily routine we think that there is a great energy economy. For example if we take the most
bought car in Romania, Logan that has a consumption of 6 liters per 100 km and if we take in
consideration Baneasa as an city office center where our two fictional characters go together
at work , which is at 10 km distance from Obor, we realize that we economize approximately 6
liters of gasoline per week, therefore 222 liters per year.
What are the economic benefits?
Considering the enounced hypotheses and that one liter of gasoline is currently 1.33 euro, it
results in an economy of 296 euros per year per person.
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Does this solution have any environmental advantage?
This solution has a clear environmental advantage due to the reduction of cars used, which
results in a lower emission of CO2. Dacia for example emits 116 g/km therefore , for the given
hypothesis where the person has to go back and forth to work 20 km it results that our fictional
character emits by using the car 2,32 kg of CO2 per day. By extrapolating it results that in our
fictional characters, by using the same car to go to work, save up to 603,2 kg of CO2.
Moreover, we propose parking lots equipped with softwares for energy and carbon monitoring
and implement taxes directly proportional to the amount of carbon emitted by a certain car, in
order to encourage people to use a more sustainable type of transport.
Considering the CO2 footprint for a family of 3 members, only from the transport are issued
41850 kg of CO2 (14%). Represents a big step towards a sustainable environment as the
emissions of CO2 produced by private cars registered in the city (1113 tons) decreased in our
district to just 2 kg per day.

This solution has a clear advantage in terms of society encouraging the communication between
members of the same neighborhood having a large potential in terms of target audience. In
terms of specific target audience we consider that ecologist will be interested in our way of
implementing this solution due to early mentioned factors.

5.5.5

How will this innovation have an impact on your target audience and potentially, on
society as a whole?
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5.5.6. Innovation in Sustainability

5.5.6

Our innovation in urban design consists of a group of modular houses that can be attached or
detached according to further developments of the sites. This group of houses are adaptable
on any location regarding the architectural aspects: materials’ colors and textures. In addition
to these advantages, the modules can be extended both on horizontal or vertical directions,Our
innovation in urban design consists of a group of modular houses that can be attached or
detached according to further developments of the sites. This group of houses are adaptable
on any location regarding the architectural aspects: materials’ colors and textures.
In addition to these advantages, the modules can be extended both on horizontal or vertical
directions, so they address to all sites conditioning (R h = maximum height, POT = percentage
of land occupation, CUT = coefficient of land use). Our way to promote these type of modular
housing is by developing partnerships with micro financial units (including also European
funds) and also with municipalities, for social housing program (example from Romania: ANL).
so they address to all sites conditioning (R h = maximum height, POT = percentage of land
occupation, CUT = coefficient of land use). Our way to promote these type of modular housing
is by developing partnerships with micro financial units (including also European funds) and
also with municipalities, for social housing program (example from Romania: ANL).
Having set the social aspect as a sustainable pilar, our strategy is based on building micro
communities that interact each other. This is a solution to the actual situation of an unstable
relationship between neighbors. The individual housing made social interaction limited,
while transition to collective housing forced people to adapt to larger groups, building micro
communities that have not interacted.
Our proposal encourages eliminating social barriers, increasing social cohesion, liveability,
stability, safety and trust between people. The modular houses will be grouped around a
common space, similar to a patio, where urban farming and other activities will fulfill the role
to achieve the aspects above. This space is also playing the role to grade the transition from
public to private spaces.
One of the elements we adopt, in order to achieve sustainability, as mentioned before, is the
urban farming concept. This activity has multiple advantages, however it has been practiced
in Romania at a limited scale and individually. The innovation of implementing this consists of
creating different areas where urban farming can be done and shared: an expositional area
for the wider public, where people from neighboring places can come and inform themselves,
buy or even plant; areas for the inhabitants to grow their own legumes and fruits. This activity
will determine a more economic, environmental and social aware habitat. Also, it changes the
mentality on productivity and consumption
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A neighbourhood is sustainable from an economic perspective when its potential is fully
exploited. This means no empty dwellings, profit and prosperity of the settlement. By creating
an attractive environment, served by different functionalities, possibility for cultivating food,
passive and independent housing , in two words: minimizing costs of living, people will be
determined to choose this type of sustainable life. All these factors and the ones mentioned
before regarding social aspects and environment, enhance satisfaction and neighbourhood
ties and lead the residents to be aware and to invest more time and energy in their home and
habitat.
Furthermore to this idea, another innovation we propose is a system of panels that connect each
house unit ( apartment) and display the energy consumption values individually. These panels
are placed in the community center , in order to raise awareness through both inhabitants or
other interested people regarding sobriety in use of resources and energy. This is also a mean
to attract people in choosing this type of housing by demonstrating that the whole process
functions.
Our proposal for mobility targets both the analyzed area and the city and adopts the principle
of using sustainable modes of transport and diffuses them at city scale. First, we propose
to integrate in the existing public route. Second, we put up for connecting the railways
corresponding to each former industrial platform found in proximity and create a railway
network. Third, we promote the green transport through bikes , electric cars and other “light
means of transport” (bikes/ cars parking near metro station or surface train station, renewable
energy sources for charging electric cars ).

5.5.6

Sustainability is also achieved by adopting the concept of reducing large distance mobility for
different day by day needs. In this respect, we encourage the development of mixed functional
areas ( residential, commercial, services).In this purpose we will place some modules with
different destinations, sustained by public spaces – develop a route with points of interest.
Relationship between housing and services must be designed taking in consideration constant
flows of people according to times of day and night.

Another solution that we integrate in our project is carpooling, which also has economic
benefits. It reduces each person’s travel costs such as fuel costs, tolls, and the stress of driving.
Carpooling is much more seen as a environmentally friendly and sustainable way to travel as
sharing journeys reduces carbon emissions, traffic congestion on the roads and the need for
parking spaces.
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5.5.6

In terms of urban design, we propose shared space roads, which restrict the automobile access
inside the residential area of our analyzed site. The transit traffic takes place around, so the
ambience is more settled inside. In relation to this, in order to decrease the CO2 emissions,
we also propose parking lots equipped with softwares for energy and carbon monitoring in
order to encourage people to use more energy efficient cars. Greenhouse is another element of
innovation considering the solar energy that it captures. Sustainability is realised by recycling:
during winter, compost can be accumulated from plants and used during summer as fertilizer.
The project orientates itself to protect the environment by reducing or eliminating the harmful
sources through a development shift but also by ecological reconstruction through mitigating
and bio manipulation. We propose a water mirror in our neighbourhood to ensure humidity ,
to balance air temperature during summer and to encourage the development of trace species.
Considering bio manipulation, we follow the “top-down” principle. The city doesn’t have many
places for birds to shelter except for parks and some building’s which incorporate niches in
their facades. There is a considerable number of pigeons and other small flying species that
are neglected by humans, moreover being attacked by crows. In our proposal we ensure
shelter for these types of birds to reduce a possible fragmentation of habitats. The innovation
of implementing this idea is by creating shelters as annexes to the illuminating pillars.
Consequently, the proposal is designed based on a diversity of habitats. This creates stability
and sustainability of the whole system.
We also consider the plasterboard integrated phase changing materials an innovation in
sustainability as it manages to create comfort condition with no energy loss. More can be seen
below in chapter innovation in energy efficiency.
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5.5.6

5.6 Sustainability Report
INDEX
5.6.1 General Concept of the Project and Sustainability
5.6.2. Urban Design and Transportation
5.6.3. Bioclimatic strategies:
5.6.4. Construction System:
5.6.5. Materials
5.6.6. Active Systems and Equipment
5.6.7. Solar Systems
5.6.8. Water
5.6.9. Solid Waste
5.6.10. LCA
Abstract

5.6

“The first rule of sustainability is to align with natural forces, or at least not try to defy
them.”
Paul Hawken
		
EFdeN is an energy efficient solar house designed for the urban environment as a solution
to the Bucharest’s issues of low density and mobility, an adaptable housing unit both to the
environmental parameters and to the inhabitants’ necessities and desires.
What is different about this dwelling in the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 context is neither
the flexible compartimentation nor the intelligent systems that activate its installations, not
even its modularity or the sustainability of the materials used. What stands out in the EFdeN
prototype is the steadfast step towards innovation in energy efficiency: the integration of a
productive bioclimatic greenhouse.
Dedicated to the “urban farming” concept, this component is the central architectural element
of the house being both a source of a spectacle of light on the inside and a communities
generator on the outside.
Sustainability is a social challenge that entails urban planning and transport, local and individual
lifestyles, ethical consumerism, green technologies, renewable energy and adjustments in
individual lifestyles that conserve natural resources. Not only that EFdeN has understood this
things, but we have also tried to apply them in every day life. EFdeN meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs and
we have created a house entirely dedicated to the concept of sustainability.
In order to achieve sustainability, we have adopted the urban farming concept. This activity
will determine a more economic, environmental and social aware habitat and it also changes
the mentality on productivity and consumption. Sustainability is also achieved by adopting
the concept of reducing large distance mobility for different day by day needs. Going on, all
the materials and equipment used in the construction of the prototype are carefully selected
not to harm the environment. They are either recyclable, have a low grade of volatile organic
compounds or are even recycled.
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Summary of changes
5.6.1. General Concept of the Project and Sustainability
5.6.2. Urban Design and Transportation
5.6.3. Bioclimatic strategies
5.6.4. Construction System
5.6.5. Materials
5.6.6. Active Systems and Equipment
5.6.7. Solar Systems
5.6.8. Water
5.6.9. Solid Waste
5.6.10. LCA

5.6

No changes were made because the section was clear and complete.
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5.6.1 General Concept
Our project is developed taking into consideration all of the three basic points of sustainabilityeconomy, society and environment.
From an economic viewpoint, the house’s configuration is carefully designed for advantageous
illumination, great thermal protection adapted to the extreme weather conditions in our
country and low energy consumption.It gains maximum sunlight through the greenhouse
incorporated as a core space and through the windows placed on both the south oriented
facades.
The thermal efficiency is solved through thick exterior sandwich panels which are well insulated
and also a triple-glazing system for the windows.

5.6.1

Likewise, an important focus in our strategy has been making use of low-cost, renewable and
long-life cycle materials which originate from sources close to the prototype’s construction
place (such as the metal structure, wood-for the wall panels, cellulose, cork or natural stone for
the interior finishings).
Considering the social aspect, the ensemble is designed on a mid-rise strategy platform in
order to improve the distribution of public space and helping to create strong bonds inside the
community. Avoiding high-rise and intensive development will bring the ensemble here to a
more friendly human scale build environment.
Mid-rise systems will be more airy and allows the light to cover larger surfaces of land. Less heat
and pollution will be produced related to a specific living block. With the help of urban farming
and clean technologies more fresh air will cover the public space, as lack of fresh air is a daily
problem Bucharest is tackling for years.
To create a friendlier and safer environment means that the vehicle traffic must be pushed
outside the ensemble.
The whole development preserves the same architectural language due to the individual
modules put in different combinations. It all acts as an organism, having individual modules
as building blocks of its DNA, even if it’s a prefabricated system, many variations are possible
depending on the functional requests. The DNA string is connected by urban farming concept,
a main theme in our concept. More elements put together in the same context not only need
to be functional and practical, but also require to have a friendly and safe user interface, as this
could create a sustainable community.
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Mobility is another concept and is about an integration of transportation links – a city-wide
transformation to streamline the infrastructure and bring vitality into the experience of the city.
Sustainable transportation is also an asset to the design, bringing economic growth with high
quality transportation option.
One of our ideas is to create a community where people can live and work so that they will not
need to use time-consuming transportation routes.

The project implements numerous sustainable methodologies at both the micro and macro
scale: emphasizing healthy living through health and indoor air quality, restorative and biophilic
design, and best practices to save tenants money on energy bills. The tenants are provided with
views of green spaces and access to natural daylight.

5.6.1

The third aspect of sustainability- the care for the environment is an important part of the project
because EFdeN is based on green sustainability principles, following different strategies, in
order to improve reflexivity, to reinforce self-organisation and participation, to solve interest
harmonization and conflict regulation issues and for innovation, as well.

A green space inside our prototype provides an opportunity for the development of urban
farms and provides a protected space for residents of all ages to enjoy the landscape.
Individual units are finished with durable, non-toxic materials, designed to save energy and
water-metallic panels.
Another relevant aspect of the project is building orientation on site which allows air circulation
without creating air currents, and supplying solar renewable energy to the ensemble.
All of these ideas are put together taking into account the need of using resources in the
present in a correct and responsible manner without affecting the development of the future
generations.
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5.6.2 Urban Design, Transportation and Affordability
Bucharest’s former industrial landscapes are all too often left as polluted while new buildings
are constructed elsewhere at the urban fringe. Actions like cleaning up the polluted brownfield
sites puts the city in the position in not having sufficient funds for these types of urban
regeneration, because these actions include high costs. We consider sustainable development
the most important key factor in the future evolution of our city.
The brownfield land is an essential urban resource that we cannot afford to ignore. EFdeN team
is aware of actual problems of Bucharest and want to promote a new approach of urban growth
instead of urban sprawl process which define the actual expansion phenomenon.

5.6.2

We consider EFdeN Project as a pilot project for our city which can empower the city,
communities, and other stakeholders to work together to prevent, assess, safely clean up, and
sustainably reuse brownfields.
In order to achieve sustainability we take into account several basic principles to guide
smart growth in urban design strategy: Mix land uses, range of housing by modularity of the
architectural product, foster distinctive communities having a strong sense of place, walkable
neighborhoods, preserve open space, farmland, natural beauty, and critical environmental
areas, strengthen and direct development towards communities and provide a variety of
transportation choices.
The compact development pattern that is central to smart growth development uses land
and resources more efficiently and concentrates activity close to infrastructure, amenities, and
other community resources. In addition, the conceptual plan called for a mixed use residential
and commercial area emphasizing greenspace and sustainable street level practices.
First of all, redeveloping a brownfield site in the city, where a future community can remove
blight and environmental contamination, create a catalyst for neighborhood revitalization,
lessen development pressure at the urban edge, and use existing infrastructure, are the key
factors in making our project sustainable.
Secondly, we want to re-use/recycle all the materials which will be considered recyclable
through a consistent analysis. The creative urban design idea of recycling materials include
urban farm plots that reconnect the city’s inhabitants to small-scale food production and boast
several energy saving features.
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To reimagine the urban farming the land was revived as a green hub which not only represents
a place for social interaction but one the local community can live from, also. It will become
the host of several events, including Sowing, Tasting, and Market Festivals to nurture crossborder exchange engaging local citizens, community groups, professionals and visitors. As the
space continues to develop, and food production evolves and our proposed urban farm must
become a model for similar initiatives throughout Bucharest.

The last but not least, our project is aiming to use resources without affecting the future
environment by using correctly and responsible. Mobility is about an integration of
transportation links – a city-wide transformation to streamline the infrastructure and bring
vitality into the experience of the city.

5.6.2

The urban value is demonstrated via producing green, food, smell and taste in an engaging
and most unexpected way. Brick enclosures are recycled for the construction of the “farming
plots” whose different heights allow varying soil depths for different crops. Original stair cores
are converted into brick platforms and open pavilions to accommodate future activities. An
irrigation pond collecting the site’s natural underground water source, an integrated sprinkler
system, nursery as well as projection room and exhibition facilities are added.

Sustainable transportation is also an asset to the design, bringing economic growth with high
quality transportation option. One of our ideas is to create a community where people can
live and work so that they will not need to use time-consuming transportation routes. Also
promoting pedestrian walking instead of motorised transportation is an important key factor
in achieving an increased carbon footprint at the city level.
Walkability: EFdeN promotes a Walkable neighborhood which have well-connected streets and
a mix of land uses near each other, making not only walking but also bicycling and transit more
convenient and appealing.
This type of walkable neighborhoods command a price premium, earning real estate developers
and investors a higher return on investment. Improvements to streets and sidewalks to make
them more appealing to pedestrians can benefit local businesses by attracting more customers.
Building orientation on site allows air circulation without creating air currents, and supplying
solar renewable energy to the ensemble. The ensemble is designed on a mid-rise strategy
platform in order to improve the distribution of public space and helping to create strong
bonds inside the community.
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Avoiding high-rise and intensive development will bring the ensemble here to a more friendly
human scale build environment. Mid-rise systems will be more airy and allows the light to cover
larger surfaces of land. Less heat and pollution will be produced related to a specific living block.
With the help of urban farming and clean technologies more fresh air will cover the public
space, as lack of fresh air is a daily problem Bucharest is tackling for years. To create a friendlier
and safer environment means that the vehicle traffic must be pushed outside the ensemble.

5.6.2

The whole development preserves the same architectural language due to the individual
modules put in different combinations. It all acts as an organism, having individual modules
as building blocks of its DNA, even if it’s a prefabricated system, many variations are possible
depending on the functional requests. The DNA string is connected by urban farming concept,
a main theme in our concept. More elements put together in the same context not only need
to be functional and practical, but also require to have a friendly and safe user interface, as this
could create a sustainable community.

Fig. 5.6.2-1 - Sustainability goals
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5.6.3 Bioclimatic strategies: Passive design strategies
a)Project’s envelope. Justify the used building envelope types.

The ventilated facade acts as a sunscreen because it includes a shading system for windows.
All these include renewable energy systems as solar energy usage, like photovoltaics, solar
collectors, and the ventilated facade. Some of the closure panels are modular panels that allow
easy replacement with the required integrated technologies to achieve energy efficiency. The
wall structure consists of, from interior to exterior: two plasterboard layers (27.5), oriented strand
boards closing panel (18mm), humidity barrier drywall (5mm), mineral wool thermal insulation
(250mm), oriented strand boards closing panel (22 mm) and ventilated ceramic facade (3mm).

5.6.3

The concept of sustainability has a wide approach, everybody is talking about in a period when
environmental problems caused by various human activities are requiring serious solutions.
We all know that sustainable development is a normative concept that includes the idea of a
“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generation to meet their own needs”.
Starting from this basic idea, we are using a passive systems in order to limit the energy
consumption of the house as well as the recyclable materials, which represent the main
sustainability strategies of the HVAC systems.

Fig 5.6.3-a Wall composition
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Using ventilated ceramic panels for the house’s facade is very helpful during winter, as it
preheats the air that is going to be extracted by the heat-recovery unit and used to ventilate
the house. During summer, the ceramic panels have the property of shading the house’s facade
and also works as a ventilated facade, reducing the solar heat gains through solid and glass
elements. The facade is made of porcelain ceramic which can be recycled and be reused at the
end of its life cycle.
Furthermore using 25 cm mineral wool insulation we manage to have great energy savings due
to reduced heat losses. because of its low conductivity of 0.036 W/ m² coefficient.

5.6.3

In the next table we will present the thermal properties of the main materials of an exterior wall
type. More details can be seen in the calculation annex BUC_AN#7_CALCULATIONS, file 05.4.206, thermal properties.

Material
Gypsum panel
Insulation - mineral wool
Plasterboard
Oriented Strand Board (OSB)

D [m]
0.005
0.25
0.009
0.022

λ [w/mk]
0.3
0.036
0.3
0.13

R [m²K/W]
0.017
6.944
0.030
0.169

U [W/m²K]
60.000
0.144
33.333
5.909

Table 5.6.3-1
b) Glazing. Justify the orientations, types and sizes of the house’s openings.
The prototype is tailored as a solar house using a generous glazing on the SE and SW and
limited to modest goals the rest of the facade and closing shell embedded in the house.
The exterior glazed surface of the green space is represented by double-glazed windows, S-E
oriented in order to obtain maximum solar heat gain. The rest of the glazed surfaces from the
house are low-e (low-emission), triple-glazed, argon filled windows. The glazing and the window
frames are 100% recyclable. For architectural purposes the glazed surface sizes varies. The total
area of the glazed surface is the same, both in the prototype and industrialized version, but
some window orientations differ.
• Total double-glazing surface: 33 m2
• Total triple-glazing surface: 44.86 m2
Based on orientations, the total glazed surfaces are:
• Total glazing on North orientation: 2.16 m2
• Total glazing on South orientation: 21 m2
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Type of glass
double glazing
triple glazing

U [ w/m²k]
1
0,8

VT
0.6
0,4

SHGC
0,7
0,4

G
0.507
0,507

Table 5.6.3-2

5.6.3

The difference between the prototype and industrialized version, in regards of windows
placement are: the windows from the S-W facade of the prototype are placed on the South and
North of the industrialized version because the industrialized version will be part of a building
ensemble. The main orientation of the industrialized version and the prototype and also the
difference in window placement are shown in the figure below. The windows characteristics
will remain the same, meaning there will still be triple glazed surfaces.

Fig 5.6.3-b Difference between industrialised version and the prototype
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c)Daylight. Justify the selected daylight strategies (to ensure the optimal use of daylight
and controls to provide sufficient but evenly distributed light).
Given the fact that the thickness of the wall is 29 cm and the glazed area is limited by energy
efficiency demands a specific form of the windows.
We decided on eliminating the narrow rectangular windows because a proper illumination
could not be assured due to the fact that considerable proportions of the window’s area will
be shadowed by the wall thickness.Therefore we decided that square shaped windows are the
optimal solution from the proper illumination point of view.

5.6.3

The green space will be accentuated by placing a more complex luminaire at the entry area.
It will provide a visual impact upon entering the house. Inside the green space, lighting will
be integrated in floor, to provide a bottom-up lighting, emphasizing plants. Essentially the
greenhouse is a two story glass prism that pierces the heavy and dense house with the nature
filtered sunlight
The lighting study was realised by the instrumentality of the Ecotect software.
The date for the study was selected taking into account the variation of the day during the year.
Therefore, the worst case scenario date was chosen, the 21st of December, 12:00 PM.
According to the studies, each room of the house is properly lighted, the coefficients having a
minimal value of 300 lux.
The used materials were chosen to have a high reflectivity factor, in order to improve the quality
of lighting.
After doing more simulations we optimised the glazed area in order to have a proper illumination
in the house as it can be seen in the following simulations.
Daylight analysis of the first floor with a normal greenhouse:

Fig 5.6.3-c.1 Daylight analysis of the first floor with a normal greenhouse
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Daylight analysis of the first floor with an opaque greenhouse:

Comparing the results from above we observe the enormous contribution that the greenhouse
has in terms of natural lightning we can see a difference of approximately 500-600 lux.

5.6.3

Fig 5.6.3-c.2 Daylight analysis of the first floor with an opaque greenhouse

Daylight analysis of the base floor with a normal greenhouse:

Fig 5.6.3-c.3 Daylight analysis of the base floor with a normal greenhouse
We can observe that, at the entrance, the average value of natural light is around 600-700 lux.
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Daylight analysis of the base floor with an opaque greenhouse:

5.6.3

Fig 5.6.3-c.4 Daylight analysis of the base floor with an opaque greenhouse

Comparing the results from above we observe the enormous contribution that the greenhouse
has in terms of natural lightning we can see a difference of approximately 400-500 lux.
As it can be seen in pictures from above the greenhouse area has a great impact on the house
illumination.
d) Space Planning. Justify the interior spaces distribution (according their heating and
cooling requirements, and the use of thermal buffer spaces)
The main feature of a solar house is that it is “enclosed” (on the north) and “open” (on the south).
In order to accomplish this idea we have functional spaces on the NW orientation that acts like
a barrier and they are not used most of the time (windfang, circulation area-stairs, technical
room, and bathroom). On the SE and SW orientation we have functional rooms (living, dining,
and workspace) allowing us to reduce energy consumption for heating during winter.
We chose to place the windfang on the north as this room serves as a space of transition
between the interior and exterior, thus acting like a thermal buffer. Because activities will
not take place inside the windfang it will not be climatised. We calculated that in the winter
situation the windfang will have a temperature of 18°C as it can be seen in calculation annex
BUC_AN#7_CALCULATIONS, file 05.4.2-03 for Prototype #1.
The greenhouse will be heated by solar radiation, encapsulating heat in the soil which will act
as a thermal mass, resulting in preheated air in the greenhouse. The technical room will be
heated due to heat dissipation of the equipments. We will not heat or cool these rooms as they
won’t be inhabited.
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The living spaces will be heated and cooled according to an optimal interior comfort. The
passive strategies used, like thermal buffers or thermal mass, will help minimise energy costs.

5.6.3

Fig 5.6.3-d.1
Thermal Buffer spaces

During summer, inside the green space, the air will be ventilated through the opening of the
superior mounted sunroof and the S-E inferior glazed surfaces will be opened by a sliding
mechanism such as pictures shown below. By these means, the green space will be heavily
ventilated during summer (approximately 4 changes/hour).

Fig 5.6.3-d.2
Passive ventilation of the
greenhouse
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e) Thermal energy storage. Justify the use of sensible or latent thermal energy storage
systems (if apply )
Phase changing materials are integrated in microcapsules in plasterboards and will help us
with our passive strategy solutions. They will be used for passive heating and cooling and they
will also create thermal mass.
PCM microcapsules are as ecologically harmless and durable as the natural construction
material plaster. RAL endurance testing has demonstrated that the melting and liquefaction
process used for heat storage and emission can be repeated indefinitely.This guarantees the
Alba®balance plasterboards a service life of at least 30 years.

5.6.3

This cycle repeats every day, all year long. The paraffin used in the PCM is a recyclable material.
Due to its low energy consumption for phase changing, and having at this moment on the
market a variety of products with different melting points, we can easily determine the
appropriate product for each construction element in a building. S-E walls and S-W walls will
receive PCM products with slightly lower melting points. Besides having a constant thermal
comfort inside a building, energy costs will drop during summer.
More details of the PCM can be seen in the Innovation Report, Chapter 5.5.
f) Passive heating strategies. Justify the use of direct and indirect solar gains.
In order to improve the passive heating strategies we chose to put thermal mass on the floor so
that it will be heated during the day as it can be seen in the following picture.

Fig 5.6.3-f.1 Thermal mass
during winter day

And during night it will dissipate the cumulated heat during day.
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Thermal mass elements such as black granite, will be placed in front of the greenhouse window.

5.6.3

Fig 5.6.3-f.2 Thermal mass during winter night spaces

The black granite will have an area of 4.2 m2 and a thickness of 3 cm. Black granite can store
energy absorbed from the sun and release it over time. Conversely, it can resist heating up
too fast from solar radiation. Furthermore it can also absorb heat from our radiant pannels.
To conclude, a granite element will be used in our house as thermal mass, and will have the
purpose of absorbing heat during day-time and release it at night time, when temperature
decreases.
In order to estimate the heat absorbed we considered the formula Q= m*cp*ΔT where m=
ρ*V=3456 kg.
With a specific heat of 0.8 kj/kg a density 2750[kg/m3] and ΔT= 8 °C.
By applying the formula early mentioned it results that the granite releases 2217,6 kj.
As we can see in the next picture (hatched with red), the thermal mass is placed between the
greenhouse and the windfang.
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5.6.3

Fig 5.6.3-f.3 Thermal mass
during winter day

In the graphic below you can see the layer stratification of the floor that will contain the thermal
mass element. The granite will have a layer thickness of 30 [mm].

Fig 5.6.3-f.4 Thermal mass
during winter day

In the following graphic we can see an insulation analysis made in Bucharest during 1st of
november and the 1st of march. In this case the house is orientated as in the industrialisation
situation with the greenhouse on the South. We can observe that we have values over 500 Wh
in the living room and in the greenhouse, while between the greenhouse and the windfang
where the thermal mass is placed we have values contained between 374Wh and 416 Wh.
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A more detailed diagram of the space between the greenhouse and the windfang can be seen
in the following picture:

5.6.3

Fig 5.6.3-f.5 Insolation Analysis

Fig 5.6.3-f.6 Insolation Analysis
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Taking in consideration this graphic we see that in the winter time we have a solar gain of
approximately 1200 W between 11:00 and 14:00 o’clock. During summer the mentioned area
will be shaded by vegetation and the shading system.
g) Passive cooling strategies. Justify the use of the selected cooling strategies, e.g. shading
devices, natural ventilation, with night ventilation, evaporative cooling and night radiation.

5.6.3

As we can see in the wind rose diagram, during summer, the wind is blowing with a speed that
can reach values up to 4-6 m/s coming from S-W.

Fig 5.6.3-g.1 Wind rose during summertime
Furthermore, during the hottest month of the year, August, we have the best wind speed
coming from S-W, as it can be seen in the image bellow

Fig 5.6.3-g.2 Wind rose diagram during month August
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This implies a cross ventilation between the window from the staircase and the window from
the kitchen as it can be seen in the image below.

5.6.3

Fig 5.6.3-g.3 Cross ventilation

When the wind is not present, in order to provide the minimum air exchange for a proper indoor
air quality we will use the heat recovery unit as it has a role in cooling or heating.
Depending on the number of occupants we will be able to assure a variable airflow with values
between 0- 290 m3/h.
Shading systems
Our house will use two different shading systems:
• one for the greenhouse glazed surface
• one for the rest of the windows
The greenhouse shading system will be composed of a thin layer of canvas that will be activated
in order to avoid overheating. Moreover this type of shading allows enough light into the
greenhouse. This will create a pleasant house illumination and will aid in a healthy growth of
the vegetation that resides in the greenhouse.
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5.6.3

Fig 5.6.3-g.4 greenhouse shadings
Source:http://export.renson.eu/Export-Fixscreen-first-external-screen-in-the-world-that-istruly-wind-tight.html
The rest of the windows will be shaded by perforated ceramic shutters that will be opened by
unfolding and closed by folding.

Fig 5.6.3-g.5 Windows shading
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h) Hybrid or semi-passive systems. Justify the selected semi-passive systems.

Fig 5.6.3-h
heat recovery unit
Source: http://www.holtop.
com/

5.6.3

The heat recovery system is mainly composed of the rotary heat recovery unit and will be
used in correlation with our other passive systems, like the shading systems or thermal mass
elements, in order to minimize energy consumption and still obtain optimum interior comfort.
The rotary heat recovery unit will aid in passive cooling and also in air dehumidification.
During winter, the heat recovery unit extracts preheated air which aids in heating the room to
maintain optimal interior parameters. The exchanger surface, made of porous and hygroscopic
by some treatments, allows to absorb the humidity. Half the rotor is immersed in the stale air
flow which (in winter conditions) yields heat and humidity to the hygroscopic matrix; then,
as a consequence of rotation, the fresh air flows in these conducts, recovering both heat and
humidity (latent heat). The two fans are centrifugal type.

As it can be seen there are two situations:
-in the winter time a part of the evacuated heat is recovered from the exhaust air in order to
preheat the fresh air.
-in the summer time the wheel has the same principle as in the winter, but an important gain
comes from the latent heat recovery.
More details can be seen in Chapter #12, 3.3.2 Ventilation Systems.
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i) Exterior Design. Explain how the exterior design solutions improve the microclimate
around the dwelling and contribute with the dwelling sustainability.

5.6.3

First of all we chose the exterior design in order to improve the energy efficiency of the house
We chose to respect the European code of green space per inhabitant the solution promoting
to have 30 m2 per inhabitant.
Vegetation has an important role in our urban development bringing improvements in terms
of energy efficiency, aesthetics and many others. Firstly it absorbs the noise and the pollution
resulting from city traffic. Secondary it reduces the extreme climatic conditions, refreshes the
air (examples: CO2 reduction, humidity stabilisation) and reduces the stress on the sewage
system by absorbing the rain water.
In terms of energy efficiency we chose to place trees on the northern part of the site as we can
see in the following picture with the red circle. These will protect buildings and the entire site
from strong winds coming from the North.
Moreover trees planted next to buildings, as can be seen on the main road of the site, will shade
the house.
NOTE: The presence of trees was not taken into account in the simulations and calculations for
the solar gains because in the industrialized version the prototype resides at the last floor. The
presence of trees does not represent a semnificative influence regarding the solar heat gain.
Trees that will be planted:
• Linden
• Chestnut
• Prunus cerasifera
• Oak

Fig 5.6.3-i Exterior design
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j) Radar diagram.
We have developed a radar diagram to justify the bioclimatic technical solutions used in our
house. According to the levels of optimization, you can see in this diagram, that the values vary
between 1 and 4.
As you can see in the following diagram we decided to chose a 3 point value for the compactness
due to its closest form to a cube, which has a significant ratio between volume and surface.
In terms of solar shading our house is fully protected due to the ventilated facade, windows
shadings, photovoltaics which shade the terrace while the canvas covers the greenhouse and
it protects it from overheating.
Although the house has a very low glazed area that can be opened, the ventilation is made due
to strategically locating depending on cardinal points. Taking into consideration the stated fact
we chose 2 points on the radar diagram.

Openings are above average due to our main advantage: the greenhouse, which acts as a
thermal buffer during winter allowing us to have more glased area on because of the reduce
heat loss, thus improving natural lighting.

5.6.3

In terms of insulation we chose 3 on the radar diagram due to the 25 cm insulation.

The thermal mass has an important impact on our house as we have a total surface of 43.6
m² of PCM integrated in plasterboard which will regulate temperature and an 4.2 m² of black
granite which will store heat. Giving this figures we considered that a grade 4 on the radar
diagram will be appropriate.

Fig 5.6.3-j Radar diagram
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5.6.4 Construction System

From the beginning of the project we set off with the idea of a composite structure in order to
take advantage of the strengths of each material. Thus we have a degree of flexibility not found
in non-compound buildings. We also had to define another parameter to help us guide the
design process: minimizing the total amount of embodied energy. This had to be done taking in
consideration a few key factors: contest rules and restrictions, construction time, construction
simplicity, the effect of earthquakes (defining our own performance criteria) and the ability to
transport elements safely to the competition site.

5.6.4

To achieve this we decided that the horizontal load bearing structure to be composed of steel
braced frames. Bracings were chosen because they absorb most part of the earthquake’s energy
allowing the frames to behave in a gravitational manner. Steel will be used because it is a viable
choice regardless of building height; this will allow us to use it for the prototype and also for the
conceptual building. Other advantages of this solution are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Steel beams and columns can be interrupted almost anywhere; this and proper placement
of secondary elements allows us to divide the house so that it can be transported to any site
with any truck size;
It can be easily assembled and disassembled reducing construction time and all the
disadvantage that come with it;
It leaves minimum waste on the construction site because it only needs to be assembled
(there are no extra elements such as formwork used and it requires almost no on-site
processing);
Although the production cycle of steel is a long and energy intensive one (this is a problem
only if you do not take recyclability into account), a lot of people are involved in it, benefiting
a whole range of industries; steel constructions also require a qualified labor force, giving
and incentive to train such specialists.

The panels are also prefabricated in the factory (or by us for the case of the prototype) so
again, the only actions needed on site are installing them and then minor sealing tasks. Their
positioning in the means of transportation will also facilitate quick assembly.
Concerning the points that need to be addressed our elements have the following characteristics:
•
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Global energy consumption is kept to a minimum because wood is a natural product;

•
•
•
•

Because prefabrication takes place in centralized locations any waste that remains is easily
collected and used for other products; this is a great advantage of wood as a material as
every part of it can be used in production;
As stated, prefabrication drastically reduces construction times; with the CO2 emissions on
the site and the overall energy usage are cut down; local discomfort also goes down with
reduced noise levels and almost no dust production;
Producing these elements in centralized facilities also requires a qualified labor force
encouraging people to train in this area of expertise; from economical point of view this
has the possibility to raise the quality of the workforce.

5.6.4

•

Fig 5.6.4-1 Target family
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5.6.5 Materials
MATERIALS SELECTION
The building will be constructed mainly using the following materials:

Load bearing structure
Floor
Opaque closure
Windows
Support system

Steel
x
x
x

Wood

Aluminium Glass

x
x

x
x

x

Glass wool

x

x

5.6.5

Table 5.6.5-1. Materials

Short argumentation:
In the lifecycle of a building the construction site is one of the most intense periods of expenses,
energy consumption and overall discomfort (for the surrounding environment). Thus the
length of the construction process must be kept to a minimum while sacrificing little in terms
of embodied energy.
For the seismic load bearing structure we will be using steel because it allows for shorter
construction times, most of the structure can be cut to specified dimensions in the factory
(there is also the possibility to pre assemble some assemblies). In this way transportation
and the construction process are effortless and take little time. This aspect is very important
from a financial point of view because the building can be utilised a lot faster after the initial
investment compared to other building materials.
Steel will be used for it’s high strength for the adjustable footing that the house will be placed
upon.
For the flooring panels it is used steel provided with halls in the web in order to assure the
connection and the passage of the installation of all kind. We use this idea in order to have
more free space inside the floor panels named technical floors.Having steel as as the principal
bearing material it will result that the section will have small values, increasing in this way the
usable and the free space.
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Moreover, designing the steel structural system to the minimum as possible, but in tight
correlation with the resisting values, resulting a minimum and an optimal consumption of steel
which have influenced the embodied energy,amount of waste and time for manufacturing and
assembling lower them.
Also for the vertical enclosure panels the rezistance system is consisted of steel “C” crosssection designed to as minimum as it can be. Enclosing panels are designed to have minimum
dimension for the structural system because they need to support only self weight and wind
loads.

For lightweight elements we are inclined to use aluminium. Even though it’s production is more
energy intensive than the rest of the materials, it’s advantages overweight the costs. It will be
used for framing the windows and the glass sheets for the green space.

5.6.5

For the foundation system we are inclined to use as much reusable material as possible because
it is a temporary construction and will most likely be replaced with a permanent solution on the
final site on which we will place the prototype.
Considering the limitations imposed by the contest there are 2 main materials that can be used:
steel and wood. Until further information is received we will use steel for the beams under the
house and the distribution plates on the ground will be made out of wood.

The majority of the materials and equipments used in the HVAC system can be reused or
recycled in high percent. Most of them contain materials like copper, steel, aluminum and brass
known for their recyclable and reusable properties.
Overall, the percentage of reuse and recycle of the HVAC system is 95%. The toxic substance
that is found in the HVAC system is the refrigerant used by the heat pump, specifically the
R407C. The refrigerant is contained in a closed circuit, in the outside of the heat pump, so the
eventual risk probability is very low. Also, the R407c is not very toxic, as it can be seen in the
R407C Refrigerant file found in Construction Specifications folder .
Mineral wool is obtained by furnacing the product of molten rock at a high temperature, is easy
to cut, manipulate and has no smell.
As well, the mineral wool is a sustainable material because:;
• a reduced consumption of energy for production : 16.7 MJ/kg
• aids the air quality of the interior
• reduces resulted emissions after the production process
• is a formaldehyde-free element
• main function- thermal insulation- contributes to savings of any kind of resources (financial
resources, natural resources)
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The used glass will be recyclable in proportion of 80%. In order to realise this, it will be produce
0.85 kg CO2/ kg and will be consumed a energy of 15 MJ/kg, numbers being justified by the
thermal resistance of 0.9 W/m2K for triple glazing and 1.1 W/m2K of double glazing.
The ventilated facade will be made of ceramic, which has an embodied energy of 12 Mj/kg,
while the piping for the heat recovery unit will be made of polyethylene with a embodied
energy of 107 Mj/kg
The carpentry will be made from aluminium, which needs low maintenance and has long
life. The only disadvantage, represents the consumed energy for producing, energy that is
recovered in time because of the low thermal loss.

5.6.5

For optimum results we tried to use materials with low embodied energy. High embodied
energy materials were used because they resist longer, they add in mobility in transportation
and they reduce the construction time. Practically we wanted to balance the requirements of
the contest with a low embodied energy, while constructing and also at the end of the life cycle.
Taking in consideration the used production energy, we chose to use information that can be
seen by anyone.
Our source is http://www.greenspec.co.uk/embodied-energy.php, information taken from
Hammond, G.P and C.I Jones, 2008 “ Embodied energy and carbon in construction material”.
Proc Instn Civil Engrs: Energy, 161 (2) : 87-98. Values can be seen in the table below.

Embodied energy
(kWh / kg)
CO2 / kg

Ceramic Wood
3.33
0.64(timber)
4.16(OSB)
0.74
0.72(timber)
1.08(OSB)

Aluminium
43

Glass
4.2

Glass wool
7,8

8.24

0.85

1,35

Table 5.6.5-2 Main materials energy consumption
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5.6.5

The materials used in the interior space of our house were chosen to integrate nature, not
only by the presence of the greenhouse, but also in the interior design with natural materials
and technologies that can be found both in our country and abroad: wood, glass, stone, wool
and textiles made from natural fibers.

Fig. 5.6.5-1 Interior Design Materials
Local materials are preferred because they are easy to find, in the same time helping to lower
the transportation costs. The materials used are recycled, local materials, energy efficient and
thus sustainable.
We use local materials with eco-friendly features not only to minimize the environmental
impact, but also to stimulate our local businesses.
Wood is the most used material inside our house, in various shapes and colors - for furniture,
flooring, lighting objects, chairs and so on. This choice was made due to the fact that Romania
is a country of wood architecture, being a natural choice in the context of our concept,
according to which we integrate nature into the house. A practical benefit is that the embodied
energy in transport is lowered, reducing costs.
Another reason would be the recyclable and reusable ability, making it easy to process, and
with a low cost.
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For the same reasons we choose to use wool for our suspension lighting (both in the master
bedroom and in the adolescent one) and for our carpets.
The used textiles are made from natural fibers, especially cotton, for our sofa and sheets.
Stone is chosen in order to be used as thermal mass, because of its texture and dark color.
Using metallic materials is justified by reusing material with unlimited potential for recycled
items. Such material is aluminium, a material that can be recycled in a proportion of 98%. We
use it inside our house as shelves, and it comes in pre-cut strips so the energy for mounting
them is saved.

5.6.5

We will use recycled glass for our kitchen accessories (such as plates), so that we decrease the
impact on the environment and also support local artisans.

Fig. 5.6.5-2 Bottles realdy for recycling
Source: http://lifestyle.howstuffworks.com/crafts/recycled/kids/recycled-glass-crafts.htm
Fig. 5.6.5-3 Recycled plates
Source: http://www.outblush.com/women/home/dining/recycled-glass-plates-/
As a plus for the recycling area, we chose to make the modular tables from the living room
area from recycled newspapers. Newspaper Wood shows a reversing of a traditional production
process; not from wood to paper, but the other way around. When a Newspaper Wood log is
cut, the layers of paper appear like lines of a wood grain or the rings of a tree and therefore
resembles the aesthetic of real wood. The material can be cut, milled and sanded and generally
treated like any other type of wood.
Being in unison with the nature flexibility stands the functionality of the interior - it responds
through modulating to multiple functions of the house related to the community life - the
teahouse library, educational center, small cabinets for freelance.
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The most important materials used to manufacture photovoltaic modules are:
• aluminum;
• glass;
• water;
• sand;
• copper.
INCORPORATED ENERGY & INCORPORATED CO2
The embodied energy of the photovoltaic system can be divided into the following:
• EMAT - energy consumed to produce materials for photovoltaic system;
• EMANUF - energy consumed to produce photovoltaic (does not include EMAT);
• ETRANS - energy used to transport materials, respectively photovoltaic system;
• EINST - energy used to install the photovoltaic system; negligible value;
• EEOL - energy consumed at the end of the life cycle of photovoltaic system; negligible value;

The incorporated CO2 of the photovoltaic system would be characterised by:
• transport: 9% -> 0.69 tCO2;
• balance of system (inverter, cables, protections, mounting structure): 29% -> 2.21 tCO2;
• photovoltaic panel assembly: 19% -> 1.45 tCO2;
• photovoltaic cell production: 43% -> 3.28 tCO2;
Total embodied CO2 of the photovoltaic system would be 7.61 tCO2.

5.6.5

With a photovoltaic surface of 36.59m2, the embodied energy would be 15000 kWh.

More information regarding the photovoltaic system embodied energy and CO2 can be found
in chapter 5.3.6 - Electrical Energy Balance Simulation.

MAINTENANCE PLAN
The maintenance plan is described throughout the Engineering and Construction Design
Narrative chapter (5.3). A centralized maintenance plan will be done in the next deliverable.
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5.6.6 Active Systems and Equipment
Justify the selected equipment and active systems (appliances, artificial lighting, hot water
and HVAC systems), making reference to their contribution in the house energy efficiency and
sustainability.

5.6.6

Energy Management
For better power management in general (electrical, thermal, light), an automation system
will be installed which will control all the systems, being used as rationally and efficiently as
possible.
Another solution is to install a digital energy meter, and to display information such as energy
being consumed in the moment and the amount of costs, the energy consumed in different
areas and equipment and also periodic reports for different spans of time (daily, monthly, etc.
...)
For the sanitary system we will monitor the level of water in the tanks and the water consumption
with water measuring equipments for each type of water (fresh, grey, black and pluvial water).
For HVAC system we will monitor indoor temperature, indoor concentration of CO2 , indoor
concentration of formaldehyde, indoor relative humidity with a large variety of sensors.
For electrical installation we will vary lighting levels using dimming modules, we will have
meters for electrical energy production and electrical energy consumption.
Use of LED lighting
The illumination of the house is done with natural light during the daytime and with the help
of highly efficient artificial lighting systems during the rest of the time, using LED technology.
Lighting represents 19% of the prototype electrical energy consumption, used for interior and
exterior lighting. More efficient lighting offers potentially large savings in energy and is closely
related to the performances of its control electronics.
The energy consumption for lighting represent 826.25 kWh a year. If we change the LED lighting
system with a incandescent bulbs lighting system one that percentage raise to 25% from house
electrical consumption meaning around 1550 kWh a year.
The LED lighting system generates more light from less energy, while ensuring longer lifetime
for the lamps and full compliance with safety and power consumption regulations. LEDs offer
longer lifetimes (up to 60,000 hours), small size and greater design flexibility.
Moreover, LEDs increase safety through their low-voltage power supplies, and enhance user
comfort as they turn on instantly and operate silently. LEDs are environment friendly because
they have no gas inside, no UV and little infrared emission.
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Appliances
The appliances also have a contribution at maintaining a low electrical consumption and they
are integrated perfectly in these sustainable ensemble. The main reason the appliances have
been selected is the high energetic efficiency. After an analysis of different types of appliances
you can see while the efficiency class is higher the electrical energy consumption lowers, noise
levels are lower and the efficiency of the cycles is improved.
HVAC equipment’s

Moreover, we are using two boilers: a 700 liters one and a 500 liters one. These will be able
to efficiently correlate the heat-pump, solar panels in order to heat the domestic water and
colporteur fluid. These will stop the heat pump form functioning in an intermittent state. A
water tank will be used to store cold water, in order to reduce the period of functioning for the
heat pump thus enlarging its life and consuming less energy . This will maximize the energy
efficiency for the active cooling system.

5.6.6

The sustainability of the HVAC system is described by the efficiency of the entire ensemble.
The air-water type heat pump has a low energy consumption due to a COP (coefficient of
performance) of 4,02, therefore being able to provide thermal agent both for the cooling/
heating system as well as for the preparation of domestic hot water.

Another use of the 700 liter boiler and of the cool water tank will be that of cooling or heating
the fresh air introduced in the recovery unit by circulating water in the battery.

Technical characteristics
Heating capacity
Alimentation power
COP (performance coefficient)
Cooling capacity
Energy efficiency rate

Value
8
3.2
4.02
6
2.86

Measuring Unit
[kW]
[kW]
[-]
[kW]
[-]

Furthermore we chose to use a radiant ceiling panels for cooling and heating because it offers
us great comfort at a low energy consumption.
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Technical characteristics
Heating capacity
Cooling capacity
Maximum work temperature

Value
60
40
60

Unit measure
[W/m2]
[W/m2]
[°C]

The heat recovery unit will be aiding in energy efficiency by using a single and more efficient
way to preheat the fresh air during winter and the transition periods: the greenhouse.

5.6.6

Giving the fact that we extract 290 m3/h of air, we decided that the air extraction from the
greenhouse will facilitate the efficiency of the heat recovery system. Moreover the recovery
unit has a desiccant wheel having a high efficiency on heat recovery and humidity recovery.
We also use circulating pump with variable speed and automated valves and dampers for
procentual and zone control, fact that gives a plus in terms of energy efficiency. A more
detailed presentation of the BMS system and the active system can be seen in Chapter 5.4.2,
Comprehensive Energy Analysis and Discussion Report.
It will be used also during summer in correlation with the cooling battery in order to cool
the air.
In terms of solar contribution for heating we have decided to place 2 solar collectors of 6 m²
on the rooftop.
Resulting from simulation we obtained a domestic hot water demand fulfillment was 99.54%
In terms of solar thermal system a more detailed justification can be seen in Chapter 5.3.7,
Solar Thermal Design
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5.6.7 Solar System
Photovoltaic System
Energy recovery time
EPBT is the time (in years) which recovers the energy consumed in the production and
transmission.

E MAT + E MANUF + E TRANS + E INST + E EOL
E AGEN - E
OM
hG

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EMAT - energy consumed to produce materials for photovoltaic system;
EMANUF - energy consumed to produce photovoltaic (does not include EMAT);
ETRANS - energy used to transport materials, respectively photovoltaic system;
EINST - energy used to install the photovoltaic system; negligible value;
EEOL - energy consumed at the end of the life cycle of photovoltaic system; negligible value;
Eagen - annual energy production of the PV system;
EOM - energy consumed to achieve the calculated PV system maintenance during the year;
negligible value;
• ηG - grid efficiency, the average primary energy to electricity conversion efficiency at the
demand side;
As mentioned in chapter 5.3.6 - Electrical Energy Balance Simulation, for Bucharest, the annual
electricity production of photovoltaic system is:
Eagen = 6844 kWh/year
Inverter efficiency is ηG = 97.5%.
EPBT = 2.25 years

5.6.7

EPBT =

CO2 emissions
In Romania, energy production is structured as follows:
• 35.1% thermal (coal)
• 22.6% hydro
• 15.2% thermal (natural gas)
• 20.4% nuclear
• 6.7% wind turbines
• 0.01% photovoltaic systems
For a photovoltaic system that produces 6844 kWh/year, CO2 emissions are 0.31 tCO2/year, while
the equivalent in the national electricity grid would have been 10.59 tCO2/year.
10.28 tCO2/year difference is the amount of carbon dioxide which does not reach the atmosphere.
Taking a lifespan of 25 years of photovoltaic panels, the total reduction of carbon dioxide
emissions would be 257 tCO2.
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Solar Thermal system
Simulations for the solar thermal system were made and explained in chapter 5.3.7. These result
are the basis for the following conclusions.
Electrical energy savings
We were able to simulate the thermal energy used in order to obtain the required parameters
(heating and DHW production) with and without the solar system (with an electrical heating
coil).
The annual total thermal energy demand for heating and domestic with the solar system was
around 16241 kWh and the thermal energy consumption without the solar system was 28989
kWh. We can say that using the solar system has brought an annual total energy saving of about
13000 kWh.

5.6.7

If we had been using an electrical heating coil, we would’ve consumed that amount of electrical
energy, which is around three times higher than our estimated energy consumption (not taking
into account the photovoltaic energy).
Environmental results
Considering the results obtained from the solar system simulations, we could extract the value
of CO2 emissions annual saving which is 114 kgCO2. The life span of the entire solar system is
around 20 years. Thus, the CO2 emission savings for a period of 20 years is 2.28 tCO2.
Maintenance
The maintenance of the photovoltaic modules, as well as for the solar thermal panels is easily
done due to ~700mm maintenance access on the terrace.
Photovoltaic equipment is mounted in the electrical technical room (ground floor), solar thermal
pumps and connection to the HVAC system are in the first floor technical room. Recommended
clearances between equipments are kept for easy access and good functioning.
Maintenance instructions can be found in Project specifications, chapters 3.5.1 and 3.5.2.
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5.6.8. Water
Justify the water management strategies, as well as water saving and treatment systems. This
section must include:
• Project’ general water use, management and conservation concept
• Strategies for the reduction of consumption
• Treatment of waste water
• Grey water system
• Recycling, reuse
• Rain water
• Final water consumption, including the comparison between this consumption and the
consumption of a similar dwelling in the local context.

Water circuit in EFdeN House is described in the next figures. For the more detailed sketch see
PL-101 Schematic Diagram.

5.6.8

For our prototype we were careful with the water consumption by thinking sustainable
strategies of reuse, recycle and reduce.
The strategies of reuse and recycle are more developed in the urban project because of the
higher consumers.

Fig. 5.6.8-1 Schematic Diagram of water of water circuit
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5.6.8

Fig. 5.6.8-2
Water circuit in EFdeN House

5.6.8.1 Strategies for the reduction of consumption
To reduce water consumption we will use a low flush type shower head and low flow fixtures
for bathroom and kitchen, with pressure compensation, that will be able to perform optimally
even if we have a low water pressure.
Firstly we look carefully appliances to choose the most efficient, so we select a dishwasher
consuming only 9 liters per wash and a washing machine with clothes dryer integrated.
The hot water pipes will be isolated in order to reduce the heat loss.

5.6.8.2 Treatment of waste water
The wastewater treatment consists in filtering the water and store it in a grease separator. It
reduces the energy for transporting full amount of wastewater to the sewage. Therefore, it
reduce the carbon dioxide emission, help on the global warming issues.
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5.6.8.3 Grey water system

5.6.8

The greywater is treated using a filter using the ‘disruptor’ filtering methodology. Disruptor® is
the first new filter technology to be commercialized since the advent of polymeric membranes. It
represents a new category of filter media that removes contaminants through electro adhesion
and ion exchange, not mechanical filtration. Disruptor® efficiently retains inorganic particulates
and organic materials - cell debris, endotoxins, virus, proteins, many colloids, bacteria and
inorganic submicron particulates.

Fig. 5.6.8-3 Retention efficiency of Disruptor filter

5.6.8.4 Recycling, reuse
To have a sustainable consumption of water we are treating the greywater, also the rainwater
so we can reuse it.
All the pipes used for the sewage system are from PP which requires hardly any maintenance:
they are an economical and sustainable solution, and is a material with less risk for fire incidents.
Lifecycle span is around 50 years for the PP pipes and fittings.
`
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In the prototype the filtered greywater is used only to irrigate the vegetable area and green
space inside and outside the house. Because at La Cité du Soleil we will not be using the toilet
we cannot reuse the filtered grey water to flush the toilet, but we will use it in the urban project.
We are using a heat recovery unit from the greywater system for shower cabinets, this solution
is only for the industrialization because of the technical floor’s geometry. This is a great solution
because we have no moving parts therefore the maintenance is minimal and we have no
energy consume.
For the urban project we will use a recovery unit installed on the ground floor of the unit, placed
around the grey water column. This way the thermal potential is higher and the recovered heat
is more substantial than if we will use the system also for our prototype.

5.6.8

5.6.8.5 Rain water

We will collect the rainwater from the roof using fonoabsorbant PP pipe Ø 110 mm.
The rainwater system consists of:
•
•
•
•

above ground tank
drum filter with leaves deflector
Garden pump
absorption sleeves

In the local context the rainwater will be used for watering the plants but also for cleaning the
photovoltaic system.
For the Competition we will come only with the cleaning system.
Rainwater is a free source of water, it is important to make people understand the ways we can
use it and how the tap water costs will decrease.
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5.6.8.6 Final water consumption

To make a better segregation between the total water consumption for the EFdeN house and
a normal dwelling in Bucharest, we searched for two central apartments in Bucharest with
the same consumers as EFdeN house. Even if the consumers are the same, their fixtures and
electrical equipment are not the same, they are common not efficient as we chose for our house.

5.6.8

Next is the water consumption per year for EFdeN house and a dwelling in Bucharest with also
3 occupants.

Fig. 5.6.8-4 Water consumption in a year

The greywater is treated using a filter using the ‘disruptor’ filtering methodology. Disruptor® is
the first new filter technology to be commercialized since the advent of polymeric membranes. It
represents a new category of filter media that removes contaminants through electro adhesion
and ion exchange, not mechanical filtration. Disruptor® efficiently retains inorganic particulates
and organic materials - cell debris, endotoxins, virus, proteins, many colloids, bacteria and
inorganic submicron particulates.
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5.6.9 Solid Waste
Interior design
We decided to get a handle on our own future. We want to reduce our ecological footprint to
the minimum and to introduce into everyday habitat efficient means for producing energy and
reducing energy consumption, and for managing wastes.

5.6.9

1. The Compost
The compost is a key ingredient in organic farming. At the simplest level, the process of
composting simply requires making a heap of wetted organic matter (leaves, “green” food waste)
and waiting for the materials to break down into humus after a period of weeks or months.
Composting is a simple way to add nutrient-rich humus which fuels plant growth and restores
vitality to depleted soil. It’s also free, easy to make and good for the environment.
For our home prototype, the composter system is placed in the greenhouse. It is autonomous
and simple to manage. This aims at processing wastes as close as possible to the place where
they are produced - inside the kitchen.
How it works
The first step to have the composter is to built a bin. Depending on the construction of the bin, it
can also help regulate moisture and temperature. Therefore, the size for our bin is about 1 cubic
meter. For best results we have to fill our bin with balanced mixture.
To activate the heat process in our compost we need to use:
• green leftovers high in nitrogen, like: young weeds (before they develop seeds), comfrey
leaves, yarrow, grass cuttings, fruits and vegetables, coffee grounds and tea leaves, plants;
• brown leftovers high in carbon to serve as the „fiber” for our compost: fall (autumn) leaves,
dead plants and weeds, old flowers.
Other items that can be composed are: paper towels, paper bags, cotton clothing, eggs shells,
hair (human, dog, cat etc.), but these need to be used in moderation.
For our compost we have decided to use an aerobic process. In terms of texture, our pile should
be as damp as a sponge that has been wrung out. Additionally, we may need to add water every
once in a while. The temperature of the compost pile is very important, representing an indication
of the microbial activity of the decomposing process. If it’s warm or hot, the decomposition
process is on the right path.
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Another step is to layer or mix the different materials in the bin so that they come into contact
with one another and this way we will avoid any large clumps.
We also have to turn upside down our pile every week or two. Mixing the pile helps to keep air
flowing inside the pile, which encourages aerobic decomposition. The end result of composting
is an accumulation of partially decayed organic matter called humus (organic material that can
be added to soil to help plants grow).

•
•
•
•
•

Soil conditioner: with compost, you are creating rich humus for lawn and garden. This adds
nutrients to your plants and helps retain moisture in the soil of house waste away from the
garbage can.
Recycle kitchen and yard waste: composting can divert as much as 30 % of household waste
away from the garbage can.
Introduces beneficial organisms to the soil: Microscopic organisms in compost help to
aerate the soil, break down organic material for plant use and ward off plant disease.
Good for the environment: Composting offers a natural alternative to chemical fertilizers.
Reduce landfill waste: One-third of landfill waste is made up of compostable materials.

5.6.9

Composting benefits

What to compost: table scraps, fruit & vegetable scraps, eggshells, leaves, grass clipping, garden
plants, lawn and garden weeds, straw or hay, pine needles, flowers, cuttings, seaweed and
kelp,wood ash, coffee grounds, tea leaves, newspaper, cardboard, shredder paper, corn cobs,
stalks, wood chips/pellets, sawdust pellets.
On a city scale, this enables council trucks to collect waste less frequently, which means less cost
for the community, less noise nuisance, and less atmospheric pollution.
For the kitchen waste we keep a container with a lid and a handle (or a ceramic compost
keeper). The kitchen is where most household wastes are produced. If waste management is to
be effective at both the individual and the collective level, selection and processing must begin
as soon as the waste product appears. When we are peeling carrots, for example, we should be
able to dispose of peelings straight away by emptying them into composter direct from the
work surface.
Our purpose was to integrate in the design of the house this compost and make it accessible
and effective.
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2. The waste management system
The waste management system is divided in: partitions for paper, plastic and metal. Recycling
is important, but for some people it’s a total drag. Therefore, our kitchen trash is a waste
management system (with special partition for paper, plastic and aluminium). This system
makes recycling easy, handy and effective.
3. Recycling solid waste in order to create design objects.

5.6.9

Recycling solid waste in order to create functional objects. Due to the fact that we support
sustainable living, we integrated in our interior space recycled items. This is a good challenge
for our creativity, in the same time lowering the costs. We take scrap materials and turn them
into fresh, interesting pieces of art.
In our case, the trash is not waste, but the basis to develop our creativity. We try to see
remains and leftovers as an inspiring source of materials from which to build new objects
and projects.
We already put this concept into practice by arranging the space in which the team EfdeN
operates, where the most valuable ideas come to life. This was realised by students in their third
year of the practice from the University of Architecture and Urbanism „Ion Mincu” Bucharest.
For furnishing, we used leftovers from the previous romanian participant - team Prispa - house
that represented Romania at the Solar Decathlon 2012 - Madrid. OSB and particleboard,
many plot tubes, circular drill, dozens of clips manually bent, all contributed to creating a
functional, friendly and cheerful new space.

Fig. 5.6.9-1- EFdeN office furniture
from waste left over from PRISPA,
the team that represented
Romania at the Solar Decathlon
2012 - Madrid.
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Another similar project was conducted by students in 2nd year at UAUIM during practice.
The concept was to reuse waste wood from construction worksite or to reinvent old and
worn furniture.
This concept started when the global economic crisis affected all areas of activity. Also, global
issues related to efficient use of material resources, energy conservation and respect for the
environment have become major concerns of the contemporary society. Therefore, recycling
reducing and reuse waste, takes on new meaning and importance.
Following, a part of the students have participated with this project at the National Biennale
of Architecture, in Bucharest 2012, where they won the “Exchange Buildings” award.

Further than recycling, we upcycle items: transform them, mix them together in order to
give them a new and better use. This is a good way to realize the infinite possibilities of
recycling in our lives are.

5.6.9

We want to carry on these projects. Therefore, from the leftovers of EFdeN worksite will
be used to create functional objects for the house interior and the rest remaining material
will be donated and used by University of Architecture and Urbanism „Ion Mincu” Bucharest
students in their future practice projects.

Fig. 5.6.9-2 - Exhibition faculty practice results from recycled materials waste at the University
of Architecture and Urbanism “Ion Mincu”
Source: University of Architecture and Urbanism “Ion Mincu”
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Cable recycling
To reduce the impact on the environment we will recycle the leftover tails and end of drum
cabling instead of sending it to a skip or a scrap yard. Recycling our cables will reduce the
amount that is sent to landfill and help to reduce your own carbon footprint.
It will be recovered all ferrous metal and plastic from cables, maximising reclamation with
little impact on the environment. Through the cable granulation system it can be generated
99.5% clean copper. A good property of copper is the infinite purity of it, during recycling.

5.6.9

There with the thermoplastic material is reused and reprocessed.

Fig. 5.6.9-3 Cable recycling scheme
Source: http://scandasia.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/eldan.jpg
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5.6.10. Life Cycle Analysis
For the Environmental Evaluation we used SimaPro software to determine the impact our
house has upon the environment.
The building modeling was divided into 5 parts:
A. Construction
B. Transport of materials
C. Materials
D. Use phase
E. Transport of users

Part A, Construction Phase

5.6.10

For all simulations we used two methods. First, Recipe Midpoint (H), show us different
indicators. The second one, IPC 2007, contains an energetical indicator. This method takes
into account the carbon absorption.

In the construction phase we’ve considered a lot where we would need pathways in order
to have access.
Before starting to build we would need the lot to be leveled and clean so we would use the
stripping machine.
The vegetal soil will be transported in a special designated area outside Bucharest in order
to be used elsewhere as fertile soil. The consume of all the construction machines were
taken, from internet, from similar building machines as liters/hours or liters/100km. In order
to have the fuel consumption in terms of energy we used the following relation : 1 liter of
diesel is equal with 35.86 MJ. After excavating and preparing the soil for the foundation we
would use recyclable formwork made up from steel. The electric consumption where taken
from the technical specifications of the equipment. The hour usage of all the equipment and
machines were taken from building regulations or from workers experience. As for the water
consumption we used the data from the detailed water budget, water used for testing the
installation, adding the water used for site and house cleaning and the water used for the
finishes.
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5.6.10

Fig 5.6.10-1 Harmful Aspects of Construction’s Phase Elements

Fig 5.6.10-2 CO2 emissions of Construction’s Phase ElementsSource: EFdeN

Part B, Transport of material
Refers to the distance covered by the materials from their place of manufacture to the sit
considered.
From the End of Life scenarios we can conclude that 90% of materials are reused and sent
to different centers, such as:
- ICME ECAB, placed in Drumul Intre Tarlale Street, no. 42, District 3, Bucharest.
The company is focusing on minimizing any environmental impact, recycles almost all its
waste.
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These are separated into basic materials, which are sent back to metal industries for recycling.
PVC is reused by our company in the manufacture of compounds used for other applications.
Part of the PE is recycled and the rest of it is given to certified waste management firms who
cooperate with our company.
In addition to raw materials, the company recycles paper, plastic, wood, used rubber, batteries,
metallic barrels and used mineral oils, as it employs waste management and utilization
systems.

-CAMELEON INVEST, placed in Stefanesti Avenue, no. 15, District 2, Bucharest.
The company is providing authorized services of collecting, recycling, temporary depositing,
incinerating and destructing products with special status, expired and ADR transport for
different category of wastes.
Among these categories:
-Wastes from electric and electronic equipment ;
-Wastes from storage batteries;
-Wastes from spent catalysts.

5.6.10

ICME ECAB is committed to manufacture high quality products by using means and processes
that have a minimum environmental impact.

-Remat Holding Romania, placed in Bucharest, District 4, 110 A Berceni Road.
From the analyze with IPCC 2007 GWP 100a V1.01 Method, the CO2 emission is 1540 kg. The
graphs for this part are only guiding points. This is the reason why we wrote the value of
the CO2 emission and not also the graph.
Most of the reuse places we chose produce secondary raw materials from different types of
waste, this way we are able to significantly reduce pollution and we are able to positively
influence the energy and raw material economy.
In the excel file for part C you can find the rest of the reuse places we considered.
Part C, Construction Materials, consists in all the materials used for the house construction.
Materials are divided into assemblies and subassemblies in order to evaluate the impact for
each of them.
Here are detailed the material transport and end of life scenarios for each subassembly.
As we can see from the first graph (Fig 5.6.10.3), the materials used for suprastructure; roads,
networks, utilities; sanitary and heating, cooling, ventilation; have the smallest impact on the
environment.
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Fig 5.6.10-3 Environment Impact of Construction Materials

5.6.10

The lowest level of CO2 emissions can be seen in Fig 5.6.10.4 . Ten units represent the y Sanitary
facilities and about 3 units the part Heating, Cooling, Ventilation.

Fig 5.6.10-4 CO2 emissions of all materials
Part D, Use Phase, is composed of the tap water used and the electrical consumption and
production considered in a lifespan of 50 years.
As we can see from both graphs (Fig 5.6.10.5 and Fig 5.6.10.6 ), the biggest impact on the
environment and with the highest percent in CO2 emissions is the part : Energy production.
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5.6.10

Fig 5.6.10-5 Environment Impact of part D

Fig 5.6.10-6 Use Phase Results for CO2 emissions
For the annual water consumption, we took in consideration the following data:
• 36 L/day*pers = water for closet;
• 2 L/day*pers = water for drinking;
• 50 L/day*pers = water for shower;
• 104 L/week*pers = water for clothes washer
• 3 L/day = water for cooking
• 9 L/day = water for dishwasher
Taking in consideration 3 occupants, we obtained an annually consumption of 117165 kg/
year of water.
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The Electrical Energy Balance calculation (calculation annex BUC_AN#7_05.3.6-1) contains a
list of the electric loads (household appliances, lights, etc.) used in the household, including
the main technical characteristics given by the manufacturer, and the estimated consumption
for their use. A seasonal scenario is defined there.
In calculation annex BUC_AN#7_05.3.6-2 you can find results of the energy balance analysis,
with an hourly base. It contains the produced, consumed, stored energy, as well as the
energy supplied to or taken from the electrical grid.
Monthly and yearly results, as well as the weekly results are presented, both in numeric and
graphical forms throughout these two annexes.
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Part E, Transport of Users
The choices we have made for the transport of users are based on the study of a family with
3 members (parents + one child) and their life concerning their movements on a period of 50
years. We also considered that in 20 years the situation is changing: the child grows, he won’t
go anymore to school, he will get a job, and his parents will get retired. The displacements
are divided by the frequency of use (daily, weekly, regular, rare) considering like type of
transports: walk, bicycle, car, bus, tram, trolleybus and subway.
For calculating the energy consume we counted only what involves electric and fossils
consume (car, bus, tram, trolleybus). The main reasons for weekly movements are compulsory
education (kindergarten, school, and high school), superior education and work (5 days per
week). The kindergarten is located in our area so is accessible by walking whereas the closest
school is located at two bus stop distance.
The mixed use of our core district (retail, markets, medical services, business) leads to short
commute distances (400m) that make it easy to travel to work by non-motorized modes of
public transit. We considered that one parent is working in the district (personal business)
choosing to go by walking to work and the other parent works in the city having to choose
the trolleybus or tramway as mean of transport to his job.
For the entire building we choose to put a general result from the life cycle analysis modeling
and the result of environment impact of the house divided by parts.
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The level of CO2 emissions is higher when our inhabitants choose as mean of transport their
personal car, almost 70%. On the other hand, the percent for tram is the lowest, almost 5%.

5.6.10

Fig 5.6.10-7 Environment Impact for part E (Method Midpoint H)

Fig 5.6.10-8 CO2 emissions for part E
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5.6.10

Fig 5.6.10-9 Environment Impact for the entire building

Simulations for the entire building
In conclusion, for the entire building, for a lifespan of 50 years, below are the environment
impact of the materials and processes, and their level of CO2 emissions.

Fig 5.6.10-10 Environment Impact for the entire building
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Often, only through the support of and feedback from others
in an open dialogue can we become receptive to alternate
ways of reasoning and behaving.
Joseph A. Raelin

5.7.1

EFdeN is an energy efficient solar house designed for the urban environment as a solution
to the Bucharest’s issues of low density and mobility, an adaptable housing unit both to the
environmental parameters and to the inhabitants’ necessities and desires. What is different
about this dwelling in the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 context is neither the flexible
compartimentation nor the intelligent systems that activate its installations, not even its
modularity or the sustainability of the materials used. What stands out in the EFdeN prototype
is the steadfast step towards innovation in energy efficiency: the integration of a productive
bioclimatic greenhouse. Dedicated to the “urban farming” concept, this component is the
central architectural element of the house being both a source of a spectacle of light on the
inside and a communities generator on the outside.

This is what we want the general public to know about EFdeN. But this is only the tip of the
iceberg, the primary image meant to build the desire for one to learn the ropes of our project. In
terms of communication strategy, this, along with the presentation of Solar Decathlon Europe
as an educational initiative, is one of the main axis of our communications activities. On the
other hand, comes the social aspect of our undertaking, in which we strive to set a powerful
example that can actually influence behaviors towards a sustainable lifestyle, this being the
long lasting effect of the project.
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Summary of changes

5.7.1

Sponsor list updated.
Minor text and graphical revisions.
This deliverable shall forward present only the objectives achieved as stated in the other
deliverables.
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5.7.1 Communications Project
5.7.1.1 Current Situation

A changing scenery,
an evolving society

However, when it comes down to facts and figures, different statistics and surveys show that,
despite this cultural and symbolic background, until not so long ago, the average Romanian
was oblivious to environmental concerns. By analyzing a series of Eurobarometer surveys,
conducted by the European Commission between 2007 and 2011***, we see that Romania has
shown a spectacular increase in the public concern with environmental issues, as a result of the
efforts of aligning the local behavior and mentality with the European practices.

5.7.1

In Romanian collective and traditional imaginary the man-nature communion has a role of
significant importance. We have all heard in school the story about Mircea the Elder who, with
a very small army, defeated the Ottomans at Rovine due to knowing and using the natural
scenery at its best. All over Romania, in its vast countryside, people know the forecast by simply
reading the sky, as well as they strongly believe in the curing effects of plants. Even the literature
has strong connections with nature if we recall the well-known romantic literary motif of linden
specific to the work of Mihai Eminescu, our national poet.

Not only did the Romanians realize the importance of environmental issues, but they also
became more aware of the role that each individual plays in protecting nature. Therefore, lately,
Romanians have become more responsible and more likely to take initiative and act, individually
or within organizational frameworks, towards a more sustainable behavior. As Kotler states in
Marketing 3.0 we all have become more engaged in the good development of our community:
we slowly adopt a healthier lifestyle, we understand the benefits and the conversion rate when
it comes to sustainable products and we even started caring about the ethics of the companies
which provide for us.
These changes have certainly not reached all individuals and there are governmental tactics yet
to be deployed in order to truly become an environmentally responsible society. For an X-ray
of what EFdeN has to offer in this mise en scene we present you bellow with a SWOT analysis.

*** European Commission, Special Eurobarometer: Attitudes of European Citizens towards the Environment, NovemberDecember 2007, European Commission, Special Eurobarometer 365-EB75.2: Attitudes of European Citizens towards the
Environment, April-May 2011, European Commission, Flash Eurobarometer: Europeans’ attitudes towards the issue of
sustainable consumption and production, April 2009, European Commission, Flash Eurobarometer, Attitudes of Europeans
towards resource efficiency, January 2011.
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STRENGTHS
• Young, energetic and enthusiastic labor
force;
• Multidisciplinary & dynamic working
environment;
• Strong power of differentiation of the final
product on the Romanian Market;
• Quality, state of the art and eco-friendly
materials used;
• A complex CSR project with a high visibility
potential.
OPPORTUNITIES
• An increasing proactive attitude towards
environmental problems;
• Current legislation acknowledges and
supports volunteering activities;
• A tendency towards the alignment with
West European behaviours;
• Green building is still an emerging segment
on the Romanian market.

WEAKNESSES
• Lack of experience and knowledge in some
aspects;
• Projects such as this one are not of high
interest to the general public.

THREATS
• Behaviors and mentalities are hard to
change;
• Promoting eco-friendly products and
behavior is a point of parity to many other
projects;
• Difficulties in the industrialization phase,
due to lack of funding or other legal aspects;
• Our differentiation point on the Solar
Village may have some positioning issues as
there are other prototypes which present a
merger with nature.

5.7.1.2 Objectives

Turning ideals into realness
Programatic Goals

Communication objectives

Raise social awareness among the general
public regarding aspects such as energy
efficient building, sustainability, recycling
and ecology, with emphasis on the good
use and ingenious functions of the products
made by recycled materials.
Change behaviors in the direction of
acceptance and purchase of energy efficient
and sustainable products. A bigger request
in this industry will, in time, result in a
decrease in prices and in the development
of this niche market.
Raise acknowledgement and the degree
of notoriety of Solar Decathlon Europe
in the Romanian academic environment
and among youngsters in order to inspire
future students to participate in this kind of
contests in the future.

Drive social engagement programs in
connection to the issues EFdeN aims to
solve. Have at least 1 national educational
campaign with direct participation from
our community.

Reach 10.000 likes on our official Facebook
page and 400 followers on Twitter until the
end of the project.

5.7.1

Use our channels to push information
regarding the benefits of energy efficient
and sustainable products for the general
public. Conduct at least 1 educational
campaign based on sustainable tips.

Participate in local and, if financially
possible, national and international
Make our project known to the stakeholders conventions, fairs, conferences or debates
from the industries involved in the project. tied to the industries involved in our project
and promote our concept and the implied
educational initiative.
All of the above objectives have been established bearing in mind the end date of the project
as the 1st of December 2014. Up until this point we have successfully achieved three of them,
having good perspectives for the forth. We drove an engaging national educational campaign
in the Romanian high schools, in which we presented the Solar Decathlon competition, the
EFdeN project and the pupils’ life perspectives in terms of lifestyle and future professions. The
educational campaign based on sustainable tips was conducted online and was proven a great
success due to engaging hand sketches as visuals. More, it was tied to a crowdfunding campaign
in which one of the rewards was a personal EFdeN adviser in sustainable living. On the other
hand, in one year and a half EFdeN has participated in 23 national and international fairs; in 25
conferences, conventions and seminars such as TEDx or The 6th International Student Plain Air
in Bulgaria; 5 workshops or community meetings; all these while initiating 20 events of its own,
with different target publics.
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5.7.1.3 Strategy

Natural engagement
Given the structure of our programmatic organizational objectives, our communication strategy
has two main directions, structured in accordance with our mission and the segmentation of
the general public.

5.7.1

Community
First of all, we focus on social awareness regarding the environmental issues. As sustainable
housing could seem a significant and somewhat difficult change in lifestyle, it is our objective
to make the public accept the technology of the future. This direction channels our efforts
towards accurate and simplified information, intelligible for the general public, aimed towards
changing attitudes and creating eco-friendly values. Although of paramount importance, the
sole information process is not the final stage of our strategy, as we pursue a change in social and
buying behaviors. Consequently, our main target is to influence the behavioral paths regarding
the acceptance and purchasing of energy efficient technologies, sustainable materials, second
hand products and waste management through the power of exemplification. In this spirit,
we have chosen a place of maximum visibility to build and exhibit our prototype in the preconstruction phase: one of the major shopping area of Bucharest.
Project
Secondly, but not least important, another direction of our strategy pursues to inform about
the changes and development of our project. Our intention is that the educational initiative
represented by Solar Decathlon Europe and our activity in this contest to be considered a
milestone and an inspiration for current and future students. Therefore, we are set to create
awareness among the stakeholders of our project. The cognizance of our work, together with
the changing in buying patterns, will bring numberless benefits for the industry and for future
similar projects. How? On the one hand, by raising the request for sustainable and energy
efficient products and, on the other hand, by enrolling such educational initiative on the short
list of companies’ CSR programs.
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5.7.1.4 Target audiences, tactics, messages, channels

A holistic approach
to our communications

5.7.1

For an in depth and logical information regarding the communication of our project we chose a
realistic approach to the presentation of the target publics, linked to the tactics, messages and
channels involved in the engagement of the given segments. In view of this Deliverable, we
are also going to present only what has been developed up until Deliverable #6, disregarding
our plans up until de 1st of December 2014. Hence the presented tactics have already been
implemented, the messages were transmitted as such and all the indicated channels have been
the host of at least one media issue about EFdeN and Solar Decathlon Europe.

Non-Comercial Segments

A. Children

Back to the drawing board
Since our initiative has the goal of changing mentalities of the Romanian people and since
mentalities are stable, steadfast and take a long time to change, we intend to initiate social
engagement with those in the early stages of life. Children are enthusiastic in finding out new
things, curious enough to ask inconvenient questions and sufficiently persuasive to become
deciders in buying processes.
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5.7.1

Tactics: We wanted to reach children in their comfort zone in order for them to be opened
to new information. We understood that playing is the bee’s knees in their world. Hence,
we vouched mainly on events to ensure a real social engagement, but we also put a great
emphasis on communication materials of their own reach. On these terms playing and learning
became the same thing: drawing books taught them how they can be sustainable, selfhandmade decorations showed them how recycling is fun and practical installations helped
them understand what renewable energy is in fact.
Messages: At EFdeN we have a saying: “If a child can’t understand it than we don’t know it
good enough!”. Bearing this in mind we built all the content addressed to them. Generally, we
orbited around these messages:
•
•
•

Nature is important to you. You should guard it safe.
A house which nurtures from the sun – when you grow up you’ll call it home!
Saving the planet is easy peasy!

Channels: To reach this public segment, we vouched mainly on events, consequently, on a
direct communication strategy. To organize these events we made contact either with the
City Hall, kindergartens or with other organizations with children activities. Once the events
were enabled, we paid attention to use a playful and childish tone of voice in our direct
communication, with information intended also for the parent, but suitable for the child.
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B. Teens & Students

The short term future

Teenagers are at a phase in their life when one is still undecided about which way in life to
choose, therefore in a stage when the individual forms its ideals, goals and principles. Touching
this public means a consistent opportunity for changing behaviors in the direction of a
sustainable development. Here we are creating the basis of a responsible society, at the same
time influencing a personal decision in terms of profession choosing and introducing the desire
of being a decathlete.

5.7.1

On the other hand, students are eager to learn and put into practice the knowledge they
acquire during their professional formation. Especially in Romania, a project which gives these
young professionals the chance to take a project from the drawing board to real life attracts
interest and appreciation. This is the segment that is prone to finding out about the educational
initiative that is Solar Decathlon Europe and the prototype’s second life – a research center
dedicated to future students.

Tactics: For this segment we mainly vouched on events, workshops and social media
engagement, combined with media issues.
When it comes to teenagers we strive to explain how easy and within reach it is to be sustainable
and what solar energy really is. We also want for them to ensure the future Romanian innovation
in both engineering and architecture or even communication. For efficiency and effectiveness
we thought it right to go to talk to them directly. Therefore, we organized a national campaign
for promoting the Solar Decathlon and a sustainable lifestyle in high schools. Based on EFdeN
& SDE presentations, we aimed to explain them what the work of an architect, engineer and
communicator actually is, how Solar Decathlon puts the basis of future communities, how and
why they should be part of this phenomena and what a sustainable lifestyle actually means.
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On the other hand, with students we put emphasis on presenting the practical aspect of EFdeN,
our experience as students and the multidisciplinarity on which EFdeN relies. Our daily activities
were, consequently, presented on an on-going basis in social media, at the same time different
aspects of our projects being presented on different press channels. Promoting Solar Decathlon
Europe was also very important in order to ensure continuity of the contest in Romania, which
is why we wanted them to understand the complexity and grandeur of the competition. To
that end, our rebranding campaign was based on Solar Decathlon’s history, we had a Facebook
covers campaign presenting the contests, criteria and focus points of the competition and
we constantly disseminated SDE’s activities. Moreover, for them to get the bigger picture, we
constantly talked about all the competing teams, both in social media and on our website,
with a fair play spirit because, in the end, the international aspect of the competition is a very
engaging aspect. The click with this audience could actually be our HR platform, developed
on our official website, where each of the team members unveil themselves in order for a
transparent communication of information with which this public could relate to.
Messages:

5.7.1

•
•
•

Being sustainable is neither hard to do, nor difficult to understand.
Innovation is the future, but also the present we choose to make.
Theory is interesting, practice is exciting, but putting theory intro practice is priceless.

Channels:
•
Social Media: Facebook, Google +, Twitter, Pinterest, Flickr, Vimeo, Instagram.
•
Radio: Radio UNSR, Radio Guerilla.
•
Press: Atelierul de Proiectare, Igloo, Smartdreamers.ro, Gen90, Iqool, Mai mult verde,
Liga Studentilor Profesioniști, Uniunea Națională a Studenților Români, hristo.ro, Arhimania,
metropotam.ro, pandutzu.com, startub.unibuc.ro, campuscluj.ro, scoalaedu.ro, Let’s do it
Romania, Crainicul.ro, Inyourkingdom.com,
•
TV: ProTV, Digi TV, Prima TV.
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C. Professionals

Food for thought or
a new lease of life?

5.7.1

From our experience up until this point professionals fluctuate between these two states, whiles
always being positive to the EFdeN initiative. Due to their professional constitution, they are
more interested in the technical aspects of the project, in the organizational and educational
aspects of the same. At times they perceive EFdeN as an interesting project which can benefit
from their qualified opinion, but they also see it as chance for the Romanian academia to prove
itself.
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Tactics: To reach the professionals we put our trust in professional fairs and specialized media.
Adding to these the networking events, the special public tours led by engineers or architects
on the assembly site in Romania, the documentary Money Channel TV is making on EFdeN, all
of them reflect the close relation we have with this public – a genuinely interested segment.
In all these activities we confided in visual materials, such as banners, roll-ups, flyers or web
presentations. Not in the least important, the HR platform on our website is of interest also for
this public.
Messages:
•
EFdeN – proof that solar architecture is truly appealing
•
Romanian innovation – integrating a hybrid greenhouse in an energy efficient dwelling
•
The home of the future – solar, sustainable, energy efficient and intelligent.

5.7.1

Channels:
•
Social Media: Facebook, Twiter, Vimeo, Flickr, Pinterest, LinkedIn.
•
Radio: Radio Romania
•
Press: Igloo, Arhitectura, Arhitext, Zeppelin, Economistul, Spatiulconstruit.ro, Greenest
Energy Magazine, Deco și Eco, Agenda Constructiilor, România Liberă, Ziarul Financiar,
Mobexpert Office, Responsabilitatesociala.ro, Easy Engineering Magazine, Intarzia Magazine,
Instalatorul Magazine, Business Magazine, Arena Constructiilor,
•
TV: Money Channel, Digi TV

Commercial Segments
C. Professionals

A new urban lifestyle
generating sustainable communities
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As secondary research shows, our product, once it will be available on the market in series,
responds to the needs, desires and expectations of the described public.

Product Profile
Solar urban house, integrating a hybrid greenhouse.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Positioning/Differentiation

-Solar renewable energy;
-Adaptability to site;
-Multifunctional green space;
-Partially passive;
-Innovative;
-Integrated in a process of continuous
improvement;
-Element belonging to a community
generating complex;
-Evidence of environmental responsibility;
-Some consumers may not approve the idea
of an integrated green space;
- It is autonomous as long as it is exposed to
sunlight, therefore it has to be connected to
an electric grid.
-Integrated green space;
-Solar house;
-Sustainable house;
-Intelligent house;
-Energetic efficient house.

5.7.1

A modular and site adaptable house; a flexible space partitioning, molded on user’s needs
and desires; innovation in the energetic efficiency field by integrating a multifunctional
green space; hybrid greenhouse: a space dedicated to the urban farming concept, acting as a
thermic buffer, relaxing area, integrated element in the prototype installations.
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Consumer Profile
Age
Sex
Demographic profile

Behavioral profile

Sociographic profile

5.7.1

Psychographic profile

From 30 to 45 years old
M/F
- Married;
- High academic degree;
- Medium to high income;
- Employed in IT, Medicine, Advertising,
showbiz, legislative.
- early adopter;
- rational buying behavior;
- involved in social movements.
- opinion leader;
- active in the online;
- passionate about culture, invention, ecology,
technology.
- positive attitude to change;
- respects nature, community and family;
- pragmatic, analytic and responsible nature;
- interested in new technology, ecology and
social responsibility.

Tactics: The future buyer of the EFdeN prototype in the industrialized version is, as stated,
already a man of vision, an opinion leader involved in the well-being of his community. What
we aimed for during the development of our project was to enlarge this segment, for which
we relied mostly on PR campaigns and on general media as to shape behaviors in a discreet
manner. Firstly, we banked on our presence in community fairs and social events in order to put
forward an example. Then we continued to raise awareness on EFdeN through general media
so that, step by step, the cognizance of our work was transformed in trust in the solutions
chosen for the EFdeN prototype. Now, people with a favorable attitude towards ecology, come
to us asking about the industrialized version of the prototype or for consulting in matters of
green solutions for their own dwellings.
For this to happen, we used social media as a mean to show people how solutions from the EFdeN
prototype are adjustable in just every home. We did so through a hand sketches campaign, very
visible due to the fact that it was ventured with a well disseminated crowdfunding campaign
focused on the same public (paid Facebook Ads, Google Ad Words, newsletters, press releases
etc.). The same kind of information was intended for the online and offline generalist press –
we shared the EFdeN technologies for everyone’s use. This information was always to be found
on the EFdeN blog, continuously updated, each blog article having an average audience of at
least 150 unique visitors, and on the sponsors’ pages on our official website. All of these were
created for the Marshalian buying behavior, but we did not forget about building the desire –
from the second half of May 2014 our site’s landing page would take you through a virtual tour
of the EFdeN complex, focused on this public’s needs. And to complete the painting, because
in Romania there is a saying that what you have in our own hand is for sure not a lie, during the
assembly phase in Băneasa Shopping City we had a stand right in front of our site.
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As this place has around 55.000visitors/day during week days and 85.000visitors/day during
weekends, we talked with many people, continuously presenting our lifestyle proposal and
directly answering their questions.
Messages:
•
Join innovation in urban lifestyle!
•
EFdeN – a perfect blend among architecture, engineering and nature.
•
Being sustainable is not about being rich, but about being responsible.
•
Taking the way back to nature means building the road towards the future for the
generations to come.

5.7.1

Channels:
•
Social Media: Facebook, Google +, Twitter, Pinterest, Flickr, Vimeo, Instagram.
•
Radio: Radio Romania
•
Press: Locuința Mea, Romania Libera, adelaparvu.ro, elenaciric.ro, Yahoo.ro, Casa Mea,
Mobexpert Office, Gradina de Vis, decoresque.blogspot.ro, The Diplomat, Ziarul Financiar,
Romaniapozitiva.ro, Maimultverde.ro, Ecomagazine.ro, webcultura.ro, Business Magazine,
Crainicul.ro, Economistul, Freshhome.ro.
•
TV: ProTV, Digi TV, Romania TV, Money Channel, Prima TV.

B. Manufacturers, Investors and Sponsors

Business as usual
Although most of the individuals in this segment belong to other categories already stated,
once they acquire one of the positions above they have to be treated and informed differently.
In their great majority they see EFdeN either as a fitted CSR project, either as a way of developing
a niche market on which they are present or as a mean of promoting their products.
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Tactics: All of the tactics mentioned above were of great interest to this category for the
visibility it produced them through EFdeN. Having set this limit, this public segment has a
different approach. Networking, social engagement, presentations, executive summaries,
hard copy extensive presentations of the project, business plans, marketing analysis’ or audiovideo presentations are the tactics we resorted to in order to attract their support. After having
gained it, we strove to provide them with the visibility benefits contracted. To that end we
monthly briefed them with reports regarding EFdeN’s media coverage and their own increase
in visibility as a result of our collaboration. Bellow you can see a visibility monitoring of one
of our sponsor, with more details here
(http://workspace.solardecathlon2014.fr/buc/
node/3035). Moreover, we have tried to disseminate the information on their involvement in
EFdeN through all of our channels, with emphasis on press releases, blog and sponsors’ pages
on our official website. In connections to our activities and endeavors to properly maintain our
B2B relations, we have to state that so far all of our sponsors have been very satisfied with the
received visibility benefits.

5.7.1

Monitoring example for Plotareonline.ro - Silver Sponsor

Messages:
•
Support Romanian innovation abroad!
Get on board in an unique educational initiative in Romania!
•
•
The perfect CSR project for a positive image and an increasing visibility of your
organization!
Channels: For communications with this public, being a B2B type of communication, we use
the e-mail as an official channel, as stated in the contracts proposed to them. We also have
direct contact during networking events organized by EFdeN, in meetings and other special
workshops.
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On the other hand, we have gentleman’s agreement with our media partners and with PR
agencies, such as Gollin Harris, through our sponsor Schneider Electric, to introduce news and
articles about our collaboration, both in specialized and general press. For this, we rely on:
•
Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, Google +, Vimeo, Flickr, LinkedIn, Instagram.
•
Radio: Radio Romania Actualitati
•
Press: Igloo, Arhitectura, Arhitext, Zeppelin, Economistul, Spatiulconstruit.ro, Greenest
Energy Magazine, Deco și Eco, Inginerul, Agenda Constructiilor, Instalatorul, Romania
Libera, Zeppelin Magazine, Ziarul Financiar, Business Magazine, Responsabilitatesociala.ro,
Romaniapozitiva.ro.
•
TV: Digi TV, Money Channel, Romania TV

5.7.1.5 Media Plan
A. Media Monitoring
EFdeN’s involvement in a large number of activities, the broadness of their specific and topic, as
well as the interest risen by the proposed project in itself have drawn a considerable visibility
since the initiation of the project, as seen in the Press Monitoring you can find attached in the
Appendix or in the Media Communication Forum on WAT. Nonetheless, following below we
present you with the highlights of our media appearances from Deliverable #4 to Deliverable
#5 (the same you can see on our official web, at www.efden.org/eng/press).

5.7.1

EFdeN’s involvement in a large number of activities, the broadness of their specific and topic, as
well as the interest risen by the proposed project in itself have drawn a considerable visibility
since the initiation of the project, as seen in the Press Monitoring you can find attached in
the Appendix or in the Media Communication Forum on WAT. Up until Deliverable #6, EFdeN’s
visibility in numbers looks like this:

Nonetheless, following below we present you with the highlights of our media appearances,
our pride and joy:
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Whatever arose in Prispa’s shadow - ZF
Corporate (April, 2013).

A few words about PRISPA, SDE and our aims in the
begining of the project - spatiulconstruit.ro (June, 2013)
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5.7.1

Team Bucharest - Candidate in the Green
Building Educational Innitiative of the Year
(May, 2013)

Snapshot of the Video aired in the Bucharest Subway TV promoting a treasure hunt event
(September, 2013)
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5.7.1

Facebook Insights

5.7.1

Facebook is the most popular social network in Romania, more than 6.000.000 Romanians
having an account here. We have put a great emphasis on our communication through this
channel. We mention that the insights shall be presented starting June 2013, due to the fact
that it is that the moment in which we have started a rebranding campaign under the name of
EFdeN, where N is nature, based on a retrospective of the Solar Decathlon contest.
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Responding to the need of compact and
complete information of our publics, we
send a monthly newsletter to our database,
formed by people we have met personally at
fairs, conferences, community gatherings and
events etc. An average of 7.000 people were,
therefore, constantly informed about the
development of EFdeN and SDE. The statistics
you can see below and the entire list of
newsletters is available on http://workspace.
solardecathlon2014.fr/buc/node/3342.

5.7.1

Newsletter Reach
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Google Analytics

5.7.1

Starting with the 1st of January we began monitoring also our new website, which is currently
fully up to date. In the last few weeks, up to Deliverable #6, we have promoted it through our
social media channels, but also through direct communication with the visitors of Baneasa
Shopping City, our assembly site in Romania, and with the pupils while in our national
educational campaign. The statistics you can see below and the entire list of newsletters is
available on http://workspace.solardecathlon2014.fr/buc/node/3342.
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5.7.1

Media Plan

In order to propose a credible and coherent media plan we rely on our present and future
media partners. To this end, our collaborations are based on three important aspects, as stated
in our contract:
-> Present the EFdeN project and prototype
-> Promote the educational initiative represented by EFdeN and Solar Decathlon Europe
-> Sustain EFdeN activities: participation in contests, events, social engagement gatherings,
fairs, conferences, workshops etc.
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EFdeN Media Partners:
Igloo Magazine – Igloo is one of the most prestigious architecture magazines in Romania.
Popular both among students and professionals, this publication has exceptional graphics,
interesting articles and up to date news from the architectural field.
ARHITECTURA Magazine – One of the oldest Romanian architectural publications, this
is The Union of Romania Architects’ magazine. EFdeN’s partnership with this entity is based
on common values and interests: the editorial strategy encourages a transfer of interest from
international to local, from global to specific and from common to unique.
www.greenestenergy.eu – An online platform built as an unique information source for
the general public regarding green energy and environmental movements in Romania.
www.maimultverde.ro – Online community dedicated to those who want to leave behind
them an environment where their children can live in a clean and healthy habitat. A movement
for more green.

5.7.1

Locuinţa mea is a general publication which engages the public with interior
design, furniture and decorations, adressing to those unspecilised individuals who just want to
decorate their home. An important trait of this magazine is their interest into green energy and
sustainability.
SmartDreamers is a platform that connects young professionals with companies,
simplifying the recruting process, employment and human resources management by using
modern technologies. What is important is that Smartdreamers helps young bright minds to
find their professional way by always offering examples worthy for everyone to follow.
Decosieco.ro is an online platform for design, interior amenities and ecology, completed
with cultural information. It promotes ideas, events, projects and younsters creations linked to
the mentioned fields of interest.
Economistul is the weekly publication of the financial community in Romania.
Launched in 19990 by the Gneneral Association of the Economists in Romania, it follows news
from different fields, such as politics, market research, economics, financial moves, energy or
diplomacy.
Mobexpert Office is one of the subsidaries of Mobexpert, one of Romania’s top furniture
productors and distributors.
Romania Libera is one of the most important newspapers in Romania. Dedicated to the
general public, it mostly covers social and political events.
Crainicul.ro is a new online platform dedicated to social and cultural events. They
will cover a series of interviews with the EFdeN members in which each will explain its role
in the team, the way that the EFdeN influnced its life and the manner in which SDE touches
communities.
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EcoMagazin is one of the most popular online platforms in the ecology field in Romania.
It is adressed to a public interested in a sustainable development, ecology, renewable energy
and the state of the art in construction.
Atelierul de Proiectare (ADEP) – The first architecture magazine to be fully and exclusively
created by students and distributed free of charge. An architecture magazine made by students
for students.
Spatiulconstruit.ro – Online platform which reunites all areas of interest in the construction
field. Being very well documented, dynamic and fresh, this site has an important number of
visitors, the great majority being part of our specialists target public.
Arhitext is an elite cultural magazine positioning itself in the architecture field as
a publication which promotes interdisciplinarity. It is a magazine dedicated not only to the
national ambient but also to the international professional public.

UNSR is the National Romanian Union of Students. Highly popular among the students
in our country, it has multiple organizations in the university centers of Romania and also its
own radio.
LSE is the Electronics Students Leagues. Althoguh not one of the specialties direclty
involved in EFdeN, this organization is pretty popular among the students in Bucharest and
especially, among the EFdeN members.

5.7.1

Zeppelin integrates modernity and a leap from utopy towards the most daring
technologies nowadays. Being one of the most important magazines in the architectural field,
the pages of this publications integrates presentations, comparations, critics a lots of surprising
ideas. Through their coverage we shall also acees the international platform citizenpeople.com

Agenda constructiilor is an online portal which gathers all the important news in the
constructions field. Its used mainly by specialists and people directly involved in these industries.
Money Channel – the most important bussines channel in Romania. Currently making a
documentary on EFdeN, having following us since the start of our project.
Nonetheless, for creating awareness and trust, we also had the help of some bloggers. Here we
count Adela Pârvu, Elena Chiric, Hristo.ro, but also Think Outside the Box. Altghough this last
publication is not a blog, has the same typolgy in front of the general public.
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Prototype Construction
Phase

5.7.1

Pre-construction
Phase

Media Plan
Period
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Online

Posts on EFdeN social
media channels and
external channels,
news, article, blog
post, press release
EFdeN team&project,
EFdeN concept,
EFdeN as a CSR
project, EFdeN events,
EFdeN presence at
fairs, EFdeN&Partners
•
3 posts/day
•
1 article/2 weeks
•
1 blog post/2
weeks
•
1 press release/
month
•
Continous official
site update
Information on
official site, posts on
EFdeN social media
channels and external
channels, news,
article, blog post,
press release
Prototype
construction - phases,
EFdeN – in depth
concept, Experience
in multidisciplinary
team – SDE
educational iniative,
Social engagement
events, Workshops
and trainings.
•
3 posts/day
•
Live streaming
•
1 press release/3
weeks
•
1 article/2 weeks
•
1 blog post/week
•
Continous official
site update

Print

Audio

Audio-Visual

Article

Interview

News

EFdeN
team&project,
EFdeN concept,
EFdeN as a CSR
project

EFdeN
team&project

EFdeN
team&project

•

•

•

•

1 unique
article/
month
– media
partners
1 article/
month –
general
publication

A 2 minute
interview
with 2
EFdeN
members

An apperance
on national
television
news
program

Article

Interview, news

News, project
presentation

Prototype
construction
- phases,
EFdeN – in
depth concept,
Experience in
multidisciplinary
team, Social
engagement
events
•
2 unique
articles/
month
– media
partners
•
1 article/
month –
general
publication

Prototype
construction phases,
Experience in
multidisciplinary
team

EFdeN
team&project,
Prototype
construction
- phases,
Experience in
multidisciplinary
team

•

•

•

A 2 minute
interview
with EFdeN
members
3
apperances
in news
program

•

3 apperances
on national
television
news
program
Participation
in a TV Show

What is being
broadcast?

Communication
material’s
characteristics

Broadcast
frequency

What is being
broadcast?

Communication
material’s
characteristics

Broadcast
frequency

•
•
•
•
•
•

3 posts/day
Live streaming
1 press release/
week
1 article/week
2 blog post/week
Continous official
site update

Post Competition
Up to 1st of December 2014

Information on
official site, posts on
EFdeN social media
channels and external
channels, news,
article, blog post,
press release
Prototype
presentation and
its final use, EFdeN
– in depth concept,
Experience on site,
Presentention of the
industrialization plan
•
•
•
•
•

3 posts/day
1 press release/ 3
weeks
1 article/week
2 blog post/week
Continous official
site update

Article

News

News, interview

Prototype
presentation,
EFdeN – in
depth concept,
Experience
on site,
Presentention
of the
industrialization
plan, Social
engagement
events, the SDE
competition.
5 unique
•
articles/
month
– media
partners
5 article/
•
month –
general
publication

Prototype
presentation,
EFdeN – in
depth concept,
Experience on
site, the SDE
competition.

Prototype
presentation,
EFdeN – in
depth concept,
Experience
on site,
Presentention
of the
industrialization
plan, Social
engagement
events

Article

Interview, news

News, project
presentation

Prototype
presentation
and its final
use, EFdeN – in
depth concept,
Experience
on site,
Presentention
of the
industrialization
plan
•
1 unique
articles/
month
– media
partners
•
1article/
month –
general
publication

Prototype
presentation
and its final
use, EFdeN – in
depth concept,
Experience
on site,
Presentention
of the
industrialization
plan
•
3 10 minute
interviews
with EFdeN
members
•
5
apperances
in news
program

Prototype
presentation
and its final
use, EFdeN – in
depth concept,
Experience
on site,
Presentention
of the
industrialization
plan
•
5 apperances
on national
television
news
program
•
Participation
in 2 TV Shows

•

5
apperances
in news
program

•

•

5 apperances
on national
television
news
program
Interviews on
site during
competition

What is being
broadcast?

Communication
material’s
characteristics

Broadcast
frequency

What is being
broadcast?

5.7.1

During Competition
On Site Phase

Information on
official site, posts on
EFdeN social media
channels and external
channels, news,
article, blog post,
press release
Prototype
presentation, EFdeN
– in depth concept,
Experience on site,
Presentention of the
industrialization plan,
Social engagement
events, the SDE
competition.

Communication
material’s
characteristics

Broadcast
frequency
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Prototype’s second life

5.7.1

As much as we put emphasis on communications during the phases directly tied to the Solar
Decathlon Europe, we also have in plan a strong promotion of our experience and prototype
after the competition. First and foremost, is the location where we are going to place the
prototype as we want to be as accessible and visible as possible to both commercial and noncommercial target publics. Bearing this in mind, we are currently in discussions with the City
Hall to place our house in the Herăstrău Park as a mean to continue our positioning, whilst
making it a popular pavilion for possible future exhibits. Therefore, right in one of the most
beautiful places in Bucharest shall lie the proof of Romania’s participation in Solar Decathlon
Europe, turning itself in one of the best dissemination materials possible.
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Secondly, as soon as we reassemble the prototype in Romania, we are going to start
a series of events inside it which will both give an opportunity for our collaborators to enjoy
their investment and will be a way of ensuring the continuity of Solar Decathlon Europe in
Romania. How will we do that? By organizing VIP events inside the prototype – one of the
contractual benefits of our collaborators. This activities are going to be organized by the
EFdeN members at the sponsors’ request and concept proposal. During these events we will
acknowledge the partners’ contribution in our project, as they will take pride in being part of
this initiative and in our prizes , at the same time taking advantage of the moment to become
more visible to different stakeholders. Nonetheless, we shall seize the opportunity to introduce
our next participation in Solar Decathlon Europe 2016 and propose them to support the next
Team Bucharest. Furthermore, the recruitments for the next team shall be organized here, in
order for the prototype to become an inspiration and a desire creator.
Not in the least important, the prototype’s second life will based on its transformation
in a research center for students. Here they will have controlled access to the house’s
technologies and equipment, so they can practically understand how their designs work. In
time, other technologies may be implemented and tested. For sure, during the first year the
dwelling will be monitored in order to acquire the Living Building Challenge certification,
acknowledgment that will transform it in the first new building to get this certification in
Europe. And, because the house has to be used in order to be monitored we shall be sure to
transform it in a stable destination for different community events, especially given its pavilion
looks and functionality.

5.7.1

5.7.1.6. Budget and Calendar
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Activity

Target groups

Cost
(lei)

Visibility

PV Romania

Conference

Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors

50

Networking

Recruitment campaign

Workshop

Students

20

Project
dissemination;
Social media.

INGLASS 2013 International Architecture Conference

Architecture
fair

10

Networking

"The Evolution of the CSR concept in Romania" National
Conference

Conference

10

Networking

Earth Hour

TB Event

100

Social media;
Official website.

InnoMatch Regional Innovation Fair

Innovation fair

300

Networking, Project
dissemination

Eurrone Finance Solar Energy

Debate

15

Networking

Workshop Solar Decathlon Europe - Versailles

Workshop

ROMENVIROTEC 2013 - International trade fair for technology
and environmental protection equipment

Environmental
protection
fair

Construction Student's Week

Conference

Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors
Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors
Teens and Students
Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors;
buyers
Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors,
Buyers
Students;
Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors
Buyers, Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors
Students;
Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors

Project presentation for professors
& other specialists

Colloqui

Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors

Construct Expo 2013

Constructions
fair

Buyers, Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors

Visiting "Prispa" house

Team building/
Visit

Students;
Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors

LED Your Light Shine 2013

Product
presentation

European CSR Lessons

Conference;
Case studies.

ROCAD International Convention of Architecture and Design

Architecture
convention

th
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6 International Student Plein Air /
Seminar "Innovative design and architectural education"

International
seminar

Matecon Fair 2013

Realestate fair

TEDx Iaşi

Conference

Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors
Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors
Teens&Students; Buyers
Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors
Students;
Professionals,
Manufacturers;
Investors; Sponsors
Buyers; Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors; Sponsors
Students;
Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors

7000

Networking, Project
dissemination;
Social media;
Official website.

10

Networking

30

Networking;
Social media;
Official website.

0

Project
dissemination;
Article in "Business
Magazine".

250

Networking;
Project
dissemination;
Social media.

50

Networking; Project
dissemination;
Social media;
Official website.

15

Networking;
Social media.

10

Networking

30

Networking;
Social media;
Official website.

30

Networking; Project
dissemination;
Social media.

10

Networking

50

Networking; Project
dissemination;
Official website;
Social media.

Disemination
materials

Disemination where?

When?

D J

F M A M J

J A S O N D J

F M A M J

J A S O N D

Cards
Presentation;
Posters;
Digital ads.
Cards

Cards
Audio-video;
digital ads.
Cards, roll-up.

Cards

Cards, audio-video
materials,
T-shirts.

Cards

Lecture

Cards; flyers; rollups.

5.7.1

Cards

Cards, flyers.

Cards

Cards

Cards

Cards; presentation.

Cards

Cards; presentation.
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CONTRACTOR - Installation Entrepreneurs Expo Conference

Installation
conference

Mediafax talks about energy

Debate

Visibility

10

Networking;
Social media.

10

Networking

0

Project
dissemination

"Sustainable ambient" Scientific Communications Session

Conference

"Energy Performance of Buildings and installations"
International Conference

Energy
performance
conference

Students, Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors,
Buyers

10

Networking

Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors

10

Networking;
Social media.

Children;
Teens & Students

250

Networking;
Project
dissemination;
Social media.
Project
dissemination;
Social media;
Social engagement.

Huet Urban

5.7.1

Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors; Buyers
Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors,
Students

Cost
(lei)

Teens&Students;
Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors, Sponsors, Buyers

GRASP - Education and Innovation in Romania
Cultural and
traditional
festival

After-school "Cei Trei Muşchetari"

TB Event

Children

30

"Guess what" campaign

TB Contest

Students

0

RoEnergy - Renewable energy and energy efficiency in
constructions

Energy efficiency
fair

Buyers; Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors

200

RoGBC Gala Awards

RoGBC Contest

Buyers, Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors

15

ICEEfest

Communication
conference

Buyers, Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors

10

Networking;
Social media.

Street Delivery

Urban
festival

Children; Teens & Students
Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors; Sponsors; Buyers

700

Networking; Project
dissemination;
Social media;
Social engagement;
Interviewspatiulconstruit.ro .

Project presentation for professors
& other specialists

Colloqui

Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors

PRtea&ADcookies
Project presentation for professors
& other specialists
PV Romania

Cycling for Bucharest
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Target groups

Open talk Communication & Professionals, Students
PR
Professionals,
Colloqui
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors
Buyers; Professionals,
Conference
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors

TB event

Teens and Students

Social media
Networking;
Project
dissemination;
Social media.
Networking;
Project
dissemination;
Social media.

0

Project
dissemination;
Social media.

5

Networking;
Social Media.

0

Project
dissemination;

10

Networking;
Social media;
Official website.

100

Social media;
Official website;
2 articles - online;
1 article - offline;
1 TV report.

Disemination
materials

Disemination where?

When?

D J

F M A M J

J A S O N D J

F M A M J

J A S O N D

Cards

Cards

Presentation

Cards

Cards

Cards;
Presentation

Flyers

Photos

Cards

Cards

5.7.1

Cards; roll-ups.

Cards; flyers; rollups;
stand; audio-video
materials;
stickers; flags.

Lecture

Cards

Lecture

Cards

T-shirts;
banners, stickers;
cards.
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Team Bucharest having fun!
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Team building

Target groups
Teen and Students

Children

Cost
(lei)

Visibility

2000

Social Media;
Official website.

100

Social engagement;
Social media;
Official website;
1 article - online;
1 article - offline.

20

Networking;
Social media.

10

Networking

10

Networking;
Social media.

100

Networking;
Project
dissemination;
Social media;
Official website.

50

Networking;
Social media.

300

Networking;
Social media;
Official website.

9000

networking, social
media

Chalk drawing session

TB event

LED Light Symphosium

Engineering
conference

Furniture, Equipment and Other Accessories
International Fair

Interior design
fair

International Technical Fair - Bucharest

Engineering
fair

Expoenergy

Green energy
fair

Inventika

Inventions
fair

Ecomediu 2013

Environmental
protection
fair

Buyers, Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors
Buyers, Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors

Solar Decathlon Europe Workshop 2

Solar Decathlon
workshop

Professionals, Students, SDE
organizers

RIFF/Contractor

Engineering
fair

Buyers, Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors

15

Networking;
Social media.

National Conference of Metallic Structures

Engineering
fair

Students;
Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors

50

Networking; Project
dissemination;
Social media;
Official website.

RENEXPO® SOUTH-EAST EUROPE

Green energy
fair

15

Networking;
Social media.

The Annual Equipment Conference

equipment
conference

50

Networking;
Social media.

Creative Business Cup

entrepreneurs
contest

PR Academy

PR workshop

Young Reseachers Conference

enginering fair

Romania's National Day

national parade

Fundraising Workshop

fundraising
workshop

Christmas Event at the Equipment Engineers Association

conference

Buyers, Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors;
Students
Buyers, Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors
Buyers, Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors
Buyers, Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors

Buyers, Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors
Buyers, Professionals,
Manufacturers,
Investors and Sponsors
Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

9000

networking, social
media, official
website

10

networking, social
media

100

networking, social
media

50

networking

Professionals, Students,
Sponsors, Investors and
Manufacturers

15

networking, social
media

Sponsors, Investors and
Manufacturers, Students,
Professionals

50

networking, social
media, project
dissemination

Students, Professionals,
Sponsors
Investors and
Manufacturers, Students,
Professionals
Children, Teens and
Students, Professionals,
Buyers

Disemination
materials

Disemination where?

When?

D J

F M A M J

J A S O N D J

F M A M J

J A S O N D

T-shirts

Banner; roll-ups;
stickers;
cards

Cards

Cards

Cards

Cards; roll-ups;
flyers; T-shirts.

Cards

Cards

cards, presentation

6-8 November

5.7.1

Cards

Cards; posters;
flyers; T-shirts.

Cards

Cards, roll-up, flyers Sinaia

13-15 november

cards

Copenhagen

18-20 November

cards

Bucharest

21-22 november

cards, roll ups,
Bucharest
flyers, presentation

21-22 november

flyers, cards

01-Dec

Bucharest

cards, presentation Bucharest

2-4 December

cards, flyers,
brochures,
presentation

13-Dec

Bucharest
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Target groups

Cost
(lei)

Visibility

EFdeREN

EFden event

Children, Teens & Students,
Buyers

400

Networking;
Social media.

EFdeN sustainable Christmas

EFden event

team

200

teambuilding

Presenting EFdeN at Romania Green Building Council

workshop

Sponsors, Investors and
Manufacturers, Students,
Professionals

20

networking, social
media

Little Science Town

children museum Children, Teens & Students,
official launching Buyers

20

networking, social
media

plotareonline.ro official launching

official launching

Sponsors, Investors and
Manufacturers, Students,
Professionals

20

networking, social
media, article

LAUD

architecture
conference

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

100

networking, social
media

Long life learning- Spring Summit Brasov

Real estate fair

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

200

networking, social
media, stand

Round Table - Academic environment united with the business
field

entrepreneurs
conference

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

200

networking, social
media

National Conference of Urbanism and Urban Concept

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
urban conference and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

500

networking, social
media

EFdeN presents its project at Dizainar - interior design narrative

conference

100

networking, social
media

EFdeN - Dizainar workshop - promoting Romanian Design!

workshop

300

social media

Confort Construct&Instal

tehnical fair

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

100

networking, social
media

Cities of Tomorrow

architecture
conference

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

100

networking, social
media

ROMENVIROTEC 2014 - International trade fair for technology
and environmental protection equipment

technical fair

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

200

networking, social
media

RAILF - ROMCONTROLA

technical fair

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

200

networking, social
media

SDE 2014 SPR Bootcamp

webinar

Professionals, SDE
organizers, SDE 2014 teams

300

social media

EFdeN: Start on site!

EFden event

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

1000

networking, social
media

CONTRACTOR - Installation Entrepreneurs Expo Conference

technical
conference

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

200

networking, social
media

GIS - Architecture Expo Conference

architecture
conference

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

200

networking, social
media

Sponsors, Investors and
Manufacturers, Students,
Professionals
Sponsors, Investors and
Manufacturers

Disemination where?

When?

Cards, roll-up, flyers,
Bucharest
children books

16-Dec

sustainable
Christmas
decoration

Bucharest

13-Dec

cards, presentation Bucharest

13-Feb

cards, roll ups, flyers Bucharest

15-16 February

presentation, cards Bucharet

25-Feb

cards

04-Mar

Bucharest

presentation, cards,
flyers, brochures,
Brasov
models

6-9 March

cards, roll up, flyers,
brochures,
Bucharest
presentation

11-Mar

roll up, cards,
brochures, flyers,
model

Sinaia

13-15 March

flyers, brochures,
cards, drawings

Bucharest

13-Mar

drawings

Bucharest

15-16 March

roll up, brochures,
flyers, cards

Arad

20-23 March

flyers, cards

Bucharest

25-Mar

roll up, brochures,
flyers, cards, stand

Bucharest

26-29 March

roll up, brochures,
flyers, cards, stand

Bucharest

26-29 March

presentation

worldwide

03-Apr

roll ups, brochures,
flyers, model,
Bucharest
presentation

04-Apr

roll up, brochures.
Flyers, cards, stand

Bucharest

7-8 April

roll up, brochures,
flyers, cards, stand

Bucharest

7-8 April

D J

F M A M J

J A S O N D J

F M A M J

J A S O N D

5.7.1

Disemination
materials
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Target groups

Cost
(lei)

Visibility

EnReg

technical fair

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

400

University Fair - Next and co.

university fair

Teens and Students,
Professionals

300

Ne vedem joi! Presenting PRISPA, EFdeN and upTIM

conference

Students, Professionals

400

Schneider - EFdeN conferences

technical
conference

Students, Professionals

500

networking, social
media

Construct Expo 2014

technical fair

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

200

networking, social
media

Ambient Expo 2014

Interior design
fair

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

200

networking, social
media

Romtherm

technical fair

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

200

networking, social
media

EFdeN meets the secrets of a good coffee from Starbucks!

Workshop

team, Professionals

50

networking, social
media

EFdeN - Dizainar campaign - promote Romanian Design

campaign

Investors and
Manufacturers, Students,
Professionals

400

networking, social
media

ROCAD International Convention of Architecture and Design

architecture
conference

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

200

networking, social
media

International Conference on sustainable buildings and energy
efficiency

technical
conference

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

300

networking, social
media

Romanian Design Week

architecture fair

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

400

networking, social
media

International Conference "Intelligent Active Buildings: new
challenge for energetic auditors"

technical
conference

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

100

networking, social
media

RoEnergy - Renewable energy and energy efficiency in
constructions

technical
conference

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

300

networking, social
media

BIFE SIM 2014

Interior design
fair

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

300

networking, social
media

TIB 2014

technical fair

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

300

networking, social
media

ExpoEnergie 2014

technical fair

Buyers, Sponsors, Investors
and Manufacturers,
Students, Professionals

300

networking, social
media

networking, social
media
networking, social
media
networking, social
media

roll up, brochures,
flyers, cards, stand

Disemination where?
Arad

model, flyers,
Ramnicu Valcea
posters, cards
presentation, flyers,
Cluj Napoca
brochures

When?

F M A M J

J A S O N D J

F M A M J

J A S O N D

9-11 April

9-11 April
10-Apr

roll up, brochures,
flyers, cards,
presentation

Bucharest

10-20 April

roll up, brochures,
flyers, cards,
presentation

Bucharest

10-13 April

roll up, brochures,
flyers, cards

Bucharest

10-13 April

roll up, flyers,
brochures, cards

Bucharest

10-13 April

cards

Bucharest

15-Apr

presentation, cards,
flyers, brochures,
Bucharest
models

1-31 May

roll up, flyers,
brochures, cards

Bucharest

7-8 May

roll up, flyers,
brochures, cards,
presentation

Bucharest

13-May

roll up, flyers,
brochures, cards,
event

Bucharest

16-25 May

roll up, flyers,
brochures, cards

Bucharest

5-6 June

roll up, flyers,
brochures, cards,
presentation

Bucharest

11-13 June

roll up, flyers,
brochures, cards,
presentation

Bucharest

10-14 September

roll up, flyers,
brochures, cards,
Bucharest
presentation, model

15-18 October

roll up, flyers,
brochures, cards,
model

15-18 October

Bucharest

D J

5.7.1

Disemination
materials
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5.7.1.7. Project Dissemination
For a global view on our communication activities, we propose to further present the most
important moments of the relationship we created with each of our public, from the very start
of our project, in terms of events and dissemination materials.

A. Children
Celebrating Child’s Day at “Cei trei muschetari” kindergarten
Several members of our communication department went to the after-school “Cei trei
Muşchetari” to talk with the children about what responsibility towards our environment
means, specifically about water consumption and energy savings.

5.7.1

The event was organized as a game, a simulation in which children could actively participate
and find answers to our environmental problems. Of course, at the end of the day we left some
presents for the little ones: funny colorful cards to be hang on the switch or the tap to remind
them about saving up our resoures
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Big Mobility from the Small Ones

5.7.1

Between 16th and 21st September EFdeN celebrated the European Mobility Week through a
special event addressed to children. Our partner in organizing this event was the Bucharest City
Council. The children that were playing in Kiseleff Park with their parents made toy trains out of
pieces of colored cork with help from EFdeN’s members and placed them on a specially created
map of Bucharest. While children were playing, we talked to their parents about reconditioning
the old railway tracks in Bucharest that are no longer used and about the benefits of using
public transportation. Representatives of the City Council congratulated our initiative and
expressed their intention of getting involved in our future projects.
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EFdeRen (ren = deer) is making sustainable Christmas Decorations

5.7.1

For the Christmas holiday, EFdeN organized an event in order to teach the little ones how to
create sustainable Christmas decorations. With a target of 4 to 10 years old, the children learned
how to paint plastic bottles, how to make Christmas trees out of sheets of paper, how to paint
the carton and so on. We sang carols, we painted and decorated various ornaments. Moreover,
Santa Claus came to the event and gave them presents, the most impressive being a Christmas
coloring book made by the members from the Architecture Department. With this ocassion our
goal was to educate children from an early age towards a sustainable lifestyle. And it was a real
success!
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Teenagers and students
Street Delivery – With our feet down to earth…and nature!
Street Delivery is an urban festival in which artists, architects, musicians, tenants are invited
to provide an alternative to the way the city is commonly perceived. Between 14 and 16 June,
Arthur Verona Street in Bucharest hosted this urban cultural event, where thousands of people
came to see this year’s exhibitors. EFDEN could not miss such an important event, and had its
own personalized stand, as unique as the idea with which we are participating in the Solar
Decathlon competition.
Here we met mostly with pupils and students to whom we have talked extensively about EFdeN
and its mean in our future. To end coherently we invited them to give nature a chance, an we
planted toghether plants of their choice with the soil we had right in front of our stand. To
attract them, we also gave away free popcorn in recycled newspapers corns as we also handed
them flyers with a distinct graphic design.
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Mobility week – Pase the subway, know
the subway, enjoy the subway!

5.7.1

During the Mobility Week we said we
should have some fun whilist taking
advantage of this pretext and learn some
new things. The pretext was a treasure
hunt, the new thing, or the new view
of an oold thing, was the subway. With
teams, clues, cards with “Did you know”
just to keep you from getting bored after
discovering your next destination, we had
a great time and received a wonderful
feedback from all those involved.
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An EFdeN Christmas

528

We also organized an internal
Christmas Party in order to decorate
our headquarters in the holiday
spirit! We supported our sustainable
cause, as all the decorations were
made of recyclable materials, such
as plastic, carton or other handmade
inventions. The members of our
team took a little break from
work and decided to celebrate
the coming season! We also
invited other students in order
to make connections with other
people and to learn about how
to have a sustainable Christmas.
In fact the invitation was made
face to face, during our visits in
the university headquarters from
where we procured our recycled
materials for the decorations. To
end christmasly the event we sang
a jingle and you can watch the
moment here: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=yWcJrb1viOQ.

5.7.1

National Campaign for Promoting Solar
Decathlon Europe
Starting the 26th of May 2014 we initiated a national
campaign for promoting the Solar Decathlon
Europe competition in Romania’s high schools.
The cities we visited were Ploiesti, Bacau, Braila,
Brasov, Targu Jiu and Craiova, thus hitting almost all
important area of our country and talking directly
to more than 500 future students. The campaign
was led on the basis of interactive presentation with
emphasis on the phenomena that is SDE, the EFdeN
crowdfunding campaign, the EFdeN professional
experience and the pupils’ opportunities in the
close future. Flyers and presentation folders were
handed to the young audience, which often has
been accompanied by teachers, local professionals,
local press or businessmen. The enthusiastic
welcoming, the sincere interest and appreciation
towards our endeavors and the impression that the
amplitude of the contest made on our public, were
the true highlights of this campaign. Their support
was profoundly reflected in the number of likes on
our Facebook page and the increasing number of
visits on our website.
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Proffesionals
EFdeN at TEDX
TEDx Iași was a truly special conference where we met many smart people, informed and
creative, ambitious young professionals, each wanting to change the world. Some of them
were on the stage, others were in the public.
We’re glad to have been represented, through Mihai Toader-Pasti, EFDEN Project Manager,
among the 21speakers. Dumitru-Dorin Prunariu - the first and only romanian in space, Dan
Bulucea - Google CEO Romania, Pruteanu Todi - Director, PR & Corporate Affairs at Mircrosoft
Romania were only a few of the important speakers at this conference.

5.7.1

In Iasi we (re)discovered many people interested in energy efficiency solutions, solar panel
systems, renewable energy and many other beautiful and clever ideas. We shared a great deal
of ideas with each of them, questioning whether they heard about Prispa or not, but most
important of all, we assured our self that no one left without knowing about EFDEN, the new
project and its mission.
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EFdeN – Romania’s Business Cup Representative
in Copenhagen
EFdeN was Romania’s national winner of the Creative
Business Cup contest, competition that encourages
new and innovative projects to start the business
and enter the new market. Creativity and long term
development are the prerequisites in order to be on
the final list, and EFdeN succeeded in being there.
Although we did not receive the big prize, it was a
great opportunity to make connection with people
from abroad, in this way extending our network at an
international level.

5.7.1

As far as dissemination materials are concerned,
for the national phase, in order to persuade the
jury but also introduce it in the fabulous story of
the Solar Decathlon and EFdeN, we prepared an AV
which you can watch here: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=Q9wOjTsKpqo. For the international
phase, we handed all the guests postcards with
the prototype’s renderings, emphasizing both the
international character of this competition and
turning it into a practical dissemination material.
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5.7.1

Official Partner of the EENVIRO Conference
Held in Bucharest on the 19th and 20th of
September 2013, the EENVIRO conference was
addressed to researchers, engineers and student
in the fields of Energy and Environment, being an
international scale event for professionals. EFdeN
was an official partner of this event, meaning that:
we were involved in the organization of the event,
we were the only ones to have a promotional
stand and we had a project presentation in front
of worldwide specialists. With topics going from
Renewable Energy to Energy Efficient Building,
the conference was a good motive for EFdeN to
stand out in front of a totally special audience.
For 2014, we kept close connections with the
event, as we are currently on the short list for an
award for future research centers, in the terms of
our prototype’s second life.
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Buyer
Proud to be Romanian
Because we are proud to represent Romania at
Solar Decathlon Europe 2014, EFdeN members
joined the national parade, on the 1st of December
when we celebrate Romania’s National Day. We
wore construction helmets in order to differentiate
ourselves from the others participants ((red, yellow,
blue, just like our flag), we socialized with other
Romanians and spread flyers with the purpose of

5.7.1

creating national visibility. We were definitely an attraction as many came to ask us what we
stand for and we were glad to tell them our story. Being a very popular event in the Bucharest’s
community, annually attracting thousands of people, we spread over 500 flyers, took dozens
of photos and even had a short appearance on the national news. It was an important step
towards the general public and future buyers as Romanians usually have a strong sense of
patriotism.
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5.7.1

Talking to Future Buyers
We were very attentive as to our relation to the
future buyers, wanting both to find them where
they search for us and to be prepared to hand
them useful information. To that end, only in
2014 we attended two of the most important
real estate fairs, where we presented our project,
but mosly its industrialized version. Therefore, in
March we attended the National Real Estate Fair
in Brasov, which proved to be a true success as
we were definitely the most popular exhibitor
– people would enter the fair directly asking
about us, as did the local media. The reaction to
our project was even better than expected: not
only did everyone ask us when we start building because they are anxious to move in, but we
also met to possible future investors in the EFdeN industrialization. The model of our complex,
the elegant posters displayed and the presentation materials were undoubtfully of impact.
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5.7.1
On the other hand, midMay found us at the
National Real Estate Fair
in Bucharest, held at the
Palace of Parliament,
where we shared a
stand with our partners
from Romanian Green
Building Council. The
goal of our presence
was the same: promote
EFdeN, inform about our
future plans, but more
importantly disseminate
the advantages of living in
a sustainable manner.
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5.7.1

Going Out Shopping – Maybe for a House?
As already presented, our assembly site in Romania was located
in Baneasa Shopping City, the most circulated commercial zone
in Bucharest, with more than 55.000 visitors/day during week
days and up to 85.000visitors/day during weekends. Given the
huge numbers, we made sure we took advantage of this visibility.
Therefore, we turned our site in Baneasa into a exhibition point –
of the house, of the concept, of the sponsors. Two huge banners
with the Solar Decathlon Europe logo surrounded the site; seven
banners presented our contacts, communication axis, renderings of
the prototype and our sponsors; a roll up with general information
about the prototype – these were the most visible materials on site.
Of course, we also entered the mall’s space for a little while, with
posters promoting our crowdfunding campaign. Nonetheless, we
did not part from our direct conversation to people – on a daily
basis we would put out the EFdeN model, flyers and one of the
team members would stay and talk to those passing by.
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5.7.1

Manufacturers, Investors and Sponsors
EFdeN Project Official Launch

5.7.1

The EFdeN project was oficially launched on October the 3th at the National Library of Romania.
The event was held in the presence of many personalities from Romania, their participation
proving a steadfast support for this initiative.The launching event was moderated by Claudiu
Butacu, President of the Solar Decathlon Bucharest Association. Among the Honorary
guests who opened the project’s session of presentation were: dr. Ing. Tudor Prisecariu, the
DIRECTOR OF THE Research Activity from the Minister of National Education, but there were
also representatives of our partner universities.
After a detailed presentation of the solar prototype and of the solutions which the team’s
members had arrived, the event continued under the form of individual discussions between
partners and representatives of the team’s component departments. The event was a sucess,
EFdeN raised the curtain in front of a specialised audience, of future partners and in front of
many other persons who wanted to support us.
The event was powerfully diseminated in the specialized media, both prior and post event,
through press releases, articles and interviews. During the event we received our guests with
brochures with general information and the estimated costs of the prototype, printed copies
of the Project Manual and Project Drawings. After the presentation session was ended, each
deapartmet in the team was perfectly prepared for a netwrking session, having priorly taken
courses of fundraising teached by the Communication Department.
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EFdeN Official Site Opening

5.7.1

After having designed our prototype for more than one and a half years, in April
2014, just one day after the SPR Bootcamp, we organized an event as a token
of appreciation for our sponsors, as a materialization of a big step ahead in this
competition and as a motive to talk some more about EFdeN with the media.
We set up a scene right on our Banaeasa Shopping City site, we invited more
than 100 companies representatives, state authorities, members of Prispa, press and
ex members of EFdeN to enjoy the moment in which our house takes its first
step into real life. The moment had two parts: the first one was composed by
speeches given by our sponsors’ top management representatives, such as Schneider
Electric, Saint Gobain, Baneasa Developments, RoGBC or the Ministry of Education.
The second part of the event was a networking session whch was opned by our
invitation towards our guests for each of them to sign the adjustable poles of
the prototype – our foundation. The event was a huge success, as viewed in the
media, of course also due to our dissemination materials, such as flyers, posters
and the Romania Libera issues of the day in which was printed an article on
EFdeN. You can see a teaser of the moment right here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c0F94CBCjkI
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5.7.1.8. Evaluation
The two core realities of our project that are subject to constant evaluation are the technical
solutions and the communication strategy.
Our evaluation process mirrors our research, which means it has been split into two categories
- qualitative and quantitative. In order to deem the process more efficient, we have also divided
the sources of our data into internal and external.
Thus, we collect data from the public and from the members of our team, and we implement
as much feedback as possible as long as it does not compromise the credibility, utility and
coherence of the project.
To this end, we collect data from our specialized and non-specialized audience, we divide
them dedending on the selected criteria and analyse. More than that, we find new strategies
and solution which are further implemented. This is a never ending process, as we are doing
it on a monthly basis and we compare the results in order to see if we are in a progress or not.

5.7.1

Internal Evaluation
* this category includes internal meetings within the communication department or with the
entire team, during which we regularly re-evaluate the input from our public as well as from
our team members. As far as the communication strategy is concerned, we take under close
analysis any feedback we get from the members of our team, and we frequently rewire our
communication so that it always represents our team and its goals.
By nature, this is an entirely qualitative evaluation, as our analysis is based on the
testimonials from the connections we acquired during our communication activities, both
online and offline. We then extrapolated the pros and cons. A chart was made and was
continuously improved in order to see if the things have been ameliorated. These meetings
took place after every fair and on a monthly basis for the social media.
Observations:
In the chart below, you will see the most often mentioned opinions and remarks within the
team. Internal_Chart exposes the opinions/remarks regarding the communication strategy
and the degree to which it represents the team. The conclusions implemented decisions are
noted below.
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5.7.1

External Evaluation
Mostly as a result of the Internal Evaluation Process and the permanently ongoing optimization
of the project, our prototype has suffered significant modifications with regard to all technical
solutions. Feedback from the team, professors and also the general public is the basis for this
type of evaluation.
Quantitative
For this side of external evaluation, the analyzed parameters have been the media coverage
and the events turnout. Where our media presence is concerned, our analysis goes twofold
again - online media and offline media. The articles on our project and the discussions with
specialized journalists offered us the chance to improve our communication plan. Then, the new
media sources gave us the opportunity to be in permanent contact with our public. Last but
not least, we included the size of our acquired network as a validation of our strategic thinking.

5.7.1

In External_Quantitative_Evaluation_Chart, we stipulated the number of media hits over the
past trimester (... - …), together with associated new media collected data (reach messages,
shares)

Qualitative
Our engagement at the fairs related to our fields of activity has generated continuous feedback
for our project, regarding both the technical aspects and our communication strategy. Here, as
a result of networking and know-how sharing, we have developed a better sense of how and
what is of interest to the specialized as opposed to the general public.
The biggest gain from qualitative evaluation and the afferent environments, is that, given the
profile of the events we attend, we can contrast the opinions expressed in the offline against
the online environment, and we can therefore shape a better, more accurate consumer profile.
The average age for fair and trade attendees is around 35, while the average age of our online
supporters is around 25. As a result, we get a pretty clear picture of what the prospective buyer
expects, in comparison to what the prospective supporter does.
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There are two criteria which we continuously follow in order to obtain better results, namely
internal versus external evaluation and quantitative versus qualitative evaluation.
Internal versus external evaluation

In addition, external evaluation is realized in a continuous flow. As a result of our participation
at events, conferences and fairs, we give to the visitors questionnaires in order to see if they
have received sufficient and clear information about the project. Then, after an event/fair/
conference, we analyze the number of people involved and what additional questions did
they have, the results from the questionnaires, so that we may change the spread information,
the communication tactics and the discourse.

5.7.1

First and foremost, internal evaluation is realized within the whole team and within the
communication department. The former is made by means of general meetings where the
following factors are being analyzed:
the evaluation of the communications plan in order to correspond to the target
audience and the strategy of the project
constant feedback from the team’s friends, by means of either word of mouth or
interaction with our members, with the purpose of evaluating the correspondence of our
communication strategy with the target audience
weekly meetings within the communication department in order to measure the
engagement from our social network or from the interaction from events and, if needed, to
find other tactics to have a better engagement
continuously research on new methods in the communication field which catches the
Romanians’ attention in order to apply them on the dissemination materials and tactics
brainstorming for adopting new tactics in our communication strategy
-
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Quantitative versus qualitative evaluation
Quantitative evaluation

5.7.1

The quantitative criterion helps us to statistically evaluate the evolution of the project and
the level of information that people receive and retain from us. The number of publications,
social media posts and the engagement from these resources are instruments that we use
in order to measure the interaction and the level of information of our audience. Taking all
these into consideration, we adapt our speech and messages to a better understanding of
our information towards the audience.

Furthermore, another quantitative instrument is the number of apparitions that we have,
either online or offline. In addition, the number of events that we actively participate gives
us insights about our current visibility. With this, we can measure the budget invested in the
dissemination materials of our events and the number of people attained by us.
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5.7.2 Public Tour
We have one main goal for the public tour: a full understanding of our proposal for a sustainable
Bucharest. In this sense, the visitors will not only see the house, but they will become familiar
with the ideal landscape of Bucharest which, by means of our initiative, it will come true. We
are putting forward a tour which starts from a macro view and ends with a micro one, namely
our visitors will face for the first time how the residential quarter which starting from EFdeN
prototype will totally change the way Bucharest looks like.
As the tour may last longer than the average child’s attention span, we will create a designated
play area, destined for our children visitors exclusively: here, they will learn about the protection
of nature, sustainability and will play amusing, but interesting games for them. Two decathletes
will always stay with them in order to supervise and one decathlete will take the children from
the entrance to this space created for them, outside the house.

At the first stop, the visitors will be divided into groups depending on two criteria: language
and professional background. Therefore, the tour will be provided for the following language:
English, Romanian, German, Spanish and French. For the second criterion, we will ask the
visitors their specialization: if they have common knowledge about architecture or engineering
or if they are simply interested about solar architecture and sustainable environment.
One group will consist of 15 to 20 people, depending on the number of visitors at that particular
moment.

5.7.2

We have 6 stops, 3 inside and 3 outside the prototype. One decathlete will wait for the people
at the entrance point of our site in order to gather them and to organize the group.

In addition, in order to avoid letting the visitors wait too much outside, we will organize two
groups in the house, namely when the first group arrives at stop 5, the next group will enter
the dwelling.
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Stop 1: Imagine a sustainable Bucharest!
After the group is formed, with the help of a model showing the residential quarter formed as a
result of EFdeN industrialization, one decathlete will explain the current situation of Bucharest
and what we want to change in a precise way. The fact that Bucharest has urban problems
regarding density, accessibility and mobility will be emphasized, following the explanation
that EFdeN project has constructed its architectural plan based on solving these problems (the
density, accesibility and transportation issues, the different northern facade, the green-space
placed in the center of house in order to assure a natural illumination, the division of the ground
floor/daytime and upper floor/night time. Nature will be the generator for the community, as
in the industrial phases, the integrated green spaces will be the common connection for the
users and they can exchange urban farming ideas or they can undertake other social activities.
The explanation for our choice to adapt the house on brownfield sites and to place it in the
users’ interest point will be also given.

5.7.2

Key words: macro, industrialization, urban perspective, architectural concept

EFdeN residential complex - simulation on a brownfield site
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Stop 2: A succinct view about what EFdeN proposes:
At this point, the visitor will have a clear image about EFdeN architectural concept. Therefore,
it is the perfect moment to present only ine piece of this quarter, namely EFdeN prototype.
He will follow the rapid, but sufficient discourse about the main elements of EFdeN house
and our innovative solutions. Here, with the help of some explanatory bulletin boards where
technical information will be delivered, one decathlete will explain the main functions of our
prototype, such as the fact that it is an autonomous house from the energetic point of view,
it is has two differently facades as the prototype is part of a bigger complex, our choice for
the metallic bearing structure, the usage of the photovoltaic and solar panels and so on. The
visitors are kindly asked to read, if they want, all the information, or they just can just listen to
the decathlete and ask questions.

5.7.2

Key words: general concept, technical information, bulletin boards.

EFdeN prototype - rendering
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Stop 3: Get acquainted with EFdeN interior space!
After the visitors have entered the house, they will be exposed to the view from the ground
floor. After a quick glance of the entire house, with the emphasis on the integrated space, due
to its position, the decathlete will ask them to move to the living room space, where they will
have both a real and virtual experience. To continue our macro-micro concept, the decathlete
will present in a few words the main elements of our interior design; for instance, the fact that
we have a minimalistic approach, that we opted for versatility by means of several ways of
arranging the furniture, that it is an open space and so on. Afterwards, our latest audiovisual
movie will be shown to them (either on TV or on the projector), where the visitors will be able
to see a full view of the house, with all its sublayers, explaining how the house works, how it
is organized. The decathlete will then explain, the decathlete will again say a few words about
the interior design style chosen by us; in addition, the focus will be placed on the upper floor,
where we prepared a virtual tour.
After the introduction made by the designated tour guide, with the help of a tablet, he will first
make a demonstration on what the visitors can explore. We have created a virtual tour where
the visitors may explore the upper floor. So there is nothing left for an individual to see! He will
have the chance to virtually walk in all chambers, namely the bedrooms and the bathroom.
After this demonstration, the visitors will be invited to explore on their own the virtual tour, as
we will provide 8 tablets placed on the bookcase.

5.7.2

Key words: interior design, ground floor, upper floor, virtual tour

EFdeN interior rendering
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Stop 4: EFdeN – an energy efficient solar house
The next stop will emphasize the second important part of the house’s characteristics, namely
that it is an energy efficient solar house. The technical details will be provided here by one
decathlete. The main equipment of the house will be explained here and our HVAC, electrical,
plumbing solutions will be detailed in this precise moment. The intelligent system which has
control over all the technical elements will be explained, all these in order to give the desired
comforted for the user. Furthermore, the emphasis will be put on the innovation in our solutions
and on the prototype’s sustainability.
Key words: technic, solution, HVAC, plumbing, electrical

Stop 5: Appliances and other technical details

Key words: appliances, technicalities, green space

5.7.2

Then, we will move in the dining place and near the integrated green space. We will continue
discussing about the technical aspects, such as the reuse of the domestic water or the mix
between natural light coming from the glazed green space and artificial light realized by a high
quality LED system. After this, we will offer a brief explanation about the high class appliances.
Last but not least, the decathlete will offer a short description about the role of the integrated
green space: why we positioned the green space there, how it functions from a technical
standpoint and what advantages it gives to the user. Then the decathlete invites the visitors
to take a glance and experience live the green space, as they will cross it while going outside.

Stop 6: The green space brings back the man-nature communion!
After the visitors’ experience in the integrated green space, the decathlete will provide all the
details regarding this element, as this is the quintessence of our prototype. He will talk about
the way the user can use it, such as for urban farming (as a little garden) or as a leisure space
in order to relax after a busy day. In addition, the way these green spaces are connected will
be brought to their attention, and how this will bring back the man-nature communion.
Then, the decathlete will start the Q&A discussion, with the purpose of answering any doubts
may have appeared during the public tour. At the end of the tour, we will invite the visitors to
have a look at the model representing the prototype’s industrialization.
Key words: green space, questions, answers, model, industrialization
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5.7.3. Visual Identity Manual

5.7.3

Visual Identity Standards
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Foreword

This document provides an overview of EFdeN Team’s visual identity
standards and symbolisation program. It includes specific instructions
for the use of the emblem, the logotype and the sub-brands, as well as
several rules governing their use.

This document has two complementary uses: first and foremost, it helps
us, as a team, to have a continuity and similarity in texts. In this way, we
promote a singular brand image. On the other hand, it is given to our
external communcation partners in order to guide them when writing
about EFdeN. It is very important to us to have the same unitary brand
image.

5.7.3

The visual identity standards set specific rules that are meant
to reinforce the representation of a consistently strong and
distinguishing image. This will allow us to promote a uniform identity
to the general public and to highlight the brand image of the EFdeN
Team.
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5.7.3

5.7.3.1 Visual Identity

As a part of the EFdeN logo, the “f(N)” symbolism offers more than one interpretation,
directly related both to the mission and functionality of the solar house prototype and
also with the personality of the team involved in the development of the project.
In mathematics, a function is a relation which associates to each element from a group to
another element from a second group. Therefore, in EFdeN project, nature is regarded as
an entry parameter, whileas the “f(N)” function represents the filter of personal knowledge,
conscience and experience of one through which the nature is submitted - implicitly it
extracts the very principles observed in this environment.
Following this train of thought, the exit parameter is represented by the prototype’s
functionality according to the nature’s matrix of phenomena.
On the other hand, besides the fact that the project aligns its concepts to nature, it also
integrates it inside the EFdeN house. The logo represents this aspect by encorporating
the “N” between two brackets. The “( )” symbol is used in mathematics to signal a group.
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5.7.3
The group of ten rectangular slices
disposed in a circular fashion represents
the fundamental elements of the EFdeN
project. The circle suggested in the
logo represents the sun, in a direct
relationship with the profile of the
house, as well as the Solar Decathlon
Europe competition. In addition, these
two aspects the ten slices represent
the 10 challenges of the contest.
At the same time this circulary symbol
reminds of the urbanistic concept of
EFdeN, this being a resemblance to
the Bucharest map contour, the city
for which this project is designed for.
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5.7.3

5.7.3.2 Structure
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Emblem

The emblem is the most basic graphic element which compresses
EFdeN’s visual identity, because it represents an unique image easily
remembered by the romanian audience and can be used singularly
on promotional documents. On the other hand, for the international
audience this symbol is aided by the tagline which is translated in
the most important international languages.

Logotype

The logotype is the visual expression which describes, positions and
strengthens the EFdeN brand. Because this represents the phonetic
translation of the “f(N)” symbol, it becomes inseparable from the
emblem on international documents.

Tag line

The tag line is inherited from mathematics, where it defines the
entry data for the function, in this case, nature. Therefore it becomes
more important to EFdeN’s brand image, emphasising the relationship
of the prototype with nature.

5.7.3
The logo comprises two basic units (the emblem and the logotype), which are the basic
graphic elements of the symbol. They are reinforced by the tag line. In order to preserve our
communication integrity, no modifications are permitted to the visual identity.
The tag line is available in Romanian, English and French and is to be used accordingly to the
language of the document. The alternative visual identity must not replace the primary identity.
It should be only used in situations where the space is extremely limited.
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5.7.3

5.7.3.3 Proportions and Spacing

The ratio between the height and length of the logo is 5:11. In the diagram above x is
considered to be the height of letter “e” in the logotype. The logotype is aligned above
to the horizontal tangent of the circle suggested in the emblem and bellow to the
horizontal guide line through the middle of “N” symbol in the emblem. The tag line is
alligned bellow the lower horizontal tangent to the circle in the emblem.
In the image to the right it is represented the minimum spacing around the logo. Again, the “x”
dimension is used to generate in each corner of the rectangle, corner which bounders the logo,
a second rectangle representing the white space needed in order to not dissolute the integrity
of the brand image.
The font used in the logotype is “Motor Oil 1937 M54“, as well as for the “N” in the tag line. For
the rest of the tag line the font which is used is “Myriad Pro Regular”.
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5.7.3.4 Minimum Sizing

5.7.3.5 Alternative Visual Identity

5.7.3

The EFdeN logo may be reduced to fit available space, recommended minimum sizes being
provided. The relationship between the emblem, the logotype and the tagline may not
be altered under any circumstances. The stipulated proportions are intended to preserve
adequate legibility.

The symbol bellow can be used when a minimal design concept is needed. It is available in four
color variations.
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5.7.3.6 Color Control
Ideally, the visual identity should appear in color on a white background. Unfortunately, that
fails to address a variety of printing requirements. Several possible applications are proposed
for different situations. In the case of a monochromatic application, contrast must be strong
enough to ensure sufficient legibility.

5.7.3

Color Version on white background

5.7.3.7 Monochromatic versions
When a document is printed in one color only, the reverse identity (white on
color background) is recommended. Avoid boxing the logo, but rather integrate it
in a color background (for example a banner strip). When applied on a photo,
the use of transparency is strongly encouraged.

White Version on dark background

White Version on colour background

Dark Version on white background
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5.7.3.8 Tone
Contrast evaluation - percentage of black

It is possible to use a background with a tone of 10% or less. This rule applies equally to colored
or tinted paper. When the percentage exceeds this standard, the logo must be monochromatic.

The use of the black logo on a light
background and the white logo on a dark
background is recommended for a strong
contrast.

5.7.3

Tone evaluation - percentage of black

The reversed logo may be used on a black
background or 50% to 100%.

The black logo should only be used on a
background of 30% or less.
The evaluation applies to monochromatic
and color backgrounds to evaluate color
backgrounds. The equivalent of grey shade
must be determinated.
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5.7.3.9 Background Color

5.7.3

In a case where the visual identity is used on a color background, it is extremely important for all
the elements of the visual identity to be clear. The following examples illustrate what is correct
and incorrect. Even if the black of the logo is visible on most of the halftone backgrounds, it is
still preferable to use the reversed version.
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5.7.3.10 Logo Conventions

Avoid backgrounds that obstruct or do not allow the visual identity to stand out well.

5.7.3

Background images
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5.7.3.11 Prohibited uses

5.7.3

To maintain the integrity of the visual identity, the logo must never be altered,
cropped or reconfigured in any way. Subsequent changes can be performed only
by authorized users. However, the emblem can be used alone in some situations
as watermark, background image or as a signature element in technical drawings.
Here are some examples of prohibited modifications:
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5.7.3

5.7.3.12 Colors - Visual identity pallete
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5.7.3.13 Official typefaces

The official font of EFdeN, Myriad Pro, is used in all printed or virtual works to ensure continuity
in the visual image of the project. Moreover, Arial Font may be used in the cases when Myriad
Pro cannot be used. Motor Oil Font id used only in the logo. The fonts can be downloaded at a
reasonable cost through websites such as MyFonts.com. Since it is not permitted to recreate the
logo, we recommend using the integral graphic file. We prefere using Myriad Pro font as much
as possible, as this is our main font, but, if neccesarry, we use the alternative ones.

Motor Oil 1937 M 54
Regular 12p
Myriad Pro
Regular 12p

5.7.3

Myriad Pro
Light 12p
Myriad Pro
Semibold 12p
Myriad Pro
Italic 12p
Myriad Pro
Bold 12p
Myriad Pro
Black 12p
Myriad Pro
Condensed 12p
Myriad Pro
Semiextended 12p
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

5.7.3.14 Secondary typefaces

Arial
Regular 12p
Arial
Bold 12p
Arial
Black 12p
Arial
Narrow 12p
Arial
Italic 12p

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

5.7.3

These typefaces are used for documents when Myriad Pro is not available and the primary
medium requires a tight typographic fit - good for spreadsheets. For example, when we
send the monthly newsletter, we are using Arial due to the fact that the web version do not
support Myriad Pro font. Furthermore, whenever the official font is not available for us, we
use this auxiliary one, as it is often utilised by the audience.
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5.7.3.14 Communication Axis

EFdeN official communication axis is represented by the following phrase: “We adapt an
energy efficient solar house, to the city’s key points,
taking a sustainable step towards nature.” Its main purpose is to condense the essence of
the project and the team in a single statement.
The word “we” represents the EFdeN team as a whole and the individual member, as well.
It stands for the collective effort that EFdeN is. The verb “adapt” describes the fact that the
house is thought in such a manner than it can be adjusted to a given area and that it is
flexible by definition. The following collocation – “energy efficient solar house” describes
the main activity that we carry out. The final product of EFdeN is a house that functions on
solar power and that is energy efficient through the materials and strategies that are used.

5.7.3

Furthermore, the “to the city’s key points” collocation describes the destination our building
has, namely the urban area, specifically
Bucharest, Romania. More to that, it also reflects our support towards the development
of a policentric city.
The final component of the communication axis is a statement in itself as it describes not only the
main element of the house – the green space, but it also makes a strong assertion to our greater
goal – changing the Romanians’ mentality and behavior by becoming more environmentally
conscious and embracing a sustainable lifestyle.
The EFdeN communication axis can and should be present on as many dissemination materials
as possible, such as: press releases, flyers, roll-ups and other official documents. However, this
is not mandatory. When included, the phrase should always be fitted as one continuous line/in
one-single row, without any disruptions, other than the commas presented above. However, in
the case that there isn’t enough space or for other graphical considerations, it can be fragmented,
but only as shown below:
We adapt an energy efficient solar house,
to the city’s key points,
taking a sustainable step towards nature.
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5.7.4. Sponsorship Manual
5.7.4.1 Sponsors Companies
INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS
Field of work: State authority for research, technological
development and innovation
Web: www.edu.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: financial support
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Mihai Toader-Pasti
Telephone number: 0040 760 007 000
E-mail address: mihai.toaderi@efden.org

Field of work: Romstal is a Romanian company specialized
in the marketing of products and construction equipments.
The company’s portfolio includes a total of about 50 000 items
recognized and appreciated both nationally and in the SouthEastern Europe. Products are divided into six categories as follows:
Thermo, Clima, Hydro, Sanitary, Electric and Ceramic.
Web: www.romstal.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: sanitary and HVAC
equipments, solar panels
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org

5.7.4

PARTNERS

Field of work: construction products, innovative materials, building
distribution, packing
Web: www.saint-gobain.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: products from the Saint
Gobain brands: Saint-Gobain Glass (all the necessary glass for the
house), Rigips (for the partition walls and suspended ceiling) and
Isover (mineral wool)
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org
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Field of work: transmission of electricity
Web: www.transelectrica.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: financial support
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Mihai Toader Pasti
Telephone number: 0040 767 007 000
E-mail address: mihai.toader@efden.org
Field of work: restructuring and separation of extraction,
transportation, storage and distribution of natural gas.
Web: www.transgaz.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: financial support
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Mihai Toader Pasti
Telephone number: 0040 767 007 000
E-mail address: mihai.toader@efden.org

5.7.4

PLATINUM
Field of work: Certification and training programs in green building
for the experts, legislative initiatives
Web: www.rogbc.org
Type of collaboration with the team: Training in green building
field for 9 members of the team
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Mihai Toader Pasti
Telephone number: 0040 767 007 000
E-mail address: mihai.toader@efden.org

Field of work: electrical engineering services and products
Web: www.schneider-electric.com
Type of collaboration with the team: provides electrical engineering
services, automation services and products
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Eduard Răducanu
Telephone number: 0040 747 017 689
E-mail address: eduard.raducanu@efden.org
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Field of work: software company
Web: www.microsoft.com
Type of collaboration with the team: provided us with tablets and
cloud storage accounts
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Mihai Toader Pasti
Telephone number: 0040 767 007 000
E-mail address: mihai.toader@efden.org
GOLD

Field of work: wood construction sector; the company develops
and offers solutions to improve wood constructions, by means
of research and development of technical products which aim to
improve the quality of life and environmental sustainability
Web: www.rothoblaas.com
Type of collaboration with the team: carpentry products
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Sorin Mihai Austreanu
Telephone number: 0040 727 602 311
E-mail address: sorin.austreanu@efden.org

5.7.4

Field of work: The company designs, produces, delivers and installs
metallic structures for industrial use.
Web: www.energobv.ro/lang/en
Type of collaboration with the team: the company provides the
steel structure of the house (raw manufacturing, professional
consulting)
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Sorin Mihai Austreanu
Telephone number: 0040 727 602 311
E-mail address: sorin.austreanu@efden.org

Field of work: architecture & interior design, fit out & interior
solutions, limited edition furniture, depa – decorative panels
Web: www.atipic.eu
Type of collaboration with the team: furniture manufacture in
accordance with the concept of interior design
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Ana Maria Din
Telephone number: 0040 756 201 912
E-mail address: anamaria.din@efden.org
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Field of work: shopping center
Web: www.baneasashoppingcity.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: provides the space for the
house construction
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org

5.7.4

Field of work: manufacturer of wood based panels with a wide
range of application across the constructions, furniture and
refurbishment industries.
Web: www.kronospan.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: OSB materials
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org
Field of work: main field of activity of the company is profiled
on metal sheets, galvanized profiles, sandwich panels and roof
finishings production.
Web: www.coilprofil.ro/en/
Type of collaboration with the team: thin metal profiles
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org
Field of work: the company develops modern productions to
present services, visualize projects and products, and conceptualize
new ideas or messages for its clients. The main categories of work
are: production house, post production and visual effects, sound
and music composition, architectural visualization, dtp and
interactive media.
Web: www.umbrellavfx.com
Type of collaboration with the team: technical support for
3D renders that we are going to use to make the short movie
presentation of the team concept
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Daniel Grigoreie
Telephone number: 0040 734 651 006
E-mail address: daniel.grigorie@efden.org
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Field of work: security and protection company
WEB: www.bgs.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: support for the protection of
the house and the construction materials on the construction site
in Bucharest
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org

Field of work: automotive, aluminium extrusion, architectural
systems
WEB: www.etem.com
Type of collaboration with the team: clamping profiles for the
ventilated facade, house carpentry, greenhouse
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Silvia Cazacu
Telephone number: 0040 743 671 113
E-mail address: silvia.cazacu@efden.org

5.7.4

Field of work: building facades services, prefabrication of aluminum
joinery, aluminum carpentry for residential windows and doors,
WEB: www.alusystem.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: consulting and processing
ETEM profiles
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Silvia Cazacu
Telephone number: 0040 743 671 113
E-mail address: silvia.cazacu@efden.org

Field of work: Forch is one of the leading companies with direct
sales of workshop necessary articles for assembly, fastening and
anchoring.
Web: www.foerch.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: tools, safety equipments and
fine tools
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Mihai Toader Pasti
Telephone number: 0040 767 007 000
E-mail address: mihai.toader@efden.org
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Field of work: building, manufacturing industry, power industries,
precast factories, transport infrastructures, water industry
Web: www.sika.com
Type of collaboration with the team: waterproofing, vapor barrier,
adhesives for ventilated facade
Contact details of Team member: building,
Name: Claudia Dulgheriu
Telephone number: 0040 761 498 444
E-mail address: claudia.dulgheriu@efden.org
SILVER

5.7.4

Field of work: Nemetschek Romania Sales & Support Ltd provides
a complete range of solutions for architectural design and
construction: consulting, sale, implementation, training, support.
Web: www.nemetschek.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: training and certification of
the team members for ALLPLAN BIM software
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Mihai Toader Pasti
Telephone number: 0040 767 007 000
E-mail address: mihai.toader@efden.org
Field of work: offers total reprographic solutions, which include:
printing/copying/scanning equipment, consumables, software,
finishing equipment, service, financing methods, consultancy
and training services for operators, archiving and document
management software.
Web: www.plotareonline.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: provides reprographic
solutions
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Andra - Laura Oancea
Telephone number: 0040 729 463 433
E-mail address: andra.oancea@efden.org
Field of work: mechanical and electrical services, services for
renewable energy projects like wind parks, photovoltaic power
plants, automation services
Web: www.lsg-group.eu
Type of collaboration with the team: provides electrical engineering
services and products
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Eduard Răducanu
Telephone number: 0040 747 017 689
E-mail address: eduard.raducanu@efden.org
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Field of work: international supplier of integral lighting solutions
Web: www.zumtobel.com
Type of collaboration with the team: lighting solutions for the
house
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Ana Maria Din
Telephone number: 0040 756 201 912
E-mail address: anamaria.din@efden.org

Field of work: The company’s activity is divided into four divisions
representing respectively Glass Division, Division stone, carpentry
Division,Industrial Adhesives Division.
Web: www.abitare.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: glass processing
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Alexandra Fulga
Telephone number: 0040 0752 341 285
E-mail address: alexandra.fulga@efden.org

5.7.4

Field of work: Coffee producers
Web: www.starbucksromania.ro/ro
Type of collaboration with the team: official sponsor for the
organization of team’s events providing food and drinks on the
construction site
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Alexandra Fulga
Telephone number: 0040 0752 341 285
E-mail address: alexandra.fulga@efden.org

Field of work: metal manufacturing
WEB: www.sudometal.com
Type of collaboration with the team: provides the metal interior
staires of the house
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org
Field of work: Fire Safety Management
WEB: www.sigura.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: Fire Safety Management
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Andrei Cornel Danet
Telephone number: 0040 758 22 11 44
E-mail address: andrei.danet@efden.org
573

Field of work: supplier of automotive components
Web: www.bosch.com
Type of collaboration with the team: construction tools
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Mihai Toader Pasti
Telephone number: 0040 767 007 000
E-mail address: mihai.toader@efden.org

5.7.4

Field of work: The company’s activity is virtual tours configuration
and panoramic photography
Web: www.360design.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: virtual tours configuration for
the first floor of the house
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Alexandra Fulga
Telephone number: 0040 0752 341 285
E-mail address: alexandra.fulga@efden.org
Web: www.prispa.org
Type of collaboration with the team: financial support, access to
their sponsor database,the know - how in SDE competition
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Mihai Toader Pasti
Telephone number: 0040 767 007 000
E-mail address: mihai.toader@efden.org

Field of work: manufacture and commercialisation of kitchen
and bath products, ceramic glazes, industrial containers and
professional kitchens
WEB: www.teka.com/ro
Type of collaboration with the team: provided us with home
appliances
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org
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Field of work: Geological studies and technical expertise
Web: www.geosond.com
Type of collaboration with the team: provides truck transportation
in Bucharest
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Andra - Laura Oancea
Telephone number: 0040 729 463 433
E-mail address: andra.oancea@efden.org

BRONZE

Field of work: car rental company
Web: www.avis.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: provides cars and minibuses
for members’ transportation in the country and in France
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Valentina Marinescu
Telephone number: 0040 733 902 044
E-mail address: valentina.marinescu@efden.org

5.7.4

Field of work: interior design
Web: www.dizainar.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: provides interior design
services and consulting
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Mihai Toader Pasti
Telephone number: 0040 767 007 000
E-mail address: mihai.toader@efden.org

Field of work: wood
WEB: www.ecolemn.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: deck wood
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org
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Field of work: tour operator providing a wide range of services
in terms of tourism, rent a car, tour bus transportation,
accommodation and ticketing.
Web: www.eurolines.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: provides transportation for
the members of the team in Versailles, France through their regular
line in Europe
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Valentina Marinescu
Telephone number: 0040 733 902 044
E-mail address: valentina.marinescu@efden.org

5.7.4

Field of work: supplier of complete water, gas and sewage solutions
and systems
Web: www.valrom.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: provides the fresh, grey,
black water tanks and the rain water tank, grey and black water
treatment
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Alexandru Grigore Tîmpu
Telephone number: 0040727 486 136
E-mail address: alexandru.timpu@efden.org
Field of work: supplier of basic chemical substances, plastics
industry products, chemical products for agriculture, fine synthesis
products, oil and gas.
Web: www.basf.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: financial support
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org
Field of work: digital design, laser processing services, 2D and 3D
printing services, 2D plotting services.
Web: www.fablab.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: digital design and laser
processing services for the EFdeN house
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org
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Field of work: provides comprehensive and quality services in the
distribution of electrical and automation equipment.
Web: www.arc-electronic.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: cables for the electric system
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org

Field of work: sale, rental, repair, modification of shipping
containers and office, standard, new and second hand.
Web: www.crosconstruct.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: provides 2 containers for
storage on the construction site at Baneasa Shopping Center,
Bucharest
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Valentina Marinescu
Telephone number: 0040 733 902 044
E-mail address: valentina.marinescu@efden.org

5.7.4

Field of work: private clinic
Web: www.medlife.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: Provides professional
examination (Health & Safety) to the team members for the
construction of the house.
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Alexandru Grigore Tîmpu
Telephone number: 0040 727 486 136
E-mail address: alexandru.timpu@efden.org

Field of work: personal protective equipments and items for
construction activities
Web:www.sirsafety.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: provides the safety shoes for
team members during construction of the house
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Vladimir Filciu
Telephone number: 0040 726 729 493
E-mail address: vladimir.filciu@efden.org

577

Field of work: Professional LED lighting solutions
Web: www.zexstar.com
Type of collaboration with the team: provides LED lighting
solutions for the house
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Mihaela Popescu
Telephone number: 0040 751 025 919
E-mail address: mihaela.popescu@efden.org

5.7.4

Field of work: ceramic tiles and a wide range of products that
include kitchen and bathroom equipment, and leading-edge
solutions, for the construction of contemporary architecture.
Web: www.porcelanosa.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: the bathroom equipment of
the house
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org

Field of work: Complete range of interior paints, exterior paints ,
facade protection, primer, amorser
Web: www.kraftpaints.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: paint for the interior of the
house and consulting
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Ana Maria Din
Telephone number: 0040 756 201 912
E-mail address: anamaria.din@efden.org

Field of work: transportation company
Web: www.cartrans.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: provides the metal structure
transportation from Fagaras to Bucharest
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Valentina Marinescu
Telephone number: 0040 733 902 044
E-mail address: valentina.marinescu@efden.org
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Field of work: HVAC ductwork fabrication and assembly
Web: www.tubulatura-rectangulara.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: provides the metal tubing for
ventilation systems needed for the construction of the house
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Ionut Tarus
Telephone number: 0040 747 033 829
E-mail address: ionut.tarus@efden.org

Field of work: tent producers of different sizes and for different
events
Web: www.mastertent.com
Type of collaboration with the team: provides 2 tents for the
construction site. One of them will be transformed into a first aid
tent
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Valentina Marinescu
Telephone number: 0040 733 902 044
E-mail address: valentina.marinescu@efden.org

5.7.4

Field of work: Ergonomic construction Scaffolding System
Web: www.doka.com
Type of collaboration with the team: provides faced boards,
reflective vests, props, tripods for the props
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Vladimir Filciu
Telephone number: 0040 726 729 493
E-mail address: vladimir.filciu@efden.org

Field of work: Professional association made up of individuals with
skills and expertise in the safety and health at work.
Web: www.imrss.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: provides Health and Safety
instructing for the team
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Vladimir Filciu
Telephone number: 0040 726 729 493
E-mail address: vladimir.filciu@efden.org
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Field of work: Production company
Web: www.438.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: configuration of the short
presentation movie of the house and the project
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Alexandra Fulga
Telephone number: 0040 0752 341 285
E-mail address: alexandra.fulga@efden.org

5.7.4

Field of work: construction equipments and machines
Web: www.utilspc.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: provides a forklift for the
construction of the house in Romania
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Vladimir Filciu
Telephone number: 0040 726 729 493
E-mail address: vladimir.filciu@efden.org
Field of work: Electrical connector systems, automation and
software
Web: www.wago.com
Type of collaboration with the team: Connector systems for the
electrical system of the house
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Mihaela Popescu
Telephone number: 0040 751 025 919
E-mail address: mihaela.popescu@efden.org
Field of work: travel agency
Web: www.tui-travelcenter.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: transportation
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org
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Field of work: hardware, software and services
Web: www.hp.com
Type of collaboration with the team: printer, laptop and services
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Mihai Toader Pasti
Telephone number: 0040 767 007 000
E-mail address: mihai.toader@efden.org
SPONSORSHIP SUPPORTERS

Field of work: construction
Web: www.iridex.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: financial support
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org

5.7.4

Field of work: manufacture, recondition, collection and recycling
of wooden pallets
Web: www.paletiambalaje.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: packaging
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org

Field of work: cartboard packaging
Web: www.romcarton.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: packaging
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org
Field of work: modern construction systems
Web: www.huennebeck.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: collective protection
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org
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Field of work: Accounting consultancy
Web: www.midac.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: Accounting consultancy
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org

5.7.4

Field of work: technical solutions for industrial installations,
Web: www.hennlich.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: Nozzles for photovoltaic
cleaning system
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Alexandru Grigore Tîmpu
Telephone number: 0040 727 486 136
E-mail address: alexandru.timpu@efden.org
Field of work: personal protective equipments and items for
construction activities
Web: www.renania.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: provides personal protective
items for team members during construction of the house
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Vladimir Filciu
Telephone number: 0040 726 729 493
E-mail address: vladimir.filciu@efden.org

Field of work: plants home decoration
Web: www.facebook.com/aerium.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: provides decorative plants
for the interior design of the house
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Ana Maria Din
Telephone number: 0040 756 201 912
E-mail address: anamaria.din@efden.org
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Field of work: Marble and natural stone processing services
Web: www.marmurart.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: provides natural stone
(granite) for the interior design of the house
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Ana Maria Din
Telephone number: 0040 756 201 912
E-mail address: anamaria.din@efden.org

Field of work: Decorative plants and interior and outdoor design
consulting
Web: www.artagradinilor.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: provides decorative plants
for the interior design and the greenhouse of the house
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Ana Maria Din
Telephone number: 0040 756 201 912
E-mail address: anamaria.din@efden.org

5.7.4

Field of work: Romanian bike producer
Web: www.bicicletapegas.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: provides a custom made bike
for the interior design of the house
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Ana Maria Din
Telephone number: 0040 756 201 912
E-mail address: anamaria.din@efden.org

Field of work: extinguishers and fire fighting items provider
Web: www.magazin-stingatoare.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: provides extinguishers and
custom personal protection uniforms for the team members
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Ioana Prodan
Telephone number: 0040 0720 222 232
E-mail address: ioana.prodan@efden.org
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Field of work: lighting design
Web: facebook.com/pages/Roxana-Mitarca/389052501217985
Type of collaboration with the team: two ceiling lamps
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Ana Maria Din
Telephone number: 0040 756 201 912
E-mail address: anamaria.din@efden.org

5.7.4

Field of work: Traditional embroidery and accessories
Web: facebook.com/ALTeITE
Type of collaboration with the team: kitchen serves
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Ana Maria Din
Telephone number: 0040 756 201 912
E-mail address: anamaria.din@efden.org
Field of work: glassware
Web: facebook.com/Azepur
Type of collaboration with the team: kitchen glassware
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Ana Maria Din
Telephone number: 0040 756 201 912
E-mail address: anamaria.din@efden.org
Field of work: furniture design
Web: www.rizidesign.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: items of furniture
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Ana Maria Din
Telephone number: 0040 756 201 912
E-mail address: anamaria.din@efden.org
Field of work: magnets
Web: www.hobber.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: magnets for kitchen panel
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Ana Maria Din
Telephone number: 0040 756 201 912
E-mail address: anamaria.din@efden.org
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Field of work: construction
Web: www.industrialaccess.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: construction equipment
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org

Field of work: furniture design
Web: facebook.com/project.zulu
Type of collaboration with the team: wall clock design
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org

5.7.4

Field of work: inox railings
Web: www.balustrade-inoxstyle.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: stairs railings
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org

Field of work: personalized stickers
Web: www.bitacolor.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: personalized stickers for bike
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org
Field of work: equipment renting
Web: www.rentall.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: site fence
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Claudiu Butacu
Telephone number: 0040 740 286 961
E-mail address: claudiu.butacu@efden.org
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Field of work: complete systems of fences
Web: www.decorio.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: provides the delimitation
fence of the construction site in Bucharest and in Versailles
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Andra - Laura Oancea
Telephone number: 0040 729 463 433
E-mail address: andra.oancea@efden.org

5.7.4

Field of work: producing and importing company specializing in
porcelain and ceramic HoReCa (Hotel-Restaurant-Café)
Web: www.ecopor.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: provides porcelain dishes for
the house
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Ana Maria Din
Telephone number: 0040 756 201 912
E-mail address: anamaria.din@efden.org

Field of work: Mattresses producer
Web: www.saltele-goodnight.ro
Type of collaboration with the team: provides the mattresses for
the house
Contact details of Team member:
Name: Ana Maria Din
Telephone number: 0040 756 201 912
E-mail address: anamaria.din@efden.org
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SUPPORTERS

5.7.4

The following supporters helped our team with testimonials for both qualification at Solar
Decathlon Europe 2014 and the proper development of the project.

587

5.7.4.2 Sponsorship Documents

5.7.4

Next, you are presented with an extended version of an executive summary, the main document
for our Sponsors. Though we also used shorter version of itself as seen in the Appendix, we
have noticed increasing requests for more information, due to which we developed this robust
document, containing data about the team, the competition, each departments concept and
activities, visibility accomplishments and our partner’s benefits.
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6. Dinner Party Menu

6

1. Romanian hors d’oeuvres

Ingredients

Quantity
500g
500g
350g

Cost
(Euro)
5e
12 e
8e

Calories
(in total)
4025
2815
1687

Slană – type of bacon (Romanian traditional dish)
Șorici - Pork rind (Romanian traditional dish)
Salam de Sibiu – a Romanian salami; recipe genuine
from Sibiu
Chicken file
Cașcaval – a common type of cheese in Romania
Red Onions
Radishes
Capsicum
Tomatoes
Cucumber

350g
500g
3pcs
10pcs
3 pcs
4 pcs
2pcs

7e
5e
1e
1e
2e
2e
2e

430
1415
117
104
108
80
48

This is a cold dish, which means that the only preparation that it involves is slicing the products
and arrange them on a tray. The traditional Romanian products shall be sent from Romania in
coolers by coach, with the help of our sponsor, Eurolines, and shall arrive 1 day before each
dinner.
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Ingredients

Quantity

Pork scruff
Bard
Sausages
Brânză de burduf – traditional sheep’s milk cheese
Eggs
Garlic
Corn oil
Lemon
Corn flour
Salt
Spicery (Secretul Gustului – Romanian mixed spices)

1,5 kg
300g
400g
400g
8pcs
2pcs
80g
1pcs
200g

Cost
(Euro)
12e
3e
4e
4e
2e
1e
0.20e
0.30e
1e

Calories
(in total)
3465
1914
1180
1476
1504
274
702
29
140

6

2. Tochitură moldovenească – main dish

The main hot dish is one of the most popoular traditional dishes in Romania, hailed from
the Moldavia province. Usually served during Christmas’ dinner, it is a custom to serve it on
important ocassions.
The preparation steps we focused mainly on cooking the meat. First you have to boil pieces the
bard until they melt and become liquid. Then you add the pork scruff, previously cut into small
pieces also and 2 pins of salt. You boil them for around 40 minutes, mixing from time to time.
Than you add the sausages cut into pieces and leave for another ten minutes.
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20 minutes before the meat is ready the „mamaliguta” is prepared. This is also a special Romanian
mixure, eaten instead of bread. Put one big tin kettle full of water to boil and add 1 spoon of big
salt. When the water is boiling, sift the corn flour, continously mixing in order for cloggy-free
texture. We leave it boiling for about 10 to 15 minutes, until it has a solid texture. This is served
next to the meat.
In the plate, apart from the meat and the mamaliguta, we add a big spoon of cheese and on
fried egg. By choice, one can add garlic souce, previously made from garlic, spices, oil and lemon
all mixed under the principle of mayonese.

6

3. EFdeN Cake

Ingredients
Cake
1 big Nutella Jar
1 box of cream
Sugar
Marzipan
Vanilla sugar
Rom essence
Vanilla essence

Quantity Cost
(Euro)
1box
4e
750g
7e
200ml
3e
50g
0.10e
50g
5e
3pcs
0.40
2pcs
1e
80g
0.20e

Calories
(in total)
3465
3808
588
188
216
214

Having already the cake bought, this dessert will be ready in no time at all. Simply spread the
chocolate and the cream on each of the three parts of the cake, not after having previously
moistened the cake with a souce made of water, sugar and essences. Afterwards, decorate the
cake with the cream frosting and the martzipan cut in the shape of the EFdeN logo.
612

4. Beverages
Ingredients

Quantity

Wine – Grasa de Cotnari
Sparkling Water
Still Water
Juice
Lemonade

3 bottles
2 bottles
3 bottles
3 bottles
1litre

Cost
(Euro)
10e
2e
3e
6e
2e

Calories
(total)
1575

1540
630

6

For all of this, we are going to need to use the biggest ring of the cooking stove for 1 hour
and the 2 middle ones, one for 20 minutes and one for 5 minutes. Adding to these the cooker
hood, which is going to function throughout this time, we are going to have a consumption of
2,77kWh/dinner. To continue in terms of numbers, each dinner will cost us 93.2e for the food
and 23e for the beverages. As to nutrition data compared to guest needs, each guest will have
a maximum amount of 4217kcal. Although this may seem as being a large amount compared
to the average 1000kcal/dinner, it is after all a special dinner party and our Romanian courtesy
states that you have to be full after the dinner served by a good host.
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7. Contest Week Tasks'
Planning

Monday 30th June
Load consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Temporary generation-consumption correlation
House adjustment to network load state
Power peaks
Temperature
Humidity
Air Quality - CO2
Air Quality - VOC **
Natural Lighting **
Accoustic Performance **
Refrigerator
Freezer
Clothes-washer
Clothes Drying
Dishwasher
Oven
Hot Water Draws
Cooking
Home Electronics
Daily AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
On site - Registration
Team/organizer meeting
Public visits
Interior & Exterior Lighting
Speed Peer Review

7

Tuesday 1st July
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Load Consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Temporary generation-consumption correlation
House adjustment to network load state
Power peaks
Temperature
Humidity
Air Quality - CO2
Air Quality - VOC
Natural Lighting
Acoustic Performances
Refrigerator
Freezer
Clothes-washer
Clothes Drying
Home electronics
Oven
Cooking
Hot water draws
Dinner
Daily AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
On site - Registration
Team/organizer meeting
Public visits
Interior & Exterior Lighting
Communication & Social Awarness Jury Visits

Type of activity

Section
in R&R

Contest
No.

Contest
type

Total points
available

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6

MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK

40
25
20
20
15
65
10
5
5
15
20
5
5
10
10
10
10
20
10
5

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

R 11.1
R 2.4
R 12.4
R 12.6
R 21

7

Type of activity

Section
in R&R

Contest
No.

Contest
type

Total points
available

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.6

MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK

40
25
20
20
15
65
10
5
5
15
20
5
5
10
10
10
20
10
5
15

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

R 11.1
R 2.4
R 12.4
R 12.6
R 21

6.7
6.8
6.9

6.7
6.8
6.9
6.1

7

Total periods or Daily Periods or
tasks
Tasks
1152
1152
260
120
1152
792
792
792
1
1
1
1152
1152
10
10
8
8
20
8
216

96
96
26
12
96
72
72
72
1
1
1
96
96
1
1
1
1
3
1
24

Daily Points
Available
3.333
2.083
2.000
2.000
1.250
5.909
0.909
0.455
5.000
15.000
20.000
0.417
0.417
1.000
1.000
1.250
1.250
3.000
1.250
0.556
68.078
68.078

SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
JURY
Impound hours

SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
JURY
Impound hours

Total periods or Daily Periods or
tasks
Tasks
1152
1152
260
120
1152
792
792
792
1*
1*
1*
1152
1152
10
10
8
20
8
216
3

96
96
26
12
96
72
72
72
1*
1*
1*
96
96
1
1
1
2
1
16
1

Daily Points
Available
3.333
2.083
2.000
2.000
1.250
5.909
0.909
0.455

0.417
0.417
1.000
1.000
1.250
2.000
1.250
0.370
5.000
30.643
98.721

7

03:00
03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30

03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30

02:30

02:00

01:30

01:00

00:30

00:00

03:00

02:30

02:00

01:30

01:00

00:30

00:00

Impound hours

Impound hours
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Wednesday 2nd July
Load Consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Temporary generation-consumption correlation
House adjustment to network load state
Power peaks
Temperature
Humidity
Air Quality - CO2
Air Quality - VOC
Natural Lighting
Acoustic Performances
Refrigerator
Freezer
Clothes-washer
Clothes Drying
Dishwasher
Home electronics
Oven
Cooking
Hot water draws
Daily AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
On site - Registration
Team / organizer meeting
Public visits
Interior & Exterior Lighting
Communication & Social Awareness Jury Visits
Urban Design, Transportation & Affordability Jury Visits

7

Thursday 3rd July
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Type of activity

Section
in R&R

Contest
No.

Contest
type

Total points
available

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6

MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK

40
25
20
20
15
65
10
5
5
15
20
5
5
10
10
10
10
20
10
5

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

R 11.1
R 2.4
R 12.4
R 12.6
R 21
R 22

7
8

Type of activity

Section
in R&R

Contest
No.

Contest
type

Total points
available

R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 21

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6

MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK

40
25
20
20
15
65
10
5
5
15
20
5
5
10
10
10
10
20
10
5
15
80

Load consumption per measurable area Competition
Electricity autonomy Competition
Temporary generation-consumption correlation Competition
House adjustment to network load state Competition
Power peaks Competition
Temperature Competition
Humidity Competition
Air Quality - CO2 Competition
Air Quality - VOC ** Competition
Natural Lighting ** Competition
Accoustic Performance ** Competition
Refrigerator Competition
Freezer Competition
Clothes-washer Competition
Clothes Drying Competition
Dishwasher Competition
Oven Competition
Hot Water Draws Competition
Cooking Competition
Home Electronics Competition
Dinner * Competition
Communication & Social Awareness Contest Competition
Daily AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
On site - Registration Competition
Team/organizer meeting Competition
Public visits Competition
Interior & Exterior Lighting Competition
Communication Jury Conference & Debate Communication
Communication Contest Award Communication
Architecture Jury Visits Competition
Urban Design , Transportation & Affordability Jury Visits Competition

6.7
6.8
6.9

6.7
6.8
6.9
6.10
7.00

R 11.1
R 2.4
R 12.4
R 12.6
R 21
R 15
R 22

7
1
8

Total periods or Daily Periods or
tasks
Tasks
1152
1152
260
120
1152
792
792
792
1*
1*
1*
1152
1152
10
10
8
8
20
8
216

96
96
26
12
96
72
72
72
1*
1*
1*
96
96
1
1
1
1
3
1
24

Daily Points
Available
3.333
2.083
2.000
2.000
1.250
5.909
0.909
0.455

0.417
0.417
1.000
1.000
1.250
1.250
3.000
1.250
0.556
28.078
126.800

SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
JURY
JURY
Impound hours

JURY

SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
JURY
JURY
Impound hours

Total periods or Daily Periods or
tasks
Tasks
1152
1152
260
120
1152
792
792
792
1*
1*
1*
1152
1152
10
10
8
8
20
8
216
3
1

96
96
26
12
96
72
72
72
1*
1*
1*
96
96
1
1
1
1
2
1
16
1
1

Daily Points
Available
3.333
2.083
2.000
2.000
1.250
5.909
0.909
0.455

0.417
0.417
1.000
1.000
1.250
1.250
2.000
1.250
0.370
5.000
80.000
111.893
238.693

7

03:00
03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30

03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30

02:30

02:00

01:30

01:00

00:30

00:00

03:00

02:30

02:00

01:30

01:00

00:30

00:00

Impound hours

Impound hours
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Friday 4th July
Load Consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Temporary generation-consumption correlation
House adjustment to network load state
Power peaks
Temperature
Humidity
Air Quality - CO2
Air Quality - VOC
Natural Lighting
Acoustic Performances
Refrigerator
Freezer
Clothes-washer
Clothes Drying
Dishwasher
Home electronics
Hot water draws
Urban Design, Transportation & Affordability Contest
Daily AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
On site - Registration
Team/organizer meeting
Public visits
Interior & Exterior Lighting
UDTA Conference & Debate
UDTA Contest Award
Architecture Jury Visits

7

Saturday 5th July
Architecture Contest
Load Consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Power peaks
Temperature
Humidity
Air Quality - CO2
Refrigerator
Freezer
Daily AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
On site - Registration
Team/organizer meeting
Public visits (General Public)
Interior & Exterior Lighting
Architecture Conference & Debatet
Architecture Contest Award

Sunday 6th July
Load Consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Power peaks
Temperature
Humidity
Air Quality - CO2
Refrigerator
Freezer
Daily AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
PASSIVE EVALUATION PORIOD
On site - Registration
Team/organizer meeting
Public visits (General Public)
Interior & Exterior Lighting
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Type of activity

Section
in R&R

Contest
No.

Contest
type

Total points
available

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 22

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6

MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
JURY

40
25
20
20
15
65
10
5
5
15
20
5
5
10
10
10
20
5
120

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

R 11.1
R 2.4
R 12.4
R 12.6

Type of activity
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Comunication
Comunication

6.9
8

R 22
R 15

8
1

Section
in R&R

Contest
No.

1152
1152
260
120
1152
792
792
792
1*
1*
1*
1152
1152
10
10
8
20
216
1

96
96
26
12
96
72
72
72
1*
1*
1*
96
96
1
1
1
3
24
1

Daily Points
Available
3.333
2.083
2.000
2.000
1.250
5.909
0.909
0.455

0.417
0.417
1.000
1.000
1.250
3.000
0.556
120.000
145.578
384.271

SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
JURY
Impound hours
Contest
type

Total points
available
120
40
25
15
65
10
5
5
5

R 15

1

JURY

R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 20.5
R 20.5

4.1
4.2
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
6.1
6.2

MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS

R 11.1
R 2.4
R 12.4
R 12.6

Total periods or Daily Periods or
tasks
Tasks

Total periods or Daily Periods or
tasks
Tasks
1
1152
1152
1152
792
792
792
1152
1152

1
96
96
96
36
36
36
96
96

Daily Points
Available
120.000
3.333
2.083
1.250
2.955
0.455
0.227
0.417
0.417
131.136
515.407

SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
Impound hours

R 15

1

Type of activity

Section
in R&R

Contest
No.

Contest
type

Total points
available

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 20.5
R 20.5

4.1
4.2
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
6.1
6.2

MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS

40
25
15
65
10
5
5
5

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

R 11.1
R 2.4
R 12.4
R 12.6

SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
Impound hours

Total periods or Daily Periods or
tasks
Tasks
1152
1152
1152
792
792
792
1152
1152

96
96
96
36
36
36
96
96

Daily Points
Available
3.333
2.083
1.250
2.955
0.455
0.227
0.417
0.417
11.136
526.544

03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30

04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30

04:00

04:30

05:00

05:30

06:00

06:30

07:00

07:30

08:00

08:30

09:00

09:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

13:00

13:30

14:00

14:30

15:00

15:30

16:00

16:30

17:00

17:30

18:00

18:30

19:00

19:30

20:00

20:30

21:00

21:30

22:00

22:30

23:00

23:30

7

03:00

03:30

02:30

02:00

01:30

01:00

00:30

00:00

03:30

02:30

02:00

01:30

01:00

00:30

00:00

03:00

Impound hours

03:00

02:30

02:00

01:30

01:00

00:30

00:00

Impound hours

Impound hours
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Monday 7th July
Load Consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Temporary generation-consumption correlation
House adjustment to network load state
Power peaks
Temperature
Humidity
Air Quality - CO2
Air Quality - VOC
Natural Lighting
Acoustic Performances
Refrigerator
Freezer
Clothes-washer
Clothes Drying
Dishwasher
Home electronics
Oven
Cooking
Daily AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
PASSIVE EVALUATION PERIOD
On site - Registration
Water Delivery
Team/organizer meeting
Public visits
Interior & Exterior Lighting
Engineering & Construction Jury Visits

7

Tuesday 8th July
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Load Consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Temporary generation-consumption correlation
House adjustment to network load state
Power peaks
Temperature
Humidity
Air Quality - CO2
Air Quality - VOC
Natural Lighting
Acoustic Performances
Refrigerator
Freezer
Clothes-washer
Clothes Drying
Home electronics
Oven
Cooking
Daily AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
PASSIVE EVALUATION PERIOD
On site - Registration
Team/organizer meeting
Public visits
Interior & Exterior Lighting
Engineering & Construction Jury Visits
Energy Efficiency Jury Visits

Type of activity

Section
in R&R

Contest
No.

Contest
type

Total points
available

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6

MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK

40
25
20
20
15
65
10
5
5
15
20
5
5
10
10
10
10
10
5

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

R 11.1
R 8.2
R 2.4
R 12.4
R 12.6
R 16

2

Type of activity

Section
in R&R

Contest
No.

Contest
type

Total points
available

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.6

MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK

40
25
20
20
15
65
10
5
5
15
20
5
5
10
10
10
10
5

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

R 11.1
R 2.4
R 12.4
R 12.6
R 16
R 17

6.7
6.8

6.7
6.8

2
3

Total periods or Daily Periods or
tasks
Tasks
1152
1152
260
120
1152
792
792
792
1*
1*
1*
1152
1152
10
10
8
8
8
216

96
96
26
12
96
72
72
72
1*
1*
1*
96
96
1
1
1
1
1
24

Daily Points
Available
3.333
2.083
2.000
2.000
1.250
5.909
0.909
0.455

0.417
0.417
1.000
1.000
1.250
1.250
1.250
0.556
25.078
551.622

SDE
SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
JURY
Impound hours

SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
JURY
JURY
Impound hours

Total periods or Daily Periods or
tasks
Tasks
1152
1152
260
120
1152
792
792
792
1*
1*
1*
1152
1152
10
10
8
8
216

96
96
26
12
96
72
72
72
1*
1*
1*
96
96
1
1
1
1
24

Daily Points
Available
3.333
2.083
2.000
2.000
1.250
5.909
0.909
0.455

0.417
0.417
1.000
1.000
1.250
1.250
0.556
23.828
575.450

7

03:00
03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30

03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30

02:30

02:00

01:30

01:00

00:30

00:00

03:00

02:30

02:00

01:30

01:00

00:30

00:00

Impound hours

Impound hours
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Wednesday 9th July
Engineering & Construction Jury Contest
Load Consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Temporary generation-consumption correlation
House adjustment to network load state
Power peaks
Temperature
Humidity
Air Quality - CO2
Air Quality - VOC
Natural Lighting
Acoustic Performances
Refrigerator
Freezer
Clothes-washer
Clothes Drying
Dishwasher
Home electronics
Oven
Cooking
Hot Water Draws
Daily AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
PASSIVE EVALUATION PERIOD
On site - Registration
Team/organizer meeting
Public visits
Interior & Exterior Lighting
Engineering & Construction Jury Conference & Debate
Engineering & Construction Contest Award
Urban Design, Transportation & Afforadility Jury Visits
Sustainability Jury Visits

7

Thursday 10th July
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Energy Efficiency Contest
Load Consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Temporary generation-consumption correlation
House adjustment to network load state
Power peaks
Temperature
Humidity
Air Quality - CO2
Air Quality - VOC
Natural Lighting
Acoustic Performances
Refrigerator
Freezer
Clothes-washer
Clothes Drying
Dishwasher
Home electronics
Oven
Cooking
Hot Water Draws
Dinner
Daily AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
On site - Registration
Team/organizer meeting
Public visits
Interior & Exterior Lighting
Engineering Efficiency Jury Conference & Debate
Engineering & Construction Contest Award
Sustainability Jury Visits

Type of activity
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Comunication
Competition
Competition
Competition

Type of activity
Comunication
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Comunication
Competition
Competition

Section
in R&R

Contest
No.

Contest
type

Total points
available
80
40
25
20
20
15
65
10
5
5
15
20
5
5
10
10
10
10
20
10
5

R 16

2

JURY

R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6

MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK

6.7
6.8
6.9

R 11.1
R 2.4
R 12.4
R 12.6
R 16
R 22
R 24

2
8
10

Section
in R&R

Contest
No.

Contest
type

Total points
available
80
40
25
20
20
15
65
10
5
5
15
20
5
5
10
10
10
10
20
10
5
15

R 17

3

JURY

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6

MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK

R 11.1
R 2.4
R 12.4
R 12.6
R 16
R 24

3
10

1
1152
1152
260
120
1152
792
792
792
1*
1*
1*
1152
1152
10
10
8
8
20
8
216

1
96
96
26
12
96
72
72
72
1*
1*
1*
96
96
1
1
1
1
2
1
24

Daily Points
Available
80.000
3.333
2.083
2.000
2.000
1.250
5.909
0.909
0.455

0.417
0.417
1.000
1.000
1.250
1.250
2.000
1.250
0.556
107.078
682.529

SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
JURY
JURY
Impound hours

R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5

6.7
6.8
6.9
6.1

Total periods or Daily Periods or
Tasks
tasks

SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
JURY
Impound hours

Total periods or Daily Periods or
Tasks
tasks
1
1152
1152
260
120
1152
792
792
792
1*
1*
1*
1152
1152
10
10
8
8
20
8
216
3

1
96
96
26
12
96
72
72
72
1*
1*
1*
96
96
1
1
1
1
3
1
16
1

Daily Points
Available
80.000
3.333
2.083
2.000
2.000
1.250
5.909
0.909
0.455

0.417
0.417
1.000
1.000
1.250
1.250
3.000
1.250
0.370
5.000
112.893
795.422

7

03:00
03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30

03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30

02:30

02:00

01:30

01:00

00:30

00:00

03:00

02:30

02:00

01:30

01:00

00:30

00:00

Impound hours

Impound hours
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Friday 11th July
Load Consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Temporary generation-consumption correlation
House adjustment to network load state
Power peaks
Temperature
Humidity
Air Quality - CO2
Air Quality - VOC
Natural Lighting
Acoustic Performances
Refrigerator
Freezer
Clothes-washer
Clothes Drying
Dishwasher
Home electronics
Hot Water Draws
Water Balance
Sustainability Contest
Daily AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
On site - Registration
Team/organizer meeting
Public visits (General Public)
Interior & Exterior Lighting
Sustaiability Jury Conference & Debate
Sustainability Contest Award

Saturday 12th June

7

Innovation Contest
Daily AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
On site - Registration
Team/organizer meeting
Public visits (General Public)
Interior & Exterior Lighting
Public's Favourite Award
Electrical Energy Balance, Comfort Conditions and House
Functioning Contests Awards
Innovation Contest Award
Final Competition Awards
Closing Ceremony
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Type of activity

Section
in R&R

Contest
No.

Contest
type

Total points
available

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 18.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 19.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 20.5
R 24

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6

MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
MEAS
JURY

40
25
20
20
15
65
10
5
5
15
20
5
5
10
10
10
20
5
20
80

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Comunication
Competition

R 11.1
R 2.4
R 12.4
R 12.6

6.9
6.1
10

Total periods or Daily Periods or
tasks
Tasks
1152
1152
260
120
1152
792
792
792
1*
1*
1*
1152
1152
10
10
8
20
216
1
1

96
96
26
12
96
72
72
72
1*
1*
1*
96
96
1
1
1
2
24
1
1

Daily Points
Available
3.333
2.083
2.000
2.000
1.250
5.909
0.909
0.455

0.417
0.417
1.000
1.000
1.250
2.000
0.556
20.000
80.000
124.578
920.000

SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
Impound hours

R 24

10

Type of activity

Section
in R&R

Contest
No.

Contest
type

Total points
available

Competition

R 23

9

JURY

80

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Comunication

R 11.1
R 2.4
R 12.4
R 12.6
R 14.6

Comunication

R 18,19,20

4, 5, 6

Comunication
Comunication
Comunication

R 23
R 23

9

SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
Impound hours

Total periods or Daily Periods or
tasks
Tasks
1

1

Daily Points
Available
80.000
80.000
1000.000

7

03:00
03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30

03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30

02:30

02:00

01:30

01:00

00:30

00:00

03:00

02:30

02:00

01:30

01:00

00:30

00:00

Impound hours

Impound hours
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8. Cost Estimate and
Project Financial Summary
Business and Fundraising Plan: Teams are required to submit plans that describe their overall
project, including a projected budget and fund-raising plan. The plan should include a
description of each team’s interactions with other departments involved in fund raising (e.g.,
the school’s development office), identify key sponsors, and describe the means by which these
sponsors may be reached.

8.1. Fundraising overview
The Fundraising plan is essential on our project because it helps us visualize the needs for the
construction of the house and the overall progress of this initiative. Therefore, in order to be
efficient and to have a schedule of these needs, we prioritize.

8.1

For the help regarding support for the house concept we rely on our teachers from the two
partner - universities from our association: Technical University of Civil Engineering Bucharest
and University of Architecture and Urbanism “Ion Mincu”. The following other three universities
- University POLITEHNICA of Bucharest, National University of Fine Arts “UNArte” and The
National School of Politics and Administrative Studies support our project by engaging both
students and teachers in the contest. Their support was a certainty from the very beginning,
when EFdeN was Team Bucharest (as we had little conceptual identity) when the universities
gave us their letters of support.
The next step in finding support was to rely on a company that would sponsor our print (flyers,
posters, business cards, project drawings, etc.) so as we could make ourselves well-known in
the business market (business fairs, presentations, conferences, etc.). This was a crucial issue
that we had to solve from the very beginning because, otherwise, we would not be able to
penetrate the construction market, or any market at all. Therefore, we managed to finalize
collaboration with Eurocom company. Although we have not yet signed a contract with them,
we have a gentlemen’s agreement - they print all our necessary materials, and we promovate
them according to the “SILVER” limit from the document Sponsorship _Opportunities. Moreover,
we have perspectives for having an agreement for 10.000 euro, that is the “GOLD” limit from the
document mentioned above if we manage to bring them clients for their new project.
“Plotareonline” is the name of their new developed business, in which, only via a username and a
password, the client accesses their website and posts a request for printing. But before finishing
the request, the client is being asked from where she/ he has heard about “Plotareonline”. The
agreement is that, if the answer is EFdeN, our team gets 10% from the value of the request. By
proceeding in this way, we manage to have a win-win situation - by helping them promoting
the new business, and, at the same time, getting more printing materials.
Further, as we already had most of the concept of the house and the print resolved, we decided
that on the 3rd of October to have the official launching. It was a real success, since most of the
representatives of the big companies were present and we could present them the next steps
in our project. There were representatives of the most important companies of the country Robert Bosch, Wienerberger, Saint Gobain, Wago, Iprochim, Apricus, Enel, Sika, Isover,
Kaeser, Alaska Energies, Gelplast, Mitek, ARC electronic, and there were also representatives
of ministers. After the presentation, we invited our guests to discussions face-to-face, showed
them our project drawings and talked about the benefits of being a sponsor in EFdeN project.
Of course, this was only the beginning, and, the next step in approaching our sponsors was to
establish meetings, sign drafts of contracts, and make sure that they can open for us new doors
- that they tell their business - partners about us. We want them to feel they are part of EFdeN
project!
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An important brotherhood that we take into account in raising money and gain more people in
our project is Rotary. We already had a meeting where we presented them our project and our
goals regarding it and they showed interest. We expect help from them in the transportation
matter mainly.
We have also contacted GDF SUEZ ROMANIA to receive their support and to establish a long
term collaboration not only during the competition but also after it. We have presented our
project and for the moment we are in advanced discussions with them.
Also for money, on the 6th of May, we presented the project to a very important Business Club
in order to familiarize the members with the project and to receive their support in getting the
team and the house to Versailles.
Also, we have contacted Romanian Business Leaders to obtain their support and for the moment
we are in advanced discussions with them.

8.1

Finally, we found also, the place where the EFdeN house will be built. Our partners from Baneasa
Shopping City agreed to become part of our team and gave us part of the parking lot. The
important thing about this place is the fact that, this is a crowded place with high accessibility
and great visibility among regular people. This is how we can fulfill one of our objectives, to
make the project popular and to bring the house closer to Romanians. Also, by choosing this
place, we were able to get to important companies having their outlets in the shopping centers.
This is how we welcomed Starbucks in our team starting with the construction site opening
official event, who will support us with food and drinks for the members of the team working
here to construct the house. The collaboration with Baneasa Shopping City involves joining
the image of the Shopping Center to the image of our team through online articles on their
website, radio spots in the shopping center and visual materials. This is very important for the
visibility of the project and for the fundraising strategy, being easier for us to get to important
companies interested to support this initiative.
Another way of reaching the companies and people we want in our project is to take part in
different fairs. So far, we managed to be present at all of them (relevant for our project), by
making partnerships with our associate universities, by ourselves, or by purchasing invitations.
We think it is essential for the development of our project to attend as many events, conferences
and fairs as we can because that is where important companies and people of interest come,
there is the big fish to catch!
Besides participating in such events, we rely on the support of all the companies that gave us
the letters of support. Before applying at Solar Decathlon 2014 competition, we gathered these
letters in order to ensure some support in the project (even though, at that time, we were not
sure that we would be among the finalists).
Regarding available instrumentation and equipment, as PRISPA - the former Romanian team
participating in Solar Decathlon - is one of our supporters, we were given some of the tools they
used during the construction period. Therefore, we have some of their health and safety tools
and also some of the tools used for wood prefabrication. The rest of the instrumentation and
the the equipments needed are planned to be purchased from Sir Safety and Rothoblaas. We
rely on their help, as we have already presented our project and currently we are negotiating a
partnership. Moreover, Rothoblaas company showed their interest in the project by writing us
a letter of support.

8.2. Fundraising status for each Department
In order to explain the Fundraising plan for the project, in the following lines it will be presented
the situation of each Department. It is important to mention the fact that the fundraising activity
involved the strong collaboration of the team departments to attend different meetings with
the sponsors and get the perfect solution for the construction of the house.
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A. TRANSPORTATION
The transportation is a very important aspect of our fundraising plan, because without it,
the participation of our team at Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 could not be possible. In the
following lines we will explain this subject taking into consideration the transportation of the
team members and the one of the house.

8.2

1. Transportation of the team members
Two sponsors supported us so far, and they are still doing this by providing different means of
transport according to our needs and their availability. We are talking about Avis Romania and
Eurolines TUI Travel Center.
Avis Romania is a very active sponsor who gave us the chance to keep in touch with other
collaborators all over Romania. This aspect was vital for the smooth running of the project. Thus,
starting with November 2013, Avis helped us with different standard cars and minibuses in
order to get to Timisoara and Pitesti to meet Orion Invest, our sponsors for the metal structure of
the house. These meetings were very important for the Structure, Architecture and Fundraising
Departments in order to establish the final details of the metal structure of the house and the
value of the sponsorship.
In addition, the cars were very useful for us to transport different equipment and materials to
exhibition centers in Bucharest and other cities in Romania (e.g. Sinaia) allowing us to organize
properly the presentation area of the project.
Another part of our collaboration was related to the transportation of the team members in
France (Paris - Versailles - Paris) to take part to the second workshop in France. Thanks to Avis
Romania, we were able to move from a place to another easily and concentrate on the workshop.
So far, the value of the sponsorship reached 2 000 Euros and we are still counting given the
continuous collaboration in the future.
Besides AVIS, ROMSTAL is also supporting us by providing to the team two cars throughout the
project.
Eurolines TUI Travel Center represents our sponsor in what concerns transportation of the team
members from Bucharest to Paris and back to Bucharest. So far, they got involved by ensuring
the transportation of 9 members through their regular line Bucharest - Paris - Bucharest in
November 2013. The value of this sponsorship is mentioned in Price_Cost_Proposal. At the
moment we are in advanced discussions with them for the transportation of all the members of
the team in June - July 2014 during the SDE competition. As a back-up plan, we will also apply
for a collaboration with Turkish Airlines and TAROM.
2. Transportation of the house and the construction equipments
This part of the fundraising plan is the most challenging one because it involves a major logistic
effort from our partners and in the same time we do not want to ignore the care about the
environment. This way, we have contacted sponsors that have similar visions and working
principles as our project has and the green logistics represented a priority for us.
Thus, we focused on the negotiation with many transport companies. So far, we are in advanced
discussions with DB Schenker Romania, DHL, Edy Group, Cargo Spedition, DumaGas and Lazăr
Company. We also talked to DSV Transport & Logistics, GO PETTRANS, LOGITRANS, Dacoma Car,
Oprean Transport & Logistics and ROMEXPED GROUP.
The negotiation was first about the transportation of the metal structure from Fagaras to
Bucharest and the disassembled house together with the construction equipments Bucharest
- Versailles - Bucharest (about 4 700 km).
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We have evaluated the cost of the house transportation at 1 450 Euros from Fagaras to Bucharest
(Cartrans Company helped us with these services) and 60 000 Euros on the route Bucharest Versailles - Bucharest with 9 trucks.
Part of our fundraising strategy for the house transportation takes into consideration the
sponsorship on behalf of important fuel providers, in order to balance the costs for the
transportation companies. We have contacted ROMPETROL Group and PETROM Company to
provide the proper quantity of fuel for the trucks. At the moment, we are in advanced discussions
with them.
For the same subject, we have contacted important bank companies for their financial support
to raise the money needed for the house transportation. CEC BANK, BRD GROUP SOCIÉTÉ
GENERALE, RAIFFEISEN BANK and ING Bank.
Also, advanced discussions were held with the National Education Ministry for the financial
support of 30 000 Euros which are going to be used for the house transportation from Bucharest
to Versailles as a back up plan.
B. HVAC DEPARTMENT
For the HVAC department, the main goal is to provide the necessary equipments and materials.
This issue was almost covered by signing with Romstal a contract of € 100 000 and SBI INDUSTRY.
All the details regarding this sponsorship from the Romstal company are detailed in Price_Cost_
Proposal - Materials-Prototype sheet.
C. SANITARY DEPARTMENT
For the Sanitary department, the main goal is to provide the necessary equipments and
materials.
A considerable part of this issue was resolved by the contract we already signed with Romstal
company. Another part of it by signing with Valrom company.

E. INTERIOR DEPARTMENT
For the Interior department, the total value of the necessary sponsorship mentioned in the
Price_Cost_Proposal/Materials-prototype sheet.
A big part of this necessary, more exactly, 12.500 euro, will be covered by the sponsorship from
Atipic Design.
There are some issues that are not yet covered for this department - chairs, textile materials
and mattress. Regarding all of these, we are going to organise, together with Dizainăr company
a call-to-arms campaign with the romanian designers. This company is now ongoing, as we
already spoke with most of the designers and the pieces are being made.

8.2

D. STRUCTURE DEPARTMENT
For the Structure Department, the total value mentioned in the Price_Cost_Proposal/Materialsprototype sheet.
In this amount of money it is included the sponsorship for the metallic structure of our house,
which was already solved by signing the contract with Energo Brasov Company.

F. ARCHITECTURE DEPARTMENT
For the Architecture department, the total amount of the necessary sponsorship is mentioned
in the Price_Cost_Proposal/ Materials - Prototype sheet.
An important amount of this sum was already resolved, more than 30.000 euro. So far, we
received materials and support from various companies as - Rothoblaas, ETEM, Alusystem,
Saint Gobain, Kronospan, SIKA, CoilProfil.
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The main problems we have here are - finding a sponsor for the facade, the wood needed for
the deck, the shadowing system and the shank we need for the facade.
Regarding the facade, we contacted companies as Kerlite and Porcelanosa, and we are in
advanced discussions with both of them. For the wood needed for the deck, we contacted
Natural Home company, and we expect an answer from them soon. For the shadowing system,
Renson company was contacted, and we expect a meeting with them in the next period.
G. ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT
For the Electrical department, the total amount of the necessary sponsorship is mentioned in
the Price_Cost_Proposal/ Materials - Prototype sheet.
Schneider Electric is the main sponsor, by signing a contract with us. You have also succeeded
to solve the problem with the lighting receiving the support of Zumtobel and Zexstar. So far, we
contacted companies as Sony, eMag, Samsung, and many others to solve the problem of the
appliances and we are in discussions with all of them.
H. HEALTH AND SAFETY DEPARTMENT
The activity of this department is very important as we take very seriously the safeness of the
team members on the construction site. All the members already attended a medical control
according to the type of activities on the construction site. MedLife is the official sponsor
which helped us to obtain the proper medical record for construction activities for all the team
members. The necessary and the proper costs are listed in the Price_Cost_Proposal/ Materials prototype sheet.
Concerning the equipments and working clothes, we have contacted many companies for a
sponsorship, the list with all the necessary being found in the Cost_Price_Proposal - MaterialsPrototype. So far, Sir Safety and Renania helped us to cover this need.

8.3

8.3. Fundraising plan
The fundraising plan is strongly related to the price cost proposal which can be found enclosed
in annex BUC_Price_Cost_Proposal_Form. These costs determine the fundraising strategy in
order to fulfil the main goal of the team: the construction of the house and the participation in
the international competition, Solar Decathlon Europe 2014.
In order to do that, we created a strategy and identified the needs along with the potential
sponsors for these needs. The solving order was established taking into consideration each
department’s priorities and different sponsorship programs. Also, we worked in strong
collaboration with all the other departments, aiming to make the project popular and create
a solid image of EFdeN concept. Thus, the credibility and the social awareness determined
sponsors to embrace our believes and the passion of our work. Without their support, the
construction of the house would have been impossible.
Among the means through which we formed a network of collaborators we mention:

8.3.1. Direct mails
This was, so far, the most important and efficient way of convincing companies and people to
trust in the project and get involved by providing different materials and equipments needed for
the construction of the house. Taking part in various events, conferences and professional fairs
has facilitated the direct contact with the most important companies in terms of construction,
architecture, installations and so on. In Communications Plan 5.7.1. there is a list of all these
events that we have been to, until now. There, we manage to make a brief and
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efficient presentation of our solar house and the problems we plan to solve. We kept in touch
with all those interested in the project and participated in meetings to outline the sponsorship
agreement.
Another way of contacting the sponsors through direct mails was after a complex research on
internet of all the departments regarding their needs.
This way, was the most efficient one, so far, giving us the chance to gather most of the materials
and equipments for the construction of the house as presented in the sheet materials, part of
the Price Cost Proposal located as annex of this presentation.
These sponsors can be found in Communications Plan 5.7.4. with important details about their
activity and contact persons.

8.3.2. Individual givings
This part includes all the time invested by the team to design the house, to contact sponsors, to
innovate and later on, to build the house.

8.3.3. Online and e-givings

8.3

a) This is a good way of raising part of the money for lodging in France during the
competition. At this category, we will mention “Bursa Binelui” or “The Good Stock” if we
are translating it.
This is an online platform which brings together organizations, that need support to develop
projects, and people who are willing to invest in their community. Bursa Binelui is a project
created and supported by the Romanian Commercial Bank (BCR ) in partnership with Euplatesc.
They developed the online platform and covered all costs regarding transactions, maintenance
and communication.
Actually, the NGOs can create profile pages on this platform in order to present their
work and individuals can choose to become volunteer for these organizations or to donate
money to support various projects. You can find below the printscreen of our profile.

Fig. 8-1: EFdeN’s profile on “Bursa Binelui” site
Source: https://www.bursabinelui.ro/BursaBinelui/Proiecte/EFdeN (date of access: 17.02.2014)
In order to keep the transparency concerning how the money is used, donations can be made
only for specific projects defined by the organizations and not for the organizations, in general.
It is important to mention that Bursa Binelui is the only online platform that allows donations
without commission levels, thus encouraging donors who want to participate with small
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amounts (5, 10 Lei ) in a cause. Also, the organizations submit reports to their donors to
demonstrate the proper use of resources and to encourage them to continue their support.
Bursa Binelui took place between the 17th of June 2013 and the 16th of October 2013. During
this period, we developed a communication campaign in collaboration with our colleagues
from the Communication Department, in order to promote this platform of donations and to
raise the needed amount of money. EFdeN campaign targeted the general audience aiming to
inform and educate the community (children or adults). We have also taken into consideration
the dialogue with the specialized public through online appearances, fairs and conferences.
“Bursa Binelui” was promoted through a comprehensive communication campaign focusing on
online (social platforms, online articles), and the distribution of promotional materials during
various events that the organization has attended to, such as fairs (TIB, IEAS) or conferences
(EFdeN’s official launch at the National Library, the presentation at the Rotary Club) and student
camps (Ecotour - Eco Student Camp, School Leaders) where team members held presentations
about the project and ways to support EFdeN team. Thus, this information was communicated
to a quite diverse public to support the project in “Bursa Binelui”.
The most important thing, besides donations, was also the fact that through this online platform
we were able to make our project and the competition popular among regular people and our
partners.

8.3

b) Following this strategy, we will start a crowdfunding campaign on crestemidei.ro with the
support of ING Bank. This will take place between 15th of May and 16th of June. It is an online
platform giving the chance to different organisations to conceive fundraising campaigns to
finance projects and provide rewards for the money they receive from the supporters. Through
the website, emails, other web sites and mass media, the platform is right for various types of
content, including but not limited to videos, pictures, images, graphics, audio clips, comments,
data, text, software, scripts, projects and other materials and information, as well as associated
trademarks and copyright protected works. The organizations, the supporters and other
visitors or users of the services can help by adding, creating, uploading content, may present
and distribute by posting or sending available contents to others, thus creating an active and
expanding network of supporters.
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We are going to make this platform popular among people in Romania, specialists and public
figures. The way that we will do that is through all the conferences and trades where the team
will be present, through Radio and TV interviews, different events organized on the construction
site, through social media and with the help of our sponsors and collaborators among their
stakeholders in Romania and abroad. We strongly believe that this is the perfect way of raising
the social awareness of the people in Romania concerning the need of alternative education
and sustainable development. More details about this, you can find below:
- 05/15/2014: newsletter focusing on the campaign
- 05/19/2014: campaign promoting on our sponsors channels ( internal release )
- 05/21/2014: Press release sent to media partners about starting this campaign
- 26 - 30/05/2014: promoting through a direct marketing campaign at a national level make
popular the SDE competition and EFdeN project among high schools in the country.
- 2-9.06.2014: endorsement, direct promotion on the site at Baneasa by distributing flyers and
posters in Baneasa Shopping City.
- 09/06/2014: Press release - departure of the last truck at Versailles and the last days in which
people can help the team to get there

- 14 - 06/16/2014: social media buzz through all possible channels (closing date of the campaign
coincides with the date signaling the start to build the house).
c) Also for lodging in France, we have applied for a sponsorship to Carpatcement Holding
Romania, an important company from the cement industry which annually is sponsoring
different initiatives on the line of education, sustainability, urban development and protection
of the environment.
4. Events
At this point we have to mention “Tara lui Andrei”. This is a social responsibility program
supported by PETROM COMPANY in order to help different NGOs to fulfil their mission in the
community. Each NGO has to apply for their project, wait for the approval of the organizers and
create a communication campaign in order to gather enough votes to win the competition.The
supporters’ vote represents 40% of the final score, the rest of 60% being decided by the judges.
The competition started on the 16th of September 2013 and ended on the 8th of November
2013.

Besides the online campaign, we have also organized an event at our headquarters inviting
people to meet the team, to find out more about the competition and to vote for our project
on “Tara lui Andrei” site. The invitation was launched through social networks allowing us to
increase the number of votes for this program.
Another important event was the official launch of the project which took place at the
Romanian National Library on the 3rd of October 2013,as already mentioned above. This event
was held in two stages: a detailed presentation of the solar prototype which will be erected for
the competition in Versailles in 2014, followed by individual discussions between participants
and team members.
Supporters, academics, potential sponsors and members of the press were part of this
important event. The most important part of this launch consisted in professional discussions
with representatives of companies interested in supporting our project. Members from each
department explained in detail the technical solutions, innovations proposed to achieve
practical needs of construction and the opportunities of a partnership with EFdeN. These
discussions were very important to start with, most of the companies present there, becoming
later on our official sponsors.

8.3

Fig. 8-2: EfdeN’s profile on “Tara lui Andrei” site
Source: http://www.taraluiandrei.ro/idei-din-tla/proiect-efden-id-731-cmsid-65 (date of access:
21.02.2014)
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8.3

Fig. 8-3: EFdeN’s official launch event at the Romanian National Library in Bucharest, Romania
Source: http://www.igloo.ro/stiri/efden-a-pasit-cu-dreptul/ (date of access: 21.02.2014)
As soon we will start the construction of the house, many other similar networking events will
be organized in order to make this project popular for the public and the companies and to
convince them to trust in the values of the competition and to be part of our mission. Part of
our fundraising strategy is to involve our current supporters in becoming the ambassadors of
the project for other potential sponsors.
So, we continued with this strategy, thanks to the construction site opening official event, which
took place at Baneasa Shopping City, our partners, on the 4th of April. This is the place where
we invited all our sponsors and future collaborators to meet the team and keep them posted
regarding the evolution of the project and the needs that we have to solve to get to Versailles.
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5. Creative thanks and recognition for donors and permanent communication with them
This aspect is also part of our fundraising plan: maintaining a permanent communication with
our sponsors, thanking them in a creative and professional way as well as recognizing their
implication according to their support.

8.3

In order to keep them posted with the evolution of the project we send them monthly
newsletters besides fulfilling the visibility agreement as stated in the sponsorship contracts.
This winter, we created a special gift for our sponsors who trusted us, decided to join our mission
and be part of the change. We offered them a small version of our solar house in a unique
environment as it can be seen in the picture below; our sponsors, Eurocom (PLOTARE ONLINE)
placed the gift at the reception of their headquarters.
We plan to keep this tradition and to prepare more surprises to our sponsors, gifts and events
to show them our gratitude for their support and passion for sustainability.

Fig. 8-4: EfdeN’s winter gift for the sponsors Source:https://www.facebook.com/EFdeN/photos/a.
1391837794369674.1073741828.1390051134548340/1462104714009648/?type=1&theater (date
of access: 21.02.2014)
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9. Site Operations Report

INDEX:
9.1. General Data
9.2. Site Operations Coordinators
9.3. Logistic outside of La Cité du Soleil®
9.3.1. Trucks route
9.3.2. Trucks specifications and shipments
9.4. Logistic in La Cité du Soleil®
9.4.1. Infrastructures
9.4.2. Construction working teams
9.4.3. Phases description
9.4.4. Waste management
9.5. Assembly / Disassembly schedules

9

Annexes:
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•

Equipment requirement Chart

•

Assembly & Disassembly Chart

•

Storage Area Chart

•

Site Operations Chart

9.1. General Data
The structural solution we implemented in our prototype gave us the possibility of having
a high level of flexibility when it comes to architectural design of the house, freeing it
from the classical container modularity of other structural solutions.
Our project proposal and our goal, was defined in such a way to be able to build the
house in Romania, disassemble it, load it, transport it to Versailles and rebuild it in only 9
days. In order to fulfil our goal, the design of the house assures a division by horizontal,
vertical and spatial elements. The elements was designed to fit into class 1 Transport truck.
Our prototype has the following characteristics:

Length
Width
Maximum height from the walking level
on the base floor
Maximum height from the ground
Gross Area
Constructed Area
Measurable Area
Exterior Volume
Interior Volume
Number of trailers
Total approx weight

Value
M.U.
10.86 m
10.32 m
6.33
7.13
95.5
125.9
104.7
674
291
10
65000

m
m
sqm
sqm
sqm
cm
cm
trailers
kg

Table 9.1.-1 Characteristics of
the house

The building process had been scheduled to have 3 working shift per day, each shift
being lead by a site operation coordinator as follows:
NAME
Tudor-Alin ALEXE
Mihai-Alexandru CEAKI
Andrei ENE
Stefan CONSTANTINESCU

TEL.
+40 729 170 494
+40 740 252 566
+40 736 299 811
+40 762 756 696
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9.2 . Site Operations Coordinators

EMAIL
alexe.tudor@efden.org
alexandru.ceaki@efden.org
andrei.ene@efden.org
andrei.bejan@efden.org

Table 9.1.-2 Site Operations
Coordinators
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9.3 . Logistic outside of La Cité du Soleil®
Considering our geographical position and the economic factor we used land transport
for our prototype. After many changes in our design system we managed to load the
prototype and other auxiliary elements into 9 semitrailers.

9.3.1 . Trucks route
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The map and in addition the table shown below represents the route and the schedule
of trucks leaving from the site situated in Bucharest to the Cite du Soleil:
Location

km

Driving time

A.Bucharest

0

0

B.Pitesti

118

1 h 6 min

C.Sibiu

159

2 h 35 min

break

159

45 min

D.Arad

274

3 h 54 min

break

274

45 min

E.Szaged

108

1 h 36 min

F.Budapest

173

1 h 49 min

sleep break

173

11 h

G.Wien

243

2 h 18 min

H.Linz

191

2 h 17 min

break

191

45 min

I.Nurnberg

307

3 h 24 min

sleep break

307

11 h

J.Saarbucken

371

3 h 26 min

break

371

45 min

K.Chalon-en-Champagne

220

2 h 2 min

L.Paris

184

1 h 46 min

Versailles

26

34 min

Total

2374

52 h 17 min

Table 9.1.-3 Trucks Route
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Fig 9.3.1.-1 Route map
Source: www.maps.google.com

9.3.2 . Trucks specifications and shipments

9

The semitrailer dimension have been according to class 1 Transportation Truck size, having the
length equal to 13.6 m, the width equal to 2.4 m and the height equal to 3 m. The inside volume
of the trailer is equal to 97.92 m3.

Fig 9.3.2.-1: Truck 1
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Type
semitrailer

Order of
entry
1

Dimensions L*l*H
(approximation)
m

Load per axle
(approximation)
kg

Total weight
kg

16*3.5*2.6

3036.25

12145

20 m radius

Turn ratio

Element

L
m

l
m

hm

Weight
kg

Machinery
used for
unloading

tool boxes
sign posts
floor panels
foundation system
protection equipment
tarp
collective protection
small machineries
first aid kits
fire extinguishers
selective garbage bins
tent
lighting system
protection fence
OSB boards
extensible beam
ladders

1.1
0.5
10
1
2.2
15
2.2
1
0.55
1.1
1.1
1.1
0.25
2
1.8
6
7

0.6

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.49
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
1.5
2
0.011
0.08

200
5
9500
210
60
10
50
50
10
30
30
50
200
500
200
1000
40

manual
manual
crane
manual
manual
manual
manual
forklift
manual
manual
forklift
forklift
forklift
forklift
forklift/manual
crane
manual

2.32
1
0.6
15
0.6
0.5
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.4
0.05
0.6
1
0.6

Table 9.3.2-1 Truck 1 Specifications and Load detail

Fig 9.3.2.-2: Truck 2
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Type

Order of
entry

Dimensions L*l*H
(approximation)
m

Load per axle
(approximation)
kg

Total weight
kg

Turn ratio

semitrailer

2

16*3.5*2.6

2497.5

9990

20 m radius

Element

L
m

l
m

hm

Weight
kg

Machinery
used for
unloading

electrical technical room
tool boxes
bracing panels
interior finishing panels
ground floor furniture
columns
extensible struts
stair fixing system
interior walls
windfang glass wall joinery
triple glazing wall

2.36
1.1
2.44
2.07
0.65
0.24
0.24
0.8
3
1.9
1.7

1.87
0.6
0.24
0.075
0.64
0.24
0.24
0.5
0.2
0.1
0.04

2.7
0.6
2.7
2.5
2.1
2.7
2.7
0.005
2.55
2.55
2.58

1000
100
1200
3000
300
1000
720
20
2000
150
500

crane
manual
crane
crane
crane
crane
crane
manual
crane
manual
crane

Table 9.3.2-2 Truck 2
Specifications and Load detail
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Fig 9.3.2.-3: Truck 3

Type

Order of
entry

Dimensions L*l*H
(approximation)
m

Load per axle
(approximation)
kg

Total weight
kg

Turn ratio

3787.5

15150

20 m radius

Machinery
used for
unloading
crane
crane
manual
forklift
crane
crane
manual

semitrailer

3

16*3.5*2.6

Element

L
m

l
m

hm

Weight
kg

first floor panels
roof panel
collective protection
ground floor furniture
interior finishing panels
interor walls
insulation

36.5
5.83
2.2
4
2.07
3
1.2

2.32
2.188
0.6
1.6
0.075
0.2
0.6

0.371
0.672
0.6
0.9
2.5
2.55
0.6

9500
2500
50
500
1500
1000
100

9

Table 9.3.2-3 Truck 3 Specifications and Load detail

Fig 9.3.2.-4: Truck 4
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Order of
entry

Type
semitrailer

4

Dimensions L*l*H
(approximation)
m

Load per axle
(approximation)
kg

Total weight
kg

16*3.5*2.6

1727.5

6910

20 m radius

Turn ratio

Element

Lm

l
m

hm

Weight
kg

Machinery
used for
unloading

stair
HVAC technical room
interior walls
first floor furniture
glass wall joinery
sanitary objects

5
4.56
2.26
0.65
1.9
2

2.2
1.87
0.075
0.64
0.1
2

2.7
2.7
2.5
2.1
2.55
1

600
2000
2860
800
150
500

crane
crane
crane
crane
manual
crane

Table 9.3.2-4 Truck 4 Specifications and Load detail

Fig 9.3.2.-5: Truck 5
Order of
entry
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Type

Dimensions L*l*H
(approximation)
m

Load per axle
(approximation)
kg

Total weight
kg

Turn ratio

semitrailer

5

16*3.5*2.6

1772.5

7090

20 m radius

Element

L
m

l
m

hm

Weight
kg

Machinery
used for
unloading

roof panels
triple glazing wall
photovoltaic panels structure
photovoltaic panels

30.72
1.7
1

2.32
0.04
1.6

0.672
2.58
0.05

6000
500
150
440

crane
crane
manual
manual/crane

Table 9.3.2-5 Truck 5 Specifications and Load detail

Fig 9.3.2.-6: Truck 6
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Dimensions L*l*H
(approximation)
m

Load per axle
(approximation)
kg

Total weight
kg

Turn ratio

6

16*3.5*2.6

1837.5

7350

20 m radius

Element

L
m

l
m

h
m

Weight
kg

Machinery
used for
unloading

Solar panels
closure panels
facade panels
PV panels support structure
Solar panels support structure
Hydro insulation
Attic closing panels
green space structure
doors
household appliances
interior finishing elements

2.04
6.87
1.2
2.64
2.05
1.2
30
6
2.2
2
3.1

1.395
1.85
0.3
0.21
0.3
0.3
0.37
1.8
1
2
1.1

0.49
2.4
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.88
1
1.01

40
5000
60
150
200
100
200
800
500
200
100

forklift
crane
forklift
crane
crane
manual
manual
forklift
crane
forklift
forklift

Type

Order of
entry

semitrailer

Table 9.3.2-6 Truck 6 Specifications and Load detail

Type
semitrailer

Element
closure panels

Dimensions L*l*H
(approximation)
m

Load per axle
(approximation)
kg

Total weight
kg

Turn ratio

7

16*3.5*2.6

2500

10000

20 m radius

L
m

l
m

h
m

Weight
kg

Machinery
used for
unloading

6.87

2.24

2.2

10000

crane

Order of
entry

9

Fig 9.3.2.-7: Truck 7

Table 9.3.2-7 Truck 7 Specifications and Load detail

Fig 9.3.2.-8: Truck 8
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Type
semitrailer

Order of
entry
8

Element
glazing + glass railing
heat pump
facade panels
1st tank
2nd tank
3rd tank
4th tank
textile façade
shading system

Dimensions L*l*H
(approximation)
m

Load per axle
(approximation)
kg

Total weight
kg

16*3.5*2.6

2437.5

9750

20 m radius

Turn ratio

L
m

l
m

h
m

Weight
kg

Machinery
used for
unloading

4
1.65
2.9
2.9
3.1
2.1
1.05
0.4
0.6

2.1
1.528
1
1
1.2
1.94
1
0.4
0.6

2.6
1.8
0.93
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
1.2
2

3000
1000
4200
200
200
200
200
150
600

crane
forklift
forklift
forklift
forklift
forklift
forklift
manual
crane

Table 9.3.2-8 Truck 8 Specifications and Load detail

Table 9.3.2-9 Truck 9

9

Type
semitrailer

Order of
entry
9

Dimensions L*l*H
(approximation)
m

Load per axle
(approximation)
kg

Total weight
kg

16*3.5*2.6

575

2300

20 m radius

Element

L
m

l
m

h
m

Weight
kg

Machinery
used for
unloading

ramp
cursive
terrace
exterior elements
interior accessories

24.4
8.78
4.8
10
2

1.65
1.65
2.3
0.6
1

0.4
0.8
0.8
0.8
1

150
500
1000
500
150

crane
crane
crane
forklift
forklift/manual

Table 9.3.2-9 Truck 9 Specifications and Load detail
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Turn ratio

9.4 . Logistic in La Cité du Soleil®
Based on the master plan that have been sent by the organizers, we have established a
surrounding area around the house, which have served as a storage for materials and for parts
which have been prepared preceding mounting. Besides this storage area we have established
certain paths for equipment machinery.

9.4.1 Infrastructures
From the point of view of infrastructure on site, we have used mobile scaffolding, a boom-lift,
a forklift and a 50 Tn crane all this being rented and we also used a hand pallet truck. Moreover
we have installed in one corner of the site a first aid tent, perimeter fence and lighting system.

9.4.2 . Construction working teams

No.
1
2

Name
Alexe Tudor-Alin
Austreanu Sorin

Team role
SO Coordinator
Structural Engineer

3

Bejan Stelian-Andrei

Project Engineer

4

Bucica Adrian
Butacu Marius
Claudiu
Cazacu Silvia
Ceaki Alexandru
Colceriu Cosmina
Constantinescu
Stefan
Craciunescu George
Danet Andrei
Deaconu Ramona
Din Ana-Maria
Dulgheriu Claudia

Colaborator

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Team member
SO Officer
Team member

Qualifications
Worker
Worker, Rigger, Banksman
Worker, Telehandler & Boomlift Operator,
Scaffolding Monteur, Rigger, Banksman
Worker
Worker, Telehandler & Boomlift Operator,
Scaffolding Monteur
Worker
Worker, Rigger, Banksman
Worker

SO Officer

Worker

Team member
Team member
Team member
Interior Design Coordinator
Project Architect

Worker
Worker, Rigger, Banksman
Worker
Worker
Worker

Instrumentation Contact

9

As it is show in the table below, every team member played a certain and a well set role
in the team, during the assembly period. In this way, certain tasks, had been done only by
certain people. This helped everybody to know what task they have and what is their role in
the team. All our team members are students and we fulfilled roles from worker, to rigger,
to machines drivers.
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No.
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

9

37
38
39
40
41
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Name
Ene Andrei
Falfara Madalina
Filciu Vladimir
Filip Sergiu
Fotescu Mihai
Fulga Alexandra
Ghita Ana-Maria
Jescu Denisa
Lupoian Mihaela
Macovei Ioana
Macri Zina
Manoiu Octavian
Manu Isabela
Mirescu Ionut
Oancea Andra Laura
Paun Alexandra
Petrea Irina
Popescu Mihaela
Prodan Ioana
Raducanu Eduard
Siu Laura
Tarus Ionut
Alexandru
Toader-Pasti Mihai
Toma Marius
Vasiliu Alexandru
Velisar Claudiu
Voitinovici Nora

Team role
SO Officer, Student Team Leader
Team member
HS Coordinator
Team member
Team member
Comunications Coordinator
HS Officer
Team member
Team member
Contest Captain
Faculty advisor
Team member
Team member
Electrical Engineer
Team member
HS Officer
Team member
Team member
Assistant Project Manager
Team member
Team member

Qualifications
Worker, Telehandler & Boomlift Operator
Worker
Worker, Rigger, Banksman
Worker
Worker
Worker
Worker
Worker
Worker
Worker
Worker
Worker
Worker
Worker, Rigger, Banksman
Worker
Worker
Worker
Worker
Worker, Rigger, Banksman
Worker
Worker

Team member

Worker, Rigger, Banksman

Project Manager
Team member
Team member
HS Officer
Team member

Worker, Rigger, Banksman
Worker
Worker
Worker, Rigger, Banksman
Worker

In the below shown tables are written the names of each member working in each of the 3 shifts. We
established that in each shift to be at least 2 riggers, and one Telehandler & Boomlift Operator. In this
way everything had been done according to the rules, saying that for this tasks should be certified
people. The rest of the members were divided function of necessities and function of each shift
tasks. Moreover the shift and the schedule had been done according to the codes, and rules related
to working hour, and relaxation time. Therefore each member had this programe 8h/day, 6h/night,
60h/week (working on a day shift), 40h/week(working on a night shift) and 24 consecutive hours for
relaxation.

TEAM
1 7.0015.00

TEAM 2
15.0023.00

TEAM 3
23.005.00

DAY 1
16.06.2014

DAY 2
17.06.2014

DAY 3
18.06.2014

DAY 4
19.06.2014

DAY 5
20.06.2014

Filciu Vladimir
Alexe Tudor
Bejan Andrei
Dulgheriu Claudia
Falfara Madalina
Austreanu Sorin
Cazacu Silvia
Din Ana-Maria

Filciu Vladimir
Alexe Tudor
Bejan Andrei
Ghita Ana-maria
Dulgheriu Claudia
Austreanu Sorin
Falfara Madalina
Tarus Ionut

Filciu Vladimir
Alexe Tudor
Bejan Andrei
Ghita Ana-maria
Macovei Ioana
Austreanu Sorin
Craciunescu George
Bucica Adrian

Filciu Vladimir
Alexe Tudor
Bejan Andrei
Din Ana-Maria
Jescu Denisa
Craciunescu George
Cazacu Silvia
Bucica Adrian

Ghita Ana-maria
Ene Andrei
Jescu Denisa
Macovei Ioana
Craciunescu George
Cazacu Silvia
Bucica Adrian
Tarus Ionut

Tarus Ionut

Voitinovici Eleonora

Voitinovici Eleonora

Voitinovici Eleonora

Voitinovici Eleonora

Velisar Claudiu
Ceaki Alexandru
Toma Marius
Danet Andrei
Butacu Claudiu
Macovei Ioana
Vasiliu Alexandru
Macri Zina

Velisar Claudiu
Ceaki Alexandru
Butacu Claudiu
Macri Zina
Filip Sergiu
Petrea Irina
Jescu Denisa
Danet Andrei

Velisar Claudiu
Ceaki Alexandru
Butacu Claudiu
Vasiliu Alexandru
Filip Sergiu
Petrea Irina
Toma Marius
Falfara Madalina

Velisar Claudiu
Ceaki Alexandru
Butacu Claudiu
Vasiliu Alexandru
Macri Zina
Austreanu Sorin
Petrea Irina
Popescu Mihaela

Velisar Claudiu
Ceaki Alexandru
Butacu Claudiu
Dulgheriu Claudia
Fulga Alexandra
Manu Isabela
Vasiliu Alexandru
Danet Andrei

Jescu Denisa

Popescu Mihaela

Colceriu Cosmina

Manu Isabela

Colceriu Cosmina

Paun Alexandra
Constantinescu
Stefan
Fotescu Mihai

Paun Alexandra
Constantinescu
Stefan
Ene Andrei

Manoiu Octavian

Fotescu Mihai

Paun Alexandra
Constantinescu
Stefan
Oancea AndraLaura
Fotescu Mihai

Paun Alexandra
Constantinescu
Stefan
Oancea AndraLaura
Fotescu Mihai

Ene Andrei
Lupoian Mihaela
Prodan Ioana

Manoiu Octavian
Lupoian Mihaela
Prodan Ioana
Oancea AndraLaura
Mirescu Ionut

Paun Alexandra
Constantinescu
Stefan
Ene Andrei
Oancea AndraLaura
Manoiu Octavian
Deaconu Ramona
Prodan Ioana

Manoiu Octavian
Lupoian Mihaela
Deaconu Ramona

Manoiu Octavian
Lupoian Mihaela
Deaconu Ramona

Siu Laura

Siu Laura

Toader-Pasti Mihai

Toader-Pasti Mihai

Toader-Pasti Mihai

Mirescu Ionut

Siu Laura
Mirescu Ionut

9

Working
shifts
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Working
shifts

TEAM
1 7.0015.00

TEAM 2
15.0023.00

TEAM 3
23.005.00

DAY 6
21.06.2014

DAY 7
22.06.2014

DAY 8
23.06.2014

DAY 9
24.06.2014

DAY 10
25.06.2014

Filciu Vladimir

Filciu Vladimir

Filciu Vladimir

Filciu Vladimir

Filciu Vladimir

Alexe Tudor

Alexe Tudor

Alexe Tudor

Alexe Tudor

Alexe Tudor

Bejan Andrei

Bejan Andrei

Fulga Alexandra

Bejan Andrei

Bejan Andrei

Manu Isabela

Manu Isabela

Petrea Irina

Ghita Ana-maria

Ghita Ana-maria

Raducanu Eduard

Raducanu Eduard

Raducanu Eduard

Raducanu Eduard

Falfara Madalina

Falfara Madalina

Dulgheriu Claudia

Dulgheriu Claudia

Cazacu Silvia

Bucica Adrian

Din Ana-Maria

Austreanu Sorin

Bucica Adrian

Tarus Ionut

Bucica Adrian

Voitinovici Eleonora

Voitinovici Eleonora

Vasiliu Alexandru

Ghita Ana-maria

Velisar Claudiu

Velisar Claudiu

Din Ana-Maria
Craciunescu
George
Velisar Claudiu

Macovei Ioana
Craciunescu
George
Tarus Ionut
Voitinovici
Eleonora
Vasiliu Alexandru

Ene Andrei

Ceaki Alexandru

Ceaki Alexandru

Ceaki Alexandru

Ceaki Alexandru

Macovei Ioana

Butacu Claudiu

Butacu Claudiu

Fulga Alexandra

Cazacu Silvia

Din Ana-Maria

Cazacu Silvia

Filip Sergiu

Filip Sergiu

Dulgheriu Claudia

Austreanu Sorin

Filip Sergiu

Macovei Ioana

Petrea Irina

Macri Zina

Toma Marius

Jescu Denisa

Toma Marius

Jescu Denisa

Din Ana-Maria

Danet Andrei

Toma Marius

Danet Andrei

Manu Isabela

Filip Sergiu

Popescu Mihaela

Popescu Mihaela

Popescu Mihaela

Popescu Mihaela

Petrea Irina

Colceriu Cosmina

Colceriu Cosmina

Colceriu Cosmina

Colceriu Cosmina

Danet Andrei

Paun Alexandra
Constantinescu
Stefan
Deaconu Ramona

Ghita Ana-maria
Ene Andrei

Paun Alexandra
Constantinescu
Stefan
Ene Andrei

Toader-Pasti Mihai

Fotescu Mihai

Fotescu Mihai

Paun Alexandra
Constantinescu
Stefan
Oancea AndraLaura
Fotescu Mihai

Manoiu Octavian

Siu Laura

Paun Alexandra
Constantinescu
Stefan
Ene Andrei
Oancea AndraLaura
Manoiu Octavian

Manoiu Octavian

Manoiu Octavian

Lupoian Mihaela

Lupoian Mihaela

Toader-Pasti Mihai

Lupoian Mihaela

Lupoian Mihaela

Prodan Ioana

Prodan Ioana

Prodan Ioana

Deaconu Ramona

Prodan Ioana

Siu Laura

Toader-Pasti Mihai

Siu Laura

Siu Laura

Deaconu Ramona

Mirescu Ionut

Mirescu Ionut

Fotescu Mihai

Mirescu Ionut

Mirescu Ionut

Deaconu Ramona
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9.4.3 . Phase descriptions
The assembly process of our prototype can be divided into 4 main stages:
SETTING UP THE SITE

648

Velisar Claudiu

Tab. 9.4.3.-1 Setting the site

THE ASSEMBLY OF THE STRUCTURE AND INTERIOR FINISHES

Tab. 9.4.3.-2: The assembly plan

9

THE COMPLETION OF THE HOUSE

Tab. 9.4.3.-2: House completion timeline

649

CLEANING THE HOUSE AND THE CONSTRUCTION LOT

Tab. 9.4.3.-3: Cleaning the house and construction lot

The first step of site working started as follows, called "Setting the site, stage", which have
included 7 phases. In this step we didn't use the crane.

9

The first phase included in the first step is called” unloading materials, phase”. In this step
we have unloaded by hand all the material and the equipment needed for the site primary
set up. Following the site set up phase, we have established and placed the location of
fences and awareness signs. After this phase we have cleaned the site from debris and
started to mark on the different areas on the site including workers and machines paths,
we have installed the first aid tent, mounted the lights and started placing the safety
equipment on the set up place. This first phase took us around 2.5 hours.

Fig. 9.4.3.-1 Cleaning up the
site

650

The second step following is the assembly and erection of the structure and interior
finishing works stage. This step contained 16 phases and was the most important step.
Premiere shift have had the task to position manually the foundation footprint system,
afterwards we have used the 50 Tn crane to position and fix the flooring panels. This
panels have been divided into 5 strip in order to be easily transported. The installation
of these panels have been done as follows, they were lifted using the crane with the
help of chains, hooks and slings and were guided by 4 members of our team by ropes in
the exact alignment and position. Mounting, panel by panel the first technical floor have
resulted, in this way the construction process have continued and after was mounted the
perimetral collective protection.

Fig. 9.4.3.-2 Crane position
Meanwhile part of the team have assembled the mobile scaffolding that we have rent and
after mounting it we have wait for organizations approval to certify the use the scaffolding.

Into the fifth phase were mounted the columns and the bracing system.

9

When the second shift has begun the work, we have already mounted the pre-assembled
technical floor. Like the technical floor panels, the pre-assembled technical module have
been lifted by the crane and guided into position with ropes hanged from each corner.

At the time the second shift team have completed mounting the vertical structure, the
rest of the working team will have mount the stairs fixing system manually.
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Fig. 9.4.3.-3 Mounting stages
Source: EFdeN team

9

After the vertical structure was erected, we have started to mount the interior finish
panels. This phase was realized using the crane by team 2 and team 3. Every single panel
is lifted from the truck and guided by ropes into position, then fixed with screws to the
structural columns.

Fig. 9.4.3.-4 Construction
phases source :EFdeN Team
Because we had heavy elements to be mounted inside the house we have unload them
by crane, directly on the base floor and mount them afterwards.
After the heavy elements were loaded on the base floor, we could continue mounting the
house elements. The next step was mounting the top story floor. This phase have been
realized by team 3 and team 4 and was similar with base story technical floor stage set
up. When we finished mounting the top story technical roof, we started to mount the
stairs with the help of the crane and, like other elements we have guided it into position
with ropes.
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Fig. 9.4.3.-5 Technical floor mounting source :EFdeN Team
For the mounting of the pre-assembled technical module we have using the crane to lift
it from the truck and guide it with 4 strings fixed on the 4 corners of the module, with
the help of 4 people, in order to bring it in position and fixed it to the main structure .

9

The next step was mounting the vertical structure at the top story. The columns were
lifted from the truck with the use of a crane, and each column have been positioned and
fixed independently in the right order. Afterwards the bracing panels were positioned and
fixed as well.

Fig. 9.4.3.-6 Vertical structure mounting source: EFdeN Team
In order to mount the interior finishing panels, we gradually removed the collective
protection system. Each interior finishing panel will have been unloaded from the truck,
and then placed and fixed on its right position.
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Fig. 9.4.3.-7 Interior finish pane
source: EFdeN Team
In the case of the oversized furniture that was too heavy to be lifted by hand, we used
the crane in order to lift if from the truck and to position it in the house.

9

The mounting of the technical roof have been consisting of: unloading it from the truck
and lifting it with the help of a crane, the guidance system was made out of 4 strings fixed
on the corners of the module with the help of 4 people in order to bring it on position.

Fig. 9.4.3.-8 Construction phases source :EFdeN Team
For the mounting of the green space structure it was used a crane to unload two of the
vertical panels from the truck and then we guide them with 4 strings with the help of
4 people and then put them in position. For the other components of the green space
structure that could have been lifted by hand we unloaded them from the truck and
fixed in position.
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Fig. 9.4.3.-9 Roof mounting source :EFdeN Team
“The finishing of the house “ which was the third stage, consisted in 17 phases that was
realized with the use of the crane, to be mounted and the ones that do not needed the
crane have been lifted and mounted by hand.

9

The first phase consisted in unloading the closure wall panels. With the help of a crane,
we lifted the panels from the truck guiding them with 4 strings on each corner of the
panel with the help of 4 people. After the unloading from the truck we put them in
place and fix them. The whole process have been taking about 34 h taking an average
of 50 min/ panel.

Fig. 9.4.3.-10 Exterior panels source: EFdeN Team
The unloading of materials from trucks to the rooftop was done with a crane and the
next steps like: sealing strips for the gaps between the technical roof, mounting the attic,
assembling, positioning and fixing the PV system, the solar panels and then connecting
them to the specific installations was done without a crane. The whole process will take
around 9, 25 h. For applying the glazing we needed the crane, as all the glazing was
heavy and cannot be mounted manually. This process took around 7 h.
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Fig. 9.4.3.-11 Glass mounting source: EFdeN Team
After the glazing was put in place we have mounted the sanitary tanks by the use of crane.
The process of completing the installations was about of 7 h. It consisted of completing
the sanitary, electrical and HVAC installations. Afterwards we have run tests and we have
calibrated the system.
The mounting of stairs railing and green space platform railing as well as window interior
framing took about 1,25h and did not need a crane.
Each main room have been assembled manually and the whole process last for 8 h.
The mounting of doors was about 3 h without the help of a crane.

9

The ceramic façade have been mounted in around 5 h, while the canvas façade have been
mounted in 1 h. The façade did not require the use of a crane, instead was the scaffolding.

Fig. 9.4.3.-12 Facade installation source :EFdeN Team
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For the shading system to be mounted it took about 2 h and have been done manually. In
the case of the deck and ramps we used a forklift to unload the parts from the truck and then
mount it manually in about 45 min.
The deck and ramp railing were mounted manually and took about 1 h.
Mounting the sensors took about 1 h and was done manually.
For the assembly of the green wall, a phase that last 40 min, we did not use any mechanical
machinery.
Mounting the heat pump last about 30 min and will be done manually.
The last stage, “Cleaning the house and the construction lot” was around 60 h and it did not
require a crane as all the phases have been done manually.
The first phase consisted in removing the collective protection system from the roof top,
manually and took about 15 min.
Applying the final touches have been a 2 days lasting process and have been done manually.
After the final touches the protection foil was removed from all the panels and furniture of the
house. This process last for about 2 h.
Cleaning the house and the construction lot was a process of about 3 h.
Accessorizing the house is a task that was accomplished in about 2 h.
Disassemble the first aid tent and clearing the area, moving the equipment’s was ended after
30 min.
After disassembling the first aid tent we was have moved the first aid bags inside the house.
This process lasted around 30 min.

9

The last phases consisted in removing the fences and other elements existing on the lot which,
was schedule to be 2 h process, and setting up the landscape for the competition period that
lasted for 10 h.
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9

The disassembly process was divided into 4 main stages:
• SETTING UP THE SITE
• OUTSIDE THE HOUSE
• INSIDE THE HOUSE
• HOUSE ELEMENTS
“Setting up the site“ is the first stage to disassemble the house. This process did not require
a crane, and took about 70 min. Unloading the materials from the truck have been made
manually and took about 30 min. Afterwards making a lot with perimeter fences and signposts
was required in order to make the footprint on the lot . These two phases took about 1 h.
The workers have had marked the main paths on the lot, also we needed to improvise some
OSB panels on the ground that marked our walking path. This also included mounting the first
aid tent, setting up the lighting, placing the fire extinguishers and first aid kits in order to work
in a safe environment. This phases took around 1,20 min.
The second stage “Outside the house“ consisted in disassemble of all the elements situated
on the outside of the house, some of the phases requiring mechanical machinery such as the
forklift , and some of the phases was done manually.
The first phase of the stage consists in disassemble the landscape used in the competition
period, this was done manually and took about 1 h.
For disassemble of the deck and ramps was required a forklift that helped us to load the
elements in the truck. This phase lasted about 3 h. The sanitary tanks were loaded into the
trucks manually and took about 1,30 h.
Also the shading system and the façade system were manually disassembled and loaded into
the trucks. This phases lasted for about 4,25 h.
For disassembling the glazing the crane was needed in order to load the parts into the truck.
This lasted for about 6,35 h .
Another phase in the disassemble process, was to load the front door into the truck manually.
This took around 20 min.
The solar panels and the PV panels were manually disassembled, but a crane was required to
load them in safe conditions in the truck. This two phases lasted about 6 ,15 h.
The third stage in disassembling process, named “Inside the house” consisted in loading the
interior components of the house manually or mechanically into the trucks.
The first phase of this stage consisted in loading all the accessories, depending on their weight,
some of them have been loaded manually while some of them have been loaded into the trucks
with the use of a crane or forklift. Before loading them into the truck we have to: we had to pack
the protective foil on all the panels and elements, and we disassembled all the sensors. This
process took about 25 h. The second important phase was the disassembling of the swinging
and sliding doors and loads them manually into the truck. This phase took about 2,15 h.
The next step have been the disassembling of the stair and the green space platform railings,
and manually loaded into the truck. This took around 1,30 h.
Disassembling the main rooms was done manually. For the loading of the technical rooms into
the trucks the use of a crane was needed. This phase took about 10 h.
Another important phase was disassembling the technical stripes on the interior, the ceiling
finish, and the floor completions and installations connections. This took about 6 h.
Stage number 4 consisted in disassembling “House elements” that were loaded into the trucks
mechanically using a crane .This stage lasted about 46,5 h.
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9.4.4 . Waste management

9

The first phases consisted in disassembling the roof panel, glass floor, space walls , structure
and the joints of the green space using both mechanical and manually disassembling methods,
afterwards the parts have been loaded into the trucks with the use of a crane . These phases
lasted about 6,45 h. After the green space disassembly next came the dissembling of the
technical roof panels that were loaded into the trucks with a crane .This took about 3 h.
For loading into the trucks, the elements from the top story floor, was used both manually
and mechanical aid, depending of the weight of each element .This took around 1 h. The next
disassembling step consisted in disassembling the interior finish panels manually and were
loaded into the trucks requiring the use of a crane, the process have taken around 9 h.
The top story vertical structure was disassembled manually and loaded into the trucks with a
crane and it was a process of about 2,5 h.
The top story pre-assembled technical module was loaded into the truck with a crane, afterwards
came the stairs to be disassembled and loaded as well with a crane into the truck.
This whole process took about 2 h.
The next step was disassembling the top story technical floor and loaded with the use of a
crane into the transportation truck. This process took about 3 h.
After finishing with the first floor disassembling, next phase consisted in loading elements from
base story into the trucks, manually or mechanically, depending on their weight. This process
took about 1h.
As for the base floor disassembly, the phases were in the same order as in the first floor
disassembly, to make the timing more efficient. Therefore after loading the elements into the
transportation trucks, next were to be loaded with the crane the interior finish panels .This
process lasted about 9 h.
Before the vertical structure to be disassembled, we first disassembled and loaded into the
truck the stair fixing system with the use of the crane. After the stair fixing system was loaded
we could began to disassemble the vertical structure from our base story. These two phases
took about 3 ,60 h.
One of the last phases was disassembling of the pre-assembled technical module, the technical
floor panels and the height-adjustable foundation system which were loaded mechanically
with the use of a crane. This process took 4,5 h.
The final phase consisted in disassembling of the elements used to setup the site, this phase
took about 1,5 h.

Even with a highly prefabricated building such as ours, some waste were to be expected. We
expected to have waste which consisting in materials which will have been included in building
process such as nails, screws, insulation, copper pipe, polyethylene film, tape, PVC, electrical
wiring, warning tape, timber, carton wrapping of the products used, consumables and also
garbage and left-overs from the working team. We did not have continuous and large scale
waste sources. After each shift, the teams, have had a task of picking from the site and sorting
the waste in order to keep the site clean and safe.
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As a general strategy, all the waste was sorted and stored in the designated areas where the
selective garbage bins were placed. In order for the selection to be easy and not time consuming
the wastes was divided in 4 categories easy to recognize: paper based waste, metallic waste,
plastic based waste and general waste.
Paper based waste includes anything that is made up from paper. This kind of waste we expected
to have from the wrapping of the material used, garbage from the working teams and so on.
Metallic waste consisted of copper tubes and wiring leftovers. According to the Copper
Development Association Inc. copper has an infinite recyclable life.
Plastic based waste contains polyethylene film, PVC, warning tape and so on. The main idea
was that the waste to be easily categorized.

9

If the waste could not been easily sorted in these categories was labeled as general waste.
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9.5 . Assembly / Disassembly schedules
Actions

Dates

1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.1
2.11
2.12
2.13
2.14
2.15
2.16
3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.1
3.11
3.12
3.13
3.14
3.15
3.16
3.17
4
4.1

mon 6/23/2014
tue 6/24/2014
wed 6/25/2014

Phase
Assembly
Setting up the site
Unloading materials
Marking the lot with perimeter fences and
signposts
Cleaning up the site
Marking the footprints on the lot
Marking the main paths for the workers
Mounting first aid tent
Setting up the lighting, placing the fire
extinguishers and first aid kits
The assembly of the structure and interior
finishes
Foundation system
Technical floor -Base story
Assemble the mobile scaffolding
Mounting pre-assembled technical module
- Base story
Vertical structure -Base story
Stairs fixing system

Truck

Crane

Team

TRUCK 1
TRUCK 1

NO
NO

TEAM 1
TEAM 1

TRUCK 1
TRUCK 1
TRUCK 1
TRUCK 1
TRUCK 1

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

TEAM 1
TEAM 1
TEAM 1
TEAM 1
TEAM 2

TRUCK 1
TRUCK 1
TRUCK 2

YES
YES
NO
YES

TEAM 2
TEAM 3
TEAM 1
TEAM 1

TRUCK 2
TRUCK 2
TRUCK 2 +
TRUCK 3

YES
NO

TEAM 2
TEAM 2

YES

TEAM 3

Unloading elements to Base story floor
Technical floor -Top story
Mounting the stairs
Mounting pre-assembled technical module
- Top story
Vertical structure -Top story
Interior finishing panels - Top story
Unloading elements to Top story floor
Technical roof

TRUCK 3
TRUCK 4
TRUCK 4

YES
YES
YES
YES

TEAM 1
TEAM 1
TEAM 2
TEAM 2

TRUCK 4
TRUCK 5
TRUCK 5

YES
YES
YES
YES

TEAM 3
TEAM 3
TEAM 1
TEAM 2

Green space structure
The completion of the house
Closure wall panels
Rooftop works
Applying the glazing
Mounting sanitary tanks
Completing the installations
Railings
Mounting window interior framing
Completing the technical stripes
Assembly the main rooms
Doors
Mounting the façade
Mounting shading system
Mounting the deck and ramps
Mounting deck and ramps railing
Mounting the sensors
Assembly the green wall
Mounting the heat pump
Cleaning the house and construction lot
Removing collective protection system form
the rooftop

TRUCK 5

YES

TEAM 3

TRUCK 7
TRUCK 6
TRUCK 8
TRUCK 8
TRUCK 8
TRUCK 8
TRUCK 9
TRUCK 9

YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

TEAM 1
TEAM 2
TEAM 3
TEAM 1
TEAM 1
TEAM 2
TEAM 2
TEAM 3
TEAM 3
TEAM 1
TEAM 2
TEAM 3
TEAM 1
TEAM 2
TEAM 3
TEAM 1
TEAM 2

-

NO

TEAM 3

Interior finishing panels - Base story

9

Planned deadline for wind-and-water
tight
Planned deadline for electrical
connection to village grid
Planned deadline for house delivery

Tab. 9.5.-1 Schedule
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1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

Glazing

2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13

Front door
Solar panels
PV panels
Unseal the gaps between technical floor stripes
Disassemble and load into truck the attic
Disassemble and load into truck closure panels

3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8

Inside the house
Load all the accessories into the truck
Pack the protective foil on all the elements
Disassemble all the sensors
Doors
Railing
Disassemble the main rooms
Technical stripes
Disassemble and load into truck window
interior framing
Disassemble installations connections
Disassemble and load into truck windfang wall
House elements
Disassemble and load into truck green space
roof panel
Disassemble and load into truck the glass floor
from the green space

3.9
3.10
4
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

9

4.6
4.7
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Phase
Disassembly
Setting up the site
Unloading materials
Marking the lot with perimeter fences and
signposts
Marking the footprints on the lot
Marking the main paths for the workers
Mounting first aid tent
Setting up the lighting, placing the fire
extinguishers and first aid kits
Moving the first aid kit from house to first aid
tent
Outside the house
The landscape for the competition period
Ramp + Deck
Sanitary tanks
Shading system
Façade
Disassemble green space roof joinery

4.8

Disassemble and load into truck green space
joinery
Disassemble and load into truck green space
walls
Disassemble and load into truck green space
structure
Disassemble technical roof panels
Load elements from top story floor into the
truck
Disassemble and load into truck interior finish
panels - top story

Truck

Crane

Team

-

NO
NO

TEAM 1
TEAM 1

-

NO
NO
NO
NO

TEAM 1
TEAM 1
TEAM 1
TEAM 1

-

NO

TEAM 1

TRUCK 9
TRUCK 9
TRUCK 9
TRUCK 9
TRUCK 9
TRUCK 8

NO
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO

TEAM 2
TEAM 2
TEAM 3
TEAM 3
TEAM 3
TEAM 1

YES

TEAM 1

TRUCK 8
TRUCK 8
TRUCK 8
TRUCK 7
TRUCK 7
+ TRUCK
6

NO
YES
YES
NO
NO
YES

TEAM 2
TEAM 2
TEAM 3
TEAM 3
TEAM 1
TEAM 1

TRUCK 6
TRUCK 6
TRUCK 6
TRUCK 5

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

TEAM 2
TEAM 2
TEAM 3
TEAM 3
TEAM 1
TEAM 1
TEAM 1
TEAM 1

TRUCK 5

NO
NO

TEAM 2
TEAM 3

TRUCK 5

YES

TEAM 1

TRUCK 5

YES

TEAM 1

TRUCK 4

YES

TEAM 2

TRUCK 4

YES

TEAM 2

TRUCK 4

YES

TEAM 2

TRUCK 3
TRUCK 2

YES
YES

TEAM 3
TEAM 3

TRUCK 1

YES

TEAM 3

9
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10. Health & Safety Plan
10.A. Health & Safety Drawings
HS-001 - 003
HS-101
HS-201
HS-401 - 413
HS-414 - 425

- Health and Safety in the lot and surroundings
- Health and Safety during the outside logistic
- Health and Safety during inside logistic
- Health and safety during assembly
- Health and safety during disassembly

10

10.B. Health & Safety Report
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10.C. Health & Safety Specific: Terms and Conditions Documents
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Summary of changes
Minor changes, such as responsible persons, texts and graphics adjustments.

10.B.1. Health & Safety Checklist
Legal contents

Location in the report and/or in drawings

Name and address of SDE 2014, H&S Coordinator, 10.B.2.a.General information
Prevention authorities, Team
Number of workers

10.B.5.c. Number of Team members taking part in
the construction

Contact information of the Site Operation Coordinator

10.B.2.c Responsible Persons

Description of works

10.B.4.a. Constructive process

First aid procedure

10.B.12.e. First aid procedures,
10.B.12.f. Emergency call

Name and number of first aid certificated workers

10.B.12.a. First aids

Description of teams first aid kit

10.B.12.b. First aids kit

10

Description of hygiene conditions ( toilet, changing 10.B.4.l. Construction site installations
room, restroom..)
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Detailed description of operating modes

10.B.4.h. Planned Activities

Risk assessment - risk generated by other

10.B.Annex 1 and 10.B.Annex 2

Risk assessment - risk generated by environment

10.B.Annex 1 and 10.B.Annex 2

Risk assessment - risk generated on other

10.B.Annex 1 and 10.B.Annex 2

Risk assessment - self generated risks

10.B.Annex 1 and 10.B.Annex 2

Procedures to adapt collective protection

10.B.8. Elements of collective protection

10.B.2. General data of the project
The H&S Plan relates to the project with the information presented in the following tables:
10.B.2.a.General information
Executive Project
Event Promoter
Project promoter
Prototype builder

EFdeN Prototype Construction
Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 Organization
EFdeN Team
EFdeN Team
Assembly, maintenance and disassembly of a
prototype house for the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014
competition.
La Cité du Soleil 2014, Chateau de Versailles, Versailles,
France, Lot Q
Cité du Soleil® 78000 Versailles, France

Type of Construction
Location of the construction
Address of SDE 2014
SDE H&S Coordinator

Cristophe Peyronel
Emergencies - 112
Police - 17
UAS - 15
Fire department - 18

Prevention Autorites
10.B.2.b.Prototype details
Number of stories
Story height
Number of exits
Total footprint

2
2.55 m
2
176 m2
Max. Length: 10.80 m
Max. Width: 11.90 m
Max. Height: 6.36 m (from +0.00)
76.30 m2
485.30 m3

Prototype Dimensions
Gross area
Gross volume
10.B.2.c.Responsible persons
Christophe Peyrone

Faculty Advisor

christophe.peyronel@

04.96.17.13.50

Zina Macri

fr.bureauveritas.com
zina.macri@efden.org

0040 744 985 150

Project Manager

Mihai Toader-Pasti

mihai.toader@efden.org

0040 767 007 000

Assistant Project Manager

Ioana Prodan

ioana.prodan@efden.org

0040 752 242 324

Project Architect

Claudia Dulgheriu

claudia.dulgheriu@efden.org

0040 761 498 444

Urban Strategy Coordinator

Alina Mihaela Stoian

alina.stoian@efden.org

0040 766 462 804

Interior Architecture
Coordinator

Ana Maria Din

anamaria.din@efden.org

0040 756 201 912

Project Engineer

Andrei Bejan

andrei.bejan@efden.org

0040 741 183 105

Structural Engineer

Sorin Austreanu

sorin.austreanu@efden.org

0040 727 602 311

Electrical Engineer

Mihaela Popescu

mihaela.popescu@efden.org

0040 751 025 919

Student Team Leader

Claudiu Velisar

claudiu.velisar@efden.org

0040 749 032 678

H&S Team Coordinator

Site Operations Coordinator

Vladimir Filciu
Claudiu Velisar
Alexandra Păun
Ana-Maria Ghiță
Tudor Alexe

vladimir.filciu@efden.org
claudiu.velisar@efden.org
alexandra.paun@efden.org
ana.ghita@efden.org
tudor.alexe@efden.org

0040 787 812 392
0040 749 032 678
0040 762 618 473
0040 733 287 558
0040 729 170 494

Contest Captain

Ioana Macovei

ioana.macovei@efden.org

0040 765 066 382

Safety Officers

10

SDE HS Coordination
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10.B.3. Health and Safety plan Objectives
Our main goal is to ensure the safety of all persons working on or visiting our site at La
Cité du Soleil such as: EFdeN team members, contracted staff, other teams’ members, Solar
Decathlon Organization staff, visitors and any others crossing by our site.
Also it is imperative to guarantee all optimal work conditions for the decathletes during all
of the phases of the competition: transportation to Versailles, assembly of the prototype,
maintenance during contest week, disassembly and transportation back to Romania.
The purpose of this document is analyzing and solving every possible risk, before starting
works, in order to avoid accidents during construction works, thus minimizing unplanned
actions and improvisations. Furthermore, this Health & Safety plan will become a very useful
tool for the industrialisation of EFdeN project.
In order to do so we will break down the project in work-unit activities so it will be easier
and more accurate to analyze the agents involved, identifying the labor risks and designing
the preventions or protections to use in order to avoid or resolve those risks. Also we will
analyze the different aspects of the working environment - weather, natural daylight, soil
characteristics etc. for the purpose of providing the adequate work equipment.
Because the prototype will not be built by qualified workers but by students increases the
safety risks. This is why the Health & Safety and Site Operations plans are extremely important
to this project and will be treated in consequence.
Before starting the construction process, all of the team members must read the H&S Plan, see
the H&S Drawings and comprehend both of them. A copy of these documents and drawings
will be available on site so they can be viewed by any decathlete, SDE staff member or passer.
It should be mentioned that decisions regarding construction activities are made in
compliance with the regulations based on the International Labor Organization (ILO) and the
corresponding European directives, especially the French law for the Prevention of Labor Risks
(Health and Safety at Work).

10.B.4. Conditions of the site where construction will take place,
and interesting data related to the prevention of risks during the
construction process

10

10.B.4.a. Constructive process
This section refers to the process of building up the prototype of our team in Versailles at the
Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 competition.
The assembly process of the house can be divided in four main phases as shown below:
I. Setting up the site - surrounding our team’s working area with temporary fences, marking the
footprints on site (house, scaffolding, crane, tents, storage areas etc.), placing the first aid boxes
and the fire extinguishers;
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II. The assembly of the structure and interior finishes - the foundation, the technical floor, the
columns and bracings, the structure of the green space and interior wall finishes (fixed to the
columns). Also in this stage the four pre-assembled and fully equipped modules - the two
bathrooms and the two technical rooms are mounted.
III. The completion of the house - mounting the closure panels, mounting the façades, mounting
the glazed surfaces, setting up the technical installations (inside and outside the house),
mounting the solar installation on the roof, mounting the deck and ramps etc.
In order for this step of assembly to be done efficiently, each working shift shall be made of
small teams with specific tasks - electrics, plumbing, HVAC, interior, exterior, rooftop works etc.
IV. Cleaning up the house and clearing the construction lot - dismantling the scaffolding,
unmounting the tents, setting up the landscape, cleaning and removing the waste etc.
The disassembly process has almost the same four phases, in reverse order:
I. Setting up the site - surrounding our team’s working area with temporary fences, marking the
footprints on site (scaffolding, crane, tents, storage areas etc.), placing the first aid boxes and
the fire extinguishers;
II. Disassembly of exterior finishes, installations and closure panels - dismantling the deck and
ramps, unmounting the façade, glazings, the solar installation on the rooftop, detaching the
closure panels etc.
III. The disassembly of the structure - the technical floor, the pre-assembled module, vertical
structure, stairs, foundation etc.
IV. Cleaning the construction lot - dismantling the scaffolding, unmounting the tents,
cleaning and removing the waste etc.
Maintenance of the prototype consists in the following activities:
• Work on the roof for the maintenance of PV panels and/or solar panels;
• Maintenance in the technical rooms, in the house;
• Façade maintenance;

The most used materials in realizing the EFdeN prototype are steel, wood and wood based
components (such as OSB panels), glass, PVC, mineral wool, ceramic etc.

10

10.B.4.b. Type and characteristics of the materials and elements

The selection of these materials has been made depending on several criteria, among which
worth mentioning are as follows: technical specifications, embodied energy, ease of assembly
and disassembly, ease of handling, execution time, sustainability, transport, cost, maintenance,
durability, aesthetics.
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To avoid the possible risks that may occur by manipulating elements made of these materials
they must be handled with ease and Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) must be worn by
decathletes at all time during construction works.
Injuring the workers which manipulate the components of the prototype can be avoided by
wearing the required personal protective equipment(PPE), as shown in the next table:
Injuring the workers which manipulate the components of the prototype can be avoided by
wearing the required personal protective equipment(PPE), as shown in the next table:
Main
components

Material

Windows and
greenhouse
glazing

Double and triple glazing

Ventilated façade

Ceramics

Closure panels

Wood, OSB

PPE

1.2:18

Piping

Polypropylene

PPE

5.3.3.1:04

Electric cables

Copper and PVC

PPE including antistatic gloves

5.3.4.5:01-06

PPE and anti-static
gloves

3.4.1.1:03

Electrical panel

PPE and suction pads 2.2.2.1: 0.1-0.3

PPE and suction pads 2.4:01

Steel

Insulation

Mineral wool

Thermal mass

Granite

PPE

-

Drywall

Plasterboards

PPE

-

paint

PPE glasses and
mouth protection

Fire protection

10

Tehnical Sheet
AN#7 Project
Specifications

Structural
elements, stairs

Finishes
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Cooper steel frame

Safety Preventions

PCM drywall

Paint
PCM plasterboards

PPE and steel gloves

2.4.1:01
2.4.1:01- 27

PPE including mouth 2.1.1.4:04
protection

2.4:03

PPE glasses and moth 1.3:01-03
protection
PPE including mouth protection

10.B.4.c. Site description
Localization: La Cité du Soleil, Versailles, France.
Lot number: Q
Neighbor sites:
- North: [LUC] Lucerne Team / Switzerland
- North-West: [RHOM] Team Rome / Italy
- West: [UNI] NCTU - Unicode / Taiwan
Site size: 20x20 m²
Operations area: 10x20 m² on the left side of the construction lot

Fig 10.B.4.c - Repartition of the lots in the Cite du Soleil
source: http://www.solardecathlon2014.fr/en/

The Continental-Oceanic climate in Versailles does not raise temperature issues, as it varies from
maximum 25oC in July to minimum 1oC in December. However in order to prevent dehydration,
heat stroke or sunburn effects of any working decathlete, a first aid tent will be mounted on site
before the first phase of construction. This tent will feature a first aid bag, freshwater reserves
and sun protection materials, such as sunscreen, protective clothes and sun glasses. Also it will
be used to provide shade during working breaks.
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10.B.4.d. Climate description

In very low probability situations of extreme heat the site operation schedule program will be
will be adapted - fewer hours per shift, more shifts per day.
As shown in the graph below the down side of the climate in Versailles is the humidity and the
high probability of precipitations.
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Fig. 10.B.4.d-1 - Precipitation
Source: www.weatherspark.com
In order to avoid accidents when raining decathletes working on site will be wearing raincoats,
anti-slip working boots, rubber hand gloves and waterproof plugs.
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As it is shown in the following image, during the competition period a day will have approximately
12 hours of daylight. During the occasional night shifts, if the lighting system chosen will not
provide proper illumination, working team members will use flashlights and/or headlights in
order to ensure optimal working conditions.

Fig. 10.B.4.d-2 - Number of Daylight hours
Source: www.weatherspark.com
It is important to be aware of the risks of sudden and violent gusts of wind, high temperatures
and storms.
Daily weather reports can be obtained from the French national meteorological service (METEO
France station – Tel.: 0892.680.213).
A subscription to receive meteorological conditions and storm alert bulletins is mandatory for
Project Supervisors and such bulletins shall be posted in all construction site offices.
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It is important to be aware of the risks of sudden and violent gusts of wind, high temperatures
and storms.
Daily weather reports can be obtained from the French national meteorological service (METEO
France station – Tel.: 0892.680.213).
A subscription to receive meteorological conditions and storm alert bulletins is mandatory for
Project Supervisors and such bulletins shall be posted in all construction site offices.
Nonetheless, the managers of the various intervening construction companies are obliged
to keep themselves informed about weather forecasts when organising their respective work
schedules. Each manager can select from a range of available servers.
In principle, one or several wind speed direction devices are set up at the construction site
by the Project Owner at the beginning of the assembly of prototypes. The display table of
wind speed must be positioned so that company employees can easily read it.if necessary,
Information reports will be posted in the organisation area.

10.B.4.e. Accesses and paths for vehicles

City

km

Driving time

A. Bucharest

0

0

B. Pitesti

118

1h 6 min

C. Sibiu

159

2h 35 min

break

159

45 min

D. Arad

274

3h 54 min

break

274

45 min

E. Szaged

108

1h 36 min

F. Budapest

173

1h 49 min

sleep break

173

11 h

G. Wien

243

2h 18 min

H. Linz

191

2h 17 min

break

191

45 min

I. Nurnberg

307

3h 24 min

sleep break

307

11 h

J. Saarbucken

371

3h 26 min

break

371

45 min

K. Chalon-en-Champagne

220

2h 2 min

L. Paris

184

1h 46 min

Versailles

26

34 min

Total

2374

52 h 17 min
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The dismantled prototype will be transported from Bucharest to Versailles in 9 standard size
trucks. The exact route will be known only after we have signed a contract with a trucking
company. Once this happens, the H&S Plan will be updated with proper details. However, an
estimated route is described in the following table and highlighted in the picture below it, as
well as in drawing HS-101.
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We payed special attention to the driver’s safety by proposing a driving schedule with two
stages that allows maximum 4:30 hours of continuous driving with a break of 45 minutes. After
10 hours and 30 minutes of driving there will remain 11 h for resting and 3:30 free hours at
driver’s disposal.

Fig 10.B.4.e-1 - Vehicles route Bucharest-Paris

10

source: google maps
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Fig 10.B.4.e- 2 - Vehicles route Paris - Versailles
source : google maps

The vehicles route inside La Cité du Soleil is illustrated in the following picture also in drawing
HS-003

Fig 10.A.4.e-3 - Trucks route inside La Cité du Soleil
source: sde2014_ws2_general_assembly_presentation_0

“Company” vehicle access on the construction site is subject to the approval of the Project
Supervisor during phases 1 & 4 and of the Project Owner during phases 2 & 3. A vehicle
badge, which must be displayed on the windscreen, will be issued upon agreement from the
construction site guard post.
All trucks or construction equipment on the site shall be equipped visual and audible warning
to make any reverse. If an unusually vehicle is not equipped with these devices, the backing may
be made in a signaller designated.For difficult maneuvers or when visibility is poor, guiding the
vehicle signaller is required.

10.B.4.f. Determining factors for the house placing
Considering the dimensions of our prototype, we must place the house at the center of the lot
in order to fit the solar envelope given by the SDE organization.
The orientation of the EFdeN prototype is given by the position of the green module. In order to
receive proper illumination for the plants, the module needs to be facing South-East.
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It is worth mentioning that the foundation solution we use for the prototype overpasses
difficulties of the soil best shown in the next table:

Characteristics of the soil
Up to 40-60 cm level differences
Low load bearing pressure: 50 kN/m2

Solution adopted
Steel height-adjustable supports
Load distribution plates under steel supports
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10.B.4.g. Overlaps with the affected services and other circumstances
or activities of the environment, able to cause risks during the
construction
Given the narrow space between neighboring lots, we must be careful that none of the
actions taking place on our site are crossing the border, especially when using the crane. This
way we will not disturb nor pose safety risks to the teams nearby.
Considering the positioning of our lot, EFdeN team will also have to be attentive to the
circulation on the West side and South side.
During the construction process in Versailles, unauthorized personnel may try to access the
site without permission. In order for this risk to be avoided, a demarcation of the working
area will be made using temporary fences and proper signposting.
When using tower cranes, mobile cranes or PEMP gondolas for people/boom lifts by
windy weather, users should first consult the manufacturer’s operating instructions (and if
necessary, the manufacturer itself ) to define the means to implement in order to ensure the
stability of the equipment taking into account:
Any Contractor using a means of lifting must establish a rule (to be attached to the ISHPP) for
the construction site staff (management and crane operator) which gives specific instructions
on conditions requiring the cessation of fixed and mobile cranes in the presence of wind and
which outlines the respective responsibilities of the crane operator and the construction site
management about the shutdown and restarting of lifting machinery.
At a wind speed of 12 m/s the forklift and crane will not be used and at the speed of 8,7 m/s
the crane will be stopped if it carries large loads.

10.B.4.h. Planned activities
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Assembly
I. Setting up the site - manual
1. Unloading materials;
2. Marking the lot with perimeter fences and signposts;
3. Cleaning up the site;
4. Marking the footprints on the lot - house, crane, tents, storage areas etc.;
5. Marking the main paths for the workers - to avoid collision in case of intense circulation;
6. Mounting the first aid tent;
7. Setting up the lighting, placing the fire extinguishers and first aid kits;
II. The assembly of the structure and interior finishes
1. Foundations
1.1. Marking the axes - manual;
1.2. Placing the steel height-adjustable supports - manual;
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2. Technical floor - base story
2.1. Unloading and placing the technical floor strips(**) - crane + ropes(*);
*Controlling the movements of the load with four long lines attached to its corners;
**The floor strips include finishes on the both sides. There are small parts left open
(without finishes) in order to connect the installations passing through, and for jointing the
adjacent floor strips;
2.2. Gradually connecting the installations in the adjacent technical floor strips - manual;
2.3. Fixing the floor strips to the supports and jointing adjacent strips - manual;
2.4. Completing the openings with finishes - manual;
3. Pre-assembled module - base story
3.1. Unloading and placing the technical room module (electrics) - crane + ropes;
3.2. Jointing the module to the technical floor - manual;
4. Vertical structure - base story
4.1. Unloading the steel columns and bracings(*) in the storage area - crane;
*Bracings are attached to adjacent columns resulting braced panels;
4.2. Positioning and jointing the independent columns, one by one, to the floor - crane
+ manual;
4.3. Positioning the braced panels and fixing their columns to the floor - crane;
5. Stairs fixing system
5.1. Unloading and positioning the stairs fixing system #1;
5.2. Unloading and positioning the stairs fixing system #2;
6. Mounting the interior finishing panels - base story
6.1. Positioning the finishing panels - crane;
6.2. Fixing the panels to the perimeter columns - manual;
6.3. Positioning the windfang wall panels - crane;
6.4. Fixing the windfang panels to the columns - manual;
6.5. Unloading furniture elements to base story floor - crane;

8.2. Jointing the module to the technical floor - manual;
9. Stairs
9.1. Unloading and positioning the stairs - crane;
9.2. Fixing the stairs to the main steel structure - manual;
10. Vertical structure - top story
10.1. Unloading the steel columns and bracings in the storage area - crane;
10.2. Positioning and jointing the independent columns, one by one, to the floor - crane,
manual;
10.3. Positioning the braced panels and fixing their columns to the floor - crane;
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7. Technical floor - top story
7.1. Unloading and placing the technical floor strips - crane + ropes;
7.2. Gradually connecting the installations in the adjacent technical floor strips - manual;
7.3. Fixing the floor strips to the columns and jointing adjacent strips - manual;
7.4. Completing the openings with finishes;
8. Pre-assembled module - top story
8.1. Unloading and placing the pre-assembled technical room module (HVAC) - crane +
ropes;
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11. Mounting the interior finishing panels - top story
11.1. Positioning the finishing panels - crane;
11.2. Fixing the panels to the perimeter columns - manual;
11.3. Unloading furniture elements to top story floor - crane;
12. Technical floor - terrace roof
12.1. Unloading and placing the terrace floor strips - crane;
12.2. Gradually jointing the floor strips to the beams and between them - manual;
12.3. Fixing the floor strips to the columns and jointing adjacent strips - manual;
12.4. Completing the openings with finishes;
13. Green space structure
13.1. Unloading, positioning and fixing the frames to the base floor - crane;
13.2. Unloading, positioning and fixing the steel columns - crane;
13.3. Positioning and jointing the beams to the green space’s frames - crane;
13.4. Positioning the joinery for the green house’s glazing - crane;
13.5. Fixing the joinery to the steel structure of the green space - manual;
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III. The completion of the house
1. Closure wall panels
1.1. Unloading the wall panels (vertical strips) in the storage area - crane;
1.2. Positioning the wall panels, one by one - crane;
1.3. Gradually attaching the panels to the steel structure - manual;
1.4. Sealing the gaps between the wall panels from the outside - manual;
2. Completing the installations
2.1. Completing the sanitary installations - manual;
2.2. Completing the electrical installations - manual;
2.3. Completing the HVAC installations - manual;
2.4. Testing the installations;
3. Rooftop works
3.1. Sealing the gaps between the roof strips - manual;
3.2. Mounting the attic - crane;
3.2. Positioning the PV’s and solar panels mounting system - crane;
3.3. Fixing the mounting system - manual;
3.4. Fixing the PVs and solar panels on the mounting system, one by one - manual;
3.5. Connecting the panels to the installation of the house - manual;
4. Main rooms setup - manual
4.1. Bathrooms setup;
4.2. Kitchen and dining room setup;
4.3. Living room setup;
4.4. Windfang setup;
4.5. Mounting the doors;
6. Glazing
6.1. Mounting the green space glazing - crane + manual;
6.2. Mounting the windows glazing - manual;
6.3. Applying the glazing of the skylight - crane + manual;

7. Façade
7.1. Mounting the ceramic façade - crane + manual;
7.2. Mounting the canvas façade - crane + manual;
7.3. Mounting the shading system - manual;
8. Deck and ramps
8.1. Tracing the axes for the foundation of the deck and ramps - manual;
8.2. Placing of steel height-adjustable supports - manual;
8.3. Placing and fixing the sanitary tanks (under the deck) - crane + manual;
8.4. Placing and mounting the deck and ramps - manual;
8.5. Mounting the heat pump - crane;
9. Mounting the sensors and connecting the installations;
IV. Cleaning the house and the construction lot - manual
1. Applying the final touches;
2. Unpacking the protective foil;
3. Cleaning the house and the construction lot;
4. Accessorizing the house;
5. Unmounting the tent;
6. Moving the first aid bags inside the house;
7. Removing the fences, signposting, lights;
8. Setting up the landscape for the competition period;
9. Cleaning and removing the waste.
Disassembly

II. Disassembly of exterior finishes, installations and closure panels
1. Deck and ramps
1.1. Unmounting the ramps and deck - manual;
1.2. Removing the heat pump - crane;
1.3. Removing the sanitary tanks - crane;
1.4. Removing the deck and ramps - manual;
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I. Setting up the site - manual
1. Marking the lot with perimeter fences and signposts;
2. Marking the footprints on the lot - tent, storage areas, crane etc.
3. Marking the main paths for the workers - to avoid collision in case of intense circulation;
4. Mounting the tent;
5. Setting up the lighting, placing the fire extinguishers and first aid kits;
6. Disconnecting the installations of the house and unmounting the sensors;

1.3. Removing the foundation supports - manual;
2. Façade
2.1. Unmounting the shading system - manual;
2.2. Unmounting the canvas façade - manual;
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2.3. Unmounting the ceramic façade - manual;

10

3. Glazing
3.1. Unmounting the skylight glazing - manual;
3.2. Unmounting the green space glazing - crane + manual;
3.3. Unmounting the windows glazing - manual;
4. Emptying the main rooms (living room, kitchen, dining room, bathrooms) - manual
5. Rooftop works
5.1. Disconnecting the PVs and solar panels from the installation of the house - manual;
5.2. Unmounting the PVs and solar panels - manual;
5.3. Getting the panels down from the rooftop - crane;
5.4. Unmounting the fastening system of the PV’s - crane;
5.5. Removing the fastening system from the rooftop - crane;
5.6. Unmounting the attic - crane;
6. Closure panels
6.1. Detaching the closure panels (vertical strips), one by one - manual;
6.2. Gradually lowering the panels to the ground - crane;
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III. Disassembly of the structure
1. Green space structure
1.1. Detaching the aluminium joinery from the steel structure of the green space manual
1.2. Removing the joinery - crane;
1.3. Detaching the beams from the frames - manual;
1.5. Removing the beams - crane;
1.6. Unjointing the columns and the frames from the base - manual;
1.7. Removing the columns, and frames, gradually - crane;
2. Technical floor - terrace roof
2.1. Unjointing the floor strips, one by one - manual;
2.2. Downloading the floor strips - crane;
3. Unmounting the interior finishing panels - top story
4. Vertical structure - top story
4.1. Removing the braced panels;
4.2. Removing the independent columns;
5. Stairs
5.1. Unmounting the stairs - manual;
5.2. Removing the stairs - crane;
6. Pre-assembled module - top story
6.1. Unjointing the module from the technical module - manual;
6.2. Removing the technical room module(HVAC) - crane + ropes;
7. Technical floor - top story
7.1. Unjointing the floor strips, one by one - manual;
7.2. Downloading the floor strips - crane;

8. Unmounting the interior finishing panels - top story
9. Vertical structure - base story
9.1. Removing the braced panels;
9.2. Removing the independent columns;
10. Pre-assembled modules - base story
10.1. Removing the bathroom module - crane + ropes;
10.2. Removing the technical room module(HVAC) - crane + ropes;
11. Technical floor - base
11.1. Unjoining the floor strips, one by one - manual;
11.2. Downloading the floor strips - crane;
12. Foundations
12.1. Removing the steel height-adjustable supports - manual;
IV. Cleaning the construction lot - manual
1. Unmounting the tents;
3. Removing the fences, signposting, lights, first aid kits, extinguishers etc.;
4. Cleaning and removing the waste.
Note: Even though not mentioned above, the forklift is used in many operations like unloading
components from the truck, carrying heavy components from one part of the lot to another
one, loading components into the truck.

10.B.4.i. Trades whose intervention is affected by the risks prevention

10.B.4.j. Auxiliary resources planned for the construction

10

The safety code established in this report must be applied by any person that steps on our
working area. This includes EFdeN team members, other teams’ members, contracted staff
(crane operators, truck drivers etc.), visitors, guests, SDE organization staff.
In order to ensure the safety of any person not on our team that steps into our site the next
procedure will be followed:
a H&S briefing will be kept
PPE will be provided to the visitor (if not already equipped with it) - hard hat,
safety boots and reflective gilet
an EFdeN team member will accompany any visitor during the entire visit or
inspection
Every visit should be announced in advance in order to assure the safest
conditions.

Hand tools;
Suction pads;
A set of flashlights and headlights - providing light during night works and
whenever needed, in case the night lights do not provide proper illumination or are
obstructed;
Hooks, clamps, ropes;
Ladders;
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-

Lifting beam ;
Scaffolding;
Tools storage containers;
Temporary fences for demarcation of the working area;
Two boxes with the fire extinguishers and the first aid bags;
Tent (first aid, resting and/or eating);
Waste Containers;

10.B.4.k. Machinery planned for the construction
9 Trucks for transporting the house;
Forklift - provided by the SDE organization;
Crane - provided by the SDE organization based on the loads indicated by the
team.
Every tool that will be used during assembly and disassembly will have the CE certification.
Because the use of hand tools can be dangerous, the entire team will receive proper training in
using them and PPE before beginning of the construction works.

10.B.4.l. Construction site installations
Electric panel - provided by the SDE Organization;
Lightings;
Facilities - there will be several public toilets on the site from the beginning of
the assembly phase. Teams will not need to set up toilets of their own.

10

10.B.4.m. Characteristics table for the stocks
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Stock

Material

Weight

Dimension(s)

How the
stock will be
moved

Mobile
scaffolding

aluminium

210 kg

1.5/3.0/6.8 m

manual

steel
steel

70 kg
220 kg

2.8 long
2.8/2.2 m

crane
crane

Where the
stock will be
placed
Designated
scaffolding
area
storage area
storage area

steel
galvanized
steel
steel + wood

110 kg

2.2-3.2 m long

crane

storage area

120 kg

1.3/0.6/0.9 m

crane/forklift

storage area

30 kg

1.2/2.2 m

manual

storage area

steel

15 kg

1.75-3.0 m
long

crane

storage area

polypropylene

160 kg

2.5/1.7/0.4m

crane

storage area

Columns
Braced panels
Extensible
lifting beam
Heat pump
Safety
railings
Floor
extensible
props
Sanitary
tanks

List of activities that the team has developed when preparing the works:
- periodic team meetings
- team building activities every 3-4 weeks - builds up chemistry, trust and cooperation
among colleagues;
- the entire team has attended basic first aid courses (licenses can be found in Annex B-3.First
Aid)
- several workshops and training regarding safely usage of hand tools, safely manipulation of
main components of the house, safely montage of house’s components etc;
- H&S team members attended H&S formation courses (licenses can be found in Annex B - 1. HS
Responsible formation)
- prefabrication of closure panels ;
- several members of the team will attended rigger/banksman training courses (licenses
annexed in Annex B - 2. Banksmen/Riggers)
- several members of the team attended forklift driving courses - licenses will be sent through
SDE WAT;
- assembly and disassembly of the house in Romania.
List of activities that the team will develop in Versailles, during the works:
- Assistance to daily meetings with SDE organization;
- Internal meetings with the team members before every shift;
- In case of non-resolved situations, analysis of the adequate solution in coordination with SDE
Organization.

10
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10.B.5. Activities for risks prevention
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10.B.5.a. Construction plan: determination of work effective timing
Assembly:

Fig 10.B.5.a- 1 setting up the site
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Fig 10.B.5.a- 2 the assembly of the structure and interior finishes

Fig 10.B.5.a- 3 the completion of the house

Fig 10.B.5.a- 4 total assembly time
Disassembly

WBS

1
1.1

Task Name

Duration

70 mins
30 mins

1.3

Seting up the site
Unloading materials
Marking the lot with perimeter fences and
signposts
Marking the footprints on the lot

1.4

Marking the main paths for the workers

10 mins

1.5

Mounting first aid tent
Setting up the lighting, placing the fire
extinguishers and first aid kits
Moving the first aid kit from house to first
aid tent

15 mins

1.2

1.6
1.7

40 mins
20 mins

10

10

Fig 10.B.5.a- 4 cleaning the house and construction lot

20 mins
5 mins
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WBS

Task Name

Duration

2

Outside the house

1770
mins

2.1.1

2.2
2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3
2.2.4
2.2.5
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.2
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.2
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.2
2.5.3
2.6
2.7
2.7.1

Disassemble all the elements
Load the elements into truck/storage
area
Ramp + Deck
Disassemble heat pump
Disassemble railing
Disassemble ramp
Disassemble deck
Load elements into the truck
Sanitary tanks
Disassemble sanitary tanks
Load sanitary tanks into the truck
Shading system
Disassemble the shading system
Load shading system into the truck
Façade
Disassemble ceramic façade
Disassemble canvas façade
Load elements into the truck
Diassemble green space roof joinery
Glazing
Disassemble skylight glazing

180 mins
30 mins
45 mins
1.5 hrs
1.5 hrs
45 mins
90 mins
45 mins
45 mins
75 mins
45 mins
30 mins
180 mins
3 hrs
1 hr
1 hr
40 mins
405 mins
1 hr

2.7.2

Disassemble the green space glazing

3 hrs

2.1.2

2.7.3
2.7.4
2.8
2.8.1
2.9
2.9.1

10

2.9.2
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The landscape for the competition period 60 mins

2.9.3
2.1
2.10.
1
2.10.
2
2.10.
3

45 mins
15 mins

Disassemble windows glazing
2 hrs
Load all the glazing into the truck
45 mins
Front door
20 mins
Disassemble and load into the truck the
20 mins
front door
Solar panels
120 mins
Disassemble the solar panels
45 mins
Disassemble th solar panels support
45 mins
system
Load into truck all the elements
30 mins
PV panels
225 mins
Disassemble th pv panels

2 hrs

Disassemble pv panels support system

1 hr

Load into truck all the elements

45 mins

2.11

Unseal the gaps between techical floor
stripes

1 hr

2.12

Disassemble and load into truck the attic

1 hr

2.13

Disassemble and load into truck closure
panels

12 hrs

10

2.1

Task Name

Duration

3

Inside the house

1501.5
mins

3.1

Load all the accessories into the truck

45 mins

3.2

Pack the protective foil on all the elements

8 hrs

3.3

Disassemble all the sensors

1 hr

3.4

Doors

105 mins

3.4.1

Disassemble swinging doors

45 mins

3.4.2

Disassemble sliding doors

1 hr

3.5
3.5.1
3.5.2
3.5.3
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.2
3.6.3
3.6.4
3.6.5

Railing
Disassemble stairs railing

90 mins
45 mins

Disassemble green space platform railing 25 mins
Load all elements into truck
Diassemble the main rooms
Disassemble and load into truck
elements from bathroom #1
Disassemble and load into truck
elements from bathroom #2
Disassemble and load into truck kitchen
and dining
Disassemble and load into truck
bedroom #1
Disassemble and load into truck
bedroom #2

20 mins
601.5
mins
2 hrs
2 hrs
1.5 hrs
1.5 hrs
1.5 hrs

3.6.6

Disassemble and load into truck living
room

2 hrs

3.6.7

Disassemble and load into truck
windfang

1 hr

3.7
3.7.1
3.7.2

3.7.3
3.8
3.9
3.1

Technical stripes
Disassemble the interior finish
completions
Disassemble the ceiling finish
completions

Disassemble the floor completions
Disassemble and load into truck window
interior framing
Disassembly instalations connections
Disassemble and load into truck windfang
wall

360 mins
3 hrs
2 hrs

10

10

WBS

1 hr
1 hr
5 hrs
45 mins
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WBS

Task Name

Duration

4

House elements

2790
mins

4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.1

Disassemble and load into truck top story
pre‐assembled technical module

1 hr

4.11

Disassemble and load into truck the stairs

1 hr

4.12

Disassemble and load into truck top story
technical floor

3 hrs

4.13

Load elements from base story into truck

1 hr

4.14
4.15

10

4.16
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Disassemble and load into truck green
45 mins
space roof panel
Disassemble and laod into truck the glass
1 hr
floor from the green space
Disassemble and load into truck green
1 hr
space joinery
Disassemble and load into truck green
2.5 hrs
space walls
Disassemble and load into truck green
1.5 hrs
space structure
Disassemble technical roof panels
3 hrs
Load elements from top story floor into
1 hr
the truck
Disassemble and load into truck interior
9 hrs
finish panels ‐ top story
Disassemble and load into truck vertical
2.5 hrs
structure ‐ top story

4.17

Disassemble and load into truck interior
finish panels ‐ base story
Disassemble and load into truck stairs
fixing system
Disassemble and load into truck vertical
structure ‐ base story

45 mins

Disassemble and load into truck pre‐
assembled technical module ‐ base story

45 mins

9 hrs

2.5 hrs

4.18

Disassemble and laod into truck base
story technical floor panels

3 hrs

4.19

Disassemble and load into truck height‐
adjustable foundation systems

45 mins

4.2

Disassemble all elements used to setup
the site

1.5 hrs

10

4.1

When planning the activities of one shift and evaluating the risks they pose, overlaps are taken
into consideration. For the activities developed simultaneously, a certain level of safety will be
ensured by good organization and coordination of the working crew.
Nevertheless there are some activities that pose higher risks and do not tolerate other activities
ongoing at the same time.
A good example is the rooftop works: while there are ongoing activities on the roof, there
will be no kind of operations nor team members nearby the outside perimeter of the house.
However, activities can take place inside the prototype along with rooftop works since there is
no risk for the crew working indoor.
A better example is crane operations: Every team should be aware about the allowed position
of the crane on their lot by now so there should not be any risk regarding the neighboring
operating cranes. Also, while a crane is operating every worker on the respective site should
pay great attention and no one is allowed to work within the crane´s pivoting range.

10.B.5.c. Number of Team members taking part in the construction
The total number of workers is 30. The daily shifts will be made of 8-12 team members,
depending on the activities for each shift. In each shift there will be a H&S responsible on duty.
Working shifts will be made in compliance to the working hours rules:
Daily working hours: 10 hours maximum (12 hours on authorization of Inspection du
travail);
Weekly working hours: 48 hours maximum (60 hours on special authorization of the
DIreccte);
Daily break: minimum 11 hours;
Night work: only in rare cases and it is subject to an agreement between the company
and Inspection du travail;
Sunday work: not allowed. A waiver may be possible if another day of break is given to
the employee.

10.B.5.d. Contracting planned
The crane operator and truck drivers are contracted workers whereas all other activities are
covered
by team members themselves. A few collaborating companies made the offer of supporting
the team
during assembly. Actually they cannot be named contracted as they are in a sponsoring
proportion to
the team. Truck drivers, crane operators and scaffolding assemblers are contracted workers.
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10.B.5.b. Overlaps and incompatibilities in the construction
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10.B.6. Critical work phases for risks prevention
Taking into consideration that the house will previously be built and dismantled in Bucharest,
EFdeN team members will be familiarized with the entire constructive process which leads to a
risk minimization in Versailles.
Although there are certain work phases that pose higher risks and need to be treated in specific
manners, as explained below:
Load and unload:
During this phases, every worker on the site must wear protective gear and reflective gilets in
order to assure high visibility for the crane operator. A worker instructed to be rigger (signaling
person) oversees all lifting operations.
For a more detailed approach of these phases, please read sections 10.B.10.b and 10.B.10.c.
- Crane operators are required to remain in specific radio contact with the operating managers
on the ground.
- For mobile cranes, a radio link is required in the absence of direct visibility with the operating
manager; otherwise, conventional manoeuvring gestures should be
used
Electrical installations:
The connections of the electrical installation will be made only by qualified team members
using anti-static tools and equipment. In order for this type of procedure to be completely safe
the electric power will be turned off. For further details please, consult 10.B.10.d.
Working on heights:

The decathletes working on the maintenance of the photovoltaic and solar panels will be
wearing harness attached to a lifeline/hook on the rooftop. Other preventive measures are
listed in section 10.B.10.e of this report.
Difficult weather conditions:
In extreme cases of hot weather, cold weather or rain, measures will be taken in order to
continue the working process. Please consult section 10.B.10.f for details.
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During construction periods, scaffolds will be used for facade works.
In order to clear the workspace, the safety equipment for rooftop works during assembly/
disassembly will consist in terrace perimeter safety railings. The railing will be dismantled
during the competition weeks.

The risks identified for every activity are indicated in the first column of the risk’s evaluation
tables included in items 10.B.Annex 1 and 10.B.Annex 2 of this document. The protections
adopted to resolve every risk are also indicated in the same tables.
The efficiency of these protections allows us conclude that the qualification of the risk with the
applied prevention is trivial or tolerable in all cases. The author of this document considers that
this demonstrates that the risks are correctly resolved.

10.B.8. Elements of collective protection
-

Railings on the perimeter of the terrace during assembly and disassembly periods;
Scaffolds;
Tents;
Fences;
First aid kits;
Fire extinguishers;
Signposts;
Lighting - exterior as well as interior;
Red and white marking tape;
Cones.

Procedures to adapt collective protection
(text source: General Coordination Plan, chapter 2.2.1 Collective protection))
MOE and each TEAM dependents, supply, installation, maintenance collective protection until
their final removal or until the end of this work.
HSE coordinator, MOE and each TEAM ensures the establishment, maintenance and maintenance
of these devices.
Subcontractors can install collective protection agreement and under the responsibility of the
MOE and each TEAM.
All collective protections implemented by the company on the site will be described as a PPSPS.
Collective protection must be designed and constructed to meet the following general
principles:
Always be implemented prior to the onset of risk;
Be appropriate and sufficient to safely and without dismantling the completion of all
work of the Contractor, its subcontractors or companies called to succeed him on the part of
the work in question;
Unless prior special agreement, only the contractor in charge of the maintenance of a
temporary collective protection will be allowed to drop.

10
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10.B.7. Risks identification and efficacy evaluation of the adopted
protections
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However, collective protection may be filed only in the following cases:
Disappearance of the risk related to the progress;
The final collective protection of the structure is in place, and it is sufficient for the work
that remains to be done,
Another provisional device a performance at least equivalent is implemented.
(A procedure should be established in the PPSPS by the company that enters this case).
If, at the end of the contractor’s work, one or more risks remain on the structure, the requirements
set out above remain applicable. It will establish a collective protection in consultation with the
MOE or TEAM concerned for others Contractors called to succeed him.
All trades whose operation requires the removal of collective protections in up by the MOE
or each TEAM must install after approval of the MOE and TEAM concerned, the replacement
equipment suitable for
carrying out its work, ensuring effective collective protection. It maintains until the end of its
work or replacing the initial protections.
Safety devices in place by a company for his personal intervention (Scaffolding, nets, barriers,
etc..) or collective protection with shared other companies may not be moved or changed by
those having them installed. Any change will be an addendum to PPSPS before work.

Abbreviations

Meaning

MOE

Contractor (site layout)

TEAM

Project Manager / Team “students” (assembly / disassembly of
prototype)

HSE

Health Safety Environment

PPSPS

Specific Safety and Health Protection
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-

Hard hat
Safety glasses
Sun goggles
Mouth protection
Safety gloves
Overalls
T-Shirt
Long Sleeve Jacket
Safety high-ankle boots
Harness
Earplugs
Retractable lifelines/ hooks

10
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10.B.9. Individual protection resources to use

The signposts used on site are listed below:
-

Permanent signs

10
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10.B.9.a. Signposting of the risks
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-
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Safety equipment signs

10

10

-

Temporary signs

10.B.10. Safe working procedures of every Team member
10.B.10.a. Coordination and information among workers

Coordination and information among workers on site is crucial. Constant communication
during construction works is the key for preventing possible risks. If unforeseen issues appear,
they will be resolved weighing the solutions and adapting the plan to the given situation.
For organizing work to support relational coordination and to prevent risks, communication
among workers on site includes:
Construction manager informs the workers on site about the sequence of all the
activities involved in the present shift;
H&S responsible will explain needed measurements in order to avoid risks;
Organizing the workers in smaller teams if necessary;
Extra explanations about a special activity which can be done only by some workers and
coordination between them;
Information about tools position and their usage;
Indications about loads manipulation from the truck;
Indications about loads lifting and placing;
Information about worker’s position regarding different activities;
Information about drawings, existing documentation for the project;
Measurements and indication for placing the elements;
Warnings about people position when the crane is operating loads;
Explanations about correcting possible errors.
-
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Electrical warning signs
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10.B.10.b. Coordination and information among crane operator and rigger
The communication between the crane operator and the rigger will be made using the
standard signals presented below:
E x t e n d
telescoping
boom

Stop.

10.B.10.b.-1 stop

With hands to
the front at waist
level,
thumbs
point
outward
10.B.10.b.
-11 with other fingers
closed
Extend telescoping
boom
Travel/
tower
travel

Emergency Stop
With
both
arms
extended
horizontally to the
side, palms down
arms are swung
back and forth
10.B.10.b.2
Emergency Stop

With all fingers
pointing
up,
arm is extended
horizontally out
and back to make
10.B.10.b.
12 a pushing motion
Travel/ tower travel in the direction of
travel

Hoist

10

10.B.10.b. - 3 Hoist
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With upper arm
extended to the
side,
forearm
and index finger
pointing straight
up, hand and
finger make small 10.B.10.b. -13 Lower
circles
the boom and raise
the load

Lower the boom
and raise the
load
With
arm
e x t e n d e d
horizontally to the
side and thumb
pointing down,
fingers open and
close while load
movement
is
desired

10

With arm extended
horizontally to the
side, palm down
arm is swung back
and forth

Move slowly

With arm extended
horizontally to the
side, thumb points
up with other
fingers closed

A hand is placed in
front of the hand
that is giving the
action signal

10.B.10.b. - 14 Move
slowly

10.B.10.b. - 4 Raise
boom
Swing
With arm extended
horizontally, index
fingers
points
in direction that
boom is to swing
10.B.10.b.- 5 Swing

Use

auxiliary
hoist

With arm bend
at elbow and
forearm vertical,
elbow is tapped
with other hand.
regular
10.B.10.b. - 15 Use Then
signal is used to
auxiliary hoist
indicate desired
action

R e t r a c t
telescoping
boom
With hands to the
front at waist level,
thumbs point at
each other with
other
fingers
10.B.10.b. - 6 Retract
closed
10.B.10.b.
16
telescoping boom
Crawler crane travel
both tracks

Crawler crane
travel
both
tracks
Rotate fists around
each other in front
of body; direction
of
rotation
away from body
indicates
travel
forward; rotation
towards
body
indicates
travel
backward

10
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Raise boom
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Raise the boom
and lower the
load

Use main hoist

With arm extended
horizontally
to
the
side
and
thumb pointing
up, fingers open 10.B.10.b. - 17 Use
main hoist
and close while
10.B.10.b. - 7 Raise
load movement is
the boom and lower
desired
the load
Dog everything

Crawler crane
travel on track

Hands
held
together at waist
level

10.B.10.b. - 8 Dog
everything
10.B.10.b.
18
Crawler crane travel
on track

With arm and
index
finger
pointing
down,
hand and finger
make small circles

10

10.B.10.b. - 9 Lower
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Indicates
track
to be locked by
rising fist on the
side. Rotate other
fist in front of
body in direction
that other track is
to travel

Trolley travel
With palm up,
fingers
closed
and
pointing
in
direction
of
motion
hand is jerked
in
10.B.10.b.
19 horizontally
direction
trolley
is
Trolley travel
to travel

10

Lower

A hand taps on
top of head. Then
regular signal is
given to indicate
desired action

the rigger’s position must give him/her a full view of the load and equipment at all times
without being endangered by the crane and/or load;
he/she must be positioned in full view of the crane operator and close enough so that
the signals will be seen clearly;
must be in constant communication with the operator at all times;
must direct the load so that it never passes over anyone;
must wear highly visible gloves and a distinctive reflective gilet..
Crane operator’s requirements:
shall not engage in any practices that will divert attention while actually operating the
crane;
shall respond to signals given by the rigger only;
shall obey a stop/emergency stop signal at any time, no matter who gives it
if there is any doubt as to the safety, the crane operator shall have the authority to stop
and refuse to handle loads until safety has been ensured
must remain at the crane’s controls if someone is working under a supported load
crane operators are required to remain in specific radio contact with the operating
managers on the ground.
- for mobile cranes, a radio link is required in the absence of direct visibility with the operating
manager; otherwise, conventional manoeuvring gestures should be used
10.B.10.c. Precautions when the crane is operating with loads
To effectively manage the safe rigging and hoisting of loads, ensure:
a worker instructed to be rigger oversees all lifting operations;
all rigging devices are used properly and are in good condition;
main hoisting line has been inspected, properly installed and maintained;
display proper warning signs;
avoiding working under a suspended load unless jacks or blocks are supporting the
entire weight;
before the first lift of the day, it’s recommended to test the crane’s brakes by lifting
the load a few centimeters and letting it hang about 30 seconds; the brakes are functioning
properly if the load does not slip;
the crane must be directly over the load before it lifts;
never leave suspended loads on the crane when works are finished;
the load must be carried high enough to clear obstacles along its path;
the load must never pass over workers and no one is allowed to pass under the load;
controlling the movements of big loads with four long lines attached to its corners.
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Rigger’s (signaling person) requirements:

10.B.10.d. Precautions when working with electrical equipment
These precautions are applicable for the decathletes working on the electrical system of the
house and also for the ones working with the PVs (assembly, disassembly, maintenance):
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workers on the electrical system will need to have the proper training and authorization
to perform their tasks
whenever possible, it is recommended to have the electricity turned off
the electrical system and also the working area should be properly marked with proper
signposting
the use of anti-static tools is mandatory
PPE adapted to electricity works:
safety glasses;
anti-static gloves (rubber);
special protective clothing;
special protective boots.
10.B.10.e. Precautions when working on heights
Working on heights covers the following situations:
working above ground level;
rooftop works;
using working platforms such scaffolds or lifting tables.
In order to prevent falling of workers or other equipment while working on heights, the
following will be taken into consideration:
if possible, working on heights will be avoided by using long-handled tools or similar
equipment so the specific task can be completed from the ground level;
display proper signposting and perimeter restrictions where work at heights are being
carried out, in order to prevent people getting injured by falling objects;
identifying whether there are any fragile surfaces and marking them properly, so they
are highly visible and easily avoided;
using fix/mobile scaffolds assembled by a certified French company ;
during the assembly and disassembly periods, the safety for rooftop works will be
ensured by a perimeter safety hand rail; the safety hand rail will be disassembled during
competition weeks;
decathletes working on the maintenance of the photovoltaic and solar panels will be
wearing harness attached to a lifeline/hook on the rooftop;
stairs will not be used in any case as working platforms; they will serve only for vertical
circulation.
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Hot weather
When temperatures rise to extreme highs, to reduce risks, the following precautions must be
taken:
educating workers about recognising the early symptoms of heat stress;
providing more frequent rest breaks and introduce shading to rest areas, when possible;
providing free access to cool drinking water;
introducing shading in areas where individuals are working, when possible.
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10.B.10.f. Proper precautions when working in difficult weather situations:

Cold weather
If necessary, coats will be at workers disposal in order to avoid unpleasant working conditions.
Hard rain
No matter what type of activities is in the making, getting wet is to be avoided. In case of hard
rain weather, each worker on site will wear rain gear. If the visibility is an issue, they will wear
high visibility rain gear. Also special non skid equipment will be used on the surfaces.
10.B.10.g Precautions when operating with forklift
A forklift is a powerful tool when used by a well-trained operator. It helps to move materials and
can reduce the risk of back injury by eliminating the need to lift and carry items by hand.
However, the deaths of nearly 100 workers and 20,000 serious injuries a year show that a forklift
can be dangerous.
To prevent our workplace from adding to these statistics we will:
Use the appropriate forklift and attachments based on the driving location, size of load,
and potential for hazardous atmosphere
Forklift operators are given formal instruction, hands-on training and periodic evaluation
as required by DOSH regulations.
Observe forklift operators in their daily work and take prompt corrective action to
correct careless or unsafe operations.
Maintain forklifts in safe condition free of defective or missing parts through daily visual
checks and regular preventive maintenance.
Anyone using the forklift trucks will be certified in their operation through a certified training
program. Non-certified personnel are not to operate this equipment under any circumstances.
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Protection against sun
wearing a hat with a brim or a flap that covers the ears and the back of the neck;
staying in the shade whenever possible, during breaks and especially at lunch time,
when possible;
use a high factor sunscreen of at least SPF 15 on any exposed skin;
drink plenty of water to avoid dehydration;
get to know your skin’s most vulnerable areas (e.g. back of neck, head) and keep them
covered;
at first signs of heat illness (dizziness, nausea, headaches, muscle cramps), the worker
should move to a cooler location, rest for a few minutes and slowly drink a cool beverage.

A pre-shift inspection of the forklift truck is required before the equipment is used. The following
items must be checked before operating the equipment:
Fuel level and gauge;
Oil level;
Hydraulic oil level;
Powershift oil level;
Battery water level;
Visual inspection of battery for corrosion and loose terminals;
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Coolant water level;
Visual inspection of the fan belt;
Brakes for proper operation – both service and parking;
Lights – head, tail, turn, and warning;
Horn;
Hoist mechanism: chain bearings, nuts, and cotters. Lube as required. Also check the
forks for cracks, heel wear, tip wear, and alignment;
Steering;
Hydraulic controls;
Tires: remove foreign material and check inflation;
Visual inspection for oil, fuel, and exhaust leaks.
At the end of the usage, all the above items must be checked again. In addition, the operator
must place all controls in neutral and set the parking brake.

10.B.11. Machinery and auxiliary resources
All tools, machinery and auxiliary equipment will have CE marks.
Team working members will be familiarized with the user’s manual from the manufacturer of
every machine, tool or auxiliary resource. Also, before starting the pre-fabrication phase, they
will receive professional training from experts.
By the competition time in Versailles, the working team members will already have experience
using tools and machines, gained during the pre-assembly phase and the first building cycle of
the prototype in Bucharest, Romania.
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workers shall keep the tools in good condition;
tools will not be carried in clothing pockets - workers must use tool belts;
drill bits must be kept sharp, not dull, chipped, rounded, or tapered;
when using machinery or tools, a security zone must be ensured;
if anything breaks or has a malfunction, workers must not use the tool any further – they
must report it to the person in charge;
workers must keep close track of tools when working at heights. A falling tool or object
could be fatal to a co-worker;
workers shall pass tools to another worker by the handle - never toss it to another coworker;
workers must store tools properly when work stops;
workers must always wear the PPE required for the job. Workers must keep clothing out
of their work.
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However, the following safe procedures will be taken when using hand tools on site:

Even though the role of the H&S Plan is minimizing the risks during construction works, the
possibility of accidents still exists. In this chapter it is described how team EFdeN is going to act
in case of any accident or emergency.
10.B.12.a. First aids
Before the beginning of any works for the prototype, team attended an 8 hour basic first aid
training. The main topics of this training are: emergency call, breath control, blood circulation
and
cardiovascular arrest, cardiopulmonary massage, resuscitation, stabilization and wound care.
A first aid training has been done for our team as it can be seen in annex b - 3
10.B.12.b. First aids kit
On the construction site there will be two first aid kits positioned in easily reachable places and
marked properly.
The first aid bags we use are certificated by the Romanian Ministry of Health and Red Cross,
which contains the following:
Scissors with curved ends;
Mouth to mouth breathing device;
Guedel tube 4 size;
Guedel tube 10 size;
Mouth opener;
Elastic 50 cm tape;
Plastic splits;
Gauze patch 3/5cm;
Individual gauze patch 2/6 cm;
Gauze patch with rivanol 6/10 cm;
Simple patch 6/50 cm;
Microporous bandage 5x10cm;
80mm triangular bandage;
Hydrophilic sterile cotton;
Examination gloves;
Sterile compresses;
Health alcohol;
Iodate health alcohol;
Rivanol solution;
Perogen/ peroxide solution;
Free hygienic paper wipes;
Safety pins;
Disposable cups;
50 pages notebook;
Pen or pencil;
First aid instruction booklet.
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10.B.12. Planned Measures in case of accident
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-

Single use eye washes;
Headache pain killers (aspirin type);
Stomach pain killers;
Antidiarrheal medicine;
Light antiallergic pills and creams.

10.B.12.c. Preventive medicine
Prior to construction works every team member has been examined by a doctor in order to
analyze his general health status and to find out if he/she is fit to work. Regarding this issue a
declaration has been made in the section 10.C.6.
10.B.12.d. Accident victims evacuation
Steps to follow in case of a serious or lethal accident
In case of a serious accident (*), the Contractor or his/her representative must immediately call:
The HSE coordinator
The representative of the Project Owner
The Project Supervisor
The SPS Coordinator
He/she must also quickly inform the following entities:
French Labour Inspection
PPBBPW
RPFWH
(*) Serious accident:
Causes the death of humans or seems to result in permanent disability or has noted the
existence of a serious threat, even if the consequences were able to be avoided

Every accident will be jointly analyzed by the Sub-Contractor and by the Project Supervisor or
by the TEAM involved. The detailed analysis must lead to safety measures to avoid any further
similar accidents.
The Project Supervisor and the TEAM involved thus have a maximum delay of 7 days to draft
and disseminate the accident analysis to the Project Owner and to the SPS Coordinator. Every
month the work accident stoppage tracking table will be provided to the SPS Coordinator by
the Project Supervisor.
Near accidents and dangerous situations
Both the Project Supervisor and each TEAM must report both to the Project Owner and to the
SPS Coordinator any dangerous situation and all near accidents that they have knowledge of
on the construction site and they must also inform the Project Owner of the follow-up analysis
and all corrective and preventive measures decided upon.
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Declaration and analysis of accidents and incidents procedures

During the development of the “Cité du Soleil” and the restoration of the site (phases 1 & 4)
Call from a land line Dial
18
Call from a mobile phone Dial 112
Clearly state:
-The precise location and nature of the accident:
Chantier CSTB SOLAR DECATHLON Domaine du château de Versailles Allée des Matelots
VERSAILLE
-The estimated number of persons injured
-The emergency meeting area
Any accidents or emergencies should be announced to the H&S Coordinator or H&S Officer
currently on shift. It is his responsibility to take further actions. Also he has to ensure the
replacement of any equipment from the first aid bag if used
In case of an incident or medical emergency, the procedure consists of the following steps:
All work on site stops;
If the affected person is able to walk, it will be accompanied by a teammate to the first
aid place within the lot where wound care will be attended;
If the victim cannot walk it will be evacuated only if leaving him/she at its current
location contributes to its harm;
Perform first aid – by first aid trained members;
Call appropriate emergency team (112) and announce H&S Coordinator, Site Safety
Officer and the SDE personnel;
If possible the reason of the accident has to be identified and solved;
Work to remove any individuals from situation involving additional danger;
Ensure access on the place of the incident for specialized medical teams - 1.5 meters for
the width of an intervention vehicle
The closest hospital to the building site is:
Centre Hospitalier de Versailles
Address: 177 Rue de Versailles, 78150 Le Chesnay, France
Phone number: +33 1 39 63 91 33
Versailles Hospital Tel.: 01.39.63.91.33
The route from La Cité du Soleil to CHU de Versailles (aprx. 5 km distance) is highlighted in the
image below:
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EMERGENCY CALLS
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Fig 10.B.12.d - path to CHU de Versailles
source https://goo.gl/maps/iA6Kp
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To verify compliance with the procedure, internal rescue and evacuation exercises can be
carried out on the construction site at the request of the SPS Coordinator. These exercises will
be organized by the Project Owner.Exercises to aid victims in partnership with firemen will be
organized by the SPS
Coordinator.
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10.B.12.e. First aid procedures
Emergency drills

PROTECT, ALERT, PROVIDE FIRST AID
THINK BEFORE ACTING
To avoid worsening the situation:
PROTECT
- Yourself
- The victim(s)
- Others
(for example by informing those around, marking out the area, cutting off electricity etc.)
Leave someone near the injured person(s)
INFORM OR GET SOMEONE TO INFORM
- Whoever the Project Supervisor has put in charge of HSE
- First aiders on site
Immediately: ALERT EMERGENCY SERVICES
FIRST AID
While awaiting the arrival of emergency services, do not move any injured person(s) except if
there is an
imminent danger, comfort the victim(s), cover the victim(s), and do not give them anything to
drink.
In case there is an imminent danger the following steps will be followed by the Safety Officer/
Health and Safety team officer
GENERAL INSTRUCTION IN CASE OF ACCIDENT
This instruction defines the process for managing an accident and caring for the victim until
emergency services arrives
1. Subject
Management of accidents during the competition. This document is applicable from the
beginning of the supplying until the complete withdrawal of each prototype.
2. Scope
These instruction will apply to all participants of the SOLAR DECATHLON EUROPE 2014
3. Analyse the situation
For minor injuries when the victim is capable of walking on his/her own:
The victim must be accompanied for the first aid center (8 am- 8 pm)
The SDE Observer will define who will go to the medical center with the victim
The SDE Observer will alert by phone prior to the arrival of the victim
The first aid center will be alerted prior to the arrival of the victim by the SDE Observer
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WHAT TO DO IF THERE IS AN ACCIDENT
(Decree n° 79 228 of 20 March 1979)

If the injury is serious and the victim can’t walk see points 4 to 7:
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4) Protect
In case of accident, the first witness must above all, prevent further accidents
Analyse the circumstance of the accident in order to identify any residual risks ( suffocation,
electrical risks, falling objects, fire outbreak, etc.)
Protect yourself, protect ( or make the protected all third parts and the victim ( electrical lockout,
safety, delimitation, etc.)
Only move the victim if there is a continuing risk of serious and imminent danger.
Examine:
Evene if the person closed to the accident is a trained first worker, the vvictim should not be
moved
Identify:
- if the victim is conscious ( by speaking to him/ her )
- if there is any visible bleeding
-the type of injury: burn, cut, foreign, object, pain etc.
6. Raise the alarm
Between 8 am and 8 pm, if the victim is on the worksite, the SDE Observer alert the first aid
centre
Depending on the seriousness of the accident, the first aid team will attend the accident on site
The first-aid worker will call the emergency services (18 or 112)
The first- aid worker will also quickly notify the SDE organization which will be responsible for
guiding the emergency services arriving via the entrance number 1 or the service entrance of
the site
A vehicle of SDE Organization will be made available for the SDE members in order to guide the
emergency services close to the place of the accident

The first aid worker will also quickly notify the SDE organization which which will be responsible
for guiding the emergency services arriving via the entrance number 1 or the service entrance
of the site.
Outside working hours of the first aid team.
The Team alert the SDE Observer
THE SDE Observer stops the work and alerts the SDE Organization
The closest member of the SDE Organization, trained in first - aid, goes on the spot.
He is responsible for calling the emergency services ( 18 or 112) and report to the SDE
Organization
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Between 8 am and 8 pm, if the victim is already in the first aid centre.
The first- aid worker will call the external emergency services (18 or 112).

If needed, he may ask someone around to bring him back the automated external defibrillator
(AED) available in the first aid center.
The SDE Organization is in charge of guiding the emergency arriving via the entrance number
1 or the service entrance of the site.
7. First aid:
In all cases, stay with the victim and reassures him/her until the emergency services arrives.
If you are trained first aid worker, provide the first aid.
7. Exercise
An exercise may be set up to by the SDE Organization to train everyone on the procedures.
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One of the most important maneuvers in first aid procedures is the cardio pulmonary
resuscitation (CPR), which will be known by all participants at the site due to the received
training. This will be executed as described in the following image:

Fig 10.B.12.e. - CPR
source: http://www.svwto.nl/modules/com_akeeba/cpr-chart-1611.html?cpr-chart-1611
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Heart attack

1. Convince the person to rest from any activity
2. Help the person to reach a comfortable position
3. Obtain any information about the person’s condition
4. Comfort the person
6. Call ambulance
7 Assist the use of prescribed medication
8 Monitor vital signs
9. If the person is unconscious turn the person on their side and follow the D-R-A-B-C of
Resuscitaiton
Head injury
For a moderate to severe head injury, take the following steps:
1. Call 112 right away.
2. Check the person’s airway, breathing, and circulation. If necessary, begin rescue breathing
and CPR.
If the person’s breathing and heart rate are normal but the person is unconscious, treat as if
there is a spinal injury. Stabilize the head and neck by placing your hands on both sides of the
person’s head. Keep the head in line with the spine and prevent movement. Wait for medical
help.
3. Stop any bleeding by firmly pressing a clean cloth on the wound. If the injury is serious, be
careful not to move the person’s head. If blood soaks through the cloth, do not remove it. Place
another cloth over the first one.
4. If you suspect a skull fracture, do not apply direct pressure to the bleeding site, and do not
remove any debris from the wound. Cover the wound with sterile gauze dressing.
5. If the person is vomiting, to prevent choking, roll the person’s head, neck, and body as one
unit onto his or her side. This still protects the spine, which you must always assume is injured
in the case of a head injury. Children often vomit once after a head injury. This may not be a
problem, but call a doctor for further guidance.
6. Apply ice packs to swollen areas.
Electric shock
1. Separate the Person From Current’s Source
To turn off power:
Unplug an appliance if plug is undamaged or shut off power via circuit breaker, fuse
box, or outside switch.
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A heart attack is the result of lack of blood supply to the heart. There may or may not be early
indications that a heart attack is likely.
Symptoms of a heart attack include persistent chest pains, usually under the breastbone.
The pain frequently radiates out to one or both shoulders or arms or the neck or jaw or both.
Gasping or shortness of breath is likely. The skin, lips and beds of the fingernails may take on a
bluish hue or extreme paleness. The victim may be completely overcome. Shock will set in as
the symptoms progress.
Make the victim as comfortable as possible, preferably sitting up with pillows as support. Keep
the air moving around the person but avoid drafts and cold.
Stay with the victim and have a co-worker or bystander call for medical assistance.

2. Do CPR, if Necessary
When you can safely touch the person, do CPR if the person is not breathing or does not
have a pulse.
3. Check for Other Injuries
If the person is bleeding, apply pressure and elevate the wound if it’s in an arm or leg;
There may be a fracture if the shock caused the person to fall;
For burns, see Burn Treatment.
4.Dial 112, give a situation report, listen to the instructions and wait for the ambulance to arrive.
5. Follow Up
A doctor will check the person for burns, fractures, dislocations, and other injuries;
An ECG, blood tests, CT scan, or MRI may be necessary;
The person may be admitted to the hospital or a burn center.
Stroke
-

If you suspect stroke, call emergency medical help;
Reassure the patient;
Lay the patient down with head and shoulders slightly elevated;
If patient is not breathing do a CPR;
Place the patient on the left side if breathing/not responsive;
Keep the chin slightly extended.

Poisoning by Inhalation
1. After protecting yourself, remove victim from area of exposure;
2. If breathing has stopped, administer artificial respiration using a bag valve mask, or if this is
not available, use the chest pressure-arm lift technique.
DO NOT use mouth to mouth respiration if the nature of the chemical is not known!
3. Once the airway has been opened, maintain it and monitor;
4. Notify emergency medical personnel of nature of exposure and arrange transport of injured.
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If you can’t turn off power:
Stand on something dry and non-conductive, such as dry newspapers, telephone book,
or wooden board.
Try to separate the person from current using non-conductive object such as wooden or
plastic broom handle, chair, or rubber doormat.
If high voltage lines are involved:
The local power company must shut them off.
Do not try to separate the person from current if you feel a tingling sensation in your legs
and lower body. Hop on one foot to a safe place where you can wait for lines to be disconnected.
If a power line falls on a car, instruct the passengers to stay inside unless explosion or fire
threatens.
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Poisoning by Eye Contact
1. Remove injured person from contaminated area, taking care not contaminate yourself;
2. ACT QUICKLY! Every second counts when chemicals are in contact with the eye. Flush the
eyes with clean, tepid water for at least 15 minutes. If an eyewash unit is available, use that. If
not, have the injured person down and tilt head back while you slowly pour water into their
eyes, starting at the inner corners and letting the water run out of the outer corners. Eyes must
be held open so that the chemical can be removed from the eyeball. Ask the person to roll their
eyes as you rinse to make certain that all surfaces of the eye are cleansed;
3. The injured person will quite likely be in great pain and will want to keep the eyes closed
or rub them. It may take several people to restrain the person to allow rinsing of the eyes to
continue;
4. Arrange for immediate transport to a medical facility, even if no pain remains after rinsing.
Depending upon the nature of the chemicals, delayed damage may occur. If there is pain, cover
the eyes loosely with sterile dressing. It is important to maintain verbal and physical contact
with the injured person until help arrives.
Burns
1. First Degree Burns
a. Usually result of light contact with hot surface or scalding by hot water.
b. Symptoms include redness, mild swelling and pain. Healing is usually rapid.
c. Treat by applying cold water to affected area. Apply a dry dressing if necessary.
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3. Third Degree Burns
a. Usually the result of fire, burning clothing, immersion in hot water, contact with hot objects
or electricity. Temperature and duration of contact are crucial in determining the extent of
tissue destruction.
b. Symptoms are deep tissue destruction, white or charred appearance and complete loss of all
layers of skin.
c. Do not remove charred clothing. Cover burns with thick layers of sterile dressing or clean
cloth. Elevate limbs above heart level. Victims with face burns should be propped up in a sitting
position and continuously monitored for difficulties in breathing. Do not immerse a significant
portion of the body in cold water since this could result in shock. Cold packs may be applied to
the face or limbs as needed. Do not apply ointments, grease or home remedies.
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2. Second Degree Burns
a. Usually the result of a very deep sunburn, contact with hot liquids or flash burns from
flammable liquids. These can be more painful than deeper burns because the nerve endings in
the skin are not destroyed.
b. Symptoms are a red, mottled appearance to the skin, blistering, considerable swelling over
several days, and a wet appearance due to loss of plasma through the skin.
c. Treat by immersing burned area in cold water (not ice water) until pain subsides. Apply cloth
that has been soaked in ice water and wrung out. Gently blot dry. Apply dry sterile gauze to
protect wound. Do not break blisters or remove damaged tissue. Do not apply ointments,
sprays, or home remedies on severe burns. If an arm or leg is affected, elevation of the limb may
be beneficial.

Bone Injuries
Broken bones may either be closed fractures (broken bone does not protrude through skin) or
open fracture (broken bone does protrude through the skin). X-rays are generally required to
confirm a closed fracture. With open fractures it is generally quite evident that a bone is broken
since the bone is protruding through the open wound.
The primary objectives are to immobilize the broken bone ends to keep them from rubbing to
treat for shock as needed and to call for the necessary medical assistance.
Do not attempt to set the fracture or to push the protruding bones back under the skin.
Do not attempt to move the person if medical assistance is on the way and if there is no danger
to the victim.
If possible, bind the injured leg to the good one to immobilize it, or the injured arm to the chest
or side.
If it is necessary to move the victim, treat him as though there were a head or neck injury.
Delegate others to phone for help, if possible. Have them obtain medical assistance; to do this
If an open fracture is involved, treat the wound as outlined previously:
1) Remove or cut away clothing covering the wound area.
2) Control hemorrhage by applying large sterile dressing over wound.
3) Do not wash or probe wound.
4) If the bone is protruding through, cover the entire area; do not try to replace the bone.
Apply a splint to the injured bone and elevate affected area slightly.
Splints may be fashioned out of cardboard, newspapers, straight sticks, or rolled up blankets.
If it is necessary to move the victim, treat him as though there were a head or neck injury.
Delegate others to phone for help, if possible. Have them obtain medical assistance; to do this
If an open fracture is involved, treat the wound as outlined previously:
1) Remove or cut away clothing covering the wound area.
2) Control hemorrhage by applying large sterile dressing over wound.
3) Do not wash or probe wound.
4) If the bone is protruding through, cover the entire area; do not try to replace the bone.
Apply a splint to the injured bone and elevate affected area slightly.
Splints may be fashioned out of cardboard, newspapers, straight sticks, or rolled up blankets.
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d. If it has not already been arranged, arrange for transport to medical facility as rapidly as
possible.

They may be held in place by any torn piece of material. The should extend past the joint on
either side of the suspected fracture.
Remember that body parts below the broken bone can often still be moved. Do not let someone
attempt to walk on a potentially broken leg.
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Fainting
1. Fainting involves the total or partial loss of consciousness due to the loss of blood to the
brain. Consciousness is usually always regained when the victim falls, although injury may
occur from the fall itself.
2. Symptoms include extreme paleness, sweating, clamminess of the skin, dizziness, nausea,
and numbness of the hands and feet.
3. If the victim is conscious and is not lying down, have them do so before they fall down. If the
victim has already fallen, examine him to determine if further injury resulted from the fall.
4. If the victim vomits, make certain that the victim’s head is turned to the side so that the
mouth may remain cleared and that the airway remains open
Do not try to get an unconscious person to drink. Do not pour liquid over the victim’s face.
Instead, dampen a cloth with cool water and wipe the face.
5. Unless recovery is prompt and there is a reasonable explanation for the cause (skipping
breakfast, heat exhaustion, medication effect, etc.), medical attention should be sought.
10.B.12.f. Emergency call
Emergency phone conversation should proceed as follows:
1. PLACE OF ACCIDENT AND CONTACT INFORMATION;
“Ici Chantier CITE DU SOLEIL 2014, adresse: Domaine du château de Versailles, Allée des
Matelots, Versailles”;
personal or H&S responsible name and phone number.
2. TYPE OF ACCIDENT:
ex: Chute, éboulement (landslide), asphyxie…

4. NUMBER OF VICTIMS AND THEIR STATE:
ex: “Trois ouvriers blessés dont un qui saigne beaucoup et un qui ne parle pas” (Three injured
workers whose bleeding a lot and who does not speak)
5. ESTABLISH A MEETING POINT and send someone to the entrance of the site to guide the
rescue crew.
NEVER HANG UP FIRST!
IMMEDIATELY TO PREVENT THE POST OF WARNING.
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3. THE POSITION OF INJURY: “Il est sur la terrasse” (It is on the terrace), “il est au sol” (it is on the
ground) etc. and if required clearance.
Point of clarification if the accident is on the water!

Please Refer to sections 10.A.7.b. Risk identification and efficiency evaluation of the adopted
protections and 10.B.Annex 2.

10.B.14. Useful plans and information for possible later works
For the maintenance work, access into the team’s lot will be restricted. Only EFdeN team
members performing the maintenance operations will be allowed to pass. Adequate signposts
will be placed at the entry points into the lot and at the house entrances: “Maintenance - Work
in progress”, “Workers above”, “Slippery when wet” etc.

10.B.15. Adopted system for the level of health & safety control
during works
During assembly, maintenance and disassembly shifts there will be at least one team officer
responsible with H&S on duty in order to guarantee secure working procedures:
-

Health & Safety Coordinator: Vladimir Filciu
Safety Officers: Claudiu Velisar, Alexandra Păun, Ana-Maria Ghiță

At least one team officer that covers H&S will be present at all times during shifts when collective
protection equipment is installed in order to ensure the correct installment and usage of it.
All of the team members working has received the Individual Protections Equipment (PPE) in
accordance with the possible risk associated to the work they have to develop.

10.B.16. Formation and information about health and safety
EFdeN team has provided enough information to the team members concerning the work
they have to develop, the possible risks associated to it and safe procedures in order to avoid
or resolve them. A Declaration will be attached after it is signed by all workers and the H&S
documentation will be updated after.
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10.B.13. Risks identification for possible later works
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10.B.17. Emergency evacuation plan during the assembly and
disassembly periods
The situations considered emergencies are fire, explosion, smoke generation and danger of
collapse.
If any of these will happen the responsibilities of the H&S Officer on duty are to inform the SDE
Organization about the situation as well as the neighboring teams which may be exposed to
de danger.
Posters describing the procedure to be followed in case of emergency will be placed inside the
house as well as outside it, at marked places on the lot in such manner that they are easy to see
for everyone.
During the assembly and disassembly stages there will be two fire extinguishers on the
construction site, located at opposite corners. During the competition phase there will be an
extinguisher on the inside of the house and one on the outside(see FP - 001, FP - 002 drawings).
If possible without risk, in case of a small scale fire, extinguishers will be used to put out the fire.
In case of a bigger fire, the H&S Officer will call the Fire Department immediately and ensure a
safe evacuation in order to avoid any risk.
If any of these situations is going to happen during assembly, disassembly or maintenance only
authorized personnel will be on site. Considering they have read and acknowledged the H&S
Plan, they are aware of the emergency procedures and they are familiarized with the evacuation
paths.
If an emergency situation occurs during public visits or competition phases the most important
thing is to ensure the safety of non-participants. In order to do so there will be signposts
indicating the nearest emergency exit, the location of the fire extinguisher and the location
of the first aid bag. The procedure to be followed by the team members depending on their
location at the moment is the following:
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Inside the house - they will empty the prototype by asking people to leave the house
calmly, guiding them and showing them the exits;
Outside the house - they will ask people to move away from the house and head to the
main roads.

Name:

Site setup/cleanup

Evaluation place:

Risks identification and its causes

Probability of the event

june/july 2014
Date:
Fall of persons at the same level:

R

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Slippery surfaces
Fall of objects because of collapse:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Falling of fences, tents etc
Fall of objects because of manipulation:

P

C

Determined precaution
Cl

S

PP

L

G

Mo

T

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidentally dropping objects or tools
Stepping on objects:
Self generated risk
Stepping on sharp objects, tools
Knocked by objects or tools:
Risk generated by other;
Knocked by objects or tools used by other workers
Flying fragments or particles:
Risk generated by environment; Risk generated by other;
Dust
Overextention:
Self generated risk
Manual lifting and/or carrying
Exposure to extreme environmental temperatures:
Risk generated by environment
Working on extreme hot weather
Exposure to radiation:
Risk generated by environment
Solar radiation
Accidents caused by living beings:
Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidental colliding, hitting or pushing
Non traumatic pathologies:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other;
Finger jamming

Pi

Consequence of the risk

x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x

To

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

I

In

x

x

x

M

x

x

x
x

x

drawings

Risk qualification with precaution
applyed

x

x

x

x

x

In complying with the current legislation, in this evaluation we consider “avoided risks” all qualified as “trivial” or tolerable”; the rest of the qualifications are considered “not avoided risks”; for operative criteria unification, replace the nominal lists as unnecessary.
DESIGNED LABOUR RISK PREVENTION, JOINT EFFICIENCY IS EVALUATED
Collective protection:
Cones and barrier tape for lot limitations, first aid bag, first aid tent
Individual protection equipment:
Hard hat, safety gloves, overalls, safety boots, reflective gillet, sun glasses and sun cream if extreme hot weather, rain overalls and coat if needed
Signs:
"Construction site ‐ Authorized persons only", "Protective equipment must be worn", "No Running", "No smoking", "Gathering point"
Prevention procedure:
• Knowledge of the H&S Plan by all workers
• Maximum load to be carried out by one single person is 25 kg
• Working in shifts
• Keeping the lot organized
• All tools and machinery will have CE marks and will be checked
Probability of the event
R
P
C

Remote
Possible
Certain

Determined precaution
Cl
Pi
PP
S

Collective Protection
Individual Protection
Preventive Procedures
Signs

Consequence of the accident
L
G
Mo

Slight Injury
Serious Injury
Fatal Injury

Risk qualification with precaution applyed
T
To
M
I

Trivial risk
Tolerable risk
Moderate risk
Importante risk

In

Intolerable risk
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10

10.B.Annex 1. Identification of risks and evaluation of the efficiency of the adopted
protections
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Truck arrival/departure

Name:

drawings

Evaluation place:

Risks identification and its causes

Probability of the event

june/july 2014
Date:
To collide with objects in motion:

R

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other;
Other teams cranes or trucks
Trapped by or between objects:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other;
Between other teams trucks or cranes
Trapped by turned over machines, tractors or vehicles:
Risks generated by other; Self generated risk;
Unexpected vehicles movement
Thermal contact:

P

Determined precaution
S

PP

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

C

Cl

x

Risk generated by environment; Risk generated by other;
Dust
Exposure to radiation:

x

Risk generated by environment
Solar radiation
Accidents caused by living beings:
Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Drivers mistakes
Run over or hit by vehicles:
Risk generated by other
Getting hit or squeezed by the truck

x

Pi

L

Risk qualification with precaution
applyed

x

x

Self generated risk
Touching heated areas of the truck
Flying fragments or particles:

Consequence of the
risk
G

Mo

T

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

To

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

M

I

In

In complying with the current legislation, in this evaluation we consider “avoided risks” all qualified as “trivial” or tolerable”; the rest of the qualifications are considered “not avoided risks”; for operative criteria unification, replace the nominal lists as unnecessary.
DESIGNED LABOUR RISK PREVENTION, JOINT EFFICIENCY IS EVALUATED
Collective protection:
Cones and barrier tape for lot limitations, adhesive tape on ground marking truck stationing area, night lights if work is done at night, first aid kit.
Individual protection equipment:
Hard hat, safety gloves, overalls, safety boots, reflective gillet, sun glasses and sun cream if extreme hot weather, rain overalls and coat if needed.
Signs:
"Protective equipment must be worn', "Look out for trucks"
Prevention procedure:
• The speed of the trucks will adapt to the step of a man ‐ one person must walk in front of the truck and another person must walk behind the truck. These two people will have to establish the maximum speed of the vehicles, direct the movements of the truck
and void the accidents with people, with the rest of vehicles and/or with the different elements of La Cité du
Soleil;
• Previous analysis of the trucks movements between the H&S Team Coordinator and the driver;
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Remote
Possible
Certain

Determined precaution
Cl
Pi
PP
S

Collective Protection
Individual Protection
Preventive Procedures
Signs

Consequence of the accident
L
G
Mo

Slight Injury
Serious Injury
Fatal Injury

Risk qualification with precaution applyed
T
To
M

Trivial risk
Tolerable risk
Moderate risk

I

Importante risk

In

Intolerable risk

10

Probability of the event
R
P
C

Unload/load from/into the truck

Evaluation place:

Risks identification and its causes

Probability of the event

june/july 2014
Date:
Fall of persons at a different level:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Falling from the truck's platform
Fall of objects because of collapse:

R

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Stacks can collapse
Fall of objects because of manipulation:

P

C

Determined precaution
Cl

x

x

x

x

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidentally dropping loads
Stepping on objects:
Self generated risk
Stepping on sharp objects

x

To collide with still objects:
Self generated risk
Colliding with materials in the truck
To collide with objects in motion:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other;
Colliding with materials carried by other workers
Knocked by objects or tools:

G

Mo

T

x

To

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

I

In

x

x

x

M

x

x

x

Self generated risk
Due to manual lifting and/or carrying
Exposure to radiation:
Risk generated by environment
Solar radiation
Accidents caused by living beings:
Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidental colliding or pushing

L

x

x

Risk generated by environment; Risk generated by other;
Dust
Overextention:

PP

x

x

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other;
Danger of getting trapped between stocks
Flying fragments or particles:

S

Risk qualification with precaution
applyed

x

x

Risk generated by other
Colliding with materials carried by other workers
Trapped by or between objects:

Pi

x

Consequence of the risk

drawings

x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x

In complying with the current legislation, in this evaluation we consider “avoided risks” all qualified as “trivial” or tolerable”; the rest of the qualifications are considered “not avoided risks”; for operative criteria unification, replace the nominal lists as unnecessary.
DESIGNED LABOUR RISK PREVENTION, JOINT EFFICIENCY IS EVALUATED
Collective protection:
Cones and barrier tape for lot limitations, night lights if work is done at night, first aid bag, first aid tent, marked areas inside the lot
Individual protection equipment:
Hard hat, safety gloves, overalls, safety boots, reflective gillet, sun glasses and sun cream if extreme hot weather, rain overalls and coat if needed
Signs:
"Construction site ‐ Authorized persons only", "Protective equipment must be worn", "No Running", "No smoking", "Gathering point"
Prevention procedure:
• Knowledge of the H&S Plan by all workers
• Maximum load to be carried out by one single person is 25 kg
• Working in shifts
• Keeping the lot organized
Probability of the event
R
P
C

Remote
Possible
Certain

Determined precaution
Cl
Pi
PP
S

Collective Protection
Individual Protection
Preventive Procedures
Signs

Consequence of the accident
L
G
Mo

Slight Injury
Serious Injury
Fatal Injury

Risk qualification with precaution applyed
T
To
M
I

Trivial risk
Tolerable risk
Moderate risk
Importante risk

In

Intolerable risk
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Name:

719

Electrical work on site (el. Panel, lights)

Name:

Evaluation place:

Risks identification and its causes

Probability of the event

june/july 2014
Date:
Stepping on objects:

R

P

C

Determined precaution
Cl

x

Self generated risk
Heated surfaces
Exposure to electric connections:
Self generated risk
Defective wiring
Explosion:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Due to defective wiring
Fire:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Due to defective wiring
Exposure to radiation:

PP

L

x

x

x

x

x

x

G

Mo

Risk qualification with precaution
applyed
T

To

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Colliding with other workers

x

x

I

In

x
x

Accidents caused by living beings:

M

x

x

x

Risk generated by environment
Solar radiation

S

x

Self generated risk
Stepping on objects inside the lot
Thermal contact:

Pi

Consequence of the
risk

drawings

x

In complying with the current legislation, in this evaluation we consider “avoided risks” all qualified as “trivial” or tolerable”; the rest of the qualifications are considered “not avoided risks”; for operative criteria unification, replace the nominal lists as unnecessary.
DESIGNED LABOUR RISK PREVENTION, JOINT EFFICIENCY IS EVALUATED
Collective protection:
Cones and barrier tape for lot limitations, night lights if work is done at night, first aid bag, first aid tent, marked areas inside the lot
Individual protection equipment:
Hard hat, safety gloves, overalls, safety boots, reflective gillet, sun glasses and sun cream if extreme hot weather, rain overalls and coat if needed, anti‐static gloves and footwear
Signs:
"Construction site ‐ Authorized persons only", "Protective equipment must be worn", "No Running", "No smoking", "Gathering point", "Electrical warning signs"
Prevention procedure:
• Workers on the electrical system will need to have the proper training and authorization to perform their tasks
• Whenever possible, it is recommended to have the electricity turned off
• The electrical system and also the working area should be properly marked with proper signposting
• Use of anti‐static tools
• All tools and machinery will have CE marks and will be checked
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Remote
Possible
Certain

Determined precaution
Cl
Pi
PP

Collective Protection
Individual Protection
Preventive Procedures

S

Signs

Consequence of the accident
L
G
Mo

Slight Injury
Serious Injury
Fatal Injury

Risk qualification with precaution applyed
T
To
M

Trivial risk
Tolerable risk
Moderate risk

I

Importante risk

In

Intolerable risk

10

Probability of the event
R
P
C

Instalation of steel height‐adjustable supports (foundations)

Evaluation place:

Risks identification and its causes

Probability of the event

june/july 2014
Date:
Fall of objects because of manipulation:

R

P

C

Determined precaution
Cl

x

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Falling of the adjustable supports
Stepping on objects:
Self generated risk
Stepping on the adjustable supports, tools
To collide with still objects:
Self generated risk
Colliding with the adjustable supports
To collide with objects in motion:

Pi

S

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

Self generated risk
Due to manual lifting and/or carrying

x

Exposure to radiation:

x

x

Risk generated by environment
Solar radiation
Accidents caused by living beings:

x

Non traumatic pathologies:

x

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other;
Finger jamming

x
x

M

I

In

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidental colliding, hitting or pushing

x

x

To

x
x

Overextention:

Risk generated by environment
Works during heated days

T

x

x

Exposure to extreme environmental temperatures:

Mo

x

Risk generated by other
Accidentaly knocked by tools used by other workers
Risk generated by environment; Risk generated by other;
Dust

G

Risk qualification with precaution
applyed

x

Knocked by objects or tools:

Flying fragments or particles:

L

x

x

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other;
Colliding with supports carried by other workers

PP

Consequence of the
risk

drawings

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

In complying with the current legislation, in this evaluation we consider “avoided risks” all qualified as “trivial” or tolerable”; the rest of the qualifications are considered “not avoided risks”; for operative criteria unification, replace the nominal lists as unnecessary.
DESIGNED LABOUR RISK PREVENTION, JOINT EFFICIENCY IS EVALUATED
Collective protection:
Cones and barrier tape for lot limitations, night lights if work is done at night, first aid bag, first aid tent, marked areas inside the lot
Individual protection equipment:
Hard hat, safety gloves, overalls, safety boots, reflective gillet, sun glasses and sun cream if extreme hot weather, rain overalls and coat if needed
Signs:
"Construction site ‐ Authorized persons only", "Protective equipment must be worn", "No Running", "No smoking", "Gathering point"
Prevention procedure:
• Knowledge of the H&S Plan by all workers
• Maximum load to be carried out by one single person is 25 kg
• Working in shifts
• Keeping the lot organized
• All tools and machinery will have CE marks and will be checked
Probability of the event
R
P
C

Remote
Possible
Certain

Determined precaution
Cl
Pi
PP

Collective Protection
Individual Protection
Preventive Procedures

S

Signs

Consequence of the accident
L
G
Mo

Slight Injury
Serious Injury
Fatal Injury

Risk qualification with precaution applyed
T
To
M

Trivial risk
Tolerable risk
Moderate risk

I

Importante risk

In

Intolerable risk

10

10

Name:

721

Name:

Evaluation place:

Assembly/disassembly of structural elements and crane operations with heavy loads: pre‐assembled modules, structural elements, closure panels, floor, stairs

Risks identification and its causes

Probability of the event

june/july 2014
Date:
Fall of persons at a different level:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Falling from the base floor on the ground, falling from the first floor, falling from the
scaffolding
Fall of persons at the same level:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Tripping
Fall of objects because of manipulation:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidentally dropping objects or tools
Fall of objects because they come loose:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Slings/ rope become loose
Stepping on objects:
Self generated risk
Stepping on sharp objects
To collide with still objects:
Self generated risk
Collistion with already mounted elements
To collide with objects in motion:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other;
Crane carried elements
Flying fragments or particles:
Risk generated by environment; Risk generated by other;
Dust
Trapped by or between objects:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other;
Trapped between already fixed elements and crane carried elements
Overextention:
Self generated risk
Manual lifting and/or carrying
Exposure to extreme environmental temperatures:
Risk generated by environment
Working on extreme hot weather
Accidents caused by living beings:
Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Mistakes of crane operator or rigger
Non traumatic pathologies:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other;
Finger jamming

R

P

Determined precaution
Cl

Pi

S

PP

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

C

x

x

x

x

Consequence of the
risk
L

G

Mo

T

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

In

x

x

x

I

x

x

x

M

x

x

x

To

x

x
x

x

Risk qualification with precaution
applyed

x

x

drawings

x

x
x

x

In complying with the current legislation, in this evaluation we consider “avoided risks” all qualified as “trivial” or tolerable”; the rest of the qualifications are considered “not avoided risks”; for operative criteria unification, replace the nominal lists as unnecessary.
DESIGNED LABOUR RISK PREVENTION, JOINT EFFICIENCY IS EVALUATED
Collective protection:
Cones and barrier tape for lot limitations, night lights if work is done at night, first aid bag, first aid tent, scaffolding, marked areas inside the lot
Individual protection equipment:
Hard hat, safety gloves, overalls, safety boots, reflective gillet, sun glasses and sun cream if extreme hot weather, rain overalls and coat if needed
Signs:
"Construction site ‐ Authorized persons only", "Protective equipment must be worn", "No Running", "No smoking", "Gathering point"
Prevention procedure:
• At a wind speed of 12 m/s the forklift and crane will not be used and at the speed of 8,7 m/s the crane will be stopped if it carries large loads
• A worker instructed to be rigger oversees all lifting operations
• All rigging devices are used properly and are in good condition
• Main hoisting line has been inspected, properly installed and maintained
• Avoiding working under a suspended load unless jacks or blocks are supporting the entire weight
• Before the first lift of the day, it’s recommended to test the crane’s brakes by lifting the load a few centimeters and letting it hang about 30 seconds; the breaks are functioning properly if the load does not slip
• The crane must be directly over the load before it lifts
• Never leave suspended loads on the crane when works are finished
• The load must be carried high enough to clear obstacles along its path
• The load must never pass over workers and no one is allowed to pass under the load
• Controlling the movements of big loads with four long lines attached to its corners
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Remote
Possible
Certain

Determined precaution
Cl
Pi
PP
S

Collective Protection
Individual Protection
Preventive Procedures
Signs

Consequence of the accident
L
G
Mo

Slight Injury
Serious Injury
Fatal Injury

Risk qualification with precaution applyed
T
To
M
I

Trivial risk
Tolerable risk
Moderate risk
Importante risk

In

Intolerable risk

10

Probability of the event
R
P
C

Interior finishings

Evaluation place:

Risks identification and its causes

Probability of the event

june/july 2014
Date:
Fall of persons at a different level:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Falling from the interiorscaffolding
Fall of persons at the same level:

R

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Tripping
Fall of objects because of collapse:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Collapse of interior scaffolding
Fall of objects because of manipulation:

P

Pi

S

PP

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

To collide with still objects:
Self generated risk
Collistion with already mounted elements
Knocked by objects or tools:

G

Mo

T

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

I

In

x

x
x

M

x

x

x

x

To

x

x

x

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other;
Finger jamming

L

Risk qualification with precaution
applyed

x

x

Risk generated by other
Knocked by objects or tools used by other workers
Non traumatic pathologies:

Consequence of the risk

Cl

C

x

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidentally dropping objects or tools
Stepping on objects:
Self generated risk
Stepping on sharp objects, tools

Determined precaution

drawings

x

In complying with the current legislation, in this evaluation we consider “avoided risks” all qualified as “trivial” or tolerable”; the rest of the qualifications are considered “not avoided risks”; for operative criteria unification, replace the nominal lists as unnecessary.
DESIGNED LABOUR RISK PREVENTION, JOINT EFFICIENCY IS EVALUATED
Collective protection:
Interior scaffolding, first aid bag
Individual protection equipment:
Hard hat, safety gloves, overalls, safety boots, safety glasses, headlights and/or flashlights
Signs:
"Construction site ‐ Authorized persons only", "Protective equipment must be worn", "No Running", "No smoking", "Gathering point", "Workers above"
Prevention procedure:
• Knowledge of the H&S Plan by all workers
• Stairs will not be used in any case as working platforms
• Working in shifts
• Keeping the lot organized
• All tools and machinery will have CE marks and will be checked
Probability of the event
R
P
C

Remote
Possible
Certain

Determined precaution
Cl
Pi
PP
S

Collective Protection
Individual Protection
Preventive Procedures
Signs

Consequence of the accident
L
G
Mo

Slight Injury
Serious Injury
Fatal Injury

Risk qualification with precaution applyed
T
To
M
I

Trivial risk
Tolerable risk
Moderate risk
Importante risk

In

Intolerable risk

10

10

Name:

723

Name:

Rooftop works

Evaluation place:

Risks identification and its causes

Probability of the event

june/july 2014
Date:
Fall of persons at a different level:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Falling from the roof
Fall of persons at the same level:

R

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Tripping
Fall of objects because of manipulation:

P

Determined precaution
Cl

Pi

S

PP

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

C

Self generated risk
Stepping on sharp objects, tools, PVs, solar panels
To collide with still objects:
Self generated risk
Collistion with already mounted elements
Overextention:

Risk generated by environment
Working on extreme hot weather
Thermal contact:
Self generated risk
hot surfaces of PVs and solar panels
Exposure to electric connections:
Self generated risk
Defective wiring
Exposure to radiation:

Mo

T

x

x

To

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

I

In

x

x

x

M

x

x

x

Risk generated by environment
Solar radiation

G

x

x

Self generated risk
Manual lifting and carrying PVs and solar panels
Exposure to extreme environmental temperatures:

L

Risk qualification with precaution
applyed

x

x

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidentally dropping objects or tools
Stepping on objects:

Consequence of the risk

drawings

x
x

x

x

x

In complying with the current legislation, in this evaluation we consider “avoided risks” all qualified as “trivial” or tolerable”; the rest of the qualifications are considered “not avoided risks”; for operative criteria unification, replace the nominal lists as unnecessary.
DESIGNED LABOUR RISK PREVENTION, JOINT EFFICIENCY IS EVALUATED
Collective protection:
Night lights if work is done at night, first aid bag, first aid tent, perimeter safety hand rail, scaffolding
Individual protection equipment:
Hard hat, safety gloves, overalls, safety boots, reflective gillet, sun glasses and sun cream if extreme hot weather, rain overalls and coat if needed, harness
Signs:
"Construction site ‐ Authorized persons only", "Protective equipment must be worn", "No Running", "No smoking", "Gathering point", "Workers above"
Prevention procedure:
• The safety for rooftop works will be ensured by a perimeter safety hand rail, which will be disassembled during competition weeks
• Knowledge of the H&S Plan by all workers
• Maximum load to be carried out by one single person is 25 kg
• Working in shifts
• Keeping the lot organized

10
724

Remote
Possible
Certain

Determined precaution
Cl
Pi
PP
S

Collective Protection
Individual Protection
Preventive Procedures
Signs

Consequence of the accident
L
G
Mo

Slight Injury
Serious Injury
Fatal Injury

Risk qualification with precaution applyed
T
To
M
I

Trivial risk
Tolerable risk
Moderate risk
Importante risk

In

Intolerable risk

10

Probability of the event
R
P
C

Intalling/ uninstalling furniture

Evaluation place:

Risks identification and its causes

Probability of the event

june/july 2014
Date:
Fall of persons at the same level:

R

P

C

x

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Tripping
Fall of objects because of collapse:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Collapse of furniture
Fall of objects because of manipulation:

x
x

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidentally dropping furniture parts
Stepping on objects:
Self generated risk
Stepping on objects on the floor
To collide with still objects:
Self generated risk
Collistion with already mounted elements of furniture
To collide with objects in motion:

Determined precaution
S

Pi

x

x

x

x

Mo

T

To

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

I

In

x

x

x

M

x

x

x

Trapped between furniture elements of furniture elements and walls
Overextention:
Self generated risk
Manual lifting and/or carrying
Exposure to extreme environmental temperatures:
Risk generated by environment
Working on extreme hot weather
Thermal contact:
Self generated risk
Hot surfaces
Exposure to electric connections:
Self generated risk
Defective wiring
Accidents caused by living beings:
Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidental colliding, hitting or pushing
Non traumatic pathologies:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other;
Finger jamming

G

x

x

x

Dust
Trapped by or between objects:

L

Risk qualification with precaution
applyed

x

x

Being knocked by objects carried by other workers
Flying fragments or particles:

PP

Cl

x

x

Colliding with objects carried by other workers
Knocked by objects or tools:

Consequence of the risk

drawings

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

In complying with the current legislation, in this evaluation we consider “avoided risks” all qualified as “trivial” or tolerable”; the rest of the qualifications are considered “not avoided risks”; for operative criteria unification, replace the nominal lists as unnecessary.
DESIGNED LABOUR RISK PREVENTION, JOINT EFFICIENCY IS EVALUATED
Collective protection:
First aid bag, marked areas inside the house
Individual protection equipment:
Hard hat, safety gloves, overalls, safety boots, reflective gillet, sun glasses and sun cream if extreme hot weather, rain overalls and coat if needed
Signs:
"Construction site ‐ Authorized persons only", "Protective equipment must be worn", "No Running", "No smoking", "Gathering point"
Prevention procedure:
• Knowledge of the H&S Plan by all workers
• Maximum load to be carried out by one single person is 25 kg
• Working in shifts
• Keeping the working area organized
• All tools and machinery will have CE marks and will be checked
Probability of the event
R
P
C

Remote
Possible
Certain

Determined precaution
Cl
Pi
PP
S

Collective Protection
Individual Protection
Preventive Procedures
Signs

Consequence of the accident
L
G
Mo

Slight Injury
Serious Injury
Fatal Injury

Risk qualification with precaution applyed
T
To
M
I

Trivial risk
Tolerable risk
Moderate risk
Importante risk

In

Intolerable risk

10

10

Name:

725

Name:

Mounting/unmounting the glazing surfaces and the façade (ceramics)

Risks identification and its causes

Evaluation place:

Probability of the event

june/july 2014
Date:
Fall of persons at a different level:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Falling from the base floor on the ground, falling from the first floor, falling from the
scaffolding

R

Fall of persons at the same level:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Tripping
Fall of objects because of manipulation:

P

Determined precaution
Cl

Pi

S

PP

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

C

x

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidentally dropping objects or tools
Stepping on objects:
Self generated risk
Stepping on sharp objects, tools
To collide with still objects:
Self generated risk
Collistion with structural elements, closure panels, scaffolding
To collide with objects in motion:

Risk generated by environment
Working on extreme hot weather
Thermal contact:
Self generated risk
Contact with hot surfaces
Exposure to radiation:

x

To

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

In

x
x

x

I

x

x

x

M

x

x

x

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other;
Finger jamming

T

x

x

Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidental colliding, hitting or pushing
Non traumatic pathologies:

Mo

x

x

Risk generated by environment
Solar radiation
Accidents caused by living beings:

G

Risk qualification with precaution
applyed

x

Risk generated by other
Being knocked by materials carried by other workers
Overextention:
Self generated risk
Manual lifting and/or carrying
Exposure to extreme environmental temperatures:

L

x

x

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other;
Colliding with objects carried by other workers
Knocked by objects or tools:

Consequence of the
risk

drawings

x

x

x

x

x

In complying with the current legislation, in this evaluation we consider “avoided risks” all qualified as “trivial” or tolerable”; the rest of the qualifications are considered “not avoided risks”; for operative criteria unification, replace the nominal lists as unnecessary.
DESIGNED LABOUR RISK PREVENTION, JOINT EFFICIENCY IS EVALUATED
Collective protection:
Cones and barrier tape for lot limitations, night lights if work is done at night, first aid bag, first aid tent, scaffolding
Individual protection equipment:
Hard hat, safety gloves, overalls, safety boots, reflective gillet, sun glasses and sun cream if extreme hot weather, rain overalls and coat if needed, harness
Signs:
"Construction site ‐ Authorized persons only", "Protective equipment must be worn", "No Running", "No smoking", "Gathering point", "Workers above"
Prevention procedure:
• Handling the glazed surfaces and façade panels using suction pads
• Knowledge of the H&S Plan by all workers
• Maximum load to be carried out by one single person is 25 kg
• Working in shifts
• Keeping the working area organized
• All tools and machinery will have CE marks and will be checked

10
726

Remote
Possible
Certain

Determined precaution
Cl
Pi
PP
S

Collective Protection
Individual Protection
Preventive Procedures
Signs

Consequence of the accident
L
G
Mo

Slight Injury
Serious Injury
Fatal Injury

Risk qualification with precaution applyed
T
To
M

Trivial risk
Tolerable risk
Moderate risk

I

Importante risk

In

Intolerable risk

10

Probability of the event
R
P
C

Assembly/ disassembly of the deck and ramps

Evaluation place:

Risks identification and its causes

Probability of the event

june/july 2014
Date:
Fall of persons at a different level:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Falling from the deck or ramp
Fall of persons at the same level:

R

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Tripping
Fall of objects because of collapse:

P

Determined precaution
Cl

Pi

S

PP

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

C

x

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Collapse of the deck and/ or ramp
Fall of objects because of manipulation:

x

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidentally dropping objects or tools
Stepping on objects:
Self generated risk
Stepping on sharp objects, tools
To collide with still objects:
Self generated risk
Collistion with already mounted elements
To collide with objects in motion:

To

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

In

x

x

x

I

x

x

x

M

x

x

x

Risk generated by environment
Working on extreme hot weather
Thermal contact:
Self generated risk
Hot surfaces of the façade
Exposure to radiation:
Risk generated by environment
Solar radiation
Fire:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Wooden elements of the deck or ramp catching fire
Accidents caused by living beings:
Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidental colliding, hitting or pushing
Non traumatic pathologies:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other;
Finger jamming

T

x

x

x

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other;
Trapped between elements of the deck and/or ramp
Overextention:
Self generated risk
Manual lifting and/or carrying
Exposure to extreme environmental temperatures:

Mo

x

x

Risk generated by environment; Risk generated by other;
Dust
Trapped by or between objects:

G

x

x

Risk generated by other
Being knocked by materials carried by other workers
Flying fragments or particles:

L

Risk qualification with precaution
applyed

x

x

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other;
Colliding with objects carried by other workers
Knocked by objects or tools:

Consequence of the risk

drawings

x

x

x

x

x

x

In complying with the current legislation, in this evaluation we consider “avoided risks” all qualified as “trivial” or tolerable”; the rest of the qualifications are considered “not avoided risks”; for operative criteria unification, replace the nominal lists as unnecessary.
DESIGNED LABOUR RISK PREVENTION, JOINT EFFICIENCY IS EVALUATED
Collective protection:
Cones and barrier tape for lot limitations, night lights if work is done at night, first aid bag, first aid tent, scaffolding, marked areas inside the lot
Individual protection equipment:
Hard hat, safety gloves, overalls, safety boots, reflective gillet, sun glasses and sun cream if extreme hot weather, rain overalls and coat if needed
Signs:
"Construction site ‐ Authorized persons only", "Protective equipment must be worn", "No Running", "No smoking", "Gathering point"
Prevention procedure:
• Knowledge of the H&S Plan by all workers
• Maximum load to be carried out by one single person is 25 kg
• Working in shifts
• Keeping the lot organized
• All tools and machinery will have CE marks and will be checked
Probability of the event
R
P
C

Remote
Possible
Certain

Determined precaution
Cl
Pi
PP
S

Collective Protection
Individual Protection
Preventive Procedures
Signs

Consequence of the accident
L
G
Mo

Slight Injury
Serious Injury
Fatal Injury

Risk qualification with precaution applyed
T
To
M
I

Trivial risk
Tolerable risk
Moderate risk
Importante risk

In

Intolerable risk

10

10

Name:

727

HVAC works

Name:

Evaluation place:

Risks identification and its causes

Probability of the event

june/july 2014
Date:
Fall of persons at a different level:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Falling from the scaffolding
Fall of persons at the same level:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Tripping
Fall of objects because of manipulation:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidentally dropping objects or tools
Fall of objects because they come loose:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
The connection of the AC interior units becoming loose
Stepping on objects:
Self generated risk
Stepping on sharp objects, tools

R

Consequence of the risk

Cl

Pi

S

PP

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

C

x

x

x

x

To collide with still objects:
Self generated risk
Collistion with already mounted elements or equipment
Knocked by objects or tools:
Risk generated by other
Being knocked by materials carried by other workers
Exposure to extreme environmental temperatures:
Risk generated by environment
Working on extreme hot weather
Thermal contact:
Self generated risk
Hot surfaces
Accidents caused by living beings:
Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidental colliding, hitting or pushing

P

Determined precaution

L

G

Mo

Risk qualification with precaution
applyed
T

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

In

I

x

x

x

M

x

x

x

To

x

x

x

drawings

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

In complying with the current legislation, in this evaluation we consider “avoided risks” all qualified as “trivial” or tolerable”; the rest of the qualifications are considered “not avoided risks”; for operative criteria unification, replace the nominal lists as unnecessary.
DESIGNED LABOUR RISK PREVENTION, JOINT EFFICIENCY IS EVALUATED
Collective protection:
Cones and barrier tape for lot limitations, night lights if work is done at night, first aid bag, first aid tent, scaffolding
Individual protection equipment:
Hard hat, safety gloves, overalls, safety boots, harness, lifeline
Signs:
"Construction site ‐ Authorized persons only", "Protective equipment must be worn", "No Running", "No smoking", "Gathering point"
Prevention procedure:
• Knowledge of the H&S Plan by all workers
• Maximum load to be carried out by one single person is 25 kg
• Working in shifts
• Keeping the working area organized

Remote
Possible
Certain

Determined precaution

Consequence of the accident

Collective Protection
Individual Protection
Preventive Procedures
Signs

Cl
Pi
PP
S

L
G
Mo

Risk qualification with precaution applyed
T
To
M
I

Slight Injury
Serious Injury
Fatal Injury

Trivial risk
Tolerable risk
Moderate risk
Importante risk

In

Name:

Evaluation place:

Risks identification and its causes

Probability of the event

june/july 2014
Date:
Fall of persons at the same level:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Tripping
Fall of objects because of manipulation:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidentally dropping objects or tools
Stepping on objects:
Self generated risk
Stepping on sharp objects, tools

R

C

Self generated risk
Hot surfaces
Exposure to electric connections:
Self generated risk
Defective wiring
Accidents caused by living beings:
Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidental colliding, hitting or pushing
Non traumatic pathologies:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other;
Finger jamming

Cl

Pi

x

x

S

Consequence of the risk

PP

L

x

G

Mo

T

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

To

M

I

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

In complying with the current legislation, in this evaluation we consider “avoided risks” all qualified as “trivial” or tolerable”; the rest of the qualifications are considered “not avoided risks”; for operative criteria unification, replace the nominal lists as unnecessary.
DESIGNED LABOUR RISK PREVENTION, JOINT EFFICIENCY IS EVALUATED
Collective protection:
Cones and barrier tape for lot limitations, night lights if work is done at night, first aid bag, first aid tent, marked areas inside the lot
Individual protection equipment:
Hard hat, safety gloves, overalls, safety boots, reflective gillet, sun glasses and sun cream if extreme hot weather, rain overalls and coat if needed
Signs:
"Construction site ‐ Authorized persons only", "Protective equipment must be worn", "No Running", "No smoking", "Gathering point"
Prevention procedure:
• Knowledge of the H&S Plan by all workers
• Maximum load to be carried out by one single person is 25 kg
• Working in shifts
• Keeping the lot organized
Probability of the event
R
P
C

Remote
Possible
Certain

Determined precaution
Cl
Pi
PP
S

Collective Protection
Individual Protection
Preventive Procedures
Signs

Consequence of the accident
L
G
Mo

Slight Injury
Serious Injury
Fatal Injury

In

x
x

x

drawings

Risk qualification with precaution
applyed

x

x

Risk generated by other
Being knocked by materials carried by other workers
Thermal contact:

Determined precaution

x

x

Self generated risk
Collistion with already mounted elements or equipment
Knocked by objects or tools:

10

P

x

To collide with still objects:

728

Intolerable risk

Plumbing works

Risk qualification with precaution applyed
T
To
M
I

Trivial risk
Tolerable risk
Moderate risk
Importante risk

In

Intolerable risk

10

Probability of the event
R
P
C

Landscape works

Evaluation place:

Risks identification and its causes

Probability of the event

june/july 2014
Date:
Fall of persons at the same level:

R

P

C

x

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Tripping
Fall of objects because of manipulation:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidentally dropping objects or tools
Stepping on objects:
Self generated risk
Stepping on tools laying on ground

Determined precaution
Cl

Pi

x

x

x

To collide with still objects:
Self generated risk
Collistion with materials on site
To collide with objects in motion:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other;
Colliding with objects carried by other workers
Flying fragments or particles:
Risk generated by environment; Risk generated by other;
Dust
Exposure to extreme environmental temperatures:
Risk generated by environment
Working on extreme hot weather
Exposure to radiation:
Risk generated by environment
Solar radiation
Accidents caused by living beings:
Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidental colliding, hitting or pushing

S

Consequence of the risk

PP

L

G

x

Mo

T

To

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

M

In

I

x

x

x

drawings

Risk qualification with precaution
applyed

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

In complying with the current legislation, in this evaluation we consider “avoided risks” all qualified as “trivial” or tolerable”; the rest of the qualifications are considered “not avoided risks”; for operative criteria unification, replace the nominal lists as unnecessary.
DESIGNED LABOUR RISK PREVENTION, JOINT EFFICIENCY IS EVALUATED
Collective protection:
Cones and barrier tape for lot limitations, night lights if work is done at night, first aid bag, first aid tent, marked areas inside the lot
Individual protection equipment:
Hard hat, safety gloves, overalls, safety boots, reflective gillet, sun glasses and sun cream if extreme hot weather, rain overalls and coat if needed
Signs:
"Construction site ‐ Authorized persons only", "Protective equipment must be worn", "No Running", "No smoking", "Gathering point"
Prevention procedure:
• Knowledge of the H&S Plan by all workers
• Maximum load to be carried out by one single person is 25 kg
• Working in shifts
• Keeping the lot organized
Probability of the event
R
P
C

Remote
Possible
Certain

Determined precaution

Consequence of the accident

Collective Protection
Individual Protection
Preventive Procedures
Signs

Cl
Pi
PP
S

L
G
Mo

Risk qualification with precaution applyed
T
To
M
I

Slight Injury
Serious Injury
Fatal Injury

Trivial risk
Tolerable risk
Moderate risk
Importante risk

In

Name:

Intolerable risk

Electrical works after assembly/ before disassembly

Evaluation place:

Risks identification and its causes

Probability of the event

june/july 2014
Date:
Fall of persons at a different level:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;

R

P

C

x

Falling from the scaffolding
Fall of objects because of manipulation:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidentally dropping the AC interior units
Stepping on objects:
Self generated risk
Stepping on sharp objects, tools

x

To collide with still objects:
Self generated risk
Collistion with already mounted elements
Knocked by objects or tools:
Risk generated by other
Being knocked by materials carried by other workers
Flying fragments or particles:
Risk generated by environment; Risk generated by other;
Dust
Exposure to electric connections:
Self generated risk
Defective wiring
Fire:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Faulty connection bursting in fire
Accidents caused by living beings:
Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidental colliding, hitting or pushing

Determined precaution

Consequence of the risk

Cl

Pi

S

PP

x

x

x

x

L

G

Mo

T

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

I

x

x

x
x
x

In complying with the current legislation, in this evaluation we consider “avoided risks” all qualified as “trivial” or tolerable”; the rest of the qualifications are considered “not avoided risks”; for operative criteria unification, replace the nominal lists as unnecessary.
DESIGNED LABOUR RISK PREVENTION, JOINT EFFICIENCY IS EVALUATED
Collective protection:
Cones and barrier tape for lot limitations, night lights if work is done at night, scaffolding
Individual protection equipment:
Hard hat, safety gloves, overalls, safety boots, harness, lifeline
Signs:
"Construction site ‐ Authorized persons only", "Protective equipment must be worn", "No Running", "No smoking", "Gathering point", "Electrical Equipment"
Prevention procedure:
• Workers on the electrical system will need to have the proper training and authorization to perform their tasks
• Whenever possible, it is recommended to have the electricity turned off
• The electrical system and also the working area should be properly marked with proper signposting
• Use of anti‐static tools
• All tools and machinery will have CE marks and will be checked
Probability of the event
R
P
C

Remote
Possible
Certain

Determined precaution
Cl
Pi
PP
S

Collective Protection
Individual Protection
Preventive Procedures
Signs

Consequence of the accident
L
G
Mo

Slight Injury
Serious Injury
Fatal Injury

In

x
x

x

M

x

x

x

To

x

x

x

drawings

Risk qualification with precaution
applyed

10

10

Name:

Risk qualification with precaution applyed
T
To
M
I

Trivial risk
Tolerable risk
Moderate risk
Importante risk

In

Intolerable risk

729

Name:

Forklift operations

Evaluation place:

Risks identification and its causes

Probability of the event

june/july 2014

Date:

R

To collide with objects in motion:

P

x

C

Determined precaution
Cl

Pi

S

Consequence of the risk

PP

L

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

G

Mo

drawings

Risk qualification with precaution
applyed
T

To

x

M

I

In

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other;
Colliding with objects carried by forklift
Knocked by objects or tools:

x

Risk generated by other
Being knocked by materials carried by forklift
Flying fragments or particles:
Risk generated by environment; Risk generated by other;
Dust
Trapped by or between objects:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other;
Getting trapped between loads
Exposure to extreme environmental temperatures:
Risk generated by environment
Working on extreme hot weather
Thermal contact:
Self generated risk
Hot surfaces
Exposure to radiation:
Risk generated by environment
Solar radiation
Accidents caused by living beings:
Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidental colliding, hitting or pushing
Run over or hit by vehicles:
Risk generated by other
Getting hit or squeezed by the forklift

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x

In complying with the current legislation, in this evaluation we consider “avoided risks” all qualified as “trivial” or tolerable”; the rest of the qualifications are considered “not avoided risks”; for operative criteria unification, replace the nominal lists as unnecessary.
DESIGNED LABOUR RISK PREVENTION, JOINT EFFICIENCY IS EVALUATED
Collective protection:
Cones and barrier tape for lot limitations, night lights if work is done at night, marked areas inside the lot
Individual protection equipment:
Hard hat, safety gloves, overalls, safety boots, reflective gillet, sun glasses and sun cream if extreme hot weather, rain overalls and coat if needed
Signs:
"Construction site ‐ Authorized persons only", "Protective equipment must be worn", "No Running", "No smoking", "Gathering point", "Look out for trucks"
Prevention procedure:
• At a wind speed of 12 m/s the forklift and crane will not be used and at the speed of 8,7 m/s the crane will be stopped if it carries large loads
• Forklift will be operated only by workers licensed in this purpose
• Knowledge of the H&S Plan by all workers
• Maximum load to be carried out by one single person is 25 kg
• Working in shifts
• Keeping the lot organized

10
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Remote
Possible
Certain

Determined precaution
Cl
Pi
PP
S

Collective Protection
Individual Protection
Preventive Procedures
Signs

Consequence of the accident
L
G
Mo

Slight Injury
Serious Injury
Fatal Injury

Risk qualification with precaution applyed
T
To
M
I

Trivial risk
Tolerable risk
Moderate risk
Importante risk

In

Intolerable risk

10

Probability of the event
R
P
C

Name:

Maintenance on the roof for the PVs and solar panels

Evaluation place:

Risks identification and its causes

Probability of the event

june/july 2014
Date:
Fall of persons at a different level:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Falling from the roof
Fall of persons at the same level:

R

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Tripping
Fall of objects because of manipulation:

P

Determined precaution
Cl

Pi

S

PP

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

C

Self generated risk
Stepping on PVs and solar panels
To collide with still objects:
Self generated risk
Collistion with PVs and/or solar panels
Exposure to extreme environmental temperatures:
Risk generated by environment;
Working on extreme hot weather
Thermal contact:
Self generated risk
Hot surfaces of PVs and/or solar panels
Exposure to radiation:
Risk generated by environment;
Solar radiation
Fire:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Overheated PVs may start to burn

L

G

Mo

Risk qualification with precaution
applyed
T

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

In

x
x

x
x

I

x

x
x

M

x

x
x

x

To

x

x

x

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidentally dropping tools
Stepping on objects:

Consequence of the risk

drawings

x

x

In complying with the current legislation, in this evaluation we consider “avoided risks” all qualified as “trivial” or tolerable”; the rest of the qualifications are considered “not avoided risks”; for operative criteria unification, replace the nominal lists as unnecessary.
DESIGNED LABOUR RISK PREVENTION, JOINT EFFICIENCY IS EVALUATED
Collective protection:
Night lights if work is done at night
Individual protection equipment:
Hard hat, safety gloves, overalls, safety boots, reflective gillet, sun glasses and sun cream if extreme hot weather, rain overalls and coat if needed, harness, anchor points or lifeline
Signs:
"Maintenance ‐ work in progress", "Workers above"
Prevention procedure:
• Voltage will be turned off
• Maintenance worker will wear harness attached to anchor point or lifeline
• A co‐worker will have a fire extinguisher ready
• Knowledge of the H&S Plan by all workers
Probability of the event
R
P
C

Remote
Possible
Certain

Determined precaution
Cl
Pi
PP
S

Collective Protection
Individual Protection
Preventive Procedures
Signs

Consequence of the accident
L
G
Mo

Slight Injury
Serious Injury
Fatal Injury

Risk qualification with precaution applyed
T
To
M
I

Trivial risk
Tolerable risk
Moderate risk
Importante risk

In

Intolerable risk

10

10

10.B.Annex 2. Identification of risks for possible later works
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Maintenance work in the technical rooms

Name:

Evaluation place:

Risks identification and its causes

Probability of the event

june/july 2014
Date:
Fall of persons at the same level:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Tripping
Fall of objects because of manipulation:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidentally dropping tools

R

P

C

Determined precaution
Cl

x

x

Self generated risk
Collistion with mounted equipment
Thermal contact:
Self generated risk
Hot surfaces
Exposure to electric connections:
Self generated risk
Defective wiring
Fire:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Wooden elements of the deck or ramp catching fire

S

x

x

To collide with still objects:

Pi

Consequence of the risk

PP

L

x

G

Mo

Risk qualification with precaution
applyed
T

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

To

M

I

In

x

x

x

drawings

x

x

x

x

In complying with the current legislation, in this evaluation we consider “avoided risks” all qualified as “trivial” or tolerable”; the rest of the qualifications are considered “not avoided risks”; for operative criteria unification, replace the nominal lists as unnecessary.
DESIGNED LABOUR RISK PREVENTION, JOINT EFFICIENCY IS EVALUATED
Collective protection:
‐
Individual protection equipment:
Hard hat, safety gloves, overalls, safety boots, reflective gillet
Signs:
"Maintenance ‐ work in progress", "Workers above"
Prevention procedure:
• Only authorized personel will enter the technical room and perform maintenance tasks
• When work is done in the technical room, if it does not impede tasks form completion, the voltage will be turned off
• A fire extinguisher will be nearby the technical room in maintenance
• Knowledge of the H&S Plan by all workers
Probability of the event
R
P
C

Name:

Remote
Possible
Certain

Determined precaution

Consequence of the accident

Collective Protection
Individual Protection
Preventive Procedures
Signs

Cl
Pi
PP
S

L
G
Mo

Risk qualification with precaution applyed

Slight Injury
Serious Injury
Fatal Injury

T
To
M
I

Trivial risk
Tolerable risk
Moderate risk
Importante risk

In

Intolerable risk

Windows and façade cleaning

Evaluation place:

Risks identification and its causes

Probability of the event

june/july 2014
Date:
Fall of persons at a different level:
Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Falling from the scaffolding
Fall of objects because of manipulation:

R

P

C

x

Determined precaution
Cl

Pi

S

PP

x

x

x

x

x

Self generated risk; Risk generated by other; Risk generated on other;
Accidentally dropping tools
Knocked by objects or tools:
Risk generated by other
Being knocked by materials carried by other workers
Exposure to extreme environmental temperatures:
Risk generated by environment
Working on extreme hot weather
Thermal contact:
Self generated risk
Hot surfaces
Exposure to radiation:
Risk generated by environment
Solar radiation

Consequence of the risk

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

G

Mo

Risk qualification with precaution
applyed
T

x

M

I

In

x

x

x
x

x

x

To

x

x

x

x

L

drawings

x
x

x

x

DESIGNED LABOUR RISK PREVENTION, JOINT EFFICIENCY IS EVALUATED
Collective protection:
Night lights if work is done at night, scaffolding
Individual protection equipment:
Hard hat, safety gloves, overalls, safety boots, reflective gillet, sun glasses and sun cream if extreme hot weather, rain overalls and coat if needed, harness
Signs:
"Maintenance ‐ work in progress", "Workers above"
Prevention procedure:
• Knowledge of the H&S Plan by all workers
• Maximum load to be carried out by one single person is 25 kg
• Working in shifts
• Keeping the lot organized
Probability of the event
R
P
C

732

Remote
Possible
Certain

Determined precaution
Cl
Pi
PP
S

Collective Protection
Individual Protection
Preventive Procedures
Signs

10

10

In complying with the current legislation, in this evaluation we consider “avoided risks” all qualified as “trivial” or tolerable”; the rest of the qualifications are considered “not avoided risks”; for operative criteria unification, replace the nominal lists as unnecessary.

Consequence of the accident
L
G
Mo

Slight Injury
Serious Injury
Fatal Injury

Risk qualification with precaution applyed
T
To
M
I

Trivial risk
Tolerable risk
Moderate risk
Importante risk

In

Intolerable risk

1. Statement in which the Team commits itself to avoid or minimize the risks derived from
the work process

10

10

10.C. Health & Safety Specific Terms and Conditions Documents

733

734

10

10

735

10

10

736

10

10

2. Statement in which the Team commits itself to envisage the health and safety demands
from all the people taking part in the project, and in which the Team declares to have
considered those demands in HS Plan

737

10

10

738

10

10

3. Complete technical specifications of the collective protections that shall be used
Regarding the Project EFdeN, by means of my signature I declare:
Team EFdeN, have planned to provide the necessary collective protections to resolve the risks
associated to the assembly, maintenance and disassembly processes of the prototype EFdeN.
All of these protections comply with the quality and technical specifications in accordance with
the French legislation.
All the protection equipment, auxiliary means, machinery, etc. have the “CE” branding
guaranteeing their adaptation to the regulation in force.”
999803102 - 04/2012
en-GB

The Formwork Experts.

Edge protection system XP
User information

10

10

Instructions for assembly and use (Method statement)

geprüfte
Sicherheit

98031-256-01

BAU
10273

739

Introduction

User information Edge protection system XP

System description
The fall-arrest system for all shell construction
phases
▪ Conforms to EN 13374 Class A

Handrail post XP 1.20m in detail

Top-class safety need not be
expensive
Save hard cash
▪ by having just one fall-arrest barrier system for both
the formwork and the structure shell
▪ because the whole system is rentable
▪ because it gives renters extremely low close-out
costs

The fast way to safeguard drop-off
edges, as so little erection work is
needed

10

8|

740

▪

- Protective grating XP
- guard-rail boards
- scaffold tubes
- gap-free boarding
"Easy-Click function":
- makes it quick and easy to mount and dismount
the Handrail post XP 1.20m, with no tools
needed
- locks automatically to prevent accidental lift-out

▪ Optional Toeboard holder XP:

- for fixing a toeboard to safety barriers that use
guard-rail boards or scaffold tubes
- the Toeboard holder XP can be mounted and
dismounted quickly and easily, with no tools
needed

98031-203-02

Boosts productivity:
▪ "Easy-Click function" makes the system quick and
easy to mount and dismount
▪ A third less storage and transport volume
▪ Integral connectors for tool-free handling

▪ 1 type of upright for all types of fall-arrest barrier:

999803102 - 04/2012

10

Just one system
▪ with revolutionary vertical extension system up to
1.80 m, for 20 % fewer uprights
▪ with only one type of upright for all types of sideguards
▪ with optimised connectors for every type of use

geprüfte
Sicherheit

98031-208-02

Multi-functional, thanks to its unique
system logic

BAU
10273

User information Edge protection system XP

Edge protection on the structure – railing-height up to 1.20 m

Edge protection on the structure – railing-height up to 1.20 m
Edge protection on the structure – railing-height up to 1.20 m

Guard-rail boards

Scaffold tubes

Gap-free boarding

Safety barriers

Protective grating XP

98031-201-01
98031-200-01

98031-220-02

Railing-height: 119 cm (with
15 cm wide guard-rail boards)

Railing-height: 114 cm

98031-202-01

Railing-height: 119 cm (with
15 cm wide guard-rail boards)

Railing-height: 110 cm

Handrail post XP 1.20m

Railing clamp XP
85cm

Handrail-post
shoe XP

Screw-on shoe XP

Step bracket XP

Bridge-deck clamp XP

▪
▪

Clamping range:
2 - 43 cm
Fastened to endface of concrete
floor-slabs
Fastened to concrete parapets

▪
▪

Clamping range:
2 - 85 cm
Fastened to endface of e.g. cantilevered parapets on
bridges

Anchorages

10

Where used

▪

▪

▪
▪
▪

999803102 - 04/2012

Floor-mounted on
concrete floorslabs

in a 'Screw sleeve
20.0'
in an 'Attachable
sleeve 24mm'
in a hole subsequently drilled in
the concrete

▪

▪
▪

Floor-mounted on
concrete floorslabs

using Doka
Express anchor
16x125mm
with an alternative
anchor-bolt

▪

▪
▪

Fastened to endface on stairways

▪
▪

Clamping range:
12 - 35 cm
Fastened to endface in reinforcement hoops, e.g.
on bridge superstructures

using Doka
Express anchor
16x125mm
with an alternative
anchor-bolt

10

Fixing devices

Railing clamp XP
40cm

|9

741

Edge protection on the structure – railing-height up to 1.20 m

User information Edge protection system XP

Mounting the Handrail post XP 1.20m

☞▪

Important note:
If no fall-protection (such as a facade scaffold or platform) is in place when the sideguards are being mounted or dismounted, a
personal fall arrest system (PFAS) must be
used (e.g. Doka personal fall-arrest set).
▪ Suitable anchorage points must be defined
by a skilled person appointed by the contractor.
▪ Only fix the connectors to components that
can reliably transfer the forces involved.
▪ The permitted. influence widths of the Handrail post XP and the permitted loads on the
anchorages are given in the section headed
"Structural design".

with Railing clamp XP 40cm
➤ To adjust the clamping range of the Railing
clamp XP 40cm, first take the wedge out of the
wedge-slot.
➤ Push the Railing clamp XP 40cm onto the floor-slab
until it is pressed against the end face of the slab.
➤ Hammer in the wedge until the hammer rebounds.
A

➤ Push on the Handrail post XP 1.20m until it locks
("Easy-Click" function).

C

A

D

98031-203-03

A Railing clamp XP 40cm
C Handrail post XP 1.20m
D Locking mechanism

▪ The locking mechanism must engage.
▪ The handrail-post plates must be facing
towards the inside of the building.

➤ Mount the safety barriers (see the section headed
"Mounting the safety barriers").

with Railing clamp XP 85cm
➤ The procedure for mounting the Handrail post XP
1.20m with the Railing clamp XP 85cm is the same
as with the Railing clamp XP 40cm.
Practical example

98031-203-01

A Railing clamp XP 40cm

B

➤ Working from below, push the Toeboard holder XP
1.20m onto the Handrail post XP 1.20m (not needed
when using the Protective grating XP).
98031-203-02

C

A

B

B Toeboard holder XP 1.20m
C Handrail post XP 1.20m

The bracket of the toeboard holder must be
pointing downward, facing the inside of the
building.

10 |
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10

10

98031-236-01

A Railing clamp XP 85cm
B Handrail post XP 1.20m

999803102 - 04/2012

3 fixing options:
▪ in a "Screw sleeve 20.0"
▪ in an "Attachable sleeve 24mm"
▪ in a hole subsequently drilled in the concrete

➤ Working from below, push the Toeboard holder XP
1.20m onto the Handrail post XP 1.20m (not needed
when using the Protective grating XP).

C

98031-203-02

with Screw-on shoe XP

Edge protection on the structure – railing-height up to 1.20 m

B

Fixed in a "Screw sleeve 20.0"
➤ Push the Screw sleeve 20.0 into the freshly poured
concrete.

B Toeboard holder XP 1.20m
C Handrail post XP 1.20m

E

a

b

The bracket of the toeboard holder must be
pointing downward, facing the inside of the
building.
➤ Push on the Handrail post XP 1.20m until it locks
("Easy-Click" function).

98031-204-01

a ... distance from edge min. 10 cm
b ... 19.4 cm
E Screw sleeve 20.0

C
D
F

➤ After a concrete strength of B10 has been reached
(characteristic cube compressive strength
fck cube 10 N/mm2):
Punch through the cap of the Screw sleeve 20.0 with
the threaded rod of the Screw-on shoe XP.
➤ Push in the Screw-on shoe XP as far as the start of
the thread in the screw-sleeve, then give it approx. 3
complete turns (i.e. until fully engaged) to secure it
against being lifted out.

F

98031-204-03

C Handrail post XP 1.20m
D Locking mechanism
F Screw-on shoe XP

▪ The locking mechanism must engage.
▪ The handrail-post plates must be facing
towards the inside of the building.

➤ Mount the safety barriers (see the section headed
"Mounting the safety barriers").

98031-204-02

10

10

User information Edge protection system XP

F Screw-on shoe XP

The handrail-post holder must be facing
towards the inside of the building.

999803102 - 04/2012
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Edge protection on the structure – railing-height up to 1.20 m

Fixed in an "Attachable sleeve 24mm"
➤ Push the Attachable sleeve 24mm into the freshly
poured concrete.

User information Edge protection system XP

Fixed in a hole subsequently drilled in the
concrete
➤ Drill the hole, and clean it out.

a
a
b
b

G

c

98031-206-01
98031-205-01

a ... distance from edge min. 10 cm
b ... 16.5 cm
G Attachable sleeve 24mm

➤ After a concrete strength of B10 has been reached
(characteristic cube compressive strength
fck cube 10 N/mm2):
Remove the plug from the Attachable sleeve 24mm
and push in the Screw-on shoe XP 1.20m until it is
fully engaged.

a ... distance from edge min. 10 cm
b ... Depth of drilled hole min. 16 cm
c ... Diameter of drilled hole 24 mm

➤ Push the Screw-on shoe XP into the drilled hole until
it fully engages.

F

F

98031-206-02

F Screw-on shoe XP

The handrail-post holder must be facing
towards the inside of the building.
F Screw-on shoe XP

The handrail-post holder must be facing
towards the inside of the building.
➤ From now on, all the other steps are the same as
with the Screw sleeve 20.0.

10

☞

12 |
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Important note:
Additional precautions needed where stricter
requirements are made regarding lift-out protection for the safety barrier than in
DIN EN 13374:
▪ Provide additional fixing to both the outside
Screw-on shoes XP of the safety barrier unit
(e.g. by gluing in the Screw-on shoes XP
with polyurethane foam).
▪ Alternatively, use Screw sleeves 20.0 for the
outside Screw-on shoes XP instead of the
Attachable sleeves 24mm.

➤ From now on, all the other steps are the same as
with the Screw sleeve 20.0.

☞

Important note:
Additional precautions needed where stricter
requirements are made regarding lift-out protection for the safety barrier than in
DIN EN 13374:
▪ Provide additional fixing to both the outside
Screw-on shoes XP of the safety barrier unit
(e.g. by gluing in the Screw-on shoes XP
with polyurethane foam).
▪ Alternatively, use Screw sleeves 20.0 for the
outside Screw-on shoes XP instead of the
Attachable sleeves 24mm.

999803102 - 04/2012

10

98031-205-02

Edge protection on the structure – railing-height up to 1.20 m

with Handrail-post shoe XP
Follow the "Doka Express anchor 16x125mm"
fitting instructions or the fitting instructions for
the alternative anchor-bolt!

➤ Working from below, push the Toeboard holder XP
1.20m onto the Handrail post XP 1.20m (not needed
when using the Protective grating XP).

C

➤ Fix the Handrail-post shoe XP using a Doka Express
anchor 16x125mm or an alternative anchor-bolt with
a minimum clamping length of 3 cm (e.g. Hilti pushin anchor M12x50).
I

H

a

98031-203-02

User information Edge protection system XP

B

B Toeboard holder XP 1.20m
C Handrail post XP 1.20m

The bracket of the toeboard holder must be
pointing downward, facing the inside of the
building.

J

➤ Push on the Handrail post XP 1.20m until it locks
("Easy-Click" function).

98031-208-03

a ... distance from edge min. 15 cm (with Doka-Express anchor
16x125mm)
C

H Handrail-post shoe XP
I

Doka Express anchor 16x125mm

D

J Doka coil 16mm

H

Holes in the Handrail-post shoe XP
b

98031-207-01

c

98031-208-02

b ... diam. 18 mm (for Doka Express anchor 16x125mm)
c ... diam. 13 mm (for alternative anchor-bolt)

The handrail-post holder must be facing
towards the inside of the building.

C Handrail post XP 1.20m
D Locking mechanism
H Handrail-post shoe XP

▪ The locking mechanism must engage.
▪ The handrail-post plates must be facing
towards the inside of the building.

➤ Mount the safety barriers (see the section headed
"Mounting the safety barriers").

10

10

98031-208-01

999803102 - 04/2012
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Edge protection on the structure – railing-height up to 1.20 m

User information Edge protection system XP

Structural design
e

e

98031-222-01

a

Railing clamp XP 40cm
Railing clamp XP 85cm

e

a

b

a ... span
b ... cantilever
e ... influence width

▪

3 x 20 cm

4 x 20 cm

5 x 20 cm

Scaffold tubes 48.3mm 2)

Gap-free boarding

2.5

4 x 15 cm

Dynamic
pressure q
[kN/m2]
0.2
0.6
1.1
1.3

3 x 15 cm

roughly equal to the influence width (e) if
- they are evenly spaced
- the guard-rail boards are either continuous or are jointed at the handrail posts,
and
- there are no cantilevering projections
The wind conditions likely to be encountered
in Europe, in accordance with EN 13374, are
largely recognised by the dynamic pressure
q=0.6 kN/m2 (highlighted grey in the tables).

Permissible influence width 'e' [m]
Guard-rail boards

2.4 x 15 cm

▪ The span (a) of the handrail-post uprights is

Clamped to concrete

2.5 x 12.5 cm 1)

Important note:
A fundamental distinction must be made
between the span (a) and the influence width
(e):
▪ The span is the distance between the handrail-post uprights (posts).
▪ The permitted influence width of a handrailpost upright is stated in the respective tables.
▪ The actual influence width can only be determined by calculation, and corresponds to
roughly the distance between the handrailpost uprights (posts) b and in the case of a
cantilever b + a/2.

Protective grating XP
2.70x1.20m

☞

1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8

1.9
1.9
1.8
1.5

2.7
2.7
1.8
1.5

3.6
3.3
1.8
1.5

2.9
2.4
1.3
1.1

3.4
2.4
1.3
1.1

3.4
2.4
1.3
1.1

5.0
5.0
5.0
4.4

1.8
1.3
0.7
0.6

1)

with toeboard 3 x 20 cm, 4 x 20 cm or 5 x 20 cm

2)

with toeboard 5 x 20 cm

Screw-on shoe XP

Note:
The plank and board thicknesses given here comply
with the C24 category of EN 338.

20 |
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Gap-free boarding

1.8
1.8
1.8
1.6

1.9
1.9
1.5
1.3

2.7
2.7
1.5
1.3

3.0
2.8
1.5
1.3

2.2
2.0
1.1
0.9

2.2
2.0
1.1
0.9

2.2
2.0
1.1
0.9

5.0
5.0
4.3
3.7

1.2
1.1
0.6
0.5

1)

with toeboard 3 x 20 cm, 4 x 20 cm or 5 x 20 cm

2)

with toeboard 5 x 20 cm

999803102 - 04/2012

10

Scaffold tubes 48.3mm

2)

5 x 20 cm

2.5

4 x 20 cm

Dynamic
pressure q
[kN/m2]
0.2
0.6
1.1
1.3

3 x 20 cm

Permissible influence width 'e' [m]
Guard-rail boards

4 x 15 cm

98031-223-01

A

Distance of anchorage point from edge: min. 10 cm

3 x 15 cm

Important note:
When gap-free boarding is used, 2 extra Handrail posts XP (A) must be mounted at the corners.

Anchored in B10 grade concrete / fastened to
reinforcement hoops (with Bridge-deck
clamp XP)

2.4 x 15 cm

☞

Permitted cantilever
0.3 m
0.5 m
0.8 m
1.4 m
1.0 m
1.6 m
1.9 m
1.3 m

2.5 x 12.5 cm 1)

10

Edge-protection component
Guard-rail board 2.5 x 12.5 cm
Guard-rail board 2.4 x 15 cm
Guard-rail board 3 x 15 cm
Guard-rail board 4 x 15 cm
Guard-rail board 3 x 20 cm
Guard-rail board 4 x 20 cm
Guard-rail board 5 x 20 cm
Scaffold tube 48.3mm

Protective grating XP
2.70x1.20m

Permitted cantilever (b) of edge-protection components

Edge protection on the structure – railing-height up to 1.20 m

Handrail-post shoe XP

Step bracket XP

Anchored by Doka Express anchor
16x125mm in "green" (new) concrete

Anchored by Doka Express anchor
16x125mm in C20/25 grade concrete
Distance of anchorage point from edge: min. 15 cm

5 x 20 cm

Scaffold tubes 48.3mm 2)

Gap-free boarding

3.4
2.4
1.3
1.1

3.4
2.4
1.3
1.1

5.0
5.0
5.0
4.4

1.8
1.3
0.7
0.6

3 x 20 cm

4 x 20 cm

5 x 20 cm

Scaffold tubes 48.3mm 2)

Gap-free boarding

3.0
2.7
1.5
1.2

2.0
1.9
1.1
0.9

2.0
1.9
1.1
0.9

2.0
1.9
1.1
0.9

5.0
5.0
4.1
3.5

1.1
1.0
0.5
0.5

with toeboard 5 x 20 cm

1.8
1.8
1.7
1.4

1.9
1.9
1.4
1.2

2.7
2.6
1.4
1.2

2.7
2.6
1.4
1.2

1.8
1.9
1.0
0.9

1.8
1.9
1.0
0.9

1.8
1.9
1.0
0.9

with toeboard 3 x 20 cm, 4 x 20 cm or 5 x 20 cm

Required safe working load of alternative anchorbolts:
Rd 9.9 kN (Fperm. 6.6 kN)
Follow the manufacturer's applicable fitting instructions.

10

4 x 15 cm

3.0
2.7
1.5
1.0

5 x 20 cm

3 x 15 cm

1.9
1.9
1.5
1.2

1)

4 x 20 cm

Dynamic
pressure q
[kN/m2]
0.2
0.6
1.1
1.3

3 x 20 cm

Permissible influence width 'e' [m]
Guard-rail boards

4 x 15 cm

2.4 x 15 cm

Protective grating XP
2.70x1.20m

1.8
1.8
1.8
1.5

with toeboard 3 x 20 cm, 4 x 20 cm or 5 x 20 cm

3.4
2.4
1.3
1.1

Distance of anchorage point from edge: min. 12 cm

Permissible influence width 'e' [m]
Guard-rail boards

2)

3.4
2.4
1.3
1.1

Actual tensile force in Express anchor:
Ed = 15.1 kN (F10.1 kN)

Distance of anchorage point from edge: min. 12 cm, in
building-elements that are at least 15 cm thick

1)

2.9
2.4
1.3
1.1

with toeboard 3 x 20 cm, 4 x 20 cm or 5 x 20 cm

Anchored with an alternative anchor-bolt, e.g.
Hilti push-in anchor M12x50, in C20/25 grade
concrete

2.5

3.6
3.3
1.8
1.5

Anchored with an alternative anchor-bolt, e.g.
Hilti push-in anchor M12x50, in C20/25 grade
concrete

Actual tensile force in Express anchor:
Ed 13.6 kN (F = 9.1 kN)

Dynamic
pressure q
[kN/m2]
0.2
0.6
1.1
1.3

2.7
2.7
1.8
1.5

3 x 15 cm

with toeboard 5 x 20 cm

1.9
1.9
1.8
1.5

2.4 x 15 cm

with toeboard 3 x 20 cm, 4 x 20 cm or 5 x 20 cm

2)

1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8

2.5 x 12.5 cm 1)

1)

1)

5 x 20 cm

4 x 20 cm

2.9
2.4
1.3
1.1

4 x 20 cm

3 x 20 cm

3.6
3.3
1.8
1.5

3 x 20 cm

4 x 15 cm

2.7
2.7
1.8
1.5

4 x 15 cm

3 x 15 cm

1.9
1.9
1.8
1.5

Dynamic
pressure q
[kN/m2]
0.2
0.6
1.1
1.3

3 x 15 cm

2.4 x 15 cm

1.8
1.8
2.5
1.8
1.8

Protective grating XP
2.70x1.20m

Dynamic
pressure q
[kN/m2]
0.2
0.6
1.1
1.3

2.5 x 12.5 cm 1)

Permissible influence width 'e' [m]
Guard-rail boards

2.4 x 15 cm

Permissible influence width 'e' [m]
Guard-rail boards

Distance of anchorage point from edge: min. 15 cm

2.5 x 12.5 cm 1)

Characteristic cube compressive strength of the new
concrete (fck,cube): ≥ 14 N/mm2

2.5 x 12.5 cm 1)

10

User information Edge protection system XP

Bridge-deck clamp XP

Required safe working load of alternative anchorbolts:
Rd 9.9 kN (Fperm. 6.6 kN)
Follow the manufacturer's applicable fitting instructions.
For dimensioning-calculation table, see Screw-on
shoe XP.
999803102 - 04/2012
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User information Edge protection system XP

Edge protection on the structure – railing-height up to 1.80 m

Edge protection on the structure – railing-height up to 1.80 m
Edge protection on the structure – railing-height up to 1.80 m

Guard-rail boards

Scaffold tubes

Gap-free boarding

Safety barriers

Protective grating XP

98031-230-01
98031-235-01

Railing-height: 170 cm

98031-232-01

Railing-height: 177 cm (with
15 cm wide guard-rail boards)

98031-231-01

Railing-height: 177 cm (with
15 cm wide guard-rail boards)

Railing-height: 167 cm

Handrail post XP 1.20m
and Handrail post XP 0.60m

Railing clamp XP 85cm

Handrail-post shoe XP

▪
▪

Clamping range:
2 - 43 cm
Fastened to end-face of concrete floorslabs

999803102 - 04/2012

748

▪
▪

Clamping range:
2 - 85 cm
Fastened to end-face of e.g. cantilevered
parapets on bridges

▪

Floor-mounted on concrete floor-slabs

▪

using Doka Express anchor 16x125mm

10

Anchorages Where used

10

Fixing devices

Railing clamp XP 40cm
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Regarding the Project EFdeN, by means of my signature I declare:
Team EFdeN, have planned to provide the necessary collective protections to resolve the risks
associated to the assembly, maintenance and disassembly processes of the prototype EFdeN.
All of these protections comply with the quality and technical specifications in accordance with
the French legislation.
All the protection equipment, auxiliary means, machinery, etc. have the “CE” branding
guaranteeing their adaptation to the regulation in force.”

10

10

4. Complete technical specifications of the individual protections that shall be used

749

750

10

10

Domeniu de utilizare :
Jacheta de protectie prezentata este un echipament individual de lucru, de concepţie simplă, reutilizabil,
destinat protejării corpului în timpul lucrului, în medii normale de lucru care nu solicită alt echipament de
protecţie specific.Recomandat utilizarilor din industrie in general , transporturi , constructii , depozite ,
agricultura etc .
Norme de referinta :
SR EN 340:2004 - „ Îmbrăcăminte de protecţie. Cerinţe generale” Acest standard european stabileste
cerintele generale de performanta referitoare la ergonomie, inocuitate, sisteme de marimi, durabilitate,
îmbatrânire, compatibilitate si marcare pentru îmbracamintea de protectie, precum si informatiile
furnizate de producator care trebuie sa însoteasca
îmbracamintea de protectie.
Caracteristici generale
Jacheta are multiple buzunare anterioare aplicate,
mâneci drepte, cu manseta ; sistem de închidere
frontal cu fermoar, acoperit cu o fentă cu butoni;
spatele este drept ; jacheta are la terminatie o
betelie. Material de baza: tesatura cu o compozitie
fibroasa de bumbac 100 % sanforizat si cu o
greutate specifica a materialului de 260 g/mp .
Culoare : gri/negru
Marimi : S , M , L , XL , XXL , XXXL
Intretinere
Spalare manuala sau automata, folosind agenţi de
spălare casnici, la o temperatură de maxim 40°C, uscare prin centrifugare cu temperatura redusa sau în
aer liber. Se poate călca la max. 150°C. Este permisa curatarea chimica in percloretilena. Se interzice
folosirea inalbitorilor.
Marcare
Eticheta permanentă a produsului contine : codul, mărimea, marcajul CE, dimensiunile corpului
operatorului (circumferinta : torace, talie, inaltime), compozitia tesaturii, pictograme reprezentand
instructiunile de intretinere,.
Ambalare
Produsul este ambalat individual în pungi pe plastic, care include instructiuni de utilizare.
Depozitare
Se depozitează în spaţii închise, în ambalajul original, bine aerisite, ferite de umezeală şi de razele
directe ale soarelui, la temperaturi cuprinse între +10 ÷ 25°C

10

10

FISA TEHNICA – JACHETA DE LUCRU art.90890 LIBERTY JACKET
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752

10

10

753

10

10

FISA TEHNICA/INSTRUCTIUNI DE UTILIZARE – MANUSA DE PROTECTIE art.1040-2 PICOU
Domeniu de utilizare:
Protecţia mâinilor împotriva agresiunilor mecanice superficiale – abraziune, tăiere prin tranşare,
agăţare, înţepare la manipulare piese rugoase, cu muchii neregulate, unse cu substanţe chimice diluate,
moderat toxice, cum ar fi uleiuri minerale, acizi şi baze diluate . Recomandate utilizarilor din industrie in
general , constructii , depozite etc.
Norme tehnice de referinţă:
Modelul de mănuşă este certificat
conform
cerintelor :
SR EN 420+A1:2010 - „Mănuşi de protecţie.
Cerinţe generale şi metode de încercare” Acest
standard specifică cerinţe generale şi metode de
încercare referitoare la ergonomia şi construcţia
mănuşilor, rezistenţa materialelor constitutive la
penetrarea apei, inocuitatea, confortul şi
eficacitatea, marcarea şi informaţiile furnizare de
producător aplicabile tuturor mănuşilor de protecţie.
Construcţie:
Mănuşi cu cinci degete , tricotate din fibre mixte ,
aplicatii PVC pe ambele fete , manseta elastica .
Marimi : 10 .
Instrucţiuni de utilizare
Inainte de utilizare se verifică mănuşile din punct de vedere al integrităţii (să nu fie rupte, găurite); dacă
se constată o deteriorare excesivă, mănuşile se scot din uz.
Instrucţiuni de întreţinere
Se vor curăţa prin spălare cu apă şi o soluţie slabă de detergent (la o temperatură de +40°).Mănuşile
nu vor fi lăsate contaminate, se vor curăţa imediat dacă nu au fost deteriorate profund Se vor usca la
temperatură ambianţă, dar nu mai mult de +40°C. Dacă au intrat în contact cu substanţe nocive,
acestea se vor denociviza ţinând cont de instrucţiunile specifice.
Instrucţiuni de depozitare
Depozitarea se face în încăperi uscate, bine aerisite , la temperatură ambiantă (+5°C şi + 25°C),
departe de surse de căldură şi radiaţii solare. Mănuşile se vor păstră fără a le plia.

754

Ambalare 12 per. în pungi din polietilenă.

10

10

Termen de garanţie
In depozitare 12 luni în condţiile respectării instrucţiunilor. Se scot din uz atunci când se constată că
prezită porţiuni subţiate, deteriorate, uzate, găurite.

Domeniu de utilizare:
Echipament individual de protecţie de concepţie simplă utilizat împotriva intemperiilor sau a stropirilor
cu jet de lichide (apă) şi a agresiunilor mecanice superficiale de mică intensitate - abraziune, agăţare,
utilizată în medii normale, fără atmosferă potenţial explozivă.
Norme tehnice de referinţă:
SR EN 343+A1:2008 - „Îmbrăcăminte de protecţie. Protecţie împotriva ploii” Acest standard stabileşte
cerinţe şi metode de încercare pentru materialele şi cusăturile îmbrăcămintei de protecţie împotriva
intemperiilor (de exemplu precipitaţii sub formă de ploaie sau ninsoare), ceaţă şi umiditatea solului.
Încercarea de rezistenţă la ploaie a articolelor de îmbrăcăminte de serie este exclusă din acest
standard, deoarece este în curs de elaborare o metodă de încercare specifică.
Construcţie generală:
- haină lungă cu glugă nedetaşabilă cu şnur de ajustare introdus în tiv; spatele are la partea
superioară 3 (trei) orificii pentru aerisire acoperite cu o platcă cu marginea inferioară liberă; sistem
de închidere cu subleist şi butoni plastic; mâneci raglan, prevăzute la subraţ cu un orificiu de
aerisire şi terminate cu tiv şi buton de ajustare pe mână; două buzunare aplicate, acoperite cu
clape, iar la terminaţie cu tiv ;
- lungime : 120 ÷ 130 cm ;
- grosime : 0,32 mm ;
- material: PVC pe suport textil din fibre PES 100% ;
- îmbinări prin termosudare, tivul de terminaţie şi
fentă cusut cu tighel pe faţa produsului.
Caracteristici tehnice:
a) rezistenţa la tracţiune în ambele direcţii
- longitudinal: 156,78N
- transversal: 265,36N
b) rezistenţa la sfâşiere pe ambele direcţii
- longitudinal: 23,22N
- transversal: 23.92N
c) rezistenţa la uzură : min. 1.000 cicluri – nu
se produce o deteriorare semnificativă a
materialului
d) modificări dimensionale:max. ±1% pe
ambele direcţii, după 5 spălări cu o bumbac
înmuiat în detergent
e) rezistenţa la penetrarea apei :
- iniţal: mai mare de 1400

cm.col. H2O
- după 5 curăţări cu cârpă şi detergent: mai mare de 1400 cm.col. H2O
- după 1000 cicluri de uzură cu abraziv F2: 133,88 cm.col. H2O

10

10

FISA TEHNICA/INSTRUCTIUNI DE UTILIZARE – PELERINA IMPERMIABILA art.4050PL AMRUM
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Annex A - Medical Examination
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Annex B - 1 HS Responsible Formation
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Annex B - 2. Banksmen/Riggers
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Dl./D-na LIVIA IRINA ALEXANDRU

Dl./D-na TUDOR - ALIN ALEXE

10

10

Annex B - 3. First Aid

815

Dl./D-na VALERIA ARTENII

816

10

10

Dl./D-na SORIN - MIHAI AUSTREANU

Dl./D-na DANIELA BAZĂ-VERDE

10

10

Dl./D-na NICOLAE BĂJENARU

817

Dl./D-na MADALINA BEBERECHE

818

10

10

Dl./D-na ANDREI - STELIAN BEJAN

Dl./D-na ADRIAN BUCICĂ

10

10

Dl./D-na ANCA - ELENA BOLOHAN

819

Dl./D-na CLAUDIU BUTACU

820

10

10

Dl./D-na SILVIA CAZACU

Dl./D-na ANDRADA CHIOIBAS

10

10

Dl./D-na ALEXANDRU CEAKI

821

Dl./D-na CRISTINA - CATALINA CIOBANU

822

10

10

Dl./D-na COSMINA COLCERIU

Dl./D-na GEORGE CRĂCIUNESCU

10

10

Dl./D-na ȘTEFAN CONSTANTINESCU

823

Dl./D-na ANDREI - CORNEL DĂNEȚ

824

10

10

Dl./D-na RAMONA DEACONU

Dl./D-na CLAUDIA - MARIA DULGHERIU

10

10

Dl./D-na ANA MARIA DIN

825

Dl./D-na ANDREI ENE

826

10

10

Dl./D-na MĂDĂLINA FALFARA

Dl./D-na VLADIMIR - OCTAVIAN FILCIU

10

10

Dl./D-na LAURA FERASTRAU

827

Dl./D-na MIHAI FOTESCU

828

10

10

Dl./D-na ALEXANDRA FULGA

Dl./D-na AURELIAN GRAURE

10

10

Dl./D-na ANA - MARIA GHITA

829

Dl./D-na DANIEL - CONSTANTIN GRIGORIE

830

10

10

Dl./D-na LUCIAN GRUIA

Dl./D-na VIOREL ILIE

10

10

Dl./D-na DIANA HALMAGHI

831

Dl./D-na CIOC IOANA

832

10

10

Dl./D-na LAURA - GEORGIANA ȘIU

Dl./D-na GEORGIANA JIPA

10

10

Dl./D-na DENISA - GEORGIANA JESCU

833

Dl./D-na LAURENTIU LUNGU

834

10

10

Dl./D-na MIHAELA - VASILICA LUPOIAN

Dl./D-na IOANA MACOVEI

10

10

Dl./D-na GEORGE - ANDREI MACIUCEANU

835

Dl./D-na ZINA MACRI

836

10

10

Dl./D-na OCTAVIAN MANOIU

Dl./D-na VALENTINA MARINESCU

10

10

Dl./D-na ISABELA MANU

837

Dl./D-na IONUȚ MIRESCU

838

10

10

Dl./D-na CLAUDIA MOȚEI

Dl./D-na ADRIAN - TRAIAN MUNTEANU

10

10

Dl./D-na TEODORA MORARU

839

Dl./D-na ANDRA - LAURA OANCEA

840

10

10

Dl./D-na ARGENTIN - ADELIN OLES

Dl./D-na IRINA PETREA

10

10

Dl./D-na ALEXANDRA PĂUN

841

Dl./D-na MIHAELA POPESCU

842

10

10

Dl./D-na IOANA PRODAN

Dl./D-na CONSTANTIN RADU

10

10

Dl./D-na IRINA PURDA

843

Dl./D-na EDUARD - DANIEL RĂDUCANU

844

10

10

Dl./D-na DUMITRASCU RALUCA

Dl./D-na ALINA - MIHAELA STOIAN

10

10

Dl./D-na ANDA STANCESCU

845

Dl./D-na IONUȚ - ALEXANDRU TARUȘ

846

10

10

Dl./D-na ALEXANDRU TÎMPU

Dl./D-na MARIUS TOMA

10

10

Dl./D-na MIHAI TOADER-PASTI

847

Dl./D-na ALEXANDRU VASILIU

848

10

10

Dl./D-na CLAUDIU - IOAN VELISAR

Dl./D-na ALEXANDRU VULCAN

10

10

Dl./D-na ELEONORA - VICTORIA VOITINOVICI

849

11. Detailed Water Budget
Detailed water budget

First Water Delivery - the assembly period - 23.june/25.june

I

closed loops
I.1

Cold Water Tank

200

L

PM_#4_12.3.3.3

I.2

Buffer - Heating

700

L

PM_#4_12.3.3.3

I.3

radiant heating system

100

L

PM_#4_12.3.3.1

I.4

pressure test

25

L

T [+10%]

1128 L

SDE water meter
I.5

Buffer - domestic hot water

I.6

Fresh Water Tank

400

L

PM_#4_12.3.3.3

1300

L

PD_#4_PL-302

T [+5%]

1785 L

T

2913 L

Second Water Delivery - during the competition - 04.july/07.july

II

SDE water meter
II.1

Fresh Water Tank

I+II
III

1300

L

T [+5%]

1365 L

T

4278 L

PD_#4_PL-302

Total water used during the SDE competition
closed loops
III.1 Cold Water Tank

200

L

PM_#4_12.3.3.3

III.2 Buffer - Heating

700

L

PM_#4_12.3.3.3

III.3 radiant heating system

100

L

PM_#4_12.3.3.1

III.4 pressure test

25

L

T [+10%]

1128 L

11

SDE water meter
III.5 Buffer - DHW

400

L

500 L x 1 time

III.6 Domestic Hot Water draws

1000

L

50 L x 20 times

III.7 Dishwasher cycles

96

L

12 L x 8 times

III.8 Clothes washer cycles

700

L

70 L x 10 times

III.9 Green Space irrigation

225

L

15 L x 15 days

III.10 Cooking contest

19

L

2.3 kg x 8 times

III.11 Dinner Party contest

150

L

50 L x 3 parties

T [+10%]

850

2849 L
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12. Project Specifications
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904
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914
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916
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921
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922

12
923

12
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12
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12
926

12
927

12
928

12
929

12
930

12
931

12
932

12
933

12
934

12
935

12
936

12
937

12
938

12
939

12
940

12
941

12
942

12
943

12
944

12
945

12
946

12
947

12
948

12
949

12
950

12
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12
952

12
953

12
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12
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12
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12
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12
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12
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12
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12
961

12
962

12
963

12
964

12
965

12
966

12
967

12
968

12
969

12
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12
971

12
972

12
973

12
974

12
975

12
976

12
977

12
978

12
979

12
980

12
981
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982

12
983

12
984

12
985
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12
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12
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12
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12
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12
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12
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12
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12
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12
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12
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12
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12
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12
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12
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12
1003

12
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12
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12
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12
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12
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12
1009

12
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12
1011

12
1012

12
1013

12
1014

12
1015

12
1016

12
1017

12
1018

12
1019

12
1020

12
1021

12
1022

12
1023

12
1024

12
1025

12
1026

12
1027

12
1028

12
1029

12
1030

12
1031

12
1032

12
1033

12
1034

12
1035

12
1036

12
1037

12
1038

12
1039

12
1040

12
1041

12
1042

12
1043

12
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12
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12
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12
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12
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12
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12
1050
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12
1071

12
1072

12
1073

12
1074

12
1075

12
1076

12
1077

12
1078

12
1079

12
1080

12
1081

12
1082

12
1083

12
1084

12
1085
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